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Preface

It has been two years since MRS had a symposium devoted to wide band gap
semiconductors (mostly diamond and SiC). The 1991 MRS Fall Meeting was the first time that
the entire spectrum of wide band gap semiconductors was covered at an MRS meeting. Wide
band gap semiconductors are under intense study because of their potential applications in
photonic devices in the visible and ultraviolet part of the electromagnetic spectrum, and devices
for high temperature, high frequency and high power electronics. Additionally, due to their
unique mechanical, thermal, optical, chemical, and electronic properties many wide band gap
semiconductors are anticipated to find applications in thermoelectric, electrooptic, piezoelectric
and acoustooptic devices as well as protective coatings, hard coatings and heat sinks.

Material systems covered in this symposium include diamond, Il-VI compounds, III-V
nitrides. silicon carbide, boron compounds, amorphous and microcrystalline semiconductors.
chalcopyrites, oxides and halides. The various papers addressed recent experimental and
theoretical developments. They covered issues related to crystal growth (bulk and thin films).
structure and microstructure, defects, doping, optoelectronic properties and device applications.
A theoretical session was dedicated to identifying common themes in the heteroepitaxy and the
role of defects in doping, compensation and phase stability of this unique class of materials.
Important experimental milestones included the demonstrations of bright blue injection
luminescence at room temperatures from junctions based on Ill-V nitrides and a similar result
from multiple quantum wells in a ZnSe double heterojunction at liquid nitrogen temperatures.

Theodore D. Moustakas
Jacques I. Pankove
Yoshihiro Hamakawa

April 1992
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THEORETICAL STUDIES OF DIAMOND SURFACE CHEMISTRY
AND DIAMOND-METAL INTERFACES
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Laboratory, Washington Dc 20375-5000
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+ Department of Physics, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
PA 19104

ABSTRACT

Advances in diamond film growth have prompted us to study
the interfaces involved in this process: the interface with the
substrate, and the growth interface with the ambient hydrocarbon
vapor. Carbon chemistry lies at the heart of the properties of
both interfaces, and much of the relevant chemistry is not well
understood. We report here the energies involved in some ideal-
ized chemical processes that may be important in the growth pro-
cess. Results (Schottky barriers, interface energies) for dia-
mond/metal interfaces are also reported, and the especially unus-
ual diamond/nickel results we have recently obtained are discus-sed in some detail.

INTRODUCTION

In the process of diamond growth [1] as well as in applica-
tions, there are two interfaces of importance. The interface
with the substrate, which strongly influences the nucleation
density and hence the film morphology, ultimately determines the
electrical and thermal properties of an electronic or thermal
management application. The interface with the hydrocarbon vapor
is where the growth takes place, and has been the subject of
considerable attention, both experimental and theoretical. In
this article we address some recent theoretical advances in
understanding a few of the aspects of both of these interfaces.
Of course, actual applications will also be strongly influenced
by the bulk properties of the diamond material; this is a topic
that we do not address in this paper.

The recent advancements in calculations of materials proper-
ties have been highlighted in MRS proceedings [1], which demon-
strate that many properties can be predicted (often from first
principles methods) and great improvements in the understanding
of the microscopic processes have resulted. It is natural, and
important, that these methods be applied to emerging fields of
science and technology, such as diamond and other wide bendgap
insulators (the subject of this symposium) or, for example, the
novel fullerene materials discussed elsewhere at this conference.
In this paper we address diamond properties, which involves an
understanding of the chemistry of carbon at the most basic level.

Met. Res. Soc. Symp. Pfoc. Vol. 242., 192 Mterials Research Society
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Basic Drinciples and concepts

Since the recent surge in growth of diamond films, much pro-
gress has been made, but the growth of near-perfect diamond mono-
liths that will be necessary for many optoelectronic applications
is still somewhere in the future. In light of the commonplace
fabrication and application of silicon chips for two decades, the
question arises: in what way(s) is diamond so different from
silicon (or germanium, for that matter)? There must be important
differences; after all, life is based on hydrocarbons and not on
hydrosilicons, in spite of the abundance of available silicon!

In many ways C is similar to Si. Carbon is isovalent with
silicon, it forms the same semiconducting tetrahedrally bonded
crystal structure, and their bulk electronic band structures are
isomorphic, with both materials possessing indirect bandgaps with
the conduction band minimum about 75% of the way along the <100>
direction to the Brillouin zone (BZ) boundary. In fact, the band
structure of diamond is virtually that of silicon stretched by a
factor of two: the valence bandwidth is -24 eV compared to sili-
con's 12 eV, and the direct bandgap throughout the BZ is approxi-
mately twice the 3.5-5 eV Si value (2]. Because the electronic
gap is indirect rather than direct, the factor-of-two difference
in direct gaps translates into a factor of five difference, 5.5
eV vs. 1.17 eV, in electronic gap and therefore a considerable
difference in their electronic properties.

Many of the ways in which diamond differs from silicon are
directly related to the reasons it is pursued for technological
purposes: it is much harder and more resilient at high
temperatures, it is transparent to higher frequencies, its
thermal conductivity is much higher, its atomic density is the
highest of any common solid. These differences derive at the
most basic level from two differences between the C and Si atoms:
their sizes, and the characteristics of their a and p valence
states. The valence vavefunctions peak in C around two-thirds of
the radius of the corresponding peaks in Si; this accounts for
the lattice constant of diamond being only 2/3 that of Si (and an
atomic density nearly 3.5 times greater).

In addition to the size difference, the s and p valence
states bear a different relationship in the two atoms: in C there
are no core p states for the valence p state to be orthogonal to,
and as a result the p wavefunction shares more strongly the same
region of space with the s wavefunction compared to the case in
Si, where the p wavefunction peaks noticeably beyond the a wave-
function. In addition, Papaconstantopoulos' tight-binding fits
(3] to diamond and Si indicate that the s and p on-site energies
are relatively closer in energy (after being scaled down by the
factor of two) in diamond than in SiI These two differences
would seem to make for a more ideal sp hybrid bond in diamond;
whether or not this is the fundamental reason, the diamond bond
strength is considerably greater than in Si.

The diamond covalent bond strength, and its large atomic
density, and small atomic mass all contribute to its properties,
and particularly to its nucleation and growth. Their interrela-
tionships are undoubtedly complicated and certainly are not well
understood at present. Perhaps keeping some of these basic pro-
perties in mind can help us in understanding the interface behav-
ior of diamond as it is steadily revealed by experiment and by
calculation.

. .
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Numerical Electronic Structure Studies

Below we provide some results and analysis of density func-
tional calculations carried out in the local (spin) density ap-
proximation (LDA). This highly successful calculational method
has been reviewed in detail elsewhere (4], and our specific
methods of calculation [5-7] have also been described previously.
We only note that all calculations have been carried out with
full potential (no shape approximations) self-consistent methods,
since this factor is very important in dealing with the low sym-
metry situations encountered at surfaces and interfaces. The
results for chemical processes at the diamond "surface" have in
fact been obtained using carbon clusters (8] in which dangling
bonds at the cluster edges are capped off by hydrogen atoms.
This procedure removes the dangling bond states from the gap re-
gions and restores the carbon atoms to a more-or-less bulk dia-
mond environment. An example of such a cluster is shown in
Fig.l. The results for the diamond-metal interfaces are obtained
with the superlattice geometry [4], as is almost always the case
in such theoretical studies.

HYDROCARBON PROCESSES AT THE DIAMOND SURFACE

Rather little is known at present about the microscopic pro-
cesses governing diamond nucleation and growth, but models have
been suggested that provide at least straw men to be confronted.
Tsuda et al. (9] laid out a mechanism that relies primarily on
the addition of methyl radicals to the (111) surface, and assumes
that the methyl-terminated surface is energetically stable.
Frenklach and Spear (10] have suggested a model that depends on
the addition of acetylene molecules to the diamond surface.
Harris [11] has introduced a model based on methyl radical ad-
sorption on the (110) surface. Yarbrough (12] has provided en-
lightening discussions of these models and of the additional fac-
tors that arise in the growth process. In light of the difficul-
ty in observing chemical processes at the diamond surface (espec-
ially in the presence of a plasma) these models require theoret-
ical studies of elementary chemical reactions at the diamond sur-
face to ascertain whether they are viable possibilities. We have
obtained results for a number of these situations, some of which
we review here.

Adsorption of methyl species

Adsorption of a methyl radical CH3 onto a dangling bond on
the diamond (111) surface results in a calculated bond length of
2.92 a.u., within 1% of the (calculated and experimental) C-C
spacing in diamond, and a binding energy of 4.5 eV. Evidently
this is a perfectly placed, tetrahedrally bonded C atom ideally
suited to continuing the diamond surface. However, the umbrella-
like structure of three H atoms comes into play as more methyl
radicals are considered.

When we allow a second methyl radical to bond to a dangling
bond next to the first adsorption site, steric repulsion between
the neighboring H umbrellas occurs. We calculate the difference
in energy between two isolated adsorbed methyls and two neighbor-
ing methyls (substantially relaxed but not completely so) to be
0.7 eV; this is (an upper limit to) the energy of steric repul-
sion. compared to the (calculated) C-C bond energy of 4.5 eV,
this is a rather small price to pay, if it is one of few process-
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Figure 1. An example of a cluster used to study the adsorption of
a methyl radical (above) on a diamond (111) surface. Large balls
denote carbon atoms; small balls indicate hydrogen. For clarity,
many bond-capping hydrogens at the edges and bottom of the clus-
ter have not been shown.

es available. Therefore we expect neighboring adsorbed metnyis
on the (111) surface to be an energetically allowed configura-
tion.

We next considered the situation of three adjacent methyl
groups. Allowing the nine H atoms of the three umbrella to relax
(within the constraint of C3, symmetry) leads to a steric repul-
sion of 3.65 eV (again an upper bound), primarily due to a tri-
angle of three H atoms spaced at a distance of 2.6 a.u. For such
a configuration, it would require only about I eV to break a C-C
bond and liberate a methyl radical from the surface, or converse-
ly, only 1 eV would be gained by adsorbing the third methyl group
in the presence of the other two and a neighboring dangling bond.
Since H abstraction reactions {CH4 + H -- > CH3 + H)I are believed
to involve 0.5-0.7 eV (13] and occur often, islands of three
methyl groups should disappear quickly if they form. Even worse
(for this model of diamond growth), reactions in which H would
replace one of the three methyl groups would be exothermic.
These considerations lead us to expect that triplets of methyl
groups on the diamond surface will not be a likely enough occur-
rence to lead to, or even allow, diamond growth.

Acetylinic species at the diamond surface

It requires considerably more energy (1.3 eV by our calcul-
ations, 0.9 *V is the experimental value) to break a C-H bond in
acetylene than in methane, assuming H2 to be the result in both
cases. This result suggests, in agreement with experimental

,
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population analyses, that the concentration of acetylinic radi-
cals in the vapor is considerably less than that of methyl radi-
cals. However, since diamond growth is a difficult process to
nucleate and is often slow, allowing the possibility that low
concentration species may be important, we have investigated some
acetylinic chemical processes.

For an acetylene radical bonded to a dangling bond on the
(111) surface, the bond length is calculated to be 2.76 a.u., 5%
smaller than the bond length in diamond. Apart from the "double
bond" character suggested by the bond length, this process leads
to an extra C atom that, although not precisely in place to rep-
licate a diamond lattice, is bonded to one C atom and is avail-
able for further chemical processes.

Frenklach and Spear [10] have argued the importance of the
acetylene molecule, which is expected to react strongly with a
dangling bond. In fact, their mechanism invokes the binding in
such a situation, which is not an foregone conclusion. It is not
easy to simulate this interaction in full generality, but we have
studied two related reactions. First we allowed the interaction
of an acetylene molecule with a dangling bond (simulated in this
case by a methyl radical). If the acetylene is constrained to be
rigid, the reaction is repulsive, but if the intra-acetylene C-C
length is allowed to adjust binding will occur, but it is very
weak.

Secondly, we were able, using newly developed numerical al-
gorithms that calculate the forces on atoms, to allow the three
C atoms and the two acetylene H atoms to relax as the chemical
interaction proceeded. Substantial relaxation occurred; one
acetylene C bonded to the dangling bond carbon atom (at a dis-
tance 2.87 a.u. very close to bulk diamond), and the acetylene
assumed a vinyl-like bent configuration with a chemically active
site on the other acetylinic C. The binding energy was calcula-|
ted to be 1.9 eV. Geometrically, the resulting configuration ap-
pears to be favorable for further processes that could extend a
diamond lattice.

Improved energies with generalized-gradient LDA.

Although we have not emphasized it above, LDA-based calcu-
lations tend to overestimate molecular binding energies by rough-
ly 10% to perhaps 20%. For many purposes, such as the idealized
studies described above, this overbinding is not disastrous. As I
studies get more realistic however, this inaccuracy could be a
problem and even a limitation of the method.

Fortunately, a microscopically based extension using not
only the value of the density n(r) to obtain the exchange-correl-
ation potential vxc(r) but the gradient dn(r)/dr as well, has been
introduced by Langreth and Mehl (14], extended by Perdew and Wang
[15], and recently perfected by Perdew [16]. The result has been
shown, by the extensive collaboration of Perdew et al. [17], to
give a very considerable improvement in the predicted energies of
atoms, molecules, surfaces, and solids. These references should
be consulted for further information about the methods and gener-
al results.

For the present purposes, the important implications arise
from the calculations by Pederson and Jackson on small hydrocar-
bon molecules that are reported in (17]. The results, shown in
Table I, demonstrate that energies of hydrocarbon molecules are
vastly improved, by a factor of six, by the gradient corrections,

|r
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TABLE I

Comparison of the calculated atomization energies (in eV) of five
hydrocarbon molecules, in Hartree-Fock (HF), local spin density
(LSD), and generalized gradient (GG) local spin density
calculations, compared with the experimental (EXP) values (with
zero-point vibrational energy removed). Also shown is the RMS
error per bond for the seven molecules, which is improved with GG
by a factor of six over the LSD result. The density functional
calculations were performed using a basis of 18s, 9p, and 4d
even-tempered Gaussians on each atom (65 basis functions per
atom). The experimental numbers are from Clementi and
Chakravarty (reference given below).

Molecule I of bonds HF LSD GG EXP i
H2  1 3.63 4.89 4.55 4.75
C2 (AFM) 1 0.73 7.51 6.55 6.36
C 2H 2  3 13.00 20.02 18.09 17.69
CH4  4 14.39 20.09 18.33 18.40
C, 4  5 18.71 27.51 24.92 24.65
C 2 H6 7 24.16 34.48 31.24 31.224 C 6H 6  12 45.19 68.42 61.34 59.67

RMS error / bond 2.40 0.67 0.10 ---

Experimental reference:
E. Clementi and S. J. Chakravarty, J. Chem. Phys. 93, 2591(1990).

TABLE II

Table II. Theoretical interface energies, defined as the energy
for the interfacial system minus the bulk energies for the cor-
responding number of C and Hi atoms, for both (111) and (100)
interfaces and both "atop" and "in-hollow" geometries. The pre-
dicted Schottky barrier heights (SBH) are also given.

Interface and geometry Interface energy (eV) SBH (eV)

(111) in-hollow 1.06 0.84
(111) atop 0.97 0.0
(100) in-hollow 1.92 0.92
(100) atop 1.03 0.0

iaIi
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and that the energies are approaching chemical accuracy, with RKS
errors of 0.1 eV per bond. Although the gradient corrected func-
tional has not yet been applied to chemical processes at the dia-
mond surface because of it novelty, its application can be donereadily in any future calculations. It appears that very accur-

ate energies for such interactions can now be obtained.

THE DIAMOND-NICKEL INTERFACE

An important application of diamond films could be as Schot-
tky barriers in electronic components that are more stable in
high power, high temperature applications than are currently
available Schottky systems. Even for applications of diamond
films as wear-resistant coatings or thermal diffusers, a know-
ledge of the diamond-metal interface properties is important. As
a first step in understanding diamond-metal interfaces, we have
carried out detailed studies (5,7,18,19] of the diamond-nickel
interface.

Nickel was chosen [5] for a combination of reasons: (1) its
lattice constant is within 1.5% of that of diamond, making the
lattice-matched case that we can treat a realistic model; (2) it
is not a carbide former, so the abrupt interface idealization
that we study is a reasonable candidate for fabrication; (3) the
Fermi level within the d-bands, and the magnetism, make Ni a
potentially much richer material for unusual applications than,
for example, the non-magnetic, sp-band metal Cu, which also sat-
isfies the previous two qualities. In addition, we have beenencouraged by experimental attempts to grow diamond epitaxially
on Ni (20-22]. Because the exchange splitting in Ni is an order
of magnitude smaller than the band gap of diamond we have ne-
glected it in our calculations up to this time.

We have completed thorough self-consistent calculations for
abrupt (100) and (111) interfaces. Growth of diamond films on
nickel up to the present time probably have not resulted in
abrupt interface [21] (perhaps there is not yet Aui abrupt inter-
face involving diamond), but high quality polycrystalline diamond
films have been grown [20]. However, there seams to be no reason
why Ni or other metals could not be deposited on clean diamond
surfaces to produce abrupt interfaces. For both (100) and (111)
interfaces, we have treated two possibilities for C-Ni bonding
configurations at the interface: one in which the C atom at the
interface is kept four-fold coordinated, emphasizing covalent
tetrahedral bonding, and one in which the C atom is more highly
coordinated, more consistent with a metallic type of bonding. We
refer to these as "atop" and "in-hollow" geometrical configura-
tions, respectively. In all cases the energy has been minimized
with respect to the most important structural parameter, the dis-
tance between the C and Ni layers at the interface.

Interface eneraies and stability

Our results can be stated succinctly: for both (100) and
(111) interfaces the "atop" geometry, in which covalent tetra-
hedral configurations are emphasized, is energetically more sta-
ble than the metallic "in-hollow" geometry. This strongly sug-
gests that satisfying the C atom's dangling-bond states at the
interface is an important consideration. At the onset this re-
sult was not at all obvious. Certainly it should be important to
attend to the dangling bond states if possible, but it is not
clear that Ni can do so in any case: these dangling bonds are the
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result of a strong covalent mixture of the C e and p states which
in bulk diamond are spread over an occupied valence band region
24 eV wide, while Ni has primarily d states (with some s admix-
ture) spread only over 4 eV below the Fermi level E,. Therefore
it could be the case that the dangling bonds cannot be accommo-
dated regardless of how the adjacent Ni layer is positioned.
Whatever the reasons, and they are difficult to determine unique-
ly, the tetrahedrally coordinated C atom at the interface is
found to be preferred. The interfaces energies for both inter-
faces and for both geometries are given in Table I1.

Schottkv barrier heiahts

Our predicted Schottky barrier heights for all four cases
are also presented in Table II. The Schottky barrier discussed
here is the separation of the Ni Fermi level and the diamond va-
lence band maximum, which is the intrinsic barrier to conduction
in p-type diamond. The interfaces are ohmic (barrier height of
less than 0.1 eV) for both cases in which tetrahedral coordina-
tion of the C atom at the interface is enforced. The Schottky
barrier heights are -0.9 eV for the more metallically coordinated
interfaces.

These results are quite unusual in two ways. First, the
prediction of an intrinsic ohmic barrier is unexpected, since in
the considerable variety of local density calculations of Schot- I
tky barrier heights for Si, Ge, GaAs, and a few other semicon-
ductors the barrier height is always (to our knowledge) a signif-
icant fraction of the band gap of the semiconductor. The com-
plete vanishing of the barrier height indicates that diamond is
displaying novel barrier formation behavior not found previously
in studies on abrupt interfaces.

Secondly, the difference in barrier heights of nearly 1 eV
between the high and low coordination geometries is also unanti-
cipated. Although the number of Schottky systems in which the
geometry has been varied is relatively few, again we are unaware
of such a considerable dependence on the character of the bonding
across the interface. Together with the vanishing of the Schott-
ky barrier for the tetrahedral coordination, this result suggests
novel bonding behavior is occurring at the diamond-nickel inter-
face. We have also obtained similar results for Cu and for Al
instead of Ni (in less extensive calculations), so the peculiar-
ity seems to be associated with the diamond itself.

To address the basis of this behavior we have studied the
interface band structure in some detail, as well as that of an
ideal (i.e. unrelaxed and unreconstructed) (111) diamond surface.
For the surface the dangling bonds give rise to a partially occu-
pied surface band that fixed the Fermi level I eV above the va-
lence band maximum. The corresponding interface bands, presented
and discussed at more length in Ref. (19], strongly mix with Ni
3d states near the Fermi level, producing a pair of interface
bands that are near or in the gap.

The upper band is unoccupied and does not influence the
results. The lower band is partially occupied, however, and is
energetically lower for the tetrahedral geometry than for the in-
hollow geometry, much as a bonding combination would be. This
lowering of the active interface band results in the lowering of
the Schottky barrier height and likely is a strong influence in
the energetic stabilization of the tetrahedrally coordinated
interface.

i t
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The electronic structure of these novel diamond-metal inter-
faces has been (18], or will be [19], discussed elsewhere. How-ever, this short discussion should make clear that the diamond
Schottky barrier is presenting us with an exciting scientific

questions as well as posing an important technological problem.
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GROWTH TECHNIQUE FOR LARGE AREA
MOSAIC DIAMOND FILMSt

R. W. Pryor,* M. W. Geis,** and H. R. Clark"
Institute for Manufacturing Research, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48201
Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lexington, MA 02173

ABSTRACT

A new technique has been developed to grow semiconductor grade diamond
substrates with dimensions comparable to those of currently available Si wafers.
Previously, the synthetic single crystal diamond that could be grown measured only a
few millimeters across, compared with single crystal Si substrates which typically are
10 to 15 cm in diameter. In the technique described, an array of features is first
etched in a Si substrate. The shape of the features matches that of inexpensive,
synthetic faceted diamond seeds. A diamond mosaic is then formed by allowing the
diamond seeds to settle out of a slurry onto the substrate, where they become fixed
and oriented in the etched features. For the experiments reported, the mosaic
consists of seeds - 100 gm across on 100 lm centers. A mosaic film is obtained by
chemical vapor deposition of homoepitaxial diamond until the individual seeds grow
together. Although these films contain low angle (<10) grain boundaries, smooth,
continuous diamond films have been obtained with electronic properties substantially
better than those of polycrystalline diamond films and equivalent to those of
homoepitaxial single crystal diamond films. The influence of growth conditions and
seeding procedures on the crystallographic and electronic properties of these mosaic
diamond films is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to fabricate diamond has been the elusive goal of scientific
researchers and their alchemist predecessors for over 2000 years [1]. Numerous
different techniques have been tried, with little success [2]. Only within the last
50 years, with the discovery of various high pressure techniques [3,4], has it at last
been possible to reproducibly fabricate single crystal diamond materials. The
materials that result from these processes can be of excellent quality, in some cases
better than natural diamonds [5]. The synthetic diamonds are quite small, however,
usually much less than 1 cm in their largest dimension and typically in the range of a
few micrometers to less than a millimeter. Such diamonds are generally fabricated
for use as abrasives in industrial materials processing applications.

t This work was sponsored by the Michigan Research Excellence Fund through the
Institute for Manufacturing Research at Wayne State University and by SDIO/OST
through the Office of Naval Research.
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During the last half century, researchers have also sought to fabricate diamond

materials using low pressure processes [6,7], and some limited success has been
realized. Research during the last 10 to 15 years has resulted in the ability to
fabricate small area polycrystalline diamond films and subsequently the capability of
making large area polycrystalline thin films by several different methods [8]. Even
though these polycrystalline thin film diamond materials have been achieved only
recently, they are no longer just laboratory curiosities. Such films oave become
interesting and valuable materials in the early stages of a broad applications
development phase.

To be able to use the properties of diamond to the maximum extent, methods
need to be developed to facilitate the growth of large area, single crystal diamond
sheets. Such sheets would allow utilization of the high thermal conductivity, great
mechanical strength, and unique electronic properties of diamond. The work
reported here, which addresses only a small aspect of diamond properties, is one
such attempt. It is the result of a focused research effort in diamond materials
development directed toward microelectronics applications. The work emphasizes
the development of semiconductor grade diamond for application in the new area of
high speed, high power diamond microelectronics. The materials being developed
will also have spin-off applications in the area of thermal management of
conventional semiconductor device materials, such as Si and GaAs, and in
mechanical applications areas. Indeed, the new large area mosaic diamond
materials discussed here are near single crystal quality and will be potentially usable
in many new applications areas.

SUBSTRATE PREPARATION

Mosaic diamond films are made from small, inexpensive (about $1 per carat)
diamond abrasive crystals fixed on a patterned Si substrate. The first major step in
the preparation of the substrate is to photolithographically pattern an etch mask onto
the (100) surface of a Si wafer. To do this, the outer surface of the Si wafer is
thermally oxidized to a depth of 100 nm. A layer of photoresist is then applied to the
oxidized, polished side and exposed to form an array of squares (Fig. 1). In this case,
the squares are initially sized so that the final etched pits are 90 gim square on
100 gim centers. It is important to size the apertures in the photoresist to allow for the
undercut of the Si0 2 mask during etching. The Si0 2 mask layer is then pattemed
through the resist (Fig. 2) using an appropriate etchant, such as HF or BHF.

The Si wafer is selectively etched through the oxide mask on the Si (100)
surface by immersing the wafer in a solution of either 10% (CH3 )4 NOH or 25% KOH
(by weight) in water at 90 0C [9] (Fig. 3). Over a period of several hours, tetrahedral
pits are formed in the volume of the Si wafer. The wafer is then removed from the
selective etching solution, and the SiO2 mask layer is stripped off with an HF solution.

At this point, a decision needs to be made whether or not to add a diamond
nucleation inhibition layer to the Si wafer surface. Such a layer must be considered
because of the differential nucleation and growth of diamond during the growth
phase. If the conditions in the reactor and at the surface of the mosaic wafer are
appropriate, diamond growth will occur on both the mosaic of seeds and on the
pattemed wafer between the seeds. On the seeds, the growth is homoepitaxial as is
desired. On the wafer, however, the growth is polycrystalline and can obstruct the
formation of clean, low angle grain boundaries as the seeds expand to closure.

The rate at which the polycrystalline diamond phase nucleates on the pattemed
Si wafer surface is highly dependent on the nature of the surface, the specific
preparatory steps used prior to the diamond growth, and the initial and sustained
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conditions experienced by the mosaic substrate in the growth reactor. Here, we
describe two fundamentally different, but complementary, technologies [10,11] for the
growth of mosaic diamond materials. The technology developed at MIT Lincoln
Laboratory uses a hot filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD) system [121. The
technology developed in the Institute for Manufacturing Research at Wayne State
University, based on a microwave approach, uses a microwave plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (MPECVD) system. The details of the MPECVD system
are discussed elsewhere (13].

In the HFCVD system, at least one set of conditions exists where the
homoepitaxial diamond growth on the seeds is faster than the growth of the
polycrystalline diamond on the patterned Si wafer. This results in the homoepitaxial
diamond material on the seeds overgrowing the polycrystalline diamond on the wafer
and eventually forming a continuous, near single crystal diamond film.

In the MPECVD system, a different approach has been adopted. With the
prevailing growth conditions in the MPECVD reactor, the homoepitaxial diamond
forms on the seeds at a rate comparable to that of the polycrystalline diamond on the
wafer between the seeds. If the polycrystalline diamond is allowed to nucleate and
grow freely, the homoepitaxial diamond formation on the seeds is limited in extent by
the polycrystalline diamond formation on the wafer. The solution to this problem was
found in some earlier selective nucleation studies [14]. In these studies, oxidation
and plasma cleaning of the Si wafer surface before the diamond deposition were
found to significantly reduce the number of spurious polycrystalline diamond nuclei
that form on the Si surface. The nucleation suppression is accomplished by the
application of a 100 nm layer of thermal oxide to the unseeded substrate after the
formation of the etched tetrahedral pits (Fig. 4) and prior to seeding.

The diamond seeds used in this process are small abrasive grains that are
readily available [15] for industrial materials processing applications. At this time the
role of diamond seed quality is still being determined, and will pobably need to be a
major consideration in the future for the formation of thick diamond materials for
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thermal or optical applications. For current microelectronics applications research,
where the initial growth to planarity forms a diamond substrate and the active layers
(a few micrometers thick) are deposited on top of that growth, it is not a major factor.

For the present research, the diamond seeds are sorted by size and shape,
selecting those that are - 100 gm on an edge and as close to octahedral (truncated
octahedra) as possible. The seeds are cleaned in hot (350 to 400 0C) NaNO 3 for
10 min, immersed in a concentrated solution of HF and HNO 3 for another 10 min,
and then rinsed in deionized water and acetone and dried. The seeds are then
suspended in a slurry using hot H2 SO4, concentrated HF, or an organic solvent and
0.01% novolac polymer. The polymer acts as a glue to fix the well-faceted seeds in
the pits. (For additional details on this process, see reference 9.)

A batch of slurry can be reused. After a few seeding runs, however, the grains
should be recleaned and a new slurry made. Residual seeds from a slurry should be
reexamined for shape, since the best formed octahedra tend to be selected out in the
seeding process and only the less well shaped seeds remain. After the seeding and
before the new diamond growth, the wafer is baked at 350 0C and then cleaned either
in an oxygen plasma at 15 mTorr or by reactive ion etching for a few minutes. Figure
5 shows a schematic drawing of an oxidized seeded substrate. Figure 6 shows a
scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of an oxidized seeded substrate, in which both
empty and seeded tetrahedral pits can be seen.

SEED ALIGNMENT

The successful fabrication of near single crystal quality diamond materials
using the large area mosaic diamond technique depends initially on three factors:
the shape of the seeds and the accuracy of the rotational and the axial (vertical) seed
orientation after placement. For well-faceted seeds, the rotational alignment error
between the (311) plane of the etched Si substrate and the (311) planes of the
diamond seeds, as determined by x-ray diffraction measurements, is typically on the
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order of 10 or less (Fig. 7). The axial orientation alignment error for the diamond
seeds has also been determined by x-ray diffraction studies and found to be typically
on the order of 0.50 or less (Fig. 8).

MPECVD GROWTH

The large area diamond seeded mosaic substrates used in this work were
prepared by the above described technique at Lincoln Laboratory with the
collaboration of Wayne State University. The homoepitaxial diamond growth on the
substrates was performed at Wayne State University using MPECVD. For successful
large area, near single crystal diamond sheet growth, modifications needed to be
made to the as received MPECVD equipment [11 ], and new process parameters and
techniques needed to be developed. The initial MPECVD diamond reactor (16] is
shown schematically in Fig. 9. This system was modified by the Wayne State
University diamond laboratory to enhance the initial polycrystalline diamond
deposition capability. A modification was made to allow the system to utilize multiple
gases (e.g., H2 , CH 4 , 02, and CO) simultaneously. In addition, the susceptor
assembly was remodeled to improve deposition uniformity and reproducibility by
incorporating a biasable refractory metal susceptor shield (Fig. 10). The shield
shrouds the susceptor and prevents erosion of the susceptor material by reactive
gases in the chamber. It also ensures that the composition of the desired reactive
gases is not altered by gaseous erosion products generated by the susceptor. A
major potential source of reactive gas contamination, undesirable trace materials in
the susceptor, is thus eliminated.

The seeded substrates are inserted into the reactor substantially as received
from Lincoln Laboratory. The reactor is pumped down, and the substrate temperature
is raised to 900 0C, where it is held for the duration of the process. After pump-down
of the reactor chamber, a substrate is prepared for diamond growth. This preparation
starts with a 30 min, 900 scom H2 plasma etch, at a pressure of 25 Ton, and a power
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level of 1 kW. The H2 etch is used to clean off any residual contamination on the

substrate, and it has been observed to significantly reduce the number of nucleation
sites available for the formation of polycrystalline diamond. Next, the seeded
substrate receives a 25 min, 400 W plasma substrate passivation treatment in a gas
mix comprising 25 sccm 02, 50 sccm H2 , and 2000 sccm Ar, at a pressure of 25 Torr.
This passivation treatment reoxidizes the Si surface and cleans any residual
contamination off the diamond seeds.
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Once the sample has been prepared in the reactor, the next step in the growth
of a large area mosaic diamond sheet is to alter the reactor gas mix to yield new
homoepitaxial diamond growth (111) on the octahedral diamond seeds. In early
experimentation, both at Lincoln Laboratory and Wayne State University, it was found
that the best mix for growth of polycrystalline diamond also grew polycrystalline
diamond all over the seeded substrates. The best polycrystalline diamond grown at
Wayne State University in the MPECVD system was on a diamond-bombarded Si
substrate at 900 OC with a gas mix of 990 sccrn H2 and 10 sccm CH4 , at a pressure of
45 Torr and a power of 1.5 kW. In order to grow homoepitaxial diamond without the
polycrystalline diamond, however, the gas mix had to be changed significantly. The
best large area mosaic diamond grown thus far was with 900 sccm H2,12 sccm CH4 ,
and 4.5 sccm 02, at a pressure of 50 Torn and a power of 1.5 kW. In addition, it has
been found necessary to periodically refresh the diamond nucleation inhibition layer
by using a 15 min, 400 W plasma substrate passivation treatment in a gas mix
comprising 25 sccm 02, 50 sccm H2, and 2000 sccm Ar, at a pressure of 25 Tort.
Currently, this is done about once every 8 h, which is adequate but not necessarily
optimal. Deviation from these nominal values significantly alters the character and
morphology of the diamond material grown, both on the diamond seeds and on the Si
substrate. A detailed presentation of the nature of the changes and their analysis will
be the subject of a future paper.

DIAMOND MATERIALS ANALYSIS

The large area mosaic diamond materials grown at both Lincoln Laboratory and
Wayne State University have been analyzed by various techniques. The results $
presented here should be considered preliminary, since the deposition processes at
both facilities are currently the subject of active research. At present, because of the
competing mechanisms within the reactor that tend to favor the growth of
polycrystalline and/or nondiamond materials, the reproducibility of the growth process
for large specimens is difficult, which has resulted in a limited number of high-quality
samples. The largest specimen to date was grown at Lincoln Laboratory by HFCVD.
It is approximately 1 x 2 x 0.025 cm and was obtained by the following technique.
First, - 100 gIm of diamond were grown on a seeded substrate. The Si portion of the
seeded substrate was then etched away in a solution containing HF and HNO3. After
etching and cleaning, an additional 150 ILm of homoepitaxial diamond was grown on
the side previously covered by the Si substrate. This process completely buried the
original seeds and resulted in a smooth specimen with a local surface roughness of a
few micrometers.

Transmission x-ray diffraction topographic analysis for the above sample was
done at Lincoln Laboratory using the (040) diamond crystal planes (Fig. 11). A
portion of the sample was analyzed in a system with a 0.06* angle of acceptance and
compared with a contiguous polycrystalline region in the same specimen (Fig. 12).
Regions of the sample where the di "mond (100) plane is within the acceptance angle
show on the topograph as very dark. Regions in which angle of the (100) plane
exceeds the acceptance angle, but deviates by less than a few tenths of a degree,
show as darkened. Within the limits of resolution of this analysis, no major difference
could be found between the measurements for the HFCVD large area mosaic
diamond sample and those that would be expected for comparable single crystal
diamond.

The morphology of the large area mosaic diamond material analyzed above,
which was grown in the HFCVD system, is similar to that of material grown by
MPECVD. Both materials appear smooth and uniform, with a local surface roughness
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of a few micrometers. In SEM images, it is difficult to find the grain boundaries in the
mosaic diamond, unless one looks in the region of a missing seed. In the SEM of a
T-shaped void in MPECVO-grown diamond, shown in Fig. 13, it can be seen that the
material grows into the region of the missing seeds. The thickness of this sample is
- 150 pro. If the growth process were continued, the voids at the location of missing
seeds would eventually become filled.
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The microfocus Raman technique [171 has been used to analyze the mosaic
diamond material grown in the MPECVD system. Measurements were made in
regions corresponding to the nominal axis of a diamond seed (center) (Fig. 14) and to
the space between the seeds (edge) (Fig. 15). Both Raman spectra show a well-
defined peak at 1332 cm- 1 and no additional peaks, such as those corresponding to
amorphous or graphitic materials. The Raman spectrum for the diamond material
grown at the boundary between seeds (Fig. 15) does show, however, an increased
background photoluminescence, as might be expected in a region of higher disorder.
Raman analysis of recently grown mosaic diamond shows a spectrum similar in
quality and amplitude to that of natural diamond.

An additional method for testing the quality of large area mosaic diamond
materials is by fabrication of microelectronic devices. At Lincoln Laboratory, diodes
have been fabricated using polycrystalline, mosaic, and single crystal diamond

* (Fig. 16). Based on the initial results, the mosaic diamond and the single crystal
diamond devices show comparable performance. The polycrystalline diamond
diodes, however, consistently shorted.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A new method has been developed for the fabrication of large area diamond
materials, in which small diamond seed crystals are oriented on an etched substrate
and then grown together into a large, near single crystal quality diamond sheet. X-ray
and Raman analyses of materials grown by this technique show that large area
mosaic diamond can be comparable in quality to natural diamond. Initial
microelectronic devices fabricated with the materials support this conclusion.
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ABSTRACT

A low pressure chemical vapor deposition technique using water-alcohol vapors has been
developed for the deposition of polycrystalline diamond films and homoepitaxial diamond films.
The technique uses a low pressure (0.50 - 1.00 Torr) rf-induction plasma to effectively dissoci-
ate the water vapor into atomic hydrogen and OH. Alcohol vapors admitted into the chamber
with the water vapor provide the carbon balance to produce diamond growth. At 1.00 Torr,
high quality diamond growth occurs with a gas phase concentration of water approximately
equal to 47% for methanol, 66% for ethanol, and 83% for isopropanol. A reduction in the criti-
cal power necessary to magnetically couple to the plasma gas is achieved through the addition
of acetic acid to the water:alcohol solution. The lower input power allows lower temperature
diamond growth. Currently, diamond depositions using water:methanol:acetic-acid are occur-
ring as low as 300 C with only about 500 W power input to the 50 mm diameter plasma tube.

INTRODUCTION

To date, diamond films produced by chemical vapor deposition techniques have been
grown principally using heavy dilution of organic gasse, with molecular hydrogen.''1

2 
The role

of molecular hydrogen to the process is manifold, but the dissociation of molecular hydrogen
into a high fraction of atomic hydrogen is critical to diamond stabilization and growth. A
plethora of techniques have been applied to create concentrations of atomic hydrogen sufficient
for high quality diamond growth. Typically, these techniques involve a high-temperature
region (hot-filament, oxy-acetylene torch, microwave plasma, dc arc discharges, etc.) wherein
high dissociations of molecular hydrogen is feasible. Some workers have avoided the use of
molecular hydrogen by using source gasses rich in oxygen.

8
`'

5 
Other workers have augmented

the molecular hydrogen with small percentages of water.'
1

-1
2 

We report here on a low pressure
rf-inductive plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition technique for the growth of diamond
which uses water not molecular hydrogen as a process gas stabilizing diamond growth. Atomic
hydrogen necessary for diamond growth (in this process) is supplied from plasma-dissociation
of water and alcohol vapors. Unlike previous work, addition of water to the alcohol is neces-
sary to produce well-facetted diamond growth in this low pressure rf-plasma technique.' Furth-
ermore, it has been observed that addition of acetic acid to this CVD process enables diamond
growth to occur at reduced rf power levels and consequently at lower substrate temperatures.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND APPROACH

A description of the chemical vapor deposition system used in this work has been previ-
ously reported.' 3

'
4 

The system produces diamond from boti. traditional H2 - CH4 mixtures as
well as the water:alcohol:organic-acid solutions. The system consists of a 50 mm id plasma
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tube appended to a standard six-way cross. A radio frequency (13.56 MHz) induction coil cou-
pies power from the rf power supply into the plasma discharge. Samples are located on a gra-
phite carrier located immediately underneath the induction plasma. The rf excitation induces
currents in the graphite susceptor which serve to heat the sample. Samples are introduced
into the vacuum system via a vacuum load-lock which isolates the main chamber. The gasses
(water, alcohol, acetic-acid) are introduced into the chamber through a leak valve on a storage
tank which contains solutions of the water/alcohol or water /acetic-acid alcohol. Vapors above
the liquid are pumped from the storage tank into the growth chamber. The vapor pressure of
the constituents above the liquid should be a produce of their molar concentration and their
respective vapor pressures. Water and alcohol solutions at room temperature have sufficient
vapor pressures to supply a low pressure discharge (<, 10 Torr). High pressure operations
might require the liquid solutions to maintained at an elevated temperature. For the growths
reported here, vapors from various volumetric mixtures have been evaluated for diamond
growth. The leak rate into the growth chamber from the solutions results in a loss of - 0.2
cecmin from the liquid solutions. While there will be some depletion of the higher vapor pres-
sure component, the practice of mixing allows a convenient method for evaluating different
ratios of water-to-alcohol without the necessity of a gas manifold.

Samples are introduced to the growth system through a vacuum load lock. Prior to inser-
tion, samples have been subjected to a diamond abrasive treatment with 1 Jim diamond paste
to enhance nucleation. Diamond growth proceeds by initiating a rf induction plasma with suf-
ficient power to magnetically couple to the gas. J. Amorrim et al."

5 
have shown that rf coils

couple to the plasma gas at low power levels through E-field coupling. At higher power levels.
the rf coil couples power to the plasma gas through B-field coupling. The B-field coupling is
characterized by an intense plasma luminescence from a region of high density electrons.

10 12 cm-
3

. The &-field coupling at lower powers results only in a low density plasma,
1010 cm-

3 
with weak plasma luminescence. Introduction of water vapor alone to a low pressure

(1.0 Torr) rf inductive discharge results in intense atomic H etnission. The Water plawsma has a
characteristic red color associated with atomic H emission at 656 sm. OH emission lines are
clearly visible but not as dominant as the atomic H err .3ion lines. One th, observes that
water discharges are capable of generating ample atomic H along with OH from the water dis-
sociation. Atomic 0 lines, if pesent in the emission spectrum, are minor and have not been
identified at this time. Addition of alcohol to the water plasma changes the color of the
plasma emission to a bluer spectrum as CH and CO emissions are observed along with the
atomic hydrogen Balmer lines.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Water:alcohol results

We have previously reported the growth of polycrystalline diamond films using
water!methanol, water/ethanol, or water/isopropanol mixturesi" In that work. the vapor mix-
ture entered the deposition system and diffused from the main chamber into the plasma tube.
The vapors were not admitted into the system through the plasma gas feed. For this work, the
storage bottle containing the liquid solutions was located on the plasma gas feed. Various
water-alcohol mixtures were used to determine the effect of the C/O ratio on diamond growth.
Figure 1 shows SEM micrographs from samples deposited at 1.0 Torr from volumetric water-
methanol mixtures ranging from 80% methanol to 33% methanol. The results for 80%
methanol produce poorly faceted diamond. These results contrast remarkably from the work

I!
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by Buck et al. and Bachmann et al. in a microwave discharge at higher pressures using 100%

methanol. In that work, high quality diamond was obtained from only methanol. In this work,Swater addition to the methanol is critical to the formation of well-faceted crystalline diamrond.
As observed in Figure 1, the quality of diamond growth increases as the methanol volumetric

concentration is reduced. At 33% methanol in the water solution, well-faceted diamond
growth is observed. From the respective vapor pressures of water and methanol at 20' C, we
estimate the vapor pressures of water and methanol to be 11.7 and 31.5 Torr, respectively.
above the 33% methanol mixture. Using these vapor pressures, one calculates the C/C-+0, the
0,O H. and the H/C+H ratios to be 0.42, 0.22, and 0.83, respectively. According to the depo-
sition phase diagram of Bachmann, the low C/C+O ratio of 0.42 should result in no diamond
growth. Nonetheless, this oxygen rich ratio is necessary for diamond growth in this system.

As noted in the Bachmann work, actual gas phase concentrations may vary dlue to interactions
of the plasma with the carbonaceous walls of the reactor. In this case. the reactions of the
water-vapor plasma with the graphite susceptor undoubtedly increase the carbon concentra-
tions in the gas phase. The graphite susceptor has been observed to be etched by the water-
alcohol discharges at a rate of 25/h.

33% 401/

50% 0

Figure 1. SEN micr-ographs from diamond films deposited from various
volumetric concentrations.
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3 Acet ic-acid water:methanol results

It was observed that diamond growth from the wate-alcohol solutions required less rf
power than diamend growth from more traditional H.'/CH4. The lower rf power most likely
was a consequence -J the water-methanol have lower ionization potentials than the H., - CH 4
'V\atr, for instance ha-s an ionization potential of 12.61 eV as compared to an ionization poten-
t.of 15.1M eV' for H.,r Methanol, for instance, has an ionization potential of 10.84 eV as com-
pa'i J to an ionization potential of 12.64 eV for CH4. The lower ionization potentials permit
low-vi .f power levels to be applied for sufficient plasma ionization. Correspondingly, we have
obIserve(i that the addition of organic acids to the water solutions substantially- reduces the
crttical pI)-er necessary to magnetically couple to the plasma gas. It is suspected that these
organt ic utoletiles have even lower ionization potentials than w I er.

As a consequence. diamond growth in the low-pressure rf-induction plasma can be
e.aluated at lower substrate temperatures (through reduction in the induced current, in the
graphite sample carrier). Figure 2 shows SEM micrographs of diamond films deposited at 0.50
"lrrr using a Volu-,tric mixture of 2:2:1 acetic-acid:water:methanol The sample temperature

550 °C 475 °C

400'C 300 'C

Figure 2. SEM micrographs from diamond films deposited at different
temperatures using acetic-acid:water.methanol (2:2:1).
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is reduced fromn one sample to the next, by the reduction in rf applied power. The growths at
all temperatures show well-faceted diamond polyhedra. There appears to be no severe degra-
dation of tdie film properties despite the -- 300'C reduction in growth temperature. An
assessment of the crystalline quality of the films as measured from the full width half tmax-
mium of the 1332 cni - phonon line would tend to indicate that higher quality growth was
achieved betwseen :300--00 C than at higher temperatures. Raman spectra for the films grown
at 300 and 400 C are shown in Figure 3 All these films showed an amorphous carbon com-
ponenut at 1500 ( If The reduction in applied power did reduce the deposition rate. The film
dhi osited at ý575 'C grew at a linear rat(e nf' 6000 A/hr while the film deposited at 300 C grew
at a linear rate of 2000 A/hr.

300 C

4- 0

Alj b

RCM'

400 C

I . '-,

8 II

Figure 3. Raman spectra from the films deposited with
acetic-acid:water.methanol at 300 and 400 'C.
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DISCUSSION

The growth of diamond is undoubtedly facilitated in the low-pressure rf-induction plasma
by the high electron density achieved when at a critical power the coupling changes from E-
field to B-field coupling. In this work, we have replaced mrlecular hydrogen and mnethane with
various mixtures of water, alcohols, and organic acids. The vapor discharges from the water-
based solutions are easily ionized in the rf plasma owing to lower ionization potentials for the
water, alcohol, and acetic acid molecules. As a consequence, lower power levels are necessary
for a B-field coupling.

Once the B-field coupling occurs, the high electron density and high electron temperature
allows atomnization of the parent molecules. Atoms and free radicals of both graphite etchant
species such as If and O1| and carbon-containing radicals are present at the diamond growth
surface. Dissociation of those species will depend directly on the bond strengths. If one com-
pares bond-strengths for the various molecules and radical species used in this work, a number
of interesting ol)servations are apparent. First, the H-OHl bond (5.2 eV) is not significantly
weaker than the It-it bond (4.5 eV). Thus, the high generation of atomic hydrogen from water
discharges is probably a consequence of the lower ionization potential and a larger cross-section
for electron-impact dissociation. Second. the bond strengths for If-liberation for a radical such
as 01.,0-H (V.3 eV) from the methanol has a significantly lower dissociation energy than the

6 parent C(130-11 1.9 eV) molecule. The CH.,O-H dissociation energy is also significantly lower
than any of the energies for methane, methyl, or methylene dissociation. One would expect
that electron energies in the plasma sufficient to dissociate hydrogen from the methyl group on
methanol would be more than sufficient to dissociate the CHMO-H bond. And third, the
lowest dissociation energies for H- liberation are found for the carboxyl radical COO-H (0.5 eV).
These radicals are contained on the organic acid and halogenated organic acid groups. It is the
dissociation of this bond that gives the acidity to water solutions containing these organic
molecules. One would expect then that, besides the lower ionization potential offered by the
addition of the organic acid molecules to the plasma discharge, the organic acids would readily
release I- atoms to the plasma gas. The organic acid group behaves as graphite solvent in this
process To date. we have not been successful in depositing diamond from solutions of
exclusively water and acetic acid. Concentrations of acetic acid in excess of 80% mit water sotu-
tiott have not been evaluated. For the concentrations of acetic acid that we are using for the
low temperature diamond growth 2:2:1 (acetic-acid:water:methanol), the primary roles of the
organic acid group are (1) to promnote ionization in the rf induction coil and (2) to contribute If
atoms to the growth process.

We have previously been discussing mechanisms by which the water-based processes pro-
mote diamond growth in low-pressure rf-induction plasmas. These mechanisms have all been
concerned with tH- atotti generation. At low pressures, diffusion of H atoms to walls and recom-
bination of If atotts on the walls limit the steady-state population of H atoms. The stead,
state population being the difference of the generation and loss rates. The water-based pro-
cessed (besides producing higher geieration rates per unit power than the molecular-hydrogen
based processes) may also significantly reduce the loss rates at low pressure. Water passiva-
tion of tube walls in flowing afterglow hydrogen discharges has been used to reduce wall recom-
bination. Water vapor (integral to the diamond growth in this work) would continuously pas-
sivate the reactor walls Indeed, it might be possible to maintain the reactor walls at a tem-
perature low enough to condense multiple layers of water on the plasma tube walls. The water
condensate would serve to buffer the wall materials from the extremely aggressive plasma
environment. In addition to wall passivation, the water-based process may also reduce loss

al
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rates by permitting H+ complexing with neutral H 2O water molecules. The hydronium ion

1130+ as in acidic-water solutions should remain highly reactive, yet coinplexed so as to retard
rapid diffusion to the plasma walls. It, thus, seems plausible that the water-based processes for
diamond growth can enhance diamond growth both by permitting higher generation rates of
active species and by reducing loss mechanisms.

CONCLUSION

A low pressure chemical vapor deposition technique using water-alcohol vapors has been

developed for the deposition of polycrystalline diamond films and homoepitaxial diamond films.
The technique uses a low pressure (0.50 - 1.00 Torr) rf-induction plasma to effectively dissoci-
ate the water vapor into atomic hydrogen and OH. Alcohol vapors admitted into the chamber

with the water vapor provide the carbon balance to produce diamond growth. Unlike previous
results obtained from microwave sources using only methanol or Ar/methanol mixtures, the
rf-induction source grows poor quality diamond unless water vapor is admitted. At 1.00 Torr.
high quality diamond growth occurs with a gas phase concentration of water approximately

equal to 47% for methanol, 66'c for ethanol, and 83%ý, for isopropanol. In the operation of the
rf induction plasma, there exists a critical power level at which the coupling to the plasma
changes from C-field coupling to B-field coupling. The B-field coupling has been shown in Ar
plasmas to produce about two orders of magnitude increase in the electron density. We have

observed that the critical power to achieve B-field coupling is substantially lower for the
water-based processes as compared to the traditional molecular hydrogen-based processes.

Furthermore, reduction in the critical power necessary to B-field couple is achieved through
the addition of acetic acid to the water:alcohol solution. The water-alcohol vapors permit dia-

mond growth to occur at lower power levels as compared to the ttI/CH4 discharges. The lower
input power level required in turn reduces substrate-carrier inductive heating and allows lower
temperature diamond growth. Currently, diamond depositions using water:methanol:acetic-

acid are occurring as low as 300' C with only about 5(X) N% power input to the 50 mm diameter

plasma tube.
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ABSTRACTI

We have applied an electron cyclotron resonance technique to deposit diamond thin films
on various substrates under remote plasma, low temperature (600'C) and low pressure (60 mTorr)
conditions. Diamond films were grown on different substrates (silicon, molybdenum) with
varying concentrations of precursor gases (methanol and water). A positive substrate bias (50 to
60 V) was found to be essential for the growth of diamond films onto substrates positioned 16 cm
below the ECR plasma. The films were characterized by Raman, X-ray diffraction and scanning
electron microscopy for microstnucture, phase purity and chemical bonding characteristics. The
effect of various processing parameters including gas pressure, gas composition, substrate
temperature and bias have also been analyzed.

INTRODUCTION

Most diamond CVD methods (microwave, dc and if plasma, hot filament) can be termed
"thermal" since the gas mixtures am heated to temperatures over 2000K. [1,2] At these
temperatures, the input gases (such as CH 4 , 02 and H2 ) decompose thermally, thereby forming
active species for diamond growth. The various techniques differ on the type and intensity of other
excitation phenomena, (e.g., electron impact ionization and dissociation [3], photon absorption and
emission) which operate concurrently with thermal excitation of the gas mixture. In contrast, low
pressure and highly ionized plasmas which rely on electron impact for dissociation and ionization
can be generated by electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) conditions. This occurs when the
microwave energy is coupled with the resonant frequency of the electrons in the presence of a
magnetic field. True electron cyclotron resonance cannot occur above 10 mTorr (l.3Pa) due to the
limited mean free path of electrons in the plasma, but significant magnetic field confinement and
enhancement of a plasma has been observed at pressures as high as 100 mTorr [4]. An ECR
plasma typically has a very high electron temperature (e.g., >22,000K) a relatively cool ion
temperature (typically 10% of the electron temperature) and neutrals that are typically < 500K. In
an ECR plasma, the generation of the species necessary for diamond growth must proceed
predominantly by non-thermal mechanisms such as electron-induced dissociation and ionization.
ECR plasmas offer several potential advantages as a means to deposit diamond thin films. Since
the neutral gas temperature is nearly the same as the temperature of the chamber walls, and the
pressures are in the molecular flow regime, it is relatively easy to generate a uniform distribution of
activated gas species over a large area. Secondly, the low pressure of the plasma may enable the
generation of activated species remote from the substrate surface, i.e, enabling downstream
processing in order to coat large areas.

Magnetically enhanced microwave PECVD of diamond was first reported by A. Hiraki et.
al. [4, 5] who employed a magnetic mirror ECR design in which two electromagnets were used to
couple a static B field to a microwave field. They also reported a significant increase in deposition
rate of diamond films using a source gas mixture of methanol and helium. Recently, Eddy et. al.
[61 also reported the growth of diamond films at low pressures using CO and hydrogen gas
mixtures.

In this paper, we report remote plasma growth of diamond thin films using water plus
methanol mixtures. The avoidance of 12 as a source gas was based on the high H-H bond
strength (104 kcallmol) and the small size of the H2 molecule, which make plasma-induced
dissociation into atomic H highly endothermic. Recently, workers at Research Triangle Institute
have also reported the deposition of diamond films from alcohol and water mixtures using a rf
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plasma system. [71 The use of H20 instead of H2 enabled a reduction in the substrate temperature
necessary for rapid diamond growth. The OH group is speculated to perform a similar function to
atomic hydrogen, i.e stabilization of the diamond phase and/or preferred etching of graphite and
graphite precursors. The use of H2 0 instead of H2 as a source gas also has many practical
advantages, e.g. H2 0 is cheaper and safer to hande than H2 .

EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments were performed in a Plasma-Therm BECR-6 system at the University of
Florida (UF) and in a prototype BECR-6 system at the University of South Florida (USF). A
photo of the BECR-6 system is shown in Figure 1. Two rings of rare-earth permanent magnets
(10 magnets/ring) are mounted on
the exterior of a 6" l.D. by 6" long
ECR module. The magnetic field at
the pole face of each magnet is
approximately 3 kGauss. Cusp-
shaped zones of 875 G field are
generated inside the vacuum
chamber. A turnstile coupler is
used to direct 2.45 GHz microwave
field through a silica
vacuun/microwave window at the
top of the ECR module. At
pressures below 150 mTorr, the
coupling of the magnetic field to the
electrons in the microwave plasma
is strong enough to position the
center of the plasma within the two
rings of magnets. At pressures
below 10 mTorr, electron cyclotron
resonance occurs along the cusp-
shaped surfaces where the magnetic
field strength equals 875 G. The
source gas mixture was methanol
and water. Methanol was injected
in a ring positioned beneath the base
of the ECR chamber, while water
"' aq injected from the top.
Suo' rates were placed on a heated
plst .n which was electrically
..olated to enable dc biasing. and

were positioned 8 to 20cm
downstream from the ECR zone. A
positive bias of 50 to 60 V was I
found tobe essential for diamond 9

thin films. The substrates used for
growth experiments were Si and
Mo plates scratched with submicron r
diamond powder and then
ultrasonically washed in methanol. Figure I Photograph of Plasma-Therm BECR-6 system.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the surface topography of the diamond film deposited using a methanol to
water ratio of 20:1. During the deposition process, the substrate temperature was kept between
500"C and 600*C, while the total pressure in the chamber was 60 mTorr. It was found that a
positive substrate bias ( 50 to 60 V) was necessary for remote diamond film growth. Under these
conditions, a secondary discharge glow was observed at the substrate, presumably due to electron
impact of the gas species arriving from the ECR plasnpa. The average dc current density measured
during the experiment was between 20 - 40 mA/cm'. The stabilization of the diamond phase
under remote plasma conditions depends strongly on the positive substrate bias, which is believed
to repel the positively charged ionic species in the plasma as well as generate diamond precursor
gas species at the substrate surface.

Figure 2 SEM micrograph of diamond film deposited using a methanol to water ratio of 20: 1.

The film consists of crystallites of approximately 0.4 to 0.6 ~I= in size; the average growth
t rate was 40 to 50 rnm an hour. Higher magnification of this diamond film shows a 'cauliflower"

type structure observed due to multiple nucleation of the diamond phase. The corresponding
Raman spectra of this Mim, (Fifure 3), exhibits a diamond peak at 1334 cm-1 and a broad
spectrum from 1450-1530 cm- suggesting the presence of sp2 bonded carbon in the form of
graphite, amorphous carbon or a combination of both. The full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the diamond peak is approximately 12 cm- I which is considerably greater than that of natural
diamond (FWHM -1.8 -2 cm-1.) This widening of thepeak can be attributed to small grain size of
the material or formation of a highly defective material.
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Figure 3 Raman spectra of diamond film deposited using methanol to water ratio of 20:1.

Figure 4 shows a SEM micrograph of a film nucleated for I hr at 60 mTorr with methanol
to water ratio of 20:1 and then deposited for 15 hr with methanol to water ratio of 5: 1. Other
conditions for deposition were the same as the earlier film. A nearly continuous film is formed
composed of many fine crystallites thus resulting in smooth coverage of the substrate. The
corresponding Raman spectrum (If the film is shoWn in Figure 5 which also shows a relatively
broad diamond peak at 1334 cm" , and a weak spA bonded peak. It was observed decreasing the
methanol to water ratio of 3:1 resulted in etching of the substrate instead of deposition.

Figure 4 SEM micrograph of diamond film deposited using water to methanol ratio of 5: 1.
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Figure 5 Raman spectra of diamond film deposited using water to methanol ratio of 5: 1.
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Figure 6 X-ray diffraction spectrum of diamond film deposited using water to methanol ratio 10: 1.
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Figure 6 shows a X-ray diffraction pattern of a film on silicon substrate deposited with
methanol to water ratio of approximately 10: 1. This film was deposited at 25 mTorr and about 7
cm below the ECR zone. This X-ray spectra shows the presence of diamond peaks corresponding
to the (I 1), (220) and (311) planes. The intensities of the peaks are in agreement with their
structure factor, thus confirming that the film is randomly oriented. The diffraction peaks are also
broadened due to the defective nature of the film.

SUMMARY

In conclusion, we have fabricated diamond films under remote plasma, low temperature
and low pressure conditions using methanol and water as input species. Randomly oriented
diamond films have been fabricated with varying ratios of methanol to water (20:1 to 5:1). At
lower concentrations of methanol, etching of the substrate is observed. It is expected that with
further optimization of the processing variables large area continuous diamond films can be
fabricated by this method at temperatures below 600"C.
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ABSTRACT

Polycrystalline diamond films were synthesized both by using an open
atmosphere combustion flame, and also using a combustion flame in an enclosed
chamber. By operating the pre-mixed oxy-acetylene torch in a chamber, we were
able to vary the atmosphere around the flame in a controlled manner and study the
effects on the diamond films. Varying the atmosphere around the flame is of
interest to control the incorporation of unwanted gases, such as room air, and to
obtain finer control over the flame properties. We report on the properties of films
grown in the open atmosphere and in the chamber with oxygen and argon.

Introduction

The combustion flame technique has been demonstrated at several laboratories
to be a viable technique to obtain high quality diamond films with a high growth
rate (>100;±m/hr)[l-l0]. In this paper, we report on the growth of free standing
polycrystalline diamond films grown by the combustion process using an oxy-
acetylene torch in the open atmosphere, and in an enclosed chamber where the
environment can be controlled. Diamond growth using an oxy-acetylene torch
occurs in the fuel rich acetylene feather just outside the primary flame front. The
torch is a prcmixed design, where oxygen and acetylene are combined in the
mixing chamber and then burn near the primary flame front (inner cone) where
temperatures can reach up to about 3300KjII]. The overall combustion reaction atthe inner cone is [121: C

C2 H12 +02 --- 2C0 +H12 (1)

with many reactive intermediates (eg. H, OH, C2.and C2H) involved in the overall
reaction. If the torch is run in a fuel rich mode, the unburnt hydrocarbons,
reactive intermediates, CO, and H2 form a region (feather) bounded by another
flame front caused by oxygen diffusion from the surrounding atmosphere.
Although the oxygen and acetylene gases are premixed in the torch, the outer
regions of the feather can be described as a diffusion flame because of the oxygen
diffusion from the atmosphere. When the torch is operated in the open
atmosphere, there is an ample supply of room air available for diffusion into the
flame fully oxidizing the combustion products to CO 2 and H20 in the outer region.
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy has shown that the feather region
contains a large concentration of CO and the outer part of the feather and the outer
region of the flame contain an appreciable amount of OH, H20 and C0 2[131. Laser-
induced fluorescence and mass spectrometry have shown the feather region also
contains an appreciable amount of nitrogen[12]. This indicates that the
atmospheric air not only oxidizes the combustion products in the outer region, but
does indeed diffuse into the feather region.

Since environmental gases around the flame diffuse Into the area of the flame
where diamond growth occurs, these environmental gases are an important
variable that warrants further attention. Varying the atmosphere around the
flame is also a method of controlling the incorporation of unwanted dopants, such
as nitrogen, and of obtaining a finer control over the flame properties. In the
present paper, we will discuss films that were made (A) in the open atmosphere. (B)
in the enclosed chamber using argon as the auxiliary gas, and (C) in the enclosed
chamber using oxygen as the auxiliary gas.
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Experimental

All of the diamond films were synthesized using a premixed oxy-acetylene
welding torch with a nozzle diameter of 1.17 mm. The flow rates of the oxygen and
acetylene(99.6%) were controlled by mass flow controllers with the total flow rate
being held constant at 7 SLM. The films were grown on molybdenum screws that
were placed in a threaded hole in a water-cooled copper block. The temperature of
the screw was controlled by the depth of penetration into the copper block and was
monitored by using a two-color pyrometer. The temperature of the films that will

be discussed was 900
0

C (+20o). In order to enhance the nucleation, the surface of

the molybdenum screw was polished with 600 mesh silicon carbide followed by I
gim diamond paste, and then ultrasonically cleaned in acetone and methanol.
Because of the large difference in the thermal expansion of diamond and
molybdenum, the film delaminates as the substrate cools. All the samples discussed
in this paper were thus free standing diamond films.

A similar apparatus to that described above was placed in an enclosed chamber
in order to control the atmosphere around th. flame. Prior to lighting the torch,
the chamber was evacuated to approximately I torr and then backfilled with the
auxiliary gas, either argon or oxygen. An exhaust valve was opened during the
growth process, so the experiments were done at slightly above atmospheric
pressure.

Micro-Raman analysis was performed using the 514.5 nm line of an argon ion
laser and a spatial resolution of less than I pgm[141. The Raman line width
measurements were performed in the photoluminescence apparatus using a 488.0
nm line with a laser spot size of about 100 pm[15]. The photoluminescence
experiments were carried out at 6K in a Janis supervaritcmp cryostat. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on these samples using a Cambridge S200instrument.

RESULTS

Results are reported on three types of samples grown in (A) the open
atmosphere, (B) the enclosed chamber using argon as the auxiliary gas. and (C) the
enclosed chamber using oxygen as the auxiliary gas. Sample A was grown using an 8
oxy-acetylene torch operating in the open atmosphere with an 0 2 /C2H2 ratio of
1.04. Sample B was grown using an oxy-acetylene torch operating in an enclosed
chamber with an O 2 1C2 H2 ratio of 1.10 and an argon flow of 5 SLM. Sample C was
grown with an 02/C 2 H 2 ratio of 1.03 and an oxygen flow of 7 SLM. Just prior to
ending the growth of sample C, the auxiliar. flow was changed to argon while the

sample cooled down to room temperature. A fourth sample was grown using the
same sample conditions as sample C, but when this experiment was terminated, the
auxiliary oxygen continued to flow. Therefore, the substrate cooled from 900

0
C to

room temperature (about 2 minutes) in an atmosphere containing a large
concentration of oxygen. The total flow rate through the torch for all of these

& samples was held constant at 7 SLM. The growth time for each of the samples was 60
minutes. while the temperature of the substrate, measured with a two-color
pyrometer, was approximately 9000C(_20 0

).
The crystallite morphology of the films can be seen in the SEM micrographs of

Figure la-d. Micro-Raman spectra of samples A, B, and C are shown in Figure 2a-c,
while Figure 3a,b show the photoluminescence spectra of sample A and sample C.

The shape of the feather in an argon environment was very long and slender,
drastically different from the rounded appearance in the open atmosphere. For a
given position in the flame, the temperature of the substrate also appears to be
affected by the environmental gases. We have also observed that no water vapor
condenses in the chamber in an argon atmosphere, but in an oxygen atmosphere,
water is seen condensing on the walls of the chamber.
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Figure 1. Morphology of films grown in various atmospheres (aupper left)
open atmosphere, (b.lower left) argon atmosphere, (c,uppcr right)

oxygen atmosphere (cooled in argon), and (d.lower right) oxygen
atmosphere (cooled in oxygen).

DISCUSSION

The temperature in various parts of the acetylene feather has been shown to be
between 2200 and 3000K with a substrate in place[131. We have found that the
temperature of the substrate in the feather is lower in an argon atmosphere, and
can easily be varied over a 100K range by changing the environmental gases,
without varying the depth of penetration of the substrate into the water-cooled
copper block. The lower temperature in an argon atmosphere is not unexpected,
since there is no additional oxygen to promote the further combustion of the
unburot fuel, and thus. less heat is provided by the flame. In an argon atmosphere
where the only source of oxygen is through the torch, a slightly higher
oxygen/acetylene ratio was used to attain similar growth as compared to an oxygen
atmosphere. The feather is essentially starved of oxygen in an argon atmosphere
that would normally diffuse into the flame and burn with the excess fuel creating a
secondary flame front. Therefore. the feather is not bound by this secondary
flame front in an argon atmosphere and only a small increase in the acetylene flow
rate is needed to extend the slender feather several inches. In the open
atmosphere, small increases in the acetylene increased the length of the feather
very gradually. Since diamond growth occurs in this feather region, the
composition of the environmental gases is important.

Assuming complete efficient combustion, from the equation
C2H2 + 5/202-)- 2CO 2 + H20 (2)

and an 0 2/C 2 H 2 ratio of approximately I, then the flow rate of additional oxygen in
the chamber should be about 3/2 the flow rate of C2H2 through the torch in order to

* 4
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obtain the fully oxidized combustion products. We see evidence of this visually, by
water condensing on ttz walls of the chamber when sufficient oxygen is present.

The well crystallized faces, typical of growth in the open atmosphere, is
shown in Figure Ia. An interesting feature of the film grown in argon is the
smooth (100) faces shown in Figure III. This is not unexpected, since growth can;

occur on the (100) face one atom at a time resulting in a smooth face, whereas
growth on faces such as the (111) face often proceeds by a step mechanism[161.
Although the smooth (100) faces is not surprising in general, it is interesting that
this is so clearly seen in the flame grown polycrystalline samples when there is a
decreased oxygen content in the environment.

The morphology of the sample grown in 100% oxygen and cooled primarily in
argon is shown in Figure Ic. The grains are much smaller (I pm) in the outside
region and show a micro-Raman spectra similar to 2c. This may be related to an
increased concentration of atomic 0 and OH expected in the outer region of the
flame. OH, and to a lesser extent atomic 0 have been thought to be very effective
etchants of various forms of carbon[171. This is in contrast to the outer edge in the
atmospheric grown films where the quality of the diamond is lower possibly due to
the increased incorporation of nitrogen[14]. In the past, this has been attributed to
a high entrainment of room air (mostly nitrogen) in the outer part of the flame
causing the decreased quality of diamond in the outer region of the film[18].

Figure Id shows the morphology of a film grown in 100% oxygen and allowed to
cool in an oxygen environment. Many pits are evident on the grains, and we
believe they arc most likely a result of etching by oxygen species after the flame
was extinguished. This indicates that not only is graphite and amorphous carbon
being etched, but the diamond faces show signs of considerable etching. It is
interesting that some grains indicate preferential etching with fewer pits being
seen on the (100) face which is known to be the slowest etched face in both natural
and synthetic diamond[191.

As can be seen in the micro-Raman spectra in Figure 2a the films grown in the
open atmosphere show no signs of graphitic or amorphous carbon. The films
grown in the chamber with 100% oxygen (Figure 2c) also indicate high quality
diamond, although there may be a small amount of amorphous carbon present in
these films. Although we have been successful in growing diamond in an argon
atmosphere. the quality of the diamond film decreases (Figure 2b). The broad band
centered around 1500cm-

t 
is indicative of amorphous carbon, and the background

fluorescence is also much larger, which indicates a larger number of defects in 1he
sample. It appears that Ine oxygen entrainment into the feather region plays an
important role in supprrcising the formation of amorphous carbon in the films.
The Raman line width was measured with a laser spot size of 100 pm in order to get
an indication of the overall quality of the film including intergranular regions.
The Raman full width half maximum (FWHM). a measure of the crystalline quality,
was found to be 4.7 cm-1 for the film grown in oxygen and slightly wider. 7.0 cm-1.
for the film grov-' in argon.

Photoluminescence spectroscopy can also be used to monitor the quality of the
film by examining the diamond Is' order phonon line shape, and the zero phonon
line and phonon replicas of defect bands[15l. Shown in Figure 3a,b are the
photoluminescence spectra of a film grown in the open atmosphere and with 100%
oxygen in the chamber. In Figure 3a the line at 2.16 eV (d) is believed to be due to a
double vacancy-nitrogen complexT20l. while the line at 1.95 eV (e) is from a
vacancy-nitrogen pairl2l and the line labeled(a) is a nitrogen complex band[20].
The band labeled b is the diamond Ist order phonon line, while b* is indicative of a
small amount of graphite present in this sample. The broad band labeled f is due to
the spectrometer response when this sample was measured. For the film grown in
the chamber (Figure3b) we see no evidence of the nitrogen defect bands, which
indicates that we have reduced the defects associated with nitrogen when we
operate in the enclosed chamber and control the environmental gases. There was
some evidence of nitrogen defect bands (although still smaller in intensity than
the open atmosphere films) in other samples that were grown in the chamber, and
may be related to impurities in the gases used (oxygen, acetylene or argon).
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated the growth of polycrystalline free standing
diamond films using a pre-nmixed oxy-acesylene torch in an enclosed chamber. We
have demonstrated some of the effects that the atmosphere has not only on the

flme utasoonte uliyand the moIrphology of the diamond films. When the
torch is the only source of oxygen, the films show an increased amount of
amorphous carbon present. When the atmosphere is primarily oxygen, the quality
of the film is much better even to the outer edge of the film. We have also shown
the drastic etching effect that is observed when the films are allowed to cool to
room temperature in an oxygenated atmosphere. The photo luminescence results
also indicate that there may also be a reduction in the incorporation of nitrogen in
the films by controlling the atmosphere around the flame.
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SEQUENTIAL GROWTH OF HIGH QUALITY DIAMOND
FILMS FROM HYDROCARBON AND HYDROGEN GASES.

DARIN S. OLSON, MICHAEL A. KELLY, SANJIV KAPOOR, AND STIG B.
HAGSTROM

Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford CA.

ABSTRACT

We have constructed a novel, sequential DC glow and hot filament CVD reactor, to
study the influence of single parameters on the deposition of diamond thin films. This reactor is
capable of growing diamond films, with independent excitation of hydrogen and methane. This
is achieved by the sequential exposure of the substrate to spatially separated, chemically
independent, plasma regions of hydrogen, and methane in helium. The substrate is mounted on
a rotating plate above the gas sources at a variable distance, typically 0.5 - 2 mm. The plate is
radiantly heated from behind to a desired temperature up to 1300 K. Using the sequential
deposition chamber we have been able to deposit good quality diamond up to 8% methane in
helium, without the presence of oxygen, by separating a source of atomic hydrogen and a
source of methane. These experiments show that methane and atomic hydrogen do not need to
be present simultaneously to grow diamond. Our results further indicate that the primary critical
parameter for both quality and growth rate, in hot filament deposition of diamond, is the
concentration of atomic hydrogen in the system.

INTRODUCTION

Dramatic advances in the field of the synthesis of diamond films and related materials
have occurred in the last few years. The major driving forces behind these efforts are the
Unique and extraordinary material properties of diamond for technical applications in a large
number of fields. However, there are many stumbling blocks before the wide spread
application of diamond material can be accomplished. A major hindrance is the poor
Understanding of the mechanisms of nucleation and growth of diamond, the interaction between
the diamond film and the substrate, and the ability to grow large single crystals which can be
suitably doped.

The objective of our research is to develop an understanding of the governing kinetic
parameters behind the nucleation and growth of diamond. Because of the many species present
in applied diamond synthesis techniques, the actual deposition process is complex and poorly
understood' 3. Attempts to elucidate the mechanisms of nucleation and growth have primarily
focused on gas phase precursors, which might form sp3 bonds on the growing surface 4.5. The
complex gas phase chemistry has also precluded in situ measurements and detailed comparison
with suggested growth models 6.7. By separating the deposition process into several sequential
steps, our aim is to identify the most critical deposition parameters to reach an understanding of
the basic phenomena behind the deposition process.

We have therefore constructed a novel type of sequential CVD reactor in which the I
substrate can be serially exposed to four independently controlled gas sources. Thus, the role
of each species can be isolated and individually modified, to vary deposition parameters such as
growth rate and film quality. We are able to expose the substrate to a sequence of hydrogen,
carbon, oxygen, and inert gas sources, with independent control of parameters such as
excitation and concentration. This control allows, for instance, an increase in the concentration
of atomic hydrogen without changing or influencing other deposition parameters. In
conventional CVD reactors, and in the newer alternating chemistry reactors8 , a change of a
process parameter such as a change in the excitation of one species would lead to a change in the
excitation of other species present. Our results indicate that a critical parameter in hot filament
deposition of diamond is the bombardment of the growing surface by atomic hydrogen.

REACTOR DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE.

The basic principles behind the design of the sequential deposition system is shown in
Figure 1. The apparatus is mounted in a diffusion pumped bell jar vacuum system having a
base pressure lower than 2x 10-7 Torr. The reactor consists of four gas emitter assemblies, each
about one inch in diameter. electrically insulated from the substrate. Gases are supplied to each

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242., '1992 Materials Research Society
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emitter station at a rate high enough to insure that intermixing between the emitters is minimal
and does not influence the growth process. The substrate is mounted on a rotating plate facing
the gas excitation sources at a variable distance, typically 0.5 - 2 mm. The plate is heated from
behind up to a temperature of 1300 K by a tungsten filament.

Gases flowing through the emitter heads can be excited by a variety of means, such ashot filament, DC glow, and RF radiation, however, this paper will only be concerned with
excitation of gases by hot filaments.

Substrate with Heater Rotating
Substrate

growing filmN• 1 Susrt Plate

Hot Filament - $\VVV •_MVVV Hot Filament

H 2 He + CH4i

Top View:

Hydrogen Blank
Hot Filament

Substrate\ B ehn

Rotating
Substrate

Plate

Figure 1: Side View and Top View of Sequential CVD reactor.

One of the major concerns with the separation of the gases into different plasmas is the
level of cross-contamination i.e. the flow of gas from one emitter into the active region of
another emitter. Cross-contamination was measured under deposition conditions by mass
spectrometer sampling of each plasma region. Figure 2 shows the level of cross-contamination
of helium in the hydrogen emitter as a function of the gas flow rate of helium and hydrogen
through each emitter. The data shows that the cross-contamination can be made arbitrarily low
by increasing the flow rates through the emitters. Allowing the level of cross-contamination to
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reach 20% has not been observed to effect growth rate or morphology but may have a
secondary influence on film nucleation density and incubation time.
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Figure 2. The measured level of cross-contamination in the hydrogen emitter under the
following deposition conditions: hydrogen filament temperature 2500 K, substrate temperature

1100 K, substrate disk rotation at 200 RPM, chamber pressure of 30 Torr, and 200 sccm of
argon flowing through the blank emitters.

To further illustrate that minimal cross-contamination is occurring a film was grown
.ith the substrate stationary over the hydrogen emitter but otherwise under conditions identical
to the growth of a very thick film with rotation. The result was a film two orders of magnitude
thinner than in the rotating case. This film consisted of very small, < 0.1pm, individual
particles of material only near the edges of the substrate. This is contrasted to the sequential,
rotating. case which, under identical conditions, deposited a I gm thick fully agglomerated film
made up of particles greater then I gam is size well faceted with facet features -1 gam in size.

ROLE OF ATOMIC HYDROGEN

To investigate the role of atomic hydrogen in the deposition of diamond a series of films
were deposited by sequential deposition at different concentrations of atomic hydrogen by
changing the temperature of the filament in the hydrogen emitter. All other deposition
conditions were held constant. Films were deposited on scratched <100> silicon wafers at a
substrate temperature of 1060 to 1080 K. The total deposition time was 10 hours, resulting in a
total exposure to each excitation source of 69 minutes.

The amount of atomic hydrogen can be estimated by assuming that the filament loses
power by radiation, conduction, and dissociation of hydrogen molecules. Observing the
characteristics of the filament in helium instead of hydrogen, the radiative and conductive
components can be measured, and by allowing for the difference in thermal conductivities of the
two gases, the power losses excluding hydrogen dissociation can be calculated. From this, an
estimate of the power consumed to dissociate hydrogen molecules, and hence a relative measure
of the atomic hydrogen concentration can be made.

Table I contains the deposition conditions data for all of the films presented he-c.
Included in this data is the estimated atomic hydrogen bombardment per atomic site on the
surface, per exposure of the substrate to the hydrogen emitter.
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TABLE I

Deposition conditions of eleven samples. Including estimated atomic hydrogen bombardment.

Film # % C I..._CkI- fil. T(K) H-) fll. T(K) [H] (estimated).

1 4 2050 1780 300
2 4 2050 2030 450
3 4 2050 2070 480
4 4 2050 2240 660
5 4 2050 2250 660
6 4 2050 2310 840

7 4 1500 1910 360
8 4 1500 2000 450
9 4 1500 2160 540

10 8 2050 2000 450 .
11 8 2050 2220 600

I

Figure 3 shows SEM micrographs and Raman spectra of diamond films deposited under
identical conditions, except that the flux of atomic hydrogen was changed, film numbers 1. 4.
and 6 in Table L.. The conditions for the depositions were 4% methane in helium with a
filament temperature of 2050 K. Pure hydrogen was supplied to the opposite emitter stand with
filament temperatures set at 1800 K to 2300 K. The substrate was kept at 1100 K, as
determined by optical pyrometry and rotated at 200 RPM. As can be seen, the increase in the !
quality of the deposited film at increased atomic hydrogen flux is quite evident in the improved
morphology of the films. The Raman spectra for the three films, clearly shows the improved
quality with increasing hydrogen flux. The Raman spectrum of the first film shows a large sp 2

carbon peak at 1550 cml and no sp3 diamond peak at 1332 cm-t . The second film, deposited
at a higher hydrogen flux, shows a decreased 1550 cm-t peak and a clear peak at 1332 cm-1.
Finally, the third film shows a very sharp 1332 cm-t peak with very little sp 2 content and a low t
level of photoluminescence background. With the current levels of concentration of atomic
hydrogen we are able to generate, we have been able to deposit good quality diamond films with
up to 8% methane in helium. Figure 4 shows the SEM micrograph and Raman spectra of two
films (sample numbers 10 and 1I) deposited with 8% methane in helium. The first film is
clearly not diamond while the second is diamond of medium quality. The cause of the unique
surface morphology of sample number II is not readily apparent. All the samples in Table I
exhibit an increasing film quality as measured by Raman spectroscopy as a function of increased
atomic hydrogen concentration. This improvement is expected since hydrogen has long been
known to be an etchant of sp 2 defects in diamond films'-3.

We note that the growth rate is increasing linearly with atomic hydrogen concentration.
Figure 5 shows the thickness of the deposited films as a function of the temperature of the
hydrogen filament, for the samples listed in Table I. Film thicknesses were determined by
Rutherford backscattering (RBS), for films < I 1an1, and cross-sectional SEM for thicker films.
Clearly, increasing the temperature of the hydrogen filament at constant methane concentration
and filament temperature, increased the thickness of the deposited film. Additionally, increasing
the supply of carbon, by increasing the temperature of the methane filament, also increased the '
thickness of the deposited film. Increasing the carbon content by increasing the amount of
methane in the source gas seems to have a mixed effect. Increasing the methane concentration
resulted in a decreased growth rate at low hydrogen concentration and an increased growth rate
at high hydrogen concentrations. If one assumes that the increased growth rate at constant
carbon conditions is due to an increase in atomic hydrogen this effect could be explained by two
growth mechanisms.
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Figure 3: SEM micropaphs and Raman spec of diammond films deposited under identical
conditions, except that the flux of atomic hydrogen was changed, film numbers 1, 4, and 6 in

Table 1. Hydrogen filament temperatures were 1780,2240, and 2310 (K) respectively.
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Figure 4: SEM micrographs and Raman spectra of diamond filmns deposited under identical
conditions, except that the flux of atomic hydrogen was changed, film numbers 10, and II in

Table 1. Hydrogen filament temperatures were 2000, and 2220 (K) respectively.
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SFigure 5. Film thickness as a function of the temperature of the hydrogen filament.
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Carbon may be deposited on the surface in three ways; (i) as a non-diamond film on top
of the growing diamond, (ii) as individual carbon atoms bonded or chemi-sorbed to the
diamond surface, or (iii) carbon may deposit directly as diamond, (this seems sterically possible
for the <100> face, but less so for the <111> face). If carbon is deposited as a non-diamond
phase in the methane emitter, it could be etched off by the atomic hydrogen, enter the gas phase,
collide with the surface of the substrate, and be redeposited as diamond. Increasing the
concentration of atomic hydrogen might increase the probability of the redeposition reaction thus
increasing the film growth rate. If the carbon is deposited as diamond or as individual carbon
atoms on the diamond surface in the methane area, the in a growth rate might be explained
by an increase in the reactivity of the diamond surface with increased atomic hydrogen flux.
This increased reactivity could be due to several mechanisms; (i) fewer sp2 defects on the
surface, allowing faster surface diffusion and higher ledge velocities, (ii) a higher surface
diffusion rate due to increased collisions of atomic hydrogen with adsorbed carbon, or (iii) a
higher concentration of surface ledges necessary for growth, due to the roughening of the
diamond surface by atomic hydrogen. These mechanisms need further study to explain the
results.

CONCLUSIONS

By using the novel design of the sequential CVD reactor we have been able to
demonstrate the growth of high quality diamond films by separating a hydrocarbon gas,
methane, and an atomic hydrogen source. By applying differential pumping concepts we have
shown that the cross-contamination between the gases in the four emitters can be minimized to
have a negligible influence on the experiments.

Our results with separated hydrocarbon and atomic hydrogen, produced by hot filament
technique, indicate that high quality diamond films can be grown at hydrocarbon concentrations
as high as 8% methane in a helium carrier gas.

The growth rate is a linear function of the flux of atomic hydrogen for the levels we have
been able to achieve. However, as the competing etching rate starts to increase with higher
atomic hydrogen fluxes a tapering off of the growth rate is anticipated.

The most important conclusion we draw from our experiments is the demonstration of
the importance of surface reactions for the formation of diamond films as compared to gas phase
reactions. Although we do not want to preclude the significance of gas phase reactions, we
believe that the crucial reactions occur between atomic hydrogen and carbon containing species
on the growing surface. This is also confirmed by a parallel experiment in our sequential
reactor where the substrate is sequentially exposed to atomic carbon, supplied by sputtering a
graphite target, and atomic hydrogen, resulting in an excellent quality diamond film9 .
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DIAMOND GROWTH FROM SPUTTERED ATOMIC
CARBON AND HYDROGEN GAS.

MICHAEL A. KELLY, SANJIV KAPOOR, DARIN S. OLSON, AND STIG B.
HAGSTROM
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford CA 94305

ABSTRACT

Diamond thin films were grown on a scratched silicon crystal surface by a novel CVD
technique. The heated substrate, mounted on a rotating platform, was exposed to a
bombardment of sputtered carbon atoms, from a graphite target in a helium plasma, and
subsequently bombarded by atomic hydrogen generated by a hot tungsten filament. The
resulting diamond films were characterized by Raman spectroscopy and SEM. The SEM
images indicate highly faceted diamond crystals and the Raman spectra show a single narrow
peak characteristic of pure diamond with no graphitic component. The effective growth rate is
about 0.5 microns per hour of exposure time. The novel sequential CVD reactor is described
and possible growth mechanisms are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The wide interest in low pressure CVD diamond films has been prompted by the unique
material properties of diamond. Mixtures of hydrogen and hydrocarbon gases have been used
extensively for synthesis [1-31. Attention has focused on the gas phase precursors involved in
the growth of the diamond film [4,5]. The understanding of nucleation and growth processes
nas been impeded by the complex and poorly understood gas phase chemistry. The operating
pressure complicates in situ diagnostics thus impeding direct verification of proposed growth
models [6,7J.

In an attempt to understand the diamond deposition process we have constructed a novel
sequential reactor which has four isolated gas sources. The chemistry and excitation of each
source can be independently varied. This permits, for example, an increase in the amount of !
atomic hydrogen independent of the amount of carbon incident on the substrate. The substrate
is rotated over the sources, being exposed to each source sequentially. The exposure time to
each source is in the millisecond range shorter than other approaches to alternating chemistry
[81. Thus, deposition parameters such as growth rate and film quality can be correlated to
single chemical species and some indication of the importance of certain growth processes
involved is also possible.

We present here the deposition of diamond by a simple chemistry. A scratched silicon
substrate is exposed first to a sputtered flux of atomic carbon from a graphite target in a helium
plasma, and subsequently to a flux of atomic hydrogen, generated by exposing hydrogen to a
hot tungsten filament. Our results indicate that a critical parameter influencing film thickness
(growth rate) and film quality (sp 3 

content) is the flux of atomic hydrogen bombarding the
growing surface.

REACTOR DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE.

The basic design of the sequential CVD system is shown in Figure 1. The sources are
mounted in a bell jar which can be evacuated to 2 x 10-7 Torr using a diffusion pump. Four gas
emitter assemblies are available, each one inch in diameter. Cross-contamination between any
two sources can be made arbitrarily small by flowing gases at a high rate, typically several
hundred seem. The substrate was mounted on a rotating plate facing the gas excitation sources
with a nominal separation distance of 0.5 mm from each gas source. A tungsten heater
filament located behind the rotating plate is responsible for heating the substrate up to a
temperature of 1300K.

Gases flowing through the sources can be excited by different means, including hot
filament, DC glow, and RF radiation. However, this paper only addresses experiments
involving the excitation of hydrogen gas by hot filament in one emitter, and the sputtering of
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Figure 1: Side View and Top View of Sequential CVD reactor.
carbon in another emitter. The hydrogen emitter utilizes a 0.03" diameter tungsten filament toproduce atomic hydrogen; the carbon emitter has a graphite electrode which acts as a sputteringtarget to produce atomic carbon. Helium is used as the sputtering gas in a DC glow discharge.The reactor was operated with equal flow rate in the two emitters.A parameter of interest is the cross-contamination of the sources i.e. the flow of gasfrom one emitter into the active region of another emitter. In order to achieve isolation betweenthe sources it is impe,-ative that the cross-contamination be reduced to an acceptable level. Forthese experiments it should not be able to account for the growth of diamond films. The cross-contamination can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the gas flow rate through each emitter.Figure 2 shows the level of cross-contarmination of helium in the hydrogen emitter as a functionof the gas flow rate through each emitter, measured under deposition conditions by massspectrometer sampling of the hydrogen emitter. The data shows that the cross-contaminationcan be made arbitrarily low by increasing the flow rate. The data in Figure 2 were obtained witha slightly altered geometry as compared to the geometry used for deposition in that the distancebetween the rotating plate and the sources was somewhat smaller. We believe that this does nottF
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Figure 2. The measured level of cross-contamination in the hydrogen emitter under the
following deposition conditions: hydrogen filament temperature 2500 K, substrate temperature

1100 K, substrate disk rotation at 200 RPM, chamber pressure of 30 Torr, and 200 sccm of
argon flowing through the blank emitters.

affect our experiments.
Using this reactor, high quality diamond films were deposited with 200 sccm of He

flowing through the carbon emitter and 200 sccm of hydrogen in the hot filament emitter. To
illustrate that hydrogen contamination of the carbon source is not responsible for diamond
growth, growth of a film was attempted with the filament in the hydrogen emitter off. The
resulting film was graphitic with no diamond content. Carbon diffusion into the hydrogen
emitter could also account for diamond growth. To evaluate this possibility a separate
experiment was carried out wherein 8 sccm of methane and 192 scem He flowed through the
helium emitter, with the DC glow discharge turned off, and 200 seem H2 flowed over a hot
tungsten filament through the opposite emitter. In a standard 10 hour run no film was deposited
despite the total amount of gas phase carbon present being over an order of magnitude higher
than the the total amount of carbon sputtered in other experiments where high quality diamondfilms were formed. We therefore conclude that gas phase transport of carbon to the hydrogen Jemitter, or hydrogen to the carbon emitter, cannot account for the growth of diamond films.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Carbon films were grown under three separate conditions. The power supplied to the
hydrogen filament was varied resulting in different filament temperature and atomic hydrogen
flux to the substrate. The glow discharge for the carbon emitter was maintained at 550 V and
150 mA for each of these experiments. All the other experimental conditions were held constant
for each experiment. Scratched (100) silicon wafers were used as substrates. Substrate
temperature was held at 1070K (+/- 5%) as measured by a single wavelength optical pyrometer.
The total deposition pressure was 10 Tofr and the substrate was rotated at 200 RPM, resulting
in an effective exposure of 69 minutes to each source for a 10 hour run.

In the first experiment, no power was supplied to the filament in the hydrogen emitter.
A graphitic film was formed on the substrate, as expected. The mass of the film was compared
with the weight loss of the cathode, showing that 22% of the carbon sputtered from the cathode
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Figure 3: SEM micrographs and Raman spectra of diamond films deposited under identical
conditions, except that the flux of atomic hydrogen was changed,. Hydrogen filament

temperatures were 2320 K and 2560 K respectively.

was deposited on the substrate. From the measured weight of the film, the total amount of
carbon deposited, in monolayers per exposure, was calculated (see Table 1). In the next two
experiments the power supplied to the filament in the hydrogen emitter was increased to 445W
and 730W, respectively. The increased power supply results in an increased flux of atomic
hydrogen incident on the substrate.

Figure 3 shows SEM micrographs and Raman spectra of these two films. As can be
seen, the increase in the quality of the deposited film at increased atomic hydrogen flux is quite
evident in the improved morphology of the films. The Raman spectrum of the first film shows
a large sp2 carbon peak at 1550 cm-t and a small broad sp 3 diamond peak at 1332 cm-t. The
second film, deposited at a higher hydrogen flux, shows a decreased 1550 cm-t peak, a clear
peak at 1332 cm-t , and a low level of photoluminescence background. The improvement in
film quality with atomic hydrogen is expected since hydrogen has long been known to be an
etcher of sp2 defects in diamond films [ 1-31.

Table I contains the deposition conditions data for all of the films presented here. The
amount of atomic hydrogen is estimated by assuming that the filament dissipates power by
radiation, conduction, and dissociation of hydrogen molecules. Observing the characteristics of
the filament in helium instead of hydrogen, the radiative and conductive components can be
measured, and by allowing for the difference in thermal conductivities of the two gases, the
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Deposition conditions of two sape.The estimated atomic hydrogen flux per atomic site on
the surface, per exposure of the substrate to the hydrogen emitter, [H], is also included .

Film # Total Carbon Monolayers; carbon H2 fil. [H] . Film Power to H2
Sputtered(mg) aer exposure T(K) (estsi Thickness(u.) emitter

1 151 0.35 2320 800 .3 445
2 189 0.44 2560 1700 .45 730

power losses excluding hydrogen dissociation can be calculated. To attain the same filament
temperatures reported for the two samples described in Table I with helium present instead of
hydrogen, 260W and 375W were required, respectively. A model which considered radiation
and conduction front the filament geometry in the emitter predicted these powers to within +/-
5%. Using the same model, but with a thermal conductivity appropriate to hydrogen, the power
required to heat the filament to the appropriate temperatures was calculated to be 3 15W and
440W, respectively. The difference, 130W and 290W respectively, was assumed to be
required to dissociate the hydrogen. It was further assumed that approximately 25% of the
atomic hydrogen is incident on the substrate.

Film thicknesses were determined by cross-sectional SEM. We note that the growth
rate is increasing with atomic hydrogen concentration. This trend matches the results of a
parallel experiment where the carbon was supplied by methane passed over a hot filament [9]1.11

The observed growth of diamond films cannot be accounted for by the cross-
contamination of the sources ats explained earlier. Thus we believe the carbon atoms deposited
bv the carbon source are converted to the diamond phase in one of the two emitters by one or
more surface reactions. The large hydrogen flux required may be necessary to induce surface
reactions needed to promote sp3 bonding. Trhe increased thickness with hydrogen flux could be
explained due to an increased roughening of the surface and/or due to an increase in the
diffusion rate of surface species enabling a faster incorporation of these into the growing
diamond film. An alternate mechanism is also possible wherein volatile carbon species are
desorbed from the surface modified in the gas phase and readsorbed onto the growing film.
This possibility can be ruled out if subsequent experiments show that it is possible to grow at
lower pressures since the probability of readsorption would be decreased.

CO NCL ES IONS

BY using the novel design of the sequential CVD reactor we have demonstrated the
growth of high quality diamond films by sequential exposure to a carbon ssou-ce of sputtered

t graphite, and an atomic hydrogen source, without supplying a hydrocarbon gas.
Experimentally we have verified that the cross-contamination between the gases in the sources
was minimized to have a negligible influence on the experiments.

The growth rate of the deposited films was observed to increase with the flux of atomic
hydrogen. This is in confirmation with a parallel experiment in our sequential reactor where the
substrate is sequentially exposed to carbon, supplied by heating methane, and atomic hydrogen
19).

Based on this work we propose that the growth of diamond films in the sequential CVD
reactor is primarily governed by surface reactions. The necessity of gas phase precursors can
he precluded unless a complex process is operating wherein surface species are desorbed.
modified in the~ gas phase and then redeposited.

The role of atomic hydrogen was studied directly by using the process of sequential
CVD. The atomtic hydrogen flux was independently varied for a given flux of carbon.
Diamond content in the deposited films and film quality scaled directly with the amount of
atomic hydrogen in the hydrogen emitter. The increase in growth rate with atomic hydrogen
could be due to an increase in surface roughening and/or due to an increased mobility of surface
spt.- ies.

t.
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ABSTRACT

Rudder et al. (1] observed heavy (>109 cr"2) diamond
nucleation on unscratched Si wafers overlaid with carbon fibers
during CVD growth. We demonstrate that the nucleation occurs on
the edges of etch pits and carbon-rich particles resulting from
reaction between the fibers and the substrate. Both the etch pits
and the particles satisfy what we consider to be two necessary
conditions for 'spontaneous' nucleation; a carbon-saturated surface
and high energy sites (unsatisfied valencies) at edges and steps.

Introduction
Scratching with diamond or SiC grit increases diamond

nucleation density on many substrates from roughly 104 c"2 up to 10o4
cm2  (2],[3],[4] but is not useful for heteroepitaxy or
single-crystal growth because the nucleation events and subsequent
crystal growth usually occur randomly with respect to each other.
In this work, we use carbon fibers to increase diamond nucleation
on unscratched Si substrates during growth in a hot-filament
reactor, as has been done previously in an RF reactor (1]. We use
the results to identify and elucidate some of the factors involved
in diamond nucleation.

Experimental:
Samples were prepared by placing carbon fibers directly on Si

substrates for various periods of time in a hot-filament reactor.
Ni, Cu, and Ta substrates were also used for comparison. The
fibers (Aesar, 99.5% pure, 8 gm diameter), were polyacrylonitrile
(PAN) fibers carbonized at high temperature to yield principally
graphitic carbon. The Si was Si(100), n-type, doped with 2x104 7 cm"3

Sb. The fibers were laid across the substrates, sometimes secured
by tabs of metal or other pieces of Si, and appeared to contact the
substrate for much of their length.

The samples were exposed to a hot-filament environment of 1%
CH4 in H2, at a substrate temperature of 850-925*C, as measured with
a thermocouple attached to the sample mount. The Re filament
temperature was 2150*C, as measured with an optical two-color
pyrometer. The gas flow rate was 100 sccm and the chamber pressure
was 40 Torr. The growth times ranged from 15 minutes to 4 hours.
Si substrates overlaid with carbon fibers were also heated under
vacuum or Ar, or in atomic hydrogen alone at 900WC for 30-240
minutes before growth under standard conditions.

Following growth, the samples were analyzed using optical and
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scanning electron microscopy (SEM), microRaman scattering, and the
scanning Auger microprobe (SAM). Some samples were analyzed and
then reinserted into the reactor for further growth.

Diamond crystals grew on the substrate in straight lines,
apparently originating at the fiber/substrates junction and were
connected by 50-500 nm debris trails, as seen in Figure la-b. The
facetted particles were confirmed to be diamond on the basis of the
1332 cm" diamond Raman phonon. Debris trails and diamond crystals
were observed after 15 minutes of growth. Very heavy nucleation
densities (>109 cm-2 , normalized to the trail area) occurred on some
of these trails exposed for >1 hour, so that the crystals formed a
continuous 1-dimensional line. We observed some variability in the
crystal density, which we attribute to poor fiber/substrate contact
or inadequate substrate temperature control. The crystals were
larger (=I gm) than we have previously observed for such short
growths, indicating early nucleation and/or a high growth rate.
They were also uniformly sized, suggesting simultaneous nucleation
at many points, or self-limiting growth [5].

a) b)

F -i 8.6gm

Figure la: Scanning electron micrographs (2kX) of diamond crystals
and trails left after exposing an unscratched Si(100) wafer
overlaid with carbon fibers to hot filament diamond growth for 4
hours; a) magnification=2000x; and b) magnification =6000x.

The debris composing the trails generally consisted of very
fine (<50 nm) particles on top of the Si substrate, however as seen
in Figure 2a, some of the trails were actually 'trenches' composed
of coalesced etch pits in the Si substrate. The diamond crystals
originated on the debris particles or on the trench edges.
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a) b)

L

So '500pm

Figure 2: Scanning electron micrograph of features on unscratched
Si substrates overlaid with carbon fibers and exposed to the hot
filament diamond growth environment (1% CH4 /H2 ): a) etch pits formed
under the fibers after 15 minutes (4.5kX); and b) etch pits formed
at 925 0 C away from the fibers (600x).

Some of the samples which had been exposed for 15 minutes were
examined and then grown on again for an additional three hours
after the carbon fibers were removed. The debris trails from the
initial 15-minute exposure continued to nucleate diamond.

Samples heated under vacuum or Ar had 'fluffy' black carbon
over much of their surfaces, although the fibers occupied only af
narrow area in the sample center. Neither the area directly under
the fibers, nor the rest of the surface had well-defined etch pits
or diamond crystals. The debris trails on samples heated under
atomic hydrogen appeared identical to those on regular samples.

The scanning Auger microprobe (SAM) revealed that the debris
trails and etch pits had elevated C/Si ratios compared to the
surrounding substrate. The C-KLL lineshape was graphitic (6],
with a possible silicon carbide component. The Si-LMM lineshape
contained elemental, oxidized and possibly carbidic contributions.
The high-intensity electron beam altered the carbon lineshape and
reduced the surface oxygen. Only C, Si, and 0 were found in the I
trails, with one exception. Auger examination of the carbon fibers
before and after growth revealed no contaminants, indicating that
contaminants were not involved in the nucleation process.

Some samples, inadvertantly heated to >900"C under growth
conditions, developed large numbers of oriented, square etch pits,
seen in Figure 2b. The pits were very rough, with labyrinthine
ledges and pits. The C/Si ratios were elevated in the outer
regions of the pits, similar to the fiber trails, but dropped
towards the center. The Auger lineshapes were stable and carbidic.

I ,
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Discussion:
It appears that diamond nucleation occurs on both the etch pit

edges and the small particles of carbon-rich debris regions
directly underlying the fibers. Both satisfy the criteria of
carbon saturation and large numbers of edge sites. Most diamond
crystals originated on debris -since etch pits occurred less
frequently on most of the samples.

The nucleation enhancement could be due to either gas phase
nucleation or to reaction of carbon with the substrate to form a
surface nucleation site. We support the latter interpretation
since nucleation continues on the trails even when the fibers are
removed 15 minutes into the growth, and therefore cannot act as a
carbon reservoir or otherwise alter the gas-phase chemistry. It is
unclear whether the carbon reaches the surface via a solid-state
reaction at the fiber/substrate point of contact or is gasified and
transported to the surface. However, the narrowness of the debris
trails is consistent with a direct, solid-state reaction between
the fiber and substrate. Stable carbon species move throughout the
system via diffusion, bouyancy and convection effects, exceeding
the observed 50-500 nm thickness of the debris trails [7]. 4

Under Ar or vacuum the carbon from the fibers vaporized and
redeposited on the substrate, but was apparently not re-evaporated,
possibly due to a temperature difference. A fiber in proximity to
the substrate could partally shield it from the atomic hydrogen
flux and increase the carbon flux from the fiber to the substrate.
Carbon species could be stabilized there and ultimately develop
into carbidic and/or graphitic debris particles and nuclei, while
carbon deposited elsewhere was etched by the atomic hydrogen, as
demonstrated in the SAM results showing a sharp carbon gradient in
the substrate when the fibers are heated under atomic hydrogen
alone. The balance between the carbon flux (whether from a solid
carbon reservoir or the gas phase) and etching by atomic hydrogen
or oxygen probably controls the development of nucleating features.

Nucleation enhancement could also occur if Si gasifies from I
the substrate, then re-deposits on the fibers and converts to SiC
particles which nucleate diamond. However, the narrowness of the
crystal lines on the substrate seems to exclude this mechanism.
Furthermore, examination of the fibers after growth revealed
evidence of only low density diamond nucleation.

Yang (8] observed that single crystal Si(001) developed
large numbers of square etch pits when coated with low levels of
carbon and then heated to 950*C or above in vacuum. The square
pits resemble those formed on our Si samples described above,
suggesting a common mechanism responsible for their formation.

CVD diamond nucleation probably occurs in two ways; 1) homo-
or heteronucleation on fragments of the scratching material left
embedded in the substrate (the principal nucleation mechanism on
diamond-scratched Si substrates), or 2) spontaneous formation on
appropriate substrate surface features and defects. Recent HRTEM
micrographs [2] confirm diamond fragment transfer to Si substrates
during ultrasonication in a diamond suspension, and subsequent
growth of the fragments into regularly-facetted diamond crystals
during CVD. However, heavy nucleation can also be initiated by
non-diamond materials under proper conditions, such as controlled
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rubbing of a sapphire stylus across a Si substrate before growth
[9]. Specific stylus-induced damage, especially fine cracks and
sharp, small-diameter Si debris, clearly enhances diamond
nucleation. Such debris possesses two characteristics which we
believe are necessary for spontaneous (i.e. non-epitaxial)
nucleation; 1) a high surface to volume ratio leading to rapid
carbon saturation; and 2) sharp edges with high-energy sites for
bonding and stabilization of nucleating species. The carbon-
saturated zone retards further carbon diffusion into the substrate
bulk, so the substrate surface carbon concentration rises [10].
Diamond nucleation may originate in random, fluctuating
aggregations of carbon on the substrate surface, which survive long
enough to grow by carbon addition into stable nuclei. Such sub-
critical radius nuclei are by definition thermodynamically unstable
[11], especially in the etching diamond growth environment, and
the stability and density of such species might be increased by
higher surface carbon concentrations. In addition, sharp edges and
defects contain unsatisfied valencies (dangling bonds) which could
stabilize nucleating species. Suggested nucleating species include
molecular analogs of the various diamond crystal morphologies
[12],r13], and cyclohexane [14].

Both a carbon-saturated substrate and appropriate surface
features, must simultaneously be present for non-homo-epitaxial
nucleation. Even carbon-saturated surfaces such as single crystal
SiC [15] or basal plane graphite [16] nucleate poorly compared to i
diamond-scratched Si or graphite edge planes.

.he nucleating high energy sites may not be on the initial
substrate. For example, SiC develops a graphitic carbon layer at
high temperatures due to preferential Si evaporation, and sharp
features on the SiC surface might develop such a layer more rapidly
than bulk SiC. The resulting graphite edge sites could nucleate
directly by providing an appropriate site to stabilize diamond or
could in turn stabilize hydrocarbons or other species which then
nucleate diamond. Other substrates such as Ni [17] and Pt
[18] develop graphitic carbon and hydrocarbon layers prior to
diamond growth. Diamond nucleation may increased when etching by
appropriate levels of atomic hydrogen or oxygen increases the
number of graphite edge sites. However, high levels of oxygen in
the feedgas suppress formation of the graphite and hydrocarbon
layers, and ultimately inhibit diamond nucleation on Pt [19].

Conclusions We have demonstrated dense CVD diamond nucleation on
unscratched substrates overlaid with carbon fibers and exposed to
a hc- filament growth environment. The nucleation occurs on etch
pits and SiC debris particles created by reactions between the Si
substrate and the carbon fibers. The results are consistent with
other observations of nucleation on unscratched substrates
exhititing carbon-saturation and sharp-edged surface features.
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ABSTRACT

The growth of CVD diamond onto iron based substrates is complicated by preferential soot
formation and carbon diffusion into the substrate, leading to poor quality films and poor
adhesion. One strategy to overcome these problems is the use of thin film barrier layers between
the Fe substrate and the growing diamond film. The present investigation reports the growth of
diamond films on Fe substrates coated with thin films of TiN. The effectiveness of the TiN
layers in inhibiting C diffusion into the Fe substrate was investigated by Auger measurements
of the C distribution within the TiN layer, through the interface and into the substrate both
before and after diamond deposition.

The results show that a layer of TiN only 250A thick is sufficient to inhibit soot formation
and C diffusion into the Fe bulk, as well as providing nucleation sites for CVD diamond
growth.

INTRODUCTION

The growth of Chemically Vapour Deposited Diamond on many substrates, including tool
materials (cemented carbide, SiAlON, SiC and Tungsten cutting tips) has been extensively
studied in recent times 11-51. Despite this the deposition of diamond on Fe based tools remains
comparatively unreported and is poorly understood. Some authors [6,71 have commented that it
is difficult to grow diamond on Fe. The factors which have been suggested to mitigate against
good quality diamond growth on Fe (as compared to other metals such as Tungsten), are (i) soot
formation on the surface presumably due to the catalytic effect of the Fe substrate, and (ii) the
diffusion of C into the Fe bulk. The latter may also lead to e'nbrittlement of the Fe substrate.

The presence of a suitable barrier layer on the Fe substrate may well overcome some or all of
the above problems. In this study we report the effect of thin TiN layers on the nucleation and
growth of diamond on Fe substrates. TiN was chosen because (i) it is extensively used as a
hard-coating on steel and cemented carbide tools and (ii) it is known to be very effective as a
diffusion barrier 18.91. Herein, we show that the presence of evensa very thin film of TiN on the
Fe surface does indeed inhibit soot formation on the surface and the diffusion of C into the Fe
bulk.

EXPERIMENT

{Mrhe substrates were cut from a piece of magnet iron as plates of dimension 10 x 10 x 0.7
mm. Auger spectroscopy revealed C (!55 at. %) and Si (-12 at. %) as the only impurities to
within the sensitivity of the Auger technique (2 at. % in these samples). The samples were
mechanically polished to a 0.5rm diamond paste finish and then ultrasonically cleane in
acetone and ethanol. Using a TENCOR ALPHASTEP 250 profiler it was found that the typical
surface roughness was -0.3gsm.

Reactive Magnetron Sputtering was used to deposit thin TiN films 250, 500 and 1000A
thick. A mask was used to shield half the specimen from the TiN deposition leaving half of the
sample uncoated. These samples were used to investigate the effect of the TiN as a diffusion
barrier.

For studies of the CVD diamond growath as a function of time, thick (L.4"am) TiN films were
deposited using a commercial electron beam coating unit. The mask used for these specimens
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was slightly displaced from the substrate leading to seepage of the TiN film creating a graded
interface of varying thickness of TiN. No CVD diamond growth occurred in the region of the
thick TiN. However, growth did occur in the region of the substrate in which the film thickness
was about 700A; it is growth on this section of the TiN film which is reported herein as the time
series rported in figure 3.

The CVD diamond deposition system consists of an Evanson Cavity encasing a 1" vertical
quartz tube containing the reactant gases (methane/hydrogen mix), which are excited using a
frequency of 2.45 GHz [110. Prior to insertion in the CVD system, TiN coated specimens were
again thoroughly cleaned in acetone and ethanol. The deposition parameters used were Pressure
- 30 Torr; Flow Rate - 100 seem; CH4 /H 2 - 1:99 and Temperature - 9000C. For studies of
diamond growth as a function of time, deposition times of 71/2, 15, 30, 60, 120, 240, and 360
minutes were used. Temperature was measured using an optical pyrometer.

Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) was used to investigate the near surface region (-20A)
and the composition as a function of depth of the substrates before and after CVD diamond
deposition. The measurements were performed with a Varian Cylindrical Mirror Analyser
(CMA) with a coaxial electron gun. The sputtering was via Argon ion bombardment with an ion
energy of 2keV and a current of 9OnA into a spot approximately 100(n in diameter. The Auger
line shape provides clear signatures for different allotropes of carbon [11] and for carbides.
These signatures have been used to gain qualitative information about the nature of the bonding
in the films. The concentration of an clement X was estimated by

ix/Sx

wall elements' x/S x

where Ix is the peak to peak intensity of the Auger line and S. is the sensitivity factor [121. The
sensitivity factors used were 0.14, 0.2, 0.34 and 0.29 for C, Fe, Ti and Si respectively. Micro-
Raman spectra were taken using 1he 488nm excitation line of an Argon ion laser with a spot size
of I-2rm and resolution of 6cm.

RESULTS

Figure I is an SEM micrograph of the TiN/Fc interface region after 71/2 minutes of CVD
diamond deposition and Figure 2 shows a similar region after 2 hours of growth. In each case
region (a) is the portion of the sample which has been TiN coated (250 A) and region (b) is the
uncoated Fe surface. After only 7½ minutes a continuous film has formed on the Fe, whilst
there is no growth on the TiN. The thickness of the film was measured by surface profilometry
to be 0.4 jm. The material is soft and can be easily scratched by the profilometer stylus at loads
Ž9mg. After 2 hours (Fig. 2) particles have formed on both the coated (250A TiN) and
uncoated surfaces, but the particles on the Fe have grown on top of the thick film which has
formed in the first few minutes of growth. Interestingly, the maximum nucleation density on the
TiN coated portion of the sample occurred at the TiN/Fe interface where the TiN is very thin. I
This probably suggests that the deposited TiN is causing smoothing of the diamond abraded
surface and the optimum thickness suitable for diamond growth on TiN coated Fe may be less
than the 250A used in the present study. After 6 hours of growth (not shown) the diamond
particles coalesce to form a continuous film on both the TiN and Fe substrates.

Further insight into the evolution of the CVD diamond particles was provided by Auger (
spectroscopy. The inset to Figure 3 shows the C(KLL) Auger line shapes for graphite (a),
amorphous carbon (b) and diamond (c). One way of parameterizing these signatures is to extract
the ratio G=1000*(A/B) (see inset, figure 3). The values of G for diamond, amorphous carbon.
glassy carbon and highly oriented pyrolytic graphite are -20±10, 40± 10, 110± 10 and 210±-10
respectively. Hence, the larger G, the larger the graphitic component of the material. Figure 3
plots this G parameter as a function of growth time for both the uncoated and TiN coated
portions of the sample. For the uncoated area there is a clear change in the G parameter after 2
hours of growth which orresponds to the appearance of the small particles shown in Figure 2.
By contrast on TiN there is a dramatic change in the 0 parmeter after only one hour of growth.The line shape is characteristic of diamond.

Raman spectra (Figure 4) taken after one and Iwo hours of growth are consistent with the
above trends. After one to be rh is clear evidence of diamond owth on TiN, whilst the
Sgrowth on Fe appears to he graphitic. After two hours diamond partcles can be found on both
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Figure I -SEM micrograph of the (a) TiN

(2.50A) and (b) Fe interface after 71/anin. of

CVDr rsetdiamondl 0,mdeposition. The scale-marker
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Figure 4 - Micro-Rarnan Spectra of the

Figure 2 - SEM micrograph of the (a) TiN growth on (a) Fe and (b) TiN (700A) after I

(250A) and (b) Fe interface after 2 hours of hr. of CVD diamond deposition and (c) Fe

CVD diamond deposition. The scale-marker and (d) TiN (500A) after 2 hours of CVD,
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TiN and Fe. However, it must be noted that the diamond particles on Fe grow on top of a thick
layer of soot. Whilst micro-Raman measurements are spatially selective the Auger
measurements sample both the soot and the particles. Hence the G parameter is somewhat
greater for the deposit on Fe than on TiN.

Figure 5 displays an Auger Depth Sputter Profile of the uncoated Fe substrate after 7%r min.
CVD deposition time. It shows that a sputter time of 175 minutes is required to obtain the pre-
CVD carbon concentration within the iron (C <5 at. %). The depth of the sputter crater was
estimated by profilometry to he approximately I/am. From these measurements it is clear that
there has been considerable diffusion of the carbon into the Fe. Surprisingly, there is up to 30 at
% Fe at the surface, indicating that the soot formation may also involve diffusion of Fe into the
carbon layer.

The inset (a) to figure 5 shows the Auger lineshape of the carbon close to the surface which
is typical of graphitic carbon with the satellite peak at -30eV to the left of the main peak at 272
eV. As the Fe concentration increases deeper into the sample the C(KLL) lineshape (b) shows
evidence of the presence of carbidic carbon (presumably Fe3 C) with the emergence of two
more satellite peaks displaced II and 19eV to the left of tbe 272 eV peak. The observed
lineshape however does not appear to be one of pure carbide since it is asymmetric. This
suggests that the layer is a mixture of graphitic and carbidic carbons at this depth. The line
shape becomes increasingly carbidic as orne sputters even deeper into the film. However, once
the C level reaches that observed in the vifgin Fe samples, the line shape once again appears to
be graphitic.

Figure 6 shows an AES depth profile of the portion of the sample coated with 250k of TiN
on Fe after 71/2 min. of CVD diamond deposition. Estimation of the N content of TiN films is
complicated by the overlap of the N(KLL) and Ti(LMM) transitions. Based on the method
described in ref. [13], we estimated that the Ti/N ratio was about 1:1. However, this procedure
is fraught with errors and for the depth profile we have plotted only the relative Ti, Fe and C
concentrations. The sputter profile shown in Figure 6 is very similar to that obtained from depth
profiling of the TiN layer prior to CVD deposition. In particular there is no increase in the C
concentration underneath the TiN layer following exposure to the CVD plasma. The inset to
Figure 6 shows the line shape of the carbon- in the TiN layer, which is characteristic of a carbide
(presumably TiC), which is present both before and after CVD deposition and is presumably
attributable to contamination in the TiN magnetron sputter system. Comparison of Figures 5
and 6 convincingly shows that the TiN has been very effective as a barrier against diffusion of
C into the Fe substrate. Similar results were obtained after 2 hours of CVD deposition.

DISCUSSION

I. Growth on uncoated Fe: In the very early stages of exposure to CVD diamond conditions a
thick film forms on the Fe substrate. This film is graphitic in nature as has been confirmed by
both Raman and Auger measurements. However, despite the fact that the film is of the order of
0.4jLm thick after only 71/ minutes of diamond deposition, a considerable amount of Fe is
present on the surface. It is not clear whether this is due to Fe diffusing up through the deposited I
layer or due to the formation of a complicated mixture of Fe3 C and graphite. The equilibrium
phase diagram for Fe/C [1 4] (which is, of-course, not strictly ipplicable for the non-equilibrium
conditions present in the microwave plasma) shows the possibility of a mixture of Fe3 C and
graphite at 90-PC at high carbon concentrations, above 25 at. %. On the other hand, because
our AES analysis is performed at room temperature, we cannot distinguish between carbide
formed at 9000C or upon decomposition of austenite into ferrite and Fe3C during normal
cooling. Formation of such a mixture, possibly concomitant with swelling, is consistent with
our observations of both carbidic and graphitic carbons in this layer, although the possibility of
diffusion of Fe to the surface cannot be discounted.

After 2 hours of exposure to CVD conditions, diamond particles nucleate and grow upon this
layer, culminating in the formation of continuous films for deposition times in excess of 6
hours. The appearance of the diamond particles after 2 hours of growth suggests that there may
be a critical thickness of graphite necessary to shield the incoming precursor gases from the
catalytic surface effects of the iron. However, another possibility is that the Fe concentration at
the surface is detrimental for diamond growth, and that diamond will only nucleate once the
concentration of Fe has fallen below a certain critical value.
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J 2. Diffusion of C into Fe: Under the plasma conditions in our CVD apparatus, significant
diffusion of C into Fe was observed (lum penetration in 71/2 min.). However, we note that the

plasma contains a very small overall amount of carbon (CH4 :H 2 = 1:99). This large diffusion
rate, despite the low concentration of C is attributable to plasma enhancepant of diffusion as
has also been observed in the case of DC plasma immersion of steels in methane [15].

3. TiN as a diffusion harrier In the absence of any TiN coating C diffuses deep into the Fe
substrate. The presence of even a thin layer of 250A of TiN is remarkably effective at inhibiting
this diffusion, and no increase in the C concentration in the Fe is observed following exposure
to the CVD plasma. At present, the combined effect of the nucleation density and deposition
time yield only individual particles. Hence, no qualitative assessment of the diamond adhesion
to the TiN can be made at this time. The increase in nucleation density close to the TiN/Fe
interface indicates that the optimum thickness of TiN for diamond deposition may be even
thinner than 250A.

CONCLUSION

The growth of CVD diamond on Fe in a microwave plasma is complicated by the formation
of a thick graphitic film on the surface during the first few minutes of exposure to the plasma.
During this time considerable diffusion of C into the Fe substrate occurs. A thin coating of TiN
(250A) on the Fe was found to inhibit the formation of the graphitic layer and prevent C
diffusion into the Fe. For longer deposition times (>2 hours) diamond nucleates and grows on
both the TiN and on this thick graphitic layer. The results show that TiN is very effective as a
diffusion barrier for diamond deposition on Fe, as well as a surface upon which good quality
diamond will nucleate and grow.
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SELECTTVE NUCLEATION OF DIAMOND CRYSTALS ON THE
APEX OF SILICON PYRAMIDS

R. RAMESHAM and C. ELLIS
Electrical Engineering Department
Alabama Microelectronics Science and Technology Center
Auburn University, AL 36849-5201

ABSTRACT:

Diamond crystals haee been selectively grown on the apex of anisotropicalty chemically etched

silicon pyramids. A novel process sequrence is developed which exposes patterned sharp apex of silicon

pyramids surrounded by thermally grown siticon dioxide to a high pressure microwave plasma-assisted

chemical vapor deposition (HPAtACVD) process wdhere the reactant feed gases are methane and hydrogen.

Nucleation rate of diamond is very high on the sharp edge of a silicon mess structure or an apex of a

silicon pyramid as anticipated. SeLective growth of diamond particles on the apex of siLicon pyramids
fabricated using various approaches were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy.

INTRODUCTION:
Nirror-smooth finished silicon surfaces have a very low nucleation density for diamond growth.

Scratching or damaging the silicon surfaces using a diamond paste has substantially enhanced the nutcleation

density of diamond growth by several orders of magnitude [1-33. Hirabayashi at. at., have treated the
damaged silicon surface with Ar+ ion beams prior to the diamond growth studies to achieve the selective

diamond growth [4]. Arc ion beam scanning over the damaged silicon surface has minimized the scratch
density by rounding off the sharp edges of damage performed by ultrasonic agitation in ethyl alcohol

solvent containing diamond particles. Our work resulted selective dimod groath over silicon surface by

using thermal oxidation of damaged silicon surface using a silicon nitride ask to minimize the sharp edges
by rounding off in the undesired (oxide grown) dimeond growth areas (5-71. Do the above observations

indicate that the sharp edges are active sites or very tow free energy sites for nucleation of diamond
growth ? We have considered the above results as a guideline and assumed the apex of anisotropically

etched silicon pyramids as a nucleation site for dl, d growth. If an apex of a pyramid is a nucleation

site for diamond growth it should in principle have a high growth rate. Figure Is is a scaneing electron
micrograph of diamond particles grown on chemicalty etched silicon mes structure (di deposition time:

-5.75 hrs). It is vivid from the micrograph that the dimond tend to nscleate on the sharp edge of a

silicon mesa. The apparent ares of the sharp edge is considerably amelter than the apparent flat surface

area of the silicon in the micrograph. But, approximately 50 of the dia nucleation has occurred on

the sharp edge irrespective of the tower area ratio. Figure lb shows an SEN of diamond particles grown

on an inverted silicon mesa structure. It Is clear from the micrograph that the diamond nucleation is
minimum on the sharp edges in an inverted masa asd this could be due to minimum flux density of reactants.
This paper delineates the process flow steps to grow diamond particles selectively on the apices of

snisotropicalty etched silicon pyramids fabricated with and without diamond paste treatment prior to the

fabrication of pyramids to subdstantiate the idea of a tendency of dinmord nucleation on the sharp edges.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS:

A commercially available high pressure microwave pLasma-assisted (PIKA) chemical vapor deposition

(CVD) system (ASTef, Inc., Cambridge, 1A) was used in our experiments to grow dilamod crystals. The

typical deposition parameters were as follows: substrate temperature a 900-950°C, methane flow ratoe 3.6
SCCH, hydrogen flow rate a 500 SCUM, deposition pressure a 45 Torr, forward power a 1200 watts, and
reflected power - <40 watts. The schematic diagram and the process details on diamond deposition are

described elsewfhere (5-71.

Silicon wafers were processed using the following procedures to obtain selective growth of disivmrd
crystals on the apex of silicon pyramids.
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Figure 1. Scanning electron micrographs of the diamond particles

grown on a (a) vertical mesa and (b) an inverted mesa structures

of silicon.
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(e). Starting substrates were p- or n-type mirror-smooth finished sil icon wafers with a resistivity
of < 20 0-ce. Silicon wafers were chemically cleaned and therally oxidized using pyrogenic stem at

10000C for 10 hrs to a silicon dioxide thickness of 1.1 t 0.1 Xs. The silicon dioxide was then patterned

with a positive mask of 60 jg side squares using conventional photolithography. The site wee hard baked
with photoresist and the silicon dioxide was chemically etched in buffered oxide etch (1 part HF x 6 parts
MY4F) solution. The silicon was amisotropicatLy etched in a sotution of KOm + M20 (2:1) at 60-70

0
C untit

(30-50 minutes) the silticon ajoxide eask sqwares fall off to eventually form siticon pyramids by
undercutting [8). Figure 2a shows a scamning electron micrograph of the typical morphology of the
fabricated silicon pyramide. Figure 2b is a magnified view of sm pyramids in figure 2s (apex dimter:
-2 am). SOse of the pyramids were fabricated by etching the silicon dioxide msk just before the masks
tip-off from the substrate (Fig. 2c) using a buffered oxide etch to achieve flat apex and scratch free
pyramide. Figure 2d shows scanning electron micrograph of the typical morphology of a silicon pyrmids
fabricated after etching the oxide amsk (apex diammter: -10-12 ps).

(b). Starting substrates were p- or n-type mirror-smooth finished silicon wafers with a
resistivity of x 20 0-cm. Silicon wafers were mnially scratched on one side using a diamond paste
consisting of 0.25 Ism mean particle size. The wafer was then chemically cleaned and the silicon nitride
was deposited by low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) using dichtorositane and memonia at 800°C
to a thickness of 0.16 am. The silicon nitride was then photolithographically patterned using a positive
mask of 60 om side sqmres and peasom etched in a SF6 * '2 (7:1) mixture of gases and the photoresist waS

then removed with acetone. Silicon was anisotropicatly etched in a KOM + M20 (2:1) solution at 60-70
0
C

for 30 - 50 mirutes [8). Undercutting of the silicon nitride was monitored closely end the etching of
silicon was stopped just before the silicon nitride squares tip off from the apex of silicon pyramids.
The typical morphology of the silicon pyramid with a silicon nitride mask by scarning electron micrograph

is as shows in fig. 2c. The etched silicon wafer wax carefully chemically cleaned and thermally oxidized i
in a pyrogenic steam at 1000°C for 10 hrs to form a silicon dioxide thickness of 1.1 1 0.1 #m. The wafer

was then immersed in buffered oxide etch for 60 sec to remove a thin layer of oxide formed on the silicon
nitride mask. The silicon nitride was than chemically completely etched in hot (-180

0
C) phosphoric acid.

Finally, the wafer was cooled to roow temperature, washed with running Dl water, rinsed with acetone, and

nitroven dried. The typical morphology of the silicon pyramids fabricated is shows in the fig. 2e by SEN.
This approach clearly yields the nucleation site or scratched site and/or an activation site for diamo
growth which is, apparently, the apex of anisotropically etched silicon pyramid and the rmining area is
oxidized to hinder the growth of diamond. Surface damage or scratching can in fact may be seen on an apex
of 1,2, amd 3 labeled pyramids in scanning electron micrograph of fig. 2e and also a pyramid (14) with a
sharp apex. Process description for selective growth of diaond on the apex of silicon pyramid is shown

in fig. 3 to supplement the sbove details.

RESULTS and DIBCUBBION:
Figure 4a, b, and c show the scarning electron micrographs of dimmnd grows on the apex of the

silicon pyramids shown in fig. 2a fabricated using the procedure delineated in the process (a). Figure
4b is the agnificatlon of a few pyramids in figure 4h. Figure 4c Is the magnification of a single pyramid
in figure 4a and also the zooming of the apex of the same pyramid is shown in figure 4c. Diamond
deposition time waw -5.75 hours. These micrographs show that the diamond is not only grown on the apex

of the pyramids but also in the other area. Nucleation density is apparently high on the apex when
comagred with the other area of the pyramid or the other surface of the silicon substrate. Zooming of the
apex in figure 4c clearly denotes the high nucleation rate of diaiond particles on the apex of the
pyrwaids. Oee my even closeiy observe the high nuclecilon rote of dianPd particles on all the apexes

in figure 4a and b. nte tubrvt:e wax not damaged with dimeond paste prior to the fabrication of pyremide
to eliminate the dowc of residual dlamnd particles. Therefore, this suggests that the sharp edges are
still activation sites for diao rsirsleation and this observation is in accordance with results recently
reported In 19,10).

Figure 4d is a scanning electron micrograph of the diaron particles grosn on the flat apex of
silicon pyramids fabricated using the process (e). High nuclestion rate of diamond particles is still
present on the apex end also several particles on the undesired area (diamond deposition timo: -3.5 hrs).

Edge of the flat apex of silicon pyramid still retains high di nxS ruleation rate with several particles

It
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Figure 2. Scanning electron micrographs of (a) silicon pyramids,
(b) magnified apexes, (a) silicon nitride or silicon dioxidemask, (4) apex after etching the mask, (e) patterned Si apex
surrounded by oxide.
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Polished silicon substrate

Scratched or unscratched Si surface

Grow silicon nitride (Si3N4)

______________ _ Pattern and plasma etch Si3N4

S- - - Anisotropic silicon etching

S-Oxidize Si thermally to form silicon
dioxide (Si02)

__Etch Si3N4 in phosphoric acid

SSelective deposition of polycrystalline
diamond particles on apex of silicon
pyramid

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of process flow steps for the
selective growth of diamond crystals on the apex of
anisotropically etched silicon pyramids.
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Figure 4. Scanning electron micrographs of diamond growth on (a)
sharp silicon pyramids, (b) magnified view of (a), (c) magnified
view of single pyramid in (a) and also zooming of an apex of
pyramid in (c), (d) growth of diamond on flat apex of silicon
pyramids, and (e) a magnified view of single pyramid in (d).
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mid that my clsarly be seeon in the Magnified view of a single Pyramid shows in fig. 4e by SEN. Process
(a) did yield the high dJiamnd nucleation on the apex of silicon pyramids mrid also sa deposits In the
undesired areas. To avoid the problmw of growth on undesired aresasw employad the process (b). Figure

5is a scanninge electron micrograp of selectively grow die-orid crystals only on the am of
anisotropically etchead silicon pyramids odpposition tim: -2 hirs). Flow* Sb is magnified view of the
dise-nd particle* an an Wapx of a stingle pyramid 0113. This result Suggests that the oxidation has
suplpressed the growth of dien in the undesired area as we observed earlier 03-73. Furtheimire, optical
observation showed that the chemicellty etched silicon has higher nucleation density then the airror-smooth
finished silicon surface but tower than the apex of a silicon pyramid or~ ahaip edgs of silicon mes
structures. Scratching is eliminatad In the precess (b) to teat whether die-n can selectively be grown
on the ape of a *ilIconw pyramid. Deposition time i-s increaased In order to grow die-ond only on the apx

of silicon pyramid.
Dii-d is harder and owe i-ar resistont than silicon. A sharper tip my be produced using the

above delineated selective growth of delld crystal on on Wapx of a silicon pyramid. The tip of the bore
silicon pyramid is softer than the die-snd crystal grown on the apex of a silicont pyramid. Adhesive
strength of diamond particles to the ape of the stiico pyramid my be erdmiacedl by fabricating flat
apexes. Diamond grown on silicon pyramids my have use as scanning tunnieling microscopy tips, electrical
probe tips (dopad-diamnid crystals) 17,123, for micro indentation, etc.

AIn simmry. a process flow is developed to grow dien crystals selectively only on the apex of
anisotropically chemically etched silicon pyramide using either silicon nitride or silicon dioxide layesr.
wie have sde an experimantal observation that the sharp edge Of a me" structure fabricated on a stIlicon
surface or on apex of a silicon pyromilde fabricated using a Scratched silicon substrate with diamoid posts
or unacretchod subsatrate yielded a high diamond nucleation. iUcsratIChld silicon sidist. ace do not have
"an residuael diamoid particles to act as nuicleation sites for dimd growth, but could still result

dioson nucleation boxed on a sharp apex of a silicon pyramild. Our observations support the mechanios such
as high dien nucleation on the surface texture with sharp Points or edges etc. furthermore, evaluation
of nucleation density of die-rid growth on various fabricated surface textures of silicon Is uider
progress.
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EFFECT OF LASER IRRADIATION ON CARBON-IMPLANTED COPPER
SUBSTRATES

RAJIV K. SINGH AND JOHN VIATELLA

Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
32611-2066

ABSTRACT

We have analyzed the non-equilibrium thermal effects of pulsed nanosecond lasers on
carbon-implanted copper substrates. The thermal effects of pulsed nanosecond lasers were
simulated by numerically solving the heat flow equation and taking into account the phase
changes which occur at the surface of the irradiated solid. Intense pulsed laser irradiation induces
rapid heating at the near surface resulting in melting, followed by rapid quenching of the melt
phase. The effect of laser variables (energy density, etc.) on the maximum melt depth, melt-in
and solidification velocities and transient temperature profiles have been computed. Maximum a
melt depths and the surface temperatures were found to increase approximately in a linear manner
with pulse energy density. Extremely high average solidification velocities (20-45 m/sec) were
calculated which may give rise to solute trapping and other non-equilibrium segregation effects.
The change in laser-irradiated characteristics of copper substrates as a result of carbon-ion
implantation is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Pulsed laser irradiation provides a unique method for near surface modification, in which

surface layers can be rapidly heated and melted, kept in the molten state for short times and
rapidly solidified to preserve desired microstructures[ 1-51. A recent report by Narayan et. al. Il
shows that pulsed laser irradiation on carbon-implanted copper substrates can lead to formation
of the metastable diamond phase in the near surface regions. It has been shown that during the
molten state, dopant can redistribute itself much more rapidly because the diffusivity of the
dopant is many orders of magnitude higher in the liquid phase compared to the solid phase 151.
The segregation coefficient under non-equilibrium conditions depends on the type of impurity
(substitutional or interstitial), solidification velocity and the orientation of the substrate. Thus, it
is extremely important to understand and determine the non-equilibrium parameters and transient
interface velocities and temperatures existing during the laser interaction process. The
nanosecond time scales encountered in the laser-solid interaction process makes it very difficult
to experimentally determine the transient thermal effects. Theoretical techniques, based on
numerical calculations, have been adopted to predict the effects of lasers on solids. In this paper,
we analyze and compute the effects of laser variables (energy density, etc) on the maximum melt
depths, melt-in and solidification velocities of carbon-doped copper substrates.161

THEORY
The heating and melting effects of pulsed laser irradiation on materials constitute a three

dimensional heat flow problem [2-41. However in nanosecond laser processing regimes, the
short thermal diffusion distances and the large dimensions of the laser beam limit the thermal
gradients parallel to the surface to many orders of magnitude less than the thermal gradients
perpendicular to the surface, thus essentially making it a one-dimensional heat flow problem.
Although the heat flow is one dimensional in nature, the presence of a moving solid-liquid
interface, temperature dependent thermal and optical properties of the irradiated solid, and time
dependent laser pulse energy make the exact solutions extremely difficult. Thus, numerical
techniques like finite difference methods have to be applied to obtain satisfactory results. In this
problem we have employed a very rapid and accurate implicit finite difference scheme, SLIM
(Simulation of Laser Interaction with Materials), developed by Singh et. al 171 to determine the
thermal history of the targets after intense laser irradiation. This method is based upon a higher
order finite difference calculation and is not restricted by any stability criterion, thereby allowing
faster convergence to the exact solution 181. The temperature dependent optical and thermal
properties as well as the temporal variation in the laser intensity can be taken into account in this
formulation. Finite difference equations have been set-up for accurate determination of

Met. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. '1"42 Materials Research Society
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temperature gradients at the interface which control melt-in and solidification velocities.
The temperature at any point inside the substrate T(x,t) during laser irradiation is controlled

by the heat flow equation given by

p MCPM !i) = 4 KIltj + 1,-RM)I 0(t)a(T~e~'

where x refers to the direction perpendicular to the plane of the substrate, and t refers to the time.
The terms p(T) and CpT refer to the temperature dependent density and heat capacity per unit

mass of the material. R(T) and a (T) are the reflectivity and absorption coefficient of the target.
The time dependent laser intensity striking the surface 10(t), is dictated by the energy density,
duration and the shape of the laser pulse. The velocity of the planar liquid-solid interface is
determined by energy balance consideration which is expressed as

where K. and KI are the thermal conductivities of solid and liquid copper at the interface,
respectively, L is the latent heat of fusion, and dS/dt is the velocity of the melt interface.

Figure I (a) and (b) show the thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity values of pure
copper as a function of temperature. Copper possesses a very high thermal conductivity which
decreases steadily with increasing temperature, followed by a sharp decrease upon melting of the
material. The specific heat capacity per unit volume increases with increasing temperature and has
been assumed to be a constant in the liquid phase. It is expected that the thermal properties of
copper will change due to carbon ion implantation, especially near the projected range, Rp, (600-
800 A from the surface) of carbon ions. However, as a faist approximation we have assumed that
the properties of carbon-doped copper substrates are independent of the implantation process.
Even if this approximation is not fully valid, the calculated thermal effects are expected to be
similar except shift in the absolute energy density scales. It must however he noted that the high-
dose ion implantation of carbon may induce formation of high melting point graphitic phase in
the vicinity of Rp. This may lead the formation and propagation of two melting interfaces: one
initiating from the surface and terminating near Rp, and other initiating at the vicinity of Rp and
propagating into the bulk of the substrate. Another possibility is the decrease in thermal
conductivity of the implanted layer which can substantially increase the surface temperatures
during melting of the material. The input data used in the calculations has been listed elsewhere.
16].The high frequency of the excimer laser (XeCl, KrF, and ArF) photons allow excellent
coupling of the laser energy with solid copper. However upon melting, liquid metals display a
sudden increase in the reflectivities. We have assumed a value of 0.73 for liquid reflectivity of
copper for our calculations

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 2 shows the melt depth of copper as a function of time after laser irradiation with 30

nanosecond pulses having energy densities between 2.5 and 4.5 J/cm
2

.The maximum melt depth
occurs approximately at the end of the laser pulse. After the termination of the laser pulse, the
melt front recedes back to the surface as some heat energy is dissipated into the bulk of the
material. The slope of the curves gives the value of the melt-in and the solidification velocities.
The maximum melt depth increases with energy density and changes from 2200A at at 2.5 J/cm

2

to 8800A at 4.5 J/cm
2

. Maximum melt depths are both a function of pulse duration and energy
density and increase approximately linearly with energy density.

Another important aspect of understanding the nature of laser-solid interactions is the
transient temperature profiles during intense laser irradiation of the substrate. Fig. 3 shows the
transient surface temperature as a function of time for copper substrates irradiated with 30
nanosecond excimer laser pulses with energy densities corresponding to 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 J/cm 2.
respectively. The figure shows that the surface temperature rises rapidly until it reaches the
melting point of the material, where it pauses momentarily due to reduced coupling of the laser
energy. The rise in liquid phase temperature is slower than the solid phase temperature rise,
because a part of the laser energy is absorbed as latent heat. On cooling, the surface temperature

$
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drops to the melting point and remains there until the melt interface recedes to the surface. The

maximum surface temperature increases from 1550 K at 2.5 J/cm
2 

to 2500 K at 4.5 J/cm
2

.
Much higher surface temperatures can be induced in the near surface regions if the thermal
conductivity of the near-surface is reduced by ion implantation.

The solidification velocity is another important parameter that can be controlled by varying
the laser parameters. Fig. 4 shows the transient solidification velocity for copper substrates
irradiated with 30 nanosecond lasers pulses with energy densities corresponding to 2.5, 3.0,

3.5, 4.0 and 4.5 J/cm 2 , respectively. Solidification during laser irradiation takes place via rapid
quenching and dissipation of the heat by the bulk. As the liquid gradients become negligible
after the termination of the laser pulse, solidification velocities attain a maximum value which
decreases very slowly with time. The very high thermal conductivities of solid copper phases is
responsible for the extremely high maximum transient interface velocities which are in the range
of 40 to 50 metres per second. It has been shown that.the average solidification velocity does
not vary strongly with energy density but is strongly affected by the duration of the laser pulse.
If the pulse duration of the laser is increased from 15 to 50 nanoseconds, the average
solidification values decreases from 40 to 25 meters per second. The extremely high
solidification velocities may lead to stabilization of metastable phases.

All the calculations shown above are based on properties of pure copper. As mentioned
earlier, the properties of copper, especially near the surface regions may change drastically with
carbon implantation. Graphite may be present in a crystalline or an amorphous state. It is well
known that melting points of amorphous materials are depressed in the amorphous state [ I .
Another possible change induced by the implantation process is the lowering of thermal
conductivity of the material. The decrease in thermal conductivity of copper will depend on the
defect density in the surface layer. To understand the effect of reduced thermal conductivity, we
have simulated laser irradiation of copper whose thermal conductivity at the near surface regions
has been reduced by a factor of two. Fig 5 shows the maximum surface temperature induced on
copper possessing half the thermal conductivity of the pure material. These films were irradiated
with 30 nanosecond laser pulses. For comparison, values obtained from irradiation of pure
copper substrates have also been shown. It is clearly seen that for a constant energy density,
much higher surface temperature value are attained when surface regions have lower thermal
conductivity. Maximum surface temperatures can be as high as 3500 -4000 K on the copper
surface. At these temperatures, transformation of graphite may be possible. However, more
experimental information is required to fully understand this phenomena.

In conclusion, the laser induced thermal effects on carbon-doped copper substrates have
been modelled. The melt depths and the surface temperatures scale approximately linearly with
energy density. Very high solidification velocities are induced after intense nanosecond laser
irradiation of carbon-doped copper substrates Non-equilibrium laser melting and solidification,
thus provides very high temperature and extremely rapid solidification velocities which may
produce important transformation effects. .However, more experimental information is presently
required to fully model the effect of pulsed laser irradiation on carbon-implanted copper
substrates.
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DIAMOND AS A MATERIAL IN SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS

Victor S.Vavilov
P. .Lebedev Institute of Physics, USSR,117924, Leninsky
Prospect 53, Moscow, USSR

I. Abstract
Present state of the work devoted to the control of

properties of diamond is analyzed, with emphasis on the
results obtained in USSR, including the data on ion
implantation and several types of devices. Future
possibilities of the work with single crystals, films and
diamond ceramics are discussed and typical difficulties
indicated.

2. Introduction. I shall mainly speak about the work done in
USSR; as the research of diamond is international, it is most
proper to mention the fundamental book edited by Field [11; I
shall abstain from repeating our results discussed earlier
[21. Several authors have compared the properties of diamond
to those of other wide band gap semiconductors [3,4,5].
Optimistic picture shown in Fig. 1 represents, of course,
ideal material, far above real objects at the disposal of an
experimenter or technologist. Only best natural crystals (very
rare) and best synthetic ones, grown, for instance by G.E. (1]
are in some respects, near to it. So, diamond remained exotic
for many years. Recently, due to the development of diamond
films deposition processes in USSR, Japan, USA, UK and other #
countries, the attitude towards diamond is changing rapidly.
Future work on diamond films can go on only on the basis of
present knowledge, including highly developed theory [1] and
experimental data obtained on natural and synthetic bulk
crystals. In mid-fifties, in USSR Vereschagin developed the
technique of producing large quantities of small industrial
crystals. At present much larger single crystals are grown in
Moscow and Kiev [3]. Epitaxial films on single crystal
substrate, including boron-doped semiconductivity ones, were
also grown [6],[2]. At present, most papers describe
polycrystalline diamond films [7]. The atomic C-H-O phase
diagram presented by Bachmann in [7] systematizes the results
given in 70 publications describing low pressure CVD
techniques of diamond deposition. In Fig. 2, main features of
various types of diamond as a material are presented.

3. The doping of diamond. Doping of man-made single crystals
by boron has been repeatedly reported (1.8.9]. The authors
working in Kiev have grown boron-doped crystals of various
sizes (10]. Small cubic crystals of uniform dimensions were
successfully used as thermistors. The authors of [11], who
also obtained p-type crystals, have reported on N-type
crystals doped by phosphorus. The depth of the donor levels,
as well as data on electrons' mobility have not been
indicated. According to the calculations of Bernholz & oth
[12], P atoms should be shallow donors, but their equilibrium

Mat. Rae. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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Paramtcr Si fl-SiC Diamond
E9 ,ev, 300K 1.12 2.4 5.48

Vmax cm/sec 107 2 X 107 2.4 x 107

Em,,, V/sec 3 x 105 3 X 106 2.2 x 107

Ae cm 2 /V - sec 1350 1000 2400

Ah cmn2/V - sec 480 60 2100
kW/cm - K 1.4 2.8 20
To,K 650 1200 2000

Fig. 1 The main parameters of Diamond, as compared to Si and

SiC.
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Fig. 2 Diamond in its present various forms as a material for
research and applications.
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solubility must be very small. It is well known that atomic
nitrogen is a deep down in diamond and does not supply free
electrons [13). No positive results of impurities'
introduction by thermal diffusion into diamond are known to
me. There exists, in principle, a possibility of I ransmutation
d ping of diamond, as (7,n) reaction produces B nuclei from
C ; no published data are at my disposal.

4. Ion implantation into diamond. Long ago we obtained
indirect evidence that natural insulating diamond exhibits
electron conductivity after bombardment by 40 keV C* ions
[141. In 1982, Prins produced N-type regions in
transistor-type structures on natural P-type diamond (15].
According to our data, conductivity disappeared after
annealing at 700-800*C.

At present, we use systematically a 350 keV HVEE accelerator
for our work; the ranges of ions and their straggling were
calculated for random orientation with an error of .10%. We
were involved in experiments of typically semiconductor J
physics aims; besides [I), we often used the data analyzed in
a book edited in 1986 in USSR [16]. As one knows, diamond
constitutes a metastable form of carbon and can amorphize or
graphitize (graphite is stable). Fortunately, we found that
for ion fluxes below certain limit, the diamond lattice
recovers after annealing in vacuum. The maximum flux depends
on the mass of that ion and the temperature of crystal. In a
special case of sit ions implantation at large fluxes, cubic
SiC is produced (181.

Implantation of B" ions. Boron is a most appropriate
"shallow" (Ev -0.37 eV) acceptor dopant in diamond. Most of
the implanted atoms occupy substitutional sits. The depth of
penetration of the unchanneled ions for energies in the range
up to 350 keV is large enough; recently, on the initiative of
A.M.Zaitsev, a series of experiments was conducted with much
higher energies, over I MeV [191. In this case, buries layers
of semiconducting diamond can be formed. By using a programmed
implantation exposure, one can increase the concentration of
boron acceptors near the surface, thus forming a pp, junction;
p *regions are metallized without difficulty and ohmic contacts
to p-type regions present no problem now.

5. The technique of analysis of the geometry of impurity
distribution. The most direct method is, of course, secondary
ions mass spectrometry (SIMS), which is systematically used by
us for the boron-implanted and other samples, in the cases
where impurity concentration was high enough. Some of the
results were presented in [131, and I shall mention recent
data later, when Li donors shall be discussed.

Other methods, including, of course, Hall effect and
conductivity measurements, are often based on the analysis of
cathodoluminescence (CL) spectra, which is typical for a wide
field of experiments with ion-implanted crystals (201, [21].

Due to the large band gap of diamond (5,48 eV) CL was used
by us; I have not seen yet publications, including
photoluminescence data obtained for band-to band excitation of
diamond. Besides the possibility of local excitation by
focused electron beam, the depth of electrons' penetration can
be easily changed, as it is a function of their energr. As it
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was mentioned above, the volume and area of electron spot near
the surface of the sample can be made very small (19,201.

6. The possibilities and limitations of luminescence spectra
studies. Luminescence data contribute to the studies of ion
implantation problems; on the other hand, implantation,
regarded as a method of doping, permits to introduce into a
solid (in our case, diamond) a wide variety of impurities
(21], (221. As one can see, for instance, in Fig. 3, the CL

spectra, observed in a convenient region of photon energies,
show narrow "zero-phonon" lin..q and related "Phonon ladders".
Many narrow lines observed in unimplanted natural diamond were
analyzed and interpreted, for instance, by Clark and Mitchell
in UK [1]; their work has an exceptional value for those who
work now on ion-implanted crystals. However, narrow lines
correspond to so called "in the center" transitions, when the
photon is estimated as a result of the relaxation of the
system of strongly localized states (23]. Thus, these
transitions do not include allowed bands of diamond and one
has to use additional evidence, such as the changes of spectra
after annealing to obtain results important for semiconductor
physics. Of course, the studies of CL are very far from
completion; one of the examples which seems to be worth
mentioning is a non-trivial fact that free vacancies, which
produce the well known GRI narrow line at 741 nm, are
generated as a result of irradiation by rather low energy I
electrons (6 - 10 keV) [24]. This range of energies is very
much below the threshold of impact point defects' generation,
which was estimated by palmer [25] to be near to 200 keV. At
present, one cannot decide whether the vacancy is detached
from some complex, or some mechanism in the electronic
sub-system is leading to Frenkel pair generation (26].
According to the interpretation of my colleagues in Minsk,
based on the analysis of +narrow lines in CL spectra of diamond
implanted by He and Ne ions, the atoms of these elements
exhibit chemical activity due6 to extremely high hydrostatic
pressure of the order of 10 bar in dense surrounding of
carbon atoms in diamond lattice (27].

Besides narrow spectral lines, both CL spectra and
luminescence spectra of structures on diamond including P-N
junctions or Schottky barriers, broader bands of intensive
electroluminescence were observed by E.A.Konorova,

V.F.Sergienko & oth, with the extrinsic quantum yield about 4%I
(13]. Maximum intensity corresponded to the blue-green region,
thus, band to impurity transition.

7. Lithium as a donor in ion-implanted diamond. Those who
are involved in the development of semiconductor devices know
that both in Ge and Si, Li behaves as a highly mobile
interstitial impurity and is a very shallow donor. Long time
before modern technique of calculations of atoms' migration
and their energy spectrum was developed, we began
experimenting with lithium-implanted natural diamond crystals.
At present, the main facts are as follows:

1. The mobility of implanted Li atoms due to their diffusion

is many orders of magnitude lower than in Si and Ge, but
diffusion has been observed after annealing at temperature
over 1000

0
C.
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Fig. 3 Cathodoluminescence spectra of natural diamond
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2. The maximum concentration of electrons in the conduction
band is observed in a layer lying deeper in the sample than
the maximum of Li atoms' distribution. This was observed
directly by (n, 'Y) reaction method [28].

3. Lithium implantation results in generation of shallow
(Ec-0.1) ev donors. Electro~s in th? conduction band have high

mobility (about 1000 cmav- sec- [13,29]. These facts
correspond to recent calculations by Bernholz and oth [12].

4. The "average efficiency "of Li as a donor is much smaller
than that of B atoms as acceptors. Thus it was suggested [13]
that the majority of Li atoms can occupy substitutional sites
where they are inactive electrically.

Phosphorus as a donor. We have rpported on rectifying
junctions produced by implantation of P ions [21. Experiments
in this direction were not continued; there is some evidence
that diamond film grown from plasma in presence of P 0 5 have
shown electron conductivityi thi Hall mobility reported by the
author was near to 50 cm v sec (30].

8. Some applications of Diamond in Electronics.
a) Diamond heat sinks: Their advantages and importance were

recognized early enough [1]. At present they are produced both
from natural and synthetic crystals in many places including
Moscow and Kiev (3,41. The stage of diamond films' technology
when these films shall simultaneously have high heat
conductivity, stability and good adhesion on suitable
substrates will be, most probably, a crucial step, but it may
require several years of hard work. A simple and dependable
method of direct determination of heat conductivity was
developed by Zezin Soth in Moscow [311.

b) Diamond particle counters and dosimeters were developed
in P.N.Lebedev Institute by E.A.Konorova and S.F.Kozlov (32].
The authors of [32] used injecting contacts produced by ion
implantation, and at present there is a series production of
diamond counters and dosimeters in Riga 133].

c) There were several cases when transistor action was
achieved in diamond structures of various geometry. Besides
[15] and a useful discussion in a review by Kvaskov and
Tkachenko (34], according to my opinion, the results,
published recently by Melnikov, Zaitzev and oth, deserve
attention (35]. Using standard photolitography technique, they
have produced matrixes of inpolar field effects transistors on
natural diamond samples.

d) Other types of electronics devices: Already in 1979,
A.Tager published well founded estimates showing that diamond
is, in principle, an excellent material for JMPATT's
(avalanche diodes) [36]. Later, a group in P.N.Lebedev
Institute by using ion milling technique and ion implantation
has prepared a series of Read-type diodes, some of which had
typical avalanche-type V-J characteristics.

e) Diamond containing ceramics. According to a recent
publication by Rotner brothers (371, diamond ceramics,
produced by baking pellets made of small inexpensive crystals
at a pressure of 7-8 GPa and a temperature of 2000"C, a dense
material having high electric resistivity is produced. After
illumination of the surface of ceramics by sharply focused
intense laser beam, very stable conductive strips were
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produced. They were shown to consist of a phase of amorphous

carbon (not graphite) ; the electrical resistance of such
strips could be varied in wide range, and the process was
quite reproducible.

Conclusions. One can see, that our work and the work of my
colleagues in USSR, to which I paid most attention, was mainly
concerned with the properties and processes in bulk crystals.
We have now also large area diamond films at our disposal; one

of the proofs that they are really diamond films are their CL
spectra. Of course, we shall try ion implantation in the
nearest future.

The technology of diamond films deposition is economically
profitable already, and one should expect a rapid development.
According to the considerations of D-r Buckley-Golder,
"strategic window" for diamond electronics )see Fig. 4 ) shall
begin to close about 1995 in the field of basic concepts
(deposition, epitaxy, multilayers) and the next step
(technology options, such as contacts, lithography, etching)
shall occupy 1997 to 2000 AD.

Fig 4.

:FuJEsTLIAGtC_ IDOW FOR DIAMOND EECTRO

Window Window Window
Opening Beginning Closed

to Close

Basic Concepts Prioritisation of Protype

Explored Technology Options Product f

Types
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* Epitaxy * Lithography

e Multilayers * Etching

1986 1995 1997 2000

Fig. 4 The strategic window for Diamond Electronics (5).
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INVESTIGATION OF CVD-GROWN DIAMOND
BY CATHODOLUMINESCENCE IN TEM

R.J. GRAHAM
Center for Solid State Science, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287-1704

ABSTRACT

High resolution cathodoluminescence (CL) spectroscopy and imaging have been
performed in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to analyze defects and impurities in
polycrystalline diamond films grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) using a variety of
gas mixtures, and oxyacetylene combustion flame synthesis (CFS). The combination of CL
and TEM allows a direct correlation of film microstructure with the electronic structure due to
defects. The CL was found to be very nonuniformly distributed on a submicron scale
reflecting different spatial distributions of N, B and Si impurities and their cormelations with
microstructure. Band A CL due to closely-spaced donor-acceptor (D-A) pairs was correlated
with dislocations in both CVD-grown and CFS material whereas band A from widely-
separated D-A pairs was uniformly distributed in the films. CL from several different N-
related point-type defects was observed and found to depend on the growth gases used,
although no correlation with microstructure has been observed so far. A di-Si interstitial
impurity, believed to arise from the Si substrate and reactor walls, was not correlated with any
microstructure but varied greatly in concentration from grain to grain and from film to film. In
addition, both highly faulted and defect-free grains were found to emit no visible CL due to
mid gap states.

INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of diamond films by low pressure techniques such as chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) is currently receiving much attention, as evidenced by the appearance of
several new journals and whole sections of existing journals devoted entirely to diamond. The
intrinsic properties of diamond such as hardness, optical transparency and high carrier
mobility, promise potential applications of diamond films in wear-resistant coatings, and as
optical and electronic materials. However, current attempts at heteroepitaxial growth, usually
on Si substrates, have resulted in heterogeneous polycrystalline films containing many defects
and impurities. One of the goals of such growth methods must be the control of the formation
of these inhomogeneities, especially if potential optical and electronic applications are to be
realized. Characterization of these inhomogeneities is therefore important in two respects.
First, it is necessary to identify these defects and assess their impact on the microstructure and
electronic structure of the material. Second, it is desirable to understand and control the
formation of these defects so that potential applications of this material can be realized
successfully.

Since the films are polycrystalline and inhomogeneous, it is clearly necessary to
ch,,racterize them at high spatial resolution. While transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
can b, used to observe the microstructure, this and allied techniques, such as electron energy
loss spectroscopy, can only provide limited information on the electronic nature of the
material. Secondary ion mass spectrometry can detect low levels of impurities but gives no

Met. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. * 1992 Material, Research Society
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information on their effect on the electronic structure. On the other hand, cathodoluminescence
(CL) spectroscopy and imaging have been used successfully for this purpose, since defects and
impurities often introduce states within the 5.5 eV diamond band gap which give rise to CL in
the readily detectable visible spectral region. However, such studies have all been performed
in a scanning electron microscope (SEM), usually with limited spatial resolution. This is
e•,:pecially true %;hen thick, as-grown films with a rough surface morphology are studied
because it becomes difficult to deduce reliably the exact origin of CL within the films.

The analytical technique used in this work is spectrally and spatially resolved CL
performed in TEM, rather than SEM, and this has a number of useful advantages. The most
significant of these is the simultaneous correlation of CL emission, resulting from the
electronic structure associated with defects and impurities, with details of the specimen
microstructure. such as the presence of dislocations. In addition, use of thinned electron
transparent samples enhances the spatial resolution compared with SEM CL..

EXPERIMENTAL

TEM CL technique

Experiments were performed in a Philips EM400T analytical electron microscope
equipped with high-resolution TEM CL system, the full details of which may be found
elsewherell,21. The system includes a grating spectrometer (Spex 0.22m Minimate) for
spectral acquisition and a cooled RCA C31034 photomultiplier detector covering a 250-900nm
spectral range. None of the spectra shown here was corrected for system response and the
spectral resolution was 2nm throughout except where stated otherwise. The acquisition of
digital panchromatic or monochromatic CL images was achieved using a STEM attachment
and a multichannel analyzer. A liquid nitrogen-cooled stage was used to give a specimen
temperature of about 90K. The electron probe size ranged from 30am, for large area spectral
acquisitions from weakly luminescing material, to 0.2urm for most high resolution spectral and
image acquisitions at a beam voltage of 120kV.

Growth details

Polycrystalline diamond films 1-10um thick, grown by filament-assisted (FA) and rf
plasma-enhanced (PE) CVD methods were studied.

Material prepared by FACVD was grown from a gas mixture of CH4 (2% vol.) and
hydrogen using a tungsten filament operated at 1800"C on a roughened Si (100) substrate
which was positively biassed relative to the filament. Full details of the growth process are
given elsewhere 13,41. The specimens investigated were prepared under two different
conditions: (a) pressure = 15 Torr, substrate temperature - 750"C; (b) pressure = 3(1 Torr,
substrate temperature - 950*C.

PECVD-grown films were prepared on roughened Si (100) substrates using a variety of
gas compositions and conditions as follows: (a) I%CH4 , 99%H 2 , pressure = 5.0 Torr,
temperature - 650"C; (b) 2%CO. 99%H 2 , pressure = 3.0 Torr, temperature - 630"C; (c)
8%CF4 . 92%H 2 , pressure = 5.0 Torr, temperature - 820"C; (d) 20%CH3 OH, 40)%CH 3 COOH,
40%H2 0, pressure = 1.0 Torr, temperature -600"C. Growth of the film from dilutcCF4 was
achieved on unroughened Si substrate and is described in more detail elsewheref5].'An
additional film was grown using 2%CO/98%H 2 at a temperature of - 725'C on R-plani
(10I2) sapphire to examine the effect of the substrate on the presence of impurities and
defects.
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Diamond films grown by oxyacetylene combustion flame synthesis (CFS) were also
studied. Material consisting of 1100] oriented single crystals aggregated into a film 300-
500um in thickness was grown by allowing an oxyacetylene torch, operated in a slightly
acetylene-rich mode, to impinge on to a molybdenum substrate maintained at -1000"C[6].

Specimen preparation

The thicker CVD-grown films were removed from the substrate by dissolving the Si
with a mixture of HF and HNO3 and mounted on 3 mm copper slot grids. The substrate of the
thinner films was retained for support but was mechanically dimpled. These specimens were
then thinned for TEM CL by milling with 5 keV Ar+ ions at 77K to perforation. Especially in
the case of the thicker films, the very uneven surface morphology resulted in specimens with
highly variable thickness but also many holes surrounded by electron transparent regions.

Due the large thickness and extremely uneven surface of the films grown by combustion
flame synthesis, specimens of this material were prepared by crushing in an agate pestle and
mortar under isopropanol to produce thin electron transparent cleaved flakes.

RESULTS

CL spectra

Figure I shows CL spectra acquired from relatively large regions (10-20um diameter) of
various diamond films. The principal spectral features are summarised in table I and have all
been observed previously to varying extents in diamond films grown by low pressure
methods[7-171.

The band at 415-436nm, known as band A, is due to closely-spaced donor-acceptor (D-
A) pairs[ 181. The donor is believed to be a substitutional aggregate containing an even number
(probably two) of nitrogen atoms and the acceptor is boron[191. The broad bands at 470-
607nm are probably also band A but are due to widely-separated D-A pairs. It is also possible
that these are phonon sidebands of zero phonon lines at higher energy, which are unresolved in
highly strained material. The 575nm band arises from a center probably consisting of a single
nitrogen atom and one or more vacancies[ 11,20]. The uncorrected weak 387.8nm peak is
identified as the 388.8nm (3.188eV) emission due to either an interstitial nitrogen or nitrogen-
interstitial carbon complex and the peak at 532-534nm is probably similarly due to a nitrogen-
vacancy-related complex[8-101; both identities have been recently discussed[ I 11. The narrow
peak at about 738nm is the same, within experimental error, as that observed previously in
CVD-grown diamond and is attributed to di-Si interstitial impurities(8,12,211. The origins of
the emissions at 356-365nm, 484nm and 514nm are unknown at present but may also be
nitrogen-related. The energies of the emissions were generally independent of substrate type
(Si or sapphire) for the dilute CO-grown material however the 738nm peak was considerably
more intense when the substrate was Si.

Correlation of CL with microstructure

Correlations of CL with microstructure fall into two groups. In relatively large-grained
(greater than lum) material where a limited amount of non-diamond carbon is also present, the
CL intensity was usually intense enough to permit a direct correlation of monochromatic CL

.-...--
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Figure 1. CL spectra acquired from large areas (10- 3 0um) of various diamond films: (a)
PECVD-grown (1) 1%CH4 , 99%H2, pressure = 5.0 Torr, temperature - 650T on Si (100); (2)
8%CF 4 , 92%H 2 , pressure = 5.0 Torr, temperature - 820"C on Si (100); (3) 2%CO. 98%H2,
pressure = 3.0 Ton-, temperature - 630'C on Si (100); (4) 2%CO, 98%H12, pressure = 3.0 Tonf.
temperature - 725"C on R-plane (1012) sapphire; (b) PECVD-grown methanol/acetic
acid/water mixture on Si (100); (c) CFS diamond film on Mo; (d) FACVD-grown 2%C1H4,
99%H2, pressure = 15 Ton', temperature - 750"C on Si (100).
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Table 1. CL emissions detected in this work, listed in ascending wavelength and grouped in
similar type (energy, narrow peak or broad band) with corresponding growth
methods/conditions and impurity or defect responsible. MAW = Methanol, Acetic acid, Water
(20%CH3 OH, 40%CH3 COOH, 40%H2 0). All substrate material was Si (except CFS films
where Mo was used).

CL EMISSION GROWTH CONDITIONS IMPURITY/DEFECT

356±l1nm (3.48±0.0 1eV) FACVD 2%H2 30 Torr/950*C Unknown, unique to
365±lnm (3.40±0.01eV) FACVD 2%H 2 15 Torr/750YC CVD-grown diamond?

387.8±0.5nm (3.196±+0.004eV) CFS O2 /C2 H2 10OOOC Interstit. N or N-
interstit. C complex

415±lnm (2.99±0.01eV) FACVD 2%H 2 30OToff/950*C Closely -spaced

428±Inm (2.90±0.01IeV) FACVD 2%H 2 15 Torr/750*C donor-acceptor
PECVD I %H2 5 ToffI65O'C (D-A) pairs. D is

431 ± Inm (2.88±0.0 1eV) CFS 02 /C2 H2 1000'C even number (2?) of
PECVD MAW I TorrI600*C nitrogen atoms. A

436±I1nm (2.84±0.0 1eV) PECVD 2%CO 3 Torr/630*C is boron.

483±Inm (2.566±0.005eV) PECVD MAW I Torr/600'C Unknown
484+ 1nm (2.561±0.005eV) PECVD 2%CO 3 Torr/630*C

514±1lnm (2.412+0.004eV) PECVD MAW I Torr/600*C Unknown

532±lnm (2.330±0.004eV) CFS 0 2 /C2 H2 1000'C Nitrogen-vacancy-
PECVD MAW I Torrf600*C related complex

534±lnm (2.321±0.004eV) PECVD 2%CO 3 Torr/630'C

575±0.5nm (2.156+0.002eV) CFS 0 2 /C2 H2 1000'C Single nitrogen + I
PECVD MAW I Torr/600*C or more vacancies

470± 1nm (2.637±0.005eV) PECVD I %H2 5 Torr/650*C Widely-separated
5Q0±lInm (2.295±0.004eV) PECVD 8%CF4 5 Torr/820-C D-A pairs, or
55 1± Inm (2.250±0.004eV) FACVD 2%H2 I5 Torr/750'C unresolved phonon
577±lnm (2.149+0.004eV) FACVD 2%H2 30 TonI/950C sidebands of higher
607±lnm (2.042±0.003eV) PECVD 2%CO 3 Toff/630*C energy zero phonon

emissions.

737.6±0.Snm (1.680±0.001eV) CFS 0 2 /C2 H2 1IOOOC Di-silicon
737.8±0.5nm (1.680±0.001eV) PECVD 2%~CO 3 Torr/630*C interstitial defect

PECVD 8%CF4 5 Torr/S20YC (or N-modified
738.2±0.5nm (1.679±0.001eV) PECVD MAW I Torr/600*C version of GR I ?)
738.7±0.Snm (1.679±0.001eV) FACVD 2%H12 IS Torrf750OC
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mapping with specimen microstructure. In smaller-grained or less luminescent material only a
general correlation with overall microstructure was possible.

(i) direct correlation

Material grown by FACVD using dilute CH4 at 15 Torr75O"C was found to suitable for
CL/TEM correlation[7]. Figure 2 shows monochromatic CL images of thin film diamond
using the closely-spaced D-A pair and di-Si interstitial CL emissions. The images have
distinctly different intensity distributions with the D-A emission more "spotty" and the di-Si
defect emission often reflecting the long narrow microstructure of the grains in this material.

,d,428nm 5pm =738nm

Figure 2. Monochromatic CL images showing closely-spaced D-A (X=428nm) and di-Si
(.=738nm) impurity distributions in FACVD-grown material (15 Torrf750C).

These images were acquired from material too thick for TEM imaging, however figure 3
shows CL spectra acquired from three adjacent thin grains. This shows that the closely-spaced
D-A emission is correlated with the presence of dislocations and that the defect-free grain is
emitting no CL within the detectable range. Further observations confirmed this correlation
and while the di-Si defect emission was found to vary greatly from grain to grain, it was not
correlated with any particular microstructure. Other emissions at about 360nm (origin
unknown) and 550nm (widely-separated D-A pairs) were much more uniformly distributed
throughout the films. Both highly defective and defect-free regions of the films were found to
emit no observable CL. In the former case non-radiative carrier recombination is probably the
cause. In the latter case, the absence of extensive diffuse scatter in convergent beam electron
diffraction (CBED) patterns acquired from such grains suggests a low degree of static disorder
and so these grains may be defect-free, having no states in the band gap.

A direct correlation was also possible in the CFS diamond[171. Figure 4 shows the
microstructure and CL spectra from two particles. Again, closely-spaced D-A pairs are
correlated with dislocations. The other dominant emission from this material is at 575nm and
is attributed to a defect probably consisting of a single nitrogen atom and one or more
vacancies(I 1,201. This emission is not correlated with any microstructure and so this point-
type defect appears to be dispersed throughout apparently fault-free material. Here also, D-A
emission is absent when dislocations are absent.
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Figure 3. TEM image showing defect-free grain and grains with dislocations on either side
(grain boundaries are highlighted in white). CL spectra acquired from each grain, using an
astigmatic, elongated probe, show blue band A emission due to closely-spaced D-A pairs
correlated with dislocations and little CL from the defect-free grain.
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CL Combustion flame grown diamond
on dislocations T-90K 120keV
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Figure 4. TEM images and CL spectra from fragments of CFS diamond. Crystal containing
dislocations (arrowed) gives strong D-A related emission whereas fault-free material has no D-
A CL and only the vibronic emission with zero phonon line (ZPL) at 575nm due to a single #

nitrogen atom + vacancy(ies). (The small dark particles in the TEM images are non-
luminescent debris from the agate pestle and mortar used to crush the CFS diamond films).

Thin regions of the methanol/acetic acid/water (MAW) PECVD-grown diamond also
permitted a direct correlation. The CL spectrum from this material is particulary rich in
different emissions (fig. 1). and figure 5 shows CL images using the four most intense
emissions from the same (mostly thick) region of specimen. Some of the intensity variations
are attributable to a non-uniform thickness but other independent variations clearly exist. This
suggests that although the same impurity, nitrogen, is responsible for at least three of these
emissions, the various forms of the nitrogen-related defects are distributed differently.
Extensive twinning and stacking faults were often observed in this material and preliminary
observations indicate that closely-spaced D-A emission is also correlated with the presence of
these defects. Work is in hand to detect any correlation of the other nitrogen-related defects
with the microstructure.

(ii) indirect correlation

For material grown from dilute CH4 , CO and CF4 by PECVD, only a general indirect
CL/TEM correlation was attempted[ 16]. All specimens, except the CF4 -grown films, showed
closely-spaced D-A pair band A emission. Although this has been specifically correlated with
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Figure 5. Monochromatic CL images from the methanol/acetic acid/water mixture PECVD-
grown films using the emissions indicated. At least three of these emissions are believed to be
due to nitrogen as a number of different defect structures. Some of the intensity variations are
due to specimen thickness variations but other differences in the distribution of the various CL

emissions also exist. This indicates that the spatial distribution of each of the various nitrogen-
related defects in the film is different.
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dislocations and, in one case, stacking faults/microtwins, other defects, e.g. non-diamond
inclusions, could potentially allow D-A pairs to exist in varying degrees of proximity. This
may account for the extremely broad band A observed in the CH4 -grown material where such
defects in single crystals abound and to a lesser extent the CO-grown film on sapphire.
However, if the density of other defects becomes too high resulting in poor crystallinity,
increased non-radiative recombination reduces the overall CL intensity, as seen in the CO-
grown films. Significantly, the CF4 -grown material was the least defective at a microscopic
level, i.e. excluding microtwins, and showed no such band due to closely-spaced D-A pairs.
All films showed some degree of band A due to widely-separated D-A pairs normally seen in
synthetic diamond. In the CF4 -grown films this was the only peak of any significant intensity
and the slightly higher peak energy, 2.3eV compared with about 2. 1eV for the CO-grown
films, suggests either a difference in impurity concentration or smaller mean D-A pair
separation.

DISCUSSION

For band A emission, a Coulombic contribution in the recombination energy, which
depends on the mean separation of the D-A pairs, results in band A peaking in the 400-480 nm
(3.0-2.6 eV) blue range for closely-spaced pairs and in the 500-560 nm (2.5-2.2 eV) green
range for more distant pairs. Blue band A luminescence is normally associated with natural
diamonds where it is thought that closely-spaced D-A pairs evolve by diffusion of the
impurities at elevated temperatures over millions of years. In contrast, green band A emission
is emitted from synthetic diamond where the rapid growth process has "frozen" the impurities
at relatively widely spaced sites within the lattice. In our present observations on low pressure-
grown diamond[7,16,17]. we have observed that in fact blue band A in the 415-431nm range is
directly correlated with the presence of dislocations and in one case, also stacking faults or
twins. A similar observation was made on natural type lib diamonds[2]. Presumably, closely-
spaced D-A pairs are incorporated in the dislocations during growth, and although the atomic
structure of such a system is unknown, a one-dimensional D-A pair model has been
suggested[2J. In the FACVD-grown material the relatively uniform distribution of green band
A CL at 551 nm due to widely-separated D-A pairs, indicate that these centers are fairly
homogeneously dispersed throughout the film. Nitrogen is presumably a contaminant of the
source gases and vacuum system, although high purity gases were used in most of the growths.
No attempt was made to remove nitrogen dissolved in the MAW components and it is worth
noting that the various nitrogen-related CL emissions were fairly intense in this material. In
the CFS diamond, the combustion was carried out in air and so the abundance of nitrogen-
related defects is not surprising either. Boron may exist as an impurity in the CVD reactor
components and in the FACVD-grown material, the Si substrate was B-doped. The presence
of boron has been confirmed in some material by SIMS[16J. The origin of boron in the CFS
material is more difficult to explain. Moreover, apparently B only exists as an acceptor in this
material at the dislocations and not in unfaulted crystal (fig. 4). This leads one to question the
identity of B as the acceptor and tentatively speculate that instead some atomic arrangement at
the dislocation exists with an acceptor-like electronic structure.

Several other nitrogen-related CL emissions have been observed but none so far
correlated with any particular microstructure although they are sometimes non-uniformly
distributed.

The origin of the peak at about 738nm deserves some discussion since at least two
different centers are known to cause emission close to this energy. The GR I emission, due to
the neutral vacancy defect, occurs at 1.673eV[19J. Another peak at 1.685eV has been
attributed to a di-Si interstitial defect[8,221 and, more recently, peaks at 1.680eV and 1.681eV
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have been attributed to the same defect[7,12,l5,16,21 ]. Annealing studies and experiments I
with substrates other than Si[15,16,211, which is often used in CVD diamond growth and
believed to be a major source of Si impurity, would seem to confirm that Si is involved in this
defect. In addition, glass reactor components are also possible sources of Si. However, in the
case of CFS diamond, there is no obvious source of Si impurity. It therefore seems
questionable that the di-Si defect is responsible for the observed peak in that material and so
the GR I defect could be considered as a possible cause. Although the presence of stress can
shift the GRt energy by several meV, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 738nm
peaks seen here is only 7meV compared with 25meV as apparently observed for GRI [ I I ]. The
effect of stress and the possible influence of nitrogen on GRI is discussed in more detail
elsewhere[ 17]. In FACVD-grown material, no correlation of di-Si impurity with
microstructure or any other CL emission was observed. The defect appears to vary in
concentration from grain to grain but is relatively homogeneous within a single grain.

To date, most low pressure diamond growth has been carried out using dilute
hydrocarbons. It seems that the presence of other atomic species, such as 0 in CO and the
MAW mixture, and F in CF4 does not introduce any optically active impurity or defect states
not previously observed in dilute CH4 -grown CVD diamond.

Finally, it is worth briefly discussing the absence of CL from those grains which are
apparently defect-free. It would appear that such grains contain very low levels of impurities
and do not therefore emit CL in the visible spectrum but rather in the UV close to the band gap
which is not detectable with our current system. Such CL has been observed from CVD-grown
diamond[91 but no correlation with microstructure was possible in the work reported. It is
interesting to note that defect-free grains often occur adjacent to those containing many defects
and may result from different nucleation processes.

CONCLUSION

TEM CL has been used to correlate electronic structure due to defects and impurities
with microstructure in a variety of low pressure-grown diamond films at high spatial
resolution. The CL spectra from the various films exhibit emissions common to one another
but the form of the spectra vary considerably from material to material. The films are very
inhomogeneous on a submicron scale with the impurity and defect content varying greatly
from grain to grain. Grains with many defects are often found adjacent to defect-free grains of
high purity. The dominant impurity is nitrogen which is present in a variety of defect forms in
the diamond lattice. Closely-spaced D-A pairs have been directly correlated with dislocations
and in one case stacking faults and twins. Interstitial silicon is incorporated in many films and,
like other point defect-type nitrogen impurities, has not been correlated with any particular
microstructure. In addition, nitrogen may be playing a role in the growth process. Certainly it
is associated with major faults in diamond grown by a variety of low pressure methods, but
whether it simply segregates to the defects or in fact is their cause is not known. This question
and the reasons for the nucleation of these defect-free grains is the subject of continuing work.
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FLUORINE ATOM ADDITION TO THE DIAMOND (Ill) SURFACE

ANDREW FREEDMAN, GARY N. ROBINSON AND CHARTER D. STINESPRINGa
Center for Chemical and Environmental Physics
Aerodyne Research, Inc., 45 Manning Road, Billerica, MA 01821

ABSTRACT

Diamond (I 1) surfaces with the dehydrogenerated 2xl reconstruction have been exposed to
a beam of atomic fluorine at 300 K. The uptake of fluorine, as measured using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, is quite efficient and saturates at a coverage of less than a
monolayer. Low energy electron diffraction patterns indicate that fluorine termination of the
diamond surface produces a lxI bulk-like reconstruction in contrast to the disordered surface
produced on the (100) surface.

INTRODUCTION

In order for diamond to become a viable semiconductor material, several large advances in
growth techniques must be made. To this date, no verified instances of large scale heteroepitaxy
have been reported. ThLi lack of success appears to be due to the propensity (in high pressure
reactors) of diamond to nucleate at multiple sites and produce growth of micron-sized crystallites
which coalesce into a thin film. In order to grow epitaxial films over large areas, films must be
grown two-dimensionally (or in a Frank-Van der Merwe growth mode); this evidently requires a
ve y slow growth rate that would be more relevant to molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) techniques.
Furthermore, careful tailoring of films with features having dimensions on the order of a lattice
parameter will be required to produce advanced devices such as quantum well structures.

We are attempting to develop an atomic layer epitaxy[ 1.21 scheme for the deposition of
diamond thin films based on the use of halogenated reagents. Such a scheme would involve the
use of self-limiting chemical reactions that would provide control of the deposition process on an
atomic scale. To this end, we have been investigating the surface chemistry of diamond and
graphite substrates with both fluorine and chlorine atoms[3-61.

This paper presents results from experiments involving fluorine atom adsorption on a
diamond (11I) surface, specifically the dehydrogenated 2xl reconstruction. Previous work on
mono-hydrogenated IxI (100) surface, has shown that fluorine atoms adsorb at a saturation level
of =3/4 of a monolayer forming a disordered carbon monofluorine moiety[3J. The adlayer is
stable up to 700 K whereupon fluorine desorbs in some form, although desorption is not
complete until a temperature of 1100 K is reached.

EXPERIMENTAL

Studies were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum apparatus comprising a turbomolecular
pumped, liquid nitrogen trapped ultrahigh cell (ultimate vacuum - 3 x 10-to Torr) interfaced to an
ion/sublimation pumped analysis chamber. The diagnostics available in the analysis chamber are
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and low energy electron diffraction (LEED). The
sample is transferred between chambers using a linear motion feedthrough with sample
heating( 1200 K) and cooling (120 K) capabilities.

-Present Address: Department of Chemical Engineering. West VirginiaUniversity,
Morgantown WV
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The 5 x 5 x 0.25 mm type 2A diamond (111) substrate (Dubbeldee Hams) was polished

using 0.25 mm diamond grit in oleic acid and rinsed in acetone and ethanol baths in an ultrasonic
cleaner to remove any trace of the polishing process. Heating the substrate to = 750 K in
vacuum produced a surface devoid of any contaminants as measured by the XPS diagnostic.
Bright lxI LEED patterns at 150 eV were obtained, indicating the presence of the hydrogenated
lxI bulk-like reconstruction.[7] Further heating to - 1050 K produced intense 2x2 LEED
patterns indicating the formation of the dehydrogenated 2x I surface. This reconstruction
removes the dangling bands (one per surface carbon) by forming surface carbon dimer bonds.

The fluorine atom source has been described in detail elsewhere.[8] Briefly, it consists of a
miniature fast flow tube whose output is sampled by a small aperture (40 pmi), which produces
an atomic or molecular beam. A 5% fluorine in argon gas mixture (2 Tort) flows (500 sccm)
through an alumina tube which is surrounded by an Evenson-type microwave discharge cavity,
past the aperture, and exhausts through a co-annular passage. Operating the discharge at 70W
power produces nearly 100% dissociation of the fluorine. The alumina flow tube is readily
passivated and no recombination of F atoms in the gas or on the walls is seen when the beam is
sampled by a mass spectrometer.

The XPS analyses were performed using a PHI 15 keV, Mg K. x-ray source and a PHI 15-
255 GAR double pass cylindrical mirror electron energy analyzer operated at a pass energy of 25
eV. The analyzer was calibrated using the Au 4f/2 peak at 83.8 eV and is accurate to ±0.2 eV.
Due to the insulating properties of the diamond sample, significant charging effects were
observed. For this reason, all spectra presented here are referenced to the C Is peak (285.0 eV)
of bulk diamond. This peak has a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 1.4 eV and its
assignment is never ambiguous. Fluorine atom concentrations are measured using the F Is
transition at 685.5 eV. The LEED diagnostic is of a reverse view variety (Princeton Scientific
Instruments).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1-3 present data obtained from the dehydrogenated 2xI reconstruction. In this case,
the surface dangling bonds, produced by desorbing the surface hydrogen, are energetically
satisfied by forming surface dimer bonds between carbon atoms. Thus fluorine atom addition
requires the breaking of the surface dimer bond upon formation of a carbon fluorine bond.
Figure I presents an F atom uptake curve (measured using the XPS) as a function of exposure to
atomic fluorine ( ML = 1.8 x 1015 cm- 2). The initial uptake appears to be first order in
fluorine atom coverage. The saturation coverage is less than a monolayer as determined from the
C Is spectrum which indicates only partial disappearance of a surface state feature.[3]

Figure 2 presents an artists rendition of the obtained LEED patterns before and after
fluorination. Fluorination decreases the intensity of the second order spots indicating that the
surface dimers are being broken to form areas of a fluorine terminated Ix I reconstruction. The
second order spots never entirely disappear which is in accordance with the fact that the
saturation coverage determined above is less than the monolayer required to totally terminate the
surface. Unfortunately, without quantitative information as to the width and relative intensities of
the individual spots, it is impossible to determine the relative sizes of the IxI and 2xI domains.
This behavior is quite different from that found on the (100) surface where fluorine addition
results in a disordered surface. Instead, fluorine atoms on the (I 11) surface behave in a manner
similar to that of hydrogen atoms whose removal and adsorption to form ordered surfaces are
quite reversible[7,91. It is interesting to note, though, that as repeated cycles are attempted with
both atomic hydrogen and fluorine, the LEED patterns become generally dimmer indicating some
damate to the surface[ 101.

II
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Figure 1. Uptake curve of fluorine as a function of atomic fluorine exposure. The
integrated fluorine XPS signal has been normalized to the integrated carbon peak
(1 ML = 1.8 x 1OS cm-2).
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Figure 2. Arti~st's5 rendition of LEED patterns5 obtained at a beam voltage of 150 eV. Note
that the .second order spot% are much less intense after fluorination indicating a
partial reconstrution of the 2xl surface to a Ixl bulk-like configuration.
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Figure 3 presents the relative fluorine coverage as a function of temperature for a (11) surface
which has been fluorinated to saturation coverage at room temperature. This thermal behavior iý
quite similar to that found on the (100) surface, where fluorine desorption also begins at
approximately 700 K. We note that the actual fluorine and carbon spectra obtained on both
surfaces are virtually identical in shape and structure.

CONCLUSIONS

Fluorine atom adsorption on both the dehydrogenated 2x1 reconstruction of the diamond
(I ll) surface and nonhydrogenated Ix I bulk-like reconstruction of the diamond (100) surface
are found to be quite similar in most respects. Adsorption is efficient and saturation coverages of
a carbon monofluoride species of less than a monolayer are found in both cases. F!uorine in
some form starts desorbing at =700 K. but some fluorine coverage is found up to a temperature
of 1100 K. The major difference is that while fluorine addition to the (100) surface produces a
disordered adlayer, the 2x1 (I ll) surface is partially reconstructed to the lxI bulk-like
reconstruction due to fluorine termination. This result is in accordance with the concept that the
(I 11) surface is less sterically hindered than the (100) surfi'ce due to the presence of only one
adduct site as compared to two on the (100) surface.
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Figure 3. Thermal stability of fluorinated diamond adlayer. The substrate was fluorinated
to saturation of 300 K before heating.
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STM STUDY OF DIAMOND(OO1) SURFACE

Takashi Tsuno, Takahiro lmai. Voshiki Nish ibayash iand Naoji Fujimori
ltamin Research Laboratories, Sumitomo Electric Industries

1 -1 -1 Koyakita. Itami. Hyoqo 664. Japan

ABS TRACT

Undoped and boron-doped diamond epitaxial films were deposited
on diamond(OO1) substrate by micro-wave plasma assisted chemical
vapor deposition and their surfaces were studied by scanning
tunneling microscopy in air. An atomic Order resolution was confirmed
for the observation

For the undoped epitaxial films, which showed 2xi and 1 x2
RHEED patterns. dimer type reconstruction was observed and it was
considered that the growth occurs through the dimer row extension. In
the case of 8-doped films, the dimer reconstruction was also observed.
However. 2x2 structure due to the absence of dimer was partially
observed.

The effect of boron concentration and methane concentration
during epitaxial growth on the surface morphology were also studied.
The morphology observed by STM became flatter, as the concentration
of 8-doping and methane concentration, during growth, increased.

INTRODU C TION

In order to understand the growth mechanism of diamond chemical
vapor deposition (CVD), observation of a grown surface is believed to
be required. It is very important to control surface atomic structure and
morphology for the electronic application of diamonds, especially for
B-doped epitaxial filinsIl). Shiomi et al.121 studied the morphology of
epitaxially grown diamond surfaces by SEM and optical microscopy
(OM) and concluded that the surface roughness caused the poor
Schottky property of diamond-metal interfaces.

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is one of the most
successful methods for surface analysis, because of its atomic Scale
spatial resolution. Recently, STM observation studies have been
reported for surfaces of diamonds grown by CVD. Most of the trials are
for polycrystalline diamonds(3-51. However, study for well-defined
single -crystalline surfaces is desirable in order to resolve fundamental
Processes. On diamond(O0l) surfaces. 2x1 and 1 x1 structures were
reported by LEED and RHEED observation in the case of clean surfaces
in UHV(61, hydrogenated surfaceslil and epitaxially grown surfaces
after micro-wave assisted CVDI2I. The authors previously reported on
the real ýpace imaging by STM of 2018)e and 1xi1191 structures after
CVD growth.

Mat. Res. Sac. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1t592 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL

The undoped epitaxial films were deposited onto diamon1(001)
substrates using micro-wave plasma assisted CVD, of whicn the
reactant gas consists of methane and hydrogen. In the case of B-dnped
films. diborane of appropriate concentration was added in reactant gas.
The substrates were single crystalline diamonds synthesized under
high-pressure and they were cut and mirror-polished. The size of the

substrates was 2.0xl .5 mm? in area and 0 3 mm in thickness. The
substrates were chemically etched by bichromic acid and cleaned by
acetone, acid and water prior to deposition. Growth condition was that
gas pressure was 40 Torr, micro-wave power was 300 W and temperature
of the substrates was measured to be 830'(- by optical pyrometry.
Methane concentration was mainly 6% with hydrogen flow rate of 100
sccm after the condition reported by Shiomi et al.[2J. Typical thickness
of epitaxial layers was 0.8 ur m.

After deposition, the samples were taken out of the CVD apparatus
and RHEED observation and X-ray photoemission spectroscopy were
performed. STM observation was performed in air typically with a
tunneling current of 2 nA and tip bias of +0.1 V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Epitaxially grown surfaces showed sharp RHEED patterns of 2x1
and 1x2 structures XPS showed no impurities on the surfaces except
for small amount of oxygen.

STM observation was found to have an atomic order resolution. A
typical image of a diamond(001) surface of undoped epitaxial film is
shown in Fig. 1 Patterns of parallel rows can be seen clearly all over
the image The distance between the adjacent rows were found to be
5 0,. . almost corresponding to twice that of the surface unit, 2.52.k
This image can be explained by symmetric dimer and hydrogen
adsorption

Figure 2(a) is an image of larger area As is shown in Fig. 2(b). the
Sa steps look straight and Sb steps look rather zig-zag in contrast. (Sa
and Sb steps are shown in Fig. 2(c). The notation of steps is after
Chadi 1101 ) The authors consider that these indicate crystal growth
through dimer row extension mainly from Sb steps

S5A

6ia 101 010]

1100]

Figure 1
STM image ot diamond(001) 2 x1
surface with tip bias of 0.1 V and
lunneing current ot 2 nA.
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Figure 2
Ial STM image o1 aiamond(001). (b) Outlines of step edges in (a)
(c) Sa and Sb steps of diamondo(001) surface

For 2x1 structures of undoped epitaxial surfaces, the dimer atoms
were not resolved. However. images of better resolution were
successfuly obtained for B-doped films(70ppm), as is shown in Fig 3.
Carbon atoms which form dimers can be observed separately. In the
upper right part of the figure, strong contrast (probably corresponding
to dangling bond) can be seen. The authors consider that tie detect
affects the electronic states of dimers and resulted in the resolution of
dimer atoms. It is not clear that the defect has any relation to B-doping
or not. The distance between dimer atoms was measured to be 1.5.k ,
which is one of the shortest interatomic distance ever identified by
STM

Figure 3
STM Image of dimer atoms of

diamond(O01) grown with Bconcentration of 70 ppm.
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For B-doped films, a structure, which cannot be explained as a
simple structure of dimer and hydrogen adsorption, was observed. The

image for B-doped film (70ppm) is shown in Fig. 4. An area of apparent

2x2 periodicity is observed and it is considered that dimers are absent

periodically and partial 2x2 structure forms. The authors consider the

absence of dimer to be caused by the stress in the film due to B-

doping

[•010] [010]
- [110]

1 0 A [100]

Figure 4
STM images of diamond(0O01) grown
with B concentration of 70 ppm. 2x2

structure can be seen partially.

q

[i1O] [0101
[IGO] " Q
[100)

0. in X 0.1 pm

Figure 5
STM images of dliamond(00O) grown by micro-wave plasma
assisted CVD. The results for undoped (a) and B-doped
films (b-e) grown with mehane concentration of 6%. B
concentration was (b) 3ppm. (c) 20ppm. (d) 7Oppm and
(e)350ppm.
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As the dimer row extension plays important role in the growth of
diamond(001), the morphology of the grown surface is probably
affected by the absence of dimers. The authors observed larger areas
in order to estimate micro-morphology of epitaxial films. The
topography in the area of 1000 A square for grown surface of undoped

ev.&axial film with 6% of methane concentration is shown in Fig.5(a).
The mounds with some hundreds A in area and 50-100 A in height are
seen. Such mounds are too small for SEM or OM observation. The
outline of the mounds were apparently along the [1101, or dimer row
direction

Figures 5(b) to 5(d) show the STM images of 1000 A square for B-
doped films, 3, 20, 70, 350 ppm respectively It is clearly seen from the
figures that the doping of B to the films has very strong effect on the
surface morphology of epitaxial film. Increasing B concentration makes
the surface flatter. The authors consider that the absence of dimers
reduced the correlation along the [1101 direction and hindered the
mound formation.

The similar observation was performed for the effects of methane
concentration during CVD growth. The results for methane
concentration of 1,2,4,6 and 8 % are shown in Fig. 6(a) to 6(d). In
these cases, the difference of surface reconstruction was not clear and
other mechanisms should be considered.

6 1 o1 [0 1 ol
[ 10] "

~~,P,

Figure 6
STM images of diamond(001) grown by micro-wave plasma
assisted CVD. The results for undoped films grown with
methane concentration of
(a) 1%. (b) 2%. (C) 4%. (d) 6% and (e) 8%.
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COCNCLUSION

The atomic structure and micro-morphology of diamond(001)
surfaces, grown by micro-wave plasma assisted CVD, were observed by
STM The effect of B-doping was admitted to both of them. B-doping
makes for an absence of dimers, suggesting the existence of stress in
the epitaxial film. B concentration and methane concentration made the
surface morphology, observed by STM, change drastically.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF TI-E SI/DIAMIOND INTERFACE

K. E. Williams and J). S. Speck
Department of Engiineering Materials,' University of California, Santa Barbara, CA;
NI 1). I)rors

Crsstall urii.e\'nlo Park, CA.

ABSTRACT

Anger spectroscopv is used to determine the bonding states of carbon in the interfacial
region between silicon arid PECVD diamrorid filmrs. SiC arid sp2 -Ibybridized carbon are
observed. We suggest a possible growth I-iteujerice for (liamnid filurs to account for the
rrrtecfm ral layer.

INTRODUCTION

I Diarrrord has, umany attractive properties. which include the highest hardness and room
terirlerature theririal conductivity of any miaterial. air ext rermely low thermral expansion
coefficient, arid reasonable electrical insulat ing propert ies [ I]. As a resuilt of these proper-
tites. d anriond fIiris have rrrarrv poterrt ial aprpl icat ions as hard coatings and wear surfaces,
and iii elect ron ic rleivies. G reat initerest iii thlese aprplicat ions has resulted frorm develop-

ranttts iii low pressure dIiaironrd synithersis which rave allowed polyc rystalIinie diainiorrr filmrs
to be( prodticed at linrear growth rates of t errs to hundreds of muicrons per hour. Several
coimpjrehiernsivye reviews of tire, field exist [2, 3., 1],

Nfo.'t elect rorrics applicat ions, however. require Funther imrrpovements in ffirr qualitY
arid mr oot hnress, arui in the economrics of prodlrit ion. Because ('Xl is comminonly uisedh ii

silirori anI outhfar sertnicondirictior technrolorgies. 'VI) of sirnooth diuiamnrurd filmns is a focus of
iurri'nit efforts ti tIrhe field.

I lie rmost rorirrirrrilY growni filmrs are, of I I I I type atnd diisplay relat ively large faceted
grairis. Ihrerbt proidricinrg filIirs uof conisiderabrle surface rouighrtess [2. :3, 4, 51. Imriproved
pmopurt ies will c learlv requrire air imiiproved uinderstanrdirig of thre nrucleatiotn arid grownth
proc-esses inrvol%, vit diiifamrondu filmi d epositiott. Belt on antI Sclirnir'g [6] have examitnted
tire siliiinr/iliartrirri irrteriýa'e li *v XI'S antI FELS. antI deterrinired that thre deposit was
a ririxturice of Sit arid dialiarriru. Willianms arid] (as 1 7] have. throiigli TEN! stuidies.
rbifisisri aitt5 A la ver of SiW at ill' iliaririiru/siliiiir iriterfari'. Iijimia [S] hats exarinired tIre-
griiwt It (iifiirrif t ral"l ai( t ids ii sirhist rates sidred with diiiamiondi iwlr a (oniorrrrr practice
ursid iii inrurrrvr rII, uiariruird nun It'dun ilinrsitv. arid has deterriineid thfat diainirnri grows

luotrunii Iaxi llyir diaririuri part icli's which-l reirrait ermbeddieid in thei sirbfst rate' toilowinrg
the' eedilig iro~css.

1lie( p rserit liiudv rakes advaritagi' of t ll' rinimitie r-apaliilit i's oIf Anger elect run spec-4
t rosurpy (A.ESj tin exarinie fbothi 1tv I oinrriposit on arid th (lii hnrir-al boirdinig of tire- inter-
fai ial rigitiri It hras lung 1ii'4'11 knownr [91] tlhat theii litre st runt i n' of thfin Auiger speitruini
of carbounr Iprorviudes a finge'rpirinrt for iilu'rfit iratiott ,f th finrfmrn of i arhluii ifpoi'ists onl a sur-
fain. Ilit- pri-sq-it tpapenr rises, thIis caialiilit v iii n'xantil biin othI sides of t lit' diiatairid /sil iconl
rrrtrrfnu . anri to siuggist a griowlt hrseun'ii'ce for CVDI diaimondi fulnirs.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
"liiri'r 'jets iifsari(tll's an'in'anraltvo'ul for thiis paper. Thl'first s't . refe'rrn'd t inas sarnije A.
was grniwir on air unnisn'i'ln'r siliicon wafter i% plasira uen haniced tfni'nnical vapor deposit ion iii a
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2.415 WjIz microwave reactor with 0.57% carbon bearing gases in hydrogen, and a substrate
temlperature of 7,550 C. The second set, referred to as sample B. was grown on a silicon
wafer which had been abraded with diamiond grit undier conditions identical to those used
for sample A. The third, referred to as sample C. was grown on a seeded Si wafer under
similar conditions to the previous samples except with approximately 3% carbon bearing
gases.

All t hree samtples were fractured in situ in a Perkin Elmter Pill 660 Auger microscope,
with an operating pressure of approximately 2 s 10' torr. 'The fracture was accomplished
by mountitng a thin slice of the samiple perpendicular to the surface of a specially grooved
sample stage, scribing the backside of the sample at a desired fracture location, and in-
serting it into) the microscope chambler where it was broken by the installed Plill fracture
at tachmnent.

Au ger spectra were collected from locationls on thle exposed fractuore surfaces and from
reference samples of puire S it . piure natuiiral d ianiond . puri e graphliite. and sput tered anior-

pioiis carbon. D~iifferences iii bonidinig state are miost clear)ly observable in the derivative
.INI F)/.IF* *'pect ra, and are- illustrated iii Fig. 1. IHie P11 1-MATLA B software package

was used to perforni a linear least squares lit of the refereiice spectra to the sample data.
We fit to NI E) rat her t han dN*( E/dE) in order to avoid loss of information due to differen-
lat ion. D~ue to differences iii Auger yields fronti different bonding orbitals, this technique

is otil y semi- quiant itatilye.
Ot her alithlars [9] have observed a spliit pi'ak near 2.50 eV iii diamond, rather thiaii the

broad, flat pleak shown in Jig. 1. We at tribute thle diiffereiice to damage induced by thle
elect ron beami durinhg otiir relat ively prolotiged Jat a collection.

Crapliit e anid anmorphous carbont prol lie thle least (list inict i se Auger lineshapes of the

fouir staniidard m at erials. as thle "shiouhlder" due to thle K,1.11 ., t raiisition observed niear

255 eV becuiiiecs less iiist in nt withI decreasing graphiitic chiaract er. For t hat reason,* the

evrtos *,'p
2 -li %lirid ized carboti and "carbon" are' used lier' to descri be niat erials having

ati .- gerIielinhapvie tI olis altm rp ti laatea ieasiiredl by the lit t ing root in.

Following Auger anialysis. all threi' samplelis were e'xamiiited by SEM to determnine the

tmiirphiology of ft lii fractuore' surface.
In add itioni. to di'terirtil i the li keli hood of Si ( formiat ion at an e~xist iiig si i woli /(iiauiioiid

intrface mi ,ier growth Iionidit ions. si liconi poiwdier wa~s miixedl withI natutral dliatonodi powder

andi rid, t'd in argon at 75)0' C for fioir houirs. The, result intg tinix tiore was- ,iaaIN edl his

RESULTS
Satmiple A, growni on ail unseeded si liconi wafer under the samie condit ions as thi' seeded

siliioii wafer ise'd for sampijle 11, was tiot a coti ntinoius filii, as lig. 2 illustrates. SEM

examtiniattilt, shioweid a stioothI surface with small. isolated, diamond grains. '[he Auger

spi'ctra t akeni frnit ithis him t were dotinintateil l)'v Si( ' withI sttiall amounts of .sp
2 

- hybridized
ca rbotn (withI a graph it ic Aulgir Ilinslialie alsio oblsere.'

i'poll itn situ fract lie of sanipli' 1 it, the Auigi'r imicroscope'. overhaniginig diamiond

"--shelves" an,! i tilirhatiginig oiii-n'eigi's" were oibservedl. I hese features are scherinati-
tal iv ill list rate'. it, Fig. 3. antd Si;M iiicrographs of a sheilf amiil a ledge appear ill Figs. 41
Andil ). respect ivv'is.y

Figuri' 4 shows t hat thle undelrsiides of thi' overhanginig diamonidi~ shelves are grooved.

[ he idamiagi' lrodi ,ied by ab~rading t hi', silIiconi sli lst rate is app~arniit 13' replicat ed in the

growinig filu. Anger spi'ct ra taken frottt th~ese surfaces showed the presence of SiC and

sp2 - livridiL'ei carbotn ill approx iriately equnal ailiotint s.
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Figure 2: Nucleation of diamond on unseeded

silicon wafer, sample A.

"E (eV)

Figure I: KLL carbon spectra from diamond,!

griiphitc. spuittered carbon, and SiC.

Figure 4: Underside of diamond

Scoshelf in sample B.

Fi-,gmre 3: Schematic diagram of fracture
sirhfie, samnples I1 and C.

I

Figure .5: Exposed silicon ledge in sample B:. (
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Figure 5 indicates that a sloping interfacial region is exposed between the substrate and
the diamond film. Auger spectra were collected for a series of points in and on both sides of
the interfacial region. These spectra show a progression from SiC-dominated material, to a
region containing primarily carbon, to the diamond film. Oxygen was also observed in the
SiC-dominated region (Fig. 6), but not in the interfacial region, suggesting that the native
silicon oxide was still present during the early growth stages. It is worth noting here that
Nicalon fibers (arrorphous SiC) have been shown to incorporate substantial fractions of
oxygen. Since hydrogen is not detectable by AES. it was not possible to measure hydrogen
concentration at thie interface or elsewhere.

When the shelves and ledges are considered as mating halves of the fracture surface.
it appears that fracture of the interface left traces of SiC and carbon on both surfaces. It
therefore seems likely that fracture occurred in a transit ional region between SiC and the
diamond film.

The fracture surface of sample C( was somewhat different from that of sample hB, as
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. In sample C. no clearly delineated interfacial region was vis-
ible on silicon ledges. This observation was confirmed by Auger spectra, which showed
that Si( and carlbon were present in approximately equal quantities onr tire exposed ledge.

9 . t

tsys
S A"

I A

3
2

100 200 300 4D0 5M SO0 700
KnINIC [*RlG-Y. eV

Figure 6: Auger spectra from exposed silicon ledge, sample B.

Figure 7: Underside of diamond Figure 8: Exposed silicon ledge in sample C.j shelf in sample C.
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Trceimuts iof oxygen were also observed onl these ledges. aganidctn htsm

rfte aiedticej rlativ aspeseto sample Is.rae pcr r teudrie fda

mon shelv.tes con tatiredo diamond, aidsybiclizenpode warbonan iC ine bpprx -lwimtel equal k
ramitounbts. Sinetre esandafer reapth ion. Thger dirction pat tenont oely o flteore peks[0
athteriditt suglestos I coat.o dalthondh wat nhagdbyha tr eatsitienlitrfceint wa stil prseintlae in sat
d anC ond in tinfacial torbecture occirred ldin Otti (region. fosampl tori oncrdansitio asfregien wa

subst antilS residusclearelatv terorstatpe t a i bnigs aeo abo laiesfo i
ltike torthlid noing tat) nop srthe wreried vdiasibleoticrs tle undiarsidsofndiamntefae [hele

iSaugler resultgeastingo that otye resupresentnerfcalrtegSio sideo the rnerfaced bntenrfca

theintracl ,te mintorder tof diament d lie oxygeonberg species eaintedb irtrfaia reion. This
wailtien Poth5 bettere idtad ate liefacteiof. sie difrcn o *s pattis oie dring cnitig slel of proces.

eeral conclsiions carte drawond from ourcane ryesuts Firsatmeilcnt caride isdiobtsertedat
li'diamrondils lirorik i itto berfcnirisampes By arlido c aride onrtaeisurface ofiamonpd ha. folhis

caride titlico ust frritei.hrb ecinwt xoe ipace:bnoprtofcro

HiriciS res.ultsan clasl e.mtnhi'rate ofrow It bofalayer sate on carsubstranegAes firomlSriora
tlik to ~,pwhey'brisie the p'layerithickess (damnt) hecos the diffusnion leigtheofae Afrohe
substrat trosults also growin lhatoyger. Thpedifsiont nettgthe Si sise itt trn prnportionaltnot

neiariI)s te ienon ilfisideouth cerliefforttsf wiiAll fntI o is tirhe [Si. Sdo.xygten ticnaess acofsth

will hlape ircisbettrunestn the rate of Ssigowhlicrea's native eviedrntull tecoIes negligibles.

4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h deanwlion/Ibcaron cointefc i sair es to aleos t ,a on the fr surface. whthroot siml is presen
toarbiems omehrb eactio with it.e]S achs yicrorto fcro

anl with the2 abe dfuinove pritrce ugh tiartoride grvuws on allthre sorrips nsartipnoftese
prcse. we anot tae Fi eat e r oft workow assonth o ate1 dilamondstparticleis pre portioede na

the surfachee of is rtes whic hayer thikeess abradhened wthe diffusond lowert ofAfrid thate
sustartiri throwght it oc gmrs iioepin taially. onh tdiff sioenpath li's. i unpootinlt '

where1)iforhe. i'fs beleve thant hoiroitaia diarord grow tim [1] ocurs siemultanesotihwthe
Si(a' grot increserips. th rarid o'f ASW gothert'oS'firtor decreases , thvnualeoes ngroingibe
diearwitori carbstont covergrow theposit' arid carbo flmsrayers eventuall forrnotSir a Pretentou
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Diamond Growth Direction

Figure 9: Schemiat ic representation of diriatnod growth onl samnples H and C'.
layers foriii siniultaneouslt, with dianiond growth onl preexisting nuclei. Fuirther work will

COi(entitlatte oil (idetifhication of the silicon and oxygen speices in the interfacial region.
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF N-V CENTERS AND TERAHERTZ
SPECTROSCOPY OF DIAMOND
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S.C. RAND*, S. SATOH**, K. TSUJI** AND S. YAZU**

*Dept. of EECS, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, M1 48109-2122
**Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd., Itami Research Laboratories, Hyogo, Japan

ABSTRACT

We report an essentially complete characterization of energies and relaxation processes
of the lowest seven electronic states of the N-V (nitrogen-vacancy) center in diamond using
several different nonlinear laser spectroscopic techniques. We have also applied ultrafast
optical techniques to measure dielectric properties of CVD and bulk diamond in thL 1 3-1.6
THz range for the first time.

INTRODUCTION

The N-V center with zero phonon absorption at 637 nm is one of the simplest and
most studied radiation-induced centers in nitrogen-containing diamond [ 11. It was somewhat
surprising therefore that Manson and co-workers 12] recently questioned earlier assignments
of its electronic states. However, their viewpoint was fully substantiated by subsequent
work of Redman et al. 13], who used a combination of EPR and nearly degenerate four-wave
mixing spectroscopy to show directly that the ground state was a spin triplet rather than a
singlet as suggested earlier by Loubser and Van Wyk [4]. Here we present new results of
high resolution optical spectroscopy involving persistent hole-burning, stimulated photon
echo and two-beam coupling observations which confirm and extend these findings.
Persistent hole-burning was used to determine zero field splittings of the ground and excited
triplet states due to spin-spin interactions. Echo techniques with femtosecond pulses revealed
quantum heats at oscillation frequencies in agreement with the hole-burning results. These
short pulse experiments also characterized fast relaxation processes of the center. Two-beam
coupling with frequency-locked dye lasers was used to elucidate slow decay processes.

We have also measured real and imaginary parts of the dielectric tensor for diamond in
the Terahertz (THz) frequency regime. Preliminary results reported here were obtained by a
precise ultrashort pulse technique [51 applied to bulk single crystals and free-standing CVD
polycrystalline films. Broadband bursts of Terahertz radiation were generated by ultrashort
optical pulses on a low-temperature-grown GaAs photoconductive dipole antenna, then
collimated and passed through the material under study to an identical dipole receiver gated
with variable-delay, synchronized pulses from the same laser. CVD diamond crystallite sizes
were very much smaller than a wavelength, so these measurements furnish accurate values of
refractive index and loss tangent over a broad range of millimeter wavelengths when film
thickness is known. These values are the same as would be measured for dielectric constant
and conductivity in single crystal diamond films of equivalent density and composition.

EXPERIMENTAL

Sample preparation has been described elsewhere, in reference 131, and there it was
shown in a direct manner that the ground state of the N-V center is a spin triplet. Still earlier,
uniaxial stress studies (61 showed that the first parity-allowed optical transition is between a
ground state of A and an orbitally excited state of E symmetry. Consequently, with the
further result from [31 that a metastable state exists between 3A and 3E, the electronic energy
level scheme of Fig. I is obtained for the center. All states shown are within the gap.

M4
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Figure 1. Energy levels of the N-V center in diamond.

Persistent Snectral Hole-Buming

Small spin splittings, such as the one labelled A in Fig. I between singly and doubly
degenerate sub-levels of a triplet orbital state (partly split in zero field by spin-spin
interactions), can easily be measured by electron paramagnetic resonance if they occur in
ground states. More generally however, both ground and excited state splittings can be
measured using various forms of optical hole-burning spectroscopy, which records
transmission versus frequency following narrowband laser excitation. Here we first present
persistent hole-burning measurements of the splittings A and B depicted in Fig. I for the N-V
center. We then compare them with quantum beat measurements and in later sub-sections
consider relaxation dynamics of the center and Terahertz response.

C

5 0 3 0 -1 0 10 3.0 50

Detuning (GHz)

Figure 2. Persistent hole-burning spectrum of the N-V center at 637.87 nm at T=6.5 K.

Optical pumping among the ground and excited spin states of the N-V center was
accomplished at liquid helium temperatures with radiation from a cw dye laser tuned to the
zero phonon resonance at 637 nm. The re-distribution of population among homogeneous
groups of N-V centers within the broad absorption linewidth (hole-burning) was observed by
probing absorption changes induced by the pump laser on a fine frequency scale. In our
experiments, we observed both transient and persistent changes in absorption in the detuning
range 0-10GHz. Below 70 K, it was possible to observe the spectrum of Fig. 2 after delays
of up to an hour by tuning a weak probe beam through the spectral region of the "bleaching"
laser. The extraordinary persistence of "satellite" features seen in this spectrum was
previously unexplained 171, but all features can now be accounted for by assigning zero field
triplet spin splittings of A=2.88 GHz and B--0.65 GHz. That is, all holes appear at
frequency shifts of ±A, - B, ±(A-B), ±(A+B), or ±-(A±-2B). The value for A is in excellent
agreement with ground state EPR 13,41, whereas B has not been measured previously.

'i
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Ultrafast Ouantum Beat Seectroscony

A direct, all-optical method of verifying splittings in the triplet manifolds and of '

measuring the values of A and B is to observe fluorescence or coherence decay following
short pulse excitation. This method relies on preparation of a coherent superposition of the
two 3A and the two 3 E states, and observation of interference between dipole-allowed
transitions in subsequent emission of the system. We used cavity-dumped 800 fs pulses
from a two-jet, synchronously mode-locked DCM dye laser to excite the N-V center at 637
nm. Two counter-propagating pump pulses mixed with a weak probe pulse within the
sample to generate an accumulated 3-pulse echo propagating opposite to the probe and
exhibiting the dependence on delay shown in Fig. 3.

6-

.4-

0

-1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Delay (ns)

Figure 3. Three-pulse stimulated echo signal versus probe delay for A=637 nm at T=6.5 K.

The observed oscillations for co-polarized beams occurred at a frequency of 2.2 GHz
as determined by FFT analysis. This frequency is in excellent agreement with the difference
frequency A-B of the two spin-allowed transitions between the ground and excited statemanifolds expected from persistent hole-burning results. Here however, state splittings are
implicated directly, without appeal to complex optical pumping and storage processes due to
the ultrafast excitation mechanism. Interestingly, signals are also observed for
cross-polarized forward pump and probe beams. These signals presumably originate from
higher-order coherence among the sub-levels of each manifold. The temporal decay of the
quantum beat envelope yields the dephasing time of the 3E state directly. At 6.5 K this
amounts to a few nanoseconds. The population decay time, obtained in separate
measurements with delayed backward pump pulses, is 13.3 ns. These are the fast relaxation
processes of the N-V center.

Two-beam coupling

Slow decay processes are ordinarily measured by fluorescence or phosphorescence decay
experiments. However, if the decay is non-radiative or the wavelength of emission is
unknown, frequency-domain techniques like four-wave mixing or two-beam coupling can be
very useful.

In Fig. 4 the gain spectrum for a probe wave passing through a bulk single crystal of
diamond containing N-V centers illuminated by a strong pump wave is shown. The two
beams cross at a small angle in the sample, and spectral variations in the energy transfer
between the two beams are well-known to depend sensitively on decay times of internal
population dynamics of the center under study 181. Since the basic relaxation processes
within the N-V center have been described previously [31. we can compare the results of
two-beam coupling quantitatively with earlier work.

6
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We find that two exponential decay processes are required to describe the observations in
Fig. 4. The two-beam coupling spectrum itself is therefore a superposition of in-phase and
out-of-phase components of two contributions from distinct dynamical processes. The fitting

parameters consist of the corresponding relaxation times tj and t 2, and real and imaginary
parts of the nonlinear refractive index n2. The solid curve in the figure is a least squares fit to

room temperature data with tj= 50±-2 ms, t2= 0.64± .01 ms, and n2"/n2 = -1.01 ±.04. For
comparison with earlier determinations by four-wave mixing (NDFWM), two-beam coupling
was also performed at 77 K with the result that tj= 92± 30 ms, t 2= 1. 11 Ims, and and

n"/n2 '= -0.9±. 1. Excellent agreement is obtained for t2 when compared to the precise

NDFWM determination t2 =l. 170±.003 ms, whereas this somewhat shorter than the
NDFWM value 265.3± .6 ms. However tj from beam coupling does approach the NDFWM
value as intensity and chopping duty cycle are reduced. This indicates that the qualitative
description of the diamond beam coupling spectrum is excellent and the quantitative
comparison with earlier results satisfactory. On this basis the two components tj and t 2 in

the beam coupling spectrum may be identified as arising from intersystem crossing (
t
A-->3

A) and spin-lattice relaxation (
3
A(b)--> 3

A(a)) respectively.

ht

tn

_Z= _KM Deturi0g(Hz)VW 20

Figure 4. Two-beam coupling signal versus pump-probe detuning. The solid line is a least
squares regression based on two-component nonlinear response.

TIrahertz spectroscopy

Single cycles of Terahertz radiation of approximately 600 fs duration were generated
by 100 fs optical pulses incident on photoconductive antenna structures integrated on GaAs
wafers. Collimation was accomplished using a hyper-hemispherical Silicon lens constructed
of high resistivity material. Detection relied on a similar arrangement in which the receiver
voltage was sampled with 100 femtosecond timing accuracy using optical pulses derived
from the same laser. In Fig. 5 the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant
determined in this way are presented for two nominally undoped, free-standing diamond
films of area 1 cm

2 
and thicknesses 20 and 60 lim grown by filament-assisted chemical vapor

deposition (FACVD).

When losses are dominated by free carrier absorption, the variations in the imaginary
index reflect changes in the bulk conductivity versus frequency. Thus, given accurate
determinations of film thickness, data such as that in the lower curve of Fig. 5(b) provide an
elegant method for characterization of millimeter wave conductivity over a very wide band.

d
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Figure 5. (a) Detected Terahertz pulsed field strengths versus time, with and without a
free-standing FACVD diamond film (estimat 20 gm thickness) placed between transmitter
and receiver. (b) Refractive index and conductivity of the diamond film derived by
preliminary analysis of pulse envelope modulation and phase delay.

The rapid rise in the real index toward lower frequencies evident in Fig.5 is
incompletely understood at this time, but is probably due to low frequency electromagnetic
resonances associated with dangling bond and impurity spin excitations. Systematic
measurements are in progress to correlate these parameters with film morphology, doping
and growth conditions as well as to make direct, quantitative comparisons with bulk singlecrystals.

SUMMARY

Determinations of the electronic structure and dynamics of the lowest seven states of
the N-V center in diamond constitute the main results of this work. We have made high
resolution observations of the splitting of doubly degenerate and singly degenerate spin states
associated with the orbital singlet ground state and the lower component of the orbital doublet
excited state, in zero field. Results obtained by persistent hole-burning agree well with those
from quantum beat spectroscopy. Evidence [31 for the existence and relaxation rate of a
postulated intermediate IA state has not been discussed here, but completes our picture of
lowest-lying energy states of the center.

Fast population decay, optical dephasing and slow dynamics due to intersystem
crossing and spin-lattice relaxation have also been studied. The decay constants associated
with each state were determined accurately with a combination of photon echo and beam
coupling techniques. Overall, our measurements constitute a rather complete picture of the
electronic structure and fundamental relaxation processes of the N-V center. Finally we have
presented preliminary measurements of dielectric properties of CVD diamond at Terahertz
frequencies using all-optical techniques easily extendable to other widegap semiconductor
thin films.
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ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF FINE GRAIN COMPOSITE CARBON FILMS

Hsiung Chen and R. 0. Dillon
Electrical Engineering Department and
Center for Microelectronic and Optical Materials Research,
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68588-0511

ABSTRACT

We have studied the electrical properties of boron doped composite films that consist
of diamond and amorphous carbon. These films were deposited by hot filament chemical
vapor deposition at a ielatively high carbon/hydrogen ratio. The mixture of trimethyl borate
vapor, and methane served as a source gas. The composite films had much smoother
surfaces than polycrystalline diamond films.

The surface morphology and average roughness were determined by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Raman spectroscopy and
x-ray diffraction were used to analyze the structure of the films.

A composite film grown with 4% methane in hydrogen had a higher resistivity than
a well faceted diamond film grown at 0.5% methane. In contrast to hydrogenated
amorphous carbon films which have a lower resistivity after thermal annealing, the
resistivities of composite films increased by a factor of two to ten after 3 hours annealing at
600' C.

INTRODUCTION

The resistivity of diamond and an amorphous sp 2 material are fundamentally
different because the electrical conduction mechanism of a crystalline semiconductor is not
the same as that of an amorphous semiconductor. An undoped polycrystalline diamond film
usually has a resistivity > 10 9 ohm-cm [1,2]. However, as the quality of diamond is
degraded with a small amount of sp2 structure, the resistivity becomes less than 10 8
ohm-cm. On the other hand, the resistivity of amorphous carbon films can vary from
10 -3 to 10 t6 ohm-cm [3,4], depending on the hydrogen concentration and carbon bonding
structures.

The purpose of this work is to systematically study the electrical properties of
carbon films as a function of carbon spZ /sip ratio and boron doping level.

I
EXPERIMENTAL

Semiconducting films made of diamond and amorphous carbon were grown in a hot
filament assisted chemical vapor deposition chamber. The deposition conditions were
chosen at a typical setting for good diamond growth and the parameters are listed in
Table I.

The only two variables are carbon/hydrogen ratio and boron concentration. The
growth rate as indicated in the Table I is relatively low. That is because a large distance
between hot filament and substrate was used in order to get uniform films over a large area.
Trimethyl borate (TMB) was used as doping source. The tungsten filament was carburized
prior to film growth and during deposition the temperature was kept at the relatively low
temperature of 2000'C in order to minimize metal contamination. Three series of eleven
samples were prepared for this study and they are shown in Table II.

The surface morphology and average roughness were determined by scanning
electron and atomic force microscopy. The structures of the film were qualitatively studied
by Raman spectroscopy and x-ray diffractometry.

Since our substrates were highly doped silicon, 10-20 ohm-cm, free standing films
were made by etching off the substrate prior to the resistivity measurement. Resistances
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were measured by four point probe from room temperature up to 700°C using a Keithly 224
current source and a 617 electrometer. In addition, W, Al, and Ti point probes were used
for studying the metal contacts.

Table I. Experimental parameters.

Tungsten filament temperature 2000*C
Heater temperature 800*C
Estimated substrate surface temp. 850

0 C - 900°C
Substrate - filament distance 10 mm
Gas flow rate

CH4 + TMB* 0.5 - 4.0 sccm
H2 99.5 - 96.0 sccm

Total gas flow rate 100 sccm
Total gas pressure 20 torr (26.7 mbar)
Deposition time 20 hours
Growth rate 0.15 - 0.4 Mm/h

* TMB = trimethyl borate

Table II. Sample notation, room temperature

resistivity, growth rate, and average surface roughness.

CARBON/HYDROGEN RATIO
0.5% 1.0% 2.0% 4.0%

SERIES U U(0.5) U(2.0) U(4.0)
UNDOPED
Resistivity 4.6x10

4  1.5x10
4  1.2x10

8

(ohm-cm)

SRIES L L(0.5) L(1.0) L(2.0) L(4.0)
LIGHTLY DOPED
Resistivity 510 44 40 7.9x10

3

SERIES H H(0.5) H(1.0) H(2.0) H(4.0)
HEAVILY DOPED
Resistivity 60 7.0 5.6 450

Growth Rate 0.15 0.25 0.40 0.30
(Mm/h)
RMS Roughness 182 113 104 13
(nrm)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Surface moMhology and structures

Fig. I shows the effect of the methane concentration change on the surface
Smorphology. The root mean square roughness measured by AFM is listed in the bottom of
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Table II. This data shows that the roughness of diamond films can be reduced by more than
an order of magnitude with the addition of an sp2 phase. The growth rates are 0.15, 0.25,
0.4, and 0.3 14m/h for gas combinations of 0.5%, 1%, 2%, and 4% methane in hydrogen,
respectively. The reduced growth rate at 4% methane is possibly due to significant amount
of carbon precipitating on the filament during growth. The addition of the TMB vapor for
doping in the source gas neither changed the growth rate nor the surface morphology.

The corresponding Raman spectra for different carbon concentrations are shown in
Fig. 2. It indicates that the higher the carbon concentration, the broader and weaker the
Raman diamond peak. For the film grown at 4% methane, the sp 2  peaks are the
dominated features, and the diamond signal is too weak to be identified. Based on these

Raman spectra, we conclude that the sp 2 /sp 3 ratio of the films increased with a rising
methane concentration.

(a) (b)

Fig. I The surface morphology of diamond films with methane concentrations of (a)4%,
(b)2%, (c)1%, and (d) 0.5%. All SEM micrographs were taken at same magnification.

E
9(d) (Xo0:5)

1100 1300 1500 1700

Wavenumber Shift (cm-
1
)

Fig. 2 Raman spectra of diamond films with methane concentrations of (a)4%, (b)2%.
(c)l %, (d)0.5%.
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X-ray diffraction spectra of samples L(0.5) and L(4.0) are shown in Fig. 3. The
broad small peaks of sample L(4.0) are from diamond (I ll) and (220). This indicates that
small-grain diamond is in this film even though it is not identified in the Raman spectrum.

5000

4000
t

:000 2S

1000 _LL- _
0 .-

I• o JOI . . . .......... ... ....
30 4.0 50 60 70 6? 90

Fig. 3 X-ray diffraction patterns of sample L(0.5) and L(4.0).

Resistivity

Surface contamination can be a serious problem for resistivity measurements [5].Thus, a low power oxygen plasma was adopted for surface cleaning. The resistances
measured before and after cleaning process were the same for all eleven samples.
However, on some of our older samples, the plasma cleaning changed the resistance a
reading by as much as three orders of magnitude.

The room temperature resistivity results in Table II show that a small sp 2
concentration in a diamond film will decrease the resistivity while a large sp 2
concentration will increase it.

Heating can significantly influence electrical properties of the films. Some groups
[6,7J reported that the existence of hydrogen in diamond films may lower the resistivity.
They found that after annealing at a temperature as low as 400°C, the resistivity increased
by a few orders of magnitude. Therefore, we studied the annealing effect. However, after
3 hours annealing at 600'C, our results for all series showed the resistivity only increased Iby a factor of two to ten. The films with the largest amount of sp 2 component increased
the most in resistivity. Thus, in contrast to hydrogenated amorphous carbon, our
amorphous carbon dominated film had a higher resistivity after annealing. Fig. 4 shows the
resistivity as a function of inverse temperature. The activation energies decreased with
increasing boron concentration in agreement with other work [8].

We plan to do further work to understand why the films with the largest sp 2

components have the highest resistivity and largest increase of resistivity upon heating.
Perhaps the sp 2 contains very little hydrogen and is therefore very different hydrogenated
amorphous carbon. We are planning to work on the distribution and electrical percolation
of the sp 2 and sp 3 phases as a function of temperature.

Since there is no natural solid oxide compound for carbon, the composite film with a
high resistivity could be used as a passivation layer for the application of diamond electronic
devices.

Fig. 5(a) shows a typical rectifying current-voltage characteristic of a Ti contact on
undoped polycrystalline dtamond film. For all the boron doped samples, Al, Ti,and W
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contacts showed ohmic characteristics and a typical result is shown in Fig 5(b). Besides the
effect of doping, small amount of amorphous component on the surface also can enhance
the ohmic contact [9,101. However, our film with the greatest Sp2 content showed a
nonlinear I-V characteristic when a large voltage range was used. (see Fig 5(c))

Irs

3
E 1E7 U(4 0) 2 T"/undoped diamond film

-1 5.0.0

1E4 -21 u(o.5) 2, -3
0)o -4

1 001
05 10 1 5 20 2.5 30 35 4.0 -10 -5 0 5 '10

1000/T (1/K) Voltoge (V)

IE5 700

!E (4 0) (b) 2 " .
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Fig. 4 Resistivity vs. Fig. 5 (a) I-V characteristic of
reciprocal temperature. rectifying contact.(Ti on diamond)

(b) A typical ohmic I-V characteristic
of a doped film. (c) Non-linear I-V
characteristic of amorphous carbon film.
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SUMMARY

Three series of diamond films with different boron doping level and carbon
sp 2/sp 3 ratio have been studied by means of electrical resistivity and metal contacts. It is
shown that the electrical resistivity of diamond films can be strongly affected by non-
diamond components. In a high purity diamond film, small amount of sp 2 carbon can
reduce its resistivity. However, when the amorphous carbon is the dominant component in
the film, the resistivity increases drastically, and the increase of resistance caused by
annealing is the greatest.

This composite carbon film with a high electrical resistivity can be utilized a
passivation layer for diamond thin film devices since there is no natural solid oxide for
carbon.
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ABSTRACT

Raman scattering and photoluminescence spectroscopies have been used to characterize
polycrystalline diamond films deposited on molybdenum substrates by laminar and turbulent
premixed oxygen-acetylene flames in air. Samples deposited under laminar flame conditions
are characterized by a high degree of incorporation of nitrogen-vacancy complexes. However,
samples deposited with a turbulent flame show a significant decrease in the concentration of
these defects and a reduction of the amorphous carbon film component.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most challenging problems in diamond film research has been the growth of

high quality, monocrystalline films on a heterogeneous substrate. Solution of the problem re-

quires an improved understanding of the nucleation and growth mechanism, which in turn may
depend on the details of the deposition technique.

Combustion assisted chemical vapor deposition (CACVD) in open atmosphere has at-
tracted the attention of many research groups because the instrumental simplicity and high

growth rate (1,2). One of the basic problems with this technique, other than the polycrystal-
linity of the films, is the undesirable incorporation of nitrogen impurities during the film
deposition (3,4). Recently, Snail et al. (5) have reported the synthetization of polycrystalline
films in a turbulent flame with very low levels of incorporation of nitrogen impurities. These
results are very important since they allow the possibility of the study of in situ doping.

In this work we report a comparative study of polycrystalline films deposited in molyb-

denum substrates using laminar and turbulent premixed oxygen-acetylene flames in air. Low
and high resolution room temperature Raman scattering (RS) experiments were used to

evaluate the film quality. Low temperature photoluminescence (PL) experiments were per-
formed to monitor the incorporation of nitrogen and nitrogen-vacancy complexes.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

We have examined free-standing films deposited on molybdenum substrates by
CACVD, in the laminar and turbulent flame regimes. The film deposition was performed iii

ambient air using a commercial oxygen-acetylene brazing torch with 1. 17 mm and 1.85 mm
diameter orifice tips for laminar (1) and turbulent (5) flame conditions, respectively. High
purity oxygen (99.99%) and acetylene (99.6%) were used as source gases, with the acetylene
passing through an activated charcoal trap to remove residual acetone (6). For the samples ex-
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amined in this work the ratio (Rf) of the oxygen-acetylene flow varied from 1.017 to 1.080.
The substrates were positioned in the feather about 1-2 mm from the primary flame front, and
adjusted so as to maintain a surface temperature - 900°C. The substrate temperature was ad-
justed by varying the fraction of the length by which a 3/8" threaded molybdenum rod was in-
serted into a threaded hole in the water cooled copper substrate mount (2). The substrate

temperature, during the growth, was monitored with a two-color infrared pyrometer. The films
deposited under laminar flame conditions are nearly transparent in the center, degrading to a
gray-brown color at the edges, with crystallite size varying from sub-micron to a few microns.
Similar morphology was observed in films deposited with flames in the turbulent regime, ex-
cept for the absence of the colored rings. An observed decrease of the film growth rate under
turbulent conditions by a factor of two or three, may be associated with simultaneous etching
(5).

The RS measurements were carried out at room temperature. The 514.5 nm and 488.0
nm argon ion laser lines provided between 10 and 100 mW of laser power with the laser spot
size of approximately 150-200 gim. The scattered light was dispersed by a scanning double
grating spectrometer with 85 cm focal length and a built in spatial filter to increase the straight
light rejection. The analyzed scattered light wv,, detected by a GaAs photomultiplier tube, op- I
erated in a photon counting mode.

The PL measurements were performed with the sample at 5-6 K, by means of a liquid
and/or continuous gas flow He cryostat. The sample temperature was monitored by a solid
state sensor located in the copper sample holder, and its temperature was stabilized by a

temperature controller with sensitivity of ±0.1 K. We have used the UV and blue (351.1 nm,
457.9 nm, 476.5 nm and 488.0 nm) argon ion laser lines to excite the defects in our sample,
however we will present only results with the 488.0 nm (2.54 eV) laser line. The light emitted
by the samples was dispersed and analyzed by the same experimental set-up as was used for the
RS experiment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The low temperature PL spectra of two films deposited in the laminar flame regime are
presented in Fig. I. The spectrum (a) is from a sample grown with Rf = 1.017 and substrate
temperature (T.) vary ing between 885 and 915*C. The spectrum (b) was obtain from a sample
grown with Rf = 1.031 and Ts = 890*C. Both spectra are similar in regard to the overall shape
of PL spectrum and the number of observed defect PL bands. Differences in the spectra in-
clude the reduction of the zero phonon line (ZPL) linewidth (reduced by 4 to 5 times), in spec-
trum (b), and the relative intensity between the Raman peaks associated with the diamond and
the amorphous carbon (a-C) content. The gradual increase in the spectral intensity observed on
the high energy side of both spectra are due to laser Raleigh scattering. The peak "1" at 2.465
eV is the ZPL of the H3 center, which may be associated with a single vacancy (V) complexing ,
with a nitrogen (N) cluster (N-V-N?) (7). The peak "2" at 2.375 eV is the first order TO/LO
phonon, and the first broad shoulder on its low energy side is the phonon associated with the a-
C film content. Two other features, clearly observed in spectrum (b), are the small peaks at
2.282 eV ("3') and 2.156 eV ("4"). The first feature has not been correlated with any defect
previously observed in natural diamond, and the second feature is the 575 nm center which has
been tentatively assigned to a nitrogen-vacancy complex (V-N-V?) (7). The most intense peak
("5V) in the spectra is the ZPL at 1.946 eV (637 nm center) which has been assigned to a single
nitrogen-vacancy pair (N-V) (7,8).

Fig. 2 shows the first order low resolution Raman spectra of the same samples analyzed

on Fig. I. High resolution measurements (bandpass - ±0.25 cm-
1

), carried out on these
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488.0 nm Laminar Flame
." 40 mW 6 K

z 4

z3
a(a

2.4 2.2 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4
ENERGY (eV)

Fig. 1. Photoluminescence spectra obtained at 6K from two CACVD films deposited in the
laminar flame regime. The peaks "1,3, and 4" are due to nitrogen-vacancy complexes. The
peak "2" is the first order diamond phonon, and the peak "3" is an unidentified center. The

spectra (a) and (b) have been offset in the vertical axis.
I I I I I I I i

*" Laminar Flame 488.0 nm
S R T 600 W/cm2

SBandpass - 5.46 cm-'

z (b)
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z
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RAMAN SHIFT (cm')

Fig. 2. Low resolution room temperature (RT) Raman spectra of the two films shown in Fig. 1.
The phonons are represented as peak "2" in Fig. I. The spectra (a) and (b) have been offset in
the vertical axis.
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samples, yield a phonon peak position at 1333.60 cm-1 and full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 4.53 cm-1 in spectrum (a), and 1333.30 cm-1 and FWHM = 2.94 cm-t for the
phonon in spectrum (b). In Fig. 2, taking the phonon intensity as reference, we observe a rela-
tive reduction of the PL background and the a-C component in this films.

The -35% reduction of the linewidth of the ZPL and first order phonon lines is corre-
lated with the decrease of the a-C component in the films. This observation is consistent with
an increase in the average crystallite size (9) which yields higher quality diamond as well as
reduced grain boundary regions, which are the likely location of the a-C deposits(10).

In Fig. 3 is shown the first order low resolution Raman spectrum of a polycrystalline
diamond film deposited at Ts = 900*C in a premixed (Rf = 1.08) turbulent oxyacetelene flame.
The extremely low PL background and a-C content in this film is noted. High resolution
Raman measurements yield a phonon peak position at 1333.30 cm-1 and FWHM of 3.00 cm- 1 .
For calibration and comparison, we had performed high resolution RS measurement (bandpass
- ±0.25 cm- 1) in a natural type Ila diamond heat sink. The result is a phonon peak position at
1333.50 cm-1 and FWHM of 2.40 cm- 1 . The agreement (within experimental error) of the
phonon peak position for films grown in the laminar and turbulent flame regimes with the type
Ila diamond suggests that the films are rather strain free (10). The 25% phonon line broaden-
ing observed in the FWHM of our films in comparison with the type Ila diamond seems to be
associated with the polycrystalline character of the films, in which grain sizes vary from the
submicron level to a few microns. It needs to be emphasized that many crystallites and inter-
grain regions are probed with the relatively large laser spot size used in the present experiment.

I I I I I I I 1¶

2 Turbulent Flame 514.5 nm
R T - 40 W/cm2

Bandpass - 2.73 cm-1
a,

C)0

U,

0 I I I I I I I I

600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
Raman Shift (cm-1)

Fig. 3. Low resolution room temperature (RT) Raman spectrum of an CACVD film deposited
under turbulent flame condition. The phonon peak position is represented as peak "2" in the PL
spectra (Fig. I. and Fig. 4.)

The low temperature PL spectrum of the film analyzed in Fig. 3 is presented in Fig. 4.
This spectrum is quit different from those shown in Fig. 1, since the dominant feature is the
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strong first order phonon peak at 2.375 eV. The defect ZPLs and side band phonons ame ex-
tremely weak, and can be observed only with a high gain scale. The continuous decrease in PL

intensity from the begin of the spectrum to 2.48 eV is due to the laser Raleigh scattering. The
broad feature between 2.1 and 2.0 eV is probably due to the spectrometer response. The domi-
nant emission of the 637 nm center (N-V) as observed in Fig. 1, has been reduced to a weak
band from 1.95 to 1.70 eV, in Fig 4. The regularly spaced small peaks from 1.75 to 1.4 eV are

due to interference effects in the film. It is emphasized that the strong PL background domi-
nated by intense side band phonons generally observed in laminar flame deposited samples, has
been replaced by a weaker, almost featureless background in the sample deposited under tur-

bulent flame conditions. The weakness of the a-C component observed in the low energy side

of the phonon in Fig. 4 is also noted.

"CD 3 -- b Turbulent Flame
S6 6K

488.0 nm
-0 20 mW

0 2
cn

0
W

0

I-

2.4 2.2 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4
ENERGY (eV)

Fig. 4. Low temperature (6 K) photoluminescence spectrum of the CACVD film analyzed in

Fig. 3. The peak "2', the first order diamond phonon, is the singly dominant feature observed.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Low and high resolution RS experiments were successfully carried out on polycrystal-
line films deposited on molybdenum substrates by CACVD to evaluate the material quality.
Although good quality films can be deposited with laminar flames, films deposited in the tur-

bulent flame regime show very low amorphous carbon content and very small PL background.
Low temperature PL measurements of films deposited under laminar flame conditions exhibit
the presence of strong luminescence bands associated with nitrogen-vacancy complexes proba-
bly incorporated during the film deposition (3). PL experiments performed in samples
deposited under turbulent flame conditions reveal an extremely low level of nitrogen-vacancy

complexes. This result is extremely important because low level of intrinsic impurities and

defects are basic requirements to achieve controlled doping.
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ABSTRACT

We describe the applicability of oxygen based Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR)
etching of diamond for the purpose of fabricating electronic test structures and recessed gate
field effect transistors. Boron doped homoepitaxial diamond films grown in a microwave
assisted CVD reactor were used for this study. Etch rates from 8 nm/min up to 0.5
/im/min. were achieved depending on etch parameters.

INTRODUCTION

Diamond, when considered as a semiconductor material has properties that make it
attractive for high temperature, high power electronics'. To date, processing techniques are
limiting the advancement of diamond film electronic devices. Controlled etching is an
important processing step for microelectronic device fabrication. However, the chemical
inertness and hardness of diamond make it difficult to remove surface layers in a smooth
damage-free manner. Several techniques have been investigated for the purpose of etching
diamond. For example, ion beam etching2 , reactive ion etching', and electron cyclotron
resonance (ECR) etching with -500 Volt external bias4 have all produced uniformly etched
structures in diamond. These techniques involve ion energies in excess of those where ion
bombardment can result in damage of diamond, which according to Ref. [51 can be as low
as 150 eV. Chemical methods of etching diamond such as oxidation of CVD diamond films
in oxygen containing ambients' resulted in pitting of the diamond surface. In this work we
report on the ECR etching of boron doped homoepitaxial diamond film, with ion energies
below 50 eV 75', for the purpose of electronic applications. This method of etching was used
to fabricate test structures, and recessed gate diamond thin-film field effect transistorsý.

EXPERIMENTAL

Boron doped homoepitaxial diamond films were grown on natural type la insulating
diamond crystals which were cut and polished along the (001) plane. The film was deposited
using a microwave plasma assisted CVD apparatus described elsewherei. The growth
parameters were as follows : 2.45 GHz, 1.2 kW microwave source; substrate temperature
910'C (as measured by optical pyrometer), and 100 sccm gas flow of 1% CH 4 in H2 at 80
Torr pressure. Boron doping was achieved by introducing diborane, B2H 6 into the feed gas.
The boron to carbon ratio in the plasma was 0.8 - 7.5 x 10-. The surface of the diamond
film was chemically cleaned in a saturated solution of (NH 4 )2S20 8 in H12SO, at 200"C and
subsequently rinsed using a 1:1 solution of H202 and NH 4OH at 70"C10 . This cleaning
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procedure was found to be effective in removing the conductive layer which is present on
the surface of homoepitaxial diamond film without leaving as much particle contamination
as the chromic acid-based clean procedure described in Ref. [11].

Sputter deposited SiO 2 served as the masking material for the etching experiments. The
oxide was sputtered in 3 millitorr Ar for 8 minutes, with 150 Watts forward power and no
substrate heating. This resulted in an oxide thickness of 100 rum. The Si0 2 was patterned
with photolithography to produce a matrix of resistivity measurement bridges.

The ECR plasma system used in these experiments is shown in Fig. 1. The 2.45 GHz
ASTEX microwave source was coupled through a tunable waveguide to the reactor
chamber. The sample was mounted on an electrically isolated stainless steel stage and
inserted into the chamber with the sample surface perpendicular to the gas flow. The
reactor chamber was evacuated to < 10-5 Torn with a 514 liter/s turbomolecular pump. The
reactant gases (02 with possible Ar dilution) were then bled into the chamber through
separate needle valves. The pressure of the reactant gas(es) was measured with a baratron
type pressure gauge. In all the experiments the microwave power was 1000 Watts and
typical run times were 10 to 20 minutes. After etching the SiO 2 was stripped in hydrofluoric
acid, and etch depth was determined with a profilometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the first etching experiment the sample was inserted in the center of the ECR plasma
region, 16.5 cm from the microwave window (see Fig. 1) and the stage was biased at -500
V with respect to the chamber walls. The plasma was struck in 0.4 millitorr of oxygen. In
less than 5 mins., the sample and stage were glowing red hot and the diamond was etched
at a rate of approximately 0.5 pm/min. These etch conditions were not uniform over the
sample area and the etch was excessively high for our applications. Subsequent experiments
were all carried out 53 cm downstream from the microwave window. (See Fig. 1) When the
sample was positioned in this area, no dependence of the etch rate on substrate bias was
observed. (See Fig. 2) When no bias was applied, negative 6.4 V was measured on the
substrate during etching. As shown in Fig. 2, the etch rate was widely scattered under
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identical experimental conditions. In order to eliminate the possibility of sample variations
being responsible for the observed scatter, identical etching conditions were repeated many
times for one particular sample (solid circles, Fig. 2). No explanation can be given at this
time for the irreproducible etch rates with pure oxygen plasmas. However if the oxygen is
diluted with 2.7 mTorr of argon, then the etch rate drops drastically and becomes more
repeatable, see Fig. 3. As a control experiment, etching of a diamond film was attempted
with argon at 2.7 millitorr as the only reactant gas; no etching was observed.

Typical etched structures are shown in Figs. 4,5. Profilometry measurements of the
etched areas indicated a surface roughness of less than 10 nm which is comparable to that
of the substrate.

ECR etching is useful in fabricating FETs with boron doped CVD diamond films'. It
may have an advantage over the selective growth"2 procedure for FET fabrication in that
contamination of the growing diamond film from the SiO 2 growth mask is avoided. In order
to demonstrate the applicability of ECR plasma etching to diamond film electronics, we
have used it to perform spreading resistance measurements. A four-terminal bridge
structure, shown in the insert of Fig. 6, was fabricated on the diamond film using ECR
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t0,- .. It ,A!,

Fig. 3 Histogram showing increased

etch rate reproducibility Fig. 4 SEM photograph of cross-hair

when Ar dilution is used. etched in diamond film.
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The diamond substrate surround- Fig. 6 Conductance of boron doped
ing the cross-hair has been diamond film as a function of (
exposed using ICR etching. etch depth.
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plasma etching so that accurate conductivity measurements could be made. The SiO 2 etch
mask was stripped and the contact pads were metallized with a gold / titanium bilayer and
annciled to form ohmic contacts as described in Refs. [13,141. The conductance, G = I/V23,
(see Fig. 6) measured as a function of etch depth, is shown in Fig. 6. After each 10 min.
ECR plasma exposure, the etch depth was measured, and was typically about 80 nm. While
etching the first 0.3 am of the film, the conductance was linearly dependent on the etch
depth, indicating that the resistivity of the top 0.3jpm of the diamond film was uniform in
resistivity. The average resistivity in this region was determined to be 1.28 crncm from a
least squares fit to the first six data points, shown in the insert to Fig. 6. Further etching
did not change the conductance indicating that a highly resistive layer, sitting on a more
conductive layer, had been reached. However, at a depth of 0.43 ym the conductance
decreased further as more diamond was removed, and was essentially zero at a depth of 0.57
pum. The resistivity of the diamond film between a depth of 0.43 pm and 0.57 pm was36
Qocm.

Hall effect measurement bridge test structures were also formed during device
isolation etching so that the mobility and carrier concentration of the film could be
measured. Figs. 7-9 show the dependence of resistivity, activation energy, carrier
concentration, and mobility on the boron to carbon ratio in the feed gas.

The recessed-gate fabrication sequence is shown in Fig. 10. After device isolation
etching, an Au (1.25 micron)/Ti (50 nm) bilayer metallization was deposited on the sample.
The source/drain regions were protected with photoresist, and the remaining metallization
was etched with aqua regia followed by a titanium etch (1:1:50 , HF:HNO3:H2 0). The
sample was annealed in N2 for 15 min. at 480TC in order to form ohmic contacts. The
source/drain metallization was used to self align the gate recess etch. The area between
the source and drain metal was exposed to the ECR etching conditions described above so
that the channel area was etched 170 nm in thickness. The gate insulator was deposited by
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sputtering 100 nm of SiO 2 with an Ar (50%) - 02 (50%) plasma at 350'C at 3.3 reTorr for
70 minutes"5 . Finally the 40 nm gold gate contact was defined by a lift-off method. The
channel width and length of the device are 30 and 46 micron, respectively. Further details
about the performance of this device are described elsewhere9.

CONCLUSIONS

Downstream oxygen ECR plasma etching of boron doped homoepitaxial diamond films
has been demonstrated. Etch rates from 8 nm/min. to 0.5 um/min. were achieved. Etch
rate dependence on bias was not observed, however, argon dilution resulted in much more
reproducible etch rates. This etch technique has been applied to the processing of thin-film
diamond electronic devices9 .
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TANTALUM AND TANTALUM SILICIDE HIGH TEMPERATURE

RECTIFYING CONTACTS ON TYPE 1iB NATURAL DIAMOND

SCOTT R. SAHAIDA AND DALE G. THOMPSON
Kobe Steel USA Inc., Electronic Materials Center, 79 T.W. Alexander Dr., P.O. Box

13608, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

ABSTRACT

Tantalum and tantalum silicide contacts were investigated as high temperature
rectifying contacts on type liB natural diamond. Tantalum and silicon were co-

sputtered using DC and RF planar magnetrons, respectively. Current-voltage

measurements of tantalum silicide subjected to various anneals and of pure
tantalum contacts were recorded at 500C intervals up to 4000C which was the

desired operating temperature of the rectifying contact. Tantalum contacts to

diamond maintained good rectification up to 3000C whereas amorphous tantalum

silicide operated well up to 400'C.

INTRODUCTION

Diamond has a very high breakdown voltage, thermal conductivity, and

electron saturation velocity, which will make it very useful as the active
semiconducting medium for electronic devices operating in severe environments

(i.e., high temperature, radiation, corrosive, etc.). In these hostile environments,
particularly at high temperatures, the contact metal will limit the usability of the

device. The objective of this research is to obtain a stable, high temperature
rectifying contact that will adhere to a highly polished diamond surface. Silicides;
may prove useful as contacts on diamond since they are stable at high

temperatures while maintaining the desirable electrical properties of metals. In
particular, tantalum silicide was chosen because it has proved useful as a high

temperature Schottky contact to GaAs [7,8] but has not yet been investigated as a
contact to diamond. Tantalum silicide has also been studied on single crystal,
polycrystal, and amorphous silicon [1,3-61. Two different stoichiometries of

tantalum silicide (TaSSi3, and TaSi2) were investigated.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 12M aeterwil Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL

To optimize deposition conditions, tantalum and silicon were co-sputtered on 1

cm square polished alumina using DC and RF magnetrons, respectively.

Substrates were rotated during deposition to ensure thorough mixing of the

components and uniform coverage on the substrates. Sputtering was chosen due

to the ease of contact fabrication and high degree of control of alloy composition.

Also, contact adhesion was improved (compared to evaporation deposition) due

to the momentum of the tantalum and silicon atoms as they deposited upon the

diamond surface. Alumina was chosen initally as the substrate for the materials

characterizations due to its high temperature stability, lack of silicon, and

availability. The atomic ratios of these alloys must be exact since the substrate

does not contribute silicon to make up for any deficiencies in stoichiometry as in

the case of deposition on silicon. Quantitative energy dispersive spectroscopy

(EDS) using a proza correction was used to determine the atomic ratio of silicon to

tantalum. Various samples were then annealed in an argon ambient at

temperatures ranging from 4500C to 11000C. X-ray diffraction showed that
Ta5Si3 was completely formed at 9000C. Since TaSi2 is a higher temperature
p4-ase, it was not completely formed at the annealing conditions attempted. X-ray

diffraction (XRD) data for other annealing conditions was not conclusive possibly

due to the formation of two or more different phases.
Once the proper sputtering parameters were determined, the Ta/Si mixtures

were deposited on type ;iB natural semiconducting diamond for electrical

characterization. A 4mmx4mmx0.25mm sample of (100) diamond (Drukker
International) was patterned with 100gm diode dots using a standard

photolithography process. Tantalum and silicon were then co-sputtered in the

desired atomic ratio to an approximate thickness of 2000A. The final contact

pattern was obtained by lifting off the excess material. In addition, 100igm

tantalum contacts were DC magnetron sputtered onto type IIB semiconducting
natural diamond for comparison to the silicide samples.

Current-voltage measurements were made before and after annealing using a
high temperature probe station with a Hewlett-Packard semiconductor parameter

analyzer. I-V measurements were made on each composition after annealing at

500°C and later at 9000C in 200mTorr of argon for one hour. It was desirable that

tantalum/silicon remain rectifying at 4000C, thus a 5000C anneal proved sufficient

for stabilization of the contact. The higher temperature anneal, 9000C. was the
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temperature needed to completely transform the mixture into a silicide as

determined by initial annealing experiments of tantalum/silicon mixtures on
alumina. Current-voltage measurements were made from room temperature to

4000C at 501C intervals and then remeasured at room temperature to confirm

contact stability.

RESULTS/DISCUSSION

TaSi2 Contacts

Figure la is a plot of the room temperature I-V characteristics of the as-
deposited amorphous TaSi2 contacts on type 1iB natural diamond. As is evident

from this graph, at room temperature TaSi2 is a very good rectifying contact with
less than 10pA reverse leakage current and no breakdown up to 100V which is

the highest voltage that the probes could deliver. Current-voltage measurements
were then made at 500C intervals up to 4000C. The contact remained rectifying at
all temperatures, but the leakage current increased and the breakdown voltage

decreased with increasing temperature. Figure lb is a plot of the I-V
characteristics for a 100Ipm amorphous TaSi2 contact measured at 4000C. After

cooling the contact to room temperature the I-V characteristics were remeasured

and the rectifying characteristics had noticeably degraded. Leakage current at
100V increased from a few picoamps to 600nA. A summary of the temperature

dependence of reverse leakage current versus temperature is shown in Figure 2.
After measuring the I-V data for the as-deposited TaSi2, the sample was

annealed at 5000C in an Ar ambient for one hour. Annealing had a detrimental

effect on the rectifying characteristics of the contact. Leakage current at all
temperatures was higher than for the as-deposited contact. The I-V characteristics I
of the tantalum disilicide at 4000C, interestingly, are neariy identical to those of
titanium disilicide at the same temperature [5]. The increase in reverse leakage
current from annealing is most likely due to the nature of the silicide/diamond

interface. For the as-deposited material there is an abrupt interface with little or no
intermixing of the tantalum and silicon atoms with the diamond substrate. As the
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' Figure 1. (a) Room temperature current -voltage data for TaSi2. and (b) current-voltage

characteristics for TaSi2 at 400°C.

sample is annealed the interface becomes less well-defined which may degrade

the rectifying characteristics of the contact. The interface reaction is very

complicated since tantalum can form a carbide as well as a silicide. No interface
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Leakage current at 10V
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Figure 2. Leakage current versus temperature at 10 volts for TaSi2 and TasSi3 .

studies were carried out due to the minimal availability of suitable substrates and

the difficulty in prepanng cross-sectional specimens.
Finally, the contact was annealed at 900°C in an Ar ambient for one hour,

slowly cooled to 450°C and then removed from the furnace. Before measuring I-V

characteristics the surface graphite was removed from the sample since graphite I
forms when diamond is heated above 8000C. A boiling, saturated solution of
Cr03 in H2SO4 was used - emove any surface graphite that could contribute to
leakage current. There was a slight improvement of the rectifying characteristics

of the contact after the etch. The contact remained rectifying after this anneal and
etching treatment although the leakage current at t0V was considerable up to

4000C, measuring 691pA.
After completing the high temperature anneal, it was very difficult to remove the

contact metallization from the diamond. A solution of HF, HNO3, and HCI in a

1:1:2 ratio was used to etch the silicide. However, even after this etch a
translucent layer remained. This layer is believed to be silicon carbide, but no
analysis was performed. If SiC is formed as the annealing temperature is

increased, then the diamond/silicide interface becomes diffuse as silicon and
carbon atoms mix. This could explain why rectification degrades with higher
annealing temperatures.
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Ta5 Si3 Contacts

Ta5Si3 was deposited on type lIB semiconducting natural diamond in the same
manner as tantalum disilicide. As-deposited amorphous Ta5Si3 exhibited

rectifying characteristics up to 4000C as shown in Figure 3a and b. Leakage
1000

pA 0

-1000 1 1 I I1

-100 0 100

50

gA 0

-50

-50 0 50
V

Figure 3. (a) Room temperature current-voltage data for Ta5Si3, and (b) curent-voltage

characteristics for Ta5Si3 at 400°C.
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current at 1 0V versus operating temperature is plotted in Figure 2 and shows that
Ta5Si3 is slightly inferior to TaSi2 in the higher temperature regime. Although

Ta5Si3 had a higher leakage current than TaSi2 at 4000C, it was more stable

because I-V characteristics were unchanged upon cooling to room temperature.
Also, leakage current for Ta5Si3 levels out from 3000C, to 4000C while for TaSi2 it

is steadily increasing. As in the case of TaSi2 contacts, annealing degraded the
rectifying characteristics of the Ta5Si3 contacts. Annealing at 9000C in Ar

ambient for one hour degraded the rectifying characteristics.

Tantalum Contacts

Pure tantalum contacts were sputtered onto the type IIB diamond as described
earlier. Tantalum was an excellent rectifying contact to diamond up to 3000C as

depicted in Figure 4. However, upon heating the diamond to 4000C the tantalum
contacts buckled as shown in Figure 5 and rectification was severely degraded,
Figure 6. The reverse leakage current at 50V increased from 1 82nA at 3000C to

50

gA 0

-50
-50 I I I I I I I I

-50 0 50
V

Figure 4. 300°C current-voltage characteristics of 1001im tantalum contact.

3.56mA at 4000C. This is most probably due to the large thermal expansion
difference between diamond and tantalum. Diamond is 1.1 8x10"6 (C°)-i and
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Figure 5. Scanning Electron Mlcrograph of pure tantalum after annealing at 400*C. The
tantalum has buckled due, probably, to differences in thermal expansion coefficients

between Ta and diamond.
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Figure 6. INV data for Ta contact taken at 4001C
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tantalum is 6.5x10-6 (Co)-1. When silicon is added to tantalum the contact is

much more stable at higher temperatures and budding of the film is not observed

up to 4000C; hence, the amorphous silicide contact remains rectifying at higher

temperatures. Since the coefficient of thermal expansion for silicon is closer to

diamond, 3.0x10-6 (C°)-". it is likely that the silicon dispersed throughout the

tantalum prevents sufficient stress from building at the diamond/contact interface

for separation to occur.

CONCLUSIONS

Tantalum and tantalum silicide contacts have been deposited on type 1iB
natural semiconducting diamond. Amorphous TaSi2 and Ta5Si3 remain

rectifying up to 4000C. However. Ta5Si3 is more stable than TaSi2 after cycling

through a high temperature measurement. Annealing of the silicide contacts

increases the reverse leakage current due to the tantalum, silicon, carbon

interdiffusion and interface reactions. Tantalum retains excellent rectifying

characteristics up to 3000C, but functions poorly at higher temperatures due to

adhesion problems.
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Electrical properties of Schottky junctions on

homoepitaxial flame grown diamond.

J.W. Glesener, A.A. Morrish, and K.A. Snail

Optical Sciences Division, Naval Research Laboratory, Code 6522,

Washington, DC 20375-5000

Abstract:

Schottky diodes were fabricated from boron doped diamond

grown in a turbulent flame. The substrates used were type IIa
diamond (100) crystals 1.5 mm in diameter and .25 mm thick. A p/p+•
structure was deposited using the p+ layer as an ohmic contact.
Current-voltage (I-V) and capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements
were made on the finished devices. An ideality factor of 1.8 was

obtained from the I-V characteristics. Doping levels from C-V
measurements indicate an acceptor concentration on the order of

5 x i01 7/cm3 .

Diamond has several properties that make it a unique

semiconductor. These include a wide band gap, high carrier
mobility, hardness, a large thermal conductivity and chemical

inertness.

Many groups have reported results of Schottky junctions

fabricated on CVD diamond. 1' 2 ,3 .4,5  This report will present
results of the electrical characterization of homoepitaxial
diamond synthesized in a turbulent flame.

The growth setup consisted of an oxygen-acetylene torch, flow

controllers, and water cooled substrate holder. Two bubblers
containing a methanol/boric acid mixture were used. A small

fraction of the total acetylene flow was diverted through the
bubblers using mass flow controllers. One bubbler contained a

solution of boric acid for deposition of the p* layer and the
solution in the second bubbler was diluted by a factor of 500 for

growing a p layer. The gas flow ratio was 8.48/8.00/0.050 1pm for
02/C 2H2/bubbler respectively. These flow rates were selected in

order to operate the oxygen-acetylene flame in the turbulent
¶ regime, since recent results have shown that high quality diamond

is grown, if the flame is turbulent 6. Details of the growth setup

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. '192 Materilat Research Society
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where n is the ideality factor and I. the saturation current. The

ideality factor was found to be 1.9 and the bulk resistance 650

ohms. Ref. 2 reported an ideality factor of 1.8 and a result of

1.85 is reported in Ref. 3. From results on Schottky junctions on

other semiconductors, the literature suggests three possible

causes for high ideality factors, 9 an insulating (oxide) layer,

cleavage steps at the contact interface, or high doping levels.

Given the differences in growth methods and surface preparation

between this work and refs. 2 and 3, and the chemical inertness
of the diamond surface, the first possibility would seem to be

ruled out. The second possibility is tied to surface carbon

diffusion and the nature of the surface step structure produced

in the diamond growth process. Finally, because nitrogen

compensation in CVD diamond is relatively high and metallic-like

conductivity is seen for boron levels on the order of l02/cm3 , the

amount of boron needed to overcome compensation narrows the

available doping range in CVD diamond. High ideality factors might

have a more fundamental cause other than just poor contact

fabrication or a variance in fabrication procedures. Also, the

bulk resistance of Schottky junctions on diamond reported in the

literature can make it difficult to compare I-V results because
a high bulk resistance would tend to mask the "true" reverse

characteristics.

C-V measurements are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. lI/ vs. voltage at two different frequencies, S/N 112-4.

Two different methods were used in measuring the capacitance.

Lock-in amplifier techniques were used to measure the imaginary
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part of the AC impedance as a function of voltage for the 2 khz

measurements and a Keithley model 590 capacitance-voltage meter
was used in the 100khz measurements. The Keithley C-V instrument

can make capacitance measurements assuming a parallel or serial

R-C circuit as the electrical model for a Schottky diode. The

variance in the capacitance from assuming either a parallel or

serial R-C circuit is less than .5% over the range of capacitances

reported here. From ref. 8, the smallness of this difference was

found to be a necessary criterium in defining when the influence

of the conductance on the measurements was minimal. This criterium
is adopted here. The acceptor concentration obtained from the

slope of the line in Fig. 2 was 5 x 10 17/cm3 . It is unclear what

influence the ideality factor has on diamond C-V characteristics.

In conclusion, Schottky junctions were fabricated to

investigate the electrical properties of diamond grown in a

turbulent flame, demonstrating that this material has potential

for electronic applications. Further work is required to raise the

device yields and further explore the growth parameter space

available. One of us (J.W.G) would like to gratefully acknowledge

that this work was carried out while holding an Office of Naval

Technology postdoctoral fellowship.
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POLYCRYSTALLINE DIAMOND FILM RESISTORS

L M. Edwards and J. L Davidson
Department of Electrical Engineering. Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN

ABSTRACT

The technology to fabricate polycrystalline diamond film resistors has been
initiated using modified thick film patterning techniques and in situ solid source doping.

Doping of polycrystalline diamond films in microwave plasma CVD systems has
been achieved historically through use of diborane gs, which may contaminate the
deposition system causing all diamond films thereafter to be doped p-type. We have
attempted noncontaminating in situ doping utilizing two solid source dopants, and have
met with preliminary success.

The more effective source (B20 3) produces a fairly even dopant concentration
across the substrate, with sheet resistances ranging from 800 ohms per square to 4500
ohms per square. The other source (BN) showed significant doping in a narrow band
surrounding the source, but the doping concentration decreased rapidly with distance
from the source. Films grown afterwards with no doping were evaluated through
resistance measurements; no evidence of doping contamination was observed.

INTRODUCTION

Polycrystalline diamond films (PDF) have been shown to have many of the same
properties as natural diamond, and therefore possess material properties that are
desirable in semiconductor electronic use [1]. These are of particular interest for high
temperature and high power applications [2]. Undoped diamond is an electrical insulator
[3], yet has a high thermal conductivity [4]. Diamond also possesses a low thermal
coefficient of expansion 15,61, and high electron and hole mobilities in single crystal
material [7).

CVD diamond doping has been accomplished with diborane gas 18], which may
contaminate the growth chamber [9]. This work examines in situ doping of polycrystalline
diamond films utilizing solid sources. We have investigated two sources, and found that I
one produces a fairly even dopant concentration across the substrate, while the other
provides doping only in a narrow band in immediate proximity to the source. Data will
be presented only from the more effective source.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Polycrystalline diamond films are grown using a microwave plasma CVD system
developed by ASTEX, Inc, Woburn, MA, which is installed at Vanderbilt. Typical
deposition conditions were 40 tort pressure, 850 °C, flow rate of 500 sccm hydrogen and
3.5 sccm methane, microwave power 1500 watts, and twenty hours deposition. Silicon
samples were prepared by abrading selections of 1" x 1" silicon wafer with 0.25 micron
diamond paste. Aluminum nitride samples were cut to I" x I" size from stock. Table I

Mat. A**. Soc. Symp. Pvro. Vol. 242 .1192 Mateials Resach Society
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describes the particulars of each sample investigated, and also indicates whether an
undoped diamond layer is present. The dopant source is boron oxide (B20 3) in wafer
form obtained from Owen-Illinois. Other work (12] has indicated such material may dope
PDF.

Electrical properties were measured utilizing a fixed spacing four point tungsten
carbide probe which was connected to a current source and voltage meter.
Measurements were also taken with an HP 4145B parameter analyzer utilizing both the
four point probe described above and four separate tungsten probes. The latter
measurement points utilized silver contacts placed on the diamond as well as direct
diamond contact.

Resistivity, (p), can be determined through four point probe measurements,
where

Xt Vp = .• -- 0-ni for s~t (1)

where s is the probe spacing and t is the film thickness. For a p-type material, the carrier
property description of resistivity is

p = [q p p] (2)

where q is electronic charge A, is hole mobility, and p is carrier concentration. Sheet
resistance is determined through use of Van der Pauw's method [101. For a symmetrical
structure, sheet resistance is defined as

SV (3)
Rs = pit In2 1

where t is the thickness of the doped layer. Sheet resistance is designated in ohms per
square, and the geometry of the resistor defines the resistance.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a cross section of sample A. The doped layer of diamond can be
visually distinguished from the undoped layer. The underlying substrate is silicon.

A composite of sheet resistance profiles for all samples is shown in Figure 2, with
the results for sample B shown separately in Figure 3. These measurements were taken
with the four point probe method described above, using a current source and voltage
meter. Each point is an average over a range of 0.5 mA to 25 mA. The doping sources
for samples A and B were new wafers from separate manufacturer lots; the source used
in sample C had been utilized in two previous depositions and may have been dopant
depleted or blocked by surface coatings. Due to the geometry of sample A, the profile
was taken in a base orientation only, which is the initial measurement reference
orientation. The center value is 1810 fl/square with a variance of ±21%. Sample B has
a center value of 800 n/square, with variance of ±42% in the base orientation and ±5%
in a ninety degree rotation. Sample C shows a center value of 3900 n/square, with a
variance of ±23% in the base orientation and ±17% in a ninety degree rotation.
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Table 1.-- Sample Parameters

Sample A Sample B Sample C

Substrate Silicon Aluminum Nitride Aluminum Nitride

Undoped Yes Yes No
Diamond Base

Comments Sample was Saniple printed Sample was
originally a 1" x 1" with isolation ring, unaltered except
square, edges base layer of for sizing.
were broken away undoped diamond
to isolate the deposited for
doped layer and growth purposes
provide thickness
samples

4n

¶

Figure 1. Cross section of doped diamond film grown on undoped diamond film.
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Sheet Resistance
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Figure 2. Composite of sheet resistance profiles across each sample.
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Figure 3. Sheet resistance profiles for sample B.
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DISCUSSION

Sample B shows the smallest variation, and is therefore presumed to have the
most uniform doping concentration of these samples. The sheet resistance profile across
the surface is the most uniform of the samples. Based on growth rate, the thickness of
the doped layer is assumed to be approximately ten microns, and the resistivity estimated
to be 0.8 n-cm. From the resistivity equation for p-type doped material (Equation 2), the
mobility-carrier concentration product is 7.8 x 108 [V-cm-s]r5 . Depending on the dopant
concentration and activated carrier concentration, the mobility can be estimated for PDF.
For example, if NA were 10`/cm3 and an active carrier concentration at room
temperature were 0.2% [111, mobility would be estimated at 40 cm2/V-s. SIMS analyses
are in process.

SUMMARY

A minimum variance of ±5%, best case from center across a 1" x 1" sample has
been observed in solid source doped CVD polycrystalline diamond film. The sheet
resistance profiles observed provide an initial characterization of this doping method, and
may be utilized to further refine the process.

In situ solid source doping has been shown to be effective in CVD polycrystalline
diamond film. Subsequent films are found to be undoped as determined by resistance
measurements. These results, in conjunction with ongoing application of modified thick
film hybrid technology, may yield PDF resistors configurationally similar to traditional
thick film resistors and materially compatible with microelectronic technology.
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THE MODIFICATION OF THE ABRASION RESISTANCE OF TYPE Ila (I 10) DIAMOND
USING CARBON AND NITROGEN IMPLANTATION.

GREGORY C. ANDERSON', STEVEN PRAWER* and PETER N. JOHNSTON*.
*Department of Applied Physics and Microelectronics and Materials Technology Centre, Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology, G.P.O Box 2476V, Melbourne. Victoria, 3001,
AUSTRALIA."**School of Physics, University of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria, 3052, AUSTRALIA.

ABSTRACT

The modification of the wear properties of type Ila diamond following ion implantation
with 100 keV carbon and nitrogen has been studied at implantation temperatures of 150 and 47(1
K. Abrasion testing using low load multiple pass scratch testing with a Rockwell diamond
indenter has shown a decrease in wear resistance. Microstructural modifications resulting from
ion implantation have been assessed using Channeling Rulberford Backscattering Spectroscopy
(C-RBS). No correlation was found between the presence (if ion beam induced point defects (as
measured by C-RBS) and the increase in wear. There are no obvious wear rate differences
observed for nitrogen or carbon implantation.

INTRODUCTION

Diamond is believed to wear by a process of microcleavageI in which microscopic
surface irregularities arc broken off from the surface of the diamond along (I I)cleavage planes
thus exposing further surface roughness to enable abrasion to occur. The abrasion resistance and
hardness of uliamond varies considerably between different stones and between Type I and Type
II diamonds-. Natural lype I diamonds containing hih concentrations of nitrogen are known to
be considerably harder- than Type 11 stones. Hartlev qnplanted diamond cutting tools with
carbon and nitrogen t) a total doIse of 3x10/5 ions.cm- . These results suggested that nitrogen
implantation produced enhanced wear resistance, whilst carbon implantation did not. From thesc
result% Hartley postulated that nitrogen implantation to synthcsize Type I diamond behavior may
improve the wear resistance of diamond.

In the present study carbon and nitrogen have been implanted in order to test this
hypothesis. Carbon implants were used to study the effect of ion beam induced damage on wear
behavior, in the absence (If any chemical cffect. The results were then compared to those
involving nitrogen implantation at similar energies. Since the knock-on damage due to nitrogen
and carbon (both at I1(X kcV) is very similar, any differences on the wear behavior between these
two implant species can be attributed to the chemical effect of nitrogen. Hence by comparing
nttrogen and carbon implantations lartlcy's postulate can be tested.

Previous work by our group- has concentrated on studying the effect of high temperature
(10701 K) ion implantation on the wear properties of natural, industrial quality, Type [a diamonds.
This early work returned positive results in favour of ion beam induced wear reduction. However
% ariations in behavior between samples and indeed, different regions on the one sample, has
made the acquisition of a reproducible data set difficult, The current study uses optically lat,
pillished, inclusion frce. oriented (110) Type Ila diamond windows (3.1 x 3.01 x 0.25 mm I
supplied by Drukkcrs Corp. (if Amsterdam. The flatness and uniformity of these samples
privides a consistent sample st for the investigation.

The implantation temperatures of 1511 and 470 K were chosen so as to assess the effect of
the mobility of ion beam induced defects on wear behavior. At implantation temperatures above
8S(W K both vacancies and intcmtitials are believed to be mobile in diamond. In the temperature
range from 3(1W to N91 K intcrstilials arc the lredominant mohile defect, while below 3W•l K there
is no defect mibility .Thus at 150 K. at least for moderate doses, complex defect structures are
less likely to be formed. For implantation at 4701 K, recombination (if vacancies and intcrstilials
is expected to occur and motre complex extended defects may albo form.
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The aim of this study was to determine the implantation parameters which lead to an
increase in wear resistance. All results obtained with type Ila samples show a reduction in wear
resistance, but analysis of these results still provides useful information with regard to the
modification of the wear properties of diamond.

EXPERIMENTAL

Implantation was performed using a Whickham 2(X) keV Ion Implanter. All implants
were pcrf orqicd using an acceleration voltage of I(X) kcV with a beam current of approximately
0.3 pA.cm--. The flat face (110) of each sample was divided into three regions (Fijure 1). Th4
middle strip was masked while the other regions were implanted with doses of 10 ions.cmr-
and 2.5 x 1l -i ons.cm--. The masked strip provided a reference unimplantcd area.

(T1o) (Hard)--

Figure 1. Diagram of a sample showing the two implanted
, "areas separated by an unimplanted strip. The lines marked I

to 4 indicate approximate positions of the scratch tLsts.

Implantation doses were chosen with reference to surface resistivity measurements on

carlxn implanted diamond
8 

(Figure 2). Conductivity is very sensitive to microstructural
modifications, and these measurements show three distinct implantation dose regimes,
D < DI, D! < D < D2 and D > D-, which characterize the ion beam induced damage.

For D < DI a build up of point defects occurs while the diamond remains essentially single
crystal. For Dn < D < D-, partial amorphization or graphitisation may occur. For D > D, the
formation of smicontin5us pathways between conducting graphitic regions within the diamond
occurs. approaching complete graphitization as the dose is increased. The doses chosen for this
study are shown in Figure 2. which also shows the values of 0Dand D, for each implant
temperatyre. For both 150 K and 470 K implant temperatures, tibc low lyose implant of 1 x 1014

ions.cma is less than D0and sh(=uld thus ccate only localized po)int defects within the sample.
Similarly, the high dose -. 5xlO'A- ions.cmr- implant is just below D2 and should create partial
amorphisalion of the implanted region while avoiding complete graph itisation.

Wear testing has been conducted using the technique of low load. multiple pa.ss scratch
testing. All scratch tests have been performed with an applied load of 0.98N. The indenter used
for the scratch tests was a Rockwell diamond indenter with a tip radius of 0.200 mm. During
testing the indenter was z'igned with the hard (110) direction being presented to the sample. Care
was lak.n to ensure that the face of the sample to be tested was horizontal and that the indenter
axis was normal to the diamond surface. The sample was scratch tested in the hard (TIO)
direction for 2(X),OX0 passes and in the soft (100) direction for 1200 passes. The length of each
scratcl is approximately 2 mm and the relative speed of the indenter was approximately 2.8
mrm.s . .The duration of the scratch tests was chosen to try and obtain a groove approximately
I tXM)A deep which corresponds roughly with the damage peak due to implantation.

After scratch testing, surface profilomctry was performed using a Tencor Instruments
Alpha Step 250. Surface profilometry across the wear track allows the depth, width and shape of
the resulting sratch to be determined. Prior to surface profilometry the samples were first
cleaned in nitric acid to remove any debris from scratch testing and then ultrasonically cleaned in
methanol. Five or morc of surface profiles were taken across the length of each wear track in
both the unimplanted arid implanted regions. The average depth and cross-sectional area of each
wear track in the implanted and unimplanted regions was then calculated from these
measurements. The latter when divided by the number of passes, allows the average wear rate to
he determined in A-/pass ,

L
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The microstructural modifications which have occurred as a result of ion implantationwere monitored using Channeling Rutherford Backscattcring Spectrometry (C-RBS). A 1.46
MeV alpha particle analyzing beam was used with the spot size on target approximately 300pmin diameter.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows typical surface profilometry results for both the hard (TI0) direction after
200.0), passes and the soft (100) direction after 12(MI passes. The wear track in the hard
direction is in general broader than that in the soft direction. Tables I and 11 summarize the resultof the profilometry measurements for all of the samples studied. Table I tabulates the results for
the soft (IM()direction and Table II, the results for the hard (TIO)directions. In both tables the
absolute wear rates arc tabulated, together with a value of the wear rate in the implanted region
compared to that in the unimplanted diamond in the same wear track. For completeness Tables Iand II also list the relative depth of the wear track, being the depth of the scratch in the implanted
region divided by the depth in the unimplanted region.

Implant Dose Implant Wear Rate (l(X);A2 /pass) Relative Relative
& Species (cm-2) Temp (K) Unimplanted Implanted Wear Rate Depth

Ix 1(11
4

C+ 15(1 57t 1. 114±t23 2.0+-0.9 1.4±0.4
"2470 10±15 206.7 1.3±0.6 1. 1 ±0.32.5x1155

C0 I50 46±-16 88±16 1.9±1.0 1.4±t0.3

4701 78±-15 15016.7 2.0±0.5 1.7±0.3

lxl0(14 N+ 15M1 1"A±32 110±2.5 1.0±(0.3 1.8±0.3
470 96±9,2 13(1t48 1.3±+0.6 1.1±0.3

2.5xl015N+ 150 75±27 110±17 1.5±+0.7 1.8±0.5
470 87±7.5 210--23 2.5±0.5 2.1±0.5

Table I. Profilometry results for the (IM()) (soft) direction showing the relative depth and
wear rates of the implanted region. A relative value > I shows an increase in the measured valuein the implanted area, as compared t(( the unimplanted area. The large errors arc due tofluctuations in the wear track profile as a function of distance along the scratch.
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Implant Dose Implant Wear Rate (s
2

/pass) Relative Relative
& Species (cm-2) Temp (K) Unimplanted Implanted Wear Rate Depth

Ix101 4C+ 150 230±45 270±58 1.2±0.5 1.2±0.1
• 470 210±-20 340±-45 1.7±0.4 1.1±0.3

2.5x10
15

C+ 150 1500±121) 2500±+340 1.7±0.4 5.1±1.3
"470 360± 150 690±290 1.9± 1.6 2.4±1.1

1xl0 14
N+ 150 710±170 1600±200 2.2±0.8 2.7±0.5

470 420±76 2400±160 5.7±1.4 4.4±0.5
2.5x10

15
N+ 150 710±170 4300±150 6.0±1.6 5.3±1.2

470 470±140 1300±160 2.7±1.1 3.1±0.9

Table i1. Profilometry results for the (TI0) (hard) direction showing the relative depth and
wear rates of the implanted region. As in Table I the large errors arc due to fluctuations in the
wear track profile as a function of distance along the scratch.

. . RFigure 3. Typical cross-sectional
profiles of the wear tracks obtained
from scratch testing showing (a)

-1000 . _ -Wear track in the hard (TI0)
e1 1direction (470 K nitrogen) and (b)

Wear track in the soft (100) direction
(150 K nitrogen).

A B
-3000 2.55e1

Cl

0 20 40 60 80100 20 40 60 80100
Width (JAm)

The profilometry results show no obvious differences in wear rate modification between
carbon and nitrogen implantation except perhaps that the ion beam induced increase in war for
the hard direction is greater for nitrogen than for carbon implants. In particular. Hartley'sl result
reporting increased wear resistance for nitrogen implants cannot be confirmed. However w, notc
that this Tay be due to the differing implantation conditions used. Hartley implanted Ixl0I,'
ions.cm- at room temperature usiv# a multiplc energy implant at energies of 300, 200 and k00
keV to o tain a total dose of 3x 10I ions.ema", whereas the single energy 100 keV 2.5x 101 -
ions.cm"` implants used in this study will result in a narrower more highly damaged layer within
the diamond.

The C-RBS spectra for the high dose implants are shown in Figure 4. The low dose
spectra have not been included as these show very little damage, if any, as compared to the
unimplanted diamond. Figure 4a shows the C-RBS spectra for nitrogen implantation at both 150
K and 470 K, while figure 4b shows the equivalent spectra resulting from carbon implantation.

fl1th carbon and nitrogen implantation at 15(1 K show the measured yield (Xmin) at the
implant damage peak to approach the random yield, suggesting almost complete amorphisation
of the implanted layerThe differences in the C-RBS spectra between the two species are
consistent with TRIM calculations which show nitrogen creating a slightly broader, taller
damage peak than carbon implants. The predominant implant induced defect structures are point
defects as little dechanneling is visible behind the damage peak. which would be expected from
more complex defect structures.
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Figure 4. C-RBS spectra obtained from the 2.5x 1)1
5 ions.ctl

2 implants using (a) I) keV
nitrogen implantation. and (b) 100 keV carbon implantation. The effect of temperature on point
defect concentration is clearly visible.

The 470) K spectra of both carbon and nitrogen show much less ion beam induced damage
ith a X in of approximately 20%( at the damage peak for both implant species as compared to

the 1 501,spcctra. This suggests that a high proportion of the ion-beam induced Point defects

have been annealed out due to the higher implant temperature. The C-RBS spectra of the 471)K
nitrogen implant also shows enhanced dcchanncling behind the damage peak which suggests the

presence of extended defects. This enhanced deehanncling is not present in the 470K carbon
spectra.

Despite the large differences between the 15(1K and 470K C-RBS spectra there is no
apparent temperature dependence on the wear rate. Similarly. both low and high dose implants
result in similar wear rate mtxlifications, despite the large difference in point defect
concentration. This suggests that the presence of point defects is not implicated in the
macrosctpic wear behaviour. It also suggests that very little ion-bcam induced damage is
required to produce wear rate modifications. The presence of extended defects in the 4701K
nitrogen implant also appears to have little effect on the wear behaviour when compared to the
470K carbon implant. Thus tither defects which are not visible in C-RBS analysis must be
responsible for the observed changes in wear behavior.

('ONC'IUSION

Ion implantation at doses of lx It)14 and 2.5x 1015 ions.cm- at temperatures of 1511 and
474) K shows nil obvious trend in modifying the wear rate despite large differences in the C-RBS
spectra. This suggests that both point defects have little role in defining the ion-lbcam induced
wear behavior. In particular, there are no obvious wear rate differences observed for nitrogen or
carbon implantation.

The effect of ion implantation on the hear rate is different fior hard (I I0) and soft (IMk))
directions. There is a tendency lor the (TItI) direction to show a dose dependency which is not
always the case in the (IMt) direction.
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ABSTRACT

Vapor pressure control technology is successfully applied to the bulk crystal growth,
epitaxial growth and diffusion process of ZnSe crystals. Surface morphology and the crystal
quality are investigated by the optical microscope and the X-ray double crystal diffractometry
as the function of the growth temperature and the applying Zn vapor pressure. The cathode
luminescence is also measured to evaluate the optical properties and the effect of low
temperature growth and the application of Zn vapor pressure are demonstrated. p-type ZnSe
crystals are grown from the Se solution with group I. element as a dopant under controlled
Zn vapor pressure. p-n junction diodes are also prepared by the Ga diffusion from Zn solution
under Se vapor pressure. Emission spectra from the p-n junction and its Zn and Se vapor
pressure dependencies are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

The most imporsant factor to be controlled in compound semiconductor crystals is the
deviation from the stoichiometric composition. Starting from the investigation of iron-
pyrite[l), we have carried out the annealing experiments of various III-V compound
semiconductor crystals[2] under controlled vapor pressure of group V elements. Crystallo-
graphic, electrical and optical evaluation have led to the crucial conclusion that the nearly
perfect crystals with stoichiometric composition could be obtained under a specific vapor
pressure (optimum vapor pressure)[3]. Later, some experimental studies were carried out at
another laboratory and good coincidence could be obtained with our results[4]. Temperature
dependence of the optimum vapor pressure was also determined. The vapor pressure control
technology has been successfully applied to the liquid phase epitaxial growth of GaAs(51 and
GaP[61 from the Ga solution in combination with the temperature difference method (TDM-
CVP). It has been shown that there has been also the optimum vapor pressure to improve the t
crystal qualities. Vapor pressure control technology has been applied to the bulk crystal
growth of Czochralski-grown GaAs|7} and zone melting lnP[8J. It has been shown that the
application of vapor pressure is also effective to control the deviation from the stoichiometric
composition of compound semiconductor crystals and to reduce the dislocation density in
commercially available GaAs ingots.

In order to clarify the mechanism of the vapor pressure control technology, the
theoretical analysis was also carried out on the basis of the extension of the conventional
chemical potential equilibrium through three phases. Our experimental results of the phase
diagram in Ga-As system can be successfully explained by taking into account the change of
the saturated solubility in the solution under controlled vapor pressure[9l, resulting in that the
deviation from the stoichiometric composition can be controlled by the application of the
vapor pressure.

Mat. nti. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1292 Materials Resnrch Society
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Il-VI compound semiconductors including ZnSe crystals are the promising material
for light emitting devices with short wavelength. Recently, ZnSe semiconductor laser has been
reported to operate at liquid nitrogen temperature. In wide gap II-VI compounds such as
ZnSe, both Zn and Se show high vapor pressure, resulting in that various sorts of defects are
easily introduced during crystal growth and other thermal processes. Therefore, high quality
ZnSe crystals with p-type conduction have not been easily obtained for a long time. We have
applied the vapor pressure control technology to the bulk crystal growth, epitaxial growth and
fabrication of p-n junction with the blue light emission of 480nm[10].

In order to reduce the residual defects and impurities, lower growth temperature will
be expected in epitaxial growth. This paper reports the results of liquid phase epitaxial ZnSe
crystals grown by the TDM-CVP using Se solution under Zn vapor pressure at relatively low
growth temperature. Change of the surface morphology and the cathode luminescence spectra
are presented as a function of the growth temperature and the applying Zn vapor pressure.
Doping characteristics are also shown in view of the controlled Zn vapor pressurell 11.

EXPERIMENTAL

Figure I is a schematic drawing of the epitaxial growth system and the temperature
distribution of the furnace. Due to the differences of the specific gravity of ZnSe and Se, the
source material (ZnSe) was maintained above the molten Se solution by a narrow portion of
the quartz ampoule (8mmO , 50-80mm length). The temperature of the source material is
maintained 1-3°C higher than that of the ZnSe substrate. ZnSe substrates used were ( I llI
oriented and also grown by the TDM-CVP at 1050'C. Crystal quality of the substrate
materials were evaluated by the X-ray double crystal diffractometry and the full width at half
,,laximum (FWHM) of the X-ray rocking curve was less than 100 second of arc.

p-n junction was fabricated by the Ga diffusion under controlled Se vapor pressure into
the p-type ZnSe crystals grown by the TDM-CVP. p-type ZnSe crystals were grown from theI
Se solution with group 1. elements as a dopant impurity under controlled Zn vapor pressure.
In order to obtain the diffused layer with the thickness of 5-

7
pm, typical diffusion

temperature and time used were 740'C and I h respectively.

S ZnSPACER

FURNACE -.

QUAfrTZ
AMPOULE

FURNACE -

POLY 7.rSe s

SUBSTRATE - /

HEAT StNK

FURNCE -TEMPERATURE

Fig. I

¶ Schematic draw of the epitaxial growth system.
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Nomarski interference microscopy analysis was applied to inspect the surface

morphology of the epitaxial layers. Cathode luminescence (CL) measurements were carried
out using the electron probe microanalyzer modified to collect the luminescent light at 77K.
Accelerating voltage and beam current used were 25kV and 941A respectively. Beam
diameter was about 5lm. The luminescence was analyzed by the grating monochromator and
detected by the S-20 type photomultiplier. Emission spectra from the p-n junction were also
obtained at various measurement temperatures ranging 77-300K.

The Hall measurements were made by the Van-der Pauw method. For fabricating the
ohmic contact, Au was evaporated followed by the heating up to 250'C for 10 min. in an Ar
atmosphere.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Surface morphology

Figure 2 shows the optical micrographs of the epitaxial layers and the cleaved surface
of intentionally-undoped ZnSe crystals grown on the (11) oriented substrates at 750-950°C
without excess Zn vapor pressure. Island growth was shown on the crystal surface when
grown below 750°C perhaps due to the low solubility and surface migration distance. When
crystal growth was carried out at 850-950'C, the islands were spreading and becoming larger.
Consequently, single crystals could be epitaxially grown with smooth surface at the growth I
temperature of 9501C.

U -SURFACE
Tg=750 "C Tg=850 1C Tg=900 'C Tg=950 rC

CLEAVED

SURFACE

0.1amm
Fig.2
Surface morphology and the cleaved surface of the epitaxially grown intentionally-undoped
ZnSe crystals.

Crystallograohic properties

In order to investigate the crystallographic properties, X-ray double crystal
diffractometry analysis was applied to the ZnSe epitaxial layers. (I1I) oriented HB grown
GaAs crystal was used as the Ist crystal and the X-ray rocking curve was measured using the

¶ Cukct radiation and the (333),-(333), symmetrical configuration. Therefore, the FWHM of

tr
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the X-ray rocking curve reflects the irregularity of the crystal lattice plane. Figure 3 shows
the FWHM of the X-ray rocking curve obtained from the ZnSe epitaxial layers as a function
of growth temperature of the substrate materials. The growth temperatures of the epitaxial
layers were in the range 850-950°C. In Fig.3, some of the samples grown at 850 and 900'C
show multi-peaks of the X-ray rocking curve due to the existence of misoriented island
growth region. In those cases, FWHM corresponds to the total width of the X-ray rocking
curve. As shown in Fig.3, crystal perfection of the epitaxial layer was shown to be superior
to that of the substrate.

Tg=&50'C

Tg=jV0 C
Tg=iw C

.100 
U

-J A A' AA

0 AU
AA

010 100

FWHM OF SUBSTRATE fsec of arc]Fig.3
FWHM of the epitaxial layers as a function of that of substrate materials. FWHM was
measured by the X-ray double crystal diffractometry using (333),-(333), symmetrical
configuration.

Cathode luminescence investigation

Figure 4 shows the cathode luminescence (CL) spectrum of the intentionally-undoped
epitaxial ZnSe grown at 900°C. The electron beam was focused onto the single domain of the
epitaxial layer. The CL spectrum shows three peaks as shown in Fig.4. 2.773 and 2.696eV
CL peaks correspond to the exciton emission (EX) and the donor-acceptor pair emission (DA)
respectively. DA pair emission peak was shown to be followed by the phonon replicas with
30meV intervals. A weak emission band relating with the deep levels could be also detected
at around 2.48eV. Whereas, no other deep level-related emissions could be detected in the
longer wavelength region.

Figure 5 shows the CL spectra of the epitaxial layers grown at various growth
temperatures. For comparison, the CL spectrum of the substrate material before growth was
also shown. It is clearly shown that the intensity of the EX emission decreases with increasing
of the growth temperature. Or. the contrary, the intensity of the DA pair emission increases
with increasing the growth temperature. In view of the enhancement of the EX emission
intensity, these experimental results confirm that the lower growth temperature improves the
crystal quality. It is also shown that the deep level-related CL emission at around 2.4eV could
be scarcely detected in the epitaxial growth layer.

i
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77K 2.696eV

Tg=900C

2.773eV

2

5505045
WAVELENGTH IntmlFig.4

Cathode luminescence spectra of intentionally-undoped ZnSe epitaxial layers grown at 900'Cwithout application of Zn vapor pressure.

77K

Tg-95O1C

Tg.BOO1C

Tg=850C

z_
lg T-7501C

z

SUBSTRATE

1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8
PHOTON ENERGY [eV]

Fig.5
Cathode luminescence spectra of intentionally-undoped ZnSe epitaxial layers grown at various
growth temperatures without application of Zn vapor pressure.

Next, we show the Zn vapor pressure dependencies of the CL spectra. Figure 6 shows
the CL spectra of the epitaxial layers grown under the various controlled Zn vapor pressure.
In all samples, the EX emission intensity dominates over that of the DA pair emissiuc:. On
the contrary, DA pair emission intensity was shown to be larger than that of the EX emission
in the epitaxial ZnSe crystals grown without applying Zn vapor pressure. Therefore, it is
concluded that the application of Zn vapor pressure during epitaxial growth is effective to
reduce some sorts of point defects which prevent the formation of excitons in the crystals.

.1
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77K

' -J•, P-5.0 arm

-- P-3.0 arm

P-2.4 arm -

P=1.9atrm

2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8
PHOTON ENERGY [eVIS~Fig.6

Cathode luminescence spectra of intentionally-undoped ZnSe epitaxial layers grown under
various Zn vapor pressure. Growth temperature was 950'C.

Figure 7 shows the intensity ratio of the CL emission attributable for the EX
(2.773eV) and DA pair emission (2.696eV) as a function of the applying Zn vapor pressure.
It is shown that the relative EX emission intensity shows its maximum at a specific Zn vapor
pressure of -3.0 atm.

8

I 6 Tg=950VC

05

4*S3
zV22
_z

0 , ,I , I , I, ,

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Zn VAPOR PRESSURE [atm]Fig.7

Relation between the applying Zn vapor pressure and the emission intensity ratio of the
exciton (EX) emission peak at 2 .773eV to the donor-acceptor (DA) pair emission peak at
2.696eV.
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Figure 8 shows the CL spectra of the epitaxially-grown ZnSe crystals doped with Au,
Na and Li. Dopant materials used were metal gold, Na 2Se, Li2Se and Li 2SO4 -H20
respec'tively. Experimental results obtained were rather complicated. When the Na 2Se and
Li2 Se doped ZnSe crystals were epitaxially grown without Zn vapor pressure, the EX
emission decreased drastically. However, application of 3.0 atm Zn vapor pressure enhances
the CL intensity of the EX emission, meaning that the formation of the point defects
associated with the deviation of the stoichiometric composition should be reduced. In the Au-
doped ZnSe crystals, the intensity uf the deep level-related CL emission (2.2-2.3eV) was also
shown to be reduced by applying specific Zn vapor pressure of 3 atm. Therefore, it is
concluded that the Zn vapor pressure control is shown to be effective to control the deviation
from the stoichiometric composition of ZnSe crystals.

77K
Na2Se DOPE

& =3.Oatm

SWITHOUT CVP

Li2Se DOPE
-5 P, g=3.Oatm

z

SWITHOUT CVP

SAu DOPE
P, =3.oatm

WlTHC. iT CVP
SI I I I S

2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8
PHOTON ENERGY [eVj]

',g.8

The effect of the applying Zn vapor pressure on the cathode luminescence spectra of epitaxial
layers doped with Au, NaSe, Li,Se and Li2SO1-4 H2 O.

Doping characteristics

Zn vapor pressure control during ZnSe epitaxial growth was also shown to be effective

in the doping characteristics. When ZnSe , rystals were grown without application of Zn vapor

pressure from the Se solution with acceptor impurities, only the insulating materials could be

obtained. However, epitaxial growth was carried out under controlled 7 n vapor pressure, p-

type ZnSe crystals could be obtained with the hole carrier concentratiun ranging

8x10 13
-3x 101 cm 3 at room temperature. Acceptor impurities used %ere Na2Se, Li 2SO4"HO

and Li2Se. The highest hole carrier concentration was obtained when NaSe was used as

acceptor impurity with 2.5 mole% or Iros in the Se solution. Table I summarizes the results

of the Hall effect measurements at room temperature. It is noticeable to say that the mobility

of the Li-doped ZnSe epitaxial layer shows considerable higher than that obtained from the

theoretical calculationsl 131.
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Table I Results o1' the [fall effect measurements at room temperature

DOPANT mole % conduction carrier Hall Resistivity

in Se solution type concentration [crfi
3 

] mobility [crn2/V sec] [ohm cm]

N:VSe 1-3E2 p 2E16-3EI7 4-90 2-90

LrSOL, H O 3E2 p 6E15 300 60

LnSe 3E2 p 8E13 450 3

GROWTH TEMPERATURE = 95(0C
Zn VAPOR PRESSURE = 3.0 atm.

Blue lipht emission from the p-n junction prepared by diffusion under controlled Se
vapor pressure

Figure 9 shows the typical emission spectra from the p-n junction measured at various
temperatures ranging 77-300K. Sample used was grown under not-optimized Zn vapor

pressure. The emission spectra show two sorts of emission lines associated with the gap
energy (P,,dg) and the deep levels (Pdep). The emission of the Pd.p was very weak in most
diodes at temperatures below 172K. The emission intensity of the P,,,, decreased at higher
temperatures above 280K. Figure 10 shows the temperature dependencies of the emission
wavelength of the P'gý and the Pd~p. The emission lines associated with the deep levels are
classified into three sorts according to the emission wavelength (A,B,C). The energy of
emission line B is the same as that of self-activated defects! 121. The temperature dependen-
cies of the peak' energies determine the activation energy for energy shift to be 55meV for
the Pedge and 38meV for the peak C.

Pedge Pdeep

I- 172K

Cn r7 KL,- 1 9 0K K 2 K
S2 1 4 K 2190K 

-0

21592I, - 8 0 K -............. 0

W "' • 7 7 K 172 K
I I l I •

450 50 0 550 600 -50

WAVELENGTH [nm]
Fig.9

Typical emission spectra from the p-n junction measured at various temperatures ranging
77-300K. Sample used was grown under not-optimized Zn vapor pressure.
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2.8 EDGE EMISSION

2.6 ,.•.B
57 

PEAK C

".4 DATA FRIM REF.11

, 2.2

2.0

0 100 200 300
TEMPERATURE [K]

Fig.10
Temperature dependencies of the peak energy of the P~dg, and P,,,p obtained from the p-n
junction. U shows the data from ref.12.

Vapor pressure dependencies of the emission spectra from the p-n junction

Figure II shows the relation between the intensity ration of P,,, to P., from the p-n
junction and applied Zn vapor pressure. The intensity ratio shows its minimum at a specific

Zn vapor pressure. Especially, the specified sample grown under the optimum Zn vapor
pressure shows almost only a single emission line of 2.7eV (-460nm) at 77K without any
deep level-related emissions. Figure 12 shows the Zn vapor pressure dependencies of the
emission intensity of the Pedg," The emission intensity of the P,,g, shows its maximum also

at a specific Zn vapor pressure.

2.5

S2.0 T

cII Tg=105°C

0

1.0

u..

0.5• 0.5..

0 .0 .
6 7 8 9

Zn VAPOR PRESSURE [atm]
Fig. I 

aRelation between the intensity ration of Pdmp to P.... and applied Zn vapor pressure.
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6 7B9

Zn VAPOR PRESSURE [atm]

Fig. 12
Zn vapor pressure dependencies ol the emission intensity of the Pcdg, from the p-n junction.

Next, we show the effects of diffusion conditions on the emission characteristics. The
Ga diffusion was carried out in the Zn solution under the controlled Se vapor pressure. All

samples used were grown under the optimum Zn vapor pressure of 7.2atm at 1050'C. Figure
13 and 14 show the Se vapor pressure dependencies of the emission intensity measured at
room temperature. As shown in Fig. 13, the intensity ratio of the PI%,p to P •, shows minimum

at a specific Se vapor pressure applied during the diffusion process. In addition, the emission
intensity of the P,,,, shows maximum at almost the same specific Se vapor pressure.

o.. 1.5

0
0_ 1 .0 .1

z 0.5 Td=740C l
I--

0.0 41116 .

10 100 1000

SELENIUM VAPOR PRESSURE fTorri
Fig. 13
Effect of the Se vapor pressure during Ga diffusion from the Zn solution on the emission
intensity ratio of P,.P to Ped91 of the p-n junction measured at nominal room temperature.
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Fig. 14
Effect of the Se vapor pressure during Ga diffusion from the Zn solution on the emission
intensity of Pcdg, of the p-n junction measured at nominal room temperature.

Therefore, it is concluded that the formation of deep levels will be also controlled by the
application of the Se vapor pressure during Ga diffusion process. Figure 15 shows the
emission spectrum at room temperature obtained from the p-n junction grown under the
optimum Zn vapor pressure followed by the Ga-diffusion process under the optimum Se vapor
pressure. Even at room temperature, a pure blue light emission was obtained at 480nm with
a half width of 7nm without any deep level-related emissions. The brightness of this sample
was 2mcd at the driving current of 2mA.

77K 300K

z
z

1 I I 1I
450 500 550 600 650

Fig. 15 WAVELENGTH [nm]

Emission spectra from the ZnSe p-n junctions measured at 77K and 300K.
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INITIAL STAGES OF GROWTH OF ZaSe ON Si.

R. D. BRINGANS, D. K. BIEGELSEN, L.-E. SWARTZ, P. A. PONCE and J. C. TRAMONTANA
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, 3333 Coyote Hill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304

ABSTRACr

Zinc selenide films have been grown heteroepitexially on Si(000) substrates by molecular
beam epitaxy. The initial stages of growth are dominated by the reaction of Se and Si atoms to form

the compound SiSe2 . The compound formation disrupts epitaxy, and several growth methods which

avoid this are described and compared. We frind that room temperature deposition plus solid phase

epitaxy does not lead to significant SiSe. formation and yields uniformly thick films which are

misoriented with respect to the substrate and contain large regions of twinned ZnSe. The use of an

As monolayer on the Si surface before the start of ZnSe growth allows good ZnSe epitaxy without any

Si-Se reaction or any misorientation. ZnSe films have also been used as interlayers for GaAs growth

on Si. This has allowed us to obtain uniform GaAs films at thicknesses which typically manifest a

coalesced island morphology for GaAs grown directly on Si.

INTRODUCTION

Heteroepitaxy of compound semiconductors on Si substrates is a promising method of

combining the best properties of both materials. A great deal of work has been carried out for GaAs

heteroepitaxy on Si. In this paper, on the other hand, we will examine the related case of the growth

of ZnSe on Si. ZnSe is of interest for optical devices because of its large direct band gap, but it is the

main purpose of this paper to use the ZnSe-on-Si system to understand more about general questions

of heteroepitaxy on Si.

Several effects make the growth of compound semiconductors on Si difficult to achieve

successfully. These may include one or more of the following: (i) lattice mismatch which gives rise to
dislocations at the interface or in the film, (ii) different thermal coefficients of expansion, which can

lead to the introduction of stress during cooldown from the growth temperature, (iii) the formation of

passivating layers which have very low surface free energy and thus inhibit the bonding between the
substrate and overlayer, thereby leading to island formation and (iv) reaction between atoms from

the substrate and the overlayer. We begin by considering the growth of the first few monolayers of

the overlayer. The very early stages of growth of GaAs on Si, for example, are dominated by the

passivating effect of an As monolayer on the Si substrate. This occurs because a monolayer of As can

bond to either the Si(,l1) or Si(100) surface so that all of the Si and As atoms near the surface are

fully coordinated. The surface formed is therefore highly unreactive. In principle a fully coordinated

monolayer of Se could also form on Si(100) in an analagous manner so that panssivation and island

Mat. ReI. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1192 Materials Research Society
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formation would also take place for ZnSe-on-Si growth. We find, however, that it is the reaction

between Si and Se to form an amorphous compound that is the major effect in this case.

After giving some experimental details, we will describe the bonding of Se to the Si surface

and discuss the chemical reaction that is found to take place. In the subsequent sections the growth

of ZnSe using several growth techniques will be discussed and finally we will present some results

for the use of ZnSe as an interlayer between GaAs and Si.

EXPERIMENTAL DETArS

Unless otherwise noted, the silicon wafers used as substrates had their surfaces tilted by 4

degrees from the (100) plane (the surface normal being tilted by 4 degrees towards 10-111). A thin,

protective oxide was grown on these (0.01 ohm-cm, n-type) silicon substrates as described elsewhere

Ill. After introduction into ultra high vacuum, the oxide was thermally desorbed and the surface

cleanliness and order was determined by x-ray photoemission (XPS) or Auger spectroscopy (AES)

and low energy electron diffraction (LEED). The ZnSe and GaAs films were grown in situ by

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), using a compound ZnSe source and elemental As and Ga sources,

respectively. An electrochemical Se cell was used when Se alone was required. The resulting films

were characterized in situ with AES, XPS and LEED. Prior to standard sample thinning for the

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies, an amorphous Si layer was deposited over the

films.

INTERACTION OF Se WITH Si

The unreconstructed Si(100) surface has two dangling bonds per surface atom and is therefore

energetically very unstable. On the clean surface, adjacent atoms pair up to form dimers so that the

number of dangling bonds is reduced to one per surface atom. If each of these atoms is replaced with

an As atom then the extra valence electron in an As atom replaces the dangling bond with a lone

pair. Moreover, the energy level of the dangling bond is lowered from midgap down into the valence

band. Therefore a Si(100) surface covered with a monolayer of As-As dimers is fully coordinated.

This is found to be the case in practice and leads to a very unreactive surface 121. Se atoms have two

extra valence electrons compared with Si and thus it is possible in principle to fully coordinate the

un-dimerized Si(100) surface with a monolayer of Se as is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The two

dangling bonds that were present are replaced with two non-reactive lone pairs. An arrangement

such as this is found to occur for S atoms on GetO001 surfaces 131, but we have found that this is

difficult, if not impossible, to achieve for Se on Si(100). Experiments utilizing soft x-ray core level

spectroscopy (SXPS) found that thick films of Se would react with Si to form a thick layer of SiSe2

[4,51. This is a compound analagous to SiO2 and appears to be a stable product when Se comes into
contact with Si. Results of the SXPS from refs 4 and 5 are given in Fig. I where the Si core level is

shown for (a) a thick film of Se that was deposited at room temperature (RT) onto an on-axis Si(100)

substrate and then annealed at a temperature of 300 "C and (b) the same film after annealing at 550
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Figure 1. Schematic atomic structure of the ideal Se-terminated Si(iO0) surface and photoemission
core level spectra for (a) a film of Se that was deposited on Si at RT and annealed at 300 1C, (b) the
same film after annealing at 550 'C and (cl a ZaSe film which was annealed until all of the Zn but
not all of the Se was desorbed (from ref. 5).

'C. Both spectra can be fitted with a bulk Si peak and 4 chemically-shifted peaks with separations of

6, 26, 36 and 46 from the bulk peak where 6=0.53 eV, the shifts being to higher binding energies.

This is consistent with an ensemble of Si atoms being bonded to 1, 2, 3 or 4 Se atoms (bonding to four

Se atoms corresponds to the compound SiSe 2). After the 550 *C anneal, the majority of the

chemically shifted intensity is in the first two peaks. This also is found to be the case for a ZnSe film

deposited on Si and then annealed so that all of the Zn, but not all of the Se is re-evaporated [Fig.

L(c)l. For a monolayer of Se to be bonded to Si(100) as shown in the schematic structure in Fig. 1,

only the 26 chemical shift should be present in the SXPS spectra and the presence of a 16 chemical

shift indicates that the surface is not fully passivated. This result and other subsequent Se

deposition methods have failed to achieve a well ordered Se-terminated surface. At low substrate

temperatures, the surface is fully covered and disordered and at higher surface temperatures the

surface cannot be fully covered. Presumably this is due to the competition between surface ordering

and the etching of the surface which takes place via the evolution ofthe volatile SiSe molecule 161. It

should also be noted that ordered layers of S do not occur on Si(100) 171 whereas they have been

obtained for Son Ge(100) 131. This again implicates the reactivity of Si with group VI atoms and the

existence of volatile SiSe, SiS (and SiO) molecules.

We will show in the following sections that the interaction of Se with the Si substrate also

dominates the initial stages of ZnSe growth on Si.
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GROWTH OF ZnSe ON Si AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

Early results found that ZnSe could be grown epitaxially on Si with MBE by carefully

controlling the Zn to Se flux ratio at the substrate [8,9]. Park and Mar (91 found that the best results

could be obtained by slowly ramping up the Se flux while holding the Zn flux constant. In the

absence of any Se flux the sticking coefficient of Zn on the surface was found to be zero at the

substrata temperature of 330 *C that was used. It was concluded that the growth must be initiated at

a slow rate AND that the flux of Zn should be greater than the Se flux at the initiation [91. Epitaxial

growth presumably occurred because the excess of Zn atoms prevented the Se and Si atoms from

reaching one another and forming SiSe 2.

When both Se and Zn are supplied to the surface at the onset of growth, the reactivity between

Si and Se dominates. This is shown in Fig 2 where the Si 2p core level spectra for ZnSe deposited on

Si at both RT and 300 'C are contrasted to those for GaAs deposited on Si at elevated temperature.

We see large chemical shifts in the ZnSe-on-Si case which are indicative of the SiSe. formation,

especially for the 300 'C deposition. A TEM image for a thick film whose growth was initiated at 300

*C is shown in Fig. 3. This figure, and other images of the same film, show the presence of a 70 nm

amorphous film directly on top of the Si substrate and a polycrystalline film above that. The SXPS

results (4,51 suggest that the thick amorphous film observed consists of SiSe. The small - 5 to 7 nm

Si 2p3,2 ý

Si(111)1:Ga~

U)

_ Si(100):GaAs
41

z Si(iO0):ZnSe
Ts =RT

Si(100):ZnSe
Ts 

= 30

3 2 1 0 -1
RELATIVE BINDING ENERGY (eV)

Figure 2. Comparison between the Si 2p photoemission core level spectra for GaAs on Si and ZnSe
on Si (from ref. 5). The increased reactivity of ZnSe with Si compared to GaAs-on-Si is shown by the
presence of large chemical shifts corresponding to Si atoms bonded to 4 Se atoms.
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Figure 3. TEM cross section ((0111 projection) of a ZnSe film deposited on Si at 300 
*C. An

amorphous Si film has been evaporated onto the ZnSe layer to provide protection during TEM
thinning.

inclusions that can be seen within the amorphous layer are likely to be small Zn or ZnSe crystals.

The transition between the amorphous, reacted layer and the polycrystalline ZnSe layer is likely to

occur once silicon atoms are unable to diffuse fast enough to the surface or once Se atoms are unable

to diffuse fast enough to the interface. We would thus expect the thickness of the amorphous layer to

be very sensitive to growth rate and substrate temperature. We note that other films grown in this

temperature regime also show reaction between the Si substrate and the ZnSe overlayer.

ZnSe FILMS ON Si BY ROOM TEMPERATURE DEPOSITION AND SOLID PHASE

EPITAXY

On the basis of the results presented in the previous section, some method to limit the degree

of reactivity between Si and Se is necessary. Lowering the substrate temperature during deposition

is one possibility. Subsequent annealing and crystallization may then take place without large

numbers of Se atoms being able to reach the Si because the Se atoms are tied down by bonding to Zn

atoms.

A series of ZnSe films was grown by room temperature deposition followed by solid phase

epitaxy (SPE) 1101. It was found using LEED and TEM that annealing films for 2 minutes at 500 C

gave crystalline films without any significant reaction between the ZnSe and the Si substrate.

Annealing at 600 IC did cause a reaction to take place. A cross section TEM image of a 50 nm ZnSe

film on Si(100) is presented in Fig 4. There is no evidence for the formation of an amorphous layer

between the Si and the ZnSe. The ZnSe film also has a characteristic orientation relative to the

substrate. The inset in Fig. 4 shows the electron diffraction pattern that was obtained from the same

I Fi.4pten w ssm
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Figure 4. (a) TEM cross section in the, [0111 projection, of a ZnSe film deposited on Si at room
temperature and then annealed for 2 minutes at 500 C. The [1001 vector for the substrate is 4 from
the interface normal and has a component towards the right of the figure. The inset is an electron
diffraction pattern of the same area.

area of the interface. Several conclusions can be drawn from the figure: i) the film is uniform in

thickness; (ii) the diffraction pattern shows that the ZnSe crystal is tilted with respect to the Si

substrate; and (iii) a large number of crystal defects tilting from the lower right to the upper left are

seen. The misorientation angle was measured for a number of films deposited in the same manner

and was found to be 5'± V° with the same orientation sense relative to the surface offcut in all cases.

A film grown on a 1.50 offcut substrate also had a 4* misorientation showing that the misorientation

was insensitive to the offcut angle. Tilts have been seen in many heteroepitaxial systems grown on

off-cut substrates, but no simple models for their origin seem to explain all of the present data.

Lattice mismatch is not the only important parameter. This can be seen dramatically by comparing

results for GaAs on Si substrates with similar offcut angles to those in this study. Although GaAs-

on-Si has close to the same mismatch (-4%) as ZnSe on Si, (i) the tilts are in the opposite direction to

those found here (i.e. the [1001 vector of the ZnSe is tilted towards the surface normal for GaAs-on-Si

and away from the normal for ZnSe-on-Siý and (ii) the tilts have a magnitude in the range of 0 to 0.3*

[ 11 -14] for GaAs-on-Si, which is much smaller than the value of 5* ± V' that we have measured in our

RT deposited and SPE ZnSe-on-Si films. We also note that ZnSe grown on 4° off-axis Ge(100) [151

(lattice mismatch -0.2%) has a tilt ofO.50 in the same direction as our results for ZnSe on Si. As we

discuss later, we believe that the tilt for ZnSe on Si is related to the presence of small areas of SiSe.

I,
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High resolution images [10,161 revealed a large number (around 50% of the total cross-

sectional area) of twinned areas all of which were oriented on only one of the two possible sets of

11111 planes imaged in the [0111 direction. Fig 5 (a) shows the orientation of the twinned regions

relative to the interface. A similar result has been seen recently for GaAs-on-Si where, at large

distances from the interface, a predominance of one of the sets of planes over the other was found
[17,181. There are several differences between the observations we have made and those in the

GaAs-on-Si case. There was no misorientation observed for GaAs-on-Si and the ratio of the majority

to minority stacking faults was 10:1 for GaAs-on-Si and is at least 200:1 in our case where we have

not observed any minority orientations in any of our films.

ST Deposition on S0(l00) plus SPE

Silicon s11001

-U -twuied 1nS, . TwmnndidZni

300 "C Deposition on Arsenic-Terminated S.(100)

ZnSe and Si crystals, the stacking faults and the interface for (a) a film deposited on Si(000' at room
temperature and then annealed at 500 'C for 2 mi and (b) a film deposited on arsenic-ternunsted
Si(100) at 300n C

ZnSe FILMS GROWN ON ARSENIC - TERMINATED Si

Following a suggestion by Chadi [119] we have grown ZnSe films on Asterminated S0(t00).

The advantage of this approach is that a monolayer of As at the interface between Si and ZnSe allows

all of the Si, As, Zn and Se atoms to be fully coordinated. This structure is shown schematically in

Fig. 6. When As is bonded to Si(100) it has bonds to two Si atoms, contributing two electrons and

having three electrons left over for bonding to the next layer. This is the same as Se in bulk ZnSe

i~m~..
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Figure 6. Schematic atomic structure for ZnSe grown on arsenic-terminated Si(100) 1191.

which contributes three electrons to bonds to the Zn layer below it and three electrons to bonds to the

Zn layer above. A Si(100) surface with a layer of As therefore appears qualitatively the same to a Zn

atom as does a Se layer terminating bulk ZnSe. Bonding between Si and ZnSe exclusively via bonds

between Si and Zn atoms or via bonds between Si and Se atoms cannot fully coordinate all of the

atoms in the system.

A second and related advantage of using As-terminated Si(100) as the substrate is that the As

monolayer prevents the direct interaction of Si and Se to form Si-Se compounds. Because As

monolayers are stable up to temperatures of 150 i is possible to grow ZnSe on SiMlOO):As at the

Figure 7. TEM cross section in the, [0111 projection, of a ZnSe film deposited on arsenic-terminated
Si at 300 'C. The 11001 vector for the substrate is 4V from the interface normal and has a component
towards the right of the figure. The inset is a schematic atomic structure of the irterface region.

4,
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preferred growth temperature for ZnSe homoepitaxy of around 300 *C. In Fig. 7, we show a TEM

image ofa ZnSe film grown at 300 'C on Si(100):As. The film can be seen to be very uniform in

thickness and there is no evidence of any reaction to form an amorphous layer at the interface. In

contrast to the ZnSe films formed by RT deposition on clean Si(100) plus SPE, no large twinned

regions are observed in this image or for any of the other films that we have grown on Si(100):As.

This contrast is summarized in Fig 5.

COMPARISON OF GROWTH METHODS

The dominant effect in the initial stages of growth of ZnSe on Si is the tendency of Si and Se to

react with one another to form SiSe 2. We have shown that growth at the ZnSe homoepitaxial

temperatures of around 300 'C is not viable if both Se and Zn atoms can reach the clean Si surface.

Successful growth methods have to overcome this tendency. One approach is to force the first

monolayer bonded to the Si surface to be Zn as was shown to work for thick films [9]. The problem

with this method is that a ...Si-Si-Zn-Se-Zn-Se... layer sequence does not fully coordinate the

interface atoms and leads to a dipole at the interface. It is possible that intermixing between Si and

Zn can overcome this effect (in analogy to the effects that have been proposeu for the GaAs on Si

casel20o), but any intermixing will probably allow partial formation of SiSe.. The difference

between the ZnSe crystal structures obtained for growth at RT on clean Si(100) plus SPE and the

growth on As-terminated Si(100) at 300 'C which are summarized in Fig 5 indicates that partial

formation of SiSe1 is also occurring for the RT plus SPE case. This is suggested by the partial loss of

epitaxy (crystal misorientation and the presence of large regions of twinned ZnSe) for RT deposition

on Si(100) plus SPE. (We note that RT deposition plus SPE for growth on As-terminated Si(100)

gives the same results as deposition at 300 *C on Si(100):As showing that it is the presence of the As

layer that makes the difference and not the SPE mechanism). Analysis ,f the twinned regions shows

that the (111) planes make a small angle with the interface plane if the ZnSe is misoriented in the

direction that is observed. We have therefore proposed [161 that the misorientation plus the

twinning are a result of ZnSe nucleating with a (IllI) plane close to the interface in regions where

there is sufficient reaction between Si and Se to disrupt epitaxy.

ZnSe AS AN INTERLAYER BETWEEN GaAs ON Si.

The ZnSe films produced by deposition on Si(100):As are particularly uniform and are

therefore of considerable promise as interlayers between Si and GaAs. The use of a ZnSe interlayer

has been proposed 121,101 because it has two advantages over direct growth of GaAs on Si. ZnSe is

softer than either GaAs or Si (the Knoop hardnesses for Si, GaAs and ZnSe are 1150, 750 and 150

respectively). This suggests that it is possible that dislocations can be forced to reside in the

interlayer instead of propagating into the GaAs film, and that dislocations in the GaAs can be

squeezed out into the ZnSe layer by thermal cycling sequences. The second advantage is that ZnSe

films with uniform thickness can be grown on Si at thicknesses where GaAs films grown directly on

Si are dominated by island formation and coalescence. The ZnSe therefore serves initially as a good

template for GaAs growth (the lattice constants and thermal expansion coefficients of GaAs and
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ZnSe are comparable compared with their differences to those of Si) and then after the GaAs is grown

the ZnSe serves as a sink for dislocations.

The use of a thick (0.5 pm) ZnSe film as in interlayer in metal organic chemical vapor

deposition (MOCVD) growth of GaAs-on-Si has been described recently [221 and the authors of that

study found that the resulting GaAs was of better quality than control samples in which no ZnSe

layer was present. Here, we examine the growth modes of very thin layers. The use of thin layers

has the advantage that a dislocation net can be kept very close to the substrate. We will show that

very uniform films of ZnSe and GaAs with a combined thickness of around 0.1 pm can be grown on

Si.

GaAs growth on ZnSe is considerably more difficult than the much-studied inverse growth of

ZnSe on GaAs because the optimum temperature fur GaAs growth is high compared with that (-300

"C) used for ZnSe MBE. Nevertheless, epitaxial growth of GaAs on high quality ZnSe layers

(epitaxially grown on GaAs substrates) has been achieved recently 123-251. In the case of ZnSe as an

interlayer between Si and GaAs, we wish to keep the ZnSe layer on Si as thin as possible and

therefore the growth of GaAs must occur on a surface that is not yet completely smooth. Growth at

temperatures above about 300'C was found to cause island formation of the GaAs and, on the other

hand, deposition at RT followed by SPE gave a mixture of epitaxial and polycrystalline GaAs. For

GaAs films thicker than some minimum value, we have found that by slowly ramping the

temperature during growth good quality overlayers can be obtained. The TEM image in Fig. 8. is

(b) a-Si 1

si

Figure 8. TEM cross section in the, [0111 projection, of a ZnSe interlayer deposited on arsenic-
terminated Si at 300 "C and a GaAs film grown onto this interlayer as discussed in the text.

p
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from a GaAs film that was deposited at temperatures between 190 IC and 500 *C. Specifically, after

the ZnSe film was grown at 300 *C on Si(100):As, the substrate was held at 300 *C while the As and

Ga sources were warmed up, then the substrate temperature was dropped to 190 *C. The GaAs was

grown for 3 minutes at each of the temperatures in the sequence: 190, 225, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450

and 500 *C.

The TEM image shows that the GaAs film is epitaxial with respect to the ZnSe interlayer and

to the Si substrate. It has a relatively uniform thickness with good surface morphology. There is no

evidence of growth via island formation and coalescence and the interface between the ZnSe and the

GaAs is rather featureless. The major defects present in the ZnSe interlayer are microtwins and

some of these terminate at the ZnSe-GaAs interface and others propagate into the GaAs film.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that thin uniform films of ZnSe can be grown on Si(100) either by RT

deposition plus SPE or by deposition at 300 IC onto an arsenic-terminated Si(10O) surface. In the

latter case the ZnSe crystal quality is superior. We have also presented results for the use of these

ZnSe films as interlayers for the growth of GaAs on Si. We found that good uniform GaAs films could

be formed at thicknesses where GaAs grown directly onto Si is usually affected by island formation.
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ABSTRACT

Striking progress in the development of I1-VI semiconductor
heterostructures, coupled with seminal advances in doping, has
very recently led to the first demonstration of blue and
blue/green diode lasers operating from cryogenic to room
temperature. The active region in these devices was based on the
(Zn,Cd)Se/ZnSe multiple quantum wells (MQW) which had earlier
been actively studied as a candidate for laser medium by optical
pumping techniques. We report on the performance of such MQW
diode lasers with emphasis on structural versatility in terms of
preparation on both p-type and n-type GaAs substrates, and where
sulfur is or is not incorporated for blue/green color lasing. In
this work we have obtained pulsed, high power, high quantum
efficiency laser emission up to near room temperature conditions.
Efficient LED devices are described which operate in the blue
(494nm) at room temperature.

Recently, Park et al [1] and Ohkawa et al [2], have reported
significant levels of p-doping in ZnSe using a nitrogen plasma
source. The use of the nitrogen plasma source has since resulted
in the realization of pn junction light emitting devices
operating in the blue and blue/green portion of the spectrum such
as pulsed lasers (3M [3] and Brown/Purdue [4,5]) and light
emitting diode (LED) structures (Park et al [1], Purdue/Brown
[6,7], Matsushita et al [8]).

The several types of laser and LED structures described in
this paper include devices fabricated both with and without
alloys containing sulfur. Schematic device structures are shown
in Fig. 1. The ZnSe-based structures have ZnSe/(Zn,Cd)Se
multiple quantum wells (MQW) inserted in a ZnSe p-n homojunction,
while the Zn(S,Se)-based structures consist of Zn(S,Se)/(Zn,Cd)Se
MQWs placed in a p-n homojunction formed from Zn(S,Se) layers.
The Zn(S,Se)-based structures have essentially the same device
configuration as the ZnSe-based configurations, except ZnSe was
replaced by Zn(S,Se) with a S mole fraction of about 7%.
((In,Ga)As buffer layer is replaced by GaAs layer.) For lasing,
the waveguiding is provided by the index difference between the
MQW region and the adjacent binary or S-containing alloy. In an
additional configuration (ZnSe-Zn(S,Se)-based structures), the
ZnSe/Zn(Cd,Se) MQW region is positioned within a ZnSe region
which is itself bounded by Zn(S,Se) "cladding" layers. Optical

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1"2 Matedals Research Soiety
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Figure 1 Schematic device structures used in this study

confinement calculations suggest that the main role of the
cladding layers is the formation of a "reservoir" for carriers.
Photoluminescence measurements of (Zn,Cd'Se epilayers were used
to determine the Cd fraction [9]. Dislocations in all laser and
LED device structures can be dramatically reduced by growing the
II-VI active region on an appropriate III-V buffer layer, and in
the case of the structures containing sulfur, by correct choice
of the S fraction. Additional details of the microstructural
analysis is included elsewhere in these proceedings [10].

All the samples were grown in a Perkin Elmer MBE system
providing separate growth chambers for the II-VI and III-V
epilayer growth. Devices were grown on both n and p-doped GaAs
substrates. In the case of those ZnSe-based laser and LED
structures, a 41m thick (In,Ga)As buffer layer was grown at a
substrate temperature of 520

0
C. The (In,Ga)As layers were doped

n-type using PbTe [11], or p-type using Be. For the structures
employing Zn(S,Se) layers, a 1.5pm GaAs buffer layer was grown
(at 580

0
C for p-type, and 520

0
C for n-type) using the same dopant

sources as for the (In,Ga)As. The III-V buffer layers were 4
transferred to the II-VI growth chamber under ultra high vacuum.
The II-VI structures were nucleated at 240-245 0

C. Elemental
sources were used for Zn, Se, and Cd; the Zn(S,Se) layers were
grown using a ZnS compound source in combination with appropriate
Se and Zn fluxes [12,131. The Zn, Se, and Cd source materials
were supplied by Osaka Asahi; the ZnS material was provided by
Sumitomo Electric. A ZnCl 2 source [14-16] was used for n-doping.
The various flux ratios were measured using a crystal monitor
placed at the substrate position. An Oxford Applied Research
plasma source was used for the nitrogen doping[l,2].

f400) and (511) x-ray diffraction peaks are used to evaluate
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d
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the tetragonal distortion of the (In,Ga)As buffer layers; the
lattice mismatch was only partially relaxed by misfit
dislocations despite the fact that the thickness of the buffer

layers was far greater than the theoretically predicted critical
thickness. In cross-sectional TEM images of the (In,Ga)As
epilayers, evidence of threading dislocations was found only in
the regions close to the (In,Ga)As/GaAs interfaces. Plan-view
imaging revealed dislocation densities in the upper parts of the
(In,Ga)As buffer layers to be in the range of 10o cm-

2 
or lower.

The dislocation densities estimated from the ZnSe-based II-VI
regions grown on In 0 . 0 4 3Ga 0 ? 57As buffer layers were found to be
in the lower range of 10 cm-

2
. For the ZnSe-Zn(S,Se)-based

structures, the TEM images indicated an estimated dislocation
density of 106 cm-

2 
in the Zn(S,Se) layers, while the dislocation

densities in the MQW optical gain regions were estimated at 107
cm-2.

The Zn(S,Se)-based structures were grown with a sulfur
fraction of 7%. X-ray rocking curves were obtained using a four
crystal Si monochrometer. The full widths at half maxima (FWHM)
of {400) x-ray diffraction peaks obtained from the ZnSO.07SeO.93
layers ranged between 20 and 55 arcsec. These values are
unusually narrow for such compounds [13], but are consistent with
the lack of dislocations observed in transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) imaging; images of all observed areas show that
the Zn(S,Se)/GaAs interfaces are free from misfit dislocations,
indicating that the entire II-VI epilayer remains pseudomorphic
to the GaAs buffer layer.

Previous optical studies of (Zn,Cd)Se/ZnSe quantum well
structures indicated that the injection emission from both the
laser and LED structures originated from the (Zn,Cd)Se MQW region
[17]. The turn-on voltage (VT) for forward conduction, typically
5 volts, but as low as about 3 volts, was found to be coincident
with the observation of incoherent light emission emanatinq from
the cleaved facets with a spectrum typical of the
photoluminescence observed from the (Zn,Cd)Se quantum wells. We
note that the turn on voltage for the devices having a p+-ZnSe
top layer was somewhat higher (typically t12 V); the difference
is likely due to a larger potential barrier at the Au-contact.
Although laser operation is similar for both polarities of a
specific structure, the LED operation of devices formed on p-GaAs
are found to be somewhat brighter than those grown on n-GaAs; the
difference is attributable to the difficulty of forming an ohmic
contact to p-ZnSe.

Laser device configurations (with or without S) consisted of
600 4m to 1mm long cleaved resonator structures having 20-40 pmi
wide stripe electrodes at the top. Indium was usually evaporated
as the contact for those structures having an n+-ZnSe top layer;
go~d was used to contact the p-type top layers. The structures
having a Cl-doped top layer exhibit a substantial current
spreading, especially at T=77 K (and below); these laser
structures were fabricated in a mesa configuration. Laser
emission from both the mesa and the broad area devices (the
former grown on p-III-V and the latter on n-III-V epilayers,
respectively) was obtained under pulsed excitation. The current
pulse duration was varied from 100 to 500 nsec, with duty cycles
ranging from 10-4 to 5xlO-

2
. It is important to emphasize that

lasing was obtained from each of the different devices

i
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Figure 2. The figure shows the output power per
(uncoated) facet as a function of injected current
density for typical laser devices of both polarities at
T=77K. The left one is grown on a p-type GaAs substrate,
while the right one is grown on an n-type GaAs substrate.

configurations discussed in this paper, and for structures grown
on both n and p-type substrates.

Figure 2 shows the output power per (uncoated) facet as a
function of injected current density for typical ZnSe-Zn(S,Se)
based laser devices of both polarities at T=77K. The threshold
current densities for the two polarities is similar,
approximately 850 A/cm2

. The differential quantum efficiency of
both device polarities is rather similar and equals approximately
next - 28% per facet. The quantum efficiency decreases with
increased temperature. At this time, the laser devices have been
perated up to 250K with uncoated facets.

LED devices emitting in the blue (494nm) at room temperature
were prepaed by cleaving the Zn(S,Se)-based heterostructures
into 2x2 mm pieces which were contacted by a small indium dot (=
500 Jim in diameter) . The room temperature spectrum of the
Zn(S,Se) device is shown in Figure 3. Lateral transport was
found to be quite effective in the present heterostructures, as
was the case for previously reported display devices 118] so that
LED emission over the entire front surface of the devices was
uniformly visible. The optical power was measured with a optical
power meter, and represents total emission in the forward 29
steradian solid angle through the entire n-Zn(S,Se) surface. The
voltage applied across the entire device corresponding to the
highest light output power (P = 120 lW) was VA - 20V; however it
is probable that most of this voltage is needed to overcome the
built-in contact barriers in order to achieve adequate initial

!'
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Figure 3. Room temperature electroluminescence spectrum
of the Zn(S,Se) based LED.

current flow. Considerable improvement in the overall quantum
efficiency can thus be anticipated when such contact problems are
solved. Nonetheless, the powers are sufficient to suggest the
importance of such (Zn,Cd)Se/Zn(S,Se) QW LEDs for display
applications. (In the case of the ZnSe-based structures, the
emissiun wavelengths is about 5080A in the blue-green at room
temperature.)

The authors would like to acknowledge the assistance of S.
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ABSTRACT

Cdl xZnxTe crystals grown by the travelling heater methode (THM) have
been investigated by low temperature photoluminescence (PL). The excitonic

energy gap as a function of the alloy composition was determined for the
complete range of x - 0 to x - i. The composition dependent broadening of
the neutral acceptor bound exciton (A°X) line was measured and compared to
theoretical calculations. The Donor - Acceptor pair luminescence in the
crystals is a superposition of recombinations due to residual Cu acceptors
and A - centers ( anion vacancy - donor pairs

i. INTRODUCTION

The ternary II - VI compound semiconductors are direct energy gap
materials with potential applications for optoelectronic devices. For Cd
ZnTe the energy gap is tunable from 1.5 to 2.3 eV at room temperature il,
for x - 0 and x - 1, respectively. However, applications are strongly

limited up to now by severe selfcompensation mechanisms acting in the wide
gap materials. It is thought to be the reason why ZnTe grows only p-type.

CdTe on the other hand can be obtained p- or n-type by doping. It is
therefore an interesting task to study the ternary compound Cd IxZnxTe in
view of its optical properties in order to characterize crystal quality and
to study the radiative relaxation in the material. One interesting aspect is

that the excitonic recombination in the ternaries show line broadening
effects caused by the statistical cation (Zn, Cd) fluctuations [21.
Our investigation reports on low temperature PL results obtained in THM
grown Cd1 xZnxTe crystals for the complete composition range of x - 0 to x -

i. The exictonic line broadening effects due to the alloy fluctuations have
been studied in detail. The results are discussed in the framework of
existing theories taking into account the detailed nature of the neutral
acceptor bound exciton and considering the conduction/valence band offset
between CdTe and ZnTe. The Donor - Acceptor pair recombination which causes
in CdTe the prominent 1.42 eV PL band [3] has been investigated as a
function of the alloy composition. The results show that the involved
acceptors, Cu and A - centers, have similar properties over the complete
composition range from CdTe to ZnTe.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The Cdl1xZnxTe crystals were grown from a CdTe seed in a Te zone with
a ZnTe reservoire at 800 °C with a rate of 3mm/d. As starting materials CdTe
and ZnTe from melt - and gasphase- growth were used, respectively. The
undoped crystals contained as residual impurities mainly Li, P, Cu, Ag and
Fe. Details of the THM growth furnace are described elsewhere [4]. By this
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technique crystals covering the coisplete x range are obtained in one boule.
The composition of the Cdlx ZnATe crystals was determined by dispersive
analysis of x rays (EDAX), giving the x-values with an accuracy of better
than 1%.
High resolution PL measurements were carried out in 90 degree geometry with
the sample in contact to superfluid He at Lemperatures below 2 K. The PL was
excited by the 514 nm line of an Ar+ ion laser with excitation powers of
less than 200 mW (unfocused beam). The PL light was analysed by I m double
monochromator with a spectral resolution of 1 A. For the detection a
photomultiplier with Si response or a L2 cooled Ge detector was used.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISKUSSION

3.1 Excitonic recombination

The excitonic band gap as well as the exciton linewidths as a function
of x, were determined from PL measurements. Typical PL spectra of our
samples are presented in fig.l. In the binary compound CdTe (fig. 2a) the
acceptor bound exciton luminesence lines (A°X) are found in the range from
1.591 to 1.580 eV. At higher energies weak structures due to the donor bound
(D°X) and free (X) excitons are also visible [5]. The strong A°X lines arise
from the presence of Copper, usually one of the dominant residual I
contaminants in volume grown CdTe and ZnTe (6] (see below). The neutral Cu
bound exciton dominates in the excitonic recombinations of both binary
systems. Since the Cu diffusion coefficents in both compounds are very
similar, we expect that the Cu concentration differ not very much also in
the alloy samples [7]. We therefore assume that the excitonic recombination
in CdZnTe is also due to the AOX recombination of Cu. The shift of the
energetic position of the A

0
X lines as a function of the alloy composition x

is given in fig 2a. by the full circles. The data of fig. 2a have been used
to calculate the excitonic band gap variation (EAOx). The drawn line
represents the best fit, with the result:

E(AOX) - 1.589 + (0.
6
5±0.01)x + (0.19±0.02)x2 for T-1.6 K. ( 1

The obtained parameters are similar to those of previous calculations,
where, however no specifications about the origin of the lines has been
given [8].In addition to the energy shift a significant broadening of the
A°X line was ob:erved in the alloys. The linewidth amounts to 1.3 meV in

t
I,

Al -. *m
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both binary compounds, whereas a maximum linewidth of 10 meV is obtained for
an alloy composition of x - 0.67. In fig.3 the contribution of the binary
compounds (1.3 meV) has been substracted.
In the binary compounds the exciton linewidth of the volume crystals was
lower by a factor of 4 compared to epitaxially grown material (usually on
GaAs substrates). However, linewidths as narrow as 0.1 meV have already been
reported in the literature [8,9]. A linewidth of about 10 meV seems to be
the lower limit which can be obtained for highly alloyed samples (0.3 < x <
0.6) and it seems to be also independent of growth technique used.
Alloy broadening of the excitonic lines is caused by statistical
fluctuations in the concentrations of the cations (Zn, Te). Theories
describing this behaviour were developed in [2,10]. Assuming a Gaussian line
shape, the broadening F of the A°X exciton line is calculated to be [31:
F(o) /,/i exp (-o2/22) ((2o) 2
with a the variance and r the broadening parameter which is depends on the
type of the electron - hole movement within the A°X complex. A model for the
description of such A

0
X complex is the "pseudo-donor" model which proposes,

that the two holes of the A°X complex form a A+ center with an extension
smaller than the electron Bohr radius ae. In this case, the electron
attracted by the A+ center. movs around the holes as in a hydrogen like
atom with a radius ae - t$ /mee (m is the electron effective mass and t
the static dielectric constant). Theebinding energy of this A°X complex E
is equal to the sum of the binding energies of the second hole bound to the
nzutral acceptor E2h and the hydrogen-like donor binding energy Ee -

me/222 E E 2 h + Ee
The holes and tMe electron bound to this complex give independent
cýntributions to the linewidth, because their ranges of movement differ
significantly. They can be considered independently. In this case the alloy
broadening is given by:

dEg f x(x-l) 1 1/2 6c 1v
6E -2/2,'.2 -2.35.-. ./ * [ / +- / 3

dx L K J L ae3/2 a h3/213
Where the symbols have the following meanings K - ?a )3 is the cation
density, ao is the lattice constant, 

6
c and 

6
v are the relative band offsets

of the conduction and valence band (6c - 0.88 and 6v - 0.12 [11]) and a2h is

the radius of the second hole.
The radius of the second hole bound to the neutral acceptor a2h (i. e. the
radius of the A+ center) is known In two limiting cases. For dee acceptors
this radius is equal to the radius of the first hole ao - A 

2
mhEo [121,

Ii'

....

iL6
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vhere E° is the binding energy of the deep acceptor and mh is tie effective
nayss for heavy holes. For Cu in Cdfe this radius is a. = 6.6 A.

For a hydrogen like A+ center both holes can also occupy one orbit with a
radius approximately two times lar~er 1 .483 ) compared to the Bohr
radius ahh of heavy holes ahh = -hi /mhe [13]. In CdTe 

2
ahh is approx.

17.2A. For our case where the binding energy of the Cu ac.. -r (EO = 149
meV) is comparable to the binding enerv of the shallow a, p-.1a, ' -h 7.7
ieV we use an intermediate app-ximation ah=ao/O.483 - '3.- A.
The electron Bohr radius in equ. 3 depend: r.c the alloy composition x
through me and the dielectric cons, ýit. for which we used linear
interpolations between CdTe and ZnTe. The drawn line in fig. 3 shows the
result of the calculations for the "pseudo donor" model in the alloy system.
One can see that it gives good agr- ment with "he experimental data for x up
to 0.7. However, the model cannot explain the . itK. d,-viation for
compositions x > 0.7. Here an abrupt decrease of the linewidth is observed
from 6F - 9.5 meV at x = 0.7 to dE = 6.0 meV at x - 0.77.
A mechanism which could decrease the expected alloy broadening is clustering
of the Zn cations, which might have happen due to the special growth of our
samples at high x values. For clusters formed by n Zn cations the alloy
broadened linewidth should decrease as /n Including this mechanism in
"pseudo - donor" model would require clusters with twice as much Zn ions to
explain the experimental data for x > 0.7 (dashed dotted line in fig. 3).
Scanning tunneling micrtscpv investigations are under the day to clarify
thiý; point.

2 Donor - Acceptor - Pair (DAP) Luminescence

One of the prominent DAF Luminescence bands in CdTe has its peak
maximum at 1,42 eV and is is structured by LO phonon replica with 21 meV
energy separation (see fig.4). It originates from the recombination of
shallow donors and intermediate deep acceptors. The nature of the acceptors
involved has been debated widely whether they are due to intrinsic defects
or residual impurities. It has been shown that Cu gives rise to a "1.42 eV"
luminescence band in CdTe. The Cu acreptor binding energy has been
determined to be E - 145 meV and the intensity of the PL is given by a
Poission distribution,

T(n)-e'S(S"/n!) ( 4 )

,S

i'
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with a fluang-Rhys factor of 5 $ 1.6 ý6ý and n the numbers of phonons
emitted. In a recent study 14l1 it has been shown that also A - centers, Cd
vacancy - donor pairs acting as single acceptors, give rise to a "1.42 eV"

PL band in CdTe. The Clorine A - center has a binding energy and Huang Rhys

factor of F. A IOmeV and S - 2.2, respectively. A detailed analysis of
"1 .42 eV" PL lineshape in our CdTe shows that the observed spectrum can be

reconstructed by the presence of both defects, Cu and A - centers. For the
calculation we assumed a linewidth of 20 me% the Zero Phonon Line (ZPL) and

rbe phonon replicas, the position of the ZPL is given by F(he) - E - E -

.,, neglecting Coulombic effects in undoped material. Ed is thiepshadiow

donor binding energy of 14 meV in CdTe.
The DAP band in ZnTe can be reconstructed in a similar way by a

superposition of the Cu and A - center spectrum. In this case we used Ed =

I,' nueV and for the LO phonon energy 26 meV [i]. The lineshape of the ZnTe
DAP band of fig.4 is well reconstructed when energies of Ea -1I0 meV for
:hc Cu acceptor, and Fa - 160 meV for the A - center were taken. For the Cu
acceptor this value is in close agreement to the PL data of ref. [7] (Ea-

14q MaV ). The binding energy for A - center (Cd vacancy - Al donor) has
been, determined to be 170 meV from ODMR investigations 115) compared to our

Oalaof 160 meV.

In the alloyed samples this analysis is much more complicated because the

phiunon structure becomes less significant it is completely absent in the
cirposit ion range from x > 0.2 to x < 0,8 (see fig. 4). However, the
<,bs-rvat ion of a bro A DAP hand in each of these alloy samples indicates

both defects, Ce and A - centers. are still present. The energy shift
of both Cu and A - ceTnte-r DAP bands in the alloy is consistent with our
calculations and included it, fiig. 2.

It should he noted thi.t the binding energy of Cu is almost indepcndent of
the host, 14S meC for CdTe and 149 meV for ZnTe. this is expected for 3d
transition metal impurities from theory [16]. I•hereas the A - center binding
energ.y changes about 25 X from ZnTe to CdTe. Assuming that the Cd - vacancy
is the dominating part. of the A - center, the wavefunction is set up from

the dangling bonds of the Te neighbors. In the undistorted lattice the
valence hand is set up mainly from tihe Te 

4
p - wavefunctions, the energy

shift of the vacancy levels is therefore expected to be roughly the same as

that of the valence hand from one compound to the other. As shown in the

previous section the valence band shift amounts to 12% of the total energy
gap shift from CdTe to ZnTe. This is only half the value obtained for the A

center but shows rth correct trend. The deviation from this simple model
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may be partly explained by the more complex nature of the A - center

including a nearby donor.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion excitonic line broadening has been observed on the copper

bound exciton recombination in bulk grown Cd1 x ZnxTe crystals. The alloy

composition dependence is properly described by models taking into account

statistical fluctuations of the cation density, the nature of the exciton

recombination (pseudo-donor model) and the conduction/valence band offset in
this system. The Donor - Acceptor pair luminescence in the crystals is a

superposition of recombinations due to residual Cu acceptors and A - centers

( anion vacancy - donor pairs ). It has been investigated as a function of
the alloy composition x.
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ABSTRACT

We have characterized MOCVD grown ZnS layers for thin film electroluminescence
(TFEL) devices. Films with thicknesses ranged from several A to 2 gim were studied by x-ray
diffractometry (XRD), cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM), high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), and ultraviolet-visible photospectrometry (UVS).
From HRTEM micrographs, it was observed that ZnS films consist of a mixture of hexagonal and
cubic phases. Correlation of UV absorption spectra with XRD analysis resulted in a method for
quantitative determination of the cubic packing fraction of polymorphic ZnS films. The initial ZnS
layer (< 1000 A) deposited on BaTa20 6 had more hexagonal than cubic phase because of denser
crystal defects. However, the fraction of cubic phase increased with the film thickness. In
addition to film microstructures, the mean grain size, growth rate, film uniformity, and surface
roughness of MOCVD grown ZnS thin films as functions of film thicknesses and substrate
temperatures were also calibrated by XTEM results.

INTRODUCTION

A major obstacle for developing ZnS EL full color flat panel displays is that the insufficient
intensity of blue light emission ( two orders of magnitude lower than that of red or green emission)
[ II. Many studies have been performed in order to improve the intensity of the blue light emission
1 1-41. They include, for example, using 1) better electroluminescent impurities, e.g. Tm, rather
than Al, Ag, etc.; 2) new growth methods, e.g. ALE or MOCVD, rather than sputtering or c-beam
evaporation; 3) alternative host compounds, e.g. CaS or SrS, rather than ZnS; and 4) advanced
doping methods, e.g. ion implantation, rather than in-situ doping. One of the possible reasons for
poor blue EL emission is the loss of hot electrons to crystal defects within ZnS thin films [51. In
addition, a faint luminescence layer appears to result from an existence of a fine grain regime
formed during the initial deposition of the ZnS film on an insulating layer [6,71. It was also
reported that hexagonal ZnS is favorable for electroluminescence centers [81. Thus, the ability to
control and characterize the film microstructure appears essential to improved intensity.

In this study, the structure of ZnS layers grown by MOCVD on insulator/ITO/glass
substrates was characterized by a variety of techniques.

EXPERIMENTAL

ZnS Thin Film Growth

A modified Spire Model SPI-MOCVD 450 system was used to grow ZnS thin films on
BaTa2061ITO/glass substrates provided by Planar System, Inc.. The growth parameters used in
this study are listed below:

* Precursors: diethylzinc (DEZ) and H2S
, Substrate temperature: 250, 300, 350, and 400 "C
o Growth time: varied from several seconds to 30 min.
oVI / II ratio: 100
o Reactor pressure: 80 Torr

Material Characterization

A Philips ADP 3600 X-ray Diffractometer was used to determine the crystal structure of
ZnS films. Since it was found that the ZnS films consist of both cubic and hexagonal regions, the

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 11912 Materials Research Society
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determination of their crystal structures was difficult. The principal problem is that for every
reflection from the cubic phase there exists one or more hexagonal phase with a very similar
reflection. A 4-crystal high-resolution XRD system was also tried to distinguish the small
difference in interplanar spacings between these crystal structures. However, this did not work
due to the low x-ray intensity and the polycrystalline nature of the film. There was a x-ray
technique using the intensity that allows one to estimate the cubic fraction [9J. In addition, TEM
and HRTEM were used to characterize the microstructures and to calibrate film growth
characteristics. A JEOL 200CX TEM and a JEOL 4000FX HRTEM were used. Most of the
samples were examined in cross section. The UVS was used to measured the absorption edge and
therefore the energy gaps of ZnS films from UV absorption spectra. From these results the
different phases within the polymorphic ZnS films could be distinguished due to their larger
difference in the energy gaps, i.e. 3.54 eV and 3.67 eV for cubic and hexagonal phase at room
temperature, respectively [10J.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Film Microstructures

1. Polymorphic structure: The first problem encountered in microstructure studies was how to
distinguish the different crystal structures in polymorphic ZnS films grown by MOCVD. It had
been reported that ZnS films grown by MOCVD using H2S as the group VI precursor had a cubic
structure and, in some cases, a mixture of cubic and hexagonal structures 111,121. Usually, XRD
was the major characterization technique used to identify the film crystal structure. However, it
appears to be not possible to distinguish these two similar structures by XRD alone since there are
always several hexagonal related diffraction peaks at the same angle as every significant peak of the
cubic phase 113,141. The XRD spectra of different thickness ZnS films grown by MOCVD under
the stated conditions are shown in Figure I and the possible indices of each peak are listed in Table
I. The film thickness of each sample was calibrated by XTEM. It is very difficult to make any
conclusion as to the crystal structure of these films since peaks of both structures almost overlap.

I,

I 50

e ITe i

Figure 1 The XRD spectra of different thickness ZnS films grown at 350"C
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Table I The possible ZnS indices of the major peaks observed in Figure 1

PEAK d(A) BaTa206 3C 2H 4H 6H 8H IOH 9R 15R 21R

1 1.534 622* - 222 00.4 00.8 00.12 - - 20.6 20.10 20.14
2 1.631 - - 311 11.2 11.4 11.6 11.8 11.10 20.3 20.5 20.7
3 1.799 402* 052t -- -- -- -- -- -- - 11.9 -
4 1.993 10.5 - 10.10 .- -
5 2.542 511* - - - - - --- -- 10.8 - - -
6 2.930 430* 410t - 10.1 10.2 10.3 10.4 10.5 - - -
7 3.114 - - 111 00.2 00.4 00.6 00.8 00.10 10.3 10.5 10.7

Data from JCPDS-ICDD and 19,151; * Hexagonal; t Orthorhombic

A significant peak (number 7), which could be identified as (111) cubic or (00.1)
hexagonal, emerged when the ZnS film was thicker than 1000 A. When the film became thicker,
an additional peak (number 2) became more intense. This peak could be identified as (311) cubic or
(11.1) hexagonal. From these direct XRD results, the crystal structure evolution during the initial
ZnS growth on BaTa206 was revealed though the crystal structure in term of cubic or hexagonal
could not be distinguished unambiguously. As previous discussion, there was a reported method to
determine the fraction of each structure using XRD technique. This is based on the fact that the
relative ratio of the integrated intensities of hexagonal peaks to that of cubic (11) peak is
proportional to their fraction in mixed crystals [9]. Using this technique, we have determined the
cubic fraction of ZnS films grown by MOCVD and found it was between 40% to 60% depending
upon their thicknesses and growth temperatures. These results were also correlated to the energy
gap determination which will be discused later.

The ZnS polytypism could be identified from HRTEM micrographs showing the
periodicity of the layer stacking 1161. The multiple stacking periodicity of the closed-packing
layers in a MOCVD grown ZnS film was observed (Figure 2). In these HRTEM micrographs,
there are regimes of cubic and hexagonal phases, for example, 6H structure.

(a) (c)

(b) (d)
Figure 2 The typical XTEM micrographs of ZnS films grown for 15 min. (a) at 250*C (b) at 300

0
C

and the HRTEM micrographs of (c) the bulk of ZnS films (d) the interface of
ZnS/BaTa2O6
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In addition, the polymorphic crystal structures were distinguished from their energy gap
measured at room temperature by optical techniques. It was found that the measured absorption
edges varied with the mean film thickness. As the mean film thickness increased from 700 A to
6000 A, the wavelength of the absorption edge of ZnS films grown at 350WC increased from 333.0
nm to 335.7 nm, respectively. They correspond to a shift of the energy gap from 3.72 eV to 3.69
eV as shown in Figure 3. The measured absorption edges were also affected by film growth
temperatures. For films with a similar thickness, for example approximate 2000 A, the wavelength
of the absorption edge of ZnS films increased with the growth temperature.

It was reported that the shift of energy gaps of ZnS films could be related to their cubic
packing fraction, a ratio of zincblende to wurtzite crystal structure of a mixed material [17-191.
Figure 4 shows the correlated results of the cubic fraction determined by XRD and the energy gap
measured by optical absorption . This method was not only able to distinguish these different
structures in ZnS but also to determine the fraction of each phase in the mixed structure. Based on
these measurements, the crystal structure of ZnS films grown by MOCVD increases in the fraction
of cubic phase with increasing the film thickness. Also shown are reports by other groups using
reflectance measurements alone (the determination of cubic fraction not present) on a line drawn
between the cubic and hexagonal energy gaps. Although all results show the same tendance, their
discrepancy may be due to the different techniques used to measure the bandgap and cubic fraction.

2. Interface: The observation of the fine grain layer of ZnS films in EL thin films is very common
[6,201. This had been attributed to the so called "dead layer" in electroluminescence and one of the
causes of higher threshold voltages for luminescent emission. To date for published works
MOCVD grown ZnS EL films without a dead layer were grown by using DES or CS 2 as sulfur
precursor. However, ZnS thin films grown by using H2 S always had the dead layer [1 2,20).

A fine grain layer extended from the ZnS/BaTa2O 6 interface up to approximate 1000-2000A above which columnar grains became larger (Figure 2ab). It was interesting that this coincided
with the thickness below which no significant preferential orientation, i.e. (111) or (00.1), was
observed in the XRD results and all peaks resemble that of the substrate materials. The interface
between a ZnS film and an insulating BaTa2O6 layer had been examined by HRTEM (Figure 2d).
It was observed that small regimes (indicated with arrows) of ZnS aligned on preferred orientations
of the crystalline BaTa20 6 indicating some nucleation by the insulator. In addition, very fine"clusters" which were slightly misorientated to each others were also observed in some interfacial
regions as well as the initial layer. Thus, within the initial ZnS layer deposited on BaTa2O 6 denser
cryyoil defects appear to associate with a higher fraction of hexagonal phase observed.

Growth Characteristics

The growth characteristics were calibrated using cross-sectional TEM micrographs. They
include the mean grain size, growth rate, film uniformity, and surface roughness as functions of
film thicknesses and substrate temperatures. In the sample grown at 350"C for only I second, no
ZnS island or layer could be identified on the surface of the BaTa20 6 substrate. After 5 seconds of
growth, small islands about 20-30 A height and 5-10 A wide were observed. The separation
between islands was approximately 30-100 A.

2H 4H 6H 10H 3C
336 385

3.80

S•335 - 3 75

* 365

.334 I3.ss. II S355 o,[IllI I 360 0 CRC [to]

332 , 3.50 .

0 2000 4000 6000 800 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
FILM THICKNESS (A) CUBIC PACKING FRACTION

Figure 3 The wavelength of the absorption edge Figure 4 The relationship between the cubic
varied with the ZnS film thickness and packing fraction and the energy gap
substrate temperature of ZnS films
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1. Grain size: The mean size of columnar grains increased from approximate 500 A at the interface
up to 3000 A when the film thickness was greater than 0.7 p±m (Figure 5a). The substrate
temperature slight affected the mean grain size. In Figure 5b, the mean grain size at the interfacial
region did not vary significantly with the substrate temperature. This could be attributed to the
effect of the grain size of the insulating BaTa2O6 substrate layer. The mean grain size at a region
about 0.2 g±m from the interface was larger than that at the interface and also did not vary
significantly with the substrate temperature. However, the grain size distribution as indicated as
the error bar was different.

2. Growth rate: The growth rate was determined from Figure 6. It was found that the growth rate
was slower during the first two minutes of growth. Subsequently, it became greater slightly. This
phenomenon appears to be related to the evolution of the film structures as discussed previously.

3. Film uniformity: Generally, the film thickness varied across an entire sample. This was
indicated by the error bar as shown in Figure 6. The thicker films exhibited a greater variation in
uniformity. This appears to be due to the facet growth and the greater grain size. The film
thickness variation was < ±15 % of the total film thickness.

4. Surface roughness: The surface roughness was measured as the surface peak-to-valley height
on average as shown in Figure 7. When a film was thinner than 1000 A, the surface roughness
was smaller than 100 A. For a thicker ZnS film, the surface roughness increased several fold.
Significant surface faceting caused the increased roughness. The surface roughness was about
6--10 % of the total film thickness.

4000 1500

3000 .
iN 1000.,

S2000

0 500-
S1000

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 200 250 300 350 400 450

FILM THICKNESS JA) SUBSTRATE TEMPERATURE (-C)

Figure 5 The mean grain size of ZnS films (a) varied with film thicknesses (b) as a function of the
substrate temperature
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Figure 6 The film thickness as a function of Figure 7 The surface roughness measured as
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SUMMARY

In summary, we have presented several results of the structure of the ZnS thin films grown
by MOCVD. Multiple characterization techniques, including XRD, TEM, HRTEM,and UVS,
have been used to analyze this materials system. From HRTEM micrographs, several different
crystal structures, such as 3C, 6H etc., have been observed. It was shown that the cubic packing
fraction could be estimated from the relative ratio of the integrated intensities of cubic phase to that
of hexagonal phase. The measurements of the room temperature energy gaps of ZnS films by UV
absorption provide a more convenient way to identify the polymorphic structures. Correlating the
absorption and x-ray measurements made it possible to deduced a linear relationship between the
cubic packing fraction and the energy gap of polymorphic ZnS thin films. In addition, the mean
grain size, growth rate, film uniformity, and surface roughness of MOCVD grown ZnS films were
calibrated using XTEM micrographs. It was found that initially ZnS films grew at a slower rate
which increased as the film thickness increased. The nonuniformity and surface roughness also
increased with thickness. There was a little dependence of the mean grain size on the growth
temperature where as the growth rate was maximized at 350WC.
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GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION OF ZnSe/ZnCdSe DIODE
STRUCTURES ON (ln,Ga)As BUFFER LAYERS.

G. C. Hua and N. Otsuka
School of Materials Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907

W. Xie, D. C. Grillo, M. Kobayashi and R. L. Gunshor
School of Electrical Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907

ABSTRACT

ZnSe/ZnCdSe diode structures were grown on (InGa)As buffer layers
by molecular beam epitaxy. Lattice distortions and defect distributions in
buffer layers and diode structures were examined by X-ray diffraction and
transmission electron microscopy. Diode structrues with low dislocation
densities were obtained by the growth on tetragonally distorted
1nt1c43Gao.957 As buffer layers, the lattice spacing of which is slightly smaller
than that of ZnSe.

ZnSe has long been considered as the leading candidate of materials for
development of light emitting devices operating in the blue and green spectnim
rangcs. Difficulty in obtaining conductive p-type of this material, however, has
prevented progress towards the realization of such optoelectronic devices. In
the past decade, new low temperature epitaxial growth techniques represented
by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metallorganic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) have led to the resurgence in the research of ZnSe and
other wide gap II-VI semiconductors with the expectation that the advantage of
employing these epitaxial growth techniques may enable us to overcome the
afore-mentioned material problem. These research efforts have resulted in
successful p-doping in ZnSe using a nitrogen plasma source in MBE in the la.st
year 11,21, and very recently have led to the realization of ZnSe based p-n
junction light emitting devices such as pulse lasers [3-51 and multiple quantum
well light emitting devices 16). It is expected that these recent developments
will open a new stage of the research on wide-gap I-VI semiconductors aimed
at their full device applications.

One of the major problems to be solved for further progress towards the
development of ZnSe-based devices is the formation of high density defects in
epilayers which results from the lattice mismatch between ZnSe and GaAs:
GaAs is widely used as a substrate for the growth of ZnSe at present owing to
the unavailability of high quality ZnSe bulk single crystals. With the lattice
mismatch being 0.25%• (room temperature), pseudomorphic ZnSe layers can be
grown on a GaAs substrate only up to thicknesses around 2000A, which is too
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thin for realistic device structures. In the past several years, a number of
methods have been developed for reduction of defect densities in lattice
mismatched layered structures of III-V and elemental semiconductors. Direct
applications of those methods to II-VI semiconductors, however, may not lead
to sucessful control of defect densities because of considerable differences in
mechanical properties of these materials from those of III-V and elemental
semiconductors. In the present paper, we report an approach for overcoming
the problem of the defect formation caused by the lattice mismatch between
ZnSe and GaAs. By utilizing a MBE system having separate growth chambers,
ZnSe/ZnCdSe diode structures were grown on (In,Ga)As buffer layers.
Addition of In to GaAs crystals is known to make the alloy crystals highly
resistive to the generation and multiplication of dislocations [7,81. The
(in,Ga)As buffer layers with the proper control of the In mole fraction,
therefore, are expected to serve as lattice-matched substrates having very low
defect densities for the growth of ZnSe-based structures.

All structures examined in this study were grown in a Perkin Elmer
modular MBE system consisting of separate growth chambers for the II-VI and
I1l-V layer growth. (In,Ga)As buffer layers with a thickness of 4pm were
grown on (100) GaAs at 5200 C. 1 he In mole fractions in the buffer layers were
varied among samples P- r e range from 4 to 6%. After the buffer layers
were transferred to the ti-'ý i growth chamber under ultra-high vacuum, ZnSe
diode sturctures wi'l! "/iCdSe quantum wells were grown at 2400 C. The total
thickness of diode smiuctures are typically 3.5pm. Quantum well structures
consist of sever-I layers of ZnCdSe and ZnSe with individual layer thicknesses
ranging from 60A to 10A Nitrogen and chlorine were doped in diode
structures as acceptors and donors, respectively. Details of growth procedures
of these structures are described in a separate report 16].

X-ray rocking curves of diode structures and (in,Ga)As buffer layers
were obtained using a four crystal Si monochromator with the Cu K, radiation.
For the examination of buffer layers, diode structures were removed by
selective etching. Both (400) and [511 ) diffraction peaks were recorded in
order to determine the lattice spacings in the directions parallel and
perpendicular to the interfaces. Full width at half maximum (FWHIM) of (400)
peaks of (In,Ga)As buffer layers ranges from 100 to 150 seconds. These values
are in good agreement with the results of earlier studies which measured
FWHM of (ln,Ga)As layers grown on GaAs by MBE [9,101. From the analysis
of [5111 peaks, the crystal lattices of (in,Ga)As buffer layers were found to be
tetragonally distorted, implying that the lattice mismatch at (ln,Ga)As/GaAs
interfaces are partially relaxed by misfit dislocations. The estimated values of
the c/a ratios of tetragonally distorted lattices range from 1.0010 to 1.0012. The
In mole fractions in the buffer layers were estimated from measured lattice
spacing by taking the tetragonal distortion into account, and assuming a
Vegard's relationship. The FWHM of ZnSe in diode structures also range from
100 to 150 seconds. Unlike the (InGa)As buffer layers, no significant
tetragonal distortion was observed by the analysis of [5111 peaks of diode
structures.
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Defect distributions in the samples were examined by a JEM 2000EX
transmission electron microscope (TEM). For the observation, cross-sectional
and plan-view specimens were prepared by ion-thinning. Highly developed
networks of misfit dislocations were observed at (In,Ga)As/GaAs interfaces of
all observed samples. Figure I is a cross-sectional bright field image of an

Fig. I Cross-sectional bright field image of the lno.054 Gao.946 As/GaAs interface.

InI054Ga0.946As/GaAs interface. This image was taken by tilting the
specimen about the 10111 axis, so that misfit dislocations parallel to the 1011 ]
axis are seen as short segments in the image. As seen in the cross-sectional
image, dislocations have threaded towards the GaAs crystal from the interface,
while the interior of the (ln,Ga)As buffer layer remains as a dislocation-free
crystal. This observation clearly shows the difficulty of generation and
multiplication of dislocations in (ln,Ga)As crystals. In plan-view images of the
buffer layers, no dislocation was observed except for the region close to
(In,Ga)As/GaAs interfaces, implying that dislocation densities in the buffer
layers are less that 105 cm- . Such low dislocation densities appear to
contradict large FWHM of X-ray diffraction peaks obtained from these buffer
layers. According to a simplified relationship between FWHM of X-ray
diffraction peaks and dislocation densities, the measured FWHM corresponds
to dislocation densities in the range of 107 cm-2 1 11], which is significantly
greater than the observed densities. One possible explanation for this apparent
discrepancy is that the large FWHM results from a nonuniform distribution of
elastic strains in the buffer layer which is caused by the large variation of
spacing of misfit dislocations at the (In,Ga)As/GaAs interface. A more
systematic analysis, however, is necessary to substantiate this explanation.

Figure 2 (a) and (b) are cross-sectional bright field images of
ZnSe/(ln.Ga)As interfaces with two different In mole fractions in the buffer
layers. At the ZnSe/lno0.0)Gao.96oAs interface, closely spaced misfit
dislocations are seen, even though the lattice parameter of a bulk (In,Ga)As
crystal with the 4.0% In mole fraction exactly matches that of ZnSe at the
growth temprature (240°C). ( A lattice match occurs at a slightly lower mole
fraction, 3.5%, for room termperature because of the difference of thermal
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Fig. 2 Cross-sectional bright field image of (a) ZnSe/ln0 .040Gao. 960As and
(b) Ino.o54Gao.9)46As interfaces.

expansion coefficients). The ZnSe/Ino.054Gao.946As interface, on the other
hand, appears to be nearly free from arrays of misfit dislocations. In plan-view
images, misfit dislocations were observed, but their density is lower than that
at the ZnSe/Inoo040Gao. 960As interface. These observations imply that the
lattice matching is obtained with a higher In mole fraction than that expected
from the lattice constants of bulk crystals, and are consistent with the afore-
mentioned results of X-ray diffraction. Although the lnoo0 54Gao9 46 As buffer
layer with the tetragonal distortion gives rise to close lattice matching with
ZnSe at the growth temprature, relatively high density dislocations and
stacking faults were observed in diode structures grown on these buffer layers.
Many of these defects exist in the region from the middle to the free surface of
the diode structures as seen in Fig. 2(b). One possible cause of these defects is
the relatively large difference of thermal expansion coefficients between ZnSe
and III-V semiconductors; the lattice parameter of ZnSe is slightly smaller than
the lattice spacing of the tetragonally distorted Ino.054Gao.946As crystal in the
direction parallel to the interface at the growth temperature and further
decreases at room temperature, compared to that of the lno.054Gao.946As
crystal, resulting in a large tensile strain.

The best structural quality of diode structures was obtained by the
growth on (In,Ga)As buffer layers whose lattice spacings along the interface is
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nSe/Inon03 G(a 957As intea ace

slightly smaller than that of ZnSe, giving rise to compressive strains in diode
structures. Figure 3(a)is a cross-sectional bright field image of a diode structure
grown on an lno.043GaO.957As buffer layer. The entire region seen in the
image is free from dislocations including the interface. Figure 3(b) is a plan-
view bright field image of the ZnSe/In.043 Gao.95 7As interface which shows a
widely spaced group of misfit dislocations. Densities of threading dislocations
in diode structures grown on ln. 0 43Ga0 .957As buffer layers are in the lower
range of 106 cm-2 . From these diode structures, highly efficient blue/green
electroluminescence 161 and diode laser actions [31 were obtained. The results
described above clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of using lattice matched
lIll-V semiconductor alloy buffer layers in reducing defects in ZnSe-based
device structures. It is also suggested by the present study that further
significant improvement is possible by making precise control of the In mole
fraction to obtain stable pseudomorphic layers, both at growth temperatures and

* room temperature.
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AND YUHUA SHEN
Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics, Academia Sinica
P.O.Box 800-216 Shanghai 201800, P.R.China

ABSTRACT

The (ZnSe),/(ZnS), strained layer superlattices (SLSs) on (100)
GaAs and (ZnTe),/(ZnSe) SLSs on (100) InP have been grown by
molecular beam epitaxy IMBE) and atomic layer epitaxy (ALE). The
structural characteristics of these SLSs were investigated in situ
RHEED observation, low-angle X-ray diffraction spectra, TED image
and AES analysis. The optical properties of the SLSs, such as
refractive index of superlattice materials, photoluminescence (PL)
spectra, transient PL spectra, Raman spectra, far-infrared
reflectivity spectra and Optical nonlinear have been studied.

INTRODUCTION

TI-VI wide-gap semiconductor strained-layer superlattice are
potential materials for application to optoelectronic devices in
the short-wavelength visible region. Recently, major efforts have
devoted to realizing ýlue or green light emitti devices
(LED)/laser diode (LD)

1
l'] and optical waveguide devices. . For the

reason, it is important to study structural and optical
characteristics of these superlattice materials for getting high-
quality devices.

In this paper, we report studies of the structural and optical
properties on ZnSe-ZnS and ZnTe-ZnSe SLSs, grown on GaAs and InP
substrate by NBE. A lot of results are the first observation at our
laboratory.

MBE GROWTH OF ZnSe-ZnS AND ZnTe-ZnSe SLSs

Devices-quality ZnSe-ZnS and ZnTe-ZnSe SLSs have been grown by
MBE in Our laboratory. The substrate used were semi-insulating
(100) GaAs and high-resistance (100)InP. High purity Zn(6N), S(6N),
Se(5N) and Te(6N) were used as source materials. The cell
temperature for Zn,S,Te,Se are 250°C,2000C,2300C and 220C
respectively. Vapor presrure of Zn,S,Te,and Se beams at the
substrate position are 10"-10

8
Torr range, which were monitored by

nude-gauge. Typical beam pressure radio (BPR)Zn/S,Te,Se was taken
to be 0.5-1. The growth were carried out at a substrate temperature
about 350

0
C for ZnSe-ZnS SLSs on GaAs substrate and 3200C for ZnTe-

ZnSe SLSs on InP substrate, respectively. In this condition, the
growth rate is about 30A/min.

EXPERIMENTAL

The reflective high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) have
been used to monitoring the crystalline and surface'smoothness of
the grown layers of ZnSe-ZnS and ZnTe-ZnSe SLSs. Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) technique was used for analysing the depth
profile of the epi-layers and interface qualities. We measured low-
angle X-ray diffraction in order to determine superlattice
periodicity. TEN And TED observation were carried out bsony •-
4000EX transmission electron microscope. 1
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We measured refractive index of SLSs, transient PL spectra

Raman spectra, far-infrared reflectivity spectra and optical
nonlinearity. The optical properties of SLSs have been studied in
detail.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structural characteristics of SLS

Fig.1 shows the RHEED patterns of ZnSe-ZnS and ZnTe-ZnSe

superlattices at the end of growth. Long streaky pattern together
with Kikuchi lines shows that epi-layer grown is of a high-quality
crystalline and smooth surface morphology. This is confirmed by
TEM, TED and AES observation (Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4). From Fig.4
you can see that satellite diffraction spots due to the

superlattice periodicity are observable on side of the fundamental
sports. The satellite sports of four orders along (001] axis were
observed, showing that rather smooth interfaces and accurate
periodicity were obtained on the superlattices with one period

composed of 15A ZnSe layer and 15A ZnTe layer. The superlattice
period determined from the spacing between satellite and

fundamental sports is about 29.6A.

(a) (b)

Fig.l. RIIEEI) patterns of (a) ZnSe-ZnS SLS

(b) ZtiSc- •t'n'e SLS

-I-~C 1.

Fig.2. AES analysis profiling

of ZnSe-ZnTe SLS.
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Fig.3. A (110) cross-sectional image of a
superlattice with a structure of
ZnSe(29A)-ZnS(27A)xl00, showiing clearly
a periodic Z/S,-ZnS, layer structusre.

Fig.4. ASTED pattern of a ZnSe(l5A)-ZnTe(l5A)
superlattice for 1110} electron beam incidence.
Four orders of satellite spots; due to the
periodicity of the sulcerlnttice are observed.

Fig.5 shows a typical low-angle X-ray diffraction measurement
of ZnSe(20A)-ZnTe(20A) S1,S grown on InP substrate by ALE. A period
of the SLS determinied by the Bragg peak was 38A, which is good
agreement with results of counting number of atomic layers.

Optical and spectroscopy ;~'perot of SISs

Refractive index of SLSs

The refractive indices of ZnSe-ZnS and ZnTe-ZnSe SLSs were
determined, for the first time. by double-beam reflectance
measurements at room temperaturey . Fig.6 shows the refractive
indices of ZnSe-ZnS and ZnTe-ZnSe SLSs vs wavelengths. You can see
that a jump occurs at about the photon energy equal to E (e-h).
This discontinuity cannot be found in the index curves of bulk ZnSe
and ZnS materials. Our results show that the difference between the
indices of the SLSs and those of their compositional materials are
even much large than 20%. This may result from the elastic strain
caused by the large lattice mismatch, which shifts the quantized
levels for a few hundred meV.
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Fig.5. Low angle x-ray diffraction pattern

ZnSe-ZnTe SLS sample.
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Fig .6. The rcfracti'c indcx dispersion curves for ZnSc-ZnIc

and ZnSc-ZnS SLSs: (1) ZnSe-ZnTc (62 A. 46 A); (2) ZnSc-
ZnTc (59 A. 39 A); (3) ZnSc-ZnS (29 A. 26 A). Thc dashed

lincs show the indices of bulk ZnSc and ZnS.

Time resolved photoluminescence spectra of ZnSe-ZnS SLS

The transient photoluminescence spectra of ZnSe-ZnS SLS was

measured at 77K, for the first time.. The typical values of the

exciton formation time and decay time of the luminescence due to
exciton recombination are 40 ps and 100 ps, respectively. The
relationship between the exciton lifetime and well width of the
superlattice are shown also.

Fig.7 is an example of transient luminescence due to ground
state exciton recombination at 77K in zero external field for the

ZnSe-ZnS sample with 13A ZnSe quantum well width and 12A ZnS
* barrier thickness. We also measured the exciton life time for

different well width. As rig.8 shows, the luminescence decay time

-. .
a --
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decrease as wel I width It decreases from 30A to 10A. The decrease

of life time directly results the recombination enhancement duo to
localigt.ioik, this is n Itypie-l 2D quantutm well confinement
errce-t. '.I

Our measturemntl itdi eate that localization is the main fact

for affect the exciton lifetime even at the high-temperature of
77K. Becas- in ZiS ,-7n.r StS, th,, er - ton tindi ng energy is much
Istrge that iht tnttira e" ay (20o,,,-')1*'!
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Phonon spectra of ZnSe-ZnS and ZnTe-ZnSe SLSs

In this paper, we present our measurement of fold LA*phonons
in ZnSe-ZnS SIS and tonfined L,0 phonon modes in ZnTe-ZnSe.
Theoretical analyses include confinement avid strain effects are
carried out.

Fold LA phonons in ZnSe-ZnS SLSs
The samples uased is ZnSe-ZnS SLS with 29A ZnSe layer and 26A

ZnS layer grown on (100) GaAs substrate at 320*C by HBE.
The Raman spectra were excited i-a back-scattering geometry at

room temperature with the .IR8nm line of an Ar* ion laser. Fig.9
shows the low-frequency region of the Raman spectrum for SS-I(ZnSe
29A, ZnS 26A). In the region of 10-90 cm"

1 
three doublet lines were

clearly observed near 22, 44 and 67cm", the separation between the
component of doublet is about 5 cm-

1
. We attribute these newly

apparel lines to the scattering from the longitudinal acoustic (LA)
phonons folded into the new Brillouin zone, which arises from the
additional periodicity of superlattices.

LO phonon modes in ZnTe-ZnSe SLS
The ZnTe-ZnSe SLS samples were grown at 320

0
C by HBE on (100)

InP substrates. The Raman spectra were recorded with Jobjfi-Yvon
laser spectrometer model JY-TBOO in back scattering geometry ''. The
measurements were performed at room temperature.

Fig.10 shows the Raman spectrum from the ZnTe-ZnSe sample ZST-
3. the thicknesses of ZnTe and ZnSe layer are 29A and 27A,
respectively. The period was repeated 100 times. Six confined LO*
phonon modes in the ZnSe layer Tnd one confined phonon mode in the,
ZnTe layer have been observed

1 9
'. We have calculated the confined

phonon frequencies by considering the red shifts due to confinement
and the shift induced by elastic strain. Table 1 lies the
calculated and measured frequencies of the confined Los modes in
the ZnSe layer. I.I

80

E

I- -

/0

qlTr/dCr

Z(X X)2

0 JO 60 90 120

RAMAN SHIFTkCm'4)

F i g. 9. Low-frquency rteuon Rnn .Spectram for a
ZaSe(29A)-ZnS(26A) SLS.
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Fig.1O. Confined LO phonon modes in ZnSe layer of
the ZnSe(27A)-ZnTe(29A) SLS sample. LTI is the
confined LO mode in ZnTe layer, the F peak is
attributed to folded LO mode and the question mark
to interface vibration or ZnSe-like TO mode.
X=(ITO), Y=(110), and Z--(O01).

Table I

Measured and calculated frequencies of confined LO,, modes

in ZnSe layer

•I w.-Sl Wc.I

(cma) (cm-)

I 246 246
2 244 244.5
3 242.5 242.5

4 239 239.2

5 233.5 234.3

6 228.5 229

7 222

Far-infrared reflective spectra of ZnTe-ZnSe SLS.

Far-infrared reflectivity measurement is the simple way to
characterize the quality of the microstructures. We have reported,
for the first time, the far-infrared reflectivity spectra of II-V1

Swide-gap compound ZnTe-ZnSe SLSR and determined the phonon
parameters by fitting the experimental data with the computer
calculated curves,.

S S
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Fig.l1 shows the far-infrared refiecLivity spectrum for the
sample ZST-22. In the region 150-250 cm' , there are two peaks near

180 cI" and 210 cm- correspond to the ZnTe-like TO and ZnSe-like
TO modes, respectively.

Fig.12 shows the fit curve, (*) are the measured data, (-) is
the curve calculated. The phonon parameters determined list in

Table 2.

3
2

r-..

I ZnTe-like TO mode
2 ZnSe-like TO mode
3 GaAs Sub. TO mode

_______________ ____ _____

100 200 300 400 100

WVAVENUNIJERS (cm-')

Fig.11.

The measured far-infrared reflectivity spectrum of
ZaSe-ZuTe strained-layer superlattice

1 .0 -- ;----r----

0.B - .V

1..

H 0.4

o 0.2

170 210 250 290

WAVENUMBERS (cm-)

Fig. 12.

Measured (' and fitted (-) far-infrared reflectivity
s spectrum of the ZoSe-ZnTe SLS sample ZST-22 at

300K.
P
{
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Table 2
Phonon parameters giving best fit to the measured re-
fleclivity curve for the ZuSe-ZuTe SLS sample (ZST-
22).

layer f- WrO(crn . S. -y (
Z'/_e 8.3 178.2 4.63 24.7 86
Z'iSe 5.8 206.0 1.01 27.4 86

ZnSe buffer 6.0 210.5 1.8 27.0 O.12p
GaAs sub. 11.5 268.2 5.0 0.46

ZnSe-ZnS multiple quantum well optical nonlinearity

The multiple quantum well (MQW) wafer was cleaved to a
certain size and stuck on polished thin sapphire slice by epoxy
resin. A window on a GaAs substrate was opened by using selective
etching in order to transparent visible light. A MQW film with flat
surface and thicknesses of 1-2pm was obtained on sapphire support.
Third harmonic beam of a YAG laser was used as a exciting light
source for nonlinearity measurement. Fig.13 shows measured
hysteresis loop ii, the ZrSe-ZrS MQW film. It is shown that the

ZnSe-Znfcs MQW materials are of apparent optical nonlinearityeffectsll1

I I I m

tlilUt Power (a.u.)

Fig. 13. HystCeesis loop of the ZnSe-ZiiS N1Q\V dialon.

CONCLUSION

ZnSe-ZnS and ZnTe-ZnSe wide-gap 1I-VI compound superlattices
were grown by MBE and ALE techniques. We have, for the first time,
determined refraction indices of the SLSs, exciton lifetime, phonon
parameters. We observed the confined LO (m=1,2,...6) in the ZnTe-
ZnSe SLS, the folded LA phonon modes in ZnSe-ZnS SLS and optical
nonlinearity effect in ZnSe-ZnS MQW films.

I
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IN-SITU SPECTROSCOPIC ELLIPSOMETRY
APPLIED TO ZnSe AND ZnCdSe GROWTH PROCESS

IN ORGANOMETALLIC VAPOR PHASE EPITAXY

J. IACOPONI, I.B. BHAT, B. JOHS* and J.A. WOOLLAM*
Electrical, Computer and Systems Engineering Department, Rensselaer Polytechnic In-
stitute, Troy, New York 12180 and J.A. Woollam Company*, Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

ABSTRACT

Spectroscopic ellipsometry is a well developed technique for studying the semi-

conductor materials and heterostructures. Here, we have applied this technique to in-
situ studies of ZnSe and ZnCdSe growth in a low pressure organometallic vapor phase
epitaxy system. The growth of ZnSe on GaAs was studied using a light source in the
range 2 to 4 eV, and film thickness of a few tens of angstroms could be monitored by
this technique. The band gap and the composition of Znl_,Cd.Se could also be mea-
sured as a function of real time. It was found that, for a gas phase DMCd composition
of 60%, the amount of Cd incorporated in the layers is less than 25%. Spectroscopic
ellipsometry is demonstrated to be a valuable technique for in-situ monitoring of semi-
conductor growth in organometallic vapor phase epitaxy systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

During epitaxy, real time monitoring of the growth process is important in under-
standing the growth mechanism as well as in controlling the layer thickness, interface
smoothness, doping incorporation and layer quality. Reflection high energy electron
diffraction (RHEED) is the primary tool used in molecular beam epitaxial (MBE) sys-
tem for this purpose, but electron beam probes of this type cannot be used in atmo-
spheric or low pressure organometallic vapor phase epitaxial (MOVPE) systems. Re-

cently, many optical monitoring techniques such as reflectance difference spectroscopy
11, 2], spectroscopic reflectometry [3, 4] and spectroscopic ellipsometry [5, 6] have been
used to study the growth process in MOMBE and MOVPE systems. Of these, spectro-
scopic ellipsometry (SE) is the most powerful tool, in the sense that both the surface
and bulk processes can be monitored in real time. In-situ analysis by spectroscopic el-
lipsometry has not been used until recently, because the analysis is computer intensive.
Due to the advancement in computer technology and software, data can now be taken
in a fraction of a second, so that it can be meaningful in a growth environment.

for ellipsometric studies, a linearly polarized light beam having p- and s-
polarization components is incident on a surface. The reflected wave is, in general, el-
liptically polarized, and its state of polarization is determined using a second polar-
izer (called an analyzer). The analyzer is rotated mechanically, and the relative inten-
sity of light as a function of analyzer azimuth is measured. We have used an arc lamp
as a light source with the output connected by fiber optics to a computer controlled
monochromator. The light from the monochromator is directed through a fiber optic
cable to a polarizer and then to the sample surface at an angle of approximately 70 de-
grees to the normal. The signal detected after the analyzer is digitized and a Fourier

Mat. ROD. SoC. SyMp. Proc. VoL 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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analysis is performed. The result is a measurement of the polarization state of the sys-
tern represented by the complex number (7, 8]

p = tan - exp(iA)

The data is frequently expressed in terms of 0 and A. The value of p is related to
the value of complex reflection coefficients,

p = R,/R.

where Rv and R, contain information on the properties of the material and the surface.
By fitting the experimental reflection results with the theoretical modelling, we can ob-
tain information about the nature of the surface as well as the material composition.
The penetration depth is varied by varying the wavelength of the light incident on the

sample from 3000A to 9"o)A. This feature is the most important because a suitable
wavelength can be used depending on the material under study. At Rensselaer, we have
used this technique to study the growth of ZnSe and Zni_=Cd.Se on GaAs for the first
time in a low pressure MOVPE system.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup for the SE studies. Our experiments were
performed in an r.f. heated, horizontal MOVPE reactor, equipped with a pressure-
balanced, vent-run gas system, operating at low pressure. Dimethylcadmium (DMCd),
dimethylzinc (DMZn) and dimethylselenium (DMSe) were used as the sources for ZnSe
and Zni-_Cd.Se growth. Substrates used were (t001 GaAs wafers misoriented 2' to-
wards (110). The reactor pressure was maintained at 300 Torr for all the growth exper-
iments. The reaction chamber was a 2" i.d. quartz tube, with 3/4" diameter optical
access tubes at two sides so that the incident and the reflected light beams were at ap-
proximately 70*C to the sample surface. The windows were 1/4" thick quartz optical
flats, mou:nted so that the incident light passed normal through them. The windows
were located away from the growth environment and no visible deposition was observed
on them after many runs.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We studied ZnSe film growth at 400°C and 500*C with this system. During
growth, the ellipsometer continuously acquired data at three different energies, namely
2.07 eV, 2.58 eV and 4.13 eV. Light at the lower energies penetrated the entire ZnSe
film and was reflected back from the ZnSe/GaAs interface. This resulted in interference
oscillations as the film growth proceeded, which are readily observed in Figs. 2 and 3.
From the number of oscillations in the interference pattern, we can estimate the thick-
ness to be 0.75 pm; this has been verified using post growth measurement, by Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy. The use of shorter wavelength light gives higher reso-
lution, which is required to monitor the deposition of thin films. Light at the higher en-
ergy could not penetrate the depth of the ZnSe film. The interference oscillations there-
fore died out, converging to a steady state v.lue after the film became optically thick, as
seen in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows the experimental and the modeled ellipsometric data for
a 20 minute growth run of ZnSe on GaAs at 400'C, using this high energy probe. From
the ellipsometric data at the growth temperature, the layer parameters were obtained as
follows: film thickness = 215 A, growth rate = 10.9 A/minute.
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Another application of spectroscopic ellipsometry is in in-situ monitoring of the
composition of ternary compounds. We deposited Zni-.Cd.Se on GaAs with varying x
values. These growth runs were carried out at 5001C. Figure 6 shows the spectroscopic
ellipsometric data after the growth of ZnSe and ZnL_.Cd.Se, taken at the growth tem-
perature. For Znl-..Cd.Se growth, the DMCd/DMZn ratio in the gas phase was 3 to
2. For clarity, data for only one Znl-.Cd.Se layer are shown. For energy below the
band gap, the interference fringe pattern is observed, which gives the layer thickness.
For light energy above the band gap, A and io values give information on the composi-
tion. As seen in the figure, the hand gap of the layer can be estimated during growth.
Even though the gas composition was 60% cadmium, the layer composition was less
than 25%. The SE method can thus be used to find the layer composition for a ternary
compound during growth. Closed loop control of the composition should be possible
after characterization of standard layers.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have shown that SE method can be used for in-situ monitoring of
ZnSe and ZnCdSe growth rate. Layer thickness to tens of angstroms can be controlled
for heteroepitaxial layers. The composition of ZnCdSe was also measured during growth
and correlated to the gas phase composition. The SE technique can thus be used for the
monitoring and control of various epitaxial layers grown in an organometallic epitaxial
system.
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ABSTRACT

Pulsed KrF (248nm) laser ablation of a polycrystalline ZnS target has been used to grow
high uality, carbon-free, epitaxial ZnS thin films on GaAs(001), GaAs(lll), and GaP(001).
The films were grown at temperatures of 150-450*C, using a rotating substrate heater and
deposition geometry that produces film with highly uniform thickness. X-ray rocking curves
are consistent with (111) stacking faults being the dominant defects in the ZnS films grown on
GaAs. The estimated stacking fault density is -6 x 1010 cn-3 , comparable to the best MOCVD
ZnS films. RBS analysis shows that these defects are located predominantly near the GaAs-ZnS
interface. The anisotropy of the ZnS growth rate, between the GaAs(001) and GaAs(l 11)
surfaces, was found to be temperature-dependent.

INTRODUCTION!

Zinc sulfide (ZnS) is an attractive optoelectronic material because of its wide direct bandgap
(Eg = 3.7 eV, X. = 335 nm). Thin, epitaxial ZnS films we especially interesting because of their
potential applications for active devices such as blue LEDs or laser diodes [11, and for passive
structures such as optical waveguides 121 or index-matching windows in solar cells 131. The
techniques used to grow thin, crystalline ZnS films include physical transport methods (e.g.,
elemental vapor transport) and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) [4,51. The I
physical transport methods require high growth temperatures of 500-900"C; defect complexes,
which may act as carrier trapping centers, me formed at these temperatures 161. Experience to
date with pyrolytic MOCVD shows that the principal problems with this approach are either
premature reactions in systems using H2S and zinc alkyls (e.g., dimethyl- or diethylzinc), or the
high temperatures needed to promote many alkyl-alkyl reactions (e.g., dimethylzinc and
dimethylsulfur) [61. In either case, the presence of an alkyl in the reaction poses an inherent
problem of carbon incorporation in the film, which may result in film polycrystallinity and
formation of carbon defect complexes 171.

Pulsed-laser ablation (PLA) is an attractive alternative deposition method that uses solid,
carbon-free sources. While PLA has become widely known recently for growth of epitaxial I
high-temperature superconductor films, it also can be used to grow epitaxial films of other
ceramics [81 as well as both elemental (group IV) [91 and compound (e.g., II-VI) 1101
semiconductors. PLA has several principal advantages, including the ability to grade
compositionally an epitaxial layer JI 11; growth of smooth films when the laser energy density,
Ev, and the target surface morphology are controlled properly 112]; and, stoichiometric
(congruent) transport of material from the ablation target to the substrate surface, when laser
beam conditions are correctly adjusted [131. Several ablation regimes exist, including one in
which the constituents are transported as energetic (-several ev) neutrals and ions [14). In
principle, this incident kinetic and/or internal energy can be used to reduce the growth
temperature, Tq. However, a well-known disadvantage of PLA film deposition is that the
angular distribution of ablated material usually is strongly peaked in the forward direction so that
the film thickness varies rapidly with position (-[cos 1 n, with n -1.5-10) [15,161. As shown
here, this problem can be overcome by altering the ablation "plume"-substrate geometry,
resulting in films with highly uniform thickness.

In this paper we describe the preparation and structural properties of epitaxial ZnS films
grown by PLA on GaAs(001) and GaAs(I II) substrates, using only moderate substrate
temperatures, Ts - 300

0
C, and moderate laser energy densities, Ep = 0.2-1.5 J1cm

2
. Preliminary

I

results for growth on GaP(001) substrates also are reported. ZnS films with excellent thickness

t
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uniformity were grown by using an offset laser beam qonetry together with a roaing substrate
heater. The film growth rate was monitored in situ using an optical reflectivity method. An ex
situ reflectivity measurement by scanned laser spot was used to accurately determine film
thickness uniformity. The film-substrate epitaxial relationship was determined by x-ray
diffraction (XRD), using a 4-circle goniometer, the films' crystalline quality (defect density) also
was studied by XRD, using a 2-circle goniometer, and by Rutherford backscatteringspectrometry (RBS).

FILM DEPOSITION CONDMONS AND GEOMETRY

Substrates of Cr-doped semi-insulating (SI) GaAs(00l) and GaAs(l 11) were used, with
areas of 25-50 mm

2
. The substrates were degreased in organic solvents, then etched (15s) in

concentrated H2S0 4. The S-doped (n-type) GaP(001) samples were degreased, then etched
(15s) in a Br2(1%):MeOH solution, followed by an etch (5s) in a HCI:HNO 3 solution.
Following this, the substrates were passivated in an (NH4 )2 S. solution, mounted on the
substrate heater, and introduced into the growth chamber (2 x 10-7 Toff base pressure).
Immediately prior to film growth, they were heated to 4200

C for 3 minutes, then cooled to the
growth temperature. It has been reported in MOMBE growth experiments that this
passivation/preheat treatment results in a 2 x I reconstruction of the GaAs surface, a reduction of
the surface-state density, and allows two-dimensional (2D) nucleation to occur from the
beginning of growth 1171.

The substrate heater was designed with a pumped Wilson seal to allow the substrate-target
separation to be varied while still permitting substrate rotation during growth. The target and
substrate faces were vertical and parallel, with coincident rotational centerlines. Substrate-target
separations, Dst, were maintained at either 5.7 cm or 10.8 cm. At Dst = 5.7 cm, film growth
was carried out for Tg = 200-400'C, while for Dst = 10.8 cm, the temperature range used was
T- = 150-450*C. Growth was carried out in vacuum or in an inert, low-pressure atmosphere
ofultra-high purity (99.9999+ %) helium. Growth in helium had little or no effect on film
quality, for pressures in the 0-10 mT range. Unless otherwise noted, the films discussed below
were grown in an atmosphere of 2 mT He, with D5 t = 10.8 cm, to a film thickness -225 nm. I

A pulsed KrF (248nm) excimer laser beam (-35 ns FWHM pulse duration) was passed
through an aperture and brought to a vertical focus (Ep = 0.2 - 1.5 J/cm 2

) on a 2.54 cm-diam
polycrystalline ZnS target (Angstrom Sciences; 99.999+ % purity) using a single +500 mm
cylindrical lens. The laser beam was incident on the target face at an angle of -25° from the
surface normal, with a horizontal offset L = 0.5-0.7 cm from the rotational centerline. Substrate
rotation was maintained such that there were 12.5 laser pulses per revolution.

1000
NO OFFSET,

W RNO ROTATIONN

ABL.ATION

PETME 400 OFFSET E

200 ROTATION

=HE.7 -10 -5 0 5 10
LASER BEAM DISTANCE FROM SUBSTRATE CENTER (nun)

Figure 1. Offset geometry and resulting differences in film thickness uniformity for
D31= 5.7 cm, and Ep = 0.35 J/cm

2
, with no substrate rotation or offset (1200 shots), and with

12.5 laser shots/ev, and 5 mm laser beam offset (2000 shots).
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Figure 1 shows that for Dt = 5.7 cm, this offset geometry and pulse rate resulted in films
that were completely uniform (±1%) in thickness over areas of -75 mrn

2
, and moderately

uniform (±3%) over areas of ~300 mm
2
. By modeling the film thickness uniformity as a

function of Dst and L, we found that uniform film thickness can be achieved over much larger
areas simply by scaling, i.e., using larger separations and offsets [18]. Thus, although the small
size of the ablation target and chamber are constraining factors in the present experiments, these
are not fundamental constraints on larger-scale applications of the PLA film-growth method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ZnS films appeared smooth and mirrorlike under all deposition conditions;
examination by scanning electron microscope (SEM) revealed no surface features or structure at
the 50 nm level of resolution.

Epaxial Alime

The crystallographic structure of the films was characterized by XRD (Cu Ka)
measurements. For growth on GaAs(001), only substrate peaks and strong ZnS(002)
diffraction peaks were observed at all growth temperatures (T. = 150-450'C) and for Ep =
0.2-1.5 J/cm

2
. confirming alignment of the film and substrate (001) axes. Analysis of ZnS

growth on GaAs(001) (E# = 0.35 J/cm
2

, Dst = 5.7 cm, Tg = 300*C ) using a 4-circle
goniometer showed that the ZnSI00l1 and GaAsOl01 1 were aligned to within < 0.20, and that the
in-plane ZnS and GaAs [1001 and [0101 directions also were aligned, i.e., the ZnS films are fully
epitaxial on GaAs(001). The lattice constant, ao, of the ZnS film was determined to be 5.404 ± j
0.003 A (bulk ao = 5.406 A.)

On GaAs(l I1), similar results were obtained: Only substrate peaks and strong ZnS(229)
peaks were observed for all growth temperatures, and the ZnS(222) KaI, Kat2 peaks were
easily resolved at all T However, on GaP(001) only a low intensity ZnS(004) peak was
observed for T > 300C&and Ep > 0.35 J/cm 2

. At no temperature could the 20 peak be resolved
into its Kot., KW2 components. The in-plane alignment has not yet been determined for films i
grown on the GaAs(l 11) and GaP(001) substrates. #

X-ray Broadening Due to Lattice Defects

The large lattice mismatch between ZnS and GaAs (4.4%), and between ZnS and GaP (0.8%),
results in strain and lattice defects that contribute to line broadening in the ZnS XRD peaks. For
epitaxial ZnS grown by MOCVD, cross-sectional high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) studies [191
showed that the principal defects were stacking faults, but lattice mismatch did not correlate with
the stacking fault density.

Figures 2 and 3 show typical rocking curve line profiles for the ZnS(004) Kot and |
ZnS( I i) Kct peaks, using a 2-circle goniometer. Two superimposed peaks, one narrow and
one much broader, were observed for each orientation. The narrow central peak has a FWWHM of
- 0.090, which is the limit of resolution for this instrument; the width of this peak did not change
with growth temperature. However, for both the GaAs(001) and GaAs(i 11) substrates the
width of the second, broad peak was temperature dependent. For the ZnS(004) peak, the
rocking curve FWHM decreased as Tg increased, reaching a minimum at Ts -325*C, then
increased at higher growth temperatures (Fig. 4.) For the ZnS(I 11) peak, the rocking curve
FWHM decreased continuously with increasing growth temperature (Fig. 5). At Tg = 300°C, the
integrated area intensity ratios of the two peaks, lnrow/broad, were In/lb(001) -0.06 and
IrAWI 11 ) -1I0.O

The two peaks seen in the rocking curve line profiles are characteristic of a film that
contains two distinct types of crystalline material. The broad peak is due to diffraction by
strained (or otherwise defective) regions, from which the diffracted amplitude is summed
incoherently; the narrow peak originates from regions of coherent addition of diffracted
amplitudes. Consequently, for an epitaxial film, the relative intensities of the narrow and broad
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peaks provide information about the type of defects present, by the following reasoning.
Stacking faults on the (111) planes have little effect on the lattice coherency in the (A 9 )
direction: thus, a narrow rocking curve is obtained. However, lattice planes intersected by
stacking faults [e.g., the (001)1 will be offset across the fault by a non-integral multiple of the
lattice spacing; this decreases coherency and appears as broadening of the rocking curve.
Therefore, the different relative diffraction intensities (Inrib) quoted above for ZnS/GaAs(O01)
and ZnS$GaAs( 11) rocking curve line profiles are consistent with (11) stacking faults being
the predominant defects in ZnS films grown by PLA. This is not surprising due to the low
(5.4 mJ/m

2 
[221) stacking fault energy of ZnS. The presence of a narrow (001) peak indicates

that a region of near-perfect (coherently diffracting) crystalline material exists.

z

z z

-1.0 0.0 1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5
s (deg) e (deg)

Figure 2. Rocking curve profile Figure 3. Rocking curve profile
for ZnS(004) on GaAs(00l ) for ZnS( 11) on GaAs(111)
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Figure 4. ZniS(004) Kat1 rocking curve Figure 5. ZnS(004) Kai rocking curve for

ZnS/GaAs(001 ), Et = 0.75 j/cm2 for ZnS/GaAs( i 11i), Eg = 0.75 J/CM2

Sebastian and Krishna 1201 studied the broadening of the 20 XRD peaks due to a random
distribution of stacking faults in close-packed singie crystals, with application specifically to ZnlS

(treated as two interpenetrating fcc lattices). They found that the FWHM (A20) of certain 20
peaks (e.g., (OI) peaks) is related to the stacking fault probability (ct) by

Ah20 =(31k) cos-'I [(4Z-Z2-1 )/221.
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For growth faults (no deformation twinning), Z = (2a-l)-V2. Once a has been determined,
the stacking fault density (p) can be calculated [211. Consequently, if the principal defects in
PLA-grown ZnS films are stacking faults, as in MOCVD ZnS, then an upper bound for the
defect density can be obtained by assuming that all of the observed 20 broadening is due to
stacking faults.

Extensive line broadening of the (00) 20 peaks was observed: For Tg ? 250'C. the
ZnS(00P) Kaj, Ku 2 peaks were deconvoluted using a Pearson VII function-fitting routine,
while for T8 < 2500 C the peaks could not be deconvoluted. The A20 of the ZnS(002) Ku1 peak
reached minimum values of 0.116', 0.1030, and 0.0930 (coret for instrumental broadening) at
Tj;'s of 3000C, 350°C, and 400*C, respectively. For stacking faults bounded by <1 12>)6 partial
dislocations, the broadening observed here corresponds to a stacking fault density p -6 x 1010
cm/cm 3. This value is comparable to the lowest stacking fault densities found by HRTEM
examination of high quality MOCVD ZnS films [ 191.

In contrast to the results obtained for GaAs(001), no temperature-dependent line
broadening of the 20 peaks was observed for growth on GaAs(l 11). The A20 for the ZnS(Il 1)
Kctj peak was 0.0350 (corrected for instrumental broadening).

As explained above, the (001) rockin# curve (Fig. 2) reveals that both near-perfect
(coherently diffracting) and strained or defective (incoherently diffracting) regions are present.
The strained/defective region can be located by RBS channeling. The RBS spectrum of a
ZnS/GaAs(001) sample in Fig. 6 shows that the minimum yield, Xmin, from the surface region
is much less than from material near the film-substrate interface. (This is most easily seen from
the difference in slope of the sulfur peak for the aligned and random spectra.) This indicates that
most of the strain and defects are located near the interface, with the uppermost region of the film
being near-perfect. This has been confirmed by initial cross-section TEM images.

1000C 1 ' 1 L.05 ,
Sulfur I.

Interface Surface W.......& . ....... .
75M(

I-V10.957

Z50" Random" 00.90
Zn c

U i
0 .8 5

2500
M i ne <• o>.80 .. .. . . .. ...... .... ... ........ .•

Xmm=O*.0
18 100

0 0.75 i i i
400 470 540 610 680 750 100 200 300 400 500

CHANNEL NUMBER GROWTH TEMPERATURE (0C)

Figure 6. Rutherford backscattering spectra, Figure 7. Relative growth rate in
random and channeling directions, for comparison for ZnS/GaAs(l !1)
ZnS/GaAs(001) with Tg = 400-C. and ZnS)GaAs(00I) at various

growth temperatures.

Growth Rate: Temperature-Denendent Anisotropy

The ZnS film-growth rate was measured in situ via the interference oscillations in the
intensity of a HeNe (633 nm) laser beam reflected from the upper and lower surfaces of the
growing film. For Ep = 0.75 J/cm2, the growth rates for the ZnS/GaAs(00I) films were in the
range 1.25-1.82 A per laser sho, while for ZnS1aAs;(11) the rates were similar, 1.06-1.79 A
per laser shot. The variation in growth rute was found to be small in my particular growth nm
(<±7%). Since the radial distance of the HeNe proýe laser beam from the rotational centerline
varied from run to run, absolute growth rates in different runs ae not directly comparable.
However, because of the relatively large area of uniform deposition, as many as four 36 mm 2

substrates could be mounted in each run, making possible the direct determination of relative¶ growth rates for different pairs of substrate materials, or for substrate surfaces of different

7
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crystallographic orientation, during a single growth run. In this way, it was found that the ZnS
growth rate was the same on GaAs(001) and GaP(001) for all T8, but the growth-rate ratio
GR(I II)/GR(001) decreased with increasing temperature, as shown in Fig. 7. The different
temperature dependences of the (001) and (I 11) rocking curve widths (Figs. 4 and 5) and of the
(001) and (11) growth rates (Fig. 7) probably are related. Adsorption and desorption are
competing processes in film growth. Since bond strength is crystal orientation-dependent, the
different temperature dependences may arise from different adsorption and/or desorpion razes on
the (I 11) and (001) faces. However, these data are insufficient to suggest a detailed mechanism.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that PLA is an attractive method for growth of fully epitaxial ZnS
thin films with excellent thickness uniformity. Rocking curve profile data indicates that stacking
faults are the predominant defects present in these films; the stacking fault densities are
comparable to those found in the best films grown by MOCVD. However, the PLA-grown films
have the advantage that they are inherently carbon-free. RBS and TEM analyses show that in
films -220 nm thick, the -120 nm nearest the GaAs-ZnS interface is highly faulted, but the upper
-100 nm is much less defective. Finally, we find that on GaAs the anisotropy of the ZnS
epitaxial growth rate is temperature-dependent.

This research was sponsored by the Division of Materials Sciences, U.S. Department of
Energy under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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SYNTHESIS, STRUCTURAL AND OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF ZINC
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and Galen D. Stucky
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ABSTRACT

Several series of sodalite analogues of unit cell composition M8X 2(TO 2)1 2, where M is Zn or
Cd. X is a chalcogen, and T is a tetrahedral cation B, or Be in combination with Si or Ge, have
been prepared. An M 4X tetrahedron, which is the first coordination sphere of the bulk
semiconductor MX, sits at the center of each sodalite cage. These materials have been
structurally characterized by solid state 77Se and 

t 2
5Te MAS NMR and by powder X-ray

diffraction. Diffuse reflectance optical absorption spectra are reported for each series. The
borates have optical properties similar to the bulk MX whereas the beryllosilicates and
gennanates exhibit large blue shifts in the absorption spectra.

INTRODUCTION

Zinc and cadmium chalcogenides are used for various electrooptic applications including

photoconductors, phosphors, optical waveguides and semiconductor devices. Epitaxial growth
of heterostructures has resulted in the fine tuning of electronic properties for specific
applications [I] and this is one reason why these materials are exciting candidates for closer
examination. Another method for fine tuning semiconducting materials is by cluster size
quantization: physically limiting the size of the particles to dimensions below the exciton radius
by formation of colloidal suspensions [2] or by inclusion in porous hosts [3]. Size I
quantization of cadmium chalcogenides has been widely demonstrated in the literature; the
products exhibit optical spectra which are blue-shifted from that of bulk CdS [4].

Our approach in this study is to begin with the first coordination sphere of the
semiconductor MX and build up an expanded structure of these tetrahedra within a rigid
framework. The unit cell structure of a sodalite analogue with composition MsX 2(TO2 )1 2 is
shown in Figure 1, where M is Zn or Cd, X is a chalcogen and T is a tetrahedral atom bonded
to bridging oxygens to form the sodalite cage. The M4X tetrahedron occupies the center of this
cage. By varying the cage composition, and hence the cage size, the distance between M 4X
clusters and the cage electric field can be varied.

In the borate analogues, in which all of the T atoms are boron, the cages are small enough I

I

Figure 1. Sodalite unit cell. The central M4X tetrahedron is represented by the circles and the
tetrahedral cage atoms are located at the vertices.

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 242. ,1992 Materials Research Society
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so that the MX bond distance is shorter in the sodalite than in the corresponding bulk material.
As reported previously for Zn 4S borate the Zn-S bond length is 2.260(3) A compared with 2.34

A in the bulk sphalerite-type ZnS 15]. In the Zn4S beryllosilicate and beryllogermanate, the Zn-

S distances are 2.346(2) and 2.345(3) A, respectively. Due to the larger cation size in the
beryllogermanates, the cage volume is slightly smaller than in the corresponding
beryllosilicates. Similar trends are observed with the selenides. The borate cage is too small to
accommodate the tellurium anion, however, the zinc and cadmium telluride beryllosilicate% and
germanates have been prepared.

Here we report the effect on the optical absorption when the central anion is varied in the
solid solution series ZnsSxSe 2-x(BO2)t2, the effects of doping sulfur into the oxoborate and
oxygen into the sulfoborate, and also present the NMR and optical characterization of the zinc
selenide and telluride beryllosilicates and germanates.

EXPERIMENTAL

The sodalite analogues were prepared by solid state synthesis in sealed graphite-coated
quartz ampules. Stoichiometric mixtures of the oxides and chalcogenides were ground together,
heated under vacuum to ca. 500 °C to remove water, evacuated to 10-3 Torr and sealed. Each
ampule was placed separately inside a loosely fitting #304 stainless steel tube as a secondary
containment device in the event of ampule failure. The samples were placed in a muffle furnace
and heated to 850 'C for 12 to 24 hours. The recovered powders were stable to oxidation and
could be mixed with water and sonicated to remove any residual graphite or broken quartz.
Due to the toxic nature of the reactants, especially that of BeO, all sample manipulations were
carried out in a N2 flow-through glovebox fitted into a fume hood.

High resolution powder diffraction data were collected with a Scintag Pad X
diffractometer and Rietveld structural analyses were carried out as described previously [6].
125Te and 77Se Magic Angle Spinning NMR spectra were obtained at 94.7 and 57.3 MHz,
respectively, on a General Electric GN-300 spectrometer using a 7-mm MAS probe from Doty
Scientific. The spectra were acquired with 90* pulses of length 5 ps for l25Te and 8.5 gs for
"77Se. Recycle delays varied from several minutes to two hours. Diffuse reflectance optical
absorption spectra were measured with a Cary-14 spectrometer upgraded by On-Line
Instrument Systems.

RESULTS

1. The Solid Solution Series ZnsSSe2.1 (BO2)i2. The effect of varying the central
anion was examined in the solid solution series containing S and Se. Optical absorption data
for this series are shown in Figure 2. The absorption edge shifts to a higher energy in a
systematic fashion as the amount of S relative to Se is increased. At the end points (ZnsSe 2

borate and Zn iS2 borate) the absorption edge is sharp, indicating that the cluster-cluster contact
distances are uniform. In the solid solutions, which were shown to be single phase materials by
powder XRD, the M4X tetrahedra are disordered, which is reflected in the broader optical
features.

2. Effects of Doping in the ZnsO.S2.x(BO2)12 System. Fine tuning of the
absorption edge can be accomplished by doping small amounts of sulfur into the zinc oxoborate
and oxygen into the sulfoborate, as shown in Figures 3A and 3B. In each of these series the
dopant level was small enough that the unit cell size was unchanged.

3. Optical and NMR Characterization or the Beryllosilicates and Germanates.
The effect of varying the cage atoms was measured by examining solid solution series of the
beryllosilicates and germanates. In Figure 4A are shown the l2STe MAS NMR spectra of
Zn4Te in beryllosilicate and beryllogermanate hosts. The narrow linewidths and absence of
spinning sidebands (even at spinning speeds as slow as 1.5 kHz) verify that the central anion
resides in a well-defined tetrahedral site with essentially zero chemical shift anisotropy. The
chemical shifts, measured relative to CdTe. am -466 ppm for the silicate and -491 ppm for the

• a
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_ _""_Figure 2. Optical absorption data for

V - the series ZngS8 Se2 -.(B, 2)12 , where
x = (a) 2.0, (b) 1.8, (c) 1.6, (d) 1.4,

*ý b '-- (e) 1.5, (f) 1.0, and (g) 0.2.

Wavelenth (am) -11

V Figure 3A. Effects of doping S into Zinc
S• ,"• ,"•Oxoborate , ZnSO.S2 .x,(BO2)12, where
•i _ x = (a) 2.00, (b) 1.98, (c) and (d) 1.97,

E 2 ", -" (e) 1.99. The unit cell constant for

these body-centered cubic structures
was 7.475(2) A for each solution.

w.,daq (m)

a 2 1 I ,4

j -- Figure 3B. Effects of doping O into Zinc
- Sulfoborate. ZngOXS 2.8 (BO 2)12, where

S. -x = (a) 0.00, (b) 0.02, (c) 0.06, and
(d)0.10. The curve at (e) is the bulk
sphalerite ZnS.
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C
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Figure 4A. 12 5Te MAS NMR spectra of (a) bulk ZnTe, (b) bulk CdTe (reference compound, 8
= 0 ppm) (c) Zn8Te2(BeSiO4 )6 and (d) Zn$Te 2(BeGeO 4 )6.
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Figure 4B. Optical absorption data of (a) ZngTe 2(BeGeO 4 )6, (b) ZngTe2(BeSiO 4)6, and (c)bulk ZnTe; the absorption edge is indicated by the arrow.
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Figure 5A. 77Se MAS NMR spectra of (a) bulk ZnSe, (b) bulk CdSe (reference compound, S = 0
ppm) (c) CdgSe2(BeSiO 4)6 and (d) ZnsSe2(B0 2)12 .
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Figure 5B. Optical absorption data of(a) bulk sphalerite ZnSe. (b) ZngSe 2(BO 2 )1 2, and (C)
ZnsSe2(BeSi.sGe.s04)6.
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germanate, compared with +200 ppm for the parent compound ZnTe. The large upfield shift in
both sodalite structures is indicative of a dramatic change in the chemical bonding properties of
the central anion. This is expected; essentially the first coordination sphere of the bulk is
isolated within the sodalite cage and charge delocalization is restricted primarily to the Zn 4Te
tetrahedra, Consistent with these results are the optical spectra, shown in Figure 4B; the large
blue shifts relative to the bulk reflect the change in electronic structure.

The analogous selenide system was examined by 77Se MAS NMR and the results are
shown in Figure 5A. As in the telluride compounds, the shifts are far upfield from those
measured in the bulk semiconductors ZnSe and CdSe. Noteworthy is the observation that the
shift difference between the Zn4Se and Cd.Se sodalites is approximately the same as that
between bulk ZnSe and CdSe.

Also similar to the results obtained for the Te-compounds are the absorption data, shown
in Figure 5B. For the ZnsSe 2(BeSi.5Ge.504) 6 compound, the absorption band is dramatically
blue-shifted relative to bulk ZnSe. An anomaly seems to appear with the Zn4Se borate
material, however. From the NMR results, the Se bonding state clearly is electronically distinct
from the bulk ZnSe and yet the absorption edge is not shifted to any large degree. Thorough
"washing" of the Zn 4Se borate to remove any residual bulk ZnSe failed to change significantly
the optical absorption 17). The forced proximity of the Zn4Se tetrahedra in the borate apparentlys
results in absorption bands close to that of the bulk, despite the fact that the nature of the
electronic transitions are very different in the two materials.

D!SCUSSION
It has been shown that the optical properties of zinc chalcogenides can be varied by

inclusion into the sodalite framework. In the borates, in which the M-X distance is shorter in
the sodalite than in the corresponding bulk, the optical properties depend on the constitution of
the central tetrahedra. Sharp band edges are observed for end members in a solid solution series
and these features broaden slightly as the anion is mixed for single phase materials.

In the beryllosilicates and beryllogermanates, the cage effects dominate the optical spectra.
The M-X distances in these materials are comparable to those in the bulk and the tetrahedra are
well separated from each other. The exact nature of the optical absorption band in these
materials has not yet been assigned; further characterization is in progress.
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ABSTRACT

It has generally been concluded that good doping in wide-gap semiconductors is best
accomplished by non-equilibrium means. Excimer lasers, because of their high intensity and
short pulses, are ideal for this. Our earlier laser annealing work on bulk ZnSe resulted in
complications due to increased twinning of the sample. Our present work shows that twinning
can be eliminated by the use of originally untwinned MBE material. The MBE samples had the
additional advantage, over bulk, of a far smoother surface, which simplified the investigation of
melting and evaporation. Use of power levels of 10, 20, and 35 MW/cm 2 showed no melting at
10 MW/cm 2, melting and no detectable evaporation at 20 MW/cm 2. and evaporation at 35
MW/cm 2. Combined ion beam cratering and SEM examination showed a depth of the melted
layer, at 20 MW/cm 2. of - 0.5 pm. Moreover. AES analysis showed minimal decomposition of
the 20 MW/cm 2 sample.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wide band gap materials such as ZnSe are of high interest for applications in visible light
emitting devices such as diode lasers and display panels. Obtaining bipolar conductivity in such
materials has however been a pervasive problem; for ZnSe, the problem has been to obtain
adequate p-type conductivity. For years, reports of high conductivity could not be reproduced
(see e.g. ref.I). This problem has been alleviated recently, with carrier concentrations of
3"10 17/cm', first reported by Park et al.121, now having been obtained by a number of other
groups (e.g. ref.3). Nevertheless, even higher concentrations would be desirable.

Based on an analysis showing low dopant solubilities in wide-gap materials [41, one of us has
suggested that non-equilibrium dopant incorporation is required. One approach to this is
incorporation via excimer laser melting. This is known to give dopant concentrations above the
solubility limit in the case of elemental and IlI-V compound semiconductors, by increasing the
substitutional dopant concentrations and activating the dopant atoms that had been incorporated
via other nonequilibrium processes like ion-implantation, MBE etc.[5]. In our prior work [61, we
attempted to redistribute the dopant (Na) from the interstitial (donor) site to the substitutional
(acceptor) site by using such excimer lasers. This work was carried out on bulk ZnSe, and
although it showed some encouraging results, all samples showed appreciably heavier twinning
after the laser treatment than before it. Such twinning, based on an analysis of literature by one
of us I 1, is not satisfactory for either good doping or good device performance. However, all
bulk material in that work showed some initial twinning, and in view of the potential benefits of
excimer laser processing, we felt that the method should be tried on initially untwinned material,
to check whether this would result in good (untwinned) material subsequent to melting. The
present work examines this point.

In addition to examining the question of twinning on originally untwinned material (the
present samples were grown by MBE - see ref. 7). investigations were carried out to determine
that the samples did melt, that there was minimal evaporation, and that there was minimal
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surface decomposition (i.e. preferential evaporation of one constituent). In our prior work [6.,

we did investigate these points. However, although we did obtain good circumstantial evidence
on melting and on absence of decomposition, we did not obtain definitive evidence. We thus felt
that obtaining further corroborative evidence, on the present better MBE samples, was
warranted.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The samples used were MBE grown, undoped ZnSe on GaAs with a (100) orientation. The
ZnSe epilayer was 3pm thick with a mirror smooth surface and gcod luminescence
characteristics. A Lambda Physik EMG 102 MSC excimer laser was used to anneal the samples.
The wavelength of the coherent radiation was 308 nm and the pulse duration was -20 ns. The
samples were cleaned with methanol before annealing (the first sample to be annealed was not
cleaned, but showed poor results. See section 3). All the samples were mounted on a graphite
block and annealed in air (we do not expect any atmospheric contamination during the ultra
short laser pulse anneal). The laser spot was focussed by a UV lens to the desired spot size,
which was usually in the range of a few square mm. Based on our earlier results on bulk
ZnSe[6], we used single laser pulses with intensities in the range of 10-40 MW/cm 2.

An optical Nomarski microscope and a JOEL scanning electron microscope (SEM) were used
to observe the surface morphology and to check on possible twinning features on the surface of
the sample. A Perkin Elmer 660 Scanning Auger Microscope was also used, which enabled us to
obtain both SEM and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) data. This also had an ion beam
attachment, which could mill a crater on the samples. This enabled us to study the near surface
layers of the samples by both SEM and Auger spectroscopy. Photoluminescence (PL)
measurements were made with a He-Cd laser to observe the changes in luminescence due to
laser annealing. For this, the annealed samples were lightly etched with a Br-methanol solution
to obtain luminescence data from the sub-surface regions in the annealed region. The etch time
was adjusted to remove about 0. 1pm. An Alpha-step profilometer, with a depth sensitivity of a
few nanometerswas used to measure the surface profile.

3. RESULTS

An important aim of the present work was to investigate the questions of melting,
decomposition and evaporation of the samples. There were several reasons for this, given the
fact that we had already investigated this for bulk samples. One was, as we mentioned above,
that we desired additional corroborative evidence. In addition, the smoother surface of the
present samples enabled us to obtain more reliable results, particularly as regards evaporation
and melting. These aspects were investigated by the profilometer, SEM and Auger scans.

The laser annealing was carried out at three power levels viz., 10, 20 and 35 MW/cm2. The
10 MW/cm 2 sample showed no evidence of melting. The profilometer scan was very smooth and
showed no detectable change in the profile. Similarly, no change in the surface morphology was
seen in the SEM. Also, a crater dug into the surface showed no evidence of melting (see results
for 20 MW/cm2 for comparison). In the case of the sample annealed at 20 MW/cm 2

. the
profilometer scan (Fig. I) shows a spike at the annealed - unannealed boundary and then the
surface is wavy in the annealed zone. The annealed area appears visually dark with a clear
boundary between annealed and unannealed regions. Fig.2 shows an SEM picture of a crater
miii~d at the annealed- nonannealed boundary. The dark ellipse on the left is the exposed GaAs
substrate at the bottom of the crater. Three layers can be distinguished in the annealed ZnSe: the
bottom layer of undisturbed ZnSe, a second grey layer and a top dark layer. The top dark layer f
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FIG. 1. Profilometer scan of a sample annealed at 20

MW/cm2. The region to the left of the spike is unannealed
and to its right is annealed.

was found to contain carbon, which could have come on to the surface from the graphite sample
holder used during our annealing experiments and then diffused into the ZnSe during laser
anneal. This layer is about 0. 1pgm thick. The composition of the second grey layer was analyzed
by AES but no impurity could be detected at a concentration within the sensitivity of the AES.
The thickness of this layer is about 0.5 pm. This layered structure was not present in the
unannealed region of the sample. In addition, Auger surface scans were taken on the annealed
and unannealed regions of the sample. The relative intensities of the Zn and Se peaks remained
the same before and after the laser annealing. The sample annealed at 35 MW/cm 2 showed
evidence of evaporation in the profilometer scans. The surface was visibly degraded with

unannealed 4-/. annealed

1

FIG. 2. A IOOOX magnification SEM picture of a sample annealed
at 20 MW/cm2 . This shows a crater at the unannealed-annealed
boundary. The layered structure (see text for details) is visible in

if the annealed region while it is absent in the unannealed region.
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extensive surface ripples and other features. So, no further work was done at and beyond this
power level. It is also worth noting that the frst sample, which was annealed at 20 MW/cm2

without cleaning, showed some regions having a parallel line structure, where such fines give a
strong indication of twinning (Some particles, presumably dust, were observed on this sample
under the SEM; the twinning on this sample could have resulted from stresses caused by the
interaction of these dust particles with the laser radiation).

Photoluminescence measurements were taken in the annealed region before etching, and in
the unannealed regions before and after etching the sample to a depth of - 0. lpm (this should
remove the top dark layer contaminated with carbon and expose the underlying grey layer). The
PL spectra of the unannealed sample shows strong bound exciton lines (Fig.3). The PL intensity
decreased drastically in the annealed region, so much so that we could not see any exciton
luminescence. But after etching, the annealed region regained a part of its exciton luminescence
(Fig.4). We also see an additional peak at -2.3eV (indicated by the arrow in Fig.4).

100-

Soo

400

WAVELENGTH (A)

FIG. 3. PL spectrum of an as-grown MBE-ZnSe sample at 9 "K showing strong exciton L
luminescence.

ODWs

woo0

4000

460 5000005M 5 M C a 4

WAVELENGTH PA

FIG. 4. PL spectrum of the annealed region of a sample annealed at 20 MW/cm 2 after a
Br-methanol etch to a depth of 0.1 jrn. Note the new peak at -2.3eV (shown by the
arrow). Also, note that the PL intensity was appreciably lower than prior to annealing;
the indicated intensity is higher because a wider slit was used.j 
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4. DISCUSSION

The spike at the boundary of the annealed region and the wavy nature of the surface profile
(Fig. 1) in the annealed region show that the material has melted and flowed. This has also been
observed in the laser melting of silicon [8]. The occurrence of the layered structure only in the
annealed region (Fig.2) proves that the layers were formed by the laser annealing. Based on the
above profilometer and SEM results (Figs.1& 2), there can be no doubt that there was melting of
the 20 MW/cm 2 sample. Moreover, based on the profilometer data (Fig. 1) it is also apparent that
this sample showed either no evaporation or, at most, very minimal evaporation. Regarding
decomposition, the fact that the Auger scans showed comparable Zn and Se intensities before
and after annealing gives a strong indication of minimal decomposition. It is more difficult to
conclude that there is no decomposition, since if some Se (or Zn) were to evaporate, leaving
some clumps or balls of Zn (or SO) on the surface, these may not give a strong enough Auger
signal to significantly affect the Zn (or SO) peak. however, major decomposition seems unlikely.
Moreover, if Zn vacancies were formed, they would be expected to form the well known A
center [9]. a complex with donors, showing a PL peak at about 2.0eV. This peak was not found
in the PL spectra. Even the peak at 2.783eV, which some authors 110,11] have claimed to be
formed by Zn vacancies, was not observed in the PL spectra.

In addition to the question of melting, it is also important to determine the depth of the
melted layer; it is for instance of interest to see whether the melt depth is adequate to obtain
devices such as diode lasers or LEDs. From our cratering work, we have concluded that there is
a top layer, with appreciable carbon, of about 0.1 lam and a layer, showing SEM contrast, of
about 0.Spm, below that. Since we did not see much carbon on the surface of the as-grown
samples, we assume that the top layer resulted from carbon contamination due to some of the
laser beam hitting the graphite holder (we are now modifying this part of our set-up). At this
time we do not know the cause of the contrast of the lower grey layer, since Auger spectroscopy
did not pick up any impurities within its sensitivity range. However it is known that relatively
small changes in impurity concentrations can change the contrast in semiconductors [ 12]. That1
there is such a change is corroborated by te PL data, which shows a new peak at - 2.3 eV. in
the annealed region, after etching (it is known that Cu introduces a peak in this range 191). We
therefore feel that we have good indication of a melted layer of -0.5 pim. thickness. We are
conducting further experiments to determine whether the grey layer boundary of Fig. 2. is indeed
the melt boundary.

A further important aim of the present work was to investigate the occurrence of twinning
after annealing. Based on our SEM and optical microscopy examinations, we saw no evidence of
twinning on the cleaned samples. The fact that we did obtain a strong indication of twinning on
one sample which was not cleaned, gives us confidence that we would have seen it on the
cleaned material if it were there.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have shown that we can obtain melting, with an adequate layer depth, without
capping, with minimal (if any) evaporation and decomposition, of MBE- ZnSe. Moreover, we
have also demonstrated laser melting without twinning, on originally untwinned material. The
next step will be to attempt improved doping by such laser processing.

i
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ZnSe LAYERS GROWN ON Zn-
STABILIZED AND Se-STABILIZED GaAs SUBSTRATES
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Electrical, Computer and Systems Engineering Department, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Troy, New York 12180.

ABSTRACT

Organometallic vapor phase epitaxial (OMVPE) growth of ZnSe on GaAs was carried out

using dimethylzinc (DMZn) and dimethylselenium (DMSe) as source precursors. The growth

of ZnSe can be initiated either by introducing DMZn first (Zn stabilized) or DMSe first (Se

stabilized).
A systematic study of this growth initiation step on the properties of ZnSe epilayers was

carried out using Photoluminescence (PL) and Double Crystal X-Ray Diffraction (DCD) in
order to optimize the ZnSe-GaAs interface. PL and DCD data show a considerable difference in

lattice relaxation mechanism between Zn and Se stabilized layers. Se stabilized layers are also

seen to be considerably tilted with respect to the substrate. PL properties of Se stabilized layers
exhibit strong near band edge emission (NBE) and weak deep level emission such as Yo,

compared to layers grown by Zn stahiliaztion.

INTRODUCTION

ZnSe is a promising material for blue light emitting diodes, lasers and for other

optoelectronic applications. Growth of ZnSe on GaAs by MBE [ 11, OMVPE [2 . and ALE 131,
has attracted the most attention because of the close lattice match between the two materials.

Unlike Ill-V systems where growth is always started by first introducing column V
precursors and then column III precursors, the growth of ZnSe can be initiated by introduction

of either the column Ii or column VI precursor. These two growth initiation steps are expected
to result in different layer properties, as seen in other II-VI systems 141. In this work, a
systematic study of such initial stabilization of the GaAs substrate on the ZnSe layer properties

was carried out.

EXPERIMENTAL

The growth of ZnSe was carried out in a low pressure horizontal OMVPE reactor with rf
heating. Growth temperatures were in the range 4500C to 5250C and the reactor pressure was

300 ton'. The layers were grown on (100) GaAs substrates misoriented 20 towards [1101.
DMZn and DMSe were used as the source material. These substrates were degreased using
standard solvents and etched in a solution of H20:H20 2 :H2SO 4 (1:1:5) by volume and dipped
in NH4 0H to remove any oxide just before loading into tdi reactor. Typical partial pressure of
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DMZn was 2.0 xl0-4 atm, while that of DMSe was 3.0 xl0" atm. The total gas flow through
the reactor was maintained at 2000 seem.

Growth was initiated by first introducing DMZn (Zn stabilized) or DMSe (Se stabilized) for
120 seconds, immediately after which the second precursor was introduced to start the growth.

The partial pressures used in the growth of ZnSe were the same for stabilization effects. Initial

stabilization was carried out for 120 seconds rather than a few seconds generally encountered
in a typical reactor in order obtain consistent results.

The PL system consisted of 300mW Argon laser, 3/4m grating spectrometer and a

photomultiplier tube with a thermoelectric cooled GaAs photocathode. PL spectra was recorded

at 90K excited by 10mW laser intensity. The X-Ray measurements were made as described in

151.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The lattice mismatch between ZnSe and GaAs is about 0.3% and this lattice mismatch is

accommodated by a compressive strain in the epilayer for thicknesses less than the critical

thickness hc (-1500 AO) 161. As the thickness of the epilayer starts to exceed the critical

thickness [7). misfit dislocations are rapidly generated reducing the compressive strain in the

ZnSe epilayer. Beyond the critical thickness, the epilayer relaxes and the compressive strain

due to lattice mismatch decreases, eventually becoming negligible and the dominant residual
strain in the ZnSe epilayer, when cooled to room temperature, is tensile due to the differences

in the thermal expansion coefficient for ZnSe and GaAs.
DCD and PL were used to determine the strain and out of plane lattice constant a. of the

epilayers as a function of thickness. X-Ray diffraction is a well established technique to

measure a, in ZnSe [8). Similarly PL measurements have been studied in many hetroepitaxial

systems including ZnSe - GaAs 191. The free and bound exciton peak position is a tunction of
strain in the layer.We have used the shift in energy for the heavy hole (EL) as this is stronger

and clearly identifiable to measure strain in the layers. From this shift, the in plare strain (e I,)
was measured by using the following equation [9,101:

-\Ex L= [ 2a(Cl -C12 )/Ct + b(Cut +2Cl2)/Ct )elet

The values used for hydrostatic deformation potential (a) and shear deformation potential (b)
are : -a=5.4eV. -b= I.2eV [I II ] respectively while values used for the elastic stiffness constants

were Ci1 = 8.1 x 1011 dyn/cm2 and C12= 4.88 x 1011 dyn/cm 2. Figure 1 shows the change in
ExL position for ZnSe grown on Zn-stabilized and Se stabilized GaAs substrates. Also shown

in the figure is the in plane lattice strain in the layer, calculated using the above formula. As can

be seen, the residual strain in the two types of layers is found to be different, even though for

layers of thickness greater than ho, both types of layers are expected to be relaxed at the growth

temperature and the only strain observed should be duc to difference in thermal expansion

coefficients.
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To confirm the above observation, we have measured the perpendicular lattice constant al

of the layers using DCD, and these ( along with the PL ) results are plotted in figure 2. Here, it

is seen, that for layers grown under Zn stabilized conditions, ZnSe is completely relaxed at the
growth temperature beyond 0.5pm. For the Se-stabilized case, the layers are still under

compression at growth temperature. Clearly, the lattice relaxation mechanism of layers grown

on Zn-stabilized substrates is different from those grown on Se-stabilized substrates.

The full width half maximum (FWHM) value of the x-ray diffraction peak is shown in
figure 3 as a function of layer thickness. For layers <1.2pm the FWHM for both Zn and Se

stabilized layers are similar. For layers >l.2pm, Zn stabilized layers are seen to have a lower
FWHM. ZnSe layers grown with Se stabilization were seen to be tilted with respect to the
substrate (figure 4 ) with a tilt of 440 arc-sec (0.120) in the <110> direction for a 3.5pm thick
layer. The tilt observed on Zn-stabilized layers is within the experimental accuracy of

measurement and for all practical purposes these layers are not tilted with respect to the
substrate. Earlier reports of ZnSe on GaAs indicated no tilt of the epilayer [12]. Moreover, the

tilt of the layer is a function of the layer thickness and hence this is reflected in a higher FWHM

for layers grown on Se stabilized surface.

SAs seen from figure 2, Zn and Se stabilized layers relax differently. Se-stabilized layers are
seen to relax much slower. This difference in relaxation rates of Zn and Se stabilized layers is
further supported by the difference in tilting of the epilayers for the two cases.

PL from Zn and Se stabilized layers is also considerably different as shown in figure 5.
Similar PL was obtained for sample thickness from 0.5 to 3.2pm. Se stabilized layers exhibit
strong near band edge (NBE) emission, very weak Yo emission, and no lov emission. The Yo

peak was attibuted to dislocations and a strong Yo emission reflects a higher optically active

dislocation density [13]. The lov peak has also been found to exist in layers with high
dislocation densities [14]. These results are consistent with an earlier report of improved PL
from tilted ZnSe layers [15]. Differences in growth rates were also observed for Zn and Se

stabilized cases, and Se stabilized surfaces exhibited superior morphology. From the above
results, it is clear that Zn stabilized layers have a higher dislocation density which shows up as

an intense Yo peak.

When DMZn is passed over GaAs at 5250C, a surface reaction takes place, probably
forming Zn 3As 2 which is volatile leaving atomic gallium on the surface. This may be the

source of dislocations on Zn-stabilized layers and the layer relaxes rapidly by forming a high
density of dislocations. When DMSe is passed over GaAs, no surface reaction may take place

because DMSe is very stable. However, we cannot rule out the possibility of Ga2Se3

formation. In fact this interfacial layer is found to be important in obtaining high quality ZnSe

layers 1161, with good interfacial properties. We believe growth with Se-stabilization results in
defect free interface for thin layers and lattice relaxation takes place by glide of 600 dislocations

from the surface. This mechanism generally results in tilt of the layer with respect to the

substrate.

I
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CONCLUSION

The effect of initial growth stabilization on the ZnSe layer properties is studied. It was
found that layers grown on Se stabilized surfaces relax much slower compared to those grown

on Zn-stabilized surface. For thickness > 0.5pm, the Zn-stabilized layers are completely

relaxed at the growth temperature whereas this is not the case for even 3pm thick Se-stabilized

layers. A large network of dislocations generated from the interface could be responsible for

this relaxation in Zn-stabilized case. The optical properties of the layers grown by Se-
stabilization is superior to the Zn-Stabilized case.
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ABSTRACT

Wide-band gap II-VI semiconductors have direct bandgaps which cover the energy

range from the red to the u-v. This makes such compounds ideal for optoelectronic

applications. CdS has a band gap of 2.42eV and becomes potentially useful for the

green region of the spectrum. However, because CdS has a preference to adopt the

hexagonal wurtzite structure, epitaxial growth of this semiconductor is complicated.

Nevertheless succesful growth of CdS layers onto CdTe is possible. We report a detailed

photoluminescence study of CdS/CdTe heterostructures grown by CVD. The CdS

layers have high quality hexagonal structure. Luminescence lines are narrow enough

and we could detect a splitting ocurring on the excited state of a neutral acceptor

If hound exciton, at 2.5462eV.

INTRODUCTION

The fact that wide-band gap II-VI semiconductors have direct bandgaps which

cover the visible range makes such compounds potentially suitable for optoelectronic

applications like light emitting devices operating in the blue-green region of the

spectrum. The best example is ZnSe. which luminesces very efficiently in the blue.

This material also has an almost perfect lattice match to GaAs and high quality

strained layers could be grown by different methods. Therefore, the optical properties

of heterostructures and of superlattices based on ZnSe have been intensively studied

for the last 6-7 years. As a result a blue laser based on ZnSe has recently been reported.

CdS has a band gap of 2.42eV and becomes potentially useful for the green region

of the spectrum. However, because CdS has a preference to adopt the hexagonal

wurtzite structure, epitaxial growth of this semiconductor is complicated. Nevertheless

succesful growth of CdS layers onto (111)A GaAs by MOCVD [11 and onto CdTe by

CVD have been reported i2]. Recently CdS heterostructures have received renewed

attention because of the novel features presented by intrinsic Stark superlattices of

which CdS/CdSe type-Il superlattices are striking examples [3].

Growth on to (111) CdTe substrats yields hexagonal CdS of high quality. In

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. C19"2 Materilas Research Society
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this paper we report the results of a detailed photolurnioescenre study performed ont

CdS/CdTe heterostrurtures grown by CVD.

CN 1 IN

C48N
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Figure 1: PL, spectra od CdS epilayer, tf %;It -os tltickine-es growon t 'tle substrats, re,',rded
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EXPERIMIENTAL DETAILS
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to 48 pro. The growth rate wa~s 
2

.211 It- at a suinstrate temlperatutre of 475 C and a

sounrce temp~eratutre of 8001 C. The layers were grotwn ott a Cd fare tunder atn hvsdnng('Tl

flux of 181llxy in a qoiartzt reactor. Th, rcomposition of the substrate face. i.e Te or C'1.

was dletermninedtb he eletical attack using a solu~tiotn 1:1:1 of hyedrofluoric acid, nitric

acid and tmethanrol. Prior to growth the substrate face was polished mechanicaly until

it %""s a ,tutcr-o like and, ehetniraltr etehedl ttsug a ltr,,tethanott .solu~tiont,. Tb,. surface

of the grownt (dS epilayer was alsto tnrrttr-lik,'. atid goott crystal tquality was confirmted

Its X- ray ttesturetuetts.

Luminescencee was excited utsinrg tlte 457rutn linte front an Ar iotn laser. antd was

,ttllectetl at right angles ttt th laxiis tof excit ation. %Meastiremtenttts were tiadle tisiing
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SPEX 1701 dispersive monochromator, fitted with a photoinultiplier tube. In all

cases the sample was mounted with the growth axis parallel to the excitation axis.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

The valence and conduction bands for wurtzite semicondlcors have both maxima

and inininia at the center of the Brillouin zone, and the associated Bloch functions

have p-like and s-like orbital character, respectively. The top three valence bands are

split, by the combined effect of both spin-orbit interaction and the action of a noncubic

crystal field perturbationinto a 179 and two r? states. The separations between the

top state, F". and the two F7 states, can be found from the Hamiltonian matrix. This

inatrix can be set uI) usin., the p-functions to represent the valence band states, and

hls tihe same form as the energy tuatrix for the zincblend valence band states under a

(111) tiniaxial strain [4,5]. The energies of the two low lying Fr7 states are. relatively

to tihe E, state. given by:

E - 1/2(A•,, + A,,) 1 [1/4(A_1 , + g, - 2/3AoA, ]'" 1

InI conjunction with the conduction band each valence band gives rise to a series

of exciton states, labeled A. B. C by increasing order of energy. A. B and C excitons

ane all seen polarized with the lelectric vector of the light perpendictilai to tile axis of

irnwth. (c axis) hot only B and (' excitons are seen for parallel polarization [7].

PIhtotluniit'sct'nc' spectra from (CIS layers with a thickness of '2 p I samnppl C2N).

4p -,aiiltle ('4N) and 458p 1sanple ('48N) are shown in figure 1. In figur' 2 tit,'

t,-ntperatire dependence 1f tile lmnint'estence is depicted.

In all spectra we csn identify the recombination of free e.,citoins A, as well as

excitins bound to a'ei.tral acce'pttrs. Ii andl b, at 2.5359eV and 2.5459eV respectively,

t, tivt ral donors, I-,, at 2.547() tV and to an ionized donor, I. at 2.5499eV (figures 1

iuitl 2) [6.7). This iden'itifiation is c-,nfimit'd by t'e temperature depe'ndence of all the

ft'aturt',. Raising trlit tt'ipit'ratmq, 'rti'ngly ai.i-,s the intensity ,f liI(' otittint extittii

limtis. 1, to I,. relatively ti the intensity tf the free exciton, A limi'. At 4 lK louind

t'xtitolt limies loimiamte 'ha' spectruiln waLile ;it 20K the sitltition is rt'versed. The

temiiperat ure dep'ndtlenci reflects tiet' difteir .ice in binding energy between the li'citot

tt the inipt..ity and the exitotm itself.

Tb, tnergits we measure ait 4 lK fttr all th, comtponents of the edge recomubimoatiom.

i .its expecttedt with the coirrespotlent value xneassured for bulk CdS. indicating
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a) b)

50 K

4 K 40Kx

is5K 15K
22 K
27 K
30K 4K

404 K

2.560 2.544 2.528 2.560 2.548 2.538

ENERGY (eV) ENERGY (eV)

Figure 2: Photoluxn•nterece 'pectra from sample, ta) ('2N and (b) ('4N ai various teuzzperatures

that the thickness of our samples is well above the critical thickness.

We could also observe (figure 3) the states IB and 11B" arising from the I, netutral

acceptor state and an exciton formed from a hole in the second valence band. The

splitting of 1.5 meV arising from the exchange interaction between the two unlike

holes is].

The A exciton is split by jj otoupling into F5 and F6 states. Altough transitions

fr 'xn the r6 state into the fundanmental state are forbidden they have been reported to

OCcur (the AF6 line in reference 17)). The transition is perhaps made allowed trough

mixture with the exciton state originated from the F7 valence band. This transition

could be detected in some of o"r samples (figure 3).

A further splitting was also detected for the 
1
s line [61 identified as an exciton

recomnbination at a neutral acceptor (figure 4). The two lines 15 and 1•, at 2.5464eV

and at 2.5468eV are separated by an energy of .4meV and therinalize (figure 4 1

according to a Boltzmann distribution law.

, = oc.rp( -AE/KT) (2).

We suggest that the splitting may be due to hole-hole interaction. However more work

needs to be done before discussing this assignement in more detail.

ii
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2.556 2.553 2 550 2 SO7

I a ,

2.5590 2.5554. 2.5518 2.5482 2.5/.1.6 2.51.10
ENERGY (eV)

Figure 3: fligh temperature (15K) plhot olnime-ence spectrum of a Iltp thick (dS lacer. Vertical

hlots ilde4te. ¥o1m 1 ,it to rig , AlIt . At1'6. I' /, i 1

a) b)

50K
00

30K -".

16K 0.7

8K

4 K
2.551 2.547 2.543 0.0 1.2 2./. 3.6

ENERGY (eV) 1/KT (meV-1)

Figure 4: (a) a lie i% 1an| I% hn,'- re'oruleil t, PIL at ujifferewt teinpraturis. (1) logarithlm of tIhe

ttenstity ratio of I.,/1, line as, a finttioo of reciprocal temperatmure. Soilimd hie repreents Eý(q (2)

Imsimig AV = 316.•)iile, arnd v = 5 Thites. valule are ilie best lit valuies in a -easLiParen• sens

4 
1
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown that good crystal quality CdS can be grown onto CdTe

(111) face by CVD. The quality is demonstrated by the photoluminescence obtained

from the samples.

We have also detected a previously unreported zero field splitting of a acceptor

bound exciton transition and ascribed it to jj coupling. Further work is under way to

clarify this point.
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VAPOR-PHASE GROWTH OF EPITAXIAL AND BULK ZnSe

WL. AHLGREN, S. SEN, S.M. JOHNSON, W.H. KONKEL, J.A. VIGIL, AND R.P. RUTH
Santa Barbara Research Center, 75 Coromar Drive, Goleta, CA 93117

ABSTRACT

Epitaxial and bulk ZnSe of good structural perfection have been grown by
vapor-phase techniques. Epitaxial undoped ZnSe layers were grown by metal-
organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) on GaAs (100) substrates in a hori-
zontal-flow quartz reactor chamber. Conventional pyrolytic growth at 450'C
was used, with diethyl zinc (DEZn) and diethyl selenium (DESe) reactants
transported in hydrogen carrier gas.

Layers with smooth surface morphology and very good crystal structure
were obtained, with no evidence of gas-phase pre-reaction. Sharp electron 4
channeling patterns produced in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) indi-
cated that (100)-oriented ZnSe layers were grown on (100) GaAs surfaces, as
expected. X-ray rocking-curve analysis with a silicon four-crystal monochrom-
ator gave full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) line widths of 165 to 180 arc-sec
for layers 2.5 to 3.0 pm thick, better than values for MOCVD-grown ZnSe/GaAs
reported to date in the literature known to us. Cathodoluminescence (CL)
imaging in the SEM showed significant defect substructure in the layers, pro-
bably due to lattice-misfit dislocations in the interface region. Brighf blue
CL emission from the layers was observed in the SEM at both 77K and room tem-
perature, indicating the dominance of radiative recombination in the material.

Bulk ZnSe crystals were grown using a physical vapor transport technique.
The crystals, a few millimeters on a side, had fully developed crystal facets,
predominantly (1101-oriented. X-ray rocking-curve analysis gave FWHM values
of about 19 arc-sec, indicating excellent structural perfection.

INTRODUCTION
8

ZnSe is a material of interest for the production of blue-emitting laser
diodes, provided p-type material of high conductivity can be prepared. In
recent years, substantial progress has been made toward solving this icng-
standing problem. P-type doping has now been achieved by MBE, MOMBE, and
MOCVD techniques (for MOCVD see Yasuda, Mitsuishi, and Kukimoto [1) and Khan
et al. (2]). Low-temperature epitaxial growth (around 350S) appears to be
important. Low growth temperature should (1) minimize point defect formatic:n
during growth; (2) aid dopant incorporation during growth; and (3) minimize
formation of misfit dislocations during cool-down, due to differences in
thermal expansion coefficient between substrate and epitaxial layers. Photo-
assisted growth may also be important to achieve high doping levels and low
growth temperature.

Choice of substrate for epitaxy is important. GaAs is attractive because
of its highly developed technology, ready availability, and close lattice
match to ZnSe. Nevertheless, there are potential problems with GaAs as a sub-
strate for ZnSe epitaxy; (1) Ga and As from the substrate may diffuse or be
vapor-transported into the 11-VT epitaxial layer, unfavorably affecting its
electrical properties. (2) Exact lattice-matching of the I-VI epitaxial
layer to the GaAs substrate at the growth temperature, although achievable if,
principle using ZnSSe alloys, may be difficult initially, when IX-VI alley
composition and uniformity are not well controlled. Lattice-mismatch will
lead to the formation of defects in the epitaxial layers that will unfavorably
affect the eleutrical properties and the long-term stability of devices pro-
duced using the material. (3) The lattice parameter of the II-Vt epitaxial
layer can be exactly matched to that of GaAs at only one temperature because
the two materials have different thermal expansion coefficients. Even if the
layer is perfectly matched to the substrate at the growth temperature, lattice
defects may be generated in the layer when it is coo!ýd to room temperature.

Mat. Re. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. '1992 Materials Research Society
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Because of these problems, it is desirable to also have available high-quality

ZnSe substrates as an alternative to GaAs.

In this paper we report initial experiments in the growth of both epitax-
ial and bulk ZnSe by vapor phase techniques. The objective of this prelimi-
nary work was to establish a baseline for epitaxial growth of ZnSe on GaAs and
for bulk growth of ZnSe.

EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF ZnSe ON GaAs

ZnSe epitaxial layers of good surface morphology and crystal lattice per-
fection were grown by conventional pyrolytic MOCVD on GaAs substrates. The
growth conditions and characteristics of the epitaxial layers are discussed in
this section. The results provide a baseline upon which future improvements
will be made.

MOCVD nrowth Conditions

A horizontal quartz reactor with a tilted graphite susceptor heated from
a below by a focused quartz-halogen lamp was used. The reactor configuration is

shown in Figure 1. Alkyl reactants were chosen for both the zinc and the
selenium sources to avoid the gas phase pre-reaction associated with the use
of hydrogen selenide. The reactants used were diethyl zinc (DEZn) and diethyl
selenium (DESe). This particular combination of reactants has been previously
used by Mitsuhashi, Mitsuishi, and Kukimoto [3] A similar system, dimethyl
zinc (DMZn) and DESe, has been used by a number of groups, including
Mitsuhashi et al.r4] and Giapis et al. [5].

Prior to growth, the GaAs (100) or 4100) 2' to (110) substrates were
etched in 15:1:1 HZS0 4 :HZOZ:HZ0 solution at 20 to 30oC for 20 seconds, rinsed
in DI water and dried with N2 , and then baked in-situ in the reactor, in
flowing hydrogen, at 600oC for 15 minutes. The substrate temperature during
growth was 450'C. The reactor pressure was 304 Torr (0.4 atm). In the major-ity of the experiments, the total gas flow was 1.29 x 10-1 mol min-1 and the
reactant flows were 1.81 x 10-5 mol rin-

1 
(DEZn) and 7.27 X 10-5 mol min-

1
.

Thus, the total reactant mol fraction was 7 X 10-4, and the VI:II reactant
ratio was 4.

Growth rates were typically about 0.7 Jm h-
1 

(corresponding to a deposi-
tion efficiency of 1.6%), and growth runs were typically about 4 hours in
duration, leading to layers about 2.5 to 3.0 Wm thick. A total of eight
growth experiments were carried out. Most layers grown were specular, as
shown in Figure 2. There was no direct evidence of gas-phase pre-reaction,
such as powdery deposits. The low overall deposition efficiency, however,
could be indicative of a competing reaction; alternatively, it may simplyreflect inefficient pyrolysis of one of the reactants under the deposition
conditions employed, which were not optimized.

Enitaxial Materials Characteristics

The layers were characterized to determine structural perfection, im-
purity content, and luminescence properties.

Structural Perfection. The layers had good structural nerfection, as
indicated by their electron channeling patterns and by x-ray rocking-curve
analysis. Very sharp electron channeling patterns were obtained in the scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM), showing that epitaxial ZnSe (100) was grown on
GaAs (100). X-ray rocking-curve analysis carried out with a four-crystal Si
monochromator and Cu KOI radiation gave a FWHM in the range 165 to 180 arc-
sec, better than available literature reports for ZnSe on GaAs, but still

' I
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Figure 1. Horizontal growth chamber for pyrolytic MOCVD

JI

Figure 2. MOCVD-grown ZnSe epitaxial layer, 2.7 Jim thick, grown on GaAs

(100) substrate
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capable of improvement. Typical results are shown in Figure 3. The separa-
tion between the ZnSe and GaAs (4001 x-ray reflections is somewhat anomalous.
A separation in the neighborhood of 300 arc-sec was typically observed,
whereas the theoretical separation is 342 arc-sec. This may be indicative Af
strain or tilt in the epitaxial layer.

(a) (b)
Figure 3. Lattice-structural perfection of epitaxial ZnSe, 2.7 Am thick,

grown on GaAs (100) substrate. (a) Electron-channeling pattern;
(b) X-ray rocking curve

Cathodoluminescence imaging in the SEM showed a substantial defect soL-
structure in the layers, which can tentatively be ascribed to misfit disl- a-
tions. These results are consistent with the expectation that structural iP-
provement can be expected by growing ZnSl-ySey alloys lattice-marched t,- ýeA,
at the growth temperature, as reported in the literature.

Impurity Content. Key to the p-type doping of ZnSe is the prcducriýn ýf
pure material, free of residual n-type donors, into which acceptor impurit.'e.
can be introduced in a controlled manner. One of the layers was analyzeA
first by laser-ionization mass spectrometry (LIMS) and then by sec ndary-irn
mass spectrometry (SIMS). The LIMS analysis indicated that in the main part
of the layer, the principal contaminants were Cd and Te, but-that in hillocks
the Ga and As concentrations were also high. This suggests that the hilbocks
and the Ga contamination may be associated with Ga droplets that might -c:r
the GaAs substrate as discussed below. SIMS analysis was carried out with
both 02 and Cs primary beams, and confirmed that Cd, Te, Ga, ind As are the
primary contaminants. Significant levels of Cl were also found. Sigrnfrcant
levels of Cu, C, 0, and S were recorded, but these may be due to instrumental
background.

These results suggest that purity improvement can be achieved by takorro
several steps: (I) Cd and Te contamination comes from shared lines ir nut
II-VI MOCVD system, which is also used to grow HgCdTe. Apparatus m-lifica-
tions have been carried out to minimize this problem in the future. (2) 6a
and As contamination may come from the Ga-rich surface of the GaAs substrate
annealed under flowing hydrogen at too high a temperature, causing minute Ga
droplets (with dissolved As) to form on the surface. These can be e!ir.n.ated
by a lower-temperature, better-controlled anneal of the GaAs substrate.
(3) Cl is a well-known contaminant in diethyl zinc, arising from the synthet!:
route employed. Zinc reactants synthesized by a Cl-free process are nsw
available, and can be used in future work. (4) Further development of analy-
tical techniques, including SIMS, is needed to eliminate possible instrumental
background effects and provide adequate quantitation.

4
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Luminescence Properties. Bright blue cathodoluminescence was observed to
emanate from the ZnSe layer in the SEM at room temperature and at 77K
(brighter at the lower temperature). Spectral analysis of the cathodolumines-
cence (CL) was carried out at the University of California, Santa Barbara.
Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were also measured. The CL and PL spectra,
shown in Figure 4, agree well. Note that the CL spectrum was measured at
15K, whereas the PL spectrum was measured at 1.4K. The spectra show a weak
peak near the band edge and a strong, broad, sub-bandgap band that may be due
to donor-acceptor pair recombination.

Table I is a summary of the ZnSe bandgap at the measurement temperature,
from Gumlich, Theis, and Tschierse (6), and of the positions of the observed
CL and PL near-edge peaks (the position of a similar peak observed in bulk-
grown material, to be described below, is also included). Fine structure in
the PL near-edge peak, not visible in Figure 4 but observe! at higher resolu-
tion, is indicated by entries in the table. The near-edge peaks in the epi-
taxial ZnSe are believed to be associated with free excitons, which, according
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Figure 4. Luminescence spectra of ZnSe pitaxial layer. (a) Photo-
luminescence at 1.4K; (b) Cathdoluminescence at 15K
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to the cited reference, have a binding energy of about 0.02ev, consistent with
the observations summarized in Table I.

Table 1. ZnSe bandgap and near-edge CL and PL data
Temperature/K 1.4 15

ZnSe bandgap/eV 2.82 . 2.81
Epi ZnSe near-edge PL peaks/eV

First principal peak 2.790
Second principal peak 2.793
High-energy shoulder 2.799

Epi ZnSe near-edge CL peak/eV 2.79

Bulk ZnSe near-edge CL peaks/eV

Principal peak 2.781

High-energy shoulder I 2.790

BULK GROWTH OF ZnSe

ZnSe crystals were grown by a close-spaced physical vapor transport tech-

nique. Single-crystals of small size but excellent structural perfection and
good purity (as indicated by luminescence measurements) were obtained. The
growth conditions and characteristics of the materials produced are discussed
in this section.

Vapor Transport Growth Conditions

The growth technique is illustrated in Figure 5. Stoichiometric propor-
tions of high-purity ý6 9s grade) elemental Zn and Se from Osaka/Asahi were
pre-reacted and multiply-sublimed in separate ampoules prior to growth. This

980 degrees C
0.6 mm
•urrdagy --

travel .ZnSe Crystal

"-Growth Ampoule

Heat Pipe (10")

Growth Furnace 16"

SZnSe Source

992 degrees C

Figure 5. Growth of ZnSe by the close-spaced physical vapor transport
technique

4
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results in further purification by separating nonvolatile and low-vapor-pres-
sure impurities from the ZnSe sublimate. To bring about single-crystal
growth, the multiply-sublimed polycrystalline ZnSe charge was placed in one
end of an evacuated quartz ampoule maintained at 992*C, while the other end of
the ampoule was maintained at 980*C, establishing a relatively small tempera-
ture gradient of 0.3*C cm-

1 
along the axis of the growth ampoule. The furnace

was then slowly translated in the direction pointing from the cooler to the
hotter zone. The rate of furnace travel was fixed at 6 mm per day. The
single-crystal growth was unseeded. The duration of the growth was approxi-
mately four weeks. During the course of the growth, an accidental power fail-
ure occurred that interrupted the transport process.

Bulk Materials Characteristics

The crystals grown were a few millimeters on a side. This small single-
crystal size is probably due to a growth interruption caused by the power
failure that occurred during the experiment. The crystals had fully developed
facets, predominantly (1101-oriented. X-ray rocking-curve analysis carried
out with a four-crystal Si monochromator gave a FWHM of 19 arc-sec, indicating
excellent crystal lattice perfection. Very bright cathodoluminescence was ob-
served. The CL spectrum at 15K is shown in Figure 6. As discussed in cornec-
tion with Table I, the sharp peak at about 2.78 to 2.79 eV can be associated
with free excitons. Phonon replicas at lower energies, separated by about
31 meV, are derived from this peak. The brightness of the free exciton emis-
sion indicates excellent crystal lattice perfection, in consonance with the
very narrow X-ray rocking curve linewidth observed. There is also a broad,
very bright, emission band at lower energies (2.3 to 2.5 eV). The origin of
this band is uncertain. Its presence was reflected by the slightly g~eenish

appearance of the as-grown crystals.

24000

19200

14400

Z4800

1771 794? 2748 24 2729 3157
PHOTON ENERGY eV

Figur- 6. Cathodoluminescence spectrum of bulk ZnSe at 15K
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The results of preliminary experiments in vapor phase growth of ZnSe,
both epitaxial and bulk, have been reported. Epitaxial layers and bulk single
crystals of good crystal lattice perfection were obtained. Impurities in the
epitaxial layers were determined by mass-spectroscopic techniques, and their
likely sources identified. The luminescence properties of the materials were
studied, and bright emission was observed. Both epitaxial and bulk material
give evidence of free excitons at 15K, very strong in the bulk, relatively
weak in the epitaxial material. Both also show strong sub-bandgap bands of
unknown origin, presumed to related to the presence of impurities and/or point
defects.

In addition to eliminating the sources of the principal impurities (Cd,
Te, Ga, As, and Cl) observed in the epitaxial material, lowering of the growth
temperature from 450oC to around 350'C is deemed important for future efforts
to achieve high-conductivity n-type and p-type doping of ZnSe. To achieve
this, promising approaches are the use of photo-assisted MOVPE and/or the use
3f new reactants designed for lower-temperarire decomposition while still
avoiding gas-phase pre-reaction.

Future work on bulk growth of ZnSe will focus on increasing the single-
crystal size while still maintaining excellent crystal lattice perfection.
The availability of high-quality large-area ZnSe substrates will aid the de-
velopment and understanding of high-purity and doped epitaxial ZnSe.
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ABSTRACT

Growth of ZnSe on GaAs from H2Se and Zn[N(TMS) 2]2 precursors has been demonstrated.
When Et2 Zn is used as the zinc precursor a higher quality deposit is obtained. Results of
experiments employing Et2Zn as the main zinc source with Zn[N(TMS)2]2 introduced at a dopant
level indicate nitrogen has been incorporated. Final thin films were characterized by PL, XRD, SIMS,S~and Raman.

INTRODUCTION

A recent report by workers from the 3M Company of a ZnSe-based quantum well diode laser
operating at 77K in a pulsed mode has motivated researchers to develop methods for producing low
resistivity, p-type ZnSe with nitrogen doping. The main interest in this wide band-gap material
stems from its potential to operate in the blue end region of the visible spectrum. Several current
problems exist in the development of ZnSe-based optoelectronic devices, including the lack of a
commercially available lattice-matched substrate material, a suitable cladding material, and a
reproducible method for production of low resistivity, p-type material. This last problem is the focus
of this report.

The first report of conductive p-type ZnSe grown by MOVPE was in 1988 by Yasuda 2 
ef al.

Lithium nitride (Li3N) was the dopant source in a low pressure reactor utilizing ZnMe 2 and SeEt2
precursors. An extremely high doping level of 9 x 1017 cm-

3
, determined by Hall measurements,

was reported. PL measurements suggested lithium was the active acceptor element, although
nitrogen could not be excluded. However, this report has not been duplicated by other workers.
Yoshikawa

3 
ef at. demonstrated lithium incorporation as an acceptor when cyclopentadienyl lithium

(CpLi) was used as a source in conjunction with ZnMe 2 and SeMe2 at 500°C in an atmospheric
pressure MOVPE system. Only PL results were given and the CpLi source is a low vapor pressure
solid (like Li3N) thus making it difficult to control transport rates. More recently workers at
Toshiba

4 
have demonstrated moderate levels of p-type doping using tertiary-butyllithium (lBuLi) as

the lithium source and ZnMe 2 and SeMe 2 as the main element sources. Hall measurements were

Mal. Res. Soc. Syrnp. Proc. Vol. 242. '1992 Materials Research Society
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performed on both the as-deposited film and the film for which the GaAs substrate was removed.
The results of the Hall measurements were nearly identical, indicating minimal p-type conversion of
the underlying S. I. GaAs substrate by zinc diffusion.

In addition to lithium doping, marginal success has been achieved with nitrogen doping during
MOVPE growth of ZnSe. Stutius 5 

first reported the incorporation of nitrogen in MOVPE ZnSe using
NH3 as the dopant source. Similar results were reported more recently by researchers at NTT6
and Chiba University 7 

using NH3 as the dopant and ZnEt 2 and ZnMe 2/H2Se as the main element
precursors. Suemune 8 

et aL. found that films of ZnSo.0 6Seo.94 (lattice matched to GaAs) gave ten
times larger PL efficiency than lattice mismatched ZnSe films. In addition, only low resistivity p-
type behavior was observed for the lattice matched material (NH3 dopant source). Researchers at
Hitachi9 

have reported successful p-type doping with NH3 by MOMBE. It was suggested that the
efficient incorporation of nitrogen by this technique was due to growth under more zinc-rich
conditions. In each of these studies NH3 was used as the nitrogen acceptor source. Significant
incorporation of nitrogen with this source is difficult because of slow thermal decomposition rates at
growth temperature, low sticking coefficients, and possible adduct formation with organometailic
precursors.

The success reported by the 3M Company was based on achieving significant nitrogen
incorporation during MBE growth using a ground state, free radicai nitrogen source. This success,
and the difficulty in obtaining atomic nitrogen at higher pressures, motivated us to examine
alternative precursors. Keeping in mind the need to locate the nitrogen atom specifically on a
selenium site in the lattice, we decided to examine precursors which contained a Zn-N bond.
Realizing that zinc prefers the native site, an enhancement in site selectivity would occur, if the Zn-
N bend could be retained during the deposition experiment. The results of our preliminary
investigation are presented here.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To have a reliable baseline against which to judge the dopant experiments, nominally undoped
ZnSe was grown first. The growth conditions for ZnSe were: GaAs substrate, 20 to nearest (110);
550'C, H2, 10 minutes (pre-cleaning); 3 slpm (10.2 mol fraction) H2Se; 2 slpm (10-4 mol fraction)
Et 2Zn; 600C bubbler temperature (10.6 mol fraction) Zn[N(TMS) 2]2 ; 250 - 4500C substrate
temperature; 80 torr reactor pressure; 0.5 plh growth rate. A PL spectrum of such nominally
undoped material is given (Fig. 1). Next, growth utilizing only Zn{N[Si(CH 3)3]2)2 as the source of
zinc was performed. The purpose of this experiment was two-told. First, to determine if the zinc
amide was a viable transport source for zinc. Second, to ascertain the optimum decomposition
temperature for this dopant precursor. XRD (Fig. 2) patterns of films grown using Et2Zn (A) and
the zinc amide (B) are virtually identical, thus indicating the zinc bis-amide compound is a good
source for deposition of zinc-containing materials. Downstream monitoring of the zinc amide
decomposition pattern by capillary sampling/mass spectroscopy (Fig. 3) indicated the optimum
region of thermal decomposition for this source is -350oC to maintain the Zn-N bond while eliminating
SiMe 4.

w*
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Figure 1: PL spectrum of ZnSe grown from Et2Zn and H2Se.
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Figure 2: XRD spectra of ZnSe grown from H2Se and Et2Zn (A) or

H2Se and Zn[N(TMS)2]2 (B).
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Figure 3: Arbitrary strength of post-substrate mass spectrum signal attributed to the
ZnN2+ fragment of Zn[N(TMS)2]2 as a function of substrate temperature.
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Figure 4: Raman spectra of ZnSe grown from H2Se and Et2Zn (A) or
H2Se and Zn[N(TMS)2)2 (B). 4
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Having thus demonstrated both the capability of growing nominally undoped ZnSe and the
viability of Zn(N[Si(CH 3)3J2}2 as an OMVPE source compound, we directed our efforts at the
utilization of this zinc amide as a dopant precursor for growth of p-type films. The basic idea was
to enforce retention of the Zn-N bond under growth conditions. Previously, we had shown that gas
phase decomposition of the zinc amide proceeded by expulsion of "ZnN."10 Such an observation
conflicts with known bond strengths. 1 1 Recently, we undertook a computational project aimed at
providing some insight into this problem. 12 The bulk of the electron density in the top five occupied
molecular orbitals resides in the trimethylsilyl groups, thereby rendering both the Zn-N and Si-N
bonds somewhat weakened. Also, we have prepared Zn(N[C(CH 3)3Si(CH 3)3]}2 , determined its
solid state structure by single crystal x-ray diffraction, and examined both its vapor phase
decomposition profile and molecular orbital bonding arrangement.13 Just like the bis-silylamide, the
carbido-silylamide exhibits a strong peak in the MS attributable to the parent-(ZnN). The MO
scheme for this unsymmetrical metal amide also indicates strong organic fragment bonding at the
top of the filled levels. All of these results point to the potential for zinc amides to serve as dopant
sources for electronically active nitrogen incorporation to produce p-type ZnSe.

Preliminary SIMS data show a strong peak assigned to SeN, identical to the one observed for
ion-implanted (N) pure ZnSe. Raman spectra of nominally undoped films and films grown with
Zn(NISi(CH3l)31212 as the zinc source show several features of interest (Fig. 4). As observed, the
intensity decrease of the longitudinal optical phonon frequency at 253 cm-1 is coupled to an intensity
increase evident at 267 cm-'. Figure 4A is a Raman spectrum for a film deposited only from Et2Zn
and H2Se. Comparable data were observed for higher deposition temperatures. The assignment of
the vibration at 267 cm-1, which increases in intensity as the concentration of Zn(N(TMS) 212 is
increased, is attributed to the coupled plasmon LO phonon mode of pure ZnSe. Combining these
observations with those of the thermal decomposition studies (Fig. 3) suggests an optimum growth
temperature from the Zn(N[Si(CH 3)3)2( 2 of 350°C. This was identified as the temperature for
maximum production of ZnN. This correlation of flux of species possessing a zinc-nitrogen bond
with the observed changes in the Raman spectrum gives confirmation to our suggestion that
nitrogen incorporation is occurring in the films. Future work is aimed at obtaining additional
supporting evidence for the "designer dopant" approach.
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HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOLULMINESCENCE OF EDGE AND NEAR-EDGE CdTe

M.C. Carmo and M.J. Soares
University of Aveiro, Physics Department, 3800 Aveiro, Portugal

ABSTRACT

Among II-VI semiconductors CdTe is the one that can be grown in better
crystal quality. However most of the edge and near edge luminescence
properties are still to be clarified. CdTe can be obtained in both n and
p type and conductivity type conversion is obtained under heat treatment.

In this work we studied the behaviour of a batch of CdTe samples under
annealing in different conditions. We observed the growth and destruction
of the 1.47 eV band and separated the 1.47 eV and 1.43 eV bands. We also
show that these bands are strongly related with the chemical stoichiometry.

INTRODUCTION

Among II-VI semiconductors CdTe has received a great deal of attention
partially because of its extensive use as a substrate in HgCdTe infrared
detectors among other applications in solar cells, nuclear detectors[l]
and the growth of epilayers. It is also an interesting material for use
in diluted magnetic superlattices and optoelectronic devices. All these
applications are very sensitive on the quality of starting material. Although
a great deal of work has already been published few precise results are
availabe[2,3,4] and a correct identification of most donor and acceptor
levels is still under controversy. This is partially due to the fact that
the quality of the crystals available was in general poor and frequently
polycrystals were employed. The study of this material is also important
from the physical point of view. It is one of the few II-VIs that can be
grown in both n and p conductivity type and type conversion can be
experimentally induced and monitored, thus providing insight for the true
role of intrinsic defects in this process.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Low temperature (4 - 70 K) photoluminescence was used to study the
emission of CdTe crystals. Above gap excitation was achieved either by
an argon laser (5145 A) or with a Xe lamp followed by a monocromator. The
luminescence was caught in a 900 geometry, dispersed by a 1700 SPEX machine
and detected by a photomultiplier tube with an extended red cathode. The
samples were prepared from single CdTe crystals grown by a Bridgman process
in different crystals orientations, conductivity and sizes. A batch of
more than 30 crystals was available. The samples were cut and mechanically
polished or etched. The density of etch pits was in the order of 105

/cm
2 .

Annealing treatments were performed either in open tubes in inert atmosphere
or in closed quartz ampoules and excess high purity cadmium overpressure.
In all measurements a control sample was kept for monitoring the experimental
results.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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AS GROWN CdTe

Fig. 1 shows the spectrum of CdTe at two different temperatures. It
is clearly seen the contribution of 3 acceptors to a donor-acceptor
transition and a band-acceptor transition. An impurity bound exciton is
also observed at 60 meV from the conduction band edge as measured
spectroscopically from the free to bound transition energy

h v = EG - EA + LT (1)
2

and taking the electron temperature as the lattice temperature.

) fD-A B-A

B-A T:12KT:4 
1 *12ý

D-A

77 79 8{0 77 79 81 83 8 5 q7 8.9
AAVELENGTH (101 A) WAVELENGTH (10

3
'A)

Fig. I - Edge luminescence from CdTe
a) 4 K; b) 12 K

At higher temperatures (Fig. Ib) the free to bound transition dominates
the spectrum. The energy of the shallow donor can be estimated from the
separation of the donor-acceptor band-acceptor transition and the pair
mean separation

hv DA = hvB..A - ED +A (2)

e2
( E=r)

as - 15 meV. These results are in accordance with previous publications[5,6],
apart from the greater detail shown in our low temperature spectrum.

NEAR EDGE LUMINESCENCE

Fig. 2 shows typical 12 K luminescence spectra of p type CdTe samples.
The spectral structure shown varies strongly with the resistivity of the
sample and within the same sample the face from which the luminescence
is colected. Namely the spectra of the same (111) sample with uniform EPD
are very different when collected from face A (Cd) and face B (Te). The
spectrum is dominated by the donor-acceptor and band-acceptor transitions
at 1.54 eV (8061 A) and 1.55 eV (8024 A) followed by their phonon side
band separated by , 21 meV (the LO phonon energy is quoted as 21.3 meV
in CdTe). In some samples a line at 1.59 el normaly identified as an exciton
bound to the Cu acceptor[7] is also present. This system is followed by
a broad band that can be deconvoluted in two separate bands, one with its
stronger intensity at 1.47 eV with a halfwidth of ,t 8 meV and the other
peaking at 1.43 eV and -• 60 meV wide. The zero-phonon lines of these bands

- •. . . . . a
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WAVELENGTH (103.A)

Fig. 2 - Edge and near edge luminescence from as grown CdTe

are not clearly identified. The broad structure of these bands suggests
their origin as the spectral convolution of different but closely related
defect clusters. This idea is supported0 by the experimental fact that the
phonon structure of the 1.43 eV (8700 A) band could always be evidenced
by selectively exciting some defect clusters by varying the excitation
wavelength. The 1.43 eV band has been frequently assigned to a DAP (Donor
Acceptpr Pair) band[5] while it has recently been argued that the 1.47 eV
(8400 A) band is related with the etch pit dislocation density[8].

HEAT TREATMENTS

Heat treatments of CdTe are of particular importance since the
stoichiometry of the crystal can be overall changed and it is known that
higher temperature annealing always results in conversion of CdTe to n
conductivity type, although this process is still not completely understood
specially due to the fact that the role of the intrinsic defects in the
process has been most probably over emphasized.

We have performed a few annealing experiments under different conditions
to evaluate the behaviour of the broad near edge luminescence bands. The
results are shown in Figs. 3a) and b). The results show that the 1.47 eV
band can be created by annealing in an excess cadmium atmosphere. It was
also observed that in samples containing the 1.47 eV band at the starting
point the annealing of the 1.47 eV band occurs at 300 C in argon atmosphere
and only at ,.700 C in cadmium atmosphere.
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Fig. 3 - Annealing behaviour of near edge broad bands in CdTe
a) in Cd overpressure; b) in inert atmosphere

The DAP band grows fast under annealing in argon atmosphere. This
could work as an argument in favour of a Cd vacancy related band. But a
similar growth is also obtained in an excess cadmium overpressure. In Fig. 4
we show how these two bands can be separated by spectral subtraction. So
the presence of the donor species Cdi does not affect greatly the DAP 1.43 eV
band.

8 nev

80 82 84 86
WAVELENGTH (10 )

Fig. 4 - The 1.47 eV (8400 A) band
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CONCLUSIONS

We have shown in this paper that the edge and near edge luminescence
of CdTe, specially the presence of broad bands is strongly dependent on
the chemical stoichiometry, this is specially clear comparing the sistematic
differences shown by the spectra of faces A and B of (111) samples. We
also were able to create the 1.47 eV band by annealing of a p type crystal
in an Cd overpressure environment. This questions the idea that this band
is correlated with EPD apart from the fact that these extensive defects
could act as good trapping centres for the Cdi species acting as a donor.
The 1.43 eV DAP band could not be correlated with the presence of excess
cadmium atoms and so its assignement to intrinsic defects is not obvious.
Its annealing behaviour could equally well be interpreted in the basis
of the native defects, this would explain the raise of the 1.43 eV band
obtained by Taguchi et al[7] near the interface of epilayers CdTe/GdAs.
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HIGH QUALITY EPITAXIAL FILMS OF ZnSe AND ZnSe/ZnS STRAINED LAYER
SUPERLA7I1CES GROWN BY MOCVD

CHUNGDEE PONG, R. C. DeMATFEI*, and R. S. FEIGELSON*
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Stanford University, CA 94305
*Center for Materials Research, Stanford University, 105 McCullough, Stanford, CA 94305

ABSTRACT

High quality epitaxial films of ZnSe and ZnSe/ZnS strained layer superlattices (SLS) have
been grown on (100) GaAs substrates using diethylZinc, dimethylSelenide, diethylSelenide,
and propyleneSulfide as reagents in both atmospheric and low pressure environment. This
source combination produces the results showing the influence of process conditions, such as
reagent flow ratio (fvl/ftl) and substrate temperature, on the film stoichiometry, surface
morphology, and crystalline quality. l Ow temperature photoluminescence (PL), Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry (RBS), cross-sectional TEM, and x-ray diffraction have been used
to characterize the films. Photoluminescence studies at 2.8 K on samples of ZnSe/ZnS strained
layer superlattices; 10 periods ZnSe(l.5 nm)/ZnS(8.5 nnm), have shown quantum size effect
with the peak energy blue-shifted to 3.03 eV with the FWHM=73 meV. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) was applied to study surface morphology of multilayer samples.

INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, the improve;ments in epitaxial growth of Il-VI compounds by MOCVD
and MBE techniques f 1-4- have generated vivid ittcerests in the application of these materials to
optoelectronics devices, i.e., mainly visible laser diodes and non-linear devices like second
harmonic generators. Some recent success 15-71 in prototype devices based on superlattices and
multiple quantum wells of ZnSe/ZnS, ZnSSe/'ZnS, and CdZnSe/ZnS has shown great potential
of this family of materials in device applications.

Crystal growth of these materials is still not perfect. The strains between different layers
due to lattice mismatch often pose an instability concern. Rough surface morphology is of great
concern in the growth of Il-VI compounds [ 1i. The rough growth front causes the usually
observed wavy interfaces in II-VI superlattices, which causes the broadening of luminescence
emission peak 18-91 and weak x-ray satellite peaks. The present study is focused on the
epitaxial growth of stoichiottetric fitm and the influence of process conditions on the surface
morphology and interface abruptness.

EXPERIMENTAl,

Samples were grown in a horizontal quartz reactor using diethylZinc, dimethylSelenide,
diethylSelenide, and propyleneSulfide as reagents in both atmospheric and low pressure
environment. I he range of growth tempera tures varied from 4(X)lC to 4750

C. The pressure
was kept at 94 torr for the ZnSe/'ZnS SLS growth. Reagents were mixed in a fast switching unit
before facing the substrate. GaAs substrate was prepared by standard solvent cleaning, then
etched for 2 minutes in a mixture of I part DI water, I part hydrogen peroxide, and 5 pans
sulfuric acid. Before growth. substrate was thermally treated at 540"C for 10 minutes in
hydrogen environment.

The PL was excited by the UV line of a He-Cd laser and detected with a Spex double
monochromator, and the liquid helium dewar temperature was maintained at 2.8 K through
pumping. A Picker full-circle single crystal diffractometer was used to obtain x-ray diffraction
curve. The alignment of diffractometer was achieved by maximizing the GaAs (400) reflection
intensity. Study on small-scale surface morphology used a Nanoscope II by Digital Instruments

to scan I pm x a pm area on the sample.

Mat. Re.s Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. '1992 Materialls Research Soclety
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Growth of ZnSe

PL measurements at 2.8 K of ZnSe
layers (Fig. 1 (a)) showed a strong near a
band edge (NBE) peak at 2.802 eV and
relatively weak deep level (DL) emission
band between 2.0 and 2.2 eV, which is -
characteristic of a good quality ZnSe film
[101. The detailed structure of NBE peaks
was resolved by performing a narrow PL
scan on the same film ( Fig. I (b)). The
peak identities were assigned based on peak
energies, which were very close to the
values people reported earlier [11-12]. The .. Mi
relatively strong free excitonic peak is at 42 48 s4 5

2.802 eV. The strongest peak at 2.798 eV is .j! 1 __

due to bound exciton with neutral donor, as t- -i_,* aY
neutral donor is shallower in bandgap than (b) A
neutral acceptor. No transition due to bound .,, n ,
exciton with neutral acceptor was observed D a .. ,. a......
from this sample. A weak emission peak at a ,a. a- "a
2.787 eV was believed to be associated with , , ,a
bound exciton and ionized acceptor.

The donor-acceptor pair (DAP) is 11;MM
clearly shown on the spectrum with the peak
energy of 2.702 eV, and also three phonon
replicas associated with if, each of 31 meV I
[1I1. Since no dopants were added during 42 Wa ,a to s
growth, it is believed the donor is associated WAVELONOTH, 100 "
with Gazn, and the acceptor is due to Asse Fig. 1 (a) A phosoluminescence spectrum of a
[131. From this, it is obvious interdiffusion good quality ZnSe film showing NBE
had occurred at the interface between film and DL peaks. (b) Narrow scan of the
and substrate, whici' people observed before tame film.
[ill.

The result of Rutherford backscattering spectrometry, Fig. 2, gave a 5.2% minimum yield
on the same film, which is lower than the value reported by Ohmi et al. [14]. The x-ray
diffraction curve in Fig. 3 of a 400nm-thick film showed a narrow (400) ZnSe film peak and
two substrate peaks, indicative of good epitaxy and crystallinity. The FWHM of the ZnSe (400)
peak was measured to be 0. 1 degree, and the FWHM of the substrate peak was 0.06 degree.

too Soo 350 400 4r0CAWEea

Fig.2 An RBS pecturn gave 5.2% minimum yield of a Fig. 3 An x-ray diffraction cwe showing ZnSe (400)
good quality ZnSe/G&As. reflection at 2-thets 66.130.

6•
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A cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph (Fig. 4) showed coherent growth of
ZnSe on the substrate. Some stacking faults appeared in the film and the interface seemed
smooth.

Fig. 4 A t•maasmission electron micrograph showing the cross section of ZnSe grown on (100) GaAs.

The surface morphology of a good quality ZnSe film was usually faceted and textured, and
the degree of facetedness depended on fsdfzr. The texture was usually toward <011> direction,
as also observed by the other researchers [15). A schematic diagram shown in Fig. 5 (a) was
adopted to explain the facet formation on the surface. The scanning electron micrograph in Fig.
5 (b) is a typical cross-sectional view of a crystalline ZnSe film.

FNg & Cross-sctional ,rew of faceted surface morphology of ZncS (a) a schematic (b) SEM.

The effect of fsdfz5 on surface morphology is shown in Figure 6; fsdfzn=8 yielded the
smoothest surface, while fsdfz,= 4 

yielded the roughest surface among the three samples. It was
pondered that since diethylZinc and dimethylSelenide were used as precursors in the film
growth, and ethyl molecules decomposed easier than methyl molecules, the Zn atoms left on the
growth front quickly settled down due to its lower vapor pressure (larger sticking coefficient)
in the growth conditions of small fsJf/,, thus enhanced facet formation. The observation of
increased growth rates with decreased fsd,,.n also supports this argument.

Fig. 6 Effect of fsef70n on ZnSe s.,fae mephology (a) fs,jfZn=4 (b) fst/fZn=6 (c) fSe'fZ=8. Growth
temperature is 450

0
C,

'a
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Growth of ZnSe/7nS SL-S

Low temip e r a tuire P L Peak energy =3.025 eV
measurements performed onl FWHM 68.7 mV
ZnSeIZnS SLS yielded very strong
blue emission. A typical luminescence
spectrum is shown in Fig. 7ta),
which was obtained from a sample of (a) i
single quantum well grown at 450"C.
The peak energy is 3.025 eV and the
ZnSe well thickness is estimated to be
1.5 tim 131. The red shift of peak
energy due to increased well
thickness is observed in Fig. 7(b). 32 M "1 ý6 5 2 5

which was obtained from a sample WOELENGTH, 1 10 W

grw tthe same conditions as (:I). I QW of ZnSe (3 nmV/ZaS (8.5 ran)
grownea atneriegy = 2.924 eV

except that the groswth time of wkell FWHM =68.3 fleV
laverw as increased from 75 sec Io)95
sece. The peak energy inl (hi i, 2.914
eV and the corresponding' well
thickness is estimiated to be 3 Tm i. (b)
The qJuanltum~ siZe effect is cleans
observed ott the two sanittles.

We also Inv estigated the issue otitI

interface roughness 191 bvegrown
mtultiple (Iuan~tum wells I %Q 11 ' .
.structures (Fig. 7(c)). There sserle I t 0.
periods ZnSe (1.5 nnm)fZnS 18.5 i) tutuN- I

in this sample and the growth i 10wsoZne.5n/nS85am
conditions were the same as (a). TIhe eQsO oeI mItSI m
peak energy of (c) is 3.0175 eV1 but IfW 1t6.8 eV
thle FWlIM is increased from 08.7 lillllllllllifnnm flITR
mieV (in (a)) to 116.8 mttV, whitch is II

a sigtn of intcreased interlace i
roughtness betweetn ZttSe and ZitS (C) I

ivr.ltorder to sols e uthis problem.
a brief' linterrution itt thle LOCerI
g r owli with grou p V I os erprcssur' Ill
the growth chlamiber 5%% asLpptl ed.

ofe otp ~roetidurge be, htweens
ofTnýhe rigelir ss~g is that IIsta .. [. .,4

differenit layer growtht. the gopVI 325 38 5 .. S 505 565 62
siturce contliiLi ousl s flit ed tor a AEFG* t

brief tttottett aftier tilie ito it. th fle]) I~S sof zasC (I.5flmt/anS(8.5 SM)

tfollowsed hý pure l~toVilitt ptiige. Itk neg = 73.027eV
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Atomic force microscope is a powerful tool to investigate minute changes of surface
morphology 1161, which are too important inforniation in crystal growth to be neglected. The
improvement in morphology is the key to monolithic integration of optoelectronic devices
consist of groups IV. Ill-V. and Il-VI semiconductors. Some lineplots of the result are shown
in Fig. 8. The scanned area is I pmn by lpmi. The smoothest surface was (a) among the three
samples, which is expected for a single QW sample. Textures or hillocks were appeared on (b)
and tcl. The influence of growth temperature Onl Surface morphology was also observed.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the stoichiometric and crystalline properties of epitaxial ZnSe film on
GaAs substrate. Interdiffusion between film and substrate was observed. With proper control
of group VI to II ratio in the growth process, it is possible to grow smooth films of good
quality. The quantum size effect was confirmed on ZnSe/ZnS SLS and the interface abruptness
could be improved with growth interruption under the overpressure of group VI source. Atomic
force microscopy reveals very small-scale variationis of surface morphology, which can give
some insight of growth kinetics.
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THE APPLICATION OF LAMMA-1O00 TO THE ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS
OF CdTe COMPOUND.

A.I.BELOGOROKHOV, A.Yu.KHAR'KOVSKY,
Institute of Rare Metals, B.Tolmachevsky per., 5, 109017 Moscow,
Russia

ABSTRACT

Data from numerous LMMS analysis of specimens of a polished
sample of CdTe crystal are treated statistically to estimate the
accuracy and reproducibility of quantitative analysis. The data
art consistent with the instrument producing a fixed condition
in plasma for a given laser power. The plasma chemistry is shown
to control the conditions reached in the plasma for a given
power.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of current work is to establish methods for dealing
with the data relating to major element concentrations in a
compound, and to provide some idea of the accuracy and
reproducibility achievable. The results are also used to provide
an insight into the effects of specimen composition, and hence
plasma chemistry, on the behaviour of plasma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two kinds of CdTe crystals, which were as-grown undoped p-
type and annealed n-type crystals, used in the present research,

were grown from Te-rich melt by the Bridgmen method. Polished
1 x I x 0.] cm

3 
samples with resistivity (0.5-2.5) 102 Ohm cm,

mobility (40-80) cm
2

V-ls-, and carrier concentration lO15-
-lO8 cm-

3  
at room temperature were used by us. The polished

surfaces were [ill faces.
The work was carried out on a Leybold AG LAMMA-1O00

instrument. Each specimen was analysed using a series of
increasing laser powers with analyses taken at ten locations to
reduce variability due to surface roughness.

Peak areas were measured using the LAMMA software, with a
correction to allow for electron multiplier saturation at high
signal levels [1]. Peak areas of elements were plotted against
total area as in Fig.l. The measured percentage could be found
from the slope of the line so produced.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Strong correlation was found between the various elemental
ion yields (peak areas). This can be shown both by simple error
analysis and also by plots of the type shown in Fig. 1. This
figure also shows that, at a given power, there is a linear
relationship between the elemental area and the total ion yield.
It appears that, within experimental error, the measured
percentage of any element is constant at each power.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 MalerIals Research Society
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Fig. 1.: Variation in elemental ion yields with total ion yield
for the elements in CdTe at a laser power of 3 (respect to
threshold power).

The elemental percentages derived from the slopes in such
plots (calculated by least-squares analysis) can have standard
errors typically 0.5-2%, but can be as low as 0.3%. The error is
related to the laser power and hence to total ion yield; larger
nusher of ions improve the statistics. These percentages can be
used to establish working curves, and the errors indicate that
accurate quantification is possible, provided sufficient results
are obtained.

The above measured percentages can also be expressed as
correction factors for a given elemental ratio. The correction $
factor is the multiplicative factor used to correct an ion yield
ratio to a concentration ratio.

It has been shown that the temperature is a function of the
laser power dencity [2,3], and so it can be assumed that the
correction factor depends on laser power [4]. Hence, it appears
that a given incident laser power produces a fixed set of plasma

conditions.
The variation of the correction factor for CdTe with power

is shown in Fig.2. The correction derived from CdTe increases
and asymptotically approaches a value close to 0.4 at relatively
high powers. Growth of the correction factor with power can be
explained by relationship of the ionisation potentials of
elements (IP(Cd) is less than IP(Te)). It is shown in Fig.2 that
correction factor is constant and far from unity at high laser
power. So it can be assumed that plasma conditions (principally
the electron temperature and density) are not varied with power

and charge-to-neutral ratio for Te is also considerably less
then unity.

p
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Fig. 2: Relationship between Cd/Te correction factor and laser
power for the CdTe.

CONCLUSION

This work shows that, for CdTe investigated, the measured
ratio of the elements present is constant for a given incident
laser power. This ratio can be measured with accuracy as high as
0.3% standard error, indicating that quantification with good
accuracy is possible. The plasma chemistry has a major effect.
but only as the plasma conditions produced by a given laser
power are altered. However plasma conditions for CdTe slightly
vary beginning from some given laser power. The relationship
between plasma conditions and elemental ratios is constant.
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OPTICAL STUDY OF THE CdTe CRYSTALS
IN FAR INFRARED REGION AT TEMPERATURES (5 - 500)K

A. I. BELOGOROKHOV
Institute of Rare Metals, B.Tolmachevskiy, 5, Moscow 109017,

RUSSIA

ABSTRACT

The semiconductors of zinc blend structure are promising
candidate materials for numerous experimental and theoretical
investigations. In recent years, considerable effort has been
made to study the lattice infrared absorption spectrum of II-VI
compounds, renewed interest has been taken in CdTe owing to its
relatively high electro - optic coefficient in the near
infrared. In addition, its nonlinear response to two-phonon
absorption in the infrared region is of interest because the
material is transparent in this spectral region.

A high quality CdTe bulk crystal is a very promising
semiconductor for gamma-ray detectors operating at room
temperature [1] and is a technologically important material
with applications in solar cells and infrared focal plane
technology. In the latter it is an end-point constituent of the
HgTe-CdTe alloy system, a commonly used substrate for thin film
growth, and a promising passivating overlayer for HgCdTe
photodiodes. The electrical properties of CdTe are dependent
upon the growth method and chemical impurities. Nominally
undoped material is generally insulating ( resistivity >
107 •i cm) with electrical properties controlled by deep trap
levels associated with native defects and defect-impurity
complexes. Added dopants may yield low-resistivity n- or p-
type material [2].

The CdTe valence band consist- of heavy and light holes
which are degenerated in the center of Brillouin zone, r-point.
In this case we can expect a resonant behaviour of dielectric
function caused by heavy-light-hole subband transitions
Vl-V2 within valence band Ev. It takes place in the spectral
region corresponding to the crossing VlV2 with Fermi level
energy.

The far-infrared transmission (TR) spectra were measured
with BRUKER - 113v Fourier-transform spectrometer. The spectral
range was from 20 to 5000 cm- and the resolution was 1 cm-I"
The accuracy for determination of the TR coefficient was better
than 0,2%. All samples were measured in the temperature range
of (4,2 - 500)K. The more interesting was the fenomena taking
place at low temperatures when the electron system is almost
degenarated but we must take into account the finite charge
carrier temperature.

It has been demonstrated that the consideration of the
influence of valence band isoenergetic surface corrugation
on r(WO) allowed us to discribe the wavelenght dependence of
absorption coefficient .(g'W) and to determine the optical
effective heavy-hole flZ* mass.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Va. 242. ,1992 Materials Research Society
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p-type and annealed n-type crystals, used in this work were
grown from Te-rich melt by the Bridgman method. Polished,
i10,l c3 with resistivity (0,5-2, 5)'10i • cm, mobility (40-
80) cm

2
V-s- and carrier concentration -i0l5 - 108 cm

3 
at

room temperature were used in this study. The polished surfaces
were (ill] faces.

Figure 1 shows the result of 5K-temperature optical
transmission measurements on the samples studies. Samples with
low carrier concentration are more transparent in FIR up to
multiphonon absorption. The second sampje series have strong
intersection in the region (500-2000) cm-.

It is seen from the figure 2 that, at temperatures T=(5-
400)K, all curves of atj(c,) are crossing practically at one
point. At the same time this crossing point has displaced
according degenerancy varing. We thus conclude that fact should
be associated with the heavy holes - light holes interband
absorption which can be calculated according to:

where /0?, and 471 are effective mass of light and heavy
holes, correspondently. In the case of the S) <<F.
where E0 is the characteristic hole energy: E0 =kT in the non-
degenerate case ( k is the Boltzmann constant ) and E is equal
Fermi energy Ef in degenerate area the image part of
can be expressed as: t(w)

07

N
N

N

N7' , 1% . . - ±
2

2,9,7 f2o0 00 90q0 ,

Fig. 1. Transmittance spectra of the samples with low (1) and
high (2) carrier concentration at 5K temperature.
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M~6.) e('e 1 ) [i A-1(6)] (2)

Here (12 is the integral of wave function overlapping:

.ZYJ)(J9 (3)

2 y

I, , I, • are Luttinger parameters.
Note that if we neglect the valence band corrugation and

Sif ZA)= 9 the functional dependence of Vl -*V2 absorption
coefficient vý (w) on T is expressed:

12fr
= ~A I: r,. r__

Here J1 is frequency, p fl //17s , 4 is the refractive
index. We used the approximation for the dependence of Ef on
T given by: -

S(5)

If we take into account that valence band corrugation will
lead to essential change of high frequency edge
of Z-• e(() shape.

On the condition that Ar'r

numerical calculation for -', c) shows that in the case of
the valence band isoenergetic suface corrugation holes are
excited from states in the direction of the quasi-momentum
corresponding the largest hole masses.
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edge.
In Fig.3 are shown the experimental transmission spectra

of CdTe sample at various temperatures. In the presentn
approach (eq.4) we made numerical calculations using following
values of CdTe crystal parameters: Ov =9,0-10-8 eV'cm (the
matrix element of the V- and C- zones interaction), ?=O,7"m0 ,
E0 = E /25. Here MO - is the free electron mass, Eg - is
tge band gap energy. For the above parameters we got the best
fit with experimental spectra. In that temperature interval
Fermi level has taken following positions: 65 meV at T=5K till
39 meV at T=405K from the valence band edge. We noted that the
spectra crossing point is displaced according variation Efo at
(5-400)K. For understanding the nature of that physical
phenomenon we must calculate free charge carrier concentration.
At 300K we find the heavy hole concentration (HHC) = 2,63 "
1018 cm-

3 
and liqht holes 1,42.1017 cm- 3 ; at 78K this values

are: HHC=I,53"10 1  
cm-

3 
and 8,80.1012 cm-3, correspondently. on

the other hand, we can verify the above result using
reflectivity spectra and obtained plasma frequency

Wp meaning. It must be equal 66 cm-
1 

and 2 cm-
1 

at
T=300K and T=78K, correspodently. From experimental optical
reflection spectra we have found (dp predicted by the theory.

/00L Oe0 f0cmm-

Fig.2. Calculated spectra of Vl V2 absorption at T=5K - 400K.

The theoretical analysis shows that two crossing points

1

I
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The theoretical analysis shows that two crossing points
must exist: the first is described rbove and the second is
within spectral region C0 -350 cm- . Our calculated results
agree quite well with the experimental data from transmittance
spectra of some CdTe samples; there are some difficulties in
that spectral region because at the same time multiphonon
processes take place here. So the obtained calculation results
are valid for description the phenomena of far infrared
spectral and temperature absorption coefficient
dependences of crossing point.

68
2 : Tr= OoK

3: T 250K

3

30

2000 fooo , cm-

Fig.3.The experimental transmittance spectra of CdTe
crystals.
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SELF-COMPENSATION AND DOPING PROBLEMS IN ZnSe

David B. Laks" and Chris G. Van de Walle."

National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, CO 80401
Philips Laboratories, Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510 USA and

Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, Palo Alto, CA 94304 (present address)

Abstract

We examine native-defect compensation, solubility limits, and dopant self-compensation
in ZnSe. Our results are based on a formalism, using first-principles density-functional
theory, that treats dopant atoms and native defects on an equal footing. For the case of
acceptor doping of ZnSe with Li, we find that compensation due to interstitial Li donors and
to native donor defects can be reduced to a tolerable level by carefully adjusting the growth
conditions. A more serious impediment to Li doping comes from the solubility limit of Li in
ZnSe.

1. Introduction

Wide-band-gap semiconductors have important optoelectronic applications. ZnSe (Eg
2.6 eV), for example, can be used to make a blue semiconductor laser. Greater use of

wide-band-gap materials has been hampered by doping difficulties: very few wide-band-

gap semiconductors can be doped both n-type and p-type.[l, 2, 3] For instance, ZnTe and
diamond ,an be doped p-type much more easily than n-type, while other wide-band-gap
materials can be readily made n-type but not p-type. In spite of recent reports of well-
conducting p-type ZnSe,[4, 5] the causes of the doping problems remain unclear.

In the past, native-defect compensation was the most widely accepted explanation of
the doping problems in wide-band-gap semiconductors.[6, 7] According to the native-defect
mechanism, when acceptors are added to ZnSe, the dopants are compensated by the sponta-
neous formation of native donor defects. The energy cost to form the native defects would be
offset by the energy gained when electrons are transferred from the donor levels of the native
defects to the Fermi level (which is near the valence band in p-type material). If the native
donor defect levels are near the conduction band edge, then the energy gained by electron
transfer would almost equal the width of the band gap (Fig. 1). Consequently, native defect
compensation would become more likely as the band gap is increased, n-type doping of ZnTe
and diamond would be compensated by native acceptor defects that transfer their holes to
the donor dopants. The appeal of native defect compensation is its universality--it applies
to all wide-band-gap materials, all growth methods, and all dopants. Were the native defect
picture correct, there would be little room for optimism about the doping of wide-band-gap
materials: compensation would be a fundamental thermodynamic process that would be
almost impossible to avoid.

We present a theoretical investigation of native-defect compensation in ZnSe. Using first-
principles pseudopotentials and density functional theory, we calculate the total energies of
all native point defects in ZnSe. The total energies are used to determine defect concen-
trations as a function of the chemical environment and the Fermi level. We find that only
;innute concentrations of native defects are induced in stoichiometric p-type ZnSe. Poor
control of stoichiometry could lead to significant concentrations of compensating defects.

Some of these results were published previously.[8] These results are good news in that they

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 11992 Materials Research Society
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doping of ZnSe as a concrete example. The total energies of both native and dopant defects
are calculated using a supercell approach, using separate calculations for each charge state
of each defect.

WVhile the total energies of a defect supercell can be calculated directly, determining
defect formation energies is more complicated. Formation energies depend on the relative
abundance of Zn, Se, and Li atoms in the environment. These dependences are handled by
introducing the chemical potentials of Zn, Se, and Li: uz., ps-, and IULi. The Zn chemical
potential is the energy of a reservoir of Zn atoms in equilibrium with the system. Zn atom
states with energy more than a few kHT below pz, will be filled, while those more than a
few kBT above lizn will be empty. Thus a high value of liz, will correspond to a Zn-rich
environment, and a low value to a Zn-poor environment. The formation energies of the
native defects are also functions of the Zn and Se chemical potentials. For example, raising
the Zn chemical potential lowers the formation energies of defects that introduce excess Zn
atoms, such as Zni and Vz,,. The formation energies of Li impurities will be a function of the
Li chemical potential, as well. For charged defects, the formation energy will also depend
ont the Fermi level, EF. which is the chemical potential for the electrons. It is important to
understand that tiz,, and Its, are not intrinsic properties of ZnSe; their values will change as
the environment changes. For example, ZnSe in equilibrium with Zn metal will have a higher
til,, than ZnSe in equilibrium with bulk Se. Hlowever, t'z. and ps, are not inndependent of one
another: they are constrained by the condition that, in equilibrium, their sum must equal
the total energy of a two-atom unit of perfect ZnSe, Ezns, = i/z, + tsP. (W"e use the total
energy of a perfect ZnSe cell at T = 0 K for Ezs,.)

(;iven the chemical potentials, the formation energy of each native defect is well defined
and can be derived from a supercell calculation as follows. The total energy, Elt(Di), of the
i' defect. l)i. is calculated using a supercell containing nz" Zn atoms, ns' Se atoms, and ni .-
li atoms. The defect formation energy, Eyr.,(D|), is then

,) E,,(1)) - n.z"pZn - nSps• - r E ,5 , 0
E(~)Io(l')i- "\uli" - n!"t, nzn ns,

- L,0,(l)) - n Ez,,ý,- An, = , - , (2)

where n; is the charge state of thle defect, and An, is the number of extra Zn atoms that
nuist be added to form the defect (+I for Zn, and Vs,, -2 for Sez_. etc.). Hlere. we treat liz,
as an independent variable and remove f,. from the expression for Efo_(1)); alternatively.
we couhl treat its, as independent and eliminate iiz,. lit terms of its formation energy and
entropy, S. each defect's equilibriunm concentration is

where .,,,., is the site concentration for each species, which is 2.2 x 1022 c'n- 3 
for ZnSe. The

Feriii level is determined by t he charge conservation condition:

Net charge = 0 = p - n- n, [D1i, (4)

where p and Y? are the hole and electron densities, respectively. The charge conservation
equation provides for an indirect interaction between the concentrations of all charged defects
through their influence on the Fermi level. For example, a positively charged defect produces
extra free electrons that raise the Fermi level; the higher Fermi level, in turn, increases the
concentrationsof all negatively charged defects and lowers the concentrations of all positively
charged defects. Using this prescription, all of the defect formation energies, arid hence their
concent rations, I),], are unique functions of /iz., pu, and T.

t
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The value of lizn also determines the stoichiometry parameter, X:

Nse - Nzn -- -iAn.[Dij
Nsý + Nz. - 2Ni,(5)

where N7z and NAs, are the total numbers of Zn and Se atoms in the crystal. X is positive
for Se-rich and negative for Zn-rich. In this equation, X refers only to the contributions
to the stoichiometry due to native point defects. Deviations from stoichiometry due to
higher dimensional defects, such as surfaces, are not included. Also, dopant atoms do not
contribute to X, (i.e.. a substitutional dopant atom is counted as if it were the same species
as the native atom that it replaces) because the process of substituting a dopant does not
necessarily create any native defects. This definition of X means that the value of the
stoichionmetry parameter measured in experiment will differ from X as defined here if the
former is dominated by anything other than the native defects.

The formalism thus far provides us with information about the Fermi level and the
concentrations of both native and dopant defects. Thermodynamics also provides limits to
the allowed values of the chemical potentials. These limits determine the solubility of the
dopant in the host semiconductor.[91 The limits exist because Iwo phases of the same material
cali exist in equilibrium only if the chemical potential is the same in both phases. Thus,
in equililbrium, p7. niust be the same in hoth the ZnSe and the external Zn source. The
chemical potential of the external Zn source, however, calt never exceed the free energy of
Inulk Zn metal. /tz1lk: if it did, the external source would be unstable against the formation of
Zn in'tal. Thus. liz- <_ ,i tk. Similarly, the lie mit for the Se chemical psotential is It1s , < it lk

A.,s already mentioned, we have the additional constraint that

pz,, + ,bsu = , = lk + ,bulk + A111 (ZnSe), (6)

wlire ._ [I (ZnSe) is the heat of formation of ZnSe (A-III is negative for a stable compound).
'ombining these three conditions sets the limits for the allowed range of liz,:

p,,, = + % i/f(ZnSe) < j-<, . = ma 11T, l (7)

The saine arguments provide asi upper :iound for the Li chemical potential: ,L'i < •t'lk.
(Since ZnSe ian exist in a Li-free environment, there is no lower bound to the Li potential.)
llowever, a more stringent upit-'r boumd for pij is found by taking into account all possible
compoiuds that contain l,i with either Zn or Se (or both).[9!] The actual upper bound is due
to the compound l.i 2Se. which leads to the condition

_it 1 ,i)s ,t,,,k + ,nfik+AII1 ( l~i2Se).()
2til,i + its, :S Ipl,t~s = 2E'Li " +(,un+ H )JS)

This iondition on tlhe Li chemical potential limits the maximum Li concentration in ZnSe
because it provides a ininimuim value for the Li dopant formation energy in Eq. (3). Phys-
ically, this solubility livmit occurs because the configurational entropy for Li impurities in
ZiiSe depends on tile number of Li atoms already present in the crystal; as the total number
of Li atoms in the crystal increases from ri to in + 1. the number of ways to distribute the
Li atous over N sites decreases. This configurational entropy is not included in S, defined
previously. (See Ref. [10] for a fuller discussion of the configurational entropy and how it can
be ised to derive Eq. (3).) Consequently. the total free energy, including the configurational
entropy change, for adding one more Li atom to the crystal decreases as the Li concentration
increases. By contrast, the free energy of adding one more unit of Li2Se is independent of
the amount of Li2Se already present (ignoring surface effects). When the total free energy
of adding one more Li atoti to the ZnSe crystal exceeds the free energy to form Li 2Se, li 2Se
will form instead and the solutility limnit is reached.

L '-, -... a '- . - -t
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3. Methods

In this section we describe the theoretical methods used to calculate total energies. First,
a word of caution: although the defect formation energies calculated here are accurate,
with error bars - 0.1 eV, the defect concentrations derived from them do not attain the
same level of accuracy. Because the concentrations depend exponentially on the energies,
a 0.1 eV uncertainty in the latter becomes a seven-fold multiplicative factor in the former.
This inherent limitation means that our results should be viewed not as precise numerical
predictions, hut as predictions of the important physical processes and trends.

Our calculations use density-functional theory in the local-density approximation (LDA)
and norm-conserving pseudopotentials.[l 1, 121 Supercells, corresponding to 32 atoms of pure
ZnSe, are used to represent the defects. These methods, combined with a plane-wave basis
set, have been used very successfully in the past for studies of defects in Si and other
semiconductors. The ll-VI materials, however, present a problem for these methods: zinc
contains a tightly bound set of 3d electrons that cannot be easily represented by a plane-wave
basis set. These d electrons may be treated as core states of the pseudopotential, but this
results in a very poor description of ZnSe. For example, the lattice constant calculated with
a "dl-in-the-core" pseudopotential is 5.19 A compared with the experimental lattice constant
of 5.67 A.

To treat the d electrons as valence states, we use an all-new mixed-basis program, which
combines localized functions with the plane waves. The program was carefully optimized,
allowing defect calculations in large supercells. We use the Zn 3d pseudo-wave functions as
the localized basis functions, and include all iplane waves up to a kinetic energy cutoff of
9 Ry%. (The eigen-value problem was solved using an iterative diagonalization scheme.f131)1)
For our calculations involving L1i, we implemented a nonlinear-core correction to the Li
pseiudopotential.11 IThese methods provide a good description of the lattice constant. bulk
modulus, and transverse optical phonon frequency of ZnSe (and other materials). Conver-
gence tests were performed for supercell size, the basis set and other calculational parameters.

assuring that our results are well-converged.
Density-functional theory used with the LDA consistently predicts hand gaps that are

too small compared wit h experiment. For ZnSe. our calculated hand-gap is about I eV. This

bawd-gap error will affect format ion energies of defects that hay.' occupied electron states in
the baud gap. The band-gap error will not affect our results for p-type material, where the
Fermi level is near the valence band edge, because defect states in the gal) will be empty
and will not contribute to the total energy of the defect.

We use these methods to calculate the formation energies of all native point defects in
ZnfSe: two types of interstitials (Zii and Sc,). two types of vacancies (Vz,, and Vs,). anit
two t ypes of antisites (Zn. ani Se-,,). Inn addition. we calculate tile formation energies of
Li imnpurities on tile substitutional zinc site (Liz,) and at five different interstitial sites (l.ij).
Of the interstitial sites we examined, the tetrahedral site surrounded by four Se atoms has
the lowest energy, and we inclide only this site when referring to interstitial Li. The total
eiiergy of each defect was calculated in each relevant charge state, except for the neutral
Liz_, which contains a hole in a shallow level. (This level merges with the valence band in
our linite supercell calculation.) The formation energy for the neutral Liz,, is derived froii
tle calculated value of Liz, in the -I charge state, and the experimental transition level of

mll neV.
The formation energy of a defect may he lowered by the relaxation of nearby host atotns

from their perfect crystal sites. We calculate relaxation energies explicitly for the dominant
native defects in p-type ZnSe, and for the substitutional and interstitial Li defects. For
interstitial defects, we relax the first and mscotd nearest-neighbor atoms and also the fourth

f
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nearest neighbors that are bonded directly to the first nearest neighbors. For substitutional

defects we relax the first nearest neighbors. All of these relaxations are small: the largest
relaxation that we found was 0.2 A with a relaxation energy of 0.6 eV. For the remaining
defects, we assume a relaxation energy of I eV; our conclusions remain unchanged even if
we allow a 2 eV relaxation energy.

Defect concentrations will also depend on the formation entropy of the defect. In our
work we allow a range of 0-10 k8 for the defect formation entropies. By comparison, a recent

accurate calculation[i5, 161 for the Si self-interstitial found a formation entropy of 5-6 k- for
the ground state. The Si self-interstitial represents an extreme case in that the ground-state
configuration has low symmetry, which accounts for half of the formation entropy. It is
therefore highly unlikely that the entropies for native defects in ZnSe could be larger than
10 kn. The results are presented here assuming an entropy of 5 k-8.

We use the same theoretical techniques to calculate the energies of the bulk solid phases
of ZnSe, Zn, Se, Li and Li 2Se. We calculate the heat of formation for ZnSe as -1.39 eV,
while the experimental value is -1.69 eV.[1 7] For Li 2Se we find -4.12 eV, compared to the
experimental value of -3.96 eV.[l 7] The deviations are in line with the expected accuracy

of the methods and are comparable to those found in other local-density calculations. (Note
that the heats of formation are energy differences between solid phases. Cohesive energies,
by contrast, are energy differences between isolated atoms and the solid phase. Since the
L):A gives worse predictions for the total energies of individual atoms, calculated cohesive
energies contain systematic errors which do not occur for heats of formation.) Throughout
this work, we will use the theoretical %allies for the heats of formation.

4. Native Defects

In this section we will answer the question, -Do native defects automatically compensate
acceptor doping of ZtSe?", The native defect inechanisri is by its very nature generic: it
claims that compensation occurs whenever the Fermi level is brought close enough to the
valence band edge, irrespective of tlie dopant. To test this idea, we picture a ZnSe crystal U

dloped with an "ideal" acceptor, by which we itean an acceptor that fixes tile Fermi level
without changing the crystal in any other way. (In the next section we will examine a real

acceptor in ZnSe.) As discussed in Section 2, the external parameters that determine native
defect concentrations are the temperature, T, the Zn chemical potential. /zn, and the Fermi
level, E,-. Throughout this article, we will use 7' = 600 K, the typical temperature for M13E
growth of ZnSe. We will use our "ideal" dopant to fix the Fermi level at 0.13 eV above the
valence band maximum, corresponding to a net hole concentration of p = 2.9 x 10is cm-

3
.

Ilaving fixed the temperature and hole concentration in our ideal sample, there is only one
external parameter that is still undetermined: the zinc chemical potential, 117.- which is
determined by the growth environment. (As discussed in Section 2, we could equally well
use' /IS, as the independent parameter instead of IZn, since the two chemical potentials are
constrained by Ezns, = p7z. + p,,.)

Figure 2 shows the concentrations of electrons produced by all native defects in p-type
ZnSe, as a function of jiz_. In the figure jitz spans its thermodynamically allowed range-
from ZnSe in equilibrium with bulk Se on the left, to ZnSe in equilibrium with bulk Zn
oel the right (Eq. 7). The stoichiiometry parameter, X, is determined by p7n (Eq. 5). In

Fig. 2, p7. = pi•,, corresponds to perfect stoichiometry; all points to the left are Se-rich,
and those to the right are Zn-rich. We see that for perfect, stoichiotmetry the concentrations
of native defects is negligibly small _107 times smaller than the hole concentration p. For
material grown at temperatures higher than 600 K, excess native defects will recombine
during cooling, unless the sample is rapidly quenched. (Native defects in ZnSe remain mobile
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Figure 2: Concentration of electrons produced by all native point defects in p-type ZnSe,

with p = 2.9 x 10" cm-
3 

and T = 600 K. Concentrations are shown as a function of the

chemical potential pzý over its thermodynamically allowed range. The lower limit of pz.

,left-hand axis) corresponds to ZnSe in equilibrium with bulk Se. the upper limit (right-
hand axis) to ZnSe in equilibrium with bulk Zn. The point labelled p•B corresponds to

perfectly stoichiometric ZnSe: points to the left are Se-rich, to the right Zn-rich. Sej is the

dominant defect on the Se-rich side, and ZnT' on the Zn-rich side.

even at temperatures of 400 K,[181 so that kinetic barriers do not prevent the attainment of

thermal equilibrium.)

Native defect concentrations start to increase as pz. deviates from AIn, with Se•" the
dominant defect for Mz. < z., and Zn,"÷ the dominant defect for Azn > A!.- It is clear from

the figure that native defect compensation can only occur for extreme values of Uz., near

the limit where either bulk Zn or bulk Se are formed in the sample. For these extreme cases.

the level of compensation by native defects is 20% for p and 70% for u-. (To keep p at

2.9 x 1018, the ionized acceptor concentration must be increased to 3.6 x 10'a for u-, and

to 9.7 x 1018 for puZn.) Using Eq. (5), we find that the deviation from stoichiometry due to

native defects is X = 2 x 10' for Ai, and X = -8 x 10-5 for A-
These results show clearly that compensation by native defects is not an intrinsic problem

for p-type ZnSe. For stoichiometric material native defect concentrations are truly negligible;

4 even when deviations from perfect stoichiometry occur, the level of native-defect compen-
sation is less than 3% over more than 80% of the allowed range of the chemical potential.

: -U
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Further insight into the relationship between the width of the band gap and native-defect

compensat ion can be gained by comparing the energies of the native defects in ZnSe (Eq = 2.6
eV) and in GaAs (F. = 1.35 eV). Zhang and Northrup[19] recently calculated the formation
energies of native defects in GaAs, using similar theoretical techniques to those used here.
Their calculated formation energies for the dominant native defects in p-type GaAs, with
the Fermi level at the valence band maximum (first panel of Fig. 2 in Ref. [191). are -0.25
eV for As€+- in the As-rich limit, and 0.55 eV for Ga4' in the Ga-rich limit. Our own results
for p-type ZnSe are 0.57 eV for Se-+ in the Se-rich limit, and 0.45 eV for Znt"+ in the Zn-rich
limit. The native defect formation energies are no greater in ZnSe than they are in GaAs.
We conclude that a wider band gap does not imply more native defects. Also, since GaAs
can be doped p-type without compensation by the native defects, the same should be true
for ZnSe.

5. Li in ZnSe

Ilaving eliminated native defects as a generic source of compensation in wide band-gap
materials. it is fruitful to identify problems associated with specific dopants. We will now
examine the case of acceptor doping of ZnSe with Lizy. Recently, significant progress has
been nmade with Li doping of ZnSe, but the maximum hole concentration attained to date
is a few times 1017 cr-

3
.[20] It is unclear what makes Li doping so difficult.

We examine the issue of Li doping using the formalism of Section 2 and the calculated
formation energies for the native defects and for interstitial and substitutional Li. The
formalism automatically includes all possible defect reactions between l~i and the native
defects. Furthermore. it inclrdes the effects of the relative abundance of Zn and Se atoms
anid t lie solubility limit Li. The results for Li and for other acceptors in ZnSe are discussed
in more detail clsewhere.[211

li the previous section. which dealt with the native defects alone, the two independent
parameters were -iZ, and EF. lrr this section, where the presence of the L.i doparits is
considered explicitly, Ep- is no longer an independent parameter because it is deterriinei'd
hby the charge conservation condition (Eq. 4). Fernii level effects are still important because
tley allow the charged native defects and Li impurities to affect one another through their
ruitual effect on A,,. Although we have now eliminated E- as an independent variable, we
ruist introduce the Li chemical potential, j'i., as a new second variable. When applying the
forralisrm to l~i in ZnSe, we provide as input the values of £(D)) for all of the native defects
and the Li impurities, and the relevant range of ;rzn and pijt. lit return we get the formation
energies and concentrations of (ach defect and the Fermi level, each as a two-dimensional
function of the chemical potentials. Since a vast amount of information is produced, we
present only the most relevant quantities.

In Fig. 3(a) anti (b), we display contour plots of the total Li concentration, [Li(. and
ile Fermi level. [Li increases with increasing Pi.i because it is more favorable for the Li to

dissolve in the semiconductor as the energy of the Li reservoir rises. Also, [Liz,] increases
with dccrfasing p7_. which is the energy of the reservoir to which Zn atoms are removed in
order to accommodate the Li. The concentration of li,, on the other hand, does not depend
explicitly on i17,,. Therefore, for high ;17,. (Zn-rich environment) Lit is favored relative to
I, ',,- The presence of compensating Li1 raises EF• in the tipper part of the figure. and makes
the material serni-insulating. Compensation by Lit can be avoided by lowering liz,_ which
favors Liz,. over Lit. But if ,uz, is lowered too far, the concentration of compensating Se•+
begins to increase. This is why the Fermi level contours bend back at the bottom of Fig. 3(b).
It is only for these very low values of P7, that the native defects play an important role.
(Comparing to Fig. 2, we see that the native defect concentration only becomes significant

V
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Figure 3: The behavior of Li in ZnSe at 600} K. Results are in the form of contour plot~s
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when /'zU reaches its thermodynamic limit yZ'in". (Figure 2 also shows that native defect
concentrations will be large for liz. near ji. This, however, applies only when Er is near
the band edge: in Fig. 3 Er is far from the valence band near Pszn = p%?' Consequently,
the native defects are not important when Pz- is high in ZnSe:Li.) We can therefore expect
a small amount of compensation due to native defects near the p' line in the figure. This
compensation is not an effect of the native defects themselves, but instead occurs because
the Zn chenmical potential must be reduced so as to increase [Liz,] and decrease [Li1]. If we
could find a dopant that could be incorporated without having to push pZn to its extreme
values, then the native defects would not appear at all.

Figure 3 also shows the thermodynamic limits of the chemical potentials p7. and PuLi
(Eqs. 7 and 8). These bounds mean that the Li solubility limit in ZnSe is a few times 10s
in-'. The lowest value of Er (most effect p-type doping) is about 0.13 eV, and occurs near

the point labelled p,4i in Fig. 3. In this region there is a small concentration of interstitial
Li and compensating native defects. But doping limits imposed by interstitial Ii or native
defects cart be avoided: it is solubility that presents tire most stringent limit to Li doping.

6. Summary

In conclusion, we have shown that native defects alone cannot be responsible for diffi-
cultics in (loping ZnSe. Native defect concentrations in MBE-grown stoichiometric ZnSe are
too low to compensate. D)eviations from stoichionietry in ZnSe can produce large numbers
of native defects which, however, is also true for GaAs. Therefore native defects produced by%

deviations from stoichiometry cannot explain why it is so hard to (dope ZnSe p-type. Ilaving
eliminated native defects as the source of doping problems in ZnSe, we examine specific
dopant systems. D)oping problems for Li acceptors in ZnSe are caused by limited solubility
of Li inl ZnSe.

We have greatly tenefited from collaborations with G.F. Neumark and S.T. Pantelides.
We are very grateful to P. I1l6chl for many fruitful suggestions, and for making Iris unpub- O
lishued work available to us. We are indebted to D. Vanderbilt for his iterative diagonalization
program. We acknowledge helpful conversations with R. Bhargava, ,I.I. DePuydt. T. Mar-
shall. J. Tersoff, and (I.D. Watkins.
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THEORY OF DOPING OF DIAMOND

J. Bernholc, S. A. Kajihara, and A. Antonelli*
Department of Physics, North Carolina State University
Raleigh, NC 27695-8202

ABSTRACT

Electronic applications of diamond require control over native defects as well
as the ability to dope it p- and n-type. B is an excellent p-type dopant, but n-type
doping has proven very difficult. Diamond films have also been very difficult to
anneal, indicating a high activation energy for self-diffusion. We have investigated
the properties of native defects and impurities through large-scale band structure
and Car-Parrinello calculations. We indeed find that the activation energy for self-
diffusion is very high in the intrinsic material, but it decreases by as much as 3 eV
in either p- or n-type material. P, Li, and Na are shallow donors, but their solubili-
ties are too low for incorporation into diamond through in-diffusion. It is energeti-
cally favorable for B and N to dissolve in diamond, which explains their prevalence
in natural diamond. The calculations explain for the first time the reasons for the
distortion of atoms around N from the fully tetrahedral site, as well as why N is a
deep rather than a shallow donor. We also consider the effects of simultaneous
doping with N and B on the thermodynamic equilibrium between diamond and
graphite.

INTRODUCTION

The electronic and optical properties of diamond are determined to a large
extent by the number and types of impurities and defects present in the film. For
example, shallow impurities control the majority carrier densities and make it dis-
play n- or p-type conductivity. Deep impurities, i.e., impurities whose energy lev-
els are far from the conduction and valence band edges, do not determine the car-
rier density, since their electrons or holes cannot be thermally promoted at room
temperature. However, both deep impurities and native defects act as recombina-
tion or deep trapping centers, as well as light absorbers. Native defects also govern
diffusion and material transport in semiconductors. If the formation energies of na-

"Present address: Department of Physics, Virginia Commonwealth University,
Richmond, VA 23284.
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tive defects are large, diffusion is slow and annealing is very difficult. This is the
case for diamond (see below).

Impurities in diamond have not yet been well characterized. The experimental
data are sparse [1] and the only impurities that have been studied at substantial
length are boron and nitrogen. Boron is a p-type dopant with an energy level at
Eval + 370 meV. Both natural and synthetic p-type diamond exists, and boron-
doped p-type thin films have also been made. However, the making of n-type dia-
mond is much more difficult. Nitrogen, which is a common impurity in diamond,
introduces a deep level 1.7 eV below the bottom of the conduction bands. This is
very unexpected, because an impurity atom having one more electron than the host
atom should be a shallow donor (cf. P in Si). Despite a number of theoretical stud-
ies of the properties of N in diamond, the atomic distortions around the N center
have not been explained.

The only reports of successful n-type doping of diamond to date [2, 31 in-
volved ion implantation of Li into bulk diamond. Due to the damage caused by the
implantation, the quality of the resulting material was relatively poor. Furthermore,
most of the n-type conductivity was lost after prolonged annealing [4]. However,
Li is the only proven shallow donor in diamond. Since it is an interstitial dopant, it
is believed to be a fast diffuser that may need stabilization in high temperature ap-
plications by, e.g., complexing.

Although N is a deep donor, its energy level is still - 4 eV above the top of the
valence band of diamond. A N÷ - B- pair should thus be bonded by a substantial
amount. Since both N and B are highly soluble in diamond (see below), simultane-
ous doping with N and B could potentially be used to stabilize the diamond phase.
We investigate the effects of this doping on the thermodynamic balance between
diamond and graphite below.

CALCULATIONS

The calculations use the plane wave pseudopotential method. The native de-
fects and the impurities were embedded in a periodically repeated supercell. Both t
symmetrized band structure codes and the Car-Parrinello method [5] were used.
Calculations with relatively low plane wave cutoffs were possible because of a
previously developed soft-core pseudopotential for carbon. In the band structure
calculations the supercell size corresponded to 32 atoms. Plane waves up to 14 Ry
were included directly, while plane waves up to 26 Ry were included through per-
turbation theory. Two special k-points in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone
were used for k-space summations, The details of the band structure calculations
for the native defects are described in Ref. 6.

IIt
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Table 1. Calculated formation energies of neutral point defects and the saddle
point energy for !he concerted exchange in diamond [eV].

vacancy tetrahedral <100> split- bond-centered concerted
interstitial interstitial interstitial exchange

7.2 23.6 16.7 15.8 13.2

The Car-Parrinello calculations for isolated impurities were carried out in a
64-atom unit cell. N, Li, Na, and P were considered. The plane wave cutoff was 26
Ry, except for the case of N, where 30 Ry were used. Due to the size of the cell
only the r point was used. A test for N that utilized the Baldereschi point resulted
in a change in the relaxation energy of only 0.1 eV, compared to the r point case
(see below). For N, Li, and Na, all atoms were relaxed using ab initio forces. For
substitutional P, radial relaxations were computed for the nearest neighbors, while
the relaxations of the more distant neighbors were obtained employing a Keating
force field. The details of the calculations are described in Ref. [71.

Because diamond has a relatively small lattice spacing, the non-local parts of
the standard Bachelet-Hamann-Schltiter pseudopotentials for Li and Na [8, 91
overlap the bonding region in the diamond lattice. Special, harder pseudopotentials
were constructed and it was verified that the results were insensitive to variations
in the matching radii of those potentials.

In calculating the formation energies. we have used the computed cohesive
energy of diamond [61 and the experimental bulk cohesive energies for the impuri-
ties. The solubility of an impurity at a given site is related to the formation energy
by the Boltzmann factor, i.e. Solubility - Conc. x exp(-Ef[kT) [101, where Conc. is
the concentration of the site per unit volume.

The calculations involving comparisons between diamond and graphite uti-

lized 64- and 48-atom unit cells for diamond and graphite. respectively. All atoms
in the supercells were fully relaxed by ab initio forces. In order to increase the ac-
curacy of the comparison we used a slightly harder pseudopotential for diamond,
which was previously used in the studies of buckyballs [ 11I. The plane wave cutoff
was 35 Ry for both diamond and graphite.

4I

NATIVE DEFECTS AND SELF-DIFFUSION IN DIAMOND

The energies of the various neutral native defects and the activation energy of
the concerted exchange mechanism are quoted in Table 1. Clearly, the contributions
of other diffusion mechanisms should be negligible under equilibrium conditions.
In particular, the formation energies of self-interstitials are very high. This is due to
the lack of d-orbitals in diamond (which makes overcoordination unfavorable),
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high electronic density, and a large band gap. In the case of the tetrahedral intersti-
tial, which has a doubly occupied level near the bottom of the conduction bands,
the formation energy is particularly high. The energies of interstitial impurities are
high for similar reasons.

The migration energy

of the vacancy is substantial
+- + and ranges from 1.7 to 1.9

12- eV, depending on its charge
+- state 16]. The activation

,10 energy for seli -'iffusion,

which is the L,m of the
- -formation and migration

0 . energy, is 9.1 eV in intr'nsic
diamond. However, p- or n-

c 4 type doping lowers the
formation energy of the

2 .vacancy by about 3 eV (see
0 2 3 4 5

FERMI LEVEL (eV) fig. 1) thereby leading to
enhanced self-diffusion and

Fig. i. The formation energy of the carbon vacancy vacancy-assisted impurity
in diamond in its various charge states as a func- diffusion. It was predicted
tion of the Fermi level. 161 that doping during

Srowth should thus lead to
better annealing of defect structures due to the lowering of the self-diffusion
activation energies. This effect was subsequently observed in growth of B-doped
thin films on non-diamond [ 121 and natural diamond substrates 1131. However, the
observed enhancement could also be due to an increase in surface diffusivity upon
doping, or to surface reactions involving B.

DONOR IMPURITIES

In the present work. P, Li and Na are considered as potential shallow dopants.
Since the position of the impurity is critical for its doping action, we have camed
out total energy calculations of the impurities at substitutional and interstitial sites.
As expected, P prefers the substitutional site whereas Li and Na prefer interstitial
positions.

For P, which is larger than C. the nearest neighbors relax radially outward by
0.15 A, but the carbon-phosphorus bond length is still substantially smaller than
the sum of the C and P covalent radii. This is a consequence of the stiffness of the
diamond lattice. The P level is shallow. -0.2 cV below the bottom of the conduc-
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tion band. Substitutional P would thus be a good candidate for a shallow donor.
However, the calculated formation energy of P, defined as the energy of the P atom
in diamond with respect to C and P bulk reservoirs, is 10.4 eV. The equilibrium
solubility of P in diamond is thus very low even at high temperatures.

Both Li and Na prefer the tetrahedral interstitial site over the hexagonal inter-
stitial site and are indeed shallow dopants, with their donor levels at -0.1 and -0.3
eV below the conduction band minimum. The nearest neighbor radial relaxations at
both the tetrahedral and hexagonal sites are outwards and are of course dependent
on the size of the dopant atom. At the tetrahedral site they are 0.05 and 0.19 A for
Li and Na, respectively. At the hexagonal site the relaxations are 0.06 and 0.26 A.
The formation energies at the tetrahedral site are 5.5 and 15.3 eV, measured with
respect to experimental cohesive energies of bulk Li and Na. Since the relative sol-
ubility is given by exp(-Er/kT), the solubilities of the shallow interstitial dopants
are very low as well.

Three methods are commonly used to incorporate impurities in semiconduc-
tors: in-diffusion, doping during growth, and ion implattation. In cases where the
formation energy is small, high temperature in-diffusion is often a very convenient
alternative. However, due to the very low solubilities of P, Li, and Na, in-diffusion
would result in a negligible concentration of dopants. If doping during growth is
selected, the impurities will have to he kinctically trapped in diamond, since their
energies of formation are very high. The successful doping with B during growth
of diamond films by a number of workers is due to the fact that the formation en-
ergy of the B substitutional acceptor in diamond is negative (see Table 1I), which
provides a thermodynamic force for its incorporation.

Ion implantation is a particularly viable alternative for impurities with high
formation energies. In diamond. ion implantation of impurities has been studied by
a number of workers (see, e.g.. Ref. 2 and 3). In fact, the only n-type diamond
samples to date were made by ion implantation of Li into natural diamond [21.
Further studies of ion implantation ý ere carried out by Braunstein and Kalish [31,
who investigated ion implantation of 12ISb. 74e. 311p, 12C. and (,Li into hot dia-
mond and found only small variatiots in ion implantation damage caused by heavy

Table ii. Calculated formation energies of neutral impurities in diamond measured
relative to the respective bulk reservoirs tia.iond and bulk impurities).

boron -0.5 CV
nitrogen -0.6 cV
phosphorus 10.4 eV
lithium 5.5 cV
sodium 15.3 eV

I,
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and light atoms. More recently, Prins 1141 and Sandhu, Swanson, and Chu [151,
showed that ion implantation at liquid nitrogen temperature followed by annealing
has substantial advantages, because the mobile C self-interstitials are trapped dur-
ing implantation and do not escape to the surface. The annealed samples turned out
to have much better electrical characteristics than the ones implanted at room or el-
evated temperatures. So far, only ion implantation of B has been successfully
achieved, resulting in a p-type diamond. However, in order to provide lattice sites
for the substitutional B acceptor, it was necessary also to co-implant C. For
interstitial dopants the last step should not be needed, which should lead to less
implantation damage. Since Li and Na prefer the interstitial site by a sulstantial
energetic margin, they would not compete with C atoms displaced durin, t'i,
implantation for the vacant substitutional sites. Subsequent annealing should thus
result in a better quality material.

The mechanism of impurity diffusion is also important in the consideration of
prospective dopants, since diffusion of the impurity to the surface or complexing
with structural defects leads to inactivation. For substitutional impurities, Table I
suggests that the their diffusion will be dominated by the vacancy mechanism.
Since the formation energy of the vacancy varies between 4 and 7 eV (depending
on the Fermi level position), and its migration energy is 1.7-1.9 eV. the vacancy-
assisted diffusion will have a high activation energy and substitutional impurities

should remain stationary even at high temperatures. However, if growth and/or
processing of diamond results in injection of vacancies, the activation energy be-
comes equal to the migration energy. If the substitutional impurity has a high for-
mation energy, segregation is energetically favorable and may occur if vacancies
are injected at a high temperatunre.

The simplest mechanism for the diffusion of interstitial impurities involves
jumps between adjacent tetrahedral sites, the saddle point for the motion being the
hexagonal site. We carried out studies of this path for both Li and Na. Total energy
calculations, which included relaxation of all atoms in the cell at both the tetrahe-
dral and the hexagonal interstitial sites, predict 0.85 and 1.4 eV for the activation
energies for Li and Na diffusion, respectively. The low activation energy for Li is
in agreement with experimental data 141, since Li-doped samples become deacti-
vated after prolonged annealing. Na. however, has a substantially larger activation
energy and should be immobile up to moderate temperatures. It is therefore more
suitable than Li for n-type doping of diamuond. IHowever, due to the high formation
energy of the Na interstitial, Na will have to be introduced into diamond by ion
implantation or possibly kinetically trapped during growth.
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Fig. 2. a) A schematic model of the origin of the distortions around N in
diamond, b) Contour plot of the N lone pair state, c) Contour plot of the
gap state associated with N in diamond. See text.

NITROGEN IN DIAMOND

Nitrogen is known from EPR data to distort in the ( 1 , , 1 ) direction. This
distortion was first thought to be a result of a Jahn-Teller effect [17, 18, 19] but
later work has shown that the state in the gap is non-degenerate [20]. Furthermore.
recent cluster calculations [21]I revealed that the ideal substitutional N is stable
against the displacements of only the N atom in the ( I .1 1- I) direction, showing

that N motion is due to a more complicated effect.

Our calculations were started assuming a simiple zeroth-order model shown in
fig. 2a. The figure shows the N atom forming three bonds with its nearest-neighbor
C atoms. This results in the N lone pair state being directed towards the fourth
nearest-neighbor C atom. Since the lone pair state is fully occupied and the dan-
gling bond contains one electron, the Pauli repulsion results in both the N atom and
the (111) C atom moving away from each other.

Car-Parrinello calculations starting from this geometry and utilizing first-prin-
ciples forces indeed converge to a distorted geometry in which the C - N distance
has been lengthened by 25%. However. Table Ill shows that the radial relaxations
and the motion of other atoms are also important, and that both effects contribute
an approximately equal amount to the total g.2ain in energy, which is 0.76 eV. The
calculated bond lengthening is in good agreement with the values deduced from the
EPR data, which range between 10 anid 36q;.

One should note that the calculated distortion is somewhat similar to the one
attributed to the EL2 center in GaiAs 122 I. For EL2, however, the distorted configu-
ration is metastable and is accessible only following an electronic excitation. For N
in diamond, on the other hand, the distorted state is the ground state. Furthermore,
our search utilizing equal but opposite displacements of the N and the (Ill1) C
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atom did not find any barriers separating the distorted and the undistorted configu-
rations.

In fig. 2b we show the contour plot of the lone pair orbital, which is very near
the top of the valence bands and therefore contains a substantial admixture of va-
lence band states. The gap state (fig. 2c), which is occupied by one electron, is an
antibonding combination of the lone pair orbital and the carbon dangling bond. It
has most of its amplitude on the carbon atom, which is in very good agreement
with EPR data. The energy level of this state has dropped from Ec - 0.7 eV for
undistorted substitutional N to Ec - 1.5 eV. The experimentally measured level as-
sociated with N in diamond is at Ec - 1.7 eV 123).

N - B PAIRS IN DIAMOND AND GRAPHITE
Electron transfer between N and B in diamond releases several eV of energy.

Since both N and B have negative formation energies in the dilute limit, heavy
doping and possibly even alloying are feasible. This raises a prospect of altering
the thermodynamic balance between diamond and graphite by simultaneous doping
with nitrogen and boron, since the energetic difference between the two phases is
only 0.02 eV per atom. This idea is distantly related to that of Bar-Yam and
Moustakas [241, who propose that low pressure growth of thin film diamond is due
to a large, non-equilibrium concentration of vacancies, which have a lower forma-
tion energy in diamond than in graphite Icf. 6 and 251.

We have carried out calculations for both distant N-B pairs (as far apart as
possible given the size of the supercell) and ]nearest neighbor pairs. Although one
could consider very distant pairs by computing separately the formation energies of
N+ and B-, we chose not to do so, since the treatment of charged states in periodic
systems involves additional approximations due to the infinite range of the
Coulomb potential. For diamond, the formation energies of the distant and nearest
neighbor pairs are calculated to be -4.0 and -5.3 eV, respectively. Since the forma-
tion energies of isolated N and B are -0.6 and -0.5 eV. respectively, the charge

Table III. Total energy gains for various distortion modes around substitutional N
in diamond using a 64-atom unit cell. For all but the last row only the F point was
used for k-space sampling. See text.

unrelaxed substitutional N 0.00 eV
full radial relaxation around N -0.36 eV
distortion of N and C along (I111 ) only -0.32 eV
distortion of N and C and full relaxation -0.63 eV
distortion of N and C and full relaxation (Baldereschi point) -0.76 eV
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transfer and bonding effects are sizable for this pair. In graphite, however, these
formation energies are even lower, -5.6 and -6.2 eV for the distant and nearest
neighbor pairs, respectively. These results indicate thus that simultaneous N and B
doping will increase rather than reduce the thermodynamic preference for graphite.

However, before dismissing the above idea, one should point out that the
bonding in diamond and graphite is quite different. Also, the respective supercells
differ substantially in shape and size. This may affect the accuracy of the calcula-
tions and thereby of the above comparison. Other potential sources of error are the
plane wave cutoffs, which may have to be even higher if structures with very dif-
ferent bonding properties are compared. and the local density theory. Clearly, more
calculations and convergence tests are needed in order to assess the accuracy of the
results. There are also experimental indications that N is difficult to incorporate
into graphite, possibly for kinetic reasons, which may lead to a preference for the
formation of diamond. It may thus still be useful to carry out the appropriate exper-
iments.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The energetics and electronic properties of native defects and impurities in di-

amond were investigated through large scale band structure and Car-Parrinello cal-
culations. Among the native defects in diamond, it was found that the vacancy has
the lowest formation energy, and, as such. governs self-diffusion in diamond. The
activation energy for self-diffusion in intrinsic diamond is very high (9.1 eV),
which explains the well-known difficulties in annealing diamond during growth
and/or processing. However, the formation energy of the vacancy decreases by - 3
eV in p- and n-type diamond. Doping during growth (e.g., with B) should thus lead
to an increase in self-diffusion and thereby in annealing rates, possibly resulting in
a better quality material. This effect was indeed observed in diamond growth on
both non-diamond 121 and diamnond 131 surfaces.

Our calculations for the potential shallow donors found that Li, Na. and P
would dope diamond. As expected. P strongly prefers the substitutional site, while
Li and Na are interstitial donors. Ilowever, since their solubilities are very low,
they cannot be introduced into diamond by in-diffusion, which is an equilibrium
process. The alternatives are kinetic trapping during growth or ion implantation.
Ion implantation is particularly suitable for interstitial impurities, since no host
atoms need to be displaced and co-implantation with C. necessary for substitutional
impurities, can be avoided. Ion implantation has already been successful at n-type
doping of natural diamond with Li, although the samples lost their n-type conduc-
tivity after prolonged annealing. The ion implantation method of Refs. 14 and 15 is

II
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particularly promising, since it minimizes the number of self-interstitials escaping
to the surface.

The suitability of a particular shallow dopant is also dependent on its stability
at the dopant site. Substitutional impurities are likely to diffuse by the vacancy
mechanism, by analogy to the self-diffusion mechanism [6]. Since the activation
energy for self-diffusion in diamond is very high, the activation energies for the
diffusion of substitutional impurities are also likely to be high. Substitutional impu-
rities would thus be suitable for high temperature applications. For interstitial im-
purities, interstitial channel diffusion is most likely. For Li and Na, the activation
energies for diffusion through this path are 0.85 and 1.4 eV, respectively. Li is
therefore a fast diffuser that may become inactive after prolonged annealing or
even extended storage. Na-doped samples, however, should remain active up to
moderate temperatures.

Nitrogen occupies a distorted substitutional site. The distortion occurs in the
(I 11) direction with the N atom and the (l l) C atom moving away from each
other. It is due to the interaction of the fully occupied N lone pair with the dangling
bond of the (11) C atom. The single electron associated with the center resides in
an antibonding orbital formed from the dangling hybrid and the N lone pair. This
orbital has most of its amplitude on the C atom. These results provide the first con-
sistent explanation of the properties of the N center, which was first observed and
identified by EPR over 20 years ago.

The formation of N-B pairs in diamond results in the release of 3-4 eV of en-
ergy. We investigated whether this effect can be used to alter the thermodynamic
balance between diamond and graphite at low pressures. Unfortunately, the calcu-
lations indicate that the formation energies of these pairs in graphite are even
lower. However, additional calculations are needed in order to assess the accuracy
of these results, since different sizes and shapes of the supercells, as well as the
very different bonding environments in diamond and graphite, may have intro-
duced significant errors. Furthermore, experiments have shown that it is difficult to
incorporate N into graphite. It may thus still be worthwhile to test this idea experi-
mentally.

I
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ABSTRACT

Material growth is an inherently non-equilibrium process. However, thermodynamic
considerations often provide important insight into material growth, the structure of grown
materials, and process control parameters. In essence, thermodynamic considerations are
important when activated processes are either slow or fast on the time scale of the growth.
Activated kinetic processes are important when their time scale is the same as that of growth.
Realistic ab-initio calculations of material structure and dynamics can provide a microscopic
understanding of both thermodynamics and the kinetics of material growth. The primary focus of
this article is a recently proposed defect-assisted multiple-regrowth stabilization of cubic
phases.1,

2 
In this theory the incorporation of vacancies at the growth face changes the relative

binding energy of cubic versus hexagonal phases so that diamond and cubic boron nitride can
nucleate and grow. This theory predicts that diamond nucleation and growth is enhanced under
electron rich or positive ion conditions. Experimental results on growth of both diamond and
cubic boron nitride that motivate and support theoretical predictions are described. Cubic boron-
nitride grow,,s under off-stoichiometric conditions. The nucleation rate of diamond is increased by
mans orders of magnitude %khen a flux of electrons impinges upon the surface. Raman line
broadening and ESR measurements indicate the presence of significant concentrations of point
defects. Predictions and experimental evidence for both n and p type doping will be discussed.
Ah-initi, calculations of key kinetic processes and thermodlvnamic quantities for diamond and
boron nitride grow.th are described.

INsR IRmt (TI IoN

Thc c:roý th o' diainiond under % apor conditions ". hich are subsiantially in the stability recginic
of eraphute presents, uS l ith a theoretical puzzle. One wk ay to resolve this puzzle is to discuss the

trox ih entrely as a kinetic process. Growth is a non-equilibrium process so equilibrium stability"•.ontiderirtion, need not apply, Iloke,,cr, often equilibrium considerations do apply. Thus \,e
chsie to take the oppone approach and explain why we should consider that iquilibrium
coynsiderations Ta3 appl.A it) the growth of diamond. Ila',ing thus confounded the original
ins, sicrx a rcshol i ,ioi txill be propoied in terms of the q uasi -equilibrium theory of defect* assited
nultiple rcgrow th ,stabilizat on -

K INi-TI( ) Ci (;R( ,I t It \ND "IIt[ RM \Dt NAMIC tQ1I I 1BRR 'M
Growth is an iihicrenlt1, nont-equilibriumn process. Atoms tioie frit one phase (5apor or

pliirlat to at)n ,other solid) In 5 qor phase growtih of solids tile kinetic' of grcoith -'ncrical.s
Sinsl;s sxccral pro,:csscs.

i• Atom aroxal, controlled b, the sticking probability of vainous vapor species.
bhi Atoti motion / diffusion. controlled by the hopping rate on the surlace.

ic) Atom rcmn,,al. .ontrolled by, the emission or etching rate of surface atoms.

Despite the kitetic nature of these processes, equilibrium solids often are grown. Generally. t
the equilihrnum solid is simply the lowest energy structure of the material. A first explanation for
the groiith of equilibriutn solids which might be given is the formal reason given for equilibrium
in atnis sstein: Equilibrium occurs because the kinetics are fast enough to explore the available
phase space. Low energy structures grow because kinetics are fast enough to explore all the
possible arrangements ol atoms. This is not a sufficient answer because materials do not really
hase the time to explore all of the phase space. If they did have sufficient time, on realistic time
scales, then atomns of the saute material originally in any arrangement would spontaneously
rearrange to form an ideal equilibrium solid if heated to the temperature of growth. In reality, a
more limited phase space exploration occurs at the surface during growth. This means that we
actually rely for the growth of equilibrium solids upon two other conditions:

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 MaterIli Me teh Society
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(a) Fast surface kinetics compared to growth time.
(b) Surfdce energetics which are similar to bulk energetics.
While (a) is not necessarily true, it is not surprising since it seems intuitive that atom motion at

the surface proceeds faster because of fewer constraints due to fewer bonds. The second
statement is more surprising than the first since surface reconstructions occur and the structure and
energetics of the surface therefore appear very different from the bulk. However, one or two
layers beneath the surface the energetics appear generally to be very similar to the bulk. Step
edges are an environment which is more similar to the bulk than the surface itself. The use of
island growth by addition of atoms to step edges enables this environment to control the structure
of the growing solid.

Finally, while (a) and (b) are necessary, it is also important to note that the growth rate is
controlled (typically through the arrival rate of atoms) to limit the growth rate so that the surface
kinetics are indeed fast enough to enable sufficient atom motion to give rise to the equilibrium
structure. This brings us to a discussion of conventional Ultra-High vacuum MBE growth.

CONVENTtONAL MBE
In conventional Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE), materials are grown under ultra-high

vacuum, and low temperature. The arrival rate of atoms at the surface is kept low enough to
ensure that atoms can migrate along the surface to a surface step and be incorporated.

In this picture there are two fast processes: atom migration on the surface and atom in
corporation at a step. These processes are fast enough so that equilibrium considerations apply
and high quality low defect concentration -equilibrium" solids can be grown. But it is equally
important to recognize that there is a slow process which is characteristic of this type of growth -
interlayer mixing of atoms. Because this is a slow process it is possible also to grow non-
equilibrium solids in the form of multilayers which are another feature of this type of growth
which can be used for technological applications.

This well known example illustrates the importance of both fast and slow processes in
characterizing the kinetics of growth. Fast processes enable equilibration and equilibrium solids
to grow,. ,hbile slow processes can either prevent equilibration or equivalently enable non-
cquilibrium solids to grow. Using this as a guide it is possible to inquire whether there are fast
and 'low pri.csscs w hich charactenrze the growth of diamond.

Fig. 1: Illustration of conventional MBE growth where atoms arrive on the surface,
stick and move and attach rapidly to surface steps. The rapid process of motion along the
surface results in equilibrium within the layer. However, the slow interlayer mixing
enables non-equilibrium superlattices to be grown.

tI
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Fig. 2: Illustration of multiple regrowth theory of diamond growth where atoms are
added and removed rapidly from the surface and do not move easily along the surface or

* in the bulk so that many vacancies are to be found in layers of material near the growth
face.

DIAMOND GROWTH
The growth of diamond occurs under conditions quite different from conventional MBE_

Diamonds are conventionally grown under a hydrogen pressure of 100 torr and a carbon species
pressure of 1 torr. In order to develop an understanding of this growth it is important to generally
compare the rates of processes which are relevant. It is possible to consider a kinetic picture
involving a variety of molecular species, their sticking probabilities and migration rates.
However, we begin by considering what processes might be fast or slow in these circumstances
so as to simplify the discussion. An indication of the migration rate of carbon atoms may be
obtained from bulk calculations in diamond.

Ab-initio theoretical studies by Bemholc et al 3 indicate that migration of atoms in the bulk of
diamond occurs by vacancy hopping and requires overcoming a barrier of 1.9eV. This result has
also been confirmed by experiment Using this barrier an estimate of the hopping rate at (100 C
is only about 101-

3
/sec. This may be compared with the barrier to vacancy motion in silicon

which is 0.3eV. In graphite vacancy motion is only slightly faster. Ab-initio calculations5 
give a

migration barrier of 1.6eV. While this is only an estimate of the rate at a surface, migration is not
a naturally fast process in this system and can be expected to be many orders of magnitude slower
than in materials which are typically grown in MF3E systems.

The unusual growth conditions however suggest another process to be fast compared to the
growth rate. The growth rate of diamond is about I pim / Hour, which is 1.5 monolayers/sec. If
we were to estimate the growth rate from the flux of carbon species the number should be more I
like 106 monolayý,is /sec. It is conceivable that only one species of carbon with a relative
concentration of 10.6 may be active in the growth. However, it is also possible to suggest that
many atoms are added and removed from the surface for each atom which eventually remains and
is incorporated. This gives rise to the picture of "Multiple-regrowth" where layers are added and
etched many times during the growth process. The importance of hydrogen as an etchant (and
more recently of oxygen as a low temperature etching agent) in the growth of diamond has already
been emphasized by others.

6,7
This picture of multiple regrowth suggests that layers or areas of either diamond or graphite

could grow, and be removed in this process. The active dynamic competition between diamond
and graphite would suggest, that the lower energy structure would win.

5 
This argument indicates

that equilibrium considerations should apply, confounding the original puzzle of the successful
non-equilibrium growth of diamond. The observation that both fast and slow processes are
present, however, suggests a mechanism for diamond stabilization.

DEFECT STABILIZATION OF CUBIC PHASES
The slow process of atom motion on the surface of diamond and graphite suggests that the

growth process of these materials under the multiple regrowth conditions does not result in the
same type of surface growth as conventional MBE, instead atoms arrive on the surface and do not

S. . . .,, .,,-t.q
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move around to fill in vacancies so that the surface is formed out of only partially completed layers
with large concentrations of vacancies. Thus in order to correctly compare the relative stability of
diamond and graphite under the growth conditions we have to consider defective diamond and
similarly defective graphite. The comparison of these materials proceeds then by using the
formula for the formation energy of a solid with a concentration n of vacancies: 9

F= FB + n FD  (1)

where FB is the binding energy of the materials with negligible defect concentrations and FD is
the free energy of formation of a vacancy. If we consider that both materials should have roughly
comparable vacancy concentrations then, as Fig. 3 indicates, the formation energy of graphite may
be raised above that of diamond if the formation energy of vacancies is higher than that of
diamond. It is important to recognize that in this picture the slow process of vacancy motion
freezes a non-equilibrium concentration of vacancies but the rapid multiple regrowth process
enables a direct energetic comparison of defective graphite with the defective diamond.

By comparing two expressions for the formation energy of defective diamond and graphite it
may be seen that a transition to diamond will occur if the formation energy of vacancies is smaller
in diamond and the number of defects is greater than:

n > (FB(diamond) - FB(graphite) ) / (FD(graphite) - FDydiamond)) (2)

Ab-initio calculations of the formation energy of vacancies in diamond
3 

7.2 eV and graphite
5

7.6 eV yield only a small difference between the formation energy of vacancies in these materials
so that diamond with more than 8% vacancies is stable compared with similarly defective graphite.
This is a rather large concentration of vacancies. However, since diamond is a insulator the defect
in diamond can be charged. The formation energy of charged defects changes with the position of
the Fermi energy. Graphite is metallic so the defects can not be charged and their formation
energy can not be changed by varying the Fermi energy. Figure 4 indicates how the formation
energy of vacancies in diamond and graphite can be compared including the possible variation in
Fermi energy of diamond. The formation energy of charged defects varies linearly with a shift in
the Fermi energy because the energy of electrons moved to the electron reservoir from the defect
are raised by shifting the Fermi energy up or lowered by shifting the Fermi energy down as
follows:

Formation energy

Diamond

Diamond GrowthGraphite ... •,

n (vacancy concentration)

Fig. 3: Illustration of defect stabilization of diamond. The formation energy of
diamond and graphite is schematically shown as a function of vacancy concentration.
The slope of each line is the formation energy of a vacancy. Due to multiple regrowth a
non-equilibrium concentration of vacancies is frozen at the growth face but competition is
present between defective diamond and defective graphite. Since the formation energy of
vacancies is larger in graphite than in diamond a sufficiently high concentration of

¶ vacancies can stabilize the growth of diamond over graphite.
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FD(qg)=FD(q,pO)+q(pi-AO) (3)

where q is the charge of the defect and p., P0 are the Fermi energy and reference Fermi energy
respectively.1

0 
The second term arises from the energy of the electron added to or taken from the

electron reservoir with an energy g.
Because it is possible to have both positive and negatively charged vacancies, shifting the

Fermi energy either up or down lowers the energy of the diamond vacancy relative to the graphite
vacancy. For extreme Fermi energy shifts a concentration of less than one percent would stabilize
diamond over graphite. The growth of diamond is presently performed under electron rich
conditions. We can extend our quasi-equilibrium picture to include an effective Fermi energy
which describes the electron rich conditions. Thus the comparison of diamond and graphite under
current growth conditions should include both a substantial concentration of vacancies and a
Fermi energy shift which lowers the energy of negative diamond vacancies.

NUCLEATION AND EPlTAX1AL GROWTH
An advantage of the quasi-equilibrium nature of the multiple-regrowth picture is that it

accounts both for the nucleation and continued growth of diamond. Kinetic theories which rely
hcavily on a preexisting diamond surface do not easily generalize to explain nucleation. It is
reasonable to assume that homo-epitaxial growth proceeds more easily than the nucleation itself.
Thus one would expect a wider range of conditions would be consistent with homo-epitaxial
growth than with the nucleation step. Nevertheless the well known instability of diamond
surfaces to graphitization suggests that the importance of the diamond surface as a substrate to
growth is not as great for the growth as in many other materials. Thus that multiple-regrowth is
likely to be important both for nucleation and continued growth under conventional conditions.

i
Graphite
vaca ncy

6

5 Diamond
+ / vacancy - 2

4 formation

energy

3

2

Fermi energy (it) eV
0

0 1 2 3 4 5

Fig. 4: Vacancy formation energy in diamond as a function of Fermi energy and
graphite vacancy formation energy. By varying the Fermi energy it is possible to lower
the energy of the diamond vacancy so as to enable the vacancy assisted stabilization of
diamond during growth.
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Table I: A comparison of conventional MBE growth and Diamond growth. In each
case the conditions of growth provide fast and slow processes. The fast processes ensure
a high quality single phase material while the slow processes enable quasi-equilibrium
solids to grow. In the case of conventional MBE growth layered materials are grown.
While under the conditions of diamond growth slow processes stabilize the diamond.

Conventional MBE Diamond Growth
Fast processes Atom migration on surface Atom addition and removal

Atom incorporation at step

Slow processes Interlayer mixing Atom migration

Results High-quality "equilibrium" solids Growth of Metastable diamond
Multilayers (non-equilibrium) Polycrystalline growth
Low defect concentrations Residual defect densities

PREDICTIONS OF MULTIPLE REGROWTH VACANCY STABILIZATION
Residual defect concentrations - The theory of multiple regrowth induced vacancy stabilization

of diamond simplifies the consideration of the growth parameters for diamond and suggests
several predictions which can be compared with experimental results. The first prediction is
simply the association of defects with diamond growth. It is important to recognize that defects
still move and therefore anneal on the time scale of the complete growth of the film. Only near the
active growth face are defects effectively frozen. At the growth face the rate of vacancy motion is
slower than the addition and removal of layers. However, far away from the growth face layers
are no longer being actively added and removed, and the vacancy moves at a rate which is fast
compared to the eventual rate of layer addition. It can therefore move toward grain boundaric, or
dislocations which act as defect sinks and anneal. However. it may be expected that vacancies
will cluster into less mobile aggregates and be found in the eventual diamond. The final
concentration of these vacancies or vacancy clusters may be quite sensitive to the temperature of
growth (the higher the temperature the more they will anneal), the thickness of the grown film (the
longer the growth process the more annealing will occui), the density of grain boundaries and
dislocations (the higher the grain boundary or dislocation density the lower the vacancy
concentration), or other conditions of growth. The concentration of vacancies would be expected
to vary with depth in the grown film with a larger concentration near the surface.

Several experimen:.! results are now consistent with the predictions of this theory. These
experiments attempt to observe a correlation between defect concentrations and the growth of high
i•.iality diamond films. In conventional growth it would be expected that conditions which lead to

higher percentage of diamond in the film would also lead to higher quality - lower defect
concentration - diamond. In the defect assisted growth picture, the opposite would be expected
since the vacancies are assisting in the stabilization of diamond.

An experiment which tests the association of diamond growth with defects was performed by
varying the total pressure of the growth a series of films. The films were found to contain varying
concentrations of diamond and graphite. Two measurements on diamond films were performed
,vhich can be sensitive to defect concentrations: Raman spectroscopy and ESR measurements.
The Raman spectrum2.l1 was found to show that :he width of the diamond Raman line increased
for films which were of higher diamond purity. lhe increasing width of the Raman line is
consistent with a higher concentration of point defects. The ESR signal provides a quantitative
measure of paramagnetic defect centers and is reported by Fanciuli et al.t 2 

The ESR signal is
found to increase dramatically for higher purity diamond films from a concentration of 1017to a
concentration of 1019 spins per cm

3
.

Fermi energy and growth - A second prediction of the multiple-regrowth theory pertains to
the role of the Fermi energy shift in the growth. Based on Fig. 5, a prediction is made that the
ease of growth of diamond should follow the energy dependence of the vacancies with the
effective Fermi energy at the growth face. In its simplest from this means that both positive ion
conditions (plasmas containing high concentrations of positive ions) and electron rich conditions
should enhance the growth of diamond.

A test of this prediction may be made by controlled addition of electrons by biasing the
substrate or using an electron beam. It is important to emphasize that the results which are
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achieved further depend on the other conditions of growth. A shift in the Fermi energy which
lowers the formation energy of vacancies indicates that diamond with the same concentration of
vacancies is now lower in energy and the purity of films will be higher and the nucleation of
diamond is easier. However it also indicates that diamond may be grown with fewer vacancies so
that conditions of growth may be varied to achieve faster or higher quality diamond growth
without lowering the purity of diamond films. The same conditions without the addition of
electrons could result in graphitic rather than diamond growth.

Two experimental results have been achieved which are suggestive of the predicted results.
Biasing the substrate without changing the conditions has been shown to lead to many orders of
magnitude change (e.g. over 10l1) in the nucleation rate of diamonds. For typical growth
conditions diamond does not nucleate at an experimentally viable rate on polished silicon surfaces,
only on roughened surfaces. Under biased conditions which enhance the electron concentration
incident on the surface, diamond nucleates on polished silicon substrates.

2
.1

3 
This result is

obtained by consistent substrate biasng during growth so that the current through the surface is
maintained at a constant value throughout the growth. Another experimental result suggests that
diamond growth rates may be increased by an order of n agnitude when electrons are added to the
growth environment.1

4

Another way to vary the Fermi energy of the growth is by doping. A proper consideration of
the effect of dopants must include the dopants themselves in the uuasi-equilibrium picture. This
leads to a separate prediction regarding the conditions for optimal doping.

Doping - A central problem in the growth of diamond is not just achieving high quality solids,
but also incorporating dopants in desired quantities. An area of investigation which has not yet
been extensively utilized experimentally is the ability of the growth conditions to enhance dopant
incorporation by controlling the surface conditions. Generally growth is optimized for the
intrinsic material and the parameters are not cianged ior dopant incorporation. However, it can be
shown that control over the effective Fermi energy during growth may have significant impact on
dopant incorporation and activity. The energy of dopant incorporation directly depends on the
value of the Fermi energy. Consistent with Equation j3), a donor will have its energy of
incorporation raised if the Fermi energy is raised. This suggests that for successful dopant
incorporation, the Fermi energy during growth should be moved opposite to the direction of
desired eventual doping. The Fermi energy should be moved down for n-type doping and up for
p-type doping. The temporary Fermi energy shift during growth may be achieved by electron rich
conditions for p-type doping or by incident positive ions for n-type doping.

A further complication occurs in many cases where dopants may be incorporated in several
different configurations, some active and some inactive or even causing counter doping. In this
case the counter Fermi motion during growth also enhances the doping efficiency defined as the
ratio of active to total dopant concentration. This enhancement of doping efficiency will survive
beyond the time of the growth if the equilibration in the bulk is slow, as it would be in diamond or
in many' other solids.

These considerations -re quite general: If however, in diamond growth an experimental result
lends support to these qualitative predictions. p-type doping of diamond has been achieved for
diamond grown in an electron rich environment. There is no n type doping which has been
achie . ed for electron rich environment. It remains to be seen whether n-type doping may be
achieved under positive ion conditions. Ah-initio calculations releant to the consideration of
doping may be found in the work of Kajihara et al.15 While these calculations sugge.-t that n-type
doping is difficult, the advantage of shifting the Fermi energy may be sufficient to enable the
doping to occur.

CUBIC BORON NITRIDE GROWTH
Cubic Boron Nitride, similar to diamond, is unstable to the formation of a graphite-like form

of Boron Nitride. It is thus possible to ask whether a similar defect induced stabilization may also
apply to the growlh of Boron Nitride. An essential difference for BN is that the defect
concentration may be controlled by variation of the stoichiometry. Different stoichiometrics may
be attainable bv the control of val, or prc ,Sares of gas species under conditions of conventional
low pressure MBE growth where surface migration is the dominant "fast" process and sticking
coefficients control the rate of towth. The departure from stoichiometry may be used to stabiliz-
growth of the cubic-BN.

In the same spirit as for diamond growth, we begin with the siciplest set of a, imptions
enabling a comparison of off-stoichiometric materials during growth. These are interpreted with
the aid of accurate ab-initio calculations to provide guidance as to systematic trends which may be
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expected in actual growth. Departures from stoichiometry may be considered in two limits: the
first assumes that cubic and graphitic materials are in equilibrium and share the same chemical
potentials, the second assumes that sticking coefficients which control the off-stoichiometry are
approximately similar and thus materials with similar stoichiometries should be compared. We
adopt the latter approach. For simplicity, each material is assumed to be in equilibrium internally,
so that defect concentrations are determined by equilibrium formation energies. The comparison
of material formation energies may then be considered equivalently either in the grand-canonical or
canonical ensemble. In the former we would write the free energy per atom of the solid as

F= (N(B)j1B + N(N)PuN )IN= 1/2 juBN + s/2 (paB-MN) (4)

Where N(B). N(N) are the number of Boron and Nitrogen atoms respectively, N is the total
number of atoms and s=N(B)-N(N) measures the stoichiometry. The two expressions in
Equation 4 are related by the assumption of equilibrium in the bulk solid so that the sum of N and
B chemical potentials is equal to the binding energy of a pair in the solid: uN+YB=PBN. The other
chemical potential adjusts to achieve the desired stoichiometry. The chemical potential may then
be thought of as being determined by the formation energy of the defects responsible for the off-
stoichiometry. Consequently, the chemical potentials of the two different materials are not the
same.

For the purpose of comparison of equal stoichiometry materials we can equivalently consider
the more intuitive canonical ensemble and write the difference between the free energies per atom
of the two solids by using a reference value for M.B-MN :

F(c-BN)-Ftg.BN)= 112 (PBN; (c-BN)-1uBN (g-BN) )+ Is i(FD(c-BN) - FD(g-BN)) (5)
In this expression the defect formation energies appear explicitly but are to be understood as taken
for a particular reference chemical potential, and are of the dominant defect which is responsible
for the off-stoichiometry. As written it is for defects such as vacancies, where the difference in s
of a single defect is ±+1. The generalization to antisites where the difference in s of a single defect
is .2 is straightforward. The relative concentrations of 'acancies and antisites is established by
assuming a chemical potential consistent with the off-stoichiometry.

In order to include the possibility of charged defects, for each material a quasi-equilibrium
f[ermi energy is assumed. Experimentally, the Fermi energy may often be adjusted for optimal
growth using substrate bias or ionic conditions of the plasma at the growth face. Unlike the case
of diamond and graphite, both cubic and raphitic BN are insulators. Fermi energy variations and
charged defects are present in both materials.

In addressing the defect induced off-stoichiometry in both cubic and graphitic BN, it appears
reasonable to neglect interstitials and restrict our attention to vacancies and anti-site defects. This
was justified by detailed calculations for the case of diamond which showed a much larger
fonration energy for interstitial defects.

3

.. R BINITIO CALCtL-ATIONS OF DEFE(CT FORMATION ENERGIES IN BORON NITRIDE
We ha ie performed ah-initio theoretical studies of the formation energies of vacancies and

anti-site defects in cubic and graphitic 1N. The calculations employed the Pseudopotential Lxoal-
Density Functional (.DA) formnalism and a recently developed conjugate gradient algorithm.1'
Charged states were considered by using a neutralizing background. I The plane wave expansion
used has a kinetic energy cutoff of 15 Hartrees. Detailed descriptions of the calculation
niithodology and results will be presented elsewhere.18 These theoretical studies parallel
experimental work on the growth of BN that are summarized below and are presented separately
in grceatr detail."

In Fig. 5 we show the formation energies of the four defects in both materials as a function of
Fermi energy Consistent with LDA calculations in general, the calculated semiconductor gaps ace
significantly smaller than experimental ones. The gaps of cubic and graphitic BN are calculated to
be similar (3.85eV vs. 4.12eV). so the formation energies for both materials are shown on the
same figures. The reference chemical potential of pAB-MN is chosen so that pB is the chemical
potential of metallic boron.

Systematically it may be seen that there are more charge states of the defects in cubic-BN.
I'his means that shifting the Fermi energy is more effective at reducing the formation energy of

defects in cubic-BN below those of graphitic-BN. It is interesting to note that for three of four
defects, the formation energy of the neutral defect is lower in graphitic material, and for the boron
vacancy, they are approximately equal. It is only with the inclusion of the charged defects that
lower energy defects in cubic material and defect stabilization is possible.

'I
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Fig. 5: Defect formation energies in cubic-BN (solid lines) and graphitic-BN
(dashed lines) as a function of the the position of the Fermi energy in the gap of each
material. The reference chemical potentials are taken to b- "'ose appropriate for
equilibrium with bulk B metal. The defects shown are: (a) B vacancy, (b) N vacancy,

q, (c) B on N antisite, and (d) N on B anfisite.
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Fig. 6: Minimum energy defects as a function of Fermi energy for cubic-BN (solid

line) and graphitic-BN (dashed line). The reference chemical potentials are taken to be
those appropriate for equilibrium with bulk B metal. The minimum energy defect and
charge state are identified on each line segment. Direct implications for defect induced
stabilization of cubic-BN are discussed in the text.

In Fig. 6 we show the minimum energy defects as a function of Fermi energy in the two
materials. This figure provides the simplest comparison for our purposes. It may be seen that for
all values of the Fenni energy the cubic-BN defects are substantially lower in energy than the f
graphitic-BN. This suggests that defect induced stabilization is possible for cubic BN. A
systematic consideration (Table 11) of boron-rich and nitrogen-rich growth for different values of
the Fermi energy leads to the following conclusions, most of which may be directly deduced from
this figure. For p-type or positive-ion conditions of growth, the defect formation energies predict
that stabilization is possible for boron-rich material, with nitrogen vacancies as the dominant
defect. Nitrogen rich material is stable in the graphitic structure. On the other hand, under n-type
or electron rich conditions of growth defect stabilization is predicted to be possible for nitrogen
rich material and nitrogen poor material. The dominant defect is the boron vacancy or boron
antisite respectively. However, under n-type conditions there is a strong tendency to nitrogen rich
material. Even though the reference chemical potential is for boron solid, which would lead to the
most boron rich solid in equilibrium, nevertheless, the boron vacancy is still the lowest energy ,
defect in cubic-BN for electron rich conditions. Thus, it is concluded that under p-type conditions
boron-rich cubic-BN, and under n-type conditions nitrogen-rich cubic-BN may be stabilized.

Table II: Summary of theoretical predictions for the growth conditions where
stabilization of cubic-BN may be possible in the quasi-equilibrium picture. The variation
of stoichiometry and the ionic charge of the growth are experimentally tunable parameters.
The dominant defect under each conditions is indicated. It is believed from experiment
that graphitic-BN is stable in stoichiometric conditions. Experimental growth of boron-
rich cubic-BN under positive-ion conditions (*) is described in Table Ill and the
accompanying text. The question mark for boron-rich BN under electron-rich conditions
is included to indicate the strong preference of the growth for nitrogen-rich material under
electron-rich conditions.

Boron rich Stoichiometric Nitrogen rich
electron rich ? cubic-BN graphitic-BN cubic-BN

B antisite B vacancy
positive ion * cubic-BN graphitic-BN graphitic-BN

N vacancy N antisite

ii
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It should be emphasized that the theoretical calculations suggest that the limit of off-
stoichiometry which may be achieved in true equilibrium is small. Off-stoichiometric material is
generally unstable to phase separation. For a boron rich solid, the limit of boron excess is
established by setting the boron chemical potential to the chemical potential of boron solid as is
indicated in Figs. 5 and 6. A 1% excess of boron would then require a defect formation energy
(either nitrogen vacancy or boron antisite, the difference is not significant) of 0.5 eV. Except
possibly for the boron antisite in highly n-type material this condition is not realized. Moreover,
in equilibrium, in the bulk, unless an equivalent concentration of dopants is included, the defects
are not stable in their charged states since the material must be locally neutral. Two interesting
consequences may be inferred. First, that the material may be grown boron-rich only if phase-
separation is inhibited by slow atomic migration. Generally, phase-separation is a slow dynamical
process so this may not be a concern for nearly stoichiometric material. Equivalently we may say
that the effective boron chemical potential may be significantly lower than that of metallic boron
before phase separation occurs during growth. Second, following growth, the intrinsic instability
to phase separation may play an important role in the stability of cubic-BN. This is particularly
true because in otherwise undoped material the defects must become on average neutral and the
Fermi energy will shift to the position of the defect-electron-transition raising dramatically the
energy of the defects causing the off-stoichiometry. It may be possible that the instability to
phase-separation results in material which gradually undergoes phase separation on experimental
time scales. It may be possible to overcome this instability to phase separation (or graphitization)
of the cubic BN after growth by post processing to restore the stoichiometry of the material. An
intriguing though speculative possibility for achieving stoichiometric cubic-BN material is through
growth alternately in p-type and n-type conditions resulting in layered boron-rich and nitrogen-
rich materials which may interdiffuse to form stoichiometric material.

Finally, it may be mentioned that N vacancies and B vacancies are intrinsic donors and
acceptors respectively and thus an effective doping of cubic BN may be achieved only through
careful control of stoichiometry. Moreover, the stoichiometry itself may serve, at least in part, for
achieving p-type and n-type materials. Material which is nitrogen-rich grown under n-type
conditions will be found to be p-type after growth, and conversely for boron-rich material.
Limitations to doping efficiencies may be derived from the results described above.

GROWTH OF CUBIC BORON NITRIDE
The experimental growth of cubic BN is reported in detail separately.19 Preliminary results of

the experimental effort were the primary motivation for the theoretical studies described above.
Growth of cubic material was performed by sputtering of high-purity (pyrolitic) BN in an argon
plasma. The sticking coefficient of nitrogen is much lower than that of boron, so that in a pure
argon plasma the film has a B:N ratio of 5:1 and is phase separated into metallic boron and BN.
To increase the nitrogen in the film, N2 gas was added to the plasma and adjusted to achieve
optimal growth. The plasma conditions cause the substrate to be negatively biased attracting
positive N2 + ions from the plasma to the surface and causing an electron depleted surface. This
may be taken to correspond to the theoretical discussion of cubic BN growth in a p-type
environment.

The conditions of growth and the resulting materials are summarized in Table Ill. The optimal
hardness of the films (3,500 kg/mm 2 ) was obtained with 10% N2 pressure in the plasma. Films
grown under these conditions were characterized by in-plane X-ray diffraction and electron
diffraction as cubic-BN. The hardness of 3,500 kg/mm 2 is consistent with the hardness of
synthetic cubic-BN. The B:N ratio of these films was measured directly and found to be between
1.01:1 and 1.02:1. This 1-2% off-stoichiometry is consistent with the results of ESR
measurements which find a spin density of 1020 - 1% of atomic sites.20 The ESR line shape and
g-value measured is consistent with other measurements of nitrogen depleted BN which have been
associated with the nitrogen vacancy. When the N2 pressure is increased to 50% the films
become very soft and are stoichiometric to the accuracy of the measurements.

These results appear to be consistent with the theoretical predictions linking the nitrogen
vacancy with the off-stoichiometry induced stabilization of cubic-BN under p-type conditions.
The observation of spins from the nitrogen vacancy may be understood in detail as follows.
During growth the nitrogen vacancy is expected to be positively charged. Once the growth has
proceeded and the vacancy is away from the surface, the material must become on average neutral.
This occurs through capture by the nitrogen vacancy of electrons. A single electron on a nitrogen
vacancy neutralizes the vacancies and is expected to give an ESR signal since it only half occupies
a gap state.
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Table Ill: Plasma pressures of N2 in an argon plasma during BN films and the
resultant properties and stoichiometry of BN films. See text and Ref. 18 for details.

N,) pressure Film property Stoichiometry: B:N I
0% phase separation -5:1 I
10% cubic-BN (see text) 1.01:1 to 1.02:1
I 50% soft like raphite I:1 :

The theoretically predicted possibility of cubic-BN growth under electron rich conditions
remains to be tested.
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ABSTRACT

We present a theoretical formalism to investigate doping efficiencies of impurities in
semiconductors, and show results for various acceptor impurities (Li, Na and N) in ZnSe.
These results, obtained from first-principles calculations, yield important insights in the
mechanisms that govern impurity formation energies and solubilities.

INTRODUCTION

Doping of ZnSe has been the subject of intense investigations for many years. The belief
was widely held that p-type doping could not be achieved due to some intrinsic limitation.
often attributed to self-compensation by native defects. We have recently shown, based on
state-of-the-art first-principles calculations, that under appropriate growth conditions the
concentration of native defects in ZnSe is quite low, and will not cause self-compensation.'f
Recent experimental achievements have also conclusively established that p-type doping
of ZnSe is indeed feasible.- However, high doping levels are still hard to obtain, and a
comprehensive understanding of the doping difficulties has been lacking.

The theoretical approach presented in this paper shows that two mechanisms play an
important role in the doping limitations. One is a competition between various configu-
rations that the dopant impurity can assume in the lattice. The second mechanism is a
solubility limit, imposed b. the coexistence of other phases that can be formed out of the
constituents. In this paper we briefly sketch the theoretical approach, and then present
detailed results for Li and other impurities. We find that Li suffers from a competition
between substitutional and interstitial lattice sites. More importantly, the total solubility
is limited by formation of the compound Li 2 Se. For Na, we find the solubility to be much
lower than for Li. rendering Na useless as a dopant. Nitrogen turns out to be the best candi-
date among the elements examined here. These results can serve to guide experiments, not
only regarding the choice of dopant, but also with respect to establishing optimal growth
conditions.

FORMALISM

The equilibrium concentration of an impurity in a semiconductor is given by

C = N,,expf- Eir - TS (1t

kT

Nt,.. is the appropriate site concentration, e.g., for substitutional Li (Liz.) this is the
number of Zn sites per unit volume. E1 o, is the formation energy, and St,,- the formation
entropy. The pressure-dependent term in the Gibbs free energy can be neglected for the
solid phase. Entropy contributions have been estimated to be small¶; they also tend to
cancel when comparing relative free energies.'

The key quantity for determining impurity concentrations is thus the formation energy.

Its value must be determined from first-principles total energy calculations. We carry out

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. ' 1992 Matertals Research Society p
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these calculations based on density-functional theory, using ab initto pseudopotentials. and
a mixed basis set to ensure an adequate description of the Zn d orbitals." A supercell
geometry is used, in which the impurity is surrounded by a sufficiently large volume of the
host crystal. A general definition of formation energy is given in Eq. (1) of Ref. 1. Here
we discuss the specific example of an ionized, substitutional Li atom:

Efor(LiZn) = S(Lii,) - pLu + oz. - EF. (2)

((Liz,,) is the calculated energy of a supercell containing the Lii. impurity, minus the
energy of a reference cell containing the pure bulk semiconductor. pLi and Mzn are the
chemical potentials of Li and Zn atoms; they represent the energies of the reservoirs with
which these atoms are exchanged. EF is the Fermi level, i.e. the energy of the reservoir
delivering the electron that is responsible for the negative charge on the impurity.

Equations similar to Eq. (2) can be written down for all configurations of all impurities
to be examined, in their various charge states. In addition, we take all intrinsic point defects
into account, thereby ensuring that reactions involving different impurity configurations can
take place. For instance, a substitutional Li atom can leave its site and become interstitial.
leaving a Zn vacancy behind. This leads to a long list of formation energies for various
impurity and defect configurations. The corresponding concentrations are coupled through
the condition of charge neutrality, as described in Ref. 1. These concentrations are still a
function of the chemical potentials of the constituents; we therefore present our results in
the form of contour plots, with pz, and AL, as the variables (as explained above, ps, is not
an independent variable since it is determined by ps. =Ptznse - uz.). Other details about
the formalism are discussed in Ref. 1.

RESULTS

Lithium

Fig. I shows some of our results for Li in ZnSe. The total concentration of Li impurities
is displayed in Fig. L.a. Not all Li atoms reside on substitutional sites, however. As pointed
out by NeumarkA Li can also go interstitially, where it behaves as a donor. Our calculations
indicate that Li+ has its lowest energy at the Td site surrounded by Se atoms (Td'), which
is 0.2 eV lower in energy than the Tzn site. Analogous to Eq. (2), we can write down an
expression for the formation energy of the interstitial species:

Efo,-(Li+) = ((Litý) - PU + EF. (3)

The individual concentrations of the substitutional and interstitial species are given in
Figs. L.c and Id. Inspection of Eqns. (2) and (3) reveals that the formation energy of the
substitutional impurity (acceptor) rises as the Fermi level goes dora (increasingly p-type
material), whereas the formation energy of the interstitial (donor) becomes lower. As the
material becomes more p-type, it becomes increasingly favorable to form interstitials. For
some limiting position of the Fermi level, the formation energies of the two species actually
become equal. It is then impossible to push the Fermi level any lower: indeed, doing so
would make the formation energy of interstitials lower than that of substitutionals, thus
creating more donors than acceptors, which would push the Fermi level back up. Eqns. (2)
and (3) show that this limiting Fermi level position is still a function of the Zn chemical
potential, as can be seen in Fig. Lb: for a given value of in,, (along a horizontal line).
the Fermi level first decreases as puLj is increased (increasing Li concentration, mostly as
acceptors), until eventually it saturates; at that point, each Li has an equal chance of being4 incorporated as an interstitial or as a substitutional.

lr
j
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A060

(a) (b)

0 0.20

'0.001

Figure 1: Contour plots describing the behavior of Li impurities in ZnSe. at 600 K, as a
function of Zn and Li chemical potentials. Solid lines indicate bounds on yzý and/Li (srt
tex~t). (a) logio [Li], where [Li] is the total Lz concentration in CM-3: (b) Fermi level (in
E V'. referred to the top of the valence band); (c) loglo [Liznl. the concentration of Li on
substitutional sztes," (d) logio [Lij]. the concentration of Li on interstitial sates.

The chemical potentials are subject to strict constraints, imposed by the energies of

other phases that can be formed from the constituents.' These bounds are indicated b%solid lines in Fig. 1. The formation of bulk Zn puts an upper bound on uz.: pZ-n = PZn(b1
L -

Similarly, formation of bulk Se puts a lower bound on Pzn, since

PZn + Ase = AZ,,Se = AZ.(b.&) + /&S.(b.U, + AHf(ZnSe) (4)

where AH, (ZnSe) is the heat of formation of ZnSe (AH! is negative for a stable com-
pound). It follows that A .n = zn(b.&zO + AH! (ZnSe). Calculated heats of formation are
listed in Table 1.

To find an upper bound on the Li chemical potential, one may consider Li bulk, but it
turns out that a much more stringent constraint is imposed by formation of the compound
Li2Se, leading to a bound defined by the equation:

4 (c) + PS. =Us= 2,PU(b.,J + p.(bm)+AHf(Li2Se)

f
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Table 1: Theoretical and experimental (Ref. 9) heats of formation (in eV per formula
unit) for various materials containing Zn, Se, Li, Na, and N. Also listed is the minimum
formation energy (corresponding to maximum concentration) for the neutral substitutional
acceptor in ZnSe, and the corresponding minimum Fermi level position (in e V, referred to
the top of the valence band), at 600 K.

solubility-limiting compound EF EoJ

ZnSe -1.39 -1.69

ZnSe:Li Li2Se -4.12 -3.96 0.13 0.46

ZnSe:Na Na 2Se -3.13 -3.54 0.44 1.08

ZnSe:N Zn3N2  - -0.24 0.09 0.38

The point where this line intersects the lower bound on Uzn is given by 4i = ILU(budk) +
'AHj(Li 2Se). The corresponding formation energy of the neutral acceptor. and the self-
consistently determined Fermi level are also listed in Table 1.

These contour plots, along with the bounds on the chemical potentials, provide impor-

tant insights regarding the solubility of Li in ZnSe. Our results indicate that Li incorpo-
ration strongly depends on the growth conditions; in particular, the ratio of interstitials
to substitutionals can be suppressed by towerintg pt,, (see Figs. I.c and 1Id. This simul-
taneously increases the total Li concentration, which reaches its maximum in the lower
right-hand corner of the accessible region, where pzý = ii" and AUL = 'Ui. These results
are in good agreement with experimental observations on MBE-grown Li-doped samples.
in which the Li solubility was found to be limited, and the concentration of Li interstitials
varied from sample to sample (indicating the dependence on growth conditions)'.

0'1

Sodium

Figure 2 summarizes our results for Na in ZWSe. The qualitative behavior of Na is quite
similar to Li: both substitutional and interstitial configurations occur, and the solubility
is limited by the formation of the compound Na 2Se. There is a pronounced quantitative

difference, however, in the value for the solubility: Fig. 2.a indicates that total Na incorpo- I
ration is limited to 10"l cm-

3
, i.e. three orders of magnitude lower than Li. These results

explain the experimental failure of doping attempts with Na.'
2

Nitrogen

We have found that N does not suffer from the substitutional/interstitial competition
associated with the column-I elements. Nitrogen on a substitutional Se site is a shallow
acceptor; N on a substitutional Zn site is a donor, but has a very large formation energy.
The bounds on the N chemical potential arise in this case from the Zn 3 N2 compound.
as well as from N7 molecules. The contour plots for ZnSe:N (not shown here) indicate
that N has the highest solubility of the dopants investigated here. Under optimum growth
conditions, the hole concentrations that can be obtained are high enough for useful device
applications, making nitrogen the most promising among the dopants studied here.

(

I
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-0-80001
(a) •/•(b)

-060

Figure 2: Contour plots describing the behavior of Na impurities in ZnSe, at 600 K. as a
function of Zn and Na chemical potentials. Solid lines indicate bounds on Azn and PN. (see
text). (a) logio [Na], where [Na] is the total Na concentration in cm

3
: (b) Fermi level (in

eV, referred to the top of the valence band); The concentration of Na, is much lower than
that of Naz. over the whole of the accessible range.

4 CONCLUSION

We have presented a theoretical investigation of acceptor dopants in ZnSe, based upon
a thermodynamic formalism and state-of-the-art first-principles calculations. Our results
not only provide quantitative infornxation apon impurity incorporation, but can also serve
as a guide in exploring optimum growth conditions.
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INTERSTITIAL IMPURITIES IN WURTZITE VS.

ZINCBLENDE SEMICONDUCTORS: THE CASE OF H IN SiC

M.A. ROBERSON AND S.K. ESTREICHER

Physics Department, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX 79409-1051.

ABSTRACT

Most compound semiconductors crystallize in the zincblende or the wurtzite struc-
tures. In both cases, all the host atoms are tetrahedrally coordinated. However, the two
lattices have no high symmetry interstitial sites in common. As a result, the stability,
lowest-energy configuration, electronic structures, and barriers for diffusion of interstitial
impurities are in general very different. This situation is illustrated here in the case of
interstitial H in 3C (zincblende) and 2H (wurtzite) SiC. The results can be used to
obtain the properties of H in other hexagonal polytypes, in particular 6H-SiC.

INTRODUCTION

Nearly all the theoretical studies of properties of impurities and defects in semicon-
ductors deal with hosts that crystallize in the diamond or zincblende structures and of
those, most of the research focuses on Si and GaAs. There is less impetus to conduct
similar extensive studies in compounds that have the wurtzite structure. This is due at
least in part to the fact that it is often difficult to dope them both n- and p-type, i.e..

* easily make devices with them.

However, as this very symposium suggests, there is an increasing interest in more
exotic semiconductors, where "exotic" refers to materials that have extreme properties,
such as the ability to withstand high temperatures or large doses of radiation. Further,
considerable improvements in the growth and purity of films and single crystals makes
these materials more readily available than ever before.

Among these semiconductors, SiC is special because it is found in a large number of
polytypes.t.'

2 
As discussed in Ref. 1, a set of 50 layers of SiC can theoretically crystallize

in 93,813,567 different ways, with cubic, hexagonal, rhombohedral, or trigonal structures.
Further, many polytypes can be doped n- and p-type.3

Although sonic properties of intrinsic defects have been studied in several wide band-
gap semiconductors,

4 
little is known about the basic properties of impurities: diffusion

of shallow dopants. structure of deep-level impurities, interactions with hydrogen, etc.
In m )st cases, the problems themselves have yet to be clearly formulated. For example,
does atomic H passivate shallow acceptors or donors in SiC as it does in Si? Direct
extrapolation of the known propertie" of H in Si or GaAs to materials such as cubic BN
or 6H-SiC are not necessarily correct, and there is little doubt that experimental and
theoretical studies will bring new and unexpected results.

In this paper, we will briefly discuss the different structures of SiC, the key charac-
teristics of the various interstitial sites, and summarize the results of our calculations for

interstitial H in the cubic form of SiC (3C, zineblende, or a-SiC) and in the hexagonal

It Mat. Ras. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. '1992 Materials Reseach Society
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!
polytype which is the most different from it (2H, wurtzite, or one of the n-SiC). These
results can be used to determine the properties of H in other hexagondl polytypes.

Our calculations were done in large clusters" 6 
near the ab initio Hartree-Fock level,

with the method of PRDDO.
7 

To study 3C-SiC, we used Si62 C2 2 H42 , Si1 3 C 13 H 26 and

Si 4C 4 Hrs to convince ourselves that cluster size effects are small. For 2H-SiC, we used
Si2 6sC26 Hso and SiU 24H 46 . The smallest cluster that contains all the interstitial sites
of 6H-SiC, the most stable of all polytypes, is SissC6 sHs4 . This cluster is too large for
the current version of the code. However, the properties of H in 6H-SiC can be obtained
from our results.

STACKING SEQUENCES AND INTERSTITIAL SITES

The various polytypes of SiC differ by the way the Si - C pairs are stacked along

tihe c-axis (Fig.I). In the familiar zinctlende (or 3C) structure, the sequence involves

three layers which are repeated periodically (ABC ABC ABC ... ). All the Si - C bond
lengths are the same, and the angles are exactly tetrahedral.

In the wurtzite (or 2H) structure, only two layers are repeated (ABAB AB ... ).
The Si - C bond length along the stacking direction (L11) is not equal to that which is

Sapproximately perpendicular to it (L±), and tne angles are not exactly tetrahedral. In
the 6H polytype, the basic sequence involves 6 layers (ABCACB ABCACB ...

3C 2H 6H

Ta X T. X<

OHH
HCH o C

HTO

T'cX n BC Tc X a~

TT X

XnX

ýC c~

H oOH CLH o

FIGURE 1 Stacking sequences in 3C-, 211-. and 611-ScC and high-symmetry interstitial sites

(see test). The crowes show the local minima of the potential energy surface for interstitialBI. the open circles are saddle points, and the full circles are not stBtionary points.

H--.-~ -Hi .
SC

Wit

FIG UR 1: ... ......... .. . .... ....61- iC an ig -s mm tr itrsitalsie
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The various high-symmetry interstitial sites are shown in Fig.1. The bond-centered
(BC) sites differ from each other by the amount of relaxation which can be achieved, that
is mainly by how much room is available for the bond to expand. The bond-centered
site that can stretch the most is BC± in 2H-SiC: The C and Si atoms are 2.32 A away
from the nearest high-symmetry interstitial site (denoted R in Fig.1). Next comes BC
(in 3C-SiC), where the C and Si atoms are 1.84 A away from T sites. Finally, BC11 is

the most crowded, with its nearest neighbors (NNs) only 1.23 A away from T' sites. It
can be seen in Fig.1 that intermediate situations are realized in 6H-SiC.

The tetrahedral interstitial (T) sites have a subscript which refers to their 4 NNs.
The differences between T (in 3C-SiC) and T' (in 2H-SiC) are readily visible in Fig.1.
However, in 6H-SiC, there are two Ts, (and two Tc) sites -,,Iiich have the same NNs as
the T sites in 3C-SiC, but differ from them by further shells.

The hexagonal polytypes have two interstitial sites with no counterpart in tle cubic
structure. We labeled them R and E. Finally, the hexagonal interstitial (H) sites are
almost identical in all the polytypes. They are near the saddle points of the potential
energy surfaces (PES) for light interstitials such as H.

INTERSTITIAL HYDROGEN

In the past ten years, interest in the properties of H in semiconductors has grown
enormously.s Hydrogen passivates the electrical activity of a number of shallow and deep
centers, activates some normall) inactive impurities, enhances the diffusivity of interstitial
0, and forms a variety of extended complexes which are still poorly understood. Because
it is light, H dif" --es rather easily. Since the presence of most impurities results in
incompletely sat- .... ed bonds, H interacts with many defect centers by saturating weak
bonds, rearranging the local structure, thus shifting energy levels.

Hydrogen is so active that in fact much less is known about isolated H in the perfect
lattice than about complexes such as (H.X} pairs, where X is a donor or an acceptor.
Much of the experimental information about isolated hydroge-n stems from muon spin
rotation (pSR) spectroscopy, 9 

i.e., the information is about the positive muons, a light
isotope of the proton.

Summary of ySR data

At low temperatures, three centers are observed in diamond and silicon, with relative
abundances largely independent of the doping.

9 
The most abundant center (about 65%

of incoming muons) is called normal muonium (Mu) and is characterized by an isotropic
hyperfine tensor with a delocalized but still mostly atomic wavefunction. Then comes
anomalous muonium (Mau), which has a highly anisotropic hyperfine tensor, with most
of the unpaired electron localized on two NNs to the muon, and a nearly zero value of
the Fermi contact density. In diamond and, to a lesser extent, in Si there ic experimental
evidence of a MAu -- MJu transition at higher temperatures, showing that Mu* is
the more stable of the two paramagnetic species. Finally, less than 10% of incoming
muons form u+, which is not paramnagnetic. In Si, both paramagnetic species undergo
transitions to M+ as the temperature is increased to room temperature, but in diamond,

fMu* is stable rand immobile) up to at least 1,000K.

- .'. . .- -
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The basic chemistry of these centers was proposed by Symons and Cox and Symons."
5

The models they proposed for Mu and AMu" were later confirmed by more rigorous
theoretical studies.'

1 
It is now accepted that Mu corresponds to 11+c- located on the

average at the T site, and Alu to i+e- at a relaxed bond-centered site, with the odd
electron in a non-bonding orbital primarily localized on the two NNs to the muon. Finally,
p+ is Alu+, the ionized version of bond-centered muonium. However, the possibility of
a Altu- species cannot be ruled out by the available experimental data.

A few pSR experiments"
2 

were performed in 6H- and 3C-SiC, and the results show
qualitative differences between SiC and diamond or Si. First, no lu* signal is seen
in SiC at any temperature. Then, in 6H-SiC. at low temperatures, the /SR spectrum
consists of three Alit signals, labeled A11u 4,1, M•u"1, and AMuB. At room temperature.
MiAr

t
' and Ala

4 1
' merge into MuA, and only two signals remain. Finally, in 3C-SiC,

MA ajid It+ are present at low temperature. buts t+ undergoes a transition to M. as the
temperature is increased.

Theoretical predictions

We have calculated the potential energy surface (PES) for H in 3C- and 2H-SiC.
At the local minima, both first and second NN atom shells were allowed to relax, and the
electronic configurations obtained. Finally, the barriers for diffusion between the various
minima were estimated.

Figure 2 shows the relative energies of H at various sites in dianmond, St. 3C-, 2H-,
and GH-SiC. All these values have been obtained with PRDDO in our largest clusters.
after relaxation of the first and second NN atoms around H (with the exception of E
sites, which are very shallow inininia and very high in energy). Figure 3 shows tipper
limit, for thle barriers for diffusion of H between the various minima.

AEe)

&he i- A.. th enry- h efetcnrad1 fa awy The zer of 'theee,v N t

SI

'is

I ,I 1 ,I 1 ,
lI"[( it UF 2. I'nergy, fir II at suironus it es in ilianinli, S., anti 3C'-. 211-, and 611-S.(C. The
d&shrtl lint's show die energ~y-of the perfect cluster andI far away. The zero of the energ.y
correspottis i Ito at theo H site
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FIGURE 3: Barriers for difflsio, for H in 3C- and 211-SiC.

Disc ussion

It is clear from Fig.2 that both interstitial sites in Si are much more stable than
any site in SiC. Thus, if a SiC film is grown on a Si substrate, interstitial H will not
spontaneously diffuse from Si towards SiC, but remain in the Si lattice.

Hydrogen passivation is efficient in Si because H diffuses readily at temperatures at
which most {X. H} complexes (X = donor or acceptor) are stable. In SiC, the barriers
for diffusion of H are very high, which suggests slow diffusion. Thus, unless {X, H) pairs
are, for some reason, much more stable in SiC than in Si, we expect hydrogen passivation
to be quit(- difficult to achieve in SiC.

While the BC sites are the most stable for H in diamond and Si. they are not the

lowest-energy sites in SiC. We propose the following identification of the pSR species.

In the 3C polytype, T.5, is preferred, although not by much. The high barrier between
BC and TS, suggests that both sites could be populated at low temperatures. Since Tc
is much higher in energy, only one Mu signal should be seen, associated with Ts,. Atiu"
and p+ correspond to the BC site. Which of the two is observed may depend on the
doping of the sample and other factors. However, at higher temperatures, a p + - Mu
(or .\Mu - A\Iu) conversion should occur.

In 2H-SiC, the R site is the lowest in energy. Adjacent R sites are separated by a
high barrier and are far apart. This suggests that H or Mil should be strongly localized
there. Some population of BC_ is possible at low temperatures, but M1u or P+ should
readily convert to M\u as the temperature is increased. Thus, the ySR spectrum of
2H-SiC should be very simple.

In 6It-SiC. we expect flhe barriers to be of comparable height to those in the other

polytypes of SiC, thus allowing three local minima of the PES to be populated at low
UI

P ~.
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temperatures.'
3 

R (for Mu') and the two slightly inequivalent Ts, sites (for Mu"I and
Mu"I). A small contribution of the BC site cannot be ruled out, but the corresponding i
signal should convert to MuB at higher temperatures. Rapid thermal diffusion between
the two TS, sites could be responsible for the conversion of MUAI and AIU AII to MAfU

at room temperature.
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES AND STABILITY OF 0 IN

ELEMENTAL AND COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTORS

S.K. ESTREICHER, M.A. ROBERSON, C.H. CHU, and J. SOLINSKYt.

Physics Department, Texas Tech University, Lubbock. TX 79409-1051.

ABSTRACT

Potential energy surfaces and electronic structures of interstial oxygen (0,) in cubic C,
Si. AlP, SiC. and BN have been calculated. The equilibrium site is a bent-bridged
bond. In compound semiconductors, 0, has a larger degree of bonding with the most
electronegative of the host atoms (P. C, or N) than with the least electronegative one. In
addition to the barrier for rotation of 0, about tile < 111 > axis, which does not involve
breaking a bond, we calculated the barriers for migration between adjacent bond-centered
sites. There are two such barriers in compound semiconductors. In order to estimate the
relative stability of O, in the various hosts, we calculated the energies involved in inserting
02 into the lattice and dissociating it into two isolated O,'s.

INTRODUCTION

Oxvgen is one of the most common impurities in niany semiconductors. In Czochralski
Si. it can reach concentrations of 1018 (cyna-). The properties of oxygen in Si have been
studiedn' since the early 1950's. The most stable configuration for isolated interstitial
oxygen (0,) is a bent Si - 0 - Si bond

2
'- with bond length Si - 0 ; 1.6 A and bond

aigle SiOSi • 160°. In this configuration. O, can rotate almost freely about the < 111 >
axis. The barrier for diffusion between adjacent equilibrium sites. which we label bond-
centered (BC) for convenience, is 2.56 rU, from stress-induced dichroism experiments.4

Despite this high barrier. 0, becomes mobile around 450 'C, and oxygen-related thermal

donors are formed. 5 
in addition to other aggregates which are not electrically active.

Finally. 0 is also found at vacancies (A-center6
). Interstitial oxygen and the A-center in

Si have been studied theoretically." but recent work has concentrated on 0-related pairs
and models for TD formations.7,s8

lin this paper, we report studies of 0, in several group IV and group III-V cubic

semiconductors: C (diationd), Si, BP, A4P, SiC, and BN. Our calculations include the
equilibrium structures, tie barriers for rotation and diffusion, the relative stability of 0,
in various hosts, and a search for trends. A similiar investigation9 

of interstitial H in the
same six hosts has revealed a number of general features which influence the stability of

ti inl cubic semiconductors.

The calculations were performed in molecular clustersl" at and near the ab ini-
aio Hartree-Fock (HF) level. Final geometries were obtained in clusters of the form
.OA22B22H4 .2 using the method of partial retention of diatomic differential overlap"

(PRDDO). Geometry optimizations involved relaxations of the first and second near-
est neighbors (NNs) of 0,. Symmetry constraints were applied to reduce the number of
degrees of freedotn. The barriers for diffusion were also calculated in smaller clusters at
the ab initio HF level using split-valence polarized basis sets. A complete report of our
resnilts will be published elsewhere.m2

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. ' 1992 Materials Research Society
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EQUILIBRIUM STRUCTURES, ROTATION, AND STABILITY

Interstitial oxygen cannot remain at the tetrahedral interstitial (T) site in cubic semi-
conductors because 0, is an orbital triplet at the T site, and is therefore Jahn-Teller
unstable. It moves off-center towards a BC site and strongly binds to the lattice. The
equilibrium configuration was obtained by relaxing Oi both parallel and perpendicular
to the bond, and allowing its first and second NNs to relax as well. This process was
repeated with the 0, oriented at various angles around the < 111 > direction. This not
only produced the most stable BC configuration, but also gave the barrier for rotation of
oxygen around the axis.

* Equilibrium Configuration: In group IV hosts, Oj remains in the plane bisecting
the original host-host bond and forms an equally strong bond with its two NNs. In III-V
hosts, 0 moves off the bisecting plane and forms a bond with a larger degree of bonding'

3

with the most electronegative (ME) of its two NNs, and a bond with a smaller degree
of bonding with the least electronegative (LE) one. This is illustrated in figure 1 in the
cases of Si and AIP.

2.333

.0 .74 .7.19 /x. .

2,100 P
- ' ~(0 .

1
9t. '

Si' S(0,5)

FIGURE t : Calculated equilibrimn configurations for 0, in Si and AlP. In elemental hosts.
0, has a syrnmmetric configuration, while in compounds the degree of bonding to the ME atom
is larger. lite figore gives the bond lengths (A). the degrees of bonding, anid the 0, bond
angle, lite dashed circles show the undisturbed locations of the host atoms.

In compound hosts, the puckered bond is oriented in a way that optimizes the overlap
between 0, and one of its second NNs: Oxygen is always closest to one of the three second
NN host atoms with the largest covalent radius.' 4 

The calculatedi" dipole moments of
0, are itnuch larger iii comnpottnd than in elemental semiconductors.

e Barrier for Rotation: The barrier for rotation of 0, about the <I 1 > axis does not
involve breaking a covalent bond, except for the (small) overlap with one of the second
NNs to 0,. We obtained this barrier by reoptimizing the geometry (first and second NNs)
for various orientations of 0, about the < 111 > axis. This procedure assumes that the
lattice has enough time to fully relax as 0, rotates, and therefore tends to underestimate
the harrier. The calculated barriers for rotation are shown in figure 2. The barrier heights
correlate with the Pauling ionic character"5 

of the host.

¶i
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I I I
GaP LIN "

0.6 GaAs sic FIGURE 2: Calculated barriers for rotation

1 of 0, about the < IIl > axis aa a function

-- - AlPof the Pauling ionic character f, of the host."0.4- The arrows show where GaAs and GaP are
located on this scale.

0.2 - Si

0.1P0. 0 1 C 0 1' 1 1 I
0 5 10 15 20 25

0 Relative Stability: In order to determine the relative stability of 0, in the various
hosts, we needed to evaluate the energies relative to a common zero. WVe defined the
reference point as that of free 02, far outside the undisturbed cluster ("02"). Then. we
optimized the geometry of the 02 molecule rnear the T site in the clusters ("OT"). Finally,
we compared these energies to that of two isolated O,'s in the same host. For example,
in the case of Si, we compared the following energies: El = 2E(Si44H42) + E(O-C),

E2 = E(Si4.4 H 4 2) + E(Si4aH 1 2 ± Of), and E 3 = 2E(Si44H42 + 0,). Figure 3 shows
E2 - El and E 2 - E3 as functions of the lattice constant. For hosts with a small lattice
constant, these energy differences depend on the volume available. However, other factors
include the strengths of the host atom-0 bond, as wvell as the overall stability of 02 and
of 0, in various hosts. For large lattice constants, these other factors dominate and the
trend is lost.

In all cases, OT is unstable. While the 0 - 0 bond in O- is a double bond, it
becomes a single bond when the molecule is inserted into the lattice, at a great cost in
energy. Our results are consistent with OT dissociating readily and forming two O,'s il
all the hosts.

FIGURE 3: Upper curve:
50 ,\+C E-2 - El is the amount of

energy needed to insert a

40 lBN-\\ -GP free 02 molecule into the

E2 - El cluster near the T site as a

:/ function of the lattice con-C F \r• staut 1L.

21-- BN•%. S-'e J uLower curve: E2 - E3s is
20 3 \ the energy gained by dis-

"SISC I S1 sociating 02 at the 'r site

Il E5 - E3  Band formning two isolated

Itt *AlP1's.

.0 6.0
* rzi(A)

J'
St

'I -t
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BARRIERS FOR DIFFUSION

In compound semiconductors, there are two inequivalent ways for O, to go from one
configuration to another: The diffusion can be described as a rotation about the ME or
the LE host atom to which it is attached. Diffusion will result only from overcoming the

largest of the two barriers. In our notation, the "A-barrier" refers to 0, moving from one
BC site to the next while preserving the 0, - A4 bond, where A is one of the host atoms.
For all the diffusion barriers studied, the atom about which 0, was rotating maintained
approximately the same bond distance and degree of bonding with 0,. It is the other
bond which affects the barrier height the most.

We experienced a number df difficulties when calculating these barriers. One problem
is that the bonds involving 0, are strong, and breaking them costs a lot of energy. At the
transition point, the electronic structures are difficult to describe with one-determinant
wavefunctions, since stretched or broken bonds involve much more electron correlation
than the equilibrium configuration. Further, some of the barriers are very high and very

narrow while others involve very large displacements of the atoms. Finally. there are
at least 18 degrees of freedom that should be considered when optimizing the transition
point geometry. We used symmetry to lower the number of degrees of freedom.

We have painstakingly optimized the geometries at the saddle points with PRDDO.
and calculated the barrier heights using closed-shell and unrestricted open-shell wavefunc-
tions (PRDDO). as well as polarized split-valence basis sets (ab iniho HF). The PRDDO
calculations were done in our largest clusters (OA 2 2B 22H.12 ) and the ab initio calculations
in 0.4.B 4 Hjs. Suprisingly, in many cases, the barriers obatined with all three methods
were within a few tenths of an c V of each other. In a few cases, however, large discrepen-
ties occured, caused by a dependence on basis set, electron correlation, and/or cluster
size. Some of the factors which affect the barriers are the bond strengths"

6 
between the

various atoms involved, the degree to which the bonds are stretched at the saddle points.
the distance that 0, actually moves and, if there are broken bonds at the transition point.
the stability of odd electrons on the various atoms. We stress that these barriers are the
weakest part of our results and should be interpretated with caution.

* Diamond: The calculated harrier for diffusion is 3.2 4' with PRDDO and 3.G rV at
the ab intro level. At the barrier, the two C - 0 bonds are stretched by some 25%. The
seperation between adjacent BC sites is 0.64 A. The calculated barrier is only slightly
lower than the 3.7 (V of the C - 0 single bond strength.

o Si: The distance 0, has to travel in order to move from one BC site to the next is 1.S A.
the largest distance of all the hosts we considered. At the transition point, the Si - 0
bonds are stretched by some 34% and are nearly broken. As a result electron correlation
effects are larger at the transition point in Si than in most other hosts, where the bonds
are stretched much less. It is therefore not suprising that the barrier for diffusion in
Si shows a strong basis set dependence. We found the barrier to be over 4 cl' in large
clusters with PRDDO, only a little lower than the Si - 0 bond strength (4.7 V). If the
same gconmetry is used in smaller clusters with ab inrito HF and a 6-31G* basis set, the
harrier drops to 2.5r4. However, when second-order Moller-Plesset corrections (MP2) in
e'lectron correlation are added, the barrier increases to 2.7 el'.

e BP: The 0 - B and 0 - P bond strengths are 5.5 eW and 3.9 fV, respectively. The
calculated B-barrier is 3.5 Wi, with the 0 - P bonds stretched by 17%. The calculated
P-barrier is 3.8 rV and the B - 0 bonds are stretched by 25%. Both barriers are about
the same at the PRDDO and ab ingito HF levels. The distance between neighboring BC

sites is about 1.0 A for both barriers.

Il
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* AlP: The bond strengths are Al- O = 4.6eV and P -0 = 3.9eV. As in Si, the lattice
constant of AlP is large, the distance between BC sites is substantial, and the bonds are
nearly broken at the transition point. The barrier height varies again with basis set. Our
best estimate is 2.0 cV for the Al-barrier. The P-barrier is still under study.

* SiC: The 0 - St and 0 - C bond strengths are 4.9 eV and 3.7 eW, repectively. The
calculated C-barrier is 4.7 cV and the Si-barrier is about 1.0 eV.

* BN: The case of BN combines the weakest and strongest oxygen-host bonds: 0 - N =
2.1 WV, 0 - B = 5.47 eV, while B - N is intermediate (4.0 WV), the only such occurence
for the hosts studied here. Further, 0, is heavier than each of the host atoms. In the

lowest-energy configuration, 0, is nearest to a N host atom and strongly overlaps with
two B atomns. This "BC" configuration is actually almost at the "N-barrier" transition
point, and the only barrier for diffusion is the B-barrier. In order to migrate, 0, must first
rotate by 60* (which requires over 0.7eV). Then, its configuration changes to a puckered
BC bond similiar to configurations found in other hosts. From this configuration, the
B-barrier is an additional 14'.

DISCUSSION

The lowest energy configuiration for isolated 0, in cubic C. Si. BP. AlP, SiC, and

BN is a puckered BC bond. Tile bond angle is 1670 in Si, and much smaller in the
other hosts, The bond puckers oward the second NN to 0, which has tile larger covalent
radius. :

In elemental hosts. 0, is symnetrically located between its two NNs. In compound
hosts. 0, has a larger degree of bonding with the ME host atom than with the LE one.
The calculated dipole motntut of the defect is much larger in compound than in elemental
hosts.

The barrier for rotation of 0, increases linearly with the Pauling ionic character of
the host. the lowest barriers of rotation corresponding to C and St.

It costs from about 15el' to 50el' to insert an 02 molecule into the various hosts. The
largest antount of energy is required in semiconductors with the shortest lattice constant.

Near the T site, the 0 - 0 bond is a .itngle bood, not the double bond characteristic of
an 02 molecule. The entergy gained in forming two isolated 0,'s is shown in Fig.3. We
did not investigate the possible combinatoits involving two 0,'s near each other.

Blecause 0, forms two tinequal bonds with the host atoms in compound hosts. there
are in general two ways for 0, to go from one BC site to the next, with two different
barriers. The calculation of barriers for diffusion of 0, are tricky, in particular when 0,
'nust tnove by a large distance whetn going from one BC site to the next. The more the

bonds are stretched. the larger tile correlation effects. and tlte more uncertain the result.
In St and .4IP, 0, tntlst move by a larger distance than in other hosts. This results in
strongly stretched bonds and horrilde electronic configurations at tile transition point.
Our best barrier for thlie diffusion of0, iii St is 2.7c1". This number was obtained from ab
tat tto calcutlations with a split-valence basis set followed 1y MP2 treatments. But even

this nutnber tiay not be that reliable sitter' it waas obtained! in a small cluster.

t
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A COMPARISON OF THE WURTZITE AND ZINCBLENDE BAND
STRUCTURES FOR SiC, AIN AND G&N

XW. IR. I.. IANIIIRE(HT aind B. SEGALL
l),epartmienii of Physics. Case Western Reserve tlniversitvy. Cleveland. OIl 44106-7079

ABSTRACT

Toital eiiergy aind bandst1ruct nire results of linear-imiffin-t in orbital calcinlatloins wit hin lite
iitn .iiiic-sl~nhere-alnlnroxiiiiationi are presented for SiC. GaN aind AIN iii ltie zijiclleinde ani flit-
win vizitp estruciture. We discuss thne origini of thle dlirectiness or inidirectiness aind lie relat ive inag-
flit lines oif thle nannil gaps.

INTRODUCTION

Inn nlr l' odieveloin applicationis bnasedl oni flie electrouic anmd optical proliert ies ofthle inc nuisiing
fin 1.' lha lln-galp seniiic-oniiionntmors SiW. GaN alit) .AIN. a thorough kinowsledlge of I heir bilk basil-
st incilives amud equiilibrjiumi properties is required. While, somne of ithis iniformnat ion is airmanly
avanlablde. it appears thlit t here lis iiot vet beeni a s ' stenniat ic st ud 'v of I lie banni-si ruct in res nof
this class of niialteials usinng thne samne approachn. Such a sinily. which lisa thne advatntage thlis
a uiniiformiiils accunrate comnparisoni bet weeni lite various imat erials anid stfriit urea cain Ilie inisile is
preseilnnen htere.

Aii imiport anit aspiect of thIese innaterials is tilie polin iorpliismn. Wh'lile Si( has a large inumbiler
nif plll.siples. tilie nut rides (;aN andl AIN occur listurall v oildv iii tine svirtziie I XX'Z strvicturie.

'Ilnie ilav. hiowsever. lie st abilizedl iii thle zinrbleinle I ZII ) st ructuinre by epii axial grout Ii. Wh' ile
this pog~iliilit halsa already beeni demnonistra ted for(;aN [1). it is still a cliallennge for AIN . 'le liily

repoilv of Z I AIN refers; to A IN precipitates formnedl iniside ali fcc Al inst rix by N-loin imnplaitiat iiii

[2). nthiouinsl v a iioi-equiililnriumi sit uationi.
F'or ointical a pplica t ioins. i le quest ion sshet her f lie ianidgap is direct or inidirect is ver~y inlilor-

[ alit . XWe swill thuins pay special sitentit on to t his issue.

COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

'I If(, ii ideklviiig compuilitational framiework iisedill ithis swork is ilite dnilesit fiiunctional i linisv
1:t] ill t li local denqtis*v approxinmat ion (UM1A). Thne liteac nitnffiri-t ii orbital I LNITI') Imetho In 5]
is uised inn lite at omiic sphere ap;proxiii mation ( ASA) Iwith Inflie so-called comnbinied correct iini.

Ilii ivder n siapl lnvthis apprl~oachi to opel st ructurnes such as ZII anid ViZ. so-called emniptyvspheres
tlumilste int roiluicedil i order toi ap~propriately describe tlite charge detisitv aiid wave finnct ions iii tflie

inter'st itilal regioini. Iii thle ZB case. thle etmpty spheres are posit ionned at f lie tet rahnedral interstitial
sii-i. Iq s(al spihere radii are uised ion all sphleres ill ordler to reduce filie overla p lietseeni life
inlnivis as iiinncli as possibule. Ior thle WZ sitructuire, we initrodunced siunall eninpliY sphleres. of radiuis

lid, -'-1,4bing thle atomnic sphepre radius)I inn bet weeni f lie atomns alonig ilite c-iliresi-ionn a int
larvge einpf i pt siieres of size .sE, - Il is i thle chiantiel regions. Thne Brillonnin zonaie si nniialiomnis
55-er, cinivirged it) < I fileX' arch racY ill thle total eliergy result s.

RESULTS

Eiisiisof state

[if Isthis sect iii - we irqesent our resultsa for tflie etierKy an a funnct ion of volumtte. i.e. filie eglialionns
S ~ ~ ~ ~ o s We Vii.iseil a lit oft flie icalciulated reqnilis tot life Itose-Stnnitli-Ierrainte eqiluaioti if %tate [fii ill

Mat. Res. Soc. Symnp. Proc. Vol. 242. '11992 Materials Research Society
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Table I: Equilibrium isoperties of SIC, AI Ga&N.
V/molecule(A 3

) E£(eV/molecule) B(MBar) B'
SiC ZB 20.2 (20.7-) 14.1 (12.r) 2.3 (2.27) 3.8

WZ 19.9 (20.70) 14.6 2.4 3.9
AIN ZB 20.3 12.6 2.2 3.9

WZ 20.1 (20.8-) 13.1 (1L.5en) 2.2 (2.1) 3.9
GaN ZB 22.8 9.9 2.0 4.4

WZ 21.7 (22.60) 10.2 (8 .9b) 2.2 (l.W) 4.4

Experimental values in parentheses.
a. Wyckoff [7]
b. From enthalpies of formation given in CRC Handbook (81
c. (Carnahan, [9)
d. Wettling and Windscheif [10]
e. Gerlich et al. [11]

order to extract the equilibrium volume/molecule. V; the cohesive energy, E.; the bulk modulus.
BZ and the pressure derivative, B', of the latter. Table I summarizes the results.

The overall agreement with the experimental values (given in parentheses) is satisfactory.
We note that our calculations may slightly overestimate the bulk modulus in the WZ structure
because we did not minimize the energy with respect to the c/a ratio and internal degree of

freedom is. We did not attempt this since it is well known from work on phonon-distortions;
in Si (121 that the ASA is not sufficiently accurate for studying the effects of small structural
relaxations. The required accuracy can, however, be achieved by means of the full-potential F P)
version (12) of the LMTO-method. We recently carried out FP calculations of cubic SiC in order
to determine its elastic constants [131. Similar work on the nitrides and on the WZ structures is
in progress. The above calculations predict the WZ structure to be stable with respect to the Z11
in all cases by about 0.2-0.3 eV/atom. Cheng et al.'s work [14], however, indicates that for SiC,
the ZB structure is lower in energy than the WZ by - 5 meV/atom. For GaN. Mufioz and Kunc
[15) using pseudopotential calculations have recently found WZ to be stable with respect to ZB
by only 15 mameV/atom. To pin down these small structural energy differences, it appears to be
essential to go beyond the ASA.

Band structu

To facilitate the comparison between the band structures in the ZB anmd the WZ structures, we
follow the approach of Salehpour and Satpathy (16]. The ZB band structures are thus displayed
in a double unit cell along axes in reciprocal space which are relevant for the hexagonal system.
We refer to Ref. [16] for a complete discussion of the relationships between the k-points in the
two crystal structures. In particular, we note that the point Xf, of ZB lies at 2/3 of the way
between the Al and L points of the hexagonal Brillouin zone if the c/a ratio is ideal and is here
indicated as X. The symmetry labels of the ZB band structures indicated in the Figs. 1-3 are
those for the fcc Brillouin zone. The minimum bandgaps are given in Table II.

The overall features of the band structures agree well with previous calculations for SiC[1R]
and GaN in both structures (191 and for WZ AIN (20]. There are differences, however, in the
magnitudes of the band gaps obtained with the earlier empirical pseudopotential calculations
[19, 18) in which the gaps were adjusted to experimental data. As is well known, the gaps are
underestimated in the LDA Kohn-Sham eigenvalue spectrum. We have calculated a correction
to the LDA gap following the approach of Bechstedt and Del Sole [211. Their method provides
essentially a tight-binding estimate of the correction 4Gw to the quasiparticle energy in Hedin's
nmany-body perturbation theory [221. We se that typically their procedure slightly overestimates
tthe correction. We note that our bandgaps were calculated at the theoretical equilibrium lattice
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Figure 3: Band structure of GaN in (a) zincblende and (b) wurtzite structure

I

Table II: Mhininium hand gaps of SiC. AIN and GaN in zincblende and wurtzite structures (in
eV)

ZB WZ

SiC F -x r - A
LDA 1.47 2.67
LDA+,,GV 2.7 3.9g
Expt. 2.4160 3.330V

AIN r - x r - F
LDA 3.32 4.94
LDA+AGw 5.1 6.7
Expt. 6.28"

GaN r- r r-r
LDA 2.09 2.75
LDA+AIw 3.6 4.2
Expt. 3.6'

a. Landolt and B6rnstein Tables, (17]

b. Bloom et al. (19]

I
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constant using the experimental c/a ratio and the ideal value of u, namely 0.375. This partially
explains the discrepancy from Ching and Harmon's value (4.4 eV) for the LDA gap of AIN
which was calculated at the slightly larger experimental lattice constant. At the experimental
lattice constant and the non-ideal experimental value u = 0.385, we obtain 4.6 eV. For GaN, the
calculations of Blooiii et al. [19] obtained the bandgap for ZB only 0.1 eV lower than that for WZ
(.aN. They, however, used the same form factors for their pseudopotential calculation, instead of
self-consistent quantities for each of the structures.

Next, we consider a number of aspects of the band edges, including the directness or indirect-
ness of the bandgaps. First of all, one may notice that the energy of the X1 conduction band
minnima are lower in ZB than the corresponding states in WZ in all three compounds. This is in
part a result of the fact that in ZB the only state of the same X, symmetry, with which it can
interact, lies quite deep. In a tight-binding picture, the Xi valence and conduction band states
are bonding and antibonding combinations of the anion s-orbital with a cation p-orbital. In WZ,
on the other hand, this point has a lower symmetry and the state can interact with several closer
lying states. The interaction with the upper valence band states of the same symmetry tends to
push the WZ conduction band state to higher energies. There is no interaction with the nearest
conduction band state above the minimum because this state has a different symmetry. In ad-
dition, the eigenvalues along the M - L axis must approach each other to become degenerate at
L on the face of the Brillouin zone, because the spacegroup (C(4,) is non-symmorphic. This also
tends to push up the conduction band edge at X in WZ.

JIn AIN. the competing level for the conduction band minimum is the r, state. Thus. that
state becomes the conduction band minimum in WZ. and, although it falls just barely below the
lowest conduction band state at the X-point, the gap becomes direct. In the case of SiC, however,
the r, conduction band state is higher in energy relative to the eigenvalues at the other k-points
and thus does not become the minimum in WZ. Rather. it is the K-point where the minimum
occurs, followed closely (at 0.12 eV higher) by the M-point. This leaves the band gap indirect.
The energies of the conduction band AtinnnAm at the M -point are practically the same in the ZB
and WZ structures, but the K-point is lowered by about I eV. The fact that the conduction band
uinimum changes character because of these symmetry effects, explains why there is a significant
difference in band gap (by about 1 eV) between the cubic and hexagonal SiC polytypes.

Finally, we may inquire as to why the rc state is relatively higher (with respect to conduction
hand states at other k-points) in SiC and lower in GaN compared to AIN. Those facts prevent
SiC from becoming direct even in WZ and makes GaN direct even in ZB. The rc state is basically
an antibonding combination of cation and anion s-orbitals. As such it is quite sensitive to the
depth of the potential well near the nucleus. Obviously, Ga, being the atom ith the highest
atontic number, has the strongest potential at the nucleus. The key factor in the comparison
between SiC and AIN is the stronger ionicity of the latter. This is confirmed by a partial wave
analysis of the 1"c state which shows a smaller admixture of N 2s in AIN than of C 2s in SIC.
Since the cation of these compounds have a larger Z than the anions, the higher cation content
in AIN iuore than compensates for the slightly stronger Si potential at the nucleus.

We note that for GaN, it is important to treat the Ga 3d semicore state as a band state. It
overlaps in energy with the N 2s band and hybridizes significantly with it at most k-points except
r. We found that omission of this state leads to a larger equilibrium lattice constant, and, as a
result to a lower bandgap (1.8 eV in the LDA).

Finally, we find that the densities of states (DOS) in the WZ and the ZB structures show
systematic differences which are very similar in SIC, AIN and G&N. The valence band DOS is
more peaked near the top of the band in WZ. These differences should be observable in XPS
or UPS photoemiulon or in soft X-ray emission spectra of the valesce band and may also be
identifiable in the CVV (core-valenck-valence) Auger electron spectra of these materials. The
latter essentially corresponds to an auto-convolution of the valence head density of states. This
may be useful for the experimental characterization of the cubic versus the hexagonal structure.

:'.
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CONCLUSIONS

U~sing the LMT1O-ASA method we have calculated the band structures and equilibrium prop.
erties of SiC'. AIN and GaN in the zincblende and wurtzite structures. We have discussed the
origin of flhe directness and indirectnes of their bandgaps.

ThIis work was supported ty ONR and the N.A.S.A. Lewis Research ('enter.
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ON THE BURSTEIN-MOSS SHIFT IN JUAN'JM CONFIMID WIDE-BAND GAP
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ABSTRACT

We study the Burstein--ioss shift (BMS) in quantum wiles and
quantum dots of wide-gap semiconductors, taking Ge as an
ex&nple. it is found that the &'4! increases with increasing
electron concentration in a ladder like manner. The numerical
values of the BAS is greatest in quantum dots ari least in
quantum wells. The theoretical analysis is in agreement with
the experimental results as given elsewhere.

with the advent of FLL, MBE, MotxVD and other experimental
techniques, quantum wires (-ws) and buantum -bts (•Ds) have in

the last few years attracted much attention not only for
their potential in uncovering new phenomena in material science

but also for their interesting ievice applications. In Jws
the motions of the electrons are quantized in the two perpen-
dicular directions in wave vector space and the carriers can

move only in the single free direction /I_7. in jr~s, the dimen-
sions of the quantum well increases from 1D to 3D and the den-
sity-of-states function is changedfrom Heaviside step func-

tion to Dirac's delta function /2_/. Though considerable work
has already been done, nevertheless it appears from tbe 'itera-
ture that the Burstein-MOss shift (B14) in such quantum confi-
ned wide gap materials has yEt to be studied. Ihis is done in
what follows, taking ce as an example of wide gap se~iconduc-
tors.

The energy spectrum of the c.nduclion electrons in wide gap
semiconductors can be expressed /3_/ as

E-..%/2)+ (;k z2 /2.n1 1 )L(Eg/2) 2+E g k 02(t2/2n)J 1
1.

where the notations are defined in the above reference.

Zhe modified electron dispersion law in jWs can be written

using (1) as

t2=2/1 C(E.n) - (bt,2 T2/2m 2 )(S,,d 2 ) 2(2

where m4 :1 .C(E~n)-,ýE(I+okE)-D(n)(1+20(E)+o((D(nl)) 2-7.

Mat, Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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=l/Eg, D (n) (t ' /2n )(d( ), n-1, 2, 3 ...... =. ,3
53= ~ t (rjn )(2En 1m *E (mn +2m 1 )/3, and d1 and d2 are

film thickness along y and z directians respectively.Using(2),
the electron concentration per unit length can be expressed as

nl . (g -m4 1A A (3)
n,s

where g is the valley degeneracy, A1 = L-C(EFl, --(2T /2mV J I Fl2 2r l 2r
(s/d2)_72 , A2= ý 3,i--A,_/. A3 ,t .(kB T) 2r(1-2 r

_r-I
2r

.(2r) d-E-t LAiJ, kB is Boltmann constant. T is temperature

t = 1 and 3, r is the set of real positive integer where-upper
limit is k ,f (2r) is the Zeta function of order 2r /4_/ and
EFl is th Fermi energy in - case. The heavy hole energy

can be written L5_/ as

Eh = (A - B)k
2  

(4)

where the notations are defined in /-. Therefore the BAi in
ZIs can be written as

1D = Fl + Eg + k 1  (5)

where 2 -2 " - t = 2 2
El-(A-B)7t (d- +d2  )- /2m!)•1:C (LV1l)- 22m 2 d 2

Similarly the BMS in ODs can be expressed as

A3 = EF 3 + Eg + E 3  (6)

where EF is tk.e Fermi energy in aDs atid can be related through
the elcciron concentrati,•n per unit volume as

n = -g d 2d3+exp(-g)/
3D Zg/d~dd 3 .Jn,t, s

i2i 2.(/ 
2
+ (

4
231 2/2 2],

t=1,2,5 ...... d 3 is the film thickness along x-direction and

E 3 '(A-BS)7 Lj Zd 1 - d 2-2 j-2

Using the •propriate eq ations together with tie parameters

J6_ A=4.28 h-/2m ,•0.i5 r/2m , m,, 1 .588 m , m_0 mlEO.Oti) Eo0
-2.2ev, the normalized B4i. in ]9- )f Ge as aofunction of 0
electron concentration per unit lengthkas shown in plot a of
Fig 1 wherc the circular plot exhibits the same dependence Ln
accordance with the experimental datas as given eisewhere /6_/.

The plot b of Fig.l has been dgawn by using the parabolic
energy band structures Af 'e for the purpose of assessIng the

}p
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Fig.l Plot of normalized BAS versus n in .Ms of Ge in
acceptance with (a) generalized' and model and (b)
parabalic model. The circular plots corr.spond toi
experimental results.[d .cL 40
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Fig.2. Plot of normalized BM versusft in jDS o Ge in
accordance with (a) generalized band model and (b)
parabilic model. The circular pl-ts correspond to
experimental results. c I d , L $ 7 7n3
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influence of energy band models. aTe Fig. 2 exhibits the all

cases of Fig. 1 for )Ds of Ge.

it appears from both the Figs. that the Brt increases with
increasing carrier degeneracy in non-ideal steps for both Ows
and ODs of Ge. The numetrical values of thtB8MS are areatest in
QDS and the least in jWs. In cDs the width of the steps is
smaller and the influence of quantization of band states is
immediately apparent from the Figs.Finally we wish to note
that though the many-body effects and the influence of surface
states and charges should be considered alongwith a self consis
tent procedure, this simplified analysis exhibits the basic
features of BNt in 4uantum c-nfined wide gap samioonducturs
and the agreement between the theoretical results and tt.e
experimental jatas is significant.
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ABSTRACT

in this paper we study the Einstein relation in superlattices
of wide-band gap semiconductors under croesfield configuration
and the forming materials incorporating spin and broadening of
Landau levels. It is found, taking GaAs/A&As superlattice as an
example that the diffusivity-mobility ratio increases with

increasing electron concentration and oscillates with inverse
qdantizing magnetic field due to SdH effect. the theoretical
analysis is in agreement with the suggested experimental method
of determining the same ratto in legenerate materials having
arbitrary i•ispersion laws.

"-he semicinductor superlattices (ST s) as oriainally proposed
by Esaki and Tsu, has found wide applications in many new
device structures such as phot-oiodes, transistors,liaht emi-
tters etc.ZI/y. Though extensive work has already been &one on
the various electronic properties of such semiconductor hete-
rostructures, it appears from tte literature that the Einstein
relation for the diffusivity-mobility ratio of bLs has relative-
ly been less investigated &/. The connection of the DR with
the velocity autocorrelation function, its relation with the
screening length and the various formulation. of t heJMR has
been studied under different physical cjndltions 13_/. in this
connection we wish to note that the cross-field configuration
is fundamental for classical and quantum transport in solids
Z4--/. In what follows we shall study the Einstein relation in
b1,s of wide bandgap semicanductors under crossfield configuratý
ion, taking GaAs/AlAS SL as an example.

in the presence of a quantizing magnetic field B along the
SL direction and the crossed electric field 'E along the x-axis.
the Hamiltunian H assumes the form

,1 =x/2m*+ (_-e A) C/2on+Eos-E sCos (21Tp )-eE X (1)

hats denote the Lelpective operators and the other notations
are defined in LI_/. The modified electron energy spectrum for
SLa, including spin, reads

4 Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Prac. Vol. 242. '1"2 Materiats R.,earch Society
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e2 L! 2 2

(n 1tW-e p/MW -2 y +E5S-E1 5 cosc(j.)4 B(2)
2meo 0

where E is the electron energy under cross-field configuration,
n, wo, g0 and/u are the Landau quantum number, cyclotron fre-
quency , spectr~scopic splitting factor at the band edge and
the Bohr magneton respectively. Considering only the lowest
miniband, since in an actual SL only this miniband is signifi-
cantly populated at low temperatures where the quantum effects
become prominent, the electron statistics can be expressed as

%Ax

no=A Z j 'r (E0) + J (E,).. (2)
n- 0

where A = m*wEg/eEtyt 2 do2. P(E0 )r-R.p. of &.Lfl-a1 +a
1/2 1/2

"+ (a 1 - bd1 ) Cos- 1 (a1 - bdi)_L a1 - (E1 1  )--(n w w E

e 2 2  - F * O + ill E0 is the fermi energy, i-f ,

Sis broadening paraneter, b - e /m*WOE d+ed

i _-*7o/2p" Q(Eo• " •r -P (Ei. 0, r is the set ofY 2 12 2r
real positive Integes,. 2(kBT)r(l-1-2r) ý(2rdEI2;--

and 9 (2r) is the zeta function of order 2r. iince the 0DMR

can, in general be expressed as L 3.f
D dn

IEo

we can combine (3) and (4) t. get the expression of the same
ratios in hide gap SL under cross-field configuration as

nax n max B , -l

n-0 n-0

where the primes denote the differentiation w.r.t. E . For the
purpose of comparison, the expressions of n and DMRWin the
corresponding wiie gap bulk materials haviný parabolic energy
bands can be expressed under cross-field cxnfiguration as

n
no0 A, f _E E(Eo) +S (EX(6)

n00 0
and n nnmax

_ (e)1 2ff R(E0 )tS(E 0)d 2Z7)-_7Zo R(E)+S1Eo)_/

n-a rp 0L 7

I, , p
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Fig.:. Normalized JMR un-ler cross-fieli configuration versus
n in (a) GaAs/AlAs SL, (b) GaAs and (c) AlAs. 11he
circular plots exhibit the experimental suggestion for
measurinq the DMR in degenerate materials having arbi-
trary dispersion l~ws.
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where A, B4~'L 7t 4*/X. 'n y.1o, is th~e sample length along x.

dircton.R( 0 )R.P. of L(t1 + g 2
3
/ _(t +q1 t 32)J

- : 2 1o -- 22o o

9'gl+es~x- g 1.-m*To/2A and S(Eo) V • 'rL R(Eo)_
r-l

in the absence of electric field, spin and broadening, (6) and
(7) assume- the weql-krown for~as .

= max _ ( (8)

n=O
n =0n

max max
(k a )_/Z_ F ()_ - (9)

n= 2 n-0

where the notations are defined in Dvr, i

using (3) and (5) and taking the paraeters /7_/ E -0.O5eV
9,1.5 Tesl a, El 11 0.01 ev, M-0 *.067 mo,1 do0 = 6 rim Oý-4.2y.

r = 2 . 3 x 04 eV, go=2 and Eýo=04 V/. a. valid for GaAs-A.
SLs we have plotted the normalized DAR versus no as shown in
plot a of Fig. 1 in which the plots b and c exhibit the same
dependence for GaAS and AlAs, respectively. Taking the same
parar., ters as used in obtaining Fig.l we have plotted the nor-
malized DMR versus i/B in all the above mentioned cases in
Fig. 2. The thermoelectric power can be written in the present
case as D//z - TI'k" T/3Ge-" where G is the thermoelectric powerr.
By taking the experi.mental values of&, as given elsewhere 6../
we have plotted in Fig. 1 the circular points. "he D.MR oscila-
tes with I/B due to SdH effect.

Finally, it may be noted that the conclusi.)ns made here would
be of particular significance in view of the fact dttat the swit-
ching sped and the performance of the semiconduqtor devices at
the device terminals can be related to the DMR Z3_/.
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CONDUCTIVITY CONTROL OF AIGaN

FABRICATION OF AIGaN/GaN EJLTI-HETERO§TRUCTUREAND

THEIR APPLICATION TO UV/BLUE LIGHT EMITTING DEVICES

I, AKASAK I AND H. AMANO

Nagoya University, Department of Electronics. Furo-cho

Nagoya 464-01, Japan

Abstract

The method for controlling the electrical properties of n-

type GaN and AIGaN have been established. Both GaN and AIGaN

films having p-type conduction have been realized for the

first time. High quality AIGaN/GaN multi-heterostructure show-

ing clear quantum size effect has been fabricated. P-n junc-

tion type UV/blue LED with double heterostructure have been

developed for the first time.

1. Introduction

In the last few years, the demand for the fabrication of

compact and high-power short wavelength light emitter in the

blue, violet and ultraviolet (UV) region, such as light emit-

ting diode (LED) and laser diode (LD) has been increasing. Ap-

plications of such devices include a new compact and high-

density optical storage system, a new full color display sys-

tern and a new medical engineering system. For the achievement

and fabrication of these new systems, the research and

development of semiconductors having large band gaps, the so

called wide-gap semiconductors should be necessary.

Aluminum gallium nitride (AI.Ga-.N: O<x) as well as gal-

lium nitride (GaN) are the promising candidate as the

material for fabrication of such a short wavelength light

emitter, because they have direct transition type band struc-

ture with the band gap energy from about 3.39eV to 6.2eV at

room temperature (RT). In contrast with other W-V compounds

such as GaAs and inP, however, it had been fairly difficult to

grow high quality epitaxial film with a flat surface free from

cracks, because of the large lattice mismatch and the large

difference in thermal expansion coefficient between epitaxial

film and sapphire substrate.

In 1986, we succeeded to overcome these problems and to

grow high quality GoN film with a specular surface free from

cracks by the prior deposition of a thin AIN buffer layer in

LOPE growth of GaN. The electrical and optical properties as

wall as the crystalline quality can be remarkably Improved at
the so m time 11-31. By using such a GaN film, we achieved the

Met. Res. SOc. Symp. PrOc. Vol. 242. '19S2 Materials Research Society
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UV stimulated emission at RT by optical pumping for the first
time. We achieved also the successful growth of AI.Ga,-.N with
x up to 0.4, having smooth surface free from cracks on the
sapphire substrate in the same way [3,41.

Silicon was found to act as donor in both GaN and AIGaN,
and free electron concentration has been controlled from the
undoped level up to mid 101" cm-s to 101 cm-s. It has been
well known that undoped GaN shows n-type conduction, and p-
type GaN had never been realized. In 1989, we succeeded for
the first time to produce p-type GaN 151 and recently p-type

AIGaN by low energy electron beam irradiation (LEEBI) treat-

ment of Mg-doped film.
Furthermore, we have succeeded to fabricate AIGaN/GaN

multi-heterostructures with good crystalline quality [6), from
which quantum size effect has been clearly observed (7]. On
the basis of these results, we develop the first p-n junction
type UV/blue LEDs with AIGaN/GaN double heterostructure. In
this paper, (1) conductivity control of GaN and AIGaN for both
n-type and p-type, (2) fabrication and properties of AIGaN/GaN

multi-heterostructure and (3) performance of the UV/blue LED

consisted of AIGaN/GaN double heterostructure will be

described.

2. MDVPE growth of high-quality GaN and AIGaN thin films on

the sapphire substrate using AIN buffer layer and their
properties

A horizontal type MDVPE reactor operated at an atmospheric
pressure was used for the growth of both GaN and AIGaN film.
Trimethylgallium (TMGa), trimethylaluminum (TMAI) and ammonia
(NH.) were used as source gases and hydrogen as a carrier gas.

Polished and etched sapphire crystals were used as sub-

strate. The misorientation was less than 1'. In our process,

before GaN growth, a thin AIN layer about 50nm thick was
deposited at 600"C by feeding TMAI and NH. diluted with H..

Then the temperature was raised to 1050"C, and single crystal-
line GaN film of several jan thick was grown.

The surface morphology of GaN film could be remarkably im-
proved by the preceding deposition of the AIN as a buffer
layer. GaN film with optically flat surface could be grown on
the sapphire substrate covered with AIN buffer layer. On the

contrary, the island growth occurred in the growth of GaN on
the bare sapphire substrate surface.

X-ray rocking curves (XRC) measurement also revealed that

GaN grown using the AIN buffer layer has high-quality. The
full width at half maximum of the GaN film grown with the AIN
layer is about 110 arcsec, which is the narrowest up to date

in this material. While, that of the GaN film grown directly

on the sapphire substrate Is more than 1000 arcsec.

I7 1
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Photoluminescence (PL) measurement also showed that

tluminescence property of the GaN film can be improved by using
SAIN buffer layer. In the PL spectrum at 4.2 K of GaN grown

with the buffer layer, free exciton line (E.) and the donor-

bound exciton line (I.) clearly appear, while emission bands

in long wavelength region, which may be due to deep-level
defects, are scarcely observed. On the other hand, emission

bands in long wavelengths dominated in the specarum of the GaN
film grown directly on the sapphire substrate. Therefore, the

deep level defects in our GaN film could be reduced.
Figure I shows the electrical properties of GaN film

measured by Hall effect using van der Pauw method. The GaN

film grown with the AIN buffer layer has n-type conductivity

with an electron concentration of about 1011 cm-s or 8xIsO

cm-1 at RT, which is two or three orders of magnitude lower
than that of GaN film grown directly on the sapphire sub-

strate. The electron mobility is about 500 cm'/V-s at RT,
which is one order of magnitude higher than that of directly

grown film .
All these results (surface morphology, XRC, PL and

electrical properties) clearly show that by the preceding

deposition of the AIN buffer layer, the electrical and optical
properties as well as the crystalline quality of GaN film can

be remarkably improved.
The effectiveness of the AIN buffer layer on the improve-

ment of crystalline quality of AiGaN film has recently been

proved 13,4], and the role of the buffer layer was discussed

elsewhere [2,31.
We have also succeeded in observing the first RT stimu-

lated emission from a GaN film grown using the AIN Luffer

layer, which was cleaved in a 2 mm stripe and excited by a

pulsed nitrogen laser. The threshold power for stimulated
emission was found to be around 0.7 WI/cm: at RT. The detailed

characteristics of this emission was reported elsewhere [8,91.

3. Conductivity control for n-type GaN and AIGaN films

The electron concentrations and resistivities of GaN and

AIGaN can be easily controlled by changing silane flow rate.
The figure 2(a) shows the results on GaN film, and figure 2(b)

for Al. ,Gae .N film. In both cases, the linear dependence of
electron concentration on tho source flow rate can be clearly

observed, although only about one third of incorporated

sillcon is activated. The intensity of cathodoluminescence,

which may be due to near band-edge emission increased with the

increase of doping level of Si in both GeN and AIGaN films.

I,
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4. Realization of p-type GaN and AIGaN films

Doping of Magnesium (Mg) was carried out during the growth

of GaN film by supplying biscycropentadienylmagnesium (Cp.Mg)

as a Mg source gas. Compared to Zn, the vapor pressure of Mg

is rather low, and/or the sticking coefficient of Mg at GaN
surface is rather high. Therefore, Mg concentration in GaN
changed linearly according as the supply flow rate of Cp.Mg.
And, this relationship was almost independent of the substrate

temperature 1101. Thus, we can easily obtain the desired Mg

concentration and its profile in GaN by controlling the

supply flow rate of Cp.Mg.

It is difficult to determine the type of conductivity of
as-grown Mg-doped GaN, because the resistivity is too high

(about 10Q C .cm). The Mg-doped GaN tended to become low
resistivity by low energy electron beam irradiation treatment.
(We call this treatment as LEEBI-treatment for short (51).
And it is rather easy to measure the Hall effect. It was found
that the film tends to show p-type conduction by the LEEBI
treatment. The treatment condition is summarized in Table 1i

!,
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Table 1 LEEBI treatment condition

Accelerating voltage:3-3OKV

Emission current:120 pA

Beam spot size:60 pm•
Sample temperature :RT

An ohmic contact to the LEEBI treated Mg-doped GaN layer was
achieved by depositing Au. RT hole concentration up to about
1.4x1011 cm-

3 
could be achieved. Therefore, it can be said

that Mg behaves as an acceptor impurity in GaN. For the reason

of the change of the electrical properties, we speculate that
some interstitial Mg atoms replace Ga atoms at lattice sites
by the LEEBI treatment, although the detailed mechanism is not

clear at present.

In the PL spectrum at 4.2 K of the Mg-doped GaN with Mg
concentration less than 2xsO'°cm-

3
, D-A pair emission and its

LO-phonon replica can be clearly observed. On the contrary, in
the spectrum of undoped GaN, 0-A pair emission did not appear,
and E.-line and I.-Iine appeared. Therefore, the origin of the

D-A pair emission is thought to be residual donor (0) and
doped Mg acceptor (A). This also shows that Mg acts as an ac-
ceptor impurity in GaN.

The activation energy of Mg acceptor was found to be
about 155-165mev, which is somewhat shallower than that of Zn

(210meV) [111.

As seen in the spectra of Mg-doped GaN with Mg concentra-

tion higher than 5x1Ol" cm-1, a strong blue emission appears

even at FT. Therefore, it should be emphasized that Mg forms
the blue luminescence centers as well as acts as an acceptor

in GaN.

By the LEEBI treatment, the intensity is remarkably en-
hanced keeping the shape of the spectrum. The Enhancement of

blue luminescence intensity suggests the increase of Mg-

related blue luminescence centers, which may be due to the

redistribution of Mg atoms by the LEEBI treatment. The

detailed mechanism for such effects of the LEEBI treatment on
the electrical and luminescence properties of Mg-doped GaN is

not clarified at present.

Figure 3 shows that "the LEEBI effect" really appears in
Mg-doped Ale ,G.s..N film. The intensity of purple-blue emis-

sion becomes about twenty-times stronger than that of as-

grown sample.
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Fig.3 PL spectra of the as-grown AIGaN film

and the LEEBI treated AIGaN film.

5. Fabrication of AIGaN/GaN multi-heterostructures and their

properties

For the fabrication of AIGaN/GaN heterostructure, we

studied widely the growth of AIGaN on GaN film grown on sap-

phire covered with the AIN buffer layer. As an important

result, we found that high quality AIGaN/GaN heterostructure

with smooth surface free from cracks can be successfully

grown, when the thickness of AIGaN layer is thinner than 0.3

tum and its molar fraction of AIN is less than 0.1 [6,71.

Figure 4 shows X-ray rocking curve of (0004) diffraction

of AI ,Gas..N/GaN layered-structure with thickness 20 nm

each. The main GaN peak is associated with the GsN under-

layer, and others are with the layered-structure. This ex-

perimental result indicated by solid line agrees well with the

calculated one, which is shown by broken line. The line width

of the zero-order peak is nearly the same as that of the GsN

underlayer (that is 2-3 arcmin). This indicates that the crys-

talline quality of the layered-structure is as good as that of

the GaN underlayer.

The PL measurement showed the first observation of the

quantum size effect from nitride-based heterostructure. In the

relationship between the shift of the emission peak energy

and the GaN well width, experimental results are in good

agreement with the estimated quantum energy levels, which was

calculated using Kronig-Penny model, assuming that mn.=0.22m.

and mh.=0.gm,,. Band discontinuities were estimated according to

"Harrison's model(AEc:168 meVAEv:12 meV)[1121.
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6. Development and characteristics of p-n iunction type
UV/blue light emitting devices with AIGaN/GaN double

heterostructures

By using double heterostructure, the threshold power for
UV stimulated emission by optical pumping can be decreased

markedly about one sixth by carrier confinement as shown in

figure 5.

Figure 6 shows the schematic structure of the newly
developed p-n junction type AIGaN/GaN double heterostructure

diode. Typical DC-EL spectrum at RT observed from the newly
developed double heterostructure is shown in figure 7. The
blue emission peaking at 423 nm is due to the transition in
Mg-related centers in the p-AIGaN layer. And the UV emission

peaking at 372 ran is thought to originate from band to band

transition in GaN. With the increase of the injection current,
the intensity of the latter emission may overcome that of the

blue one in the same way of the homo-junction GaN p-n diode

1131. Typical I-V characteristic of these diodes is shown in
figure a. As shown in the figure, large current density of 850
A/cm- can be obtained.

L!
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7. Summary

By MDVPE using the AIN buffer layer, crystalline quality
as well as the electrical and optical properties of GaN and

AIGaN fints was remarkably improved. Conductivity control
for n-type GaN and AIGaN films has been achieved. Both GaN
and AIGaN films having distinct p-type conduction have been
realized for the first time (by Mg doping and following LEEBI

treatment). High quality AIGaN/GaNmulti-heterostructure show-
ing quantum size effect have been fabricated. This is the
first time observation of quantum size effect from nitride-

based wurtzite-type quantum well structure. P-n junction type
UV/blue light emitting devices with AIGaN/GaN double
heterostructure have been developed.
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OPTICAL AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF THE
NITRIDES OF INDIUM, GALLIUM AND ALUMINIUM
AND THE INFLUENCE OF NATIVE DEFECTS

T.L. Tansley and R.J. Egan
Semiconductor Science & Technology Laboratories
Physics Department, Macquarie University
NSW 2109 Australia

Abstract.
The nitrides of Al, Ga and In are III-V compound semiconductors with properties

more closely akin to those of the II-VI system and applications problems of similar
type. All three have wide, direct band gaps and relatively light, therefore mobile,
electrons. Less encouragingly, native point defects appear to play a significant role
in both optical and electronic properties.

Both experiment and theory point to a triplet of donor states associated with the
nitrogen vacancy, with deep compensating centres deriving from antisite defects.
The ionic radius of the metal then seems to determine the conductivity of as-grown
material, indium is reluctant to occupy nitrogen sites while aluminium does so
readily and gallium is equivocal. Thus the upper donor level of InN is not depleted
and n-type behaviour is always observed, the equivalent level in AMN is always
overcompensated and the remaining donor levels are too deep to contribute free
electrons at normal temperatures so that the material is consistently insulating.
GaN may be n-type or semi-insulating since compensation ratios either side of
unity appear to be possible, depending on the method of growth.

In this paper we review the evidence, both optical and electrical, for the
existence, nature and energetic location of the four basic point defects in each
nitride, noting in particular that all four broad luminescence bands in GaN:Zn can
be accounted for by the presence of nitrogen on gallium sites and of nitrogen
vacancies.

L Introduction

The nitrides of the three group III metals Al, Ga and In have received attention
varying between the sporadic and the sustained, as specific applications have been
promoted, and as a sequence of material growth and processing strategies have
emerged.

Indium nitride is an n-type semiconductor with a band gap in pure material of
1.95 cv"1, often Moss-Burstein shifted to about 2.05eV in the more commonly
produced samples of high electron concentrationlael. The low conduction band
density of states responsible for this shift suggests that the conduction electron is
light and its mobility therefore high, an inference substantiated in experimental
values171 as high as 4 x 10i cm2 V"i s' in relatively poor polycrystalline samples of
n- 1017 cm 3 . This combination of wide gap and high electron mobility suggests that
useful devices, including those luminescent in the orange spectral region, can be
constructed eventually, although we are unaware of any reports of efficient photon-

¶ emission or of successful counter-doping of this compound.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. M1992 Materials Research Society
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The blue electroluminescence characteristic of gallium nitride has been of
interest over a number of years[& 1 3 1, revived more recently as viable vapour phase
epitaxial growth methods have been developed(14- 1 1. Although direct band-to-band
recombination delivers an ultraviolet (365nm) photon of 3.39eV , broad-band
emission is found over much of the visible spectrum"161 depending upon a
combination of extrinsic influences including choice of dopant and growth method.
As-grown material may be semi-insulating or n-type, although doping with
magnesium is reported'7.8' to produce genuinely p-type material.

Aluminium nitride, in common with the gallium compound, has attracted
interest as a result of both insulating and piezoelectric properties" 9 1 . The band gap
is 5.9 eV , although this may be reduced by a few percent if stoichiometry is not
maintained, or increased by a similar margin when oxygen is present as the
oxynitride1201 AIN has excellent insulating properties, low dielectric loss and
dispersion of permittivity,2", and can be prepared at low temperature on GaAs
substratesf22 1 leading to the possibility of metal-insulator-semiconductor structures
entirely within the III-V system 123-25.

Each of these potential applications requires, amongst other factors, an
understanding of the nature of native defects in each material and in particular the
charge states and energies of electron levels generated by the four residual point
defects (metal vacancy VM , nitrogen vacancy VN and antisite defects MN and NM)
likely to persist even under optimal growth conditions. Such states may trap
carriers, either presenting a space-charge particularly undesirable in MIS
structures or increasing the density of point charges with a consequent degradation
of mobility in conductive material. Deep levels, particularly these close to mid-gap
offer preferential recombination routes, frequently non-radiative and thus inimical
to luminescent devices. Since autocompensation, involving the interaction between
dopant atoms and doping-generated point defect compensators, has limited the
range of applications of direct wide-gap II-VI compound semiconductors, it is
possible that similar interactions may be influential in the III-N system. It is
therefore germane to examine the substantial amount of experimental evidence for
the existence and nature of point defect levels in these compounds, in the light of
theoretical guidance provided by Jenkins and Dow'6 1

.
Since calculated electronic structures show the same commonality of features

across all three compounds as do a broader range of propertiesIV7, we remark first,
on general theoretical and experimental approaches.

II Theoretical Considerations
II.1 Hydrogenic centres

Where the potential surrounding the defect varies only slowly, an effective mass
treatment can be employed. The energy levels are given in terms of the effective
Rydberg energy RH by:

E=R4 /In', where R. =q2m*/2(4nE,)2h2 ... (1)

This result is valid only for shallow, single donors or acceptors in non-polar
semiconductors with spherical constant energy surfaces close to the band extrema.
Only the last of these conditions is met in III-N compounds and only the nitrogen
vacancy, VN , is sufficiently shallow in all three to be susceptible to a hydrogenic

¶ treatment. Substituting Zq for q for a multiple donor of degeneracy Z extends the
model successfully to excited states while underestimating the ground state

4

........
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energ&28 . Extension to polar materials requires the inclusion of the coupling
between electron and optical phonon modes. The collective, polaron, excitation has

mass m, given, in the usual nomenclature, by:

mp= (l+a/12)/(1-a/12) where a=(q2 /4ittoh)(c. 1'-E')/(m /2h•o)y ...(2)

Here ,- and e. are the high and low frequency relative permittivities respectively.
Table I brings together calculated hydrogenic ground and first excited energies

for hydrogenic donors in the 111-N compounds and relevant parameters. Equivalent
data for GaAs and InP are included for comparison. The correct choice of a value
for permittivity, e., in equation 1 is made, following Ridley328 1, by observing that

R ,,, > ho, for all three nitrides so that e,= E..
The photoionisation process which takes an electron from a neutral hydrogenic

donor into a parabolic conduction band is characterised by an absorption coefficient
a, which depends on photon energy to) as:

a, (h*o- E) D(3)

where ED is the excitation threshold energy.
Equation (3) represents a narrow absorption peak whose maximum is at an

energy 5EI/4 . In a typical experiment, the threshold is much more sensitive than
the peak to thermal broadening, so the latter is used to estimate the former.

In most semiconductors the mobility of a thermally generated free electron is
sufficiently insensitive to temperature to allow a direct interpretation of donor
depth from temperature dependence of conductivity a(T), since:

a (n =oexp (- ED / kT) ...(4)

The value of ED obtained experimentally from equations (3) and (4) may not
coincide since the techniques do not measure the same quantity. There may be a
significant difference in the strongly polar lattices of the nitrides, for which
available experimental data arp discussed in section III.

TABLE I Data for modified-hvdrogenic calculations

All energies are in meV. Suffixes to Rydberg constants are: 1 and 2, singly and
multiply charged donor states; 0 and P, unmodified and polaron-modified values.

E- Es m*/m hwo hsim R*., R*am R*n. R* Ma *
InN 8.4 15.3 0.12 89 57 23 90 24 94 0.24 1.04
GaN 5.5 10 0.20 79 70 90 360 97 390 0.48 1.083
AIN 4.7 8.5 0.-3 97 82 200 800 216 890 0.65 1.114
GaAs 10.9 13.18 0.067 30 32 5.24 - 5.33 - 0.088 1.015
InP 9.5 12.35 0.08 39 43 7.14 7.29 0.127 1.021

_ _ _ _*1 _

- t-
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11.2 Quantum defects and deep levels

Even if core effects cannot be ignored, an effective mass approach may still be
appropr'ate provided a quantum defect ground state wavefunction is used. Here the

absorption coefficient, o: , for a neutral centre, a deeper occupied donor for

example, becomes:

aQQ - (hw- EQ)Y / (hW) . (5)

A significant feature of this result is that the energy at the absorption peak is
twice that at the threshold EQ.

The energies associated with deep levels, where the effective mass approximation
breaks down completely, can be determined using techniques not unlike band
structure calculations. Jenkins and DowrY) and others[.nl1 have employed a
technique attributed to Hjalmarson et al.f3 l] in which empirical tight-binding
theory is used to determine an effective defect potential V, but the effects of long-
range coulombic potentials and charge splitting of the levels are neglected. It is said
that uncertainties of a few tenths of an eV resultj2_1, clearly of experimental
significance in the case of levels in the proximity of the band edges.

Cross sections for the photoionisation of deep levels depend upon whether the

impurity state is s>-like or I p >-like. The relevant absorption coefficients take
the form:

nos ( )>) ...(6W

Since; a) deep-level threshold energies are large, by definition, and b) densities
of states away from the band extrema cease to be parabolic, the likely range of
usefulness of(6) is confined to the vicinity of the experimental absorption edge.

LIl Experimental Data

In comparison with other III-V compounds, basic data on the optical and
electronic properties of InN and AIN are sparse while GaN has been more widely
studied. Much of the experimental work has involved polycrystalline thin films with
large surface area to volume ratios in which surface states play an important role.
Single crystal GaN and AIN have been studied but not specifically for defect
properties. Recent advances in deposition of GaN films15.18,32.33,341, in particular by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD) may permit the resolution of some of the features of defect behaviour.

In the following discussion of experimental results, data are quoted for material
prepared by a variety of techniques, often with little detail reported on either the
method or the micromorphology of the product. Since these are crucial to the
determination of defect content, it is not possible to speculate in many cases
whether the defects ascribed to particular energy levels are plausible. Our
previously published resultst1 .7 71I have all been obtained on radio frequency
reactively sputtered (RFRS), polycrystalline films. New results appearing here are
from films grown by either RFRS or laser activated chemical vapour deposition
(LCVD) 2.

II i --
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Each of the nitrides is also susceptible to oxygen contamination on exposure to
atmosphere. In the case of InN a few surface monolayers are converted to the
oxide- while absorption bands at 4.45 and 4.95 eV in AIN have been ascribed to
oxygeni- . The problems are most acute in AIN where an oxygen solubility limit of
8% is reportedE[1l and both the oxide and oxynitride may occur during growth unless
strict precautions are taken for the exclusion of the impurity from both deposition
system and precursors'--'

A survey of the room temperature optical absorption spectra of InN, GaN and
AIN in the energy range 40 meV to 6 eV shows the three compounds to have a
number of features in common: a) direct band-to-band absorption edges, b) band
edge tails and mid-gap absorption features of extrinsic origin and associated with
crystal defects, and c) optical phonon absorption structure in the infrared.

Each of the compounds additionally shows at least one electron trap capable of
thermal excitation into the conduction band over some temperature range.

Band-to-band absorption in polycrystalline RFRS film samples-1 is typical of

direct F ( F I _, in this case) transitions and yields minimum transition energies

of 1.94 eV, 3.40 eV and 5.94 eV for InN , GaN and AIN respectively. The value for
InN , which shows a significant Moss-Burstein shift above the low electron
concentration limit of 1.89 eV:, is for a sample of n= 10'1 cm'. We now discuss the
levels introduced by the native defects in each of the nitrides.

III.I Indium nitride

InN has received very little attention because of the difficulty irherent in the
prep;:ration of stoichiometric samples. High mobility material with electron
concentrations below 10(1 cml at room temperature has been prepared by RFRS
with balanced target nitridation,,8. Figure 1 identifies the five distinguishable
energy l2vels observed in the gap and further includes the result of the hydrogenic
calculation from table I and the deep-level calculations of Jenkins and Dow.

A shallow level appears as a shoulder at 50 meV on the 60 meV infrared
absorption peak associated with the LO phonon[271. The threshold energy of 40
meV agrees well with the 45-50 meV thermal activation energy measured in
samples with carrier concentration between 7x10'1cm' and 10'7cmý at room
temperature Y. This group of samples reached an exhaustion region below 150 K
with n in the ranTe 2.5 to 7 x 10" cmn1. No further variation in concentration was
observed down to 25 K, a temperature at which kT= 2 meV, the absence of carrier
freeze-out implying an additional donor-like level very close to , or resonant with,
the band edge.

An important feature in the absorption spectrum of InN is a broad band centred
at about 0.2eV, and with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of about 0.25
eV"', which has been interpreted as either a deeper donor level or a compensating
acceptor4"''". The width of this peak precludes detailed analysis as a strictly
hydrogenic state whilst its shallowness suggests that a deep-level approach is
equally inappropriate. Excitation thresholds are obtained by plotting the quantity

aýý(11w)' vs h (o in accrordance with equation 5 we have found excitation thresholds
of 0.155, 0.215 and 0.255 eV in three samples of room temperature electron
concentration 5 x 10,1, 1 x 1018 and I x 10' cm- respectively. The energies of peak
absorption, are 0.31, 0.37 and 0.41 eV respectively and threshold and peak energies
both increase with electron concentration at a rate compatible with the filling of

'I
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conduction band states. The shift in absorption edge indicates a low-concentration

limit of about 0.15 eV for the threshold energy.

2 3

Figure 1 Distribution of defect
levels in the band gap of InN. The
states in column I are those
reported from experimental studies -

and fall into five groups, A to E.
Column 2 shows the result of - • F
donor-level calculations in the i1
modified-hydrogenic approximation
from Table 1. Column 3 data are
the electron states calculated in
reference 26 for the following
defects: I=V, , II=In, , III=Ný,,
IV=V•,. -

Indium Nitride

Evidence thus points to a relatively deep donor level at about 150 meV below

the conduction band with a second level at 40 meV. The energy of the former is

close to the predicted hydrogenic ground state for the double done issociated with
the nitrogen vacancy and within the range predicted by deep-level calculations'
Details of its absorption line shape are better described, however, by a quantum-
defect analysis intermediate between these two approaches. The shallower level
becomes identifiable as elevated by coulomb interaction when the donor is doubly
occupied.

The persistence of a significant electron concentratiwn down to temperatures
where kT is of the order of 2 meV indicates that the prediction of a third donor
level, resonant with the conduction band, is also correct. Finally we note that
absorption strength within this band incroases with electron, and therefore donor,
concentration[391 as the above interpretation would require.

When free carriers are excited in n-InN, charge balance requires n= ND'
However, mobility measurements indicate that ionised impurity scattering involves

a component due to charged, compensating acceptors. Compensation ratios No /

N4 between about 1.3 and 3 have been inferredm . This evidence suggests the
involvement of the In, , V, and N. defects, each of which includes hole states
which would be empty (of holes) and therefore carry a negative charge when the
fermi level lies close to the conduction band edge. Two absorption features,
appearing as longer wavelength tails on the band-to-band absorption edge, can be
identified as follows.

In low-doped material, n < 2 x 10" cm3 plots of a' vs hco yield straight lines"-
with thresholds E0 p between 0.9 and 1.2 eV in accordance with the prediction for

EIp Ip> like states of equation (6b). The apparent threshold energy varies strongly
with electron concentration for this group of samples with the shallowest (0.9 eV)
occuring in n = 2.3 x 10"cm-1 material and the deepest (1.2 eV) in our lightest
doped sample at n = 1.1 x 10,'cm-.
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1.0

._ o Figure 2 Absorption data for deep
9 levels in InN, GaN and AIN. In
? •accordance with equation 6a, the

< AIN ,absorption coefficient a is plotted as

0,4 * ' t a-(h (o) against h o and yields threshold
=;" ] energies of about 2/3 EG in each case.

E 2 - '
z ___ ___0/

2 3 3 6

Energy (eV)

In higher doped samples, n> 5 x 10"cmý , an absorption tail with threshold
energies between 1.35 and 1.65 eV , and no systematic variation with electron

concentration, is observed. This result is obtained from linear plots of aY(t2W)vs,
hco an example with E. = 1.5 eV is shown in figure 2 along with similar levels in

GaN and AIN, and indicates the involvement of Is> -like states as shown by
equation 6a.

These two defect bands may be associated with the calculatedE- In, levels at
about 0.8 eV and deeper NI, levels at about 1.5 eV. We note, however, that low
electron concentrations are obtained experimentally by increasing nitrogen content
in order to minimise V, donor concentrations, at the same time increasing N. .
Similarly, reduced nitrogen concentration yields higher electron concentrations
brought about by the increase in VN while commensurate with this would be an
increase in MN . The experimental leV level in low-doped material is therefore
more plausibly associated with the presence of N,, while the deeper 1.5eV level can
be associated with its converse In,.

111.2 Gallium Nitride

GaN, with a bandgap of 3.4 eV has proven to be rather easier to prepare than
InN and a good deal of information on defect levels has been gathered. This is
collected with relevant calculated values in figure 3. Shallow donor levels have
been reported in GaN with energies 10-40 meV'ý31 (group A) and 110-115 meV[41.4.,
(group B) both from the temperature dependence of carrier concentration and
optically. Single reports of miscellaneous energy levels in this region also exist
although, in general, their nature has not been posited. Vavilov et al.15 suggest
either impurities or native defects to be responsible for the ll0meV level,
considering also the possibility of absorption by excitons although these are now
known to be considerably shallower. Tansley et al.- ascribed these levels to
nitrogen vacancies. Thermal activation analysis of their insulating GaN reveals a
donor (group C of fig. 3) the depth of which varies between 0.23 eVoll and 0.39 eV"'4,
and is generally coincident with a modified hydrogenic estimate of about
0.39 eV (table I). We therefore suggest that the three electron states associated
with V, in GaN are located at about 30 meV, 100 meV and 0.4 eV below the
conduction band.

a ---
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A deep level is observed in thermal activation to be between 0.8 eV and 1.1 eV

below the conduction band edge41.43.VI. (group D of fig. 3) and has been variously
attributed to gallium vacancies or carbon impurities. A better interpretation is that
the level represents the nitrogen antisite defect predicted by Jenkins and Dow.

The deep trap (group E of fig. 3) which we observe as a band tail absorption

feature- has a threshold in the range 2.3-2.7 eV when plotted as an I s>like level.
An example is included in figure 2. The proximity of the level to the 2.8 eV
prediction for GaN of Jenkins and Dow suggests a correspondence.

A level at 3.264 eV (F) has been identified[12
.47.,4

1 (by photoluminescence of doped
single crystal GaN) to be a result of gallium vacancies and agrees well with the
location predicted by Jenkins and Dow.

Much of the detail available from luminescence spectroscopy of GaN is concerned
with samples including at least one of: i) heavy doping, ii) high compensation levels
and iii) non-ideal crystallinity. It is clear from a survey of the published data that
many spectral features are independent of the introduced species and therefore
involve native defects.

Edge emission at room temperature and in undoped material is at 365nm
(3.39eV), an excitonic photoluminescence peak displaced by about 30meV from the
direct band to band transition energy. Study of this feature at lower temperature
has furnished much detail on exciton structure in GaN(45,491.

The introduction of zinc as a compensating centre generates a broad blue
emission peak centred at about 2.92eVI47

), indicating a recombination centre at
about 470meV above the valence band. Extinction of this peak at higher
temperatures has a dependence suggesting a relaxation energy of about 330meV for
this centre acting as a hole trap in thermal exhaustion. Coincidentally, the
introduction of phosphorus as an alternative compensator to zinc yields almost
identical photon and hole emission energies1 511.

Figure 3 Distribution of defect 1 2 3

levels in the band gap of GaN.
The states in column I are those H - ,t
reported from experimental
studies and fall into six groups 2. ]
A to F. The gallium vacancy, F,
at E.-3.264 eV is often seen in >
luminescence studies. Column 2
shows the result of donor level .,
calculations in the modified
hydrogenic approximation from L]
Table I. Column 3 are the 1.0

electron states calculated in
reference 26 for the following 0 5

point defects: I=V., II=Nc, iv

III=Ga., IV=Vc. . 0.0

Gallium Nitride

, I" . .... . .
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In addition to the blue peak, GaN:Zn emits broad bands in the green (centred at
about 2.6eV), orange-yellow (2.2eV) and red (1.8eV) regions[16.521. Whilst the 2.6eV
band requires Zn (or other similar) compensation, the 2.2eV emission occurs in VPE
grown material in which carbon has precipitated(521 . Most significantly, this band
has been observed in samples implanted with no less than thirty five atomic
species-'4 , clear evidence of its defect-related nature. The red emission band is
variously reported as centred between 1.65 and 1.85eV, is also certainly defect-
related but appears to have some dependence upon the impurity species
introduced[ 4 .

A possible scheme for the involvement of the defects identified in figure 3, and in
view of the above discussion, is suggested in figure 4. Band to band emission at
3.39eV (transition I) is superseded by preferential recombination via the
compensator when zinc is introduced (II), yielding blue 2.92eV luminescence and
locating the zinc level at about Ev+470meV. Since the nonstoichiometric nitrogen
vacancy is always likely to present, donor-acceptor recombination is an obvious
candidate for green emission (I11). A peak centred at 2.56 eV would require VN to
be located about 360meV below the conduction band and this correlates well with
both calculated and measured values for donor ground state energy.

The independence of orange-yellow emission (IV) of extrinsic dopants suggests
the participation of a defect level at a depth of about leV and the experimentally
observed centre, which we have suggested is associated with the Nc, antisite defect,
(figure 3) is an obvious candidate. Finally, we point out that the energy difference
between this centre and those induced by a group of impurities, including P and Zn
is about 1.75 eV. The location of this energy within the red emission band leads us
to the tentative allocation (V) of red emission to a NGa- acceptor transition.

Figure 4 Suggested scheme for #
the involvement of native defects -.

in the four principal luminescence
bands (II:blue, III:green,
IV:orange-yellow, V:red) in GaN, ,_ __

either Zn compensated or
undoped. The ultraviolet
emission (I) is direct band-to-band ___

recombination-emission. _ _ _ _ _ _

111.3 Aluminium nitride

A surprising volume of information is available on AIN although its popularity
stems from its use in tribological and diffusion-resistant coatings rather than its
semiconducting properties. Thus while it is relatively simple to prepare, until
recently material quality has not been optimised for electronic properties and the
values available are many and varied. Those attracting some concensus are
collected in figure 5, along with the modified hydrogenic result and the predictions
of Jenkins and Dow. Again the range of values reported for the donor excitation
falls into three groups at about 170, 500 and 800-1000 meV ,2MM! Recently, we
have reported a study of thermally activated conductivity in AIN-n, identifying a
deep donor level at 790 meV. This agrees surprisingly well with the values
predicted from the hydrogenic (800 meV) and deep level (500 and 1000 meV)
approaches in view of the shortcomings of each in this energy range. By analogy

4
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with InN and GaN it is therefore reasonable to assume that a dcnor triplet at about
200 meV, 500 meV and 900 eV is associated with V, in AIN.

A deeper level with threshold 1.4-1.85 eV1S.ISSMMI has been repeatedly observed
and can be identified with the calculated level of 1.6 eV for N.I.

Deep level excitations have been observed with a range of thresholds. The band
tail absorption analysed in the same way as for InN and GaN is included in figure 2
and has a range of thresholds between 3.4 and 4.5 eV. An example at 4.5 eV is
shown, while other workers have reported 3.45 eVm', 3.1 to 3.7 eV[," and 4.2 eVWIWI.
Although the V, levels are predicted to lie within this range, the similarity of

behaviour to the metal antisite defects in InN and GaN suggest that A], is
responsible.

- 3

0 Figure 5 Distribution of deep levels
7 in the band gap of AIN. The states

r-7 in column l are those reported from
experimental studies and fall into
five groups A to E. Column 2 shows
the results of donor level

>1 -calculations in the modified
•• -7 hydrogenic approximation from

-:Table I. Column 3 data are the
electron states calculated in

-- reference 26 for the following point
defects: I=V,, II=V,, III=N,,,
[V=V,•, V=V,,, VI=Al,.

Aluminium Nitride

IV Summary and Conclusions

Median values of experimentally reported defect-related levels in the three group
III metal nitrides are brought together in table 1I. A common feature is the presence
of a triplet of shallow, donor-like levels associated with nitrogen vacancies the
depth of which increases for lighter occupants of the metal site.

The presence of deeper, compensating antisite defects becomes t
thermodynamically less probable 271 as the atomic mass difference between gpIII
and gpV components increases. Thus InN, with very shallow and uncompensated
donors is invariably an n-type semiconductor, while AIN, with a much deeper donor
and high compensation levels, is invariably an insulator. GaN lies between these
extremes of behaviour, as might be expected from a combination of a donor of
moderate depth and some tendency to compensation, and the selection of growth
method dictates the conductivity obtainable. It is worth noting that the available
level of control in as-grown GaN is commensurate with the much greater effort thus
far devoted to it.

4
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TABLE I Probable AssiEmment of Exerimental Data (median values)

Nitride VN, donor triplet (meV) N, (eV) MN (eV) VM(eV) E,(eV)

InN 0 40 150 1.05 1.5 - 1.89

GaN 30 110 390 0.9 2.3 3.264 3.4

AIN 170 500 900 1.7 4.5 3.8 5.9

Because it is a) heavily occupied and b) sufficiently shallow to have a large
optical cross section for excitation to the conduction band, the 150meV donor level
in InN provides a significant spectral absorption feature. Examination of this level
in quantum-defect terms is fruitful and a revised threshold value'1 ] is obtained.
Threshold energy varies with electron concentration in the conduction band in a
way entirely compatible with the band-filling process responsible for the Moss-
Burstein shift:361 in optical band gap. A low-electron-concentration limit of 150meV
is dcduced.

A hydrogenic treatment of donor levels yields results close to those obtained
experimentally, surprisingly since both depth and complexity would suggest the
approach to be inappropriate.

Deep levels in gallium and aluminium nitrides, in most respects, appear to have
the general features predicted by Jenkins and Dow. The location of the N. antisite
defect at about 1.7eV is well substantiated by a number of reports in the range 1.4-
1.SeV whilst the N., prediction of about 0.45eV is somewhat shallower than
experimental data between 0.8 and 0.9 eV. The MN antisite and V, vacancy defects
all lie within the bottom half of the respective bands and are manifest as absorption
tails on direct band to band spectral edges. Here additional information on the I s>
or I p> like character of the defect helps in identification.

The gallium vacancy observed in studies of GaN luminescence is at 3.26eV below
the conduction band and close to the calculated value of about 3.3eV. The GaN
band tail, and I s> like absorption feature with threshold in the 2.2-2.5eV range,
can therefore be attributed to the GaN antisite defect with some confidence. Similar

s> like features appear in MIN between 3.4 and 4.5eV, a range embracing the
predicted VAI antisite defect, while its converse, AlN , is calculated to lie somewhat
deeper at about 5.2eV. Studies of the effect on optical properties of the in-diffusion
of excess aluminium strongly suggest that the ) s> like feature is associated with
AlN rather than V, . a view supported by its similarity to GaN.

The situation in InN is less clearly related to the predicted levels for In. at 0.8eV
and NIM at 1.5eV. We find, in a large number of reactively sputtered samples which
we will call type I, an I s> like level between 1.35 and 1.65eV. experimentally
similar to the MN antisite defect in both gallium and aluminium nitrides and also at
about 2/3 bandgap. Present in other samples is a type HI feature, rather shallower
at 0.9 to 1.2eV and of I p> like character which, if the above allocation is correct, is
associated with N,.. These allocations are the reverse of the theoretical
prediction[2 61 . Whether a sample is of type I or II depends upon the circumstances of
its growth. Type I are typically prepared at higher growth rates and lower nitrogen
pressure from less-nitrided targets, conditions which yield high nitrogen vacancies

aa
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concentrations evident in high electron densities, (n>5 x 1017 cm-3) and more
favourable to the generation of InN antisite defects. Type 11, on the other hand, are
grown at lower rates, with higher nitrogen pressures and from fully nitrided
targets. These conditions yield low VN concentrations (n<2 x 1017 cm-3) and are

conducive to N1. antisite formation. Accordingly we conclude that the levels
associated with nitrogen occupancy of indium, sites is shallower, at about 1eV, than
its converse at about 1.5eV.
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SYSTEMATIC STUDIES ON MAGNETRON-SPUTrERED INDIUM NITRIDE !
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ABSTRACT

Extensive and systematic studies on reactive rnagnetron sputtering of InN thin
films are summarized. The films have been deposited onto several types of substretes,
with variations in such process parameters as deposition temperature, partial pressures
of reactive and inert gases, sputtering power and gas flows. These films have been ,
characterized by measuring their electrical, optical, structural and morphological i
properties. It has been shown that epitaxial growth of InN occurs on the basal plane
of single-crystal (00.1) sapphire and (001) mica substrates and on the (111) face of
cubic substrates such as silicon and zirconia.

Two principal problems currently limit the usefulness of thin films of InN. First,
although epitaxy can be attained with the proper choice of substrate type and
deposition temperature, the resulting film is an agglomerate of epitaxial grains -- not a
single crystal. Second, all magnetron sputtered InN films prepared to date have low
mobility and high carrier concentration (likely due to nitrogen vacancies). In an attempt
to address these problems, experiments on the growth and characterization of
sputtered InN flares have been carried out and are discussed here with particular
emphasis on seeded heteroepitaxial growth and the effects of film deposition
temperature.

For example, it was found eady that the growth of InN on the bare surface of
several crystalline substrates at growth temperatures near 350°C results in a
morphological transition that causes a degradation of semiconducting properties. The
predeposition of an AIN seed layer inhibits this morphological transition and stabilizes
a relatively high mobility state, but a still too high career concentration obtains• Further
progress critically depends on optimizing the seeded heteroepitaxial growth technique
in conjunction with the achievement of InN films with lower density of nitrogen
vacancies.
INTRODUCTION !

The Group IliA nitrides (AIN, GaN and InN) are an isostructural family of
semiconductors that hold great promise for optoelectronic applications in the visible
and ultraviolet regions of the spectrum owing to their wide, direct bandgaps (6 eV, 3.4
eV and 2 eV respectively). The potential for high efficiency optoelectronic devices
based on these semiconductors can be realized by optimizing the growth of each
family member, controlling doping type and forming alloys (e.g., Alxlnt .xN) to be used
in heterostructuras. The growth of InN is particularly important for visible light photonic
applications as it is the member of the family with the smallest energy gap. By alloying
InN into either AIN or GaN the banclgap can be lowered to the 2-3 eV range, a critical
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range for making high efficiency visible light sources and detectors.
The early report [1] of deposition of InN by reactive sputtering with carrier

concentration of 7x10 18 cm3 and mobility of 250 cm2 /V sec, followed later by the
report (2] of growth of polycr~tstalllne films with carrier concentration of 1016-101 cm
3 and mobility of =4000 cm /V sec by reactive rf-diode sputtering pointed out theefficacy of sputtering for the deposition of this semiconductor. Although the

semiconducting properties of these films were very promising, the extremely long pre-
sputtering and sputtering times, the polycrystalline structure of the films and the glass
substrates employed were not compatible with the fabrication of modem devices,
including those based on heterostructures and quantum wells. One of the long-range
goals of the research reported on here is the preparation of single crystal films of InN
by reactive magnetron sputtering for the investigation of intrinsic semiconducting
properties and for eventual device applications. Unfortunately InN prepared in other
laboratories, [3-7] including ours [8] universally has high carrier concentration m100
cm-3 with concomitant low mobility < 100 cm2/V sec.

The high carrier concentrations exhibited by InN films are believed to arise from
nitrogen vacancies created during the growth process or from unintentional oxygen
doping either during growth or following exposure to atmosphere. It is also quite
conceivable that these two mechanisms could act cooperatively with the nitrogen
vacancies making the material even more susceptible to oxidation. Unfortunately,
severe experimental constraints arise from attempting to resolve these concerns.
Oxygen must be rigorously excluded from the growth chamber and exposure of the
sample to air prior to characterization should be avoided if possible. Also, in order for
stoichiometric films to be grown, a high density of atomic nitrogen is necessary at the
reaction site and high growth temperatures should be avoided (given the thermal
instability of InN).

The difficulties associated with the growth of single crystal films of InN anse
from this low temperature deposition constraint, the unavailability of bulk single crystals
of the semiconductor (due to thermodynamic considerations), and a lack of substrates
sufficiently lattice matched to allow unstrained heteroepitaxial growth. In this context,
Table 1 presents the variety of substrates employed in our studies along with their
calculated lattice mismatch with InN.

Table 1

Subsra Cwrstal Face Lattice Mismatch

A12 0 3  (00.1) 28.8%
Mica (001) 17.9%ZrO 2  (111) 3.0%

Si (111) 7.8%
GaAs (111) 11.5%

The approach taken here to optimize the growth and semiconducting properties
of InN thin films entails: (1) depositing under a carefully chosen set of process
conditions (substrate, temperature, sputtering power, reactive gas mix, etc.); (2)
measuring and interpreting the structural, compositional, morphological, electrical and
optical properties; and, (3) feeding this information back by altering the process
pawameters based on the interpreted data. This optimization process develops most
intelligently when taking advantage of breakthroughs such as that recently found for
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seeded-heteroepitaxial growth of GaN on sapphire [9].
In what follows, the results and interpretations engendered through this

approach to the growth of single-crystal InN films are recounted.

EXPERIMENTAL

The magnetron sputtering system used to deposit these films has been
previously described. [8) It is built on a liquid nitrogen trapped, diffusion pumped
vacuum station capable of pressures on the order of 5x10 4 Torr with a pumping speed
of 2000 I/s. Within the limitations of high vacuum technology, two measures are taken
to lower the risk of oxygen contamination of the film during growth; a high efficiency
organic resin gas purifier is in the inlet gas line and a Meissner trap, that surrounds the
growth area, is maintained at liquid nitrogen temperature while sputtering. Dual
magnetron sputtering guns are mounted below a rotatable arm carrying a variable
temperature substrate fixture.

One gun is fitted with an indium metal target of purity greater than 99.999% for
the deposition of InN. The second gun is used primarily for the deposition of the
nucleation and buffer layers employed in seeded heteroepitaxy studies but could also
be used for preparing multilayer films. A wide variety of substrates are employed
including single-crystals of sapphire, silicon, gallium arsenide, mica and zirconia and
amorphous substrates such as glass and fused quartz. Process parameters (such as
substrate temperature, sputtering gas pressure and sputtering rate) are varied to
optimize growth.

Samples are characterized by the measurement of their structural,
compositional, morphological, electrical and optical properties. Microstructure and
crystallographic texture are determined by X-ray scattering methods using a Read
camera (CrKa radiation), in reflection, and a Buerger precession camera (MoKra
radiation),in transmission. Most compositional analysis has been performed using
scanning Auger electron spectroscopy. On a coarse scale, film thickness and surface
roughness are measured with a stylus profiler. A scanning tunnelling microscope
(STM) is employed to determine the micro-topography of the samples which, under
favorable conditions, can be related to the grain structure. In addition, textural,
structural coherence, and interlayer diffusion measurements are carried out by
transmission and scanning electron microscopy. Electrical resistivity and Hall effect are
measured over a wide range of temperature (1.4-320 K) and magnetic field (0-7T).
Finally, the optical properties of the films measured over a large wavelength range (0.1
um to 50 Mm) using a variety of double beam spectrometers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of a succession of experiments on the growth and characterization
of sputtered InN films are discussed here with particular emphasis on seeded
heteroepitaxial growth techniques.

Initial Experiments
Initial experiments focused on targeting a set of process parameters that

produced characteristic magnetron sputtered InN on amorphous substrates at room
temperature. InN films were deposited onto fused quartz substrates with variations in
process parameters such as sputtering power, total gas pressure, reactive gas partial
pressure. The optimal process conditions that resulted from this procedure are given
in Table 2.
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Table 2

Sputtering Power 50W at 13.56 MHz
Sputtering Gas Pure Nitrogen
Sputtering Pressure 5x10°' Torr
Target Indium Metal
Presputter Time 30 Minutes
Sputtering Time 60 Minutes

These general experimental conditions were used in the following sets of experiments
with changes as noted.
Higher Temperature Growth on Fused Quartz and (00.1) Sapphire

The first set of experiments aimed to elucidate the effect of deposition
temperature on the properties of InN thin films. A series of InN films were sputtered
onto quartz and sapphire substrates at temperatures from 50-600 0C [8]. In addition,
two different sets of (00.1) oriented sapphire crystals were employed: one had a
somewhat rough surface prepared by mechanical polishing; and the second set had
a much smoother, chemically polished surface. For all films the carrier concentration
had a relatively independent value of Z1020 cm3 The temperature dependence of the
carrier mobility for samples deposited on the three substrate types are displayed in
Figure 1. Films deposited on fused quartz have generally lower mobility, higher carrier
concentration and higher resistivity than those on sapphire. The amorphous nature of
the substrate leads to material that is strongly c-axis textured but obviously not
epitaxial. Presumably this lack of epitaxial growth is responsible for the poorer
electrical quality of these samples.
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Films on sapphire show electrical behavior that is strongly deposition
temperature dependent. In the low temperature regime the mobility steadily rises, the
carrier concentration generally decreases and the resistivity is virtually constant as the
temperature is increased. X-Ray diffraction indicates that materials in this regime
smoothly change from a mixture of epitaxiaJ and textured grains to complete epitaxy
[10]. The film thickness (Figure 2) in this temperature regime is relatively constant and
the grain size determined by STM and SEM is slowly increasing with increasing growth
temperature.

This behavior is interrupted above 3000C on mechanically polished sapphire and
above 4000C on the chemically polished sapphire when the mobility experiences a
sharp downturn (Figure 1) concurrent with a steep increase in film resistivity. The
mobility falls from a high of 30 cm 2/V-sec on mechanicallypolished sapphire and 54
cm 2/V-sec on chemically polished sapphire to a low of 1 cm /V-sec over a 100 degree
interval. The film thickness (Figure 2) and grain size each show a relatively sharp
upturn at these transition temperatures.

Extensive studies by SEM, STM and TEM of the temperature dependent
microstructure of these InN films have been conducted and results are schematically
summarized in Figure 3. Films grown at low temperature are relatively smooth, small
grained and physically continuous. X-Ray diffraction studies of the nanostructure in
this range indicate that the films are a mixture of c-axis textured and epitaxial grains.
As the temperature is raised, the grains grow larger, become completely epitaxially
oriented and their physical properties improve. At an intermediate temperature

¶ (determined by sample-substrate interactions), the films begin to roughen and start to
become physically disconnected. In large measure, the electrical transport properties
of these films are determined by the degree of connectivity between grains. As the
connectivity decreases, the electronic mobility decreases with it. At high deposition
temperature, the grains grow quite large but become isolated. The electrical transport
across such a film is extremely limited due to the hopping nature of the conduction.

0.5 pm. 1.0 pm 5.0 pm r

LOW Temperature Tramn on Regime High TemperAue
Growth Growth

Figure 3 Schematic representation of the growth temperature variation of film
morphology for magnetron sputtered InN. Primary data was obtained from SEM, STM
and TEM measurements.
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Deposition onto the (001) Surface of Mica
The aforementioned study indicated that heteroepitaxial strain and substrate

surface finish played a role in determining how the properties of InN were affected by
growth temperature. For example the temperature at which the electrical properties
sharply deteriorated was clearly dependent upon the surface roughness of the
substrate. Following on this recognition, mica was identified as a substrate with a
smaller lattice mismatch (see Table 1) and with a nearly atomically smooth surface.

The measured properties of the reactively sputtered InN films grown on the
pseudo-hexagonal (001) face of mica as a function of deposition temperature were
compared to and contrasted with the properties of InN films deposited onto the (00.1)
face of sapphire [12]. Despite the smaller lattice mismatch and smoother surface the
physical properties of these films were quite similar to those prepared on sapphire.
Similar trends were seen in the electrical transport and morphology with a transition
temperature to a low mobility state of 3000C. At higher deposition temperatures (> 500
0C), however, the interconnection between grains improves and the high mobility state
is reestablished. Unfortunately, the thermal degradation of mica above 550 0C makes
this promising result somewhat impractical.

Deposition onto the (111) Face of Cubic Crystals
These results implied that the main cause of the morphological transition in

epitaxial InN is due to lattice strain. As evident in Table 1, the (111) face of several
cubic substrates have a decidedly lower lattice mismatch with InN than either - e
or mica.

The structure, morphology, and transport properties of thin films of InN
deposited onto the (111) face of several cubic substrateý were studied as a function
of deposition temperature 113]. In general, the film structure is such that (0 0 16inN
parallels the (111) plane of the cubic substrate ,nd the in-plane growth coherence
parallels the magnitude of the lattice mismatch (Table 1), in t:.at films cn GiAs are
textured at all growth temperatures, while pseudo heteroepitaxial growth is achieved
at elevated deposition temperatures for growth onto Si, and true heteroepitaxy is
attained above 3000C for deposition onto ZrO 2. Using the X-ray precession technique
the secondary heteroepitaxial relationships between InN and the cubic substrates were
found to be (2-0)6nN//(2.,)cubic or equivalently (30.0)InN//(4"22)cubc.

The semiconducting substrates (Si and GarAs) used in this study did not allow
the measurement of the electrical properties of the InN films due to the sizable parallel
conductance of the substrate. The electrical transport properties of films grown on
insulating zirconia were measured and found to be quite similar to those of films
deposited on sapphire. The carrier concentration was still =10 20 cm3, and the mobility
had the same strongly peaked behavior as depicted in Figure 1. The film thickness
had the same general dependence on deposition temperature displayed in Figure 2
and morphological investigations identified 0-,a same trend displayed in Figure 3 with
a transition temperature of 3500C.

Seeded-Heteroepltaxial Growth
Since the (111) fa(,e of zirconia has the smallest calculated degree of lattice

mismatch with InN of any commonly available substrate (Table 1), it became obvious
that other means of achieving single-crystal growth of InN would need to be explored.
Recent advances have been made in the techniques of achieving heteroepitaxy --
driven in many cases by the desire to deposit single crystal diamond onto substrates
other than natural diamond [14]. These techniques are generally referred to as seeded
heteroepitaxy and a particularly germane result for the deposition of InN was the effect
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of a thin nucleation layer of AIN on the MOCVD growth of GaN [9]. There it was found
that the use of a thin (r-50 nm) AIN nucleation layer yielded GaN single crystal films
with optically flat, crack free surfaces. The AIN seed layer serves to provide a supply
of nucleation sites with the same heteroepitaxial relationship and to promote lateral
growth by decreasing the interfacial free energy between the substrate and growing
GaN layer. The resulting film is a "mosaic" single crystal with a carrier concentration
decreased by two orders of magnitude and a room temperature mobility increased by
one order of magnitude. Given the similarities in the crystal physics of InN and GaN
the effects of thin layers of AIN on the magnetron sputtering growth of InN were
investigated. Two studies were conducted to assay the effects of a thin nucleation
layer of AIN on the magnetron sputtering growth of InN.
Deoosition onto a High Temperature Nucleation Layer

A nucleation layer was deposited on the (00.1) face of sapphire by dc sputtering
for 30 min. at 900 °C using a 50/50 mixture of nitrogen and argon [15]. The resulting
AIN layer thickness was z50 nm. A sequence of InN films at various growth
temperatures (50-600 0C) were deposited onto such a seed layer using magnetron
sputtering in a pure nitrogen atmosphere. Full physical characterization of the resulting
films was carried out.

Microscopic studies show that at low growth temperatures the agglomerate
morphology (average grain size of =8.5 nm) of the seeded films is essentially
equivalent to that found for films deposited onto bare sapphire. As the substrate
temperature is raised, the grain size for the seeded films is nearly temperature
independent while that of the single layer film is gradually rising. At intermediate
temperatures the grain size of both types of films begins to increase but the increase
is much more rapid for the film on bare sapphire. At still higher temperatures, the
seeded films remain granular, with the details of grain size and connectivity varying
only marginally with deposition temperature. This is in sharp contrast to the
morphology of unseeded films, where a large grain structure with significant void area
between the grains is evident.

Since the morphology largely determines the physical properties of these films,
this contrast has profound effects on the physical properties of the materials. For
example, X-ray scattering from these films using the precession method [16] are
reiterated here. Films deposited onto the AIN buffer layer consist nearly exclusively of
epitaxial grains of InN at all temperatures investigated. In contrast, InN films deposited
directly onto the (00.1) surface of sapphire were comprised mainly of textured grains
below 200 0C and became fully epitaxial above this temperature. From variations in
the angular dispersion of the {1 10} X-ray reflection for the two type of films, the
following deductions were made: (1) For unseeded films at T<2000C, there is a weak
azimuthal correlation between the InN grains and the sapphire substrate; (2) This
azimuthal correlation strengthens considerably with the disappearance of textured
grains and remains strong until the onset of the morphological transition; and finally,
(3) The azimuthal correlation restrengthens at the highest deposition temperatures as
the transition progresses and the large grains come to dominate the morphology. By
contrast, the films deposited with an AIN seed layer are fairly strongly correlated even
at low temperatures --in accord with the observation of solely epitaxial films. This
correlation strengthens and remains strong for all such films -- a fact consistent with
the relatively unchanging morphology of these films.

In a similar vein, the electrical transport properties are affected bý these
variations in morphology (Figure 3), While the carrier concentration (> 10 cm3)
remains high for both types of films, the dependence of carrier concentration, electrical
resistivity and mobility on deposition temperature differ significantly for the two types
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of films. Firstly, the carrier concentration remains relatively constant at low substrate
temperatures (<300 0C) and generally decreases monotonically above this
temperature. Secondly, in the range below 200 0C, the carrier mobility tur the epitaxial
seeded films is consistently higher than found for the unseeded films which are a
mixture of epitaxial and textured grains. Thirdly, the general variation in mobility with
deposition temperature is the same for both types of films in the transition temperature
regime, 300 0C < T < 450 0C. In particular, the mobility slowly rises as the substrate
temperature increases up to the point where the grains lose connectivity resulting in
a precipitous jump in resistivity and a concomitant sharp drop in mobility.

In addition, it has been shown that the evolution of the physical properties of
these seeded films with increased substrate temperature is dominated by subtle
changes in the granularity of the film. This is in stark contrast to unseeded films where
the physical properties are dominated, at high temperature, by the formation of a large
grained morphology with significant intergranular voids. Therefore, the use of a
nucleation layer has stabilized the film morphology and muted the rapid degradation
of film properties above z400 0C seen here and elsewhere for growth on unseeded
substrates. This quite promising result followed from an arbitrary choice of growth
conditions for the AIN nucleation layer. A systematic search for optimized seed layer
growth condition are discussed next.
Nucleation and Overlaver Growth Temperature Effects

In this study, an investigation of the dependence of film properties on the growth
temperatures and growth times of the nucleation layer and the InN overlayer (both
sputtered in pure nitrogen) was carried out. The nucleation layer was deposited on the

T00.1) face of sapphire by dc sputtering for 7.5-30 min. at temperatures between 100
C and 1000 0C. The resulting AIN layer thickness was between 20 and 80 nm. A

sequence of InN films at growth temperatures from 100 0C to 500 0C and deposition
times between 14 sec. and 6 hours were deposited onto the nucleated sapphire
substrate using magnetron sputtering.

A discussion of the results of a fixed deposition temperature with variable time,
giving clear evidence of a crossover from a two dimensional to a three dimensional
growth mechanism, appears separately. [17] The discussion presented in this paper
will focus on the effects of growth temperatures for fixed times for the nucleation and
overlayers (15 min. and 60 min. respectively).

The carrier concentrations for these samples remain in the 1020 cm-3 range. A
plot of the mobility of the InN films as a dual function of buffer layer and film growth
temperature is shown in Figure 4. At low buffer layer temperatures (<300 0C), all film
growth temperatures result in low mobility. In parallel, at low film growth temperatures,
all buffer layer temperatures also result in low mobility films. It is also evident in the
plot that for buffer layer growth temperatures Ž300 0C and for film growth temperatures
>400 0C a plateau in mobility is achieved. This plateau extends to at least 500 0C in
film growth temperature and 1000 0C in buffer layer growth temperature. This is in
contrast to films deposited onto the bare surface of any substrate and also in contrast
to films deposited onto a seeded (00.1) sapphire substrate where the AIN layer was
sputtered in a mixed argon/nitrogen atmosphere. Although the morphology of these
seeded films is yet to be completely elucidated, evidence for a crossover from a three-
dimensional growth mode to a two-dimensional growth mechanism has been
presented [17]. Most importantly for future device applications, the AIN seed layer
grown in pure nitrogen has stabilized the InN overlayer to the transition that resulted
in the loss of intergrain connectivity and the dramatic drop in electrical mobility for the
unseeded films.
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Figure 4 Electrical mobility of InN films deposited onto a seeded (00.1) sapphire
substrate as a dual function of seed layer growth temperature and film growth
temperature.

Future Directions
Although the seeded heteroepitaxial growth technique has yet to yield extremely

high mobility InN films, the effect is clearly positive. The properties of the InN films are
quite sensitive to the conditions of nucleation layer growth. Further optimization of the
process may indeed lead to films with vastly superior properties, including a significant
reduction in carrier concentration (as was found for the seeded MOCVD growth of GaN
[9]). in fact, ongoing investigations are focusing on reducing the high concentration
of n-type carriers in thin films of InN.

As discussed above, the properties of InN are degraded by the presence of
oxygen containing species during growth and the film properties may be further
degraded by exposure to air. In order to address these concerns, an ultrahigh vacuum
sputtering system, working at base pressures of 5X101~1 Torr has been constructed.
This dual magnetron setup is quite similar to the high vacuum sputtering system
employed above with three distinct advantages: (1) The low base pressure and
bakeability of the system results in orders of magnitude reduction in background
oxygen containing species; (2) The chamber has an integral load-lock assembly that

30!
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allows exchange of samples and substrates without breaking vacuum; and, (3) An
analysis chamber is available for the in situ measurement of temperature dependent
electrical resistivity, Hall effect and optical absorption.

Initial experiments in this deposition system have been carried out by reactively
sputtering InN under typical process conditions. The electrical transport properties of
these films have been measured both in situ and ex situ and the measurements reveal
InN thin films that have the same carrier concentration (=1020 cm" 3) and mobility (<60
cm 2/V sec as films deposited in the high vacuum system and measured in air [18].
Although these experiments do not completely rule out the possibility of high carrier
concentration due to oxygen contamination, the probabilities of nitrogen vacancies as
the likely unintentional doping mechanism are considerably enhanced.

As a means of following up on this deduction, additional sources of activated
nitrogen species are being introduced into the current sputtering systems hopefully
leading to a drop in carrier concentration. Finally, alternate growth techniques with
intrinsically higher atomic nitrogen concentrations at the reaction site are being
investigated and implemented. In every case, seeded heteroepitaxial growth is
considered crucial to the achievement of single-crystal InN thin films of device quality.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF AlxGaI .xN GROWN BY MOCVD AT
LOW TEMPERATURES

Z. J. YU, B. S. SYWE, AND J. H. EDGAR
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Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506

ABSTRACT

The low temperature deposition (400-650" C) of AIxGa, _xN films by metalorganic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) was characterized. Triethylgallium (TFG),
trimethylaluminum (TMA), and ammonia (NH 3 ) served as the precursors and both
sapphire and silicon as the substrates with helium as the carrier gas. The deposition was
operated at the atmospheric pressure. The crystallinity was improved even at low
temperatures when AIxGa1 .xN was grown on a thin buffer layer of AIN at 4(M)* C. With
an AIxGa1 _xN/AIN layered structure, epitaxial growth of AlxGaI _xN was obtained at
65W) C on sapphire substrates. Auger results showed that the Al fraction x was less than
1). 1. X-ray diffraction indicated a strong peak at 20 =34.9 degrees for the (I(X)2) planes
from the film on sapphire substrates. The electron channelling pattern (ECP) of the film
produced at 650 C revealed a 6 fold symmetry contrast pattern indicating the epitaxial
growth of the film. Photoluminescence (PL) showed a dominant emission at 353 nm for
the film on sapphire substrate. Surface morphology examined by SEM was featureless for
the film produced at 5(X)' C, while a relatively rough surface can be seen on the film
produced at 650"C (5.I()0x). The band gap was measured as 3.56 eV. The Al mole
fraction x in the alloy was observed to be lower than that in the gas phase.

INTROI)UCTION

The semiconductor alloy AINGa, .xN has a band gap which can be controlled from
3.4 eV to 6.2 eV and it has potential applications in ultraviolet light emitting diodes.
detectors, lasers or high temperature electronic devices. MOCVD is one of the most
widely employed method for producing AIxGa1 .xN films. The dependence of the energy
band gap of the alloy on the Al mole fraction x has been studied I and with precise control
of x. it is possible to also control the band gap width. To grow an epitaxial layer of
AI.Ga-.,N on sapphire substrates, depositions were typically performed in the
temperature range between 90W*-i1511 C2,3. Akasaki el al4 has shown that by first
depositing an AIN buffer layer at 6(X)° C, the quality of AIXGa1 _xN is greatly improved.
but even in this work, the deposition temperature used was in the range of )0()l* to
1020* C. Based on the results of our previous work on the low temperature deposition of
(iaNs. this study was initiated to deposit epitaxial AIxGa .xN at lower temperatures.

EXPERIMENTAL.

A horizontal atmospheric-pressure reactor was employed to deposit AIxGa( _xN
alloy films. The susceptor surface was tilted about 10l with respect to the incoming gas
direction. The deposition temperatures ranged from 4(00*C to 65(1t*C. The susceptor
temperature was measured by a thermocouple. The substrates were A12 0 3 (0(X)I), Si
(I(X)) and Si (11). The gallium and aluminum source gases were triethylgallium (TEG)
and trimethylaluminum (TMA). Ammonia served as the nitrogen source and helium as
the carrier gas. The total gas flow rate was about 11X) sccm with 13 umol/min TEG, 5
Mtmol/min TMA and 20.1XM) pmol/min NH3 . A mechanical vacuum pump was employed

Mat. Re. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. '1992 Materials Research Society
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for evacuating the reactor prior to purging the system with helium after loading the sample
before each deposition. The substrates were cleaned by dipping in hydrofluoric acid,
rinsing in deionized water, and then blowing dry with filtered nitrogen. The thickness of
the films was determined by measuring the mass increase of the samples after deposition
with a microgram balance. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to examine the
surface morphology and to make electron channelling patterns (ECP). The film
composition was analyzed by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). X-ray diffraction was
used to analyze the crystal structure of the films.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

An epitaxial film of AIxGa _xN was obtained on the sapphire substrate at 650" C
after first depositing about IM) A of AIN at 4(X)* C. The thickness of the film was about
0.3-0.4 Mm after a half hour deposition.

The composition of the epitaxial layer with sapphire as the substrate was analyzed by
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). The AES spectrum is shown in the Fig. 1.

7ES SURVEY SF=2.674 -36.972 DAT=9.75

6

5

ii 4 A

S3

0 400 800 1200 1600 2000

KINETIC ENERGY. EV
Fig. I Auger electron spectrum of AIxGa1 _xN

deposited at 65(3* C on sapphire.

The resulting spectrum shows three main element peaks, corresponding to Al, Ga and N.
The calculated average concentrations for three main elements Ga. Al and N are 0.58,
0.1•6, and 0.33 respectively for the sample. The Al mole fraction x in the alloy is in the
vicinity of 0).1. Notice that the ratio of nitrogen to group III elements is lower than
stoichiometric material. One possible explanation for this is that the ion sputtering of the
film surface, which is a technique to clear the surface contaminations when performing t
AES, might preferentially remove more nitrogen than gallium or aluminum from the
analyzed surface. Besides the three main element peaks, there is a small oxygen (0.03)
peak possibly originating from an incomplete purging or an adsorbed gas layer on the film
surface. The composition was normally found to be a function of the sample positions on
the susceptor. Higher aluminum concentrations were observed for samples set on the
leading edge. The difference of the Al fraction x between the gas phase (0.28) and the
solid phase (0.1) may indicate different rates of dissociation of the reactants on the surface
at low temperatures.

X-ray diffraction was used for crystal structure analysis. The diffraction patterns
* from films produced at two different temperatures are shown in the Fig. 2. Fig. 2a is for

(p
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A 12 3  A~~NA'203

- T: 650*C AlxGa, N
.E F T: 500*C

Cu:Kot @o Cu:Ka
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Diffraction Angle (20) Diffraction Angle (20)

Fig. 2 X-ray diffraction patterns of AI5 Gax
deposited at (a) 65W C and (b) fiffl C,

the epitaxial film produced at 650' C and Fig. 2b for film produced at 5(M) C. The (NOl-1)
AlxGa, _N diffraction peak was detected at a diffraction angle 26 in the vicinity of 34.9'
on both spectra. The (1M02) peak intensity for epitaxial film in Fig. 2a is stronger and
sýhaper than the highly oriented crystal film in the Fig. 2h. This peak position is close to
the peak position of GaN (34.6* ). hut[ was between of the peak positions of (IHXI2) GaN
and (IMM2) AIN. The peak intensity front the filtn is stronger than that from the substrate
for an epitaxial layer. Compared to Koide t d /S 3 results for an Al fraction of U.). 1.the
change in the lattice constant is similar with the fraction x in the vicinity of 0. 1. Under the
-~itfe expeiinentdil conditions as was used for the film on the sapphire suhstrate.
AfxGa _xN alloy films were also deposited on both types of silicon Substrates. However.
the X-ray diffraction patterns of those films were identified as polycerystalline.

To further examine whether the deposited filnm was an epitaxial layer, an electron

0.08

- 0.06

2

0.02

0.00
2500 3500 4500 5500 6500

Wavelength (Angstroms)

Fig. 3 Electron Channelling pattern of Fig. 4 Photoluminescence spectrum
Alx(;a, _xN on sapphire for AlXGa, _xN on sapphire
deposited at 650' C. deposited at 0510* C.
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channelling pattern was made. If the film is single crystal, when examined under the SEM
at very low magnifications, an electron channelling contrast pattern will be observed.
Otherwise, for a polycrystalline film, only regular SEM will be seen. The corresponding
photograph was shown in the Fig. 3. It showed a six fold symmetry contrast, which is
agreement with the X-ray diffraction peak from (0002) crystal planes. For the film
deposited at 500* C, no channelling contrast was observed.

Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum was taken for the epitaxial layer as shown in Fig.
4. The dominant emission was observed at 350 nm at a temperature of 15 K. This is the so
called 12 line of AlxGa, .xN, the donor-bound exciton line as previously identified by
Khan et al.6 The line width of the peak at half height was about 135 meV.

Optical transmission measurements were made at room temperature on the epitaxial
layer. The result is given in Fig. 5. A rough estimation of the band gap for the film is about
3.5e eV. This is similar to Koide et aldsI result for a film with an aluminum fraction x in
vicinity of 0.1. It also seems, in some degree, in agreement with the photoluminescence
result.

70

60

50 AlxGal-xN film
Substrate: A1203

40

30

2O0'

'0
0 N .11 i ..mU

2.9 3 3,1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.B 3.9

Photon Energy (eV)

Fig. 5 Optical measurement for AlxGa, .xN
deposited on sapphire at 650* C.

ZI

Fig. 6 SFM images of AlxGal _xN films
deposited at (a) 65(0 C and (h) 5(XE* C.

... (5...).
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The surface morphology was examined by scanning electron microscope (SEM).

The surface was smooth for films produced at lower temperatures. Fig. 6. gives the

photographs of the epitaxial layer and the film produce at 500* C. Small humps can be
seen for the film produced at 650* C under 5,(Xl~x. .

As originally applied to the deposition of GaN, we tried to deposit AlxGa1 _x at

low temperature in order to promote the heterogeneous reactions. However, low
temperatures reduce the surface mobility of the gas molecules adsorbed on the su~bstrate
surface. Because the surface decomposed fragments of metalorganic molecules may play

a important role in the lower temperature growth of the crystal,7 this process may he
ichieved by a mechanism (if site-selective incorporation of components into the proper
configuration. With source gases introduced separately with a high gas velocity, the

growth rate may be reduced because of incomplete gas mixing at the surface. Instead of a
higher gas flow rate which is normally used in MOCVD, in this work, a slow gas flow rate
was employed. The slow gas velocity provides time for molecules to diffusion and for the

gases to mix, and surface adsorption of the reactants may be promoted in such case. The
actual AlxGa1 _xN growth rate for this kind of deposition was between (1).5 - 1.3 gm/hr.

Thie deposi ted films normal ly turned o)ut to he random oriented polyci ,stals ssithout

a AIN buffer laver. With this buffer !aer on either silicon substrate, hiehl. oriented
£puilycrystal films were p~rodulced.

C(ONCLUSIONS

Epitaxial A15Cl _xN films can be produced at a temperature of 6501' C by MOCVD'i
on sapphire subshates. The growth of this alloy is mainly attributed to the promotion of
site selective !,eterogeneous reactions. No epitaxy was obtained on either type of Si
substrate. 1 he difference of the A] fraction x between the gas phase and the solid phase
max ind;,alte different rates of decomposition of the reactants oil the surface at such
tmllpe Mures. The growth rate seems moderate even at low tenmperat ures and lo\ Las,
flow rates, The hand gap change is proportiomal to the concentration of ahmlinum inl the
a P v.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF GaN FILMS GROWN ON
DIFFERENT FACES OF SAPPHIRE BY ECR-ASSISTED MBE

T. D. MOUSTAKAS, R. 3. MOLNAR, T. LEI, G. MENON AND C. R. EDDY.JR.
Molecular Beamn Epitaxy Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering, Boston Uni-
versity, Boston, MA 02215.

ABSTRACT

GaN films were grown on c-plane (0001), a-plane (1120) and r-plane (1102) sapphire
substrates by the ECR-assisted MBE method. The films were grown using a two-step
growth process, in which a CaN buffer is grown first at relatively low temperatures and the
rest of the film is grown at higher temperatures. RHEED studies indicate that this growth
method promnotes lateral growth and leads to films with smooth surface morphology~ The
epitaxial relationship to the substrate, the crystalline quality and the surface morphology
were investigated by RHEED, X-ray diffraction and SEM studies.

INTRODUCTION

Recently Electron-Cyclotron-Resonance Microwave Plasma-assisted Molecular Beam
Epitaxy (ECR-MBE) has emerged as one of the most versatile methods for the growth
of CaN and other III-V nitrides[1-51. In this method, films are grown at relatively low
tci.,peratures under ultrahligh vacuum conditions. This allows for control of the film stoi-
chiometry[6] and reduction of unwanted impurities[7]. Moreover, our group demonstrated
that significant improvement in film quality can he attained if film growth takes place in
two steps[2,3,31. In this process, a CaN buffer is grown first at relatively low temperatures
and the rest of the film is grown at higher temperatures. Using this method, we lia',
dlemonstrated the epitaxial stabilization of single crystalline GaN films in the zincblenidc
structure on (001) silicon substrates[2.3].

In this paper, we report on a comparative study of GaN films grown on c-plane.
a-plane and r-plane sapphire substrates by the ECR-MIBE inethod, using the two-step
growth process.

EXPERIMIENTAL METHODS

The ECR-MBE method was used for the growth of CaN films on c-plane. a-plane
and r-plane sapphire subst rates. The details of the deposition method have been published
elsewhere[2.31.

The substrates were subjected to the following cleaning steps, prior to the growth of
t ~the GaN films. They were sequentially cleaned in ultrasonic baths of triebiloroethylene.

acetone and isopropanol for removal of hydrocarbon residues from the surface, etched in
H3 P0 4 : H2 504 (1:3) for the removal of surface contaminants and mechanical damage
(Inc to polishing and finally rinsed in dc-ionized water. After these steps the substrates,
were blown dry with nitrogen, mounted on a molybdenum block and transferred to the
introduction chamber of time MBE system. In the preparation chamber, the substrates
were heated to 850*C' for approximately half an hour and then transferred to the growth
chamber, where they were subijected to bombardment by a nitrogen plasma for approxi.
miately half an hour at 700*C.

The GaN filmrs were grown iii two steps at different temperatitn'F"~ a thin GaN
buffer (about 300A) was grown ait 400'C' - 500'C and then the rest of the film was
grown at 000 - 800'C'. The film growth rate was 2000 - 3000A/lm and the overall film
thickness was 1 - 2jmun.

Mat. Ras. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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The substrate and film structures at various stages of substrate preparation and film
growth were assessed by Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED). The
epitaxial relationship to the substrate and the crystalline quality of the films were deter-
mined from RHEED, 0 - 20 XRD and rocking curve studies around the main diffraction
peak. The surface morphology was studied by SEM.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig. 1 shows RHEED patterns of the three types of substrates after the exposure to
the nitrogen plasma. The data indicate that the surface of the substrates were nitrided
and from the diffraction patterns, the lattice constant of the AIN was estimated to he
a = 3.1.1. Furthermore, the streakiness of the diffraction patterns, in particular those of
the c-plane and a-plane sapphire substrates, suggests that the AIN layers are atonsically
smooth[8].

4m

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1 RHEED patterns of the sapphire substrates after ezposure to the nitrogen
pla.sma: (a) c-plane, (b) a-plane, (c) r-plane.

Fig. 2 shows RHEED patterns of the CaN buffer on the three types of substrates.
The data indicate that the CaN-buffer is single crystalline on all three types of substrates.
The CaN films grown on the c-plane anld a-plane sapphire substrates have their c-plane
(0001) parallel to the substrates, while the CaN films grown on the r-plane of sapphire
have their a-plane (1120) parallel to the substrate. The streakiness of the diffraction
patterns of the GaN buffers on the c-plane and a-plane sapphire substrates suggests that

the GaN-buffer on these substrates are atomically smooth.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. RHEED patterns of the GaN-buffer on the rario,,, ,pphire substrates: (a)
c.plane, (b) a-plane, (c) r-plane.

I.i

a -
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Fig. 3 shows RHEED patterns of the GaN films at the end of each run. These reveal
the same epitaxial relationship between GaN films and the substrates as the corresponding
GaN buffers discussed in Fig. 2. Also the films on the c-plane and a-planle sapphire
substrates are atomically smooth.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. I1 RHEED pattcrn.ý of the GaN films, after growthi
t 

on the varimoa m7pphirr

Fig. 4 shows the surface morphology of GaN films grown onl the three types of r)
ulistrat es. The films onl the a-plane hiave- the snmoothbest surface morphology. The stt-frfe

mo wphl dogy of GaN file,- onl the c-plane consists of interconnect ed tiles several tliumsa~itl
anu.at r ntis in size. The GaN films grown on thle r- planec sapphire were found to have

llglicst surface, itiiirtthitlogy- The pyratinidal surface miorphology is related to h
fact that t lie a-plane of G aN is hounded h~ two prisin planes umnder ecpmilihrtmiu growthI

"ldit ioi.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. SEM .4urfarc mnorphology of GaN fllmi grown on variou.4 .,ub,.tratr..: (a)

e-plo r, . (hi) a -plane, (c) r-planc,
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Fifq. 5 f0 - 20~ XRD of the GaN film ont varzomq qappthirc ,ot.btratcq2(a) c-planf, (h)t

e- ;.luti. (,:) r-plo uI. The I: ltscrt~i lhown the cormic~ponding ro~kinq curvet..

Fig. .5 shows thle 9 - 20 N RD andi the 9- rockiiig curve at thle main reflectijon peak of
*h (aN, filuis. grown onl the thrce tyvpes of substrates. The main reflectioni peak for thle

(;IN, filu l. growii oIil thle c-jtluoe and a-plane sapphire subst rates5 occurs at 20 = 34.6'.

-I lcsjlIlitng t o thle (0002) reflect ion. This conifirmns t hat hhiiii were, grotwn withI theiir

- plane parallel to thle Sustlttrate. The main dliffratct ion, peak of the CaN film on the r-
platte of satpphlire occurs at 219 = 57.8' correspondling to the GaN (112-0) reflection, This,
confirmus thle R HEED sItudy~ that the a-plane of thle CaN film is parallel to thle stubst rate-
The tocking curve (If the Ca N filmn oii the c-planec of sapphire has the smnallest widthi
F\I I FW IM 1 ittii. ). inidicat ing that thle crystalline quality ttf t hese films to lie thle best.

TIhte vpit axial rtlat iottslip of thle CoN filmns to thle c-platie of sapphire is tol be ex-
petI-c . However, t he ep itaxial relattioniship tf lie OtiN flInts oIii the a-pIlalil' andI r-plautes
.,f sapt

1 
phile is nttt obhvio us. This e1,it axial relait ionshiip can b~e accoilllt ed for as fI,llt ,w,:

1111i a-plaulle sapph~hire lois a rec-tanigular unlit cell with dimnnisionts 12.97.4 x S.23.4. Iwoolf
whtic-h colt ;Icconitfdalte a nuniher of uniit (-('11 of Ga.N basal plaines as shown in Fig. Gut).
This results in 1.6'/, lot tice miismatlchi along [00011 tf saipphtire mild 0.67c along [11001 axis
of lie sapphltire subth2trate. The t- phanc of saipphtire substrate has a untit cell withI dimnensioni

4. 75.4 - 5.341 - whichl accolitldlate thlree uniit cells oIf thle a-plitie oIf CaN as illost rated
in Fig. 6(1,). Thiis re-sullts iii IG 6% lattice mismnat ch a~long thel [111201 (If sapphire and 1 .37.
:IlIotg thll [11011 (If sapphllire.

CON )C L USIONS

(;tN fIfnts were grownvlion variousi crystallographic faces of sapphllire~ by ECH-MBE.
The gro wth pi;rocess itnvolves thle -onlversionl of thle sapph~lire suirfaces inito A IN' by plasniut
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GaN(1 120)
Sapphire(OOO 1)

12.97A

GaNtj 100)

5.52 3x~8A I475A Sapphire( 120)

l5.34A S3.1 Aphr(O)

------- -- - - - -- - - - S appphire120

Fiy 6ii iilEnit thati 7claznqi eweaN andi (a)i th ai. -plane sf~appluri' h(ve theletertajiiquli.

Hoi wever, the fihuns on the a-plane appear to have tin' smioothiest surface umorphology.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF GaN EPITAXY
ON Si(001) AND SI(111) SUBSTRATES
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ABSTRACT

Epitaxial GaN films were grown on Si(001) and (111) substrates. using a two-step
process. The films on Si(001) are single crystalline having the zincblende stnicutrue,
while those on Si(111) have the wurtzite structure. The crystalline qualities of the
films were studied by X-ray diffraction. While the zincblende GaN has a perfect cubic
structure, the wurtzitic GaN on Si(111) has a considerable amount of stacking faults
along (0002) direction, which gives rise to significant zinchlende component with (111)
orientation. Room temperature resistivity for both type of GaN films was fontld to
be larger than 100 Q • cr. Tile temperature dependence of th resistivity gives a defect

level at 11OitcV for wurtzitic GaN and 80meV for cubic GaN. Optical studies show
that GaN on Si(001) has a gap 3.2eV, and GaN on Si(111) has a gap of 3.4eV at room
temperat tire.

INTRODUCTION

III-V nitrides and in particular GaN have been the subject ofjt itnsive studies due
to their potential for short wavelength light emit ting devices]1,2]. GaN filis have bett'
grown by a variety of deposition techniques]1.2], such as Chemical Vapor Deposition.
.Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition. Molecular Betnu Epitaxy and a tinnuer
oi plasma-assisted processes. A variety of sutstrates such as silicon. spinel, silicon
carbide and various crystallographic orientations of saplhiri have eenet used in these *

sttdies. Most of the films grown have the wurtzite structutre (• -GaN). with n-type
co'nductivity and high carrier concentration, which is believed to result from nitrogen

vacancies. Growth of GaN on foreign substrates is typically three dimensional. whicl

leads to rough surface morphology.
Zincblende GaN(,)-GaN), which is the therit,.,lynamically metastable phase of

CaN, is hoped to be more amenable to doping thtn the vturtzitic GaN. since all of
the II- V comptotdts that can he efficientl dolled n-ty-pe or p--typed are ciibic]1.. -
GaN has been eluitaxially stabilized oit .1-SiC tnimd \lgO(100) stibstrates[3,4], which are
closely lattice-miatched to 3-GaN, and oin GaAs[5.Gu] and Si[7.S] subsstrates. which have
significanit itisitatch to i-GaN.

The growth of GaN on silicon sutbstrates is hoth a scientifically challenging and a

technologically important problem, since it offers the potential to integrate GaN anti
Si devices. The diffictilties are due to the large difference in lattice constant. crystal
structire and thernmal expaansitin coefficient. The majority of the work on the growth
of GaN on Si(t001) or Si(111) reports the growth of polycrystal'line or amorphous

tmaterials]9-11]. Recently, we demonstrated the growth of single crystalline GaN on
Si(001). having the zincblende strutcture[7,8J. It was reported that single crystalline

GaN in the wirtzite stricttire was grown otn Si(ll) substrates[9]. However. ,his
conclusion was hased ota a 0 - 20 scan of X-ray diffraction studies which only probe
the stnrctural ordering normal to the substrate, and thus can not distinguish single
crystalline from well-orienteed polycrystalline material.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. '1992 Materials Research Society
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In this paper, we report a comparative study of CaN films grown on Si(001) and

Si(11) substrates by ECR assisted MBE. Particular emphasis is placed on studies of
the in-plane and out-of-plane crystalline quality of the CaN films.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

CaN films were grown using the Electron-Cyclotron-Resonance microwave plasma
assisted Molecular Beam Epitaxy (ECR-MBE) method[7,S]. CaN films were studied by
Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED), Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). X-ray diffraction studies were performed using
a diffractometer with four-circle geometry[12]. This allows us to perform 0-scans at a
reflection peak (hkl), corresponding to planes not parallel to the substrate, to probc
the in-plane ordering. Additionally, standard 6 - 20 scans were performed to probe
the ordering normal to the substrate.

CaN films were grown by the one-step or two-step processes as described previ-
ously[7,8]. In the one-step process, GaN films were grown onto the substrate held at
a fixed temperature, while in the two-step process, a CaN buffer layer of a few hun-
dred angstroms thick is grown first at a low temperature, and the rest of the film is
epitaxially grown on this GaN-buffer at higher temperatures.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Iic-s Cs -%

30 a '0 45 50 55 W0

20 (degrees)

(a) (b)
Figure 1. (a) XRD of a GaN film grown in one-step on Si(ll); (b) SEM surface
morphorlogy of the same films.

Growth of CaN on Si(001) and Si(111) by th, ECR-MBE method, using the one
step growth process, leads to polycrystlline films. The results on Si(001) have been
discussed previously[7,8]. Here we discuss the results on the growth of GaN on Si( 111).

Fig. 1 (a) and (b) show the 6 - 26 scan of XRD and SEM surface morphology of a
CaN film grown at 600*C on Si(111). The data show that the film is polycrystalline,
with strong (0002) preferred orientation. The SEM studies reveal that the film has
columnar morphology.

In the following we present studies on GaN films grown on Si(001) and Sit1ll)
using the two-step process. The buffer layer, approximately 300A thick. was grown at
400'C. and the rest of the film, approximately 1pm thick, was grown at 600'.
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The RHEED patterns, shown in Fig. 2. indicate that GaN films on Si(001) have
the zincblende structure with their (001) planes parallel to the substrate. and those on
Si(111) have the wurtzite structure, with their (0001) planes parallel to the substrate.
The sharpness of the spots indicates good crystalline quality of the film, and the
streaking feature of the spots suggests a fairly smooth surface morphology.

*i

(a) (b)
Figure 2. RHEED patterns for (a) a CaN film on Si(001) with [100] electro:2
azimuthal incidence; (b) a GaN film on Si(1ll) with [1120] electron azimuthal
incidence.

II

(a) (h)
Figure 3. SEM smiface morphology of the two GaN films discussed in Fig. 2. (a)
zincheile GaN. (b) wurtzite GaN.

Fig. 3 shows the SENh surface morphology of the GaN films discussed in Fig. 2.
The surface of the cubic GaN film consists of many retangular 'tiles'. well oriented
aloni [11t)] direction. The height of these tiles is of the order of 1000A., which is then

'hra,'rist it of the fihii roughness. The front view of the wurzitic GaN film shows
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comparable roughness, however, it does not show any particular geometric pattern.
The cross-sectional SEX! studies did not show any indication of columnar morphology.

Figure 4 shows 6 - 20 scans for CaN films on Si(001) and Si(lll). The GaN
film on Si(001) shows a peak at 20 = 40.0', which corresponds to (002) reflection of
3 - GaN. From these data, the lattice constant was calculated to be 4.50A. The GaN
film on Si(lll) shows a peak at 34.6 degrees, which corresponds to (0002) reflection
of the wurtzite GaN, therefore, the the c-value for the wurtzite GaN was found to be
S5.13,.4.

-2 2v-

(a) (b)
Figlure 4. 0 29 scans for (a) a zincblende GaN film on Si(001). (b) a wvurtzitir
GaN film on Si t 111).

i

- -2 0 5' 50 5

C ('legrees) 4 daessees

(a) (b)
Figure 5. 0-scan for (a) a zincblende CaN film (b) a wurtzite GaN film.

The &-scan for the zincblende GaN was performed at the (ill) reflection, and
is shown in Fig. 5(a). The data clearly show tha the peak repeats itself every 90
,tegrees. consistent with the cubic symmetry of this material. The FWHM (Fuill Width
at Half Maximum) of these peaks, which measures the in-plane orientational spread.
was found to be 2.5 degrees, while the FWHNI of the 0-rocking curve at the (002ý
reflection, which noleasures the orientational spread perpendicular to the substrate.
was found to be l1[SJ.

The $-scan for the wurtziti, GaN wsas performed at the (1102) reflection. Clearly
t tnhe peak repeats every 60 degrees. consistent with the 3mm symmetry of the rotation
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axis. The FWHNI is found to be 1.9 degrees, while FWHM of the 6 - 2H-rocking curve
at the (0002) peak is found to be 0.9'

The data of Fig. 5 (a) and (b) indicate that there are no in-plarie inisoriented
domains in both structures, thus further confirms the good crystallinity of GaN fihns
grown by the two-step process on both Si(001) and Si(111) substrates.

The XRD shown in Fig. 4 indicates that while f-GaN may has a very small
component of (111) or (0002) oriented domains[7.S], the a-GaN appears to be a perfect
single crystal. However, any stacking faults along the growth direction of the GaN film
on Si( 111) can not be easily detected in the normal 0 - 20 scans[13. Such stacking
faults are very common defects in materials with the FCC or HCP struct,tures growiiig
along the Ill) and (0002) directions[14. Such stacking faults, if exist in the wurt zitic
GaN films on Si( 111), should giv, rise to a certain amount of cubic GaN component
with the (111) planes parallel to the substrate. To explore this possibility. we rotated
the saniple in such a way that the X-ray diffraction corresponds to the (002) refiection
of the zi:ncbleiid, structure. ainl iidleed a peak was detected at 26 40 degrees This

is shown in a 6 - 20 scan ar,,uid t his peak Fig. Gi a).

(a) (b)
Fit,"t- G. (a) 0-26 scan at the (002) reflection of cubic GaN grains in a wurtZtic
GaN film: (b) o-scan at Ill) peak of cubic GaN.

a: on C.. .

I- .-- 5-

•:on -•
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q Fiare Tinperatur,'lp,'ndlence off the resistivisty of CaN fihits
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To obtain a stronger reflection, 9-scans on these cubic domains were performed
at (111) peak, which is shown in Fig. 6(b). These data reveal a repetition every 60
degrees. Since the (111) axis in the zincblende structre is only a 3-fold rotational
axis, the 6 - scan should show a repetition every 1920' instead of every 60. Therefore
the o-scan of Fig. 6(b) indicates that the cubic domains have two in-plane orientations
differing by 60 degrees in 0. This can be accounted for if there are two kinds of stacking
sequence, namely. ABC... and CBA... sequence. The fact that the peak at 0 = 600 is
of comparable intensity to the other two peaks suggests that the two types of stacking
sequence occur with an equal probability, as is expected.

The existence of the cubic GaN domains in the wurtzite structurs implies the
existence of high concentration of stacking faults. This could be due to the fact that
the cohesive energies of wurtzite and zincblende GaN are comparable, so that the
formation energy of a stacking fault is neglegible. If this is true. then all of the (0002)
oriented GaN films have a considerable amount of stacking faults. This is currently
b'inig investigated1 bv XRD studies of GaN on (1120) and (0001) saipphire substrate[15].
Howe-ver. one should not rule out that the high concentration of .tacking faults ill Gut N
on Si( 111 ) is related to strain resulting from the large lattice mismatch between GaN

anl Si. which could lead to reduction of the foriiation iinergy of stacking faults due t
to structural deformation.

Optical studies suggests that the zincblende GaN on Si(001) has a direct band gap
3.2f V and wurt zite GaN on Si( 111) has a direct band gap 3.4cV'. GaN films oin Si( 001)
and Sif 111) have comparable room temnperature resistivity. of the order of 100Qcm.
The activation eniergy from tile temperature dependence of the resistivity (Figure 7)

iu aI•proximnately Mint Vi for wurtzitic GaN. and 80mSlt for zinctlende GaN.

CONCLUSIONS

III coiucltsion. GaN filns were a•icessftilly grown (tn Si( 001) andI 111) substrttes.

t hsiig lie two-step process. The filmns oti Si(001) are single crystalline having tile
i iblidi -atr, ititrile, while thoue oni Si()ll) ha- the wurtzite structure. Although
R HEED saigge,st that the wurtzitic GaN on Si()ll) is single crystalliie. considerable

itilount (if cubic phase was detected by XRD studies, and was attributed to larger
conctntration of stacking faults along the growth direction. Both type of GaN films
showed couparable electrical properties. The temperature dependence tif th rsistivity
gives a tiefict levi'l at 10e1ti"V for wurtzitic GaN and S0meV for cubic GaN. Optical
"attdii's show that they have slight different bandgap.
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GROWTH DEPENDENCE OF THICKNESS, MORPHOLOGY AND ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORT OF InN OVERLAYERS ON AIN-NUCLEATED (00.1) SAPPHIRE

T. J. KISTENMACHER, S. A. ECELBERGER AND W. A. BRYDEN
Applied Physics Laboratory

The Johns Hopkins University, Laurel, MD 20723-6099

ABSTRACT

The seeded-heteroepitaxial growth, morphology and electrical transport
properties of InN overlayers deposited by reactive magnetron sputtering on AIN-
nucleated (00.1) sapphire have been investigated. For comparison, InN films were
grown directly onto (00.1) sapphire under identical experimental conditions. These
unseeded films showed a unimodal growth and were a mixture of textured and broadly
heteroepitaxial grains. Low Hall mobility and carrier concentration and high resistivity

£ were typical. In contrast, the AJN-nucleated InN overlayers exhibited a bimodal growth,
strongly heteroepitaxial grains, and high Hall mobility. A particularly interesting aspect
of the films grown on seeded (00.1) sapphire is the preservation of electrical continuity
and high Hall mobility even in the limit of InN overlayers with thicknesses only on the
order of 20-40A.4I
INTRODUCTION

It is well known [1-2] that as the lattice mismatch for heteroepitaxial systems
increases, the film nucleation mechanism changes from the Frank-van der Merwe
(layer-by-layer) to either the Stranski-Krastnov or Volmer-Weber (3D island) growth
mode. It is also becoming more widely appreciated that seeded heteroepitaxy can
aiter the choice of growth mechanism and therefore significantly modify dependent
physical properties. Very recent examples of the utility of seeded-heteroepitaxial
growth include: the deposition of smooth, high mobility films of GaN on AIN-nucleated
[3] and self-nucleated (00.1) [4] sapphire; the achievement of heteroepitaxial TiN films
on Si(100) vi self nucleation [5]; the study of the intrinsic magnetic anisotropy in Co/M
(M = Au [6], Pt [7], and Pd [8]) epitaxial superlattices; and, finally, the growth of highly
oriented cubic zirconia on (00.1) sapphire [9].

In this report, aspects of our continuing studies [10] on the growth dependence
of thickness, morphology and electrical transport for InN films deposited on (00.1)
sapphire and AIN-seeded (00.1) sapphire substrates are presented.

EXPERIMENTAL

All films were grown in a magnetron sputter deposition system with a typical
base pressure near 5 x 10-8 Torr. The targets were Al or In disks with purity in excess
of 99.99% and growth was carried out in 99.999% pure N2 gas at a pressure of 5
mTorr. The substrates were chemically polished (00.1) sapphire which were
degreased and subsequently heated to 9000C in vcuo. For the InN films deposited
directly onto (00.1) sapphire, the substrate temperature was then reduced to 4000 C,
and film growth (rf; 50W) initiated. For the InN films deposited onto AIN-nucleated

4 (00.1) sapphire, the temperature was intermediately reduced to 6000C and an AIN

Mal. Ras. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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nucleation layer was dc sputtered (5OOmA, 325V; 15min, -400A), and finally the
temperature of the nucleated substrate was reduced to 4000C and the InN overlayer
grown.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To establish a framework for discussion, a description of the properties of the
InN films deposited directly onto (00.1) sapphire at 4000C is first given. From Figure
1, it can be seen that there is a single, essentially linear dependence of film

5 OT95 -

4

o .

0 ' j 4 5 6 3 4 5

SP1TTE'RING TIME (HR) THICKNIESS (MICPONiS)

Li 75

Figure 1. Dependence of film thickness Figure 2. Variation in percent epitaxial
film on sputtering time for InN films grains with film thickness for InN films
grown on (00.1) sapphire (+) and on grown on (00.1) sapphire (+) and on
AIN-nucleated (00.1) sapphire (o). AIN-nucleated (00.1) sapphire (o).

thickness on deposition time. Moreover, these films are a composite of substantial
fractions of textured [((00. 1)InN//( 00 .1)saohre and broadly heteroepitaxial [additionally,
(10 .0 )inN//( 11 .spphtre] grains (Figure 2) and show a uniformly poor Hall mobility
(Figure 3), low carrier concentration and high resistivity. These results are typical of
thin films of InN on (00.1) sapphire having evolved by a 3D island growth mode and
comprised of a mosaic of weakly interacting columnar grains.

The rather mundane properties of these InN films on (00.1) sapphire are
contrasted by the characteristics of the InN overlayers grown on AIN-seeded (00.1)
sapphire. Firstly, the AIN-nucleated InN overlayers are found to be composed almost
entirely (Figure 2) of heteroepitaxial grains showing the same heteroepitaxial
relationship to the sapphire substrate as for the unnucleated films. Importantly, this
heteroepitaxial relationship prevails even from the very thinnest films investigated (-20-
40A) on up to a film thickness of over 3.5Mm. At the limit of the thickest films
investigated (-4.5;m), the structural and morphological correlations significantly
degenerate, and the films are either largely textured (T) or heavily epitaxial (E) and

4
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exhibit significantly different thicknesses (Figure 1) and transport (Figure 3) properties.
Secondly, two distinctive regimes are readily identified for the dependence of

overlayer thickness on deposition time, &. Figure 1. Consistent with these and other
data [1-2], the morphology of the InN overlayers on AIN-nucleated (00.1) sapphire in
the early time regime likely evolves vda a 2D layer-by-layer growth mechanism. For
longer deposition times, these results are suggestive of a change in growth mechanism
and a likely crossover to a large grain, 3D island mode.

0.T

55 -

45 0 X
(0 0T 0.5 1.

25 oE
6 .-, 35

0 0. 1 0.2

0 1 2 3 4 5 60 1 2 3 4 5 6

THICKNE-SS (M11CRONS1 THICKNESS (MICRONS)

Figure 3. Dependence of Hall mobility Figure'. Variation in resistivity
on film thickness for InN films with film thickness for InN films
grown on (00.1) sapphire (+) and on grown on AIN-nucleated (00.1)
AIN-nucleated (00.1) sapphire (o). sapphire (o).

Thirdly, the electrical characteristics of these InN overlayers are quite interesting.
From an InN film thickness of about 20-40A to over 3.5Mm, Figure 3, Hall mobilities
from 25 to 60 cm2 /V-sec are measured. For the thinnest of the InN overlayers studied,
electrical continuity is maintained in spite of the fact that the AIN nucleation layer is
composed of a high density of small particles (lattice mismatch for AIN and sapphire
of 13.2%) and that the thickness (20-40A) of the InN overlayer is very modest
compared to that (400A) for the insulating AIN-nucleation layer. Finally, the observed
variation in Hall mobility with film thickness shown in Figure 3 arises from competing
trends in carrier concentration and film resistivity. There is a smooth and rapid
reduction in carrier concentration as the importance of misfit dislocations and surface
scattering states decreases with increasing distance from the film/nucleation
layer/substrate interface. As can be seen in Figure 4, however, there is a sharp rise
in film resistivity with increasing InN overlayer thickness, followed by a local maximum
(possibly signalling the transformation from heteroepitaxial to homoepitaxial growth),
and then a slow rise.

In summary, thin films of InN have been deposited onto (00.1) sapphire and AIN-
nucleated (00.1) sapphire by reactive magnetron sputtering. The influence of the AIN

II-
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nucleation layer on film thickness, morphology, and transport properties has been
shown to be dramatic. For example, the unnucleated films show a single 3D island
growth mechanism, while there is a crossover from a 2D layer-by-layer to a 3D island
growth mode at a critical film thickness for the AJN-seeded InN overlayers. Lastly,
while InN films grown directly onto (00.1) sapphire are a mixture of textured and
heteroepitaxial grains and generally exhibit poor transport properties at all film
thicknesses, AIN-nucleated overlayers as thin 20-40A show fully heteroepitaxial growth
and quite high electrical mobility.
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LOW TEMPERATURE PREPARATION OF GALLIUM NITRIDE TIlIN FILMS

ROY G, GORDON,' DAVID M. HOFFMANI AND UMAR RIAZt

tDepartment of Chemistry, Harvard University, 12 Oxford Street, Cambridge, MA 02138
;Department of Chemistry, University of Houston, Houston, TX 77204

ABSTRACT

Gallium nitride thin films were prepared by atmospheric pressure chemical vapor
deposition from hexakis(dimethylamido)digallium. Ga 2(NMe 2)6, and ammonia precursors at
substrate temperatures of 100-400 'C with growth rates up to I(X)0 A/min. The films were
characterized by transmission electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry and forward recoil spectrometry. The N/Ga ratio varied from 1,05 for
films deposited at 400 °C to 1.5 at I(X) 'C. The hydrogen concentration increased from 10 atom 1;
for films deposited at 4(X) IC to 24 atom % at '06 'C. Films deposited at 1(00 'C were amorphous
hut films deposited at higher temperatures were polycrystalline. Bandgaps of the films varied from
3.8 eV tor films deposited at 40( 'C to 4.2 cV at 100 'C.

INTRODUCTIFON

Gallium nitride is a semiconductor with a direct handgap of 3.4 eV that has potential
applications in optoelectronic devies such as light emitting diodes and UV-emitting lasers [I I.
Because of its predicted large saturated electron drift velocity, gallium nitride is also a candidate for
use in high power, high frequenc. devices 121. Alloys of the group IlI nitrides, such as AlGaN
and GiAnN, have also been widely 'tudied because of their potential applications in microelectronic
and optoelectronic devices [31. To date. applications of gallium nitride have been limited because
moost methods of preparation yield conductive n-type GaN. The conductivity is attributed to the
presence of nitrogen vacancies, which are thought to result because of the high temperatures
required in the preparation of GaN films I I.

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) routes to GaN include the use of gallium metal.
hbdrogen chloride and ammonia at X00-120!0 'C 141, gallium halides and ammonia at 6(X) 'C I5.
01. and gallium alkyl complexes and ammonia at 5IX)-7(X) 0

C 171. Recently. there has been a
considerable effotn to develop lower temperature physical and chemical vapor deposition routes to
GaN. For example, electron cyclotron resonance plasma excited organometallic vapor phase
epitaxy has been used to deposit GaN films at 300-400 'C 181. Lower CVD temperatures have
heen achieved by use of trimethylgallium and hydrazine (425-960 'C) 191 and the thermal
decomposition of diethylgalliurn azide, IEt2Ga(u-N.)I 3 (350-450 'C) 110, 1 I.

We recently demonstrated that polycrystalline gallium nitride thin films deposited from
hlexkis(diinethylaiirido)digallium, Ga2(NMe2)6 (I), and ammonia precursors at 21)0 'C 1121
according to the idealized chemical reaction shown below (eq 1). Ga 2(NMe 2)6 is a moderately air-
,,tnsitive solid which ntelts at 92 "(' and sublimes readily Linder vacuum in the temperature range
70 80, 'C" II 3,141.

(Ga2(NMC 2 )6 + 6N|13  -- 2GaN + 6HNMe2 (Ii

Herein we report the extension of the gallium nitride synthesis to include temperatures of
depoition in the range I(X1 to 4(1) 'C,

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL

General experimental procedures have been described previously 112,151. Rutherford
backscattering and forward recoil spectrometry were performed on a General lonics Model 4117
spectrometer. A gold-coated piece of Kapton (composition: C 22HION20 5) was used as the
calibration standard in the forward recoil experiments. The transmission electron micrographs and
electron diffraction patterns were obtained on a Philips EM420T scanning transmission electron
microscope. Transmission spectra were recorded with a Varian 2390 spectrophotometer for
samples deposited on quartz. Refractive indexes were measured with a Rudolf Auto-EL
ellipsometer for samples deposited on silicon.

RESULTS

Film depositions from Ga 2 (NMe2) 6 and ammonia were successfully carried out on silicon,
quartz and glass substrates in the temperature range 100-400 °C. At each deposition temperature
the highest growth rates of up to 1000 A/min were obtained when the bubbler assembly containing
the precursor and the reactor feed lines for the gallium complex were maintained at 100 and 130 'C,
respectively. The films showed good adhesion on all substrates by the adhesive tape criterion and
were not visibly affected when placed in concentrated hydrochloric acid for 5 minutes.

The nitrogen to gallium ratio in the films was determined by Rutherford backscattering
spectrometry (RBS) for films deposited on silicon. The results are summarized in Table I. In
general, the films were nitrogen rich but the amount of excess nitrogen decreased as the
temperature of deposition increased. No signals due to carbon or oxygen were observed in the
RBS spectra.

Table I. Composition of Gallium Nitride Films

Temperature of Deposition N/Ga ratioa H contentb
(IC) (atom %)
100 1.50 24
2(X) 1.20 19
300 1.05 14
4(XW 1.05 10

The error in these values is estimated to be ±4) 0.
T The error in these values is estimated to he _E1%.

Forward recoil spectrometry (FRS) was used to determine the hydrogen content of the
films (Figure 1). The content decreased by =5 atom % for each 100 WC increase in deposition
temperature. The smallest amount of hydrogen (-l(0 atom %) was found in the films deposited at
49)0 'C.

X-ray photoelectron spectra were used to estimate the amount of carbon and oxygen in the
films. Alter sputtering (3-keV Ar+ sputter gun) into the bulk of the films, no carbon signals were
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observed which indicated that the concentration of the carbon was less than 1-2 atom %. None of
the films examined had more than 5 atom % oxygen present in the bulk. The binding energy of the
Ga 3d peak was 19.4 eV, which is consistent with tne value reported previously for GaN 116).

650'

a

S3250
0 C

d
0

50 100 150 200 250 300

Channels

Figure I FRS spectra for GaN films deposited on silicon at 100 (a), 200 (b), 300 (c) and 400
(d) 'C.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to examine the morphology of the
films. The films deposited at 100 'C were smooth and featureless and showed a diffuse electron
diffraction pattern consistent with an amorphous material. Films deposited at 200, 300 and
4M0 'C, on the other hand, gave well-defined electron diffraction patterns indicative of a

I

-0

Figure 2: Transmission electron micrograph of Figure 3: Electron diffraction pattern for a
a GaN thin film deposited at 400 'C on GaN film deposited at 400 

0
C on carbon-

carbon-coated mica coated mica.
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polycrystalline material. The diffraction patterns were consistent with the hexagonal phase of

gallium nitride [ 171. Micrographs indicated that the films were dense with a crystallite size in the
2-10 nm range. The TEM micrograph and electron diffraction pattern for a film deposited at 400 'C
are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Transmission spectra recorded for films deposited at 100, 200 and 400 'C are shown in
Figure 4. The films showed a high transmittance in the visible region. The optical band-gaps of
the films were estimated by plotting hv vs (ah v) 1I 2 where hv is the photon energy and a is the
absorption coefficient. This procedure revealed that the bandgap decreased as the deposition
temperature was increased (Table II) from a value of 4.2 eV for films deposited at 100 'C to 3.8 eV
for films deposited at 400 'C. The bandgaps were higher than the value of 3.4 eV reported for
single crystal gallium nitride [I].

1.0-

') 0.8"

. 0.6
E 1" 0.4// .......... 20°
C 0.4 2 C

0.0

200 300 4*00 50'0 600 700 80'0

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4. Transmission spectra for gallium nitride films deposited on quartz at 100, 200 and
400 1C.

Table II. Optical Properties for Gallium Nitride Films Deposited on Quartz.

Temperature of Deposition Band apa Refractive index
(ec)

100 4.20 1.86
200 4.10 2.08
300 4.10 2.10
400 3.80 2.17

a The error in these values is estimated to be ±-0.05.

Refractive indexes of the films were found to increase with deposition temperature. For
example, the values were 1.86 at 100 °C and 2.17 at 400 *C. Refractive indexes in the range 2.03-
2.5 have been reported for gallium nitride [181. For all deposition temperatures the films had
resistivities greater than 108 il cm as determined by the four point probe method.

Hexakis(dimethylamido)digallium was also examined as a possible single source precursor
to GaN films. In the substrate temperature range 100-300 °C no film deposition was observed
from the single-source precursor system on silicon or glass. However, at 400 'C under deposition
conditions that were similar to those described above for the dual precursor system, films were
obtained on silicon. Analysis of the films by XPS revealed that after sputtering into the bulk of the
sample, only strong gallium and weak oxygen signals were observed. No signals attributable to
carbon or nitrogen were detected.

a . .
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DISCUSSION

Hexakis(dimethylamido)digallium and ammonia is a promising precursor system for the
low temperature chemical vapor deposition of gallium nitride thin films. Films deposited by this
method showed good adhesion, good chemical resistance and had high growth rates.

Films deposited at 100 'C were amorphous with hydrogen concentrations greater than 20
atom % and contained a large excess of nitrogen over the expected GaN stoichiometry. Films
deposited at 200-400 TC were polycrystalline (hexagonal). At the higher temperatures, the N:Ga
ratio was close to I and the hydrogen content was low. Hence, films deposited at 200 'C and
higher temperatures can be formulated as GaN containing residual hydrogen.

The refractive index of films deposited at 100 *C was 1.86, which is lower than the value
reported for gallium nitride [18]. This is probably due to a lower density of the films, which is
perhaps a consequence of the large amount of hydrogen in the films. Films deposited at 200 *C
and higher temperatures display refractive indexes close to the reported value. The hydrogen in
the films may also account for the discrepancy between the measured bandgaps (3.8-4.0 eV) and
the bandgap reported for crystalline gallium nitride (3.4 eV), since the amount of hydrogen and the
bandgap both decrease with increasing temperature of deposition.

The deposition of GaN films from Ga 2(NMe2) 6 and NH 3 probably proceeds via Ga-NH2
and/or Ga=NH containing intermediates. Incomplete decomposition of these putative intermediates
may account for the large amount of hydrogen in the films at low temperatures.

CONCLUSIONS

Hexakis(dimethylamido)digallium and ammonia precursors deposited amorphous and
polycrystalline gallium nitride films at 100 'C and 200-400 'C, respectively. Because the
precursor mixture gave polycrystalline films with low carbon and oxygen contamination, the
system warrants further examination. In particular, single crystal films may be accessible if the
depositions were carried out over suitable substrates such as sapphire. Also, it may be possible to
use the Ga 2 (NMC2) 6/NI1 3 precursor system in combination with the A12(NMe2)6[NH3 system.
which produced AIN films of similar quality in the same temperature range 1191, for the deposition
of AIGaN films.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF LIGHT INDUCED DEFECTS IN ALUMINUM NITRIDE CERAMICS

J.H. HARRIS and R.A. YOUNGMAN
BP Research, Warrensville Research Center, 4440 Warrensville Center Road, Cleveland, OH 44128

ABSTRACT
ft has been observed that aluminum nitride (AIN) ceramics exhibit a significant photo-darkening when
exposed to UV or X-ray radiation, though the origin of this effect has never been understood. In this
study, the optical character of these defects is investigated utilizing a UV-pump, visible-probe
arrangement, where very large changes AT in the probe transmission T (induced absorption) are
observed after excitation (AT/T-0.60). These experiments reveal that the photo-darkening is due to the
creation of light induced defects, with an energy level deep in the AIN bandgap. Utilizing these results,
a light induced defect formation model is proposed which is consistent with the known detect chemistry
of this material.

INTRODUCTION. OXYGEN DEFECTS IN ALUMINUM NITRIDE
Oxygen related defects in aluminum nitride (AIN) ceramics have been the subject of numerous studies
over the past two decades. This defect, which has been investigated utilizing photoluminescence (1-41,
X-ray diffraction [1,5,6], NMR [7], thermal conductivity measurements [1,5,8,9] and electron
microscopy [10-13], has been shown to influence phase and polytype formation [13-15], optical
properties [1-4,16-18] and thermal conduction [1,5,8,9,19,20] in MN ceramics and single crystals [1,5].

The earliest comprehensive modelling of the oxygen defect in AIN ceramics, with particular emphasis
on its effect on thermal conduction, is the work of Slack [5]. In these studies, Slack proposed that
oxygen substitutes for nitrogen in the wurtzite AMN lattice (tetrahedralty coordinated At and N sites) with
the subsequent formation of an aluminum vacancy (VAI) as a charge balancing mechanism. Slack
supported this model with the results of X-ray diffraction lattice parameter measurements and thermal
conductivity measurements performed on single crystal samales.

Recently, Harris et al. have elaborated on, and extended, the Slack model by illustrating that a
transition in the nature of the oxygen related defect occurs for oxygen concentrations above a critical
value [1,211. These workers studied the manifestations of this transition utilizing photoluminescence
spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction derived lattice parameter measurements and thermal resistance
measurements. In the luminescence experiments, AIN ceramic and single crystal samples with varying
oxygen concentrations were excited at 267nm. The results of this experiment, shown in Figure 1 for
273K, indicated a significant shift in the luminescence peak as oxygen concentrations were increased
up to 0.75 at.%, whereas above this value the peak became stationary. At this same transition point a
significant increase in the luminescence intensity was observed. The nature of this transition is further
revealed in the AIN unit cell volume as a function of oxygen content as shown in Figure 2. Note from
this figure that the AIN lattice is observed to contract as oxygen is dissolved up to a concentration near
075 at. percent (labelled region I), but further oxygen addition re-expands the AIN lattice (region It).

A schematic of the model proposed by Harris et al. to explain their experimental findings is shown in
Figure 3 This model contends that at oxygen concentrations below 0.75 at.% (region I). the oxygen
defect consists of oxygen substituted on a nitrogen site ON and an aluminum vacancy VAM (with a ratio

ON/VAI=
3

), as first proposed by Slack [5]. This defect is shown schematically in Figure 3(a). As
analyzed by Harris 0t al., the presence of vacancies on the Al sub-lattice produces the lattice
contraction shown in Figure 2 [1]. The thermal conduction modeling performed by these workers also
indicates that both ON and VAI must be charged defects (correlated to each other via a coulomb
interaction) [1]. As oxygen concentrations exceed 0.75%, a transition in the oxygen accomodating
defect occurs. The region II defect, which forms at the expense of the defect complex of region I (VN +
ON). consists of Al atoms octahedrally bound to an increasing number of oxygen atoms, as shown
schematically in Figure 3(b). Thus for each octahedral defect formed, two aluminum vacancies are
annihilated. This explains the re-expansion of the AiN lattice, shown in Figure 2, as the oxygen

concentration increases in region II. At still higher oxygen concentrations, Harris et al. propose that this

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 19112 Materials Research Society
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Figure 1. Steady state luminescence peak position and intensity as a function of oxygen concentration
in AIN ceramics at 273K.

Fioure 2: AIN unit cell volume changes as a function of oxygen concentration (positive AV/V indicates
contraction).
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Fiaure 3: Schematic representation of the oxygen-related defect evolution as a function of oxygen
content: (a) Isolated aluminum vacancy with associated oxygen; (b) aluminum ocfahedrally
coordinated to oxygen. and (c) extended defect.
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octahedrally coordinated Al atom unit can be used as a building block for producing the extended
defects frequently observed in AIN ceramics (e.g. stacking faults, inversion domain boundaries) as
pictured in Figure 3(c) [1).

It will be the goal of the remaining portion of this paper to show that the defect complex of region I, a
(negatively charged) aluminum vacancy coupled to a (positively charged) substituted oxygen atom,
may trap photo-excited carriers to populate a meta-stable energy level within the AIN bandgap (Eo-6.2
eV at T=300K). This excited level, which will be investigated via photo-induced absorption
spectroscopy, gives rise to a distinct photo-darkening of the AlN sample, as shown in Figure 4.

RESULTS- PHOTO INDUCED ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS
In order to investigate photo-induced energy levels in AIN ceramics, a photo-induced absorption
experiment was undertaken. In this simple experiment. AIN ceramic samples are excited at 252nm
utilizing the (filtered) radiation from a Hg(Ar) vapor lamp while the transmission of a probe beam at
441nm (HeCd laser) is monitored. A typical induced absorption trace is shown in Figure 5. where the
probe transmission (441nm) is monitored from time t=0 and the UV lamp is activated at t=t 1 . Note the
significant decrease in the probe transmission (photo-induced absorption) observed for t>tI. The
dynamics of this effect will be the subject of a future publication [22]. At time t=t 2 , the UV irradiation is
turned off with the probe beam still activated. Note that the probe transmission increases (with time),
indicating a probe-induced photo-bleaching of the UV induced center. This photo-bleaching is clearly
evident by observing the sample after this experiment, where a light region is observed at the spot
where the probe beam was incident, whereas regions uneffected by the probe remain photo-darkened.

The AIN samples utilized in this study were prepared with either a Y2 0 3 sintering aid, which produces
AIN with Y-AI-O as a second phase [231, or with a CaO sintering aid, which produces AIN containing
no second phase [19). All samples studied had a grain size a2pm and were polished on both sides to
a 0.3mr finish.

In Figure 6 is shown the change in the probe transmission due to UV irradiation (AT) normalized by the
probe transmission before irradiation (AT/T), as a function of AIN oxygen content. Also shown in this
figure is the change in the AIN unit cell volume as a function of oxygen concentration. Note that as the
AIN unit cell volume contracts (indicating formation of aluminum vacancies) the magnitude of the
induced absorption effect increases; and as the unit cell re-expands (indicating annihilation of
aluminum vacancies), AT/T decreases. In Figure 7 is shown AT/T versus specimen thickness for
samples with two different oxygen contents. Note that in both cases there is a significant decrease in
ATIT as the samples are thinned. Also notice from this figure that to obtain a fixed value of AT/T,
thicker samples are required as the oxygen content is decreased.

DISCUSSION- A MODEL FOR PHOTO-EXCITATION OF ALN CERAMICS
The specific experimental findings briefly outlined in Section II may be generalized into a few key
observations conceming photo-induced absorption in AIN ceramics. First, and most important, as is
evident from Figure 6. the size of the photo-induced absorption effect scales with the concentration of
the region I defect (VAI + ON). This result provides direct evidence that this is the defect complex
responsible for the observed photo-induced effects. Also, as is evident from the sample thickness
dependence shown in Figure 7, for a sample with a fixed concentration of this defect, the magnitude of
AT/T depends on the number of VAI+ON centers excited by the pump. Thus as the thickness of the
sample (I) falls below the pump absorption length ,"1(pump) (lcý"1(pump)), the number of excited
centers decreases and a corresponding decrease in AT/T is observed. In addition, the different value
of AT/T for given specimen thicknesses for samples with different oxygen concentration (and thus
different concentrations of Vpt and ON) indicate the pump absorption length &1(pump) is proportional
to the concentration of VAI, ON

Utilizing these results, the following model is constructed for photo-excitation of MN ceramics. In the
unexcited material, the defect, ON, VAI are charged, as has been shown by Harris et al. from
considerations of thermal conductivity (1. Upon UV irradiation, carriers are excited directly from band
states and trapped at these (locallized) charged sites (which are consequently partially or totally
neutralized). This creates a (metastable) energy level within the AIN bandgap, as shown schematically
in Figure 8. The direct population of this level by the pump beam explains the dependence of the
pump absorption on the concentration of ON- VAI in a given sample. Photons from the probe beam
then de-trap these carriers, elevating them to extended states where radiative recombination

¶ processes may occur. Thus after exposure to the probe, the ON and VAI centers are returned to their
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Fiffre 4: Photograph of AIN ceramic substrate selectively exposed to UV radiation (dark regions).

Figure 5: Typical probe transmission trace showing U.V induced absorption (11<t<12) andi recovery
after UV pump is turned off (t>t2).
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original charged state and the metastable energy level created by the pump is annihilated. This

explains the observed photo-bleaching effect induced by the probe beam.

Utilizing the thickness dependence of AT/T shown in Figure 7, an approximate value for ."l(pump)

can be estimated (for a sample with an oxygen concentration of 0.51 at.% ). Using this value, an
absorption cross-section for a probe photon with a wavelength of 441 nm is estimated to be
approximately 2.5 x 10-19 cm

2
. The large magnitude of this cross-section indicates a very strong

coupling between the incident probe radiation and photo-excited carriers trapped at the (ON + VAI)
complex.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the results of photo-induced absorption measurements pertormed on AIN ceramic
samples. The results of these experiments indicate that the defect responsible for the pronounced UV-
induced absorption (and hence photo-darkening) of this material is a substitutional impurity,
specifically oxygen residing on the nitrogen sub-lattice, in combination with an aluminum vacancy. In
the model presented here, absorbed UV radiation causes a transition directly from the ground state to
a trapped state at the (charged) defect, producing a meta-stable energy level in the AIN bandgap.
Upon absorption of the probe beam, this career is de-trapped and elevated to extended states where
radiative recombination occurs. Thus the probe beam annihilates the meta-stable energy level created
by the pump. This model explains a number of diverse experimental findings, including: the
dependence of AT/T on AIN oxygen content, the dependence of AT/T on sample thickness and the
observed photo-bleaching effect of the probe beam.
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CRYSTALLINE GROWTH OF WURTZITE GaN ON (111) GaAs

J. ROSS*. M. RUBIN** AND T.K. GUSTAFSON*
*University of California. Department of Electrical Engineering, Berkeley, CA 94720
"**Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720

ABSTRACT

Gallium Nitride films were grown on (11) Gallium Arsenide substrates using reactive

rf magnetron sputtering. Despite a 20% lattice mismatch and different crystal structure, wurtzite

GaN films grew epitaxially in basal orientation on (Il l) GaAs substrates. Heteroepitaxy was

observed for growth temperatures between 550-600'C. X-ray diffraction patterns revealed

(0002) GaN peak with a full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) as narrow as 0.17'. Possible

surface reconstructions to explain the epitaxial growth are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Gallium Nitride is a direct wide bandgap semiconductor (3.4 eV) having potential

applications for stimulated emission in the blue, volet, and ultra-violet spectral range.

Development of GaN devices have been limited by problems in obtaining p-type conduction and
! ~convenient substrates for epitaxial growth. Recent reports of p-type conduction 11,21 in Mg:

doped samples show promise in this area. As seen in Table 1. there are no readily available

substrates that are lattice matched to GaN in both lattice parameter and thermal expansion

coefficient. Sapphire has been frequently used despite a 16% lattice mismatch. Attempts on

other substrates include: silicon 13.41. gallium arsenide [3,5,6.71. gallium phosphide [31, and

silicon carbide [81. Aluminum nitride has been used effectively as a thin-film buffer layer on

sapphire for improved GaN growth [91. Table I summarizes the material data for GaN and

various substrates. The lattice parameters for the cubic crystals are given as the effective

spacing in the (I ll) plane corresponding to "a" in the wurtzite system for easier comparison.

Table I. Lattice parameters and thermal expansion coefficients of various substrates.

Material Lattice constant AaGaN/Aasub Thermal exp.
(A) (%) coef. (x10 -jK)

GaN a=3.189 ---- 5.6
c= 5.182 ---- 7.7

AIN a= 3.111 +2.5 5.3
c= 4.980 ---- 4.2

(x-SiC (611) a= 3.08 +3.4 4.2
c= 15.11 ---- 4.8

A1203 a= 2.74 +16.1 7.5
1 c= 12.991 .... 8.5

GaAs (I 11) a= 3.997 -20.2 4.8

M

i Mat. Re,. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. * 1992 Materials Research Society
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Despite the large mismatch. GaAs is desirable due to its wide acceptance in the
electrooptic industry. Few researchers have used GaAs as a substrate for GaN growth possibly

because early comparisons showed sapphire to produce smoother and more oriented GaN films
[5]. Recently. the electrical properties of cubic GaN in a S-I-S structure on (100) GaAs grown
by modified molecular beam epitaxy has been reported [101. Concurrent work in Japan,
involving the growth of GaN on (I 11) GaAs by MBE has also shown wurtzite GaN o,. (I 1)
GaAs 16). however, our material appears to have narrower (0002) GaN x-ray diffraction peaks.

GaN is typically grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or modified molecular beam
epitaxy (MMBE). Sputter deposition has produced highly resistive GaN films in the past [I 11,
and although it is perhaps not suitable for the growth of minority carrier electronic devices.
sputter deposition can be a viable method for the study of GaN growth kinetics and rudimentary

GaN devices. In this paper, we report the growth of highly oriented wurtzite GaN filmrs on the
(Il I I ) face of GaAs. Little strain is observed, but crystalline growth is a sensitive function of
temperature. The growth conditions and possible explanations for tne heteroepitaxy are
detailed. This is the first report of crystalline wurtzite GaN on (I 11) GaAs by sputter deposition

techniques.

EXPERIEMNTAL PROCEDURE

The GaN films were deposited using an US Gun-ll 2 inch modular source. The target

was pure gallium 199.999999%). held in a stainless steel cup. The GaAs substrates were
degreasd and etched -fore deposition in a <1Il> directional etch of I H20:5 H 2S0 4 : I

H20 2 at 65'C for 2 nanutes. The substrates were then rinsed with alcohol and dried before

entering the chamber. The chamber was evacuated to less than 10-7 Tort. and then backfilled
with a mixture of N2 and Ar gas to 25 mTorr. The substrates were heated to 500-70)0C as

measured by a thermocouple clamped on the surface of the heating block. As soon as the

discharge was ignited, the Ga target liquified and slowly formed a nitrided crust. ENI sources

were used to deliver 1 I1) watts of rf (13.56 MHz) power to the 2 inch target. The growth rate
was measured by a quartz-crystal oscillator calibrated with a stylus profilometer. Growth rates

ranged from 1-5 A/s. After deposition, the substrates were cooled to 200('C in 100•% nitrogen
atmosphere at 30 mTorr. The choice of deposition parameters for epitaxial growth was partly

determined from our earlier work on sapphire substrates 112.131. Higher partial pressures of
nitrogen (25 mTorr) were needed to crystallize GaN on ( I I)GaAs compared to the sapphire
substrates. However, similar nitrogen flow rates (200 secm) and N2:Ar ratios (7:3) were used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The GaN film's crystal orientation was analyzed using a Siemens x-ray diffractometer
1CuKrt. ?L=O. 154 nm). For temperatures below 550 "C only mixed phases of GaN were

obtained (Figure Ia). In this temperature range, the films were characterized by rough surfaces
with numerous defects as seen in Figure lb. For growth temperatures between 550-6(X) C

I,

.-t. -.
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(a) (Ill) GaAs 525 'C
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Figure I(a) X-ray diffraction pattern of GaN film grown at 525T': and (b) the surface ot the
film characterized with many defects.

highly oriented basal plane (GaN was achieved with much smoother surface morphology.

Figures 2a and 2b show the x-ray pattern and the surface morphology of a 200 nm film grown

at 580) "C. The FWHM of the (((X)2) peak is 0. 17". The peak is located at 20=34.607" which

corresponds to a d-spacing of 2.589 A. The measured ((XX)2) plane spacing is therefore 5.178

A, which agrees well with the theoretical value of 5.182A. Despite the large lattice mismatch.

the ((XX)2) planes do not appear appreciably strained. We did not observe any critical thickness

phenomen. For films grown under similar conditions, no variation in peak location or width

was measured for film thicknesses ranging from 0.05 - 2 pm.

For substrate temperatures greater than 620"C the x-ray diffraction peaks vanished and

many films delaminated from the GaAs substrates. We found the delamination could be
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(a)
GaAs (111) 580 °C

25 mTorr

"GaN (0002)a)

)0

- FWHM = 0.170
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10 Am

Figure 2(a) X-ray diffracttion pattern of GaN film grown at 580C; and (b) the smoother
surface morphology of this film.

minimized and in some cases eliminated if the films were cooled down slowly from the growth

temperature (-100"/hr). Also. no appreciable GaN x-ray peaks were observed at pressures

below 20 mTorr, To ensure the x-ray diffraction peak at 20=34.607' is indeed the (0002)

wurtzite phase of GaN and not strained cubic GaN growing in the (11) direction, reflection

electron diffraction (RED) was employed. With the beam incident on the (1120) plane, only

spots in vertical rows were visible as predicted by theory. Carrier concentrations for these GaN

films were all n-type and greater than 2 x 10t8 cm-
3

.

We believe the reason highly oriented wurtzite GaN was obtained on (I 1) GaAs can be

explained by examining the 2-D interface. Figure 3a shows the wurtzite and zinc-blende crystal

structures with the <0002> and <1 I I> directions aligned. The only difference between the

wurtzite and zinc-blende structures in these directions is the stacking order of the layers. The

(Il ) GaAs face has the identical bond termination as the GaN basal plane substrate would.



The atomic spacing is the only difference between the (0002) GaN and (11) GaAs planes.
These similarities were the reason the (11) face of GaAs was chosen over other orientations.
Heteroepitaxy on large mismatch systems has been achieved on other material systems when the
number of broken bonds is minimized and the 2-D interface lattices have a common superlattice

114.15.161. The likelihood of epitaxy increases with the number of coincident sites. As seen in
Figure 3b, the (0002) GaN and ( 111) GaAs planes are overlapped. The larger unit cell drawn
has a considerably smaller mismatch (4%) between the two materials at room temperature.

(b) A <IoII> GaAs lattice site

(a) a <0002> GaN lattice site

41.1, A.A 4 PA *A*A*" 4 *
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EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF AIN ON 3C-SiC AND A12 0 3 SUBSTRATES

B. S. SYWE, Z. J. YU, AND J. H. EDGAR
Department of Chemical Engineering, Kansas State University, Manhattan,
KS 66506-5102.

ABSTRACT

AIN films were grown on the (100) plane of 3C-SiC/Si and the (0001) plane of
AIO substrates by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) using
trimethylaluminum (TMA) and ammonia (NH 3 ) as the precursors. The deposited films
were characterized hy X-ray diffraction (XRD) and a Read thin film camera. At 1150°C,
preferentially oriented polycrystalline AIN films were obtained on both substrates and the
crystal structure was wurtzite. The epitaxial relations were (I0T0)AIN/I(100)SiC//(100)Si
and (0001)AIN// (0001)A12 03. The attempt to grow cubic AIN on 3C-SiC/Si was not
successful.

1. INTRODUCTION

Aluminum nitride (AIN) is a wide band gap (Eg=6.2 eV), III-V semiconductor
rarely studied in single crystal form. It is a highly refractory ceramic which has potential
applications as a substrate material in high performance (high power, high temperature,
high speed, and high density) devices because of its unique properties. Among these
properties are excellent thermal conductivity, thermal expansion coefficient matching that
of Si, good electrical insulation characteristics and nontoxic nature.' ,2 The difficulties
associated with producing single crystal AIN are responsible for the limited exploration of
its applications in crystalline form. The demonstrated applications include its use as an
electrical insulator and circuit passivation in GaAs-based electronic devices, 3 ' and in
forming alloys with gallium nitride (GaN) to produce blue and ultraviolet light emitting
diodes (LEDs) and lasers.5 I,

AIN films have been grown by various techniques such as MOCVD,' -4

sputtering' and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), I The most successful epitaxy to date
was on sapphire (AI 2 0 3 ) substrates. Because of the large lattice mismatch (13.2%)
between AIN and Al2 03. the deposited films, though single crystal in nature. contain a
large number of crystal defects which degrade their properties.

Recently, two types of silicon carbide (SiC) have become available; the cubic
polytype epitaxially deposited on silicon substrates (3C-SiC/Si) and bulk crystals of the
hexagonal polytype (6H-SiC). The lattice mismatch between AIN (commonly in the
wurtzite structure) and 6H-SiC is less than 1% as would be the mismatch between cubic
AIN (should it exist) and cubic SiC. I Therefore, SiC would be a superior substrate for
AIN epitaxy. MBE of GaN on both SiC substrates (with a lattice mismatch less than 4%)
has shown an improvement in crystal quality over that of GaN grown on Al.03 substrate
(with a lattice mismatch of 16.1%).' 8 Furthermore, GaN grown on cubic SiC also exhibits
the cubic structure.' I ,1 9 Based on this information, this work was dedicated to depositing
AIN on 3C-SiC/Si. as well as on Al2 03 substrates, with the goal of producing cubic AIN
on 3C-SiC/Si substrates. Potential applications of epitaxial AIN on SiC include its use as a
substrate for GaN epitaxy, or as an alternative insulator (to SiOd) for SiC based devices.

Mal, Rea. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1912 Mattaeis Re.earch Society
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11. EXPERIMENTAL

AIN was deposited in a standard atmospheric MOCVD system using
trimethylaluminum (TMA) and ammonia (NH 3 ) as the source precursors. The
water-cooled quartz reactor was 50 mm in diameter, and in a horizontal configuration.
TMA and NH., carried by Pd-cell purified hydrogen (H2 ), were separately introduced
into the reactor to avoid the room-temperature predeposition reaction. 7 The distance
between the TMA delivering tube and the susceptor was 10 cm. The susceptor was a
graphite electric heater, 60 mm long x 40 mm wide x 1 mm thick, coated with boron
nitride. The temperature of substrate was monitored by a type S thermocouple attached
underneath the susceptor, and further calibrated by an optical pyrometer to account for
the temperature gradient in the thickness of the susceptor.

The 3C-SiC/Si substrates were provided by NASA Lewis Research Center in
Cleveland, Ohio. The epitaxial SiC layers were deposited on Si(100) with a two-step CVD
process at 1350'C for two minutes, and the resulting thickness was about 1500 A.20 The
orientation relationship is (100)3C-SiC//(100)Si. The A1 2 0,(0001) substrate was a bulk
crystal wafer 20 mm in diameter. In the present work, both 3C-SiC/Si and AI 2 03
substrates were cleaned by a sequence of trichloroethylene, acetone, methanol, and
deionized water, followed by a 49% HF etching. An additional pregrowth etching was
applied in a H 2 carrier gas at I 100°C for 15 min to remove any trace of contaminants and
produce a surface suitable for epitaxy. AIN was grown at 1150'C with a high flow rate
(1500 sccm NH., 15 seem H2 through TMA bubbler, and 4000 seem back-up H2). The
resulting growth rate of AIN was 0.4 pm/hr for 3C-SiC/Si and 0.8 pm/hr for A12 0 3 , as
determined by examining the mass changes of each sample after deposition. The
crystallinity of the grown films were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) with Cu-Kcs
radiation, and a Read thin film camera.

Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The X-ray diffraction patterns of both AIN/3C-SiC/Si and AIN/AI.O 3 samples are
shown in Figure 1. The thickness of the AIN layer in these samples were about 0.3 pm and
0.6 Am, respectively. As shown in Figure 1, only a single Bragg peak from AIN was
detected in both cases, indicating that the AIN films were well oriented. The peak
(20=33.0°) appearing in the AIN/3C-SiC/Si sample corresponds to (10T0) diffraction

(a) (b)

"-AI20 3
42 (0006

AIN
SiC(200) AIN(IOTO) (0002)

40 35 30 40 35 30
-20 -,-20

Figure I. X-ray diffraction patterns for (a) AIN/3C-SiC/Si and (b) AIN/AI 2 0 3
samples deposited at 1150'C. The thickness of AIN layers were about 0.3 Am and
0.6 Am, respectively. The Si diffraction peak at 20=69.2' is not shown in (a).
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from AIN, while the peak (20=36.1*) appearing in the AIN/AI 2 03 sample is due to
(0002) diffraction from AIN.21 These results indicate that wurtzite AIN was grown on
3C-SiC/Si with the c-axis perpendicular to the growth direction. An identical orientation
relation was also reported previously in AIN on Si(100).22 In contrast, AIN grown on
A 203 was oriented with the c-axis parallel to the growth direction, a common
observation in literature. 7 

, ,1 2
The crystallinity of the grown AIN films on both substrates was further investigated

by a Read thin film camera, which is basically a modified Debye-Scherrer camera with the
substrate tilting at an angle to the incident X-ray beam. With an angle of 17*and an
exposure time of 5 hours, the diffraction patterns shown in Figures 2 and 3 were obtained.
Because the deposited layers were very thin, the intensities from the films were very weak.
Figure 2(a) is the Read pattern for a single crystal Si(100) sample without any epilayer.
Each spot on the photograph is generated by the constructive diffraction of a particular
family of lattice planes. Figure 2(b) reveals some extra spots, generated by the SiC layer

Ii

Figure 2. Read camera patterns for (a) Si, (b) 3C-SiC/Si, (c) AIN/3C-SiC/Si, and (d)
AIN/Si samples. AIN films were deposited at 1150I C for (c) and 450"C for (d). The
tilting angle was 17' and the exposure time was 5 hours for these photographs.
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on Si substrate, in the bottom region of the photograph. Figure 2(c) is the Read pattern
from the same AIN/3C-SiC/Si sample in Figure 1(a). More spots with streak pattern
appear in the bottom region. These segmented spots suggest the AIN layer was
preferentially oriented polycrystalline film. If a randomly oriented polycrystalline film
were obtained, one would expect seeing rings in the Read pattern. Figure 2(d) gives an
example of randomly oriented polycrystalline AIN film, grown at 450"C, on Si(100)
substrates. As shown in this photograph, several concentric rings are visible, which reveals
the randomly oriented polycrystalline nature of this film.

Figure 3(a) and 3(b) reveal the difference of the Read patterns before and after
deposition of AIN on Al 2 ,03 substrate. Again using the same sample in Figure 1(b), some
extra segmented spots can be easily seen in the bottom of Figure 3(b), suggesting the
preferentially oriented nature of the AIN film on the Al2 03 substrate. Comparing the
Read patterns, Figure 2(c) and 3(b), for the AIN films on both substrates, we can roughly
estimate the crystal quality of AIN film on Al 2 03 is superior to that on 3C-SiC/Si
substrate since Figure 2(c) reveals a longer streak pattern for the extra spots from AIN
film. This is not surprising anyway, because as a substrate for wurtzite AIN epitaxy,
3C-SiC does not offer any advantage. The lattice mismatch between wurtzite AIN and
3C-SiC is 28.6%, much bigger than 13.2% for AIN and AI 2 03. At this stage, we are
unable to identify the types and densities of the structure defects in these samples. Also,
more research is needed to characterize the electrical properties of AIN film on 3C-SiC
substrate.

Figure 3. Read camera patterns for (a) Al 2 03 and (b) AIN/A1 2 0 3 samples. The
AIN film was deposited at 1150°C. The tilting angle was 17' and the exposure time

was 5 hours for these photographs.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Epitaxial AIN films were grown on both 3C-SiC/Si and Al 2 0 3 substrates at 1150
0

C
in a horizontal MOCVD reactor using TMA and NH3 as the precursors. AIN grown on

3C-SiC/Si reveals the wurtzite structure, as does the AIN on Al. 03. The epitaxial
relations are (IoTo)AIN//(IO0)SiC//(I00)Si and (0001)AIN//(0001)AI 2 03. The

crystallinity of the AIN films were examined by a Read thin film camera and the result
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showed preferentially oriented ploycrystalline AIN films were obtained on both substrates.
More research is needed to characterize the crystal defects as well as the properties in
these films.
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STRUCTRUAL CHARACTERIZATION AND RAMAN SCATTERING OF

EPITAXIAL ALUMINUM NITRIDE THIN FILMS ON SI(111)

W. J. Meng, T. A. Perry, J. Heremans, Y. T. Cheng
General Motors Research Laboratories, Warren, Michigan 48090

ABSTRACT

Thin films of aluminum nitride were grown epitaxially on Si(111) by ultra-

high-vacuum dc magnetron reactive sputter deposition. Epitaxy was achieved at substrate
temperatures of 600'C or above. We report results of film characterization by x-ray diffrac-

tion, transmission electron microscopy, and Raman scattering.

INTRODUCTION

Heteroepitaxial growth of aluminum nitride (AIN) thin films has potential

applications in diverse areas such as surface acoustic wave devices[Il], electronic device

thermal management[2J, and substrate for growth of other refractory metal nitrides[3i.
Epitaxial growth of AIN on Si(111) substrates was achieved by chemical vapor deposition at
-1200°C14] and by reactive sputter deposition at .1000C[5]. We recently demonstrated

that epitaxial growth of AlN can occur on Si(111) at 600°C or above by reactive sputter
deposition under ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) conditionsa61- Here we report results of film

characterization. Film-substrate orientational relationship and crystalline quality of AIN

films were examined by x-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy, and Raman
scattering.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reactive sputter deposition of AIN was carried out in an UHV chamber with
base pressure - 2 x 10- 10 Torr[7;. Si substrates were chemically cleaned followed by heating
under UHV conditions to -850°C[81. Substrate temperature was measured by an optical
pyrometer. Growth took place in a mixture of Ar and N2 [7]. Growth was monitored in-situ

by an optical interference technique[9]. After growth, films were examined by 0-29 x-ray

diffraction with CuKa radiation, by plan-view and cross-sectional transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), and by Raman scattering. Raman spectra were excited by an argon

ion laser (4880A) with an output of 50 mW (line focus, power density - 35 W/cm
2

) and
collected at room temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results of 0-20 x-ray diffraction on AIN/Si(111) films are summarized in fig.
1. Figs. l(a) and l(b) show the low and high angle diffraction patterns of an AIN film
grown at 800'C. The low angle pattern shows regularly spaced interference peaks. Peak

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrnp. Proc. Vot. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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positions 0- are related to film thickness d by,

Ssin,9,,, - simn'9 = (-X)2 (2m + 1)2, (1)

where 90 is the angle of total reflection, m is the peak order, and , is the x-ray wave-
length[7]. Least squares analysis of data shown in fig. l(a) according to eq. (1) yields an
AIN thickness of 862A. The high angle pattern shows expected Si reflections together with
AIN (0002) and (0004) reflections. The absence of other AIN reflections indicate complete
film texture with AIN[00011//Si[1111.

Resuits of electron diffraction on AIN/Si(11) films are summarized in fig. 2.
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the plan-view and cross-sectional selected area diffraction patterns
(SADP), together with indexing, of two AIN films grown at 700 and 800'C, respectively.
The AIN film thicknesses were -450A. The plan-view SADP was taken from an area with
overlapping AIN and Si, and shows simultaneously the Si[ll] and AIN[0001] zone axis
patterns. Fig. 2(a) shows epitaxy of AMN on Si with AIN[11201//Si[ll0], in agreement
with previous reports[4]. The cross-sectional SADP shows simultaneously the Si[0il] and
AIN(2H01 zone axis patterns. The orientational relationship of AIN[OOO1]//Sijl11) and
AIN[0i101//Si[2111 shown in fig. 2(b) supports the information shown in figs. l(b) and
2(a). Taken together, figs. 1 and 2 dearly demonstrates epitaxy of AIN on Si(111). Similar
diffraction patterns were obtained from AIN films grown at 800 to 600°C.4t

Both the in-plane and c-axis lattice parameters of AIN were measured from
data shown in figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 gives c=4.968A and fig. 2 gives a=3.104A. Both
measured values are close to the tabulated bulk values of c=4.975A and a=3.110A[I0],
indicating that no significant strain is present in the AIN films. Several groups of double

diffraction spots are present in the plan-view SADP shown in fig. 2(n). The strongest group

of double diffraction spots comes from Si{220} and AMN{10} planes (smallest Ag)[6,111.
Plan-view high resolution micrographs, taken with diffraction condition corresponding to
that shown in fig. 2(a), is shown in fig. 3. Fig. 3 shows three sets of parallel Moire fringes
inclined at 600 to one another. Detailed examination shows threading dislocations in the
film, whose presence is revealed by extra half fringes[6]. Dislocation density was estimated
to be - 3 x 101/cm2

. By counting the number of extra half fringes in three directions,
the in-plane component of the Burgers vector can be determined to be ' < 1120 >[6].

3
[OI1] cross-sectional high resolution micrograph of the AIN/Si(111) interface shows parallel
lattice fringes of (111) Si and (0001) AIN extend up to the interface, indicating interface
sharpness and the absence of interfacial reaction[6].

While growth at substrate temperatures of 600*C or above resulted in epi-
taxy, polycrystalline AIN films resulted at lower growth temperatures[61. Fig. 4(a) shows
a plan-view SADP taken from an AlN film grown at 500°C, taken in [0001J orientation. A
ring pattern was observed which, nevertheless, showed clear evidence of a remnant single
crystal pattern. Thus considerable in-plane alignment still exists. Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)
show the dark-field micrograph taken with the remnant (10D0) spot and the bright-field
micrograph, respectively. Fig. 4(b) shows randomly distributed grains, 100 to 200A in
diameter, with similar crystallographic alignment.
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Fig. 1. 0-20 x-ray diffraction patterns of an AIN grown on Si(111) at 800'C: (a) low angle;
(b) high angle. f
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Fig. 2. Plan-view and cross-sectional electron diffraction patterns of AIN films on Si( 11):
(a) plan-view; (b) cross-section.
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Fig. 3 (upper left). Plan-view high resolution micrograph of overlapping AIN and Si, scale
i bar =115A..

Fig. 4 (upper right). Plan-view TEM examination of an AIN film grown on Si(111) at
500°C: (a) SADP; (b) dark-field; (c) bright field micrograph.
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Fig. 5. Room temperature Raman spectra of a 732 nm thick AIN film grown on Si(111) at
800*C: (a) raw spectrum, (b) substrate background subtracted difference spectrum (line
indicates zero).
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Epitaxial AIN films of much larger thicknesses were also grown. Taking
advantage of the optical transparency uf AIN, growth of AIN film was monitored in real
time with optical interference using a laser beam. Post growth examination showed single
crystal AIN film up to thicknesses of 0.7/km[9]. This thick AIN film was further examined
by Raman scattering. The Raman spectrum of a 732 nm AIN film grown on Si(l1l) at
800°C is shown in fig. 5(a). The spectrum shown is dominated by single and multi-phonon
Si features[12]. The broad structures from 200-470 cm-' and about 700 cm-', and also
the small peak at 620 cm-', are due to multiphonon scattering from the Si substrate. The
intense line at 522 cm-' is the zone center Si mode. The peak at 654 cm-' is the only
structure in this spectrum attributed to AIN. This is confirmed by taking the difference
between fig. 5(a) and the spectrum of the bare Si substrate. The difference spectrum,
shown in fig. 5(b), shows the only remaining feature due to scattering of the AIN film.
For the spectra shown in fig. 5, the light was incident and scattered along the c-axis
of the film (the film growth direction), with the polarizations of the the incident and
scattered light parallel {z(x~x)-z}. Rotation of the polarization {z(x,y)-z} yielded a similar
spectrum. AIN is known to have three Raman allowed symmetries, Al, El, and E2113].
In the backscattering geometry, the El modes are silent, and the E2 modes are allowed
for both parallel and perpendicular polarizations, the Al mode. should be allowed for
parallel and forbidden for perpendicular polarizations. The observed mode at 654 cm-' is
close in energy to the E2 mode (655 cm-1) observed by Brafinan et al.[14]. This mode is
quite broad (- 17 cm-' FWHM). The broad width of the phonon, the absence of modes
associated with Al symmetry, and the weak nature of the scattering are all consistent with
the high defect density in these AIN films.

SUMMARY

Characterization of AIN films grown on Si(lll) by UHV reactive sputter-
ing has been accomplished by x-ray diffraction, plan-view and cross-sectional TEM, and
Raman scattering. In addition to demonstrating epitaxy at relatively low substrate tem-
peratures (_> 600°C), the epitaxial AIN films were shown to contain a high density of
threading dislocations. Although clear Raman scattering signature from the AIN film is
obtained, the relatively broad Raman peak is consistent with high defect density in the
AIN film.
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TEM STUDY OF DISLOCATIONS IN PLASTIC ALLY DEFZORMED AIN

V. AUDURIER, J.L. DEMENET AND J. RABIER
Laboratoire de Mdtallurgie Physique, U.R.A. 131 CNRS
Facultd des Sciences
86022 Poitiers Cedex. France

ABSIRAC'I

AIN ceramics were plastically deformed using uniaxial compression under
hydrostatic pressure between room temperature (RT) and 800°C. Deformation
microstructures have been studied by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
using the weak beam technique. The deformation substructure at RT is
characterized by perfect glide loops with 1/3<1120> Burgers vector in (0001)
elongated in the screw direction. When deformation temperature increases, the
screw character is associated to cross slip events and dislocation dipoles are
found. In the investigated temperature range, slip of dislocations with 1/3<1120>
Burgers vector is also evidenced on prismatic planes. Weak beam observations
failed to evidence any dislocation splitting. Some of these dislocation properties.
similar to those of III-V compound semiconductors, suggest that electronic doping
effects could be used to control plastic behaviour of covalent ceramics.

INTROIItiCT"I'IN

AIN is a IlI-V compound semiconductor with a wide band-gap (6eV) which
crystallizes in the (2H) wurtzite structure. AIN is a prime candidate for VLSI
devices substrates since it exhibits excellent thermal conductivity, good electrical
insulation characteristics, and a coefficient of thermal expansion matching closely
that of silicon in the temperature range 293-473K 11,21. This is also a ceramic for
structural applications at high temperature in inert atmosphere, and as hard
coating of aluminum obtained by ion implantation 131. Furthermore, it is a model
material to investigate if the dislocation properties found in III-V compounds are
also relevant to wide band-gap covalent ceramics.

Plastic deformation studies of AIN were previously investigated with the
aim to obtain a better densification of the ceramic material. Tests conducted at
high pressure 141. compaction by explosives (see for example 15,61) have
demonstrated that dislocations are activated. Preliminary results have been
reported also on the tine structure of dislocations after deformation at RT 171.

In this context a study of the plastic deformation of AIN, in a low
temperature range (RT-800'C). has been undertaken. This paper focuses on the
dislocation substructures, studied by TEM. obtained in deformed samples.

I.X1'1,: R I N1.'NTA 1,

Sintereu AIN samples were obtained from Ceramiques Techniques
Desmarquet (Trappes, France). Concentrations of Y2 0 3 used as a sintering
additive, ranged from 1% to 20% of the total starting powders. Results presented
W this p•aper are concerned with two concentrations : NA3-19 (l%Y 2 0 3 ) and

Mal. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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NA 16-1 (20%Y2 0 3 ). Samples were sintered one hour at 1700°C. These samples
have been characterized at the TEM level before deformation : defects found in
sintered AIN grains consist of extended defects and dislocations 18,91.

Plastic deformation of AIN was achieved in a Griggs apparatus 1101 set up
in an Instron frame which allows to deform brittle solids. Deformation tests have
been conducted on AIN from RT up to 8000 C undqr a confining pressure ranging
between 0.7 to I GPa at a strain rate 2 = 2.10-- s-, up to permanent strains of I
to 2%.

Slices were cut from the deformed samples and mechanically polished down
to 80 pjm. Electron beam transparency was obtained by ion thinning. Thin foils
were observed in a JEOL 200 CX electron microscope operating at 200 kVM after
evaporating a carbon coating in order to suppress the build up of charges under
the electron beam.

RESULTS

Dislocation microstructures after RT deformation

Most of the results on the microstructure of the NA3-19 (I %Y2 0 3 ) sample
has been reportd in a previous paper 171. The three possible Burgers vectors
<1 120> of the basal plane were observed, together with a strong screw character
of the glide loops. Additional observations have been conducted in NA 16-1
(20%Y20 3 ) where prismatic glide is also observed. Perfect dislocations of figure
I lie in the (1100) plane. The full glide loop is elongated in the screw direction
(Burgers vector 1/3111201), showing, as well as in the basal plane, a strong
asymetry of dislocation mobility in the prismatic plane. Observations using the
weak beam technique fail to resolve any dissociation of the dislocations in the two
types of sample and the two different glide planes.

Figure 1. RT deformation (NAI6-1).
Glide loops in the prismatic plane
1/3111201(1100). Note the elongation
of the loops along the screw
direction. Weak beam conditions
g = 01]0 (g, 2.8g).

Dislocation microstructures after plastic deformation at 800*C

The deformation was stopped on the sample NA3-19 (0%Y 2 0 3 ) at a stress
level of 1020 MPa. roughly a quarter of the stress level obtained at room
temperature. k~g,!'.. 2 shows the microstructure in the basal plane. Dislocations
appear locally pinned which leads to cusped segments. This pinning seems to
result from cross slip events which can have started at impurities relevant to the
sintering process. Numerous dipoles and small loops resulting likely from dipole
annihilations are also observed. These features are characteristic of a medium
temperature type deformation. However, the screw orientation of dislocations is

4
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the dominant character as shown on figure 3, where two families of dislocations
1/3<1120> type are in contrast. These observations indicate that the low mobility
of screw segments still remains at 8000 C.

Figure 2. Microstructure after deformation at 800'C (NA3-19). 1/3<1120> type
dislocations in the basal plane. Weak beam conditions g = 0110 (g, 5.2g).

I

Figure 3. Microstructure after deformation at 800*C (NA3-19). Basal plane. Two
families of dislocations in contrast. Weak beam conditions g = 1010 (g, 5.2g).

Vl
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In order to check the nature of the cross slip plane, additional observations
have been performed in the prismatic plane (1100) (fig.4). They reveal a high
density of dislocations. These dislocations (Burgers vectors are of 1/3<1120>
type) can belong either to the basal plane or to a prismatic plane of first kind.
This bears witness of a cross slip activity in this plane. Some of the dislocations
are oriented in particular orientation: the straight dislocation line arrowed on
figure 4 is oriented along 100011 and has a pure edge character. This feature could
be explained by a low mobility of the edge segment or by climb of this segment in
the prismatic plane of second kind.

Figure 4. Microstructure after deformation at 80°C (NA3-19). Prismatic plane
(1100). The dislocation arrowed is a pure edge dislocation. Weak beam
conditions : g - 1120 (g, 3.1g).

DISCUSSION

Although plastic deformation of ceramics in the temperature range
investigated could be achieved also by grain boundary sliding (not studied here).
our observations provide evidence that generation and multiplication of
dislocations take a major part in the deformation of AIN between RT and 800°C.
Glide occurs on the basal plane with dislocations having 1/3< 1 120> type Burgers
vector. When temperature increases, the activity of first kind prismatic planes
becomes more and more important. due to an easier activation of cross slip.
However, glide on first kind prismatic planes is also observed at RT (fig. 1).

An important feature of dislocations induced by plastic deformation is the
elongation of dislocations or dislocation loops in the screw direction. This feature
is more pronounced at low temperature but still remains after deformation at
800*C, although most of the dislocations having pinning points bow out between
these pinning points. The low mobility of screw segments has to be compared to
other III-V compounds after deformation at low temperature, similar behaviour

4t
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is observed in GaAs 1II], InP 1121 and GaSb 1131. In those compounds.
deformation is controlled by screw dislocations and when temperature increases
the asymetry between non screw and screw characters is less and less important.
Another agreement with the microstructure of Ill-V compounds is that the
dislocation segments of glide loops observed in AIN lie along the <1 120>
directions of the basal plane at RT, showing that dislocations have to overcome a
high Peierls potential when moving in this glide plane. Nevertheless, the
behaviour of dislocations in AIN differs somehow from other compounds when
temperature increases. In fact, the screw orientation remains the dominant
character but dislocation lines are not rectilinear. They are cusped and possess
numerous pinning points. What is the nature of the pinning points? The stress
field due to a screw dislocation does not interact with a spherical impurity, so it is
reasonable to assess that pinning points could be associated to point defect
clusters.

Another interesting - and more intriguing- point to notice is that no
dislocation splitting can be evidenced using the weak beam technique. In
elemental (Si. Ge) and Ill-V compound (GaAs. lnP,...) semiconductors,
dislocations created by plastic deformation are dissociated at rest and move in this
configuration 1141. Under high stress, deformation occurs by the uncorrelated
movement of partial dislocations, yielding to large stacking fault ribbon. In our
experiments, the engineering applied stress varied from about 1000 MPa (at
800°C) to about 4000 MPa (at RT). The applied stress within the grains is
difficult to know since the exact orientation of the observed grains with respect to
the compression axis is unknown, moreover part of the deformation can be
achieved also by grain boundary sliding. However, it is likely that dislocations,
especially at RT, have been submitted to high stresses. No significant dissociation
being obtained in our observations suggests that AIN has a high stacking fault
energy. Extended nodes, stacking faults and dissociated dislocations have been
previously observed in as-grown material leading to low values for the stacking
fault energy : from 4 mJ.m-2 1151 to 7.5 mJ.m--J81. Such stacking fault energy
values would have led to a large splitting of <1 120> dislocations under the high
stresses applied in our experiments. The different behaviour between dislocations
created during the sintering process and those created by controlled plastic
deformation could be understood by the effect of impurities on stacking fault
energy at high temperature on one hand, and on dislocation dynamics during low
temperature deformation, on the other hand.

(ONC)IUSION

Dislocations are responsible for the plastic deformation of sintered AIN
between RT and 800*C. Screw segments control deformation in this temperature
range. At RT. they are straight and well confined in the Peierls valleys. At 8000C,
screw dislocations are cusped and many cross slip events occur. The first kind
prismatic plane has been found to be the cross slip plane. Impurity clusters
interacting with screw dislocations are suspected to promote the cross slip
nucleation. Although large stresses were applied, no dissociation of dislocations
created by plastic deformation has been resolved. Other experiments with different
impurity concentrations are needed to clarify the cross slip abilities of screw
dislocations as well as the splitting mode of dislocations. Finally. microstructures
and plastic behaviour of sintered AIN are very similar to those of other III-V
compounds. This suggests that mechanical properties of aluminum nitride and
covalent ceramics could be improved by electronic doping.
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ABSTRACT

The dielectric functions E = El+iE2 of AlAs were determined from 1.5 eV to 5.0
eV, by spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE), from room temperature (RT) to -577 'C in
an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber. Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)-grown
AlAs was covered by a thin GaAs layer, which was passivated by arsenic capping to
prevent oxidation. The arsenic cap was desorbed inside the UHV chamber. SE
measurements of the unoxidized sample were made, at various temperatures.
Temperature dependent optical constants of AlAs were obtained by mathematically
removing the effects of the GaAs cap and substrate. Quantitative analyses of the
variations of critical-point energies with temperature, by using the harmonic
oscillator approximation (HOA), indicate that the E1 and E1 +A1 , energies decrease
-350 meV as temperature increases from RT td 500 *C.

INTRODUCTION

AlAs is the binary endpoint of the AlxGa(l-x)As system, which plays an
extremely important role in high-speed electronic and optoelectronic device
technologies. The materials in this alloy system are essentially lattice matched
over the entire composition range. As x value approaches to I (AlAs), sample
surfaces become so reactive that the oxide layer can not be removed by wet-
chemical etching [1]. Therefore, studies of optical constants (dielectric function e =
El +iE2 ) of AlAs, in the entire visible range, were not complete, especially at
elevated temperatures [2,3]. In this paper, we report the results of in situ
spectroscopic ellipsometric (SE) measurements of dielectric functions c of AlAs, at
elevated temperatures, inside a UHV chamber.

THEORY

Spectroscopic ellipsometry accurately determines the complex ratio p = Rp / R,,

where Rp and Rs are the reflection coefficients of light polarized parallel to (p) or
perpendicular to (s) the plane of incidence. The ratio has been traditionally defined
as!

p = tan(W)e'a (1)

where the values of tan(W) and A are the amplitude and phase of the complex ratio.
Results of the SE measurements are expressed as y(hvi, 'b/) and A(hvi, 0j) where

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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hv is the photon energy and D is the external angle of incidence. The ability of

measuring the phase changes A(hvi, (bi) in particular gives the ellipsometer great
sensitivity to the structural and surface changes of the samples [4].

The pseudodielectric function <C> can be obtained from the ellipsometrically
measured values of p, based on a two-phase model (ambient/substrate) [5]:

<E>= <C >+ i< C2 >= £a[ P)sin20tan2 + sin2 (2)

regardless of the possible presence of surface overlayers. The ea in Eq.(2) represents
the ambient dielectric function (i.e., £a=l in vacuum).

If the sample contains multiple layers, the SE data must be numerically fitted.
A model is assumed, and tanWc(hvi, Oj) and cosAC(hvi, cb]) are calculated as in Eq.
(1) for comparison with the measured values. A regression analysis is used to vary
the model parameters (e.g., layer thickness or dielectric function) until the
calculated and measured values match as closely as possible. This is done by
minimizing the mean square error (MSE) function, defined as:

MSE= {[tan h vi, 0,) )-tan wc (h vi, 0, +[cosA(hv,,0 )-cosdc(hvj,,j)]. (3)
NI,

The dielectric response of a solid crystal can be quantum mechanically
expressed as a superposition of a set of harmonic oscillators [6-8]. In this study, we
found that a six-oscillator model could satisfactorily fit our SE data. therefore, the

dielectric function can be written as

E(E) = 1 + A + 1 (4)
\=1 Y ,E+Ek+irk E-Ek+ik k4

A detailed discussion of our SE data analysis using this HOA will be presented in a

later section of this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL

AlAs of -5000 A nominal thickness was grown, by MBE with a Varian Modular
Gen II, on semi-insulating GaAs (100) substrate, and covered by a -20 A GaAs layer.
GaAs substrate temperature was determined as -680 °C, by using an IRCON optical
pyrometer, and the growth rate was one micron per hour. After finishing the MBE

growth, the sample was allowed to cool down to -20 'C, and then exposed to arsenic
pressure at 1.24xI0"5 torr for 94 minutes. Thus the top GaAs thin layer was

passivated by arsenic capping to prevent oxidation.
The sample was installed, after growth, into a UHV chamber, to which a

rotating-polarizer spectroscopic ellipsometer was attached. SE measurements were
performed through a pair of low-strain fused-quartz windows to minimize the
measuring error. This optical system has been described in detail in reference 8.
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The sample was heated on a resistor-heater plate, inside the UHV chamber, to
-350 °C. The arsenic cap was desorbed at this temperature, and the surface of the top
GaAs layer was monitored by an in situ SE measurement near the E2 energy. An
unoxidized, clean top GaAs surface was obtained when the monitored <E2> value
reached its maxium [8-111. Temperatures were cont-olled and measured by a
calibrated k-type thermocouple. The typical base pressure of the UHV was -1-2x10-9
torr and all SE measurements were made without arsenic overpressure.

MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Dielectric functions

SE data, measured at RT, from the unoxidized sample surface, were used to
determine the layer thicknesses of AlAs and GaAs cap. Peak positions of the
dielectric function E of RT AlAs, which was calculated from our model with
different layer thicknesses, were compared with RT dielectric function data from ref.
3. It was found that the actual thicknesses of AlAs and GaAs cap were 5000 A ± 50 A
and 23 A ± 2 A, respectively, by aligning the major peak positions of E, and E2 with
those from ref. 3 data and the known critical-point positions. Those actual
thicknesses are in good agreement with the nominal values. In general, our RT
dielectric function data of AlAs are comparable with the data in ref. 3, except our E2
peak value in the near E2 region is slightly lower (E2 =-28) than that in ref. 3 (F2 =

-30). This is because the peak value of E2 in ref. 3 was an assumed value used to

determine the surface oxide thickness, while ours was the result from direct
measurement of an unoxidized surface.

Dielectric functions of AlAs were obtained by mathematically removing the

effects of the GaAs cap and substrate, assuming a four-phase model (ambient/GaAs #

cap/AlAs/GaAs substrate) with actual thicknesses. Temperature dependent optical
constants of GaAs, obtained from our previous studies [8], were used in the model.
Dielectric functions E of AlAs, measured from 1.5-5.0 eV, at the temperatures
ranging from RT to 577 °C, are shown in Fig.l. Actual SE measurements were
made at increments of -50 'C. Starting at 500 'C, surface quality was checked by
taking RT SE data each time, after measurements were made at the elevated
temperatures. It was found that after heating above 500 °C, the GaAs cap surface
was slightly roughened. This correlated with a blurred Reflection High Energy
Electron Diffraction (RHEED) pattern associated with a dynamic GaAs surface (i.e.,
arsenic was moving around), seen at -500 °C, in a UHV chamber without arsenic
overpressure. AT -577 °C, the GaAs cap became thinnei and the surface was
rougher. This was likely caused by additional congruent evaporation of Ga and As
at high temperatures between 577-657 'C [9-121. Roughening could be
approximately modeled as a nondense GaAs layer (i.e., layer containing voids), by
using the Bruggeman effective-medium approximation (EMA) [8,13]. Corrections
were made mathematically to remove the surface roughening effects at 500 and 577
1C.

I;I
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FIG. I Representative dielectric functions e of AlAs at 23, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500,
and 577 *C. The 500 and 577 curve have been corrected for surface roughening. !

The three critical energy positions are marked for RT.

Temperature Dependence of Critical-Point Energies

As shown in Fig. 1, peaks of the dielectric functions of AlAs shift toward lower
energy, as temperature increases, indicating an overall shift of the critical-point
energies at elevated temperatures. HOA was employed to explore the variations of
critical-point energies with temperature. A six-oscillator model, described in Eq.
(4), was used to fit the SE data of AlAs, in the range of 3.2-5.0 eV. Among the six
oscillators, three represented the major optical transitions E1 , EI+A 1 , and E'0 +A'O.
One oscillator was used to describe optical transitions between E1 +A1 and E'0 +A' 0 ,
and the other two oscillators were employed to include the effects of all transitions
above E'0 +A'0 and outside our spectral range.

Fig. 2 shows the results of our HOA fit for the dielectric functions of AlAs at

RT and 400 OC, respectively. All the parameters Ak, Ek and rk, of each oscillator
were allowed to vary except 1-6 , to minimize the MSE function through a
regression analysis. The six-oscillator HOA fit was applied to E of AlAs at each
elevated temperature.

The center energies of the three oscillators, representing three particular
optical transitions, correspond to critical points (CP) EI, E1 +A1, and E'0 +A' 0 .
Temperature dependent variations of the three critical points are shown in Fig. 3.

I
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We can see that as temperature increases from RT to -500 °C, the E1 and E1 +A1

energies decrease almost -350 meV, while the E'0 +A'0 energy decreases only -140
meV. The deviations of the (CP) energies at 577 *C, we believe, is related with

30 , 1 t l l • , , , 1 1
A 0'-" Exp ft Exp t-

A

l - T-"T Tand40 0C

30

20 -

10-

0

34 I * I * I * I
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FIG. 2 Six-osTllator HOA fit (dot line) for the dielectric functions of AlAs (solid
line) at RT and 400 *C.
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FIG.3 Temperature dependence of CP energies, of AlAs, El (solid triangle), EI+A1
(asterisk), and E'0+A'0 (hollow triangle). The solid lines are cubic polynomial fits

i ~for each CP energy, from RT to 500 TC.
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sample surface degradation at that temperature. The three CP energies at RT in Fig.
3 are in good agreement with values in literature [3]. The error bars for CP energy
values, ranging from RT to -500 °C, were estimated to be -10 meV.

SUMMARY

We have presented dielectric functions E = C1 + iE2 of AlAs, measured by in
situ SE , as functions of temperature. Variations of CP energies with temperature,
analyzed by HOA, indicates that F1 , E1 +A1 , and E'0 +A'0 energies of AlAs decrease as
temperature increases. From RT to 500 °C, E1 and El +A1 energies decrease almost
-350meV.
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ABSTRACT

GaP epilayers grown at temperatures ranging from 420 to 500'C had
smooth surfaces and streaky RHEED patterns. The decomposition of group-rn
sources of TEGa limits the growth rates of GaP at lower substrate
temperatures(<390 *C). The growth rate of Gap epitaxial layers was
efficiently enhanced by N2 -1aser irradiation at lower substrate
temperatures.

INTRODUCTION

Gallium phosphide (Gap) Is widely used for light-emitting diodes
(IEDs). The performance of LEDs. however, Is limited by Its Indirect-gap
structure, though suitable recombination centers for light emission are
utilized. For further Improvement In GaP light-emitting devices,
heterostructures consisting of GaP/AlP or GaP/GaN have received considerable
interest. Metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy (MOMBE) promises to be an
attractive technique for rn-V semiconductors, especially for P-based 111-
Vs, owing to its exrcellent controllability of high vapor-pressure group
V sources.

In MOMBE without cracking group 01 metalorganics, the decomposition of
metalorganics takes place Just on a heated substrate. Stagnant layers which
govern growth processes in organometallic vapor phase epitaxy (OMVPE) are
not formed. Thus, reactions among sources In gas phase are completely
removed. Furthermore, the decomposition reaction of metalorganics at the
growth surface brings crystal growth governed by surface reactions.
Selective epitaxy by modulating the reaction with insulator-masking and/or
electron/photon Irradiation will be practically achievable In MOMBE. These
advantages of MOMBE. however, have been Investigated mainly in the epitaxy
of As-based 1-V semiconductors 11,21. Recently, a reduction of carbon in
GaAs epilayers [31 and the growth of GaAs epilayers with fine patterns 141
were demonstrated in MOMBE with Ar* laser Irradiation.

In this paper, we describe the homoepitaxial growth of GaP and the
properties of layers grown at appropriate substrate temperatures. The
decomposition of group-U sources such as triethylgatlium (TEGa) is
insufficient at lower substrate temperatures. To obtain an abrupt
heterolunction with a smooth Interface, a reduction of growth temperature
Is required. Here. we report an enhancement of GaP growth rate at lower
substrate temperatures by ultraviolet-light irradiation emitted from a N2
laser (337nm).

GaP EPITAXY IN MOMBE

The MOMBE system is described elsewhere 151. Triethylgallium (TEGa) and
P113 were used in our MOMBE system. The temperature of TEGa was k-nt constant
In a thermostat. The flow rates of TEGa (FTEGa) were precisely controlled
between 0.015 and 0.100 SCCM by a mass-flow controller without 112 as a
carrier gas. P113 with a flow rate (Fpii3) from 0.06 to 1.0 SCCM was

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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precracked in a thermal
cracking cell. In the cell,
the cracking efficiency Is
estimated to be 58 % from the
reduction rate in the peak 425 390 360 340 320 Tsub iC)
intensity of 34 amu (PH3 ) in 05 0
mass spectrum detected by a -------- 0- ---------- irradiatedquadrupole mass analyzer. The E 0
pressure of the production
chamber during epitaxy was
maintained in the order of 0
10-5 Torr. The substrate C) 05
temperature was varied between non-290 and 500 'C. GaP with the \ o rradtated
orientation of (1001 or (111
was used as a substrate. 0• 001

In our previous report -00
16). it was found that the
decomposition of metalorganlcs 5 I 1

limits the growth rate of P- 14 15 16 17
based Ill-Vs (InGaP, GaAiP and I000•/•ub (I/K)

nAllP) at low substrate
temperatures in MO0BE. Also
in GaP epitaxy, the
decomposition of TEGa becomes Fig.l. Growth rate of GaP and Its photo-
Insufficient with an irradiation effect. FTEGa:O.O2Osccm andactivation energy of 39 FpH3z0.20 seen.
kcal/mol below 390"C as shown
in Fig.l. The flow rates ofTEGa and PHt3 were kept at 0.020 and 0.20 seem. respectively. Above 390°C.the decomposition of TEGa showed a saturation limited by the amount ofsupplied metalorganics. The quality of typical GaP epilayers was examined by
reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RIIEED) observation and X-rayrocking-curve analysis.

GaP epilayers grown at temperatures ranging from 420 to 500 *C hadsmooth surfaces and streaky RHEED patterns. Figure 2 shows an example of thesurface and the RHEED pattern. Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of X-ray

20u m '110> azimuth

Fig.2. Surface and RtlEED pattern of GaP (100) epilayer without
photo-irradiation. FTFGa=0.02sccm and FpH3=0.3 seem. Substratetemperature=420'C.

- .a .
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rocking curves for the epilayers shows as low as 18-22". The undoped
epilavers exhibited n-type conduction, and the carrier concentration reached
I0i cm-

3 
measured by capacitance-voltage characteristics In a Schottky-

diode structure.

PH1OTO-IRRADIATION EFFECT IN GaP EPITAXY

Growth enhancement

At lower substrate
temperatures, the growth rates '
of GaP are enhanced with 0
ultraviolet-light (337 no) ]-

emitted from a N2  laserlpulse LA

operation, repetition rate <20 "'

liz). Figure 3 shows a Z
thickness profile measured by U
DekTak 3030 for the epilayer I 0
with photo-irradiation. As - , . , , ,
shown in Fig.l, the growth 0
rate of GaP reaches 0.4 u m/h DISTANCE (mm)

with photo-irradiation, which
is limited by the supply of
metalorganics. The flow rate
of TEGa and PH3  was Fig.3. Thickness profile of selectively
maintained at 0.020 and 0.20 grown Gal'.
SCCM. respectively.

The growth enhancement
increases with the irradiated
photon number below - x10

17

photons/cm
2
pulse (Fig. 4).

Above the photon number, the
enhancement is saturated at
0.8 uM/h for FTFGa=O.050
seem. The repetition rate of 10- TEGa=005sccm
the N2  laser was 711z. In
Fig.4. the saturated value of
the growth rate becomes :I
smaller (0.4 am/h) in the -. --- - 002sccm

case of FTEGa=0.020sccm.

photochemical effect -

In OMVPE growth of Gap c 0 1
171. the Irradiation by an

intense ArF excimer laser with ,_,_,____ ,,,__ ,___ ,_,_,,_
a power density of 0.11 j/cm

2  1016 1017  
1018

( repetition rate: 50 Hz) IRRADIATION INTENSITY (photonscm
2
pulse)

enhanced the growth rate. It
is noted that the substrate
temperature showed an Increase Fig.4. Growth enhancement by photo-
of 380 'C by the Irradiation Irradiation as a function of irradiated
f8l. Based on the photon number. FpsI3/FTFGS=lO. Substrate
calculation for one- temperature=350C. Repetition rate of N2
dimensional heat conduction as laser=7Hz.
in ref.181, a transient
Increase In the substrate
temperature In our experiment
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Is 30 *C at most. Also, GaP
was deposited even at 200 *C
as shown In Fig.5 with the 350 250 200 T ub("C
same value of the growth 5
enhancement at 350 'C.
Thereby, the enhancement of
the growth rate by the N2 -
laser Irradiation is believed r 1
to be due to photochemical c
reactions. Since TEGa shows 05
no absorption for longer 0
wavelengths than 310 nm (91,
TEGa has essentially no
absorption In gas phase for N2  0 1- I
laser. Adsorbed Ga 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
metalorganics on a growing lO00/Tsub (1/K)
surface may absorb the UV-
light, which brings the growth
enhancement. Fig.5. Growth enhancement by photo-

Irradiation as a function of substrate

Efficiency of photo-enhancement temperature.
• FTFGa=O.O

2
Osccm and Fptl3=0.20 sccm.

In the optimum case Repetition rate of N2 laser=7Hz, laser

until now, the growth lntensity=lxlO
1 7

photons/cm
2
pulse.

enhancement of 0.8 um/h was
obtained by the irradiation
with IlxO

17 photons/cm
2
pulse

and 1 Hz. The number of Ga atoms deposited on a growing surface Is
calculated to be 5.4x10

1 4 
atoms/cm2

s from the Increased growth rate. tf the
photo-enhancement efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number of
deposited Ga atoms to the Irradiating photon number -er unit area per unit
time, the efficiency Is estimated to be around 5xl O-. We also observed an
increase In the growth rate of GaP (0.06 um/h) by Ar*-laser (488nm. 5W/cm2

.
CW operation) Irradiation. The photo-enhancement efficiency In this case is
estimated to be 3xl0-6. In OMBE growth of GaAs using TEGa and AsH3  110.,
the growth rate shows an Increase of 0.4 um/h as a result of irradiation
by an Ar* laser (515 no, CW operation, -80mW/cu 2

). Here, the photo-
enhancement efficiency Is also estimated to be In the order of 10-6. The
efficiency by N2 -laser irradiation is roughly three orders of magnitude
larger than by Ar*-laser irradiation. [fence, the efficiency of the photo-
enhancement appears to be affected by the wavelength of Irradiating light
and/or scheme of photo-irradiation (pulse or CW).

To clarify the reason of efficient photo-enhancement, the wavelength
of irradiation light was changed. When the pulsed light (365 nm) emitted
from a dye laser (2 liz, -6x O16 photons/cm2

-pulse) was irradiated on the
growing surface with a substrate temperature of 350 *C (FTEGa=O.050 SCCM,
Fp1H3=0.5 SCCM). no appreciable enhancement in the growth rate of GaP was
observed after I hour. Under the same growth condition with N2 -laser
Irradiation (337 nm, 1.5 Hz. 6xI0

16 
photons/cm2

'pulse), a growth enhancement
of 1.0 um/h was achieved. Hence, the efficiency of the photo-enhancement
seems affected by the wavelength of Irradiated light based on the
preliminary result.

CONCIUSIONS

GaP epilayers grown at temperatures ranging 420-500*C had smooth
surfaces and streaky RHEED patterns. The undoped epilayers exhibited n-type
conduction, and the carrier concentration reached 1014 cm-3 measured by the

i)
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capacitance-voltage characteristics of a Schottky-diode structure.
The growth rate of GaP was enhanced by ultraviolet-light irradiation

emitted from a N2 laser. The growth rate reached the value limited by the
supply of metalorganics. The photo-enhancement efficiency Is estimated to
be 5xl0-3, which is roughly the three orders of magnitude larger compared
with Ar*-laser irradiation. The enhancement is thought to be due to
photochemical reaction on a growing surface.
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ABSTRACT

Silicon carbide semiconductor technology has been advancing rapidly over
the last several years. Advances have been made in boule growth, thin film
growth, and device fabrication. This paper will review reasons for the renewed
interest in SiC, and will review recent developments in both crystal growth and
device fabrication.

INTRODUCTION

Interest in SiC as a semiconductor dates back more than thirty years. 1
-
3

Then, as now, SiC was recognized as having great potential for applications
involving high temperature, high radiation, and high frequency. The use of 6H-
SIC to fabricate blue light-emitting diodes (LEDs) was also recognized early
on. More recently, the potential for high power applications has been receiving
more attention. Over the last several decades, the lack of suitable crystal
growth processes has hindered its development. The situation has changed over
the last few years. Advances in both boule and thin film SiC growth have
accelerated the development of this unique semiconductor. For example, high-
quality polished 6H-SiC wafers, 25 mi in diameter, are now commercially
available. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is used to produce multi-layer n-
and p-type 6H-SiC device structures. Other new device processes have also
contributed to the development of excellent devices. Man of these developments
are reviewed in th? Proceedings of recent conferences"4 and several excellent
review articles. , In this paper, we will discuss SiC properties, crystal
growth, and device fabrication with emphasis on developments not covered in
previous reviews.

PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS

Silicon carbide exhibits a form of one-dimensional polymorphism called
polytypism. 6 Because of its importance in SiC technology, this structural
feature will be described first. The many polytypes of SiC differ from one
another only in the stacking sequence of double layers of Si and C atoms. Each
successive double layer is stacked on the previous double layer in a close-
packed arrangement that allows only three possible relative positions for the
double layers. These positions are normally labeled A, B, and C. Depending on
the stacking sequence, various structures (i.e. cubic, hexagonal, or
rhombohedral) are produced. In the hexagonal frame of reference, the stacking
sequence is in the [0001] direction (the c-axis), and the (0001) plane is
referred to as the basal plane.

The two most common SiC polytypes are 3C-SIC with the sequence ABC... (or
ACB...) and 6H-SiC with the stacking sequence ABCACB... The 3C polytype, also
known as B-SiC, is the only polytype with a cubic structure. All of the others
are known as o-SiC; 6H is the most common and has a hexagonal structure. The
number-letter designation of the polytypes denotes the number of double layers
in a polytype repeat sequence and the structure of the polytype, respectively.
Because of the polar nature of SiC bonds at the basal plane, the (0001)
surfaces of 6H and the (111) surfaces of 3C are terminated with either Si atoms

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. '1992 Materials Research Society
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(a Si face), or C atoms (a C face). In discussions that follow, the tilt angle
of a vicinal (0001) SiC surface is the angle between the actual surface and the
(0001) plane.

Properties

An appreciation of the potential of SiC can be gained by examining Table
1, which is a comparison of its properties with those of diamond and GaP (two
other contenders for high temperature applications) and with those of the two
most common commercially available semiconductors, Si and GaAs. In the SiC
column of the table, if a property of 6H differs from 3C, it is listed within
parentheses. The maximum operating temperature was calculated relative to that
of Si by assuming a maximum for Si of 300*C and multiplying this temperature
(expressed in K) by the ratio of bandgaps. The maximum for diamond is imposed
by a phase change.

Silicon carbide does not melt at any reasonable pressure, but does
sublime at temperatures greater than 1800C. Below 1500%C, its physical
stability is excellent and its stability in an oxidizing atmosphere gives it
an edge over diamond. We believe that long term stability at high temperatures
will be a problem with the more common Ill-V compounds, such as GaAs and GaP.
Thus, SiC has a significant advantage where long-term reliable operation at
elevated temperatures is a requirement.

Table I. Comparison of Semiconductors

Property Si GaAs GoP 3C SiC Dicmond
(6H Sic)Dimn

Bandgop (eV) 2.2
at 300 K 1.1 1.4 2.3 (2.9) 5

Maximum operating 873
temperature CC) 300 460 925 (1240) 1100(?)

Sublimes Phase
Melting point (*C) 1420 1238 1470 > 1800 change

Physical stability Good Fair Fair Excellent Very good

Electron mobility 1000

R.T.. cm
2

/V-s 1400 8500 350 (600) 2200

Hole mobility
R.T., cm

2
/v-s 600 400 100 40 1600

Breakdown voltage
Eb, 106 V/cm 3 .4 - 4 10

Thermal conductivit 1
7,. W/cm-'C .5 .5 .8 5 20

Sot. elec. drift vel.
v(sat), 107 cm/s 1 2 - 2.5 2.7

Dielectric const., K 11.8 12.8 11.1 9.7 5.5

Relative Zj 1 7 - 1100 8100

Relative Z K 1 .5 - 6 32

Johnson. Z C< E 2 v
2
(sot) Keyes: ZK<< o,[v(sat)/K] 1/2

Ela
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The room temperature electron and hole mobility of SiC at low electric
fields does not compare as favorably as the other properties but is acceptable
for most applications. For high temperature power applications, the advantages
of SiC and diamond are the result of their much higher values of breakdown
voltage and thermal conductivity.

Silicon carbide (and diamond) also have great potential for high
frequency devices. Two figureý of merit for semiconductors for high frequency
operation are the Johnson (Z.) and Keyes (ZK).'1 Relative values (to that of Si)
for these quantities are shown in Table I and illustrate the high potential of
SiC and diamond.

Applications

Initial commercial SiC devices have been blue LEDs." Mass production of
these products has brought prices down to moderate levels. High voltage diodes
for operation up to 3500C are also available, and other devices are under
development.

We expect that there will be important applications for SiC devices in
the aerospace industry. Sensors, control electronics, and power electronics
that can operate at temperatures up to 600'C, and beyond, are required. For
example, in advanced turbine engines, many actuators for mechanical components
will be required throughout the engine. Using electric actuators instead of
traditional hydraulic or pneumatic actuators has many advantages; however,
electric actuators will require sensors and power electronics in ambient
temperatures up to 6000C. Another example is power electronics for space power
systems. For reduced weight, it is highly desirable that the power electronics
operate at elevated temperatures, and sometimes also in a high radiation
environment.

Component reliability is a key issue in all applications, and in
particular for aerospace applications. Failure can lead to expensive, and
possibly tragic, consequences. Because of its chemical stability and ceramic-
like character, we believe that the potential reliability of semiconductor
devices and sensors fabricated from SiC will be much higher than that
obtainable from any other semiconductor material. This reliability advantage
should hold for all operating temperatures.

Other applications for SiC include: electronics for deep well drilling
operations, microwave power devices for radar systems, sensors for the nuclear
power industry, automobiles, etc.

CRYSTAL GROWTH

Since SiC does not melt at reasonable pressures, most bulk crystal growth
approaches have involved the sublimation of polycrystalline SiC. Until
recently, nearly all SiC semiconductor research was carried out using small
irregular a-SiC ¶ystals that were sublination grown by either the industrial
Acheson process, or the Lely process.' Examples of Lely crystals are shown
in Fig. 1. These crystals were not only small, but they frequently contained
heterojunctions due to a multiple polytype structure. They were not suitable
substrates for commercial device production. Because of this lack of suitable
substrates, interest in SiC waned in the 1970s. During the last decade,
progress in both bulk and thin film growth processes have revived the prospects
for SiC semiconductor technology.

Boule Growth

The growth of bulk SiC single crystals is a key elem~p¶ of the rapidly
developing SiC semiconductor technology. Talrov and Tsvetkov... established the

p
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Fig. 1. Cree wafer and
Lely crystals.

-nsulation Polycrystollinl
siC (2400C)

"iC Cr )tol
Porous (2200C) Fig. 2. Growth chamber

Graphite for the modified

SiC Seed sublimation process.
Graphite Crystol

Atmosphere:
Argon at 200 Pa

basic principles of a "modified sublimation" bulk growth process in the late
1970s. Although other research groups were somewhat slow in adoptiQg this
process, it is now being developed by many labs throughout the world.'1'

The basic elements of the modified sublimation process are shown in Fi
2, which is a schematic diagram of the configuration used by Ziegler et all.6
Nucleation takes place on a SiC seed crystal located at one end of a
cylindrical cavity. A temperature gradient is established within the cavity
such that the polycrystalline SiC is at approximately 2400

0
C and the seed

crystal is at approximately 2200
0

C. At these temperatures and at reduced
pressure (Ar at 200 Pa), SiC sublimes from the source SiC and condenses on the
seed crystal. Growth rates of a few mm/h can be achieved. In some boule growth
systems, the seed crystal is at the top of the cavity and growth proceeds
downward. This eliminates some problems of contamination of the growing boule.

Th.i o.dified sublimation process has been used to grow both 4H and 6H
boules. I Its successful application to the 3C polytype has not been reported.
Techniques fr cutting and polishing wafers have been developed and at least
one company' is now marketing 25-mm-dlameter polished 6H-SiC wafers; wafer
diameters up to 44 mm have been achieved.

Thin Film Growth on Non-SiC Substrates

Because of the lack of high-quality SiC substrates for many years,
* efforts were made to grow SiC thin films on non-SiC substrates that might be

--- -a.-
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suitable for commercial device fabrication. Early in the s, large-area
single-crystal 3C-SiC was achieved on (001) Si substrates. ... This created
renewed interest in SiC and many research groups began pursuing this growth
approach. Unfortunately, the 3C films grown on Si had a high defect density,
which included stacking faults, microtwins, and a defect known as i (ersion
domain boundaries (IDBs), also known as antiphase boundaries (APBs).W These
defects may be caused by the 20% lattice mismatch between the Si and SiC, or
perhaps by the nucleation process. Further work demonstrated that the IDBs
could be eliminated bA using vicinal (001) Si substrates with tilt angles in
the range 0.50 to 40. 24 But, this did not eliminate the stacking faults and
other defects; hence, devices fabricated from these 3C films have not achieved
satisfactory performance.

In order to eliminate the problems caused by a largA lattice mismatch,
TiC0 (less than 1% mismatch) substrates were investigated. Somewhat improved
growth was reported, but great difficulties in producing defect-free single-
crystal TiC0 has hindered its use as a substrate for SiC growth.

The remainder of this paper will describe only results achieved using SiC
substrates.

Thin Film Growth on 6H-SiC Substrates

Early SiC CVD processes, usingAcheson or Lely crystals, typically
required temperatures above 1550'C. This growth was carried out on the
(0001) SiC basal plane, either the Si face or C face. In 1973, it was found
that 6H-SiC could be grown on 6H-SiC in the temperature range 1320-13g90 when
the growth direction was perpendicular to the [0001] direction.' The
significance of this "90*-off-axis" was not appreciated until much later.
Recently, (1) 3C-SiC films were achieved on the basal planes of 6H-SiC in the
range 13501-550°C,'1-' and (2) 6H-SiC films were achieved on "off-ai" 6H-SiC
substrates that were oriented several degrees off the basal plane. ' ' • All
of the above growth results were achieved on Acheson or Lely crystals. More
recently, high quality 6H-SiC films were also grown on "off-axis" 6H-SiC wafers
that were produced from sublimation-grown boules.3

Epitaxial Growth Models

To explain the success of the 6H CVD at lower temperatures using "off-
axis" 6H-SiC substrates, a model was suggested32' 3 whereby the density of
atomic-scale steps on a vicinal (0001) 6H substrate determines the polytype of
the grown film. Refer to Fig. 3, a schematic cross-sectional view of a vicinal
(0001) SiC crystal. The step density increases and the width of terraces

Growth step

Basal plane C-axis
Growth direction

Tilt angie

Fig. 3. Vicinal (0001) o-SiC substrate showing surface growth steps.

tb
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between steps decreases as the tilt angle of the growth surface increases.
According to the model, at tilt angles greater than 1.50, arriving Si and C
atoms can easily migrate to steps where lateral growth occurs parallel to the
basal plane. In this case, grown films assume the ABCACB... stacking sequence
of the 6H substrate. However, at smaller tilt angles (i.e. < 1.50), terraces are
larger and migration of Si and C atoms to the steps is less likely. Instead,
nucleation of 3C occurs on the terraces. Depending on which terrace is the site
of nucleation, either the ABC... or the ACB... stacking sequence of the 3C
polytype can occur. Coalescence of islands of both sequences create the double
positioning boundaries (DPBs) that are commonly seen in 3C films grown on 6H
substrates. Also according to the model, 6H films are achieved on the as-grown
faces of Lely 6H crystals (very low tilt angles) at 1800

0
C because surface

migration is more active and the Si and C atoms reach the growth stegs.
Recent results at NASA Lewis 9 demonstrate that the above model , is not

sufficient to explain the control of polytype in the CVq growth on low-tilt-
angle vicinal (0001) 6H-SiC substrates. In these results, 9 6H films were grown
on vicinal (0001) 6H substrates with tilt angles as small as 0.10. In addition,
3C growth was intentionally produced on the low-tilt-angle substrates by
introducing dislocations in the substrates with a diamond scribe. The 3C growth
proceeded laterally from the point of intentional nucleation in a direction
perpendicular to the growth steps. An essential part of this new result was a
pregrowth eVh that eliminated all sites of unwanted 3C nucleation. A new
growth model that explains the growth of SiC polytypes on vicinal (0001) SiC
substrates is as follows. At moderate CVD growth temperatures (1300 to 1500

0
C),

Si and C atoms can migrate to surface steps where lateral growth occurs even
at tilt angles as small as 0.10. In this case, the film will be the same
polytype as the substrate. If there are defect sites on the surface (e.g.
dislocations, contamination, etc.), then 3C will nucleate at these sites
because 3C is the more stable polytype at these lower temperatures. Evidently,
atomic steps play the dominant role in controlling polytype formation at larger
tilt angles (e.g. > 1.50), and defects are dominant at smaller angles.

Thin Film Growth on Low-Tilt-Angle Vicinal (0001) 6H-SiC Wafers

Based on the new growth model
39 

described in the previous section, 3C
films with significantly reduced defect density have been grown on 6H
substrates. 

39
..
0 

The following is a summary of this process. Vicinal (0001) 6H
substrates, with tilt angles in the range 0.10 to 0.5, were cut from commercial
wafers.

1 
The surface of the substrates were divided into I-mn-square mesas with

a dicing saw as shown in Fig. 4. The tilt direction was along a diagonal with
highest atomic plane at the upper right of each mesa.

Fig. 4. 6H-SiC substrate
(0.50 tilt angle) with 1-mm-
square mesas. Dark regions
are 3C films; light regions
are 6H films.
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Prior to growth, the 6H substrates were subjected to an HCl\H2 gaseous
etch at 13750

C for 25 min to remove unwanted 3C nucleation sites. The substrates
were then removed from the growth chamber and exposed a non-clean laboratory
environment. They were then returned to the growth chamber. The Sic films were
grown at atmospheric pressure using silane and propane as the sources of Si and
C, respectively. The resulting 8-pm-thick film, shown in Fig. 4, was oxidized
to distinguish the 3C and 6H regions. Differences in oxidation rates produce
contrasting interference colors between 3C and 6H.

A SiC film grew uniformly in thickness on each mesa. Initial growth was
mostly 6H. It is presumed that this growth was due to lateral growth from
atomic steps on the surface. In many of the mesas, 3C nucleated on the highest
atomic plane (upper right in Fig. 4) and then grew laterally over the mesa fro..
3C steps generated at this point. In this case, the extent of lateral growtl.
was consistent with the amount of vertical growth (8 pm) and the tilt angle of
0.5 0 . Most of the 3C regions were free of DPBs and had a reduced density of
stacking faults compared to previous 3C growth on 6H. As yet, we don't fully
understand the 3C nucleation process, but believe that contamination plays a
role in this case.

It is hoped that this process will be the basis for producing useful 3C
devices.

DEVICE FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY

Much of the technology required to produce working electronic circuits
in SiC is directly importable from well-developed silicon processing
technologies. Hence, the jump to higher levels o' integration should not be
exceedingly difficult after individual Sic deviLes are mastered. Standard
techniques for photolithographic pattern definition and material (dielectrics,
metals, etc.) deposition are directly applicable to the fabrication of SiC
device structures. Doping of 3C and 6H epilayers to achieve n- and p-type
material can be controlled during epitaxial growth, so a variety of device
structures can be produced in a relatively straightforward manner.

Patterned doping of SiC can be accomplished through ion implantation, but
this is usually carried out at elevated substrate temperatures to achieve
proper dopant activation." Diffusion of dopants into SiC is not practical as
diffusion coefficiints are negligible at temperatures below 1800'C; however,
this property is actually an advantage during high-temperature operation
because dopants will not redistribute.

The inherent mechanical strength of SiC helps prevent wafer breakage
during processing, but its chemical inertness precludes the use of conventional
wet etching at room temperature. Satisfajtory etching of SiC is accomplished
primarily by reactive ion etching (RIE).'

BASIC SiC DEVICE STUDIES

6H-SiC appears to be the most attractive polytype for developing useful
electronic circuits at this time, but this is simply because current crystal
growth techniques produce substantially higher quality 6H material than other
Sic polvtypes. With unintentional background carrier concentrations in the
mid-lO 10cm3 range being grown,4 the quality of epitaxial 6H-SiC is sufficient
to permit fabrication of discrete devices and small integrated circuits.

A variety of junctions are the fundamental building blocks of any
semiconductor technology, especially as it pertains to transistor performance.
JFET's (Junction Field Effect Transistors) and BJT's (Bipolar Junction
Transistors) rely on p-type to n-type junctions (i.e., pn junctions); MESFET's
(Metal Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors) rely on rectifying
metal-semiconductor junctions (i.e., Schottky junctions); MOSFET's rely on
insulator-semiconductor junctions, and all of these devices require ohmic

I!
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contact junctions. It follows that the ultimate performance capabilities of
these transistors are largely dependent on the ability to form junctions with
desirable characteristics. Although research into the optimization of SiC
junction qualities is far from mature, a variety of early experimental 6H-SiC
devices have produced some tantalizing results.

Coreni,
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Fig. 5. IV characteristics of 6H-SiC pn junction diode tested at room
temperature.

In the case of the pn junction, low leakage currents and high reverse
breakdown voltages are desirable in most applications. Figure 5 shows the
room-temperature current vs. voltage (I-V) characteristic of a pn junction
diode fabricated in epitaxially grown 6H SiC." The Vbrepk•,.n > 1000 V at the
doping level of 2 x 1016 cm

3 
for the diode n-region demonstrates the

significantly higher breakdown field enjoyed by 6H-SiC over Si and GaAs (Table
I). This 10-fold increase in field strength for SiC theoretically translates
into considerable improvements in the characteristics and operating regime of
many power semiconductor devices.' General semiconductor device physics
suggests that the large bandgap (small intrinsic carrier concentration) of SiC
should lead to greatly reduced pn junction leakage currents. Gardner et al.46

have reported 6H-SiC pn junction leakages which are orders of magnitude smaller
than leakages reported in similar GaAs structures.

Besides the inherent material properties outlined previously, perhaps one
of silicon carbide's biggest assets is its ability to thermally grow a
passivating native oxide just like silicon. When SiC is thermally oxidized it
produces Si0, the same insulator that is produced when pure silicon is
thermally oxidized. The importance of this SiC property should not be
underestimated as the majority of all integrated circuits (IC's) are based on
the Si-SiO2 MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor) -- a
device which relies on thermally grown silicon dioxide. Unfortunately the SiC
MOS devices reported to date suffer from the same major problem that faced
silicon MOS devices in the 1960's: interface states. Dangling bonds and surface
disorder at the semiconductor-insulator boundary give rise to electrically
aztive defect states. These defect states hinder the ability of the MOSFET to
carry current (because of decreased channel carrier mobilities), and cause
charge trapping that results in undesirable threshold voltage instability. It
should be noted that these interface states als• play a role in the
characteristics of SiC pn junctions, as Gardner et al. witnessed a substantial
change in reverse leakage as a function of sidewall oxide quality.

Early experiments have suggested that SiC devices7 are inherently more
radiation tolerant than comparable silicon devices, but wider ranging
radiation tolerance studies are currently being undertaken.
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Fig. 6. Drain IV characteristics of an iversion-mode 6H-SiC MOSFET tested at
6500C. (Courtesy of Cree Research Inc.)

SiC TRANSISTORS: CURRENT PERFORMANCE ISSUES

Experimental JFET's, MOSFET's (Fig. 6), MESFET's, and BJT's have been
fabricated in single crystal 6H-SiC, and basic operation of these devices at
temperatures as high as 650°C has been demonstrated.4 8 No other semiconductor
material has shown transistor operation at this temperature. However, these
devices exhibit several significant shortcomings which point out fundamental ¶
challenges that remain to be solved if SiC is to emerge as a truly superior
semiconductor for high-temperature, high-radiation, and/or high-power
applications.

At 6500C, the operational lifetime of these SiC transistors is typically
less than ½ hour. This limitation is strictly due to failure of non-optimized
ohmic contact metallizations, and it is not due to any limitations of the SiC
semiconductor itself. Reliable contacts to SiC have been demonstrated for 350%
operation, but a crucial area of continued research is to develop ohmic
contacts that will remain stable at temperatures approaching 600% and beyond.
The progress that is made in obtaining reliable high-temperature contacts will
largely dictate the operational temperature ceiling of SiC electronics. Work
is also progressing on reducing parasitic contact resistances (currently above
105 ohm-cm ), which could limit the current carrying capability of SiC
transistors.

The overall performance of many SiC transistors reported to date
(particularly MOSFET's) is also hindered by the non-optimal quality of the
SiC-SiO interface discussed previously. If one draws upon the historical
parallei with silicon MOS technology, it stands to reason that the performance
of SiC MOSFET's should improve substantljaly wten interface state densities are
reduced from their current levels of he 10'e cmt densities found

in modern silicon MOSFET's. Substjntial progress towards this end has been made
very recently, as Brown et. al. reported the first SiC-SiO2 MOS capacitors
with interface state densities of less than 5 x 10 cm'

SiC PROSPECTS

Tremendous strides have been made in the development of SIC as a
semiconductor for high-temperature, high-radiation, and/or high-power
electronic applications. However, some crucial issues remain to be solved
before the true performance potential of SiC electronics can be realized. Since
wafer size, defect density, and background carrier cclcentration strongly
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influence the scale, yield, and capability of semiconductor circuits and
devices, advancements in bulk and epilayer crystal growth will continue to
profoundly impact the development of SiC electronics. Clearly, improvements
need to be made in the areas of contact metallization and SiC-SiO2 140S
properties. It is the authors' opinion that the resolution of these key issues
and subsequent development of SiC into integrated electronics will be
substantially accelerated by the vast knowledge base that has been accumulated
in silicon IC technology.
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ABSTRACT

Both SiC and ZnS exist in the cubic diamond-like (zinc blende)
structure. A polytype is derived from the cubic stacking of atomic
double layers by having a regularly repeated pattern of stacking faults.
Dozens of such polytypes are known for SiC and ZnS.

A study with several co-workers has been completed into the origin
of this phenomenon. Are the polytypes genuine stable phases frozen in
from some higher equilibrium temperature? Or are they inherently
metastable structures born of some growth mechanism?

Quantum mechanical calculations have shown that SiC polytypes
formed from bands of 2 and 3 cubically stacked layers have a lower
energy than other structures, in particular lower than the cubic or
wurtzite structures. That already suggests that the polytypes can be
stable phases. Further calculations of the phonon free energy and
relaxation of the bond lengths rounds out the phase diagram. In this
connection it is somewhat surprising that the material normally grows
initially in the metastable cubic modification, transforming subsequently
to a mixture of polytypes, but the calculations also suggest why this is so.

The answers for ZnS turn out to be different from those for SiC.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this review is to summarise the results of a lengthy
research project by several people [1-231 concerning the origin of
polytypes in silicon carbide and to a lesser extent zinc sulphide. It will
be assumed that this audience will know what is meant by polytypes
and the common notation for them, but a description may be found in
several of the main references [7, I1, 121. Rather fuller reviews than the
present one are contained in references [13, 16, 18, 211: more extensive
references will be found there and in the original research articles.

The basic issue is whether polytypes can be regarded as equilibrium
structures, i.e. as stable phases at some (presumably) high temperature T
from which they have been quenched. In the following we shall confine
our remarks to SiC, returning to ZnS in section 5. The structural
transformation of SiC is so slow at all but the highest temperatures that
no proper phase diagram exists [24, 25 and further references there].
The alternative view is that all the polytypes except one (presumably

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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the cubic) are only metastable at all T, the result of certain growth
processes. Since the existence of a material implies growth of some kind,
the question of growth kinetics cannot be left out entirely. But the
results of our study are that the cubic (3C) SiC is not the stable phase at
any T below the sublimation point at 25000 C. That incidentally raises
the interesting question of why it forms so commonly, which will be
addressed in section 4. Instead we find that 6H, and probably 4H and
15R, are stable phases at some T, and we suggest a phase diagram
(sections 2.1 and 2.2). We can only make some speculative remarks
about the higher polytypes (section 2.3) but two features may be
susceptible to experimental study. Even if kinetics determine the final
outcome of a growth process, the material must presumably be
reasonably close to being a stable phase for it to form at all at high T. In
section 3 we consider what can be said from our calculations about the
physical basis for polytypes and its relation to other properties such as
magic angle spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).

Our study used ab initio quantum mechanical calculations of the
total energy [6, 7, 9, 12]. We first computed the energy differences of
idealised polytypes at T=O with perfect tetrahedral bonding. We then
calculated the relaxations from such idealised structures. To obtain the
free energies at higher T we needed the phonon spectra which were also
derived from such ab initio calculations in the absence of sufficient
experimental information 18, 9].

2. RESULTS ON SiC POLYTYPES

2.1 First aplroximation: energy at T=O

Our calculated relative energies at T=O of the main SiC polytypes 3C,
6H. 4H and 2H are shown in figure 1, with those for Si and ZnS for
comparison as discussed in sections 3 and 5. We see that 6H and 4H
have the lowest energy, equal within the accuracy of our calculations
(-0.5 meV per SiC pair of atoms). The 3C structure has significantly
higher energy (-1.5 meV per SiC pair). The 2H energy is much higher,
consistent with it being formed only under special conditions in the
presence of boron. We first calculated the energies of the idealised
structures with perfect tetrahedral bonding and with bond lengths equal
to that of the cubic structure 16,7]. We also calculated the relaxation
energies of the non-cubic polytypes from the idealised form, involving
relaxation of bond angles, bond lengths and lattice constants [121. The
relaxation energies are of order I meV and are included in figure 1.

We see already at this level of approximation that one of the
polytypes 4H or 6H is the stable structure at T=O and that both may be
stable at different ranges of T. The same presumably applies also to 15R
and all other polytypes consisting of bands of 2 or 3 cubically stacked
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Figure 1. The relative energies of various polytypes as obtained by
ab initio calculations at T=O for Si, SiC and ZnS.

layers, since these are intermediate structures between 4H and 6H. At
the coarsest level of approximation, this already 'explains' the existence
of polytypes and why they consist of 2-layer and 3-layer bands.

2.2 Second approximation ohonon free energies

The phonon spectra of the various polytypes will be different
because of the difference in structure. This will result in differences in
their phonon free energies, and these differences will vary with
temperature, thus opening up the possibility of phase transitions if the
total free energy difference changes sign. We write the total free energy
difference as

G4H(T) - G6H(T) = (E4H - E6H) + (G4H - G6H)phoron. (I)

9
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where the first bracket on the right is the energy difference at T=O and
the second bracket derives from the phonons including the phonon zero-
point energy.

Evaluating the phonon free energies was a multi-step process. First
a rather complete picture of the phonon spectrum of the cubic structure
was obtained by ab initio calculation of the frequencies and phonon
eigenvectors at several points in the Brillouin zone [9]. This spectrum
was analysed in terms of a shell model known to give good results for
other tetrahedrally coordinated semiconductors [8]. The shell model in
turn was applied to the various polytypes to give their phonon spectra,
from which the phonon free energies were then computed [10, 11].

The main result is that

(G4H-G6H)phonon (2)

is positive and increasing with T, being of order 0.1 meV per SiC pair at
21000 C. This indicates that 6H will tend to be the stable phase at high T,
as is consistent with most experiments [24, 251. We cannot be more
precise because we do not know the value of the first bracket in (1)

E4H-E6H. (3)

We know it is zero within the accuracy (_ 0.5 meV per SiC pair) of the ab
initio calculations of section 2.1, but need to know it more precisely to
construct a phase diagram. Since 4H is the most commonly observed
phase after 3C and 6H, and since according to some authors it is more I
prevalent at lower temperatures [24, 251, we consider it reasonable to
suppose that the difference (3) is negative and of magnitude -0.1 meV
per SiC pair. Then the free energy difference (I) goes through zero at To
= 2100°C, with 4H being stable relative to 6H at temperatures below To
and the reverse above To Il1]. We can begin to construct a phase
diagram as shown in figure 2, but we emphasise that it does depend on
our assumption about the precise value of (3).

Tf
(deg. C) 6H

polytypes? (n3 > n )

15R I"°°"

"polytypes? (n 2 > n3 )

4H

Figure 2. Suggested phase diagram for SiC.
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We have also considered the next more complex polytype 15R,
or<23> in the Zhdanov notation. Analysis of the ab initio calculated
energies of five polytypes [71, plus some theoretical considerations [151,

suggest that the energy of 15R is simply a linear interpolation between
the energies of 4H and 6H, apart from the small relaxation energies
which are a bit more complicated but have also been calculated 1121.
We can therefore write down EI5R - E6H. We have also calculated the
phonon free energy of 15R using the shell model already described, and
therefore have

G15R(T)-G6H(T). (4)

If GI5R(T) were simply a linear interpolation between G4H(T) and G611(T).
then (4) would also be zero at To and one would have a multiphase
degeneracy at To. However, it turns out the phonon part is not a linear
interpolation, in fact it is negative compared with a linear interpolation,
and hence (4) is negative at To. Thus on our phase diagram 15R would
be a stable intermediate phase around To between 4H and 6H as shown
in figure 2. In fact we find it would have a surprisingly wide stability
region which we estimate to be of order 200 degrees, taking into account
both the phonon part [111 and the relaxation effects 1121.

There are other temperature effects which we-have also considered
1101. In particular one could have thermally activated kinks on the
antiphase boundaries between the 2-layer and 3-layer bands of cubic
stacking, which the polytypes consist of. The entropy of such kinks is
almost certainly responsible for stabilising long period stacking
structures in some metallic alloys at high T [261. However, the activation
energy in SiC would be far too high for this mechanism to be significant
in our case, nor are such kinks seen in significant numbers on electron
micrographs. We were left with the conclusion that the phonon free
energy is the factor driving phase stability as a function of temperature
1b0, I]1.

2.3 Speculations about higher polytypes

We cannot make meaningful calculations on polytypes more complex
than 15R. However, we can make some speculations, two of which may
be susceptible of experimental test, based on some general theory which
exists. There exist mathematical models which go through an infinite
sequence of stable polytype phases as one varies a parameter such as
temperature (261. Such an infinite sequence is called a devil's staircase.
Can that help to explain the observation of so many polytypes?

The first comment is rather simple. We are only considering
polytypes (the great majority) consisting of 2-bands and 3-bands, i.e.
bands of 2 or 3 cubically stacked atomic double layers. We can count the
numbers n2 and n3 of 2-bands and 3-bands in one repeat distance.
Presumably polytypes like <2333> will tend to be formed as intermediate
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phases between 15R (<23>) and 6H (<3>) at the higher temperature phase
boundary in figure 2, i.e. those with n3 > n2. Similarly at the lower phase
boundary in figure 2 we expect polytypes with n2 > n3. We wonder
whether careful annealing experiments, with or without stress, may
show up some difference like that with temperature.

The second comment is a bit more complicated. A devil's staircase
arises from long range, repulsive interactions between the antiphase
boundaries between successive bands. Although the devil's staircase has
an infinite sequence of phases, this does not mean that 'anything goes': it
is a very precisely defined sequence. For example in tables of known
polytypes one always finds <232333> but not <233>, although they have
the same ratio of n2 to n3. This is what would be expected from a
phonon free energy mechanism, whereas a relaxation mechanism in the
sense of section 2.1 would tend to give the opposite result [161. This
suggests phonon free energy is playing a significant role, but of course
there may be another explanation.

Our third comment concerns the possible temperature intervals and
free energy differences. The stability range of 15R between 6H and 4H
turned out in our calculations to be surprisingly large, namely about
2000 (figure 2), though we emphasise that the error bars in this estimate
are of order 100% and that the whole picture depends on our choice for
the energy difference (3). This wide range arises not because the free
energy differences are large but because 4H and 6H are themselves so
similar near To. Similarly if the higher polytypes are stable phases at
the boundaries of 15R with 6H and 4H (figure 2), one may expect
significant stability ranges in temperature. But what of the free energy
differences between such polytypes? These would be tiny, of order 10-6
eV or less per SiC pair of atoms. This is much smaller than kBT, and
people often wonder how it can influence the observed structure. The
point is that it is wrong to compare kBT with the energy differences Ps r
atom. For example in aluminium metal the stacking fault energy per
atom at the fault is less than kBT, but the material has no difficulty
knowing it has to grow in the fcc structure! The point in SiC is that there
are very strong forces in the lateral tetrahedral bonding within one
layer. One therefore never has one atom or pair of atoms being
misoriented: it has to be a large area of layer. One therefore has to f
consider the energy to reorient a large area, and compare it with kBT in
the Boltzmann factor. If the area is of order 106 atoms, then even a free
energy difference of 10-6 eV per atom becomes very significant. We
therefore see no difficulty of principle in such small free energy
differences asserting themselves in observed phase equilibria.

Finally we return to the point in section 1 that we cannot ignore the
actual growth or transformation processes. A mechanism for this has
been considered, particularly by Pirouz [28, 29]. It is not clear how free
energy differences can translate into actual atomic forces driving such a
mechanism, but in general terms we suppose that the polytypes would
not grow so significantly unless they were at least nearly equilibrium
structures.
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3. ANALYSIS

So far we have presented our calculations simply in terms of
numerical results. We return to the lowest level of polytype energies in
section 2.1 and now present some analysis and insight derived from
them.

Each successive SiC atomic double layer can be placed in two
orientations (conveniently called + and -) on the layers below to build up
the structure. The cubic structure would be all + or all - layers. We can
analyse the calculated polytype energies in terms of interactions Jn
between two layers n apart. I.e. the layers give an energy contribution -
Jn if they have the same sign or +Jn if opposite sign.

To get unusual structures, even 4H and 6H, requires interactions Jn
that are moderately long ranged up to n=3 and oscillating in their sign.
Where do these come from? In metals such oscillatory, long range
interactions are standard, the Friedel oscillations. Mott and Jones [27]
already pointed out in the 1930's that in some respects the tetrahedrally
coordinated semiconductors are not so different from metals. The toal
band width of the valence band to the centre of the band gap is nearly
that of a free electron gas, and half the vertical band gap (the
appropriate measure) is only a small fraction of the occupied band width.
Our numerical estimates show that the Jn's in SiC are the remnant in the
semiconductor of what would be Friedel oscillations in metals, down in
magnitude by about an order of magnitude due to the semiconducting
character [151.

Analogous effects with similar range can be seen in other properties
of the semiconductors including SiC 115]. These include phonons [151,
atomic relaxations [121, and electron densities around the antiphase
boundaries between bands as seen in MAS-NMR [19, 201.

We can be more specific. Let us ignore J 3 as being quite small. In
both Si and SiC, the Jl is positive and J2 negative. In that sense there is
nothing special about SiC. What is special can be seen from figure 3

I

Figure 3. Antiphase boundary between layers of + and - signs.
"Across the boundary there is one pair of nearest neighbour layers
(curved link, above), and two pairs of second neighbours (square
link, below).
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showing a sequence of layers with + and - orientations with an antiphase
boundary in between. The energy of the boundary can be seen to be

Ebound. = 2(.1+ 2 . 2 ). (5)

The reason for the coefficients can be seen from figure 3: across the
boundary there is one reversed JI interaction (curved link) and two
reversed J2 interactions (square link). In SiC the magnitudes of Ji and J2
happen to be such that they very nearly cancel in (5) [6, 71. There does
not seem to be any reason why the cancellation should be so good in this
case.

4. THE GROWTH OF CUBIC SiC

We return to the issue already mentioned: if SiC is not the stable
phase at any temperature, then why does it grow so readily? Indeed
there is some evidence that under some conditions producing the 6H
polytype, the cubic form crystalises first and then converts fairly quickly
to 6H. Of course crystal growth is a non-equilibrium kinetic process so
that there is no real contradiction with our results in section 2.1.
Nevertheless, all the polytype structures are so similar that one might
expect crystallisation to give the thermodynamically stable phase at the
temperature of crystallisation.

Some insight can be gained from the analysis of section 3 (171. The
conclusions are tentative because all the calculations so far relate to bulk
structures, not to surfaces. The latter are now planned.

Figure 4 shows a sequence of layers of various signs, terminating
with a + layer at the surface. We are going to consider an extra layer
being added at the surface in the course of crystal growth. It is shown in
brackets in figure 4, and we will consider the energy difference between
adding it with + or - sign. To be precise, let the energy be E0 - Js for
adding the new layer with the same sign as the top layer, and E0 + J, for
adding it with opposite sign. Here Eo is the average cohesive energy per
layer and + Js gives the orientational dependence. We can express J,, in
terms of the Jn as before:

Js = J1 ± J2 (6)

where the ± depends on the orientation of the next layer down. The
point is that the coefficient of the J2 term is unity in (6), as distinct from
2 in (5). This is clear from figure 4 where we have used curved and
square links to denote JI and J2 interactions in the same way as in figure
3. Tlhl~e difference arises because in figure 4 we are at the surface, not in
the bulk. Now if (5) is nearly zero as already discussed, with Jj positive.
then Js in (6) has to be positive, at least of magnitude 1" I no matter
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Figure 4. Semi-infinite crystal on the left, with layers of various +

and - orientation at the surface. An extra layer, of orientation to be
determined and denoted by (±), is being added at the surface.

whether the coefficient of the J2 term is ±1 in (6). This shows that it is
energetically favourable for the new layer to have the same orientation
as the preceding top layer. That automatically results in all layers
growing with the same sign, i.e. a cubic crystal 1171.

We see therefore that the growth of the cubic form of SiC receives a
natural explanation in terms of our Jn. Note our implicit assumption,
that the new layer goes down into a situation of constrained equilibrium.
We assume it goes down with the orientation having the lower energy,
but without allowing any rearrangement of lower layers in the crystal to
give a global energy minimisation. One presumes that the rate of such
larger scale rearrangement would be slow compared with the rate of
adding new layers, at least under conditions giving the 3C form.

As already remarked, our scenario of the growth is tentative
because it is not valid just to take the Jn values from the bulk and use
them at the surface: there are extra surface terms 1151.

5. POLYTYPES IN ZnS

The situation in ZnS is different from SiC in two regards. Firstly, the
maximal energy difference between the difference between the 2H and
3C polytypes is a factor of five smaller than in Si, a factor of three
smaller than in SiC, as shown in figure 1 [22]. Thus all polytypes have
more nearly the same energy than in SiC, and this is consistent with
there being a large number of observed polytypes with very varied
stackings: they are not confined to a special family as the SiC ones are
more or less to sets of 2-bands and 3-bands. Secondly there is a
reversible transition from the 3C structure at low temperature to the 2H
structure above 1024'C. From this and the energy differences of figure 1
we deduce that the temperature-dependent part of the free energy is
much larger in ZnS than in SiC, with differences of order 3meV between
polytypes instead of 0.1 meV. There has not been any research on
whether this free energy is due to phonons or possibly some roughening
disorder of the boundaries. The latter is much more efficient at
generating entropy differences. In this connection it may be worth
noting that a computational study of Pb12 also ascribes its polytype
transition to phonon free energy differences 1301. The fact that the free
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energy differences in ZnS are more than in SiC is consistent with the fact
that the phase transition between 2H and 3C goes quite easily and is
reversible.

We can carry the analysis one step further. The calcilations [22]
and the way the 6H and 4H energies in figure 1 interpolate linearly
between those of 2H and 3C, show that Jl is non-zero but all other Jn are
negligible. If we assume that the temperature-dependent free energy
differences, whatever their origin, are also more or less completely
confined to J1, then at the transition at 1024'C we would literall) have a
multiphase degeneracy with all possible stackings, regular and irregular,
having equal free energy. This is a fair summary of what is observed, at
least under some conditions [22, 231.

Engel has considered the polytypes observed in ZnS whiskers 1231.
These seem to have at their centre a screw dislocation with fairly large
Burgers' vector, as shown by the fact that different stacking sequences
are observed along one whisker but with the same repeat distance. It
has been suggested (see Reference 23 and references there) that in such
a whisker, the phase transformation on coming down in T is nucleated at
several sites from whence it spreads until the domains collide and
overlap. New stacking faults can propagate fast or slow according to
whether the corresponding energy change involves JI or not. The
observed statistical distribution of polytypes can be accounted for very
well in this way 1231.
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EPITAXIAL MONOCRYSTALLINE SIC FILMS GROWN ON Si BY
LOW-PRESSURE CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION AT 750°C
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ABSTRACT

Monocrystalline, epitaxial cubic (100) SiC films have been grown on
monocrystalline (100) Si substrates at 7500C, the lowest epitaxial growth temperature
reported to date. The films were grown by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition,
using methylsilane, SiCH 3H3, a single precursor with a Si:C ratio of 1:1, and H2 . The
films were characterized by means of transmission electron microscopy, single- and
double-crystal X-ray diffraction, infra-red absorption, ellipsometry, thickness
measurements, four-point probe measurements, and other methods. Based on X-ray
diffractometry, the crystalline quality of our films is equivalent to that of commercial
films of similar thickness. We describe the novel growth apparatus used in this study
and the properties of the films.

INTRODUCTION

SiC is the leading semiconducting candidate material for use in electronic and opto-
electronic devices and circuits designed to operate at 300-7000C and above. SiC is
particularly attractive for high power, high frequency and high radiation applications,
since its carrier saturation velocity, breakdown electric field, thermal conductivity and
tolerance to ionizing radiation are significantly superior to those of Si and GaAs [1].
SiC exists in the cubic, 13 phase, as well as in about 170 hexagonal polytypes,
commonly grouped under the a phases. Each phase has a somewhat different
bandgap and different carrier mobilities. The bandgap of 13-SiC is the lowest: 2.35 eV
at room temperature.

BUlK, high-purity and high-quality monocrystalline SiC is not commercially available
in sizes greater than 2.5 cm. In addition, the ability to form epitaxial SiC films is
desirable in the manufacture of integrated circuits. Thus, there have been efforts to
deposit SiC epitaxially on other substrates [2], primarily Si, which is available in sizes
up to 20 cm. Epitaxial SiC films have been grown on Si despite the 20% difference
in the room-temperature lattice parameters of the two materials: ao(SiC) = 4.3596 A,
ao(Si) = 5.4301 A. Film formation methods have included chemical vapor deposition
(CVD), molecular beam epitaxy, sputtering and laser ablation. Most SiC films
deposited on Si which have been used for devices were grown by atmospheric
pressure CVD at temperatures of 1300-13800C, using separate precursors for Si and
C, e.g., SiH 4 and C3H. Some processes use chlorinated precursors, e.g. SiHCl3 [3],
which produce highly corrosive HCI. Such high growth temperatures are undesirable,
since they result in high tensile stress and crystalline lattice defects in the SiC film, due
to the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion of SiC (4.63x10 6/0C for the
3 phase) and Si (4.16x10`,oC), averaged between room temperature and 13800C
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[4,5]. Such defects and strain in heteroepitaxial films are known to degrade the carrier
mobilities and increase junction leakage currents [6]. In order to fabricate electronic
devices in the top =0.5 prm region, a SiC film up to 30 g±m thick must be grown,
requiring a relatively long deposition run of =30 h. High growth temperatures may also
result in increased autodoping and in undesirable smearing of dopant distributions and
metal contacts in underlying heteroepitaxial structures. Significantly lower growth
temperatures are thus highly desirable. In addition, the use of separate precursors for
Si and for C in the growth of SiC thin films may result in small departures from
stoichiometry in the films, leading to point defects (interstitials, vacancies, anti-site
defects) or even inclusions and precipitates, which further degrade the device
characteristics. Many SiC growth procedures also use a surface carbonization step
[7] prior to deposition. The lowest reported growth temperature of epitaxial, single-
crystalline B-SiC on Si for device applications is 10000C [3], where epitaxy was
obtained on (111) Si but not on (100) Si.

We have grown single-crystalline, epitaxial cubic (100) SiC films on (100) Si
substrates at 750-9000C by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition, using
methylsilane, SiCH3 H3 , a single gaseous precursor with a Si:C ratio of 1:1, and H2 .
These epitaxial growth temperatures are the lowest reported to date. No surface
carbonization step was required in our process. The films were grown in a recently
built, versatile, cold-wall, high-purity reactor, described below. The films have been
characterized by means of transmission electron microscopy (TEM), single- and
double-crystal X-ray diffraction, infra-red absorption, ellipsometry, four-point probe
measurements, thickness measurements (by optical means, Dektak profilometry and
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry), and other methods.

GROWTH APPARATUS

The reactor comprises a water-cooled, electro-polished stainless steel growth
chamber, depicted schematically in Fig.1. The chamber is pumped by a chemically-
resistant Alcatel 400 I/s turbo-molecular pump (with grease-lubricated bearings),
backed by a 190 ft3 /min Edwards Roots blower in series with a 48 ft3/min Edwards oil-
free rotary pump (model DP-80). The base pressure without bakeout is 1x10-7 Torr.
The majority of the vacuum connections are made with Conflat®-type knife-edge
flanges. There are eight high-purity mass-flow-controlled gas or vapor delivery lines,t

built with electropolished stainless-steel tubing and mainly VCFe-type connectors (the
balance are Swagelok® stainless-steel fittings). Each line can be evacuated directly
to the precursor cylinder valve and on both sides of the mass flow controller with the
Edwards pumps and purged with high-purity Ar. The output of every gas line can be
directed either to the growth chamber or to the backing pumps (run/vent configuration).
A butterfly throttle valve allows control of the pressure in the chamber by varying the
flow conductance to the pumps. The vacuum gate and gas valves are electro-
pneumatically operated. Safety devices include excess flow valves in the gas lines and
an oxidizing furnace connected to the exhaust of the dry pump.

The chamber incorporates a BN-encapsulated, low-mass graphite resistive heater,
upon which the substrate is placed. The temperature of the film/substrate is measured
in-situ and in real-time through quartz and sapphire windows with a pyrometer
operating at 0.8-1.1 grm. The pyrometer readings are calibrated by using Si test wafers
having K-type embedded thermocouples (Sensarray, Inc.). The reactor has other
features which were not used for the results described here.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the cold-wall growth chamber.

SUBSTRATE PREPARATION AND FILM GROWTH PROCEDURE

The (100) oriented, p-type, 30-70 Qcm Si substrates are degreased in an
ultrasonic cleaner, dipped in a 10% HF solution and mounted onto the heater. After
the deposition chamber is evacuated and purged with Ar, the wafers are heated in
flowing H2 at about 9000C in order to remove any residue of the native surface oxide.
The temperature of the substrate is adjusted to the desired value in the range 700-
9000C and SiCH3H3 is admitted into the chamber. The ranges of total pressure in the
deposition chamber and total flow rate are 0.1-1 Torr (13-133 Pa) and 100-400 sccm,
respectively. The ratio of SiCH3H3 to H2 flow rates is in the range 1:(40-1800). At the
conclusion of the growth sequence, the precursor flow is diverted to the pump and the
wafer is cooled down.

CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS

The films are transparent in the visible and have a refractive index of 2.6 at 0.6328
pm, equal to the tabulated value for cubic SiC (8]. The depth-averaged resistivity
measured with a high-sensitivity four-point probe (Four Dimensions, Inc.) is in the
range 1-10 Q)cm at room temperature. The infra-red spectra (see Fig.2) present a
single major absorption band centered at 775-790 cm', a frequency identical to that
reported for bulk SiC (91. The deposition rates are in the range 0.1-1 p±m/h (750-
9000C), depending on process conditions, and they increase with temperature. The
visual appearance, the resistivity and the infra-red transmission of commercial 0.3 im

* thick (100) SiC/(100) Si films are similar to those measured in our films.
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Figure 2. Differential infra-red transmission spectrum of a 0.25 Pim thick, epitaxial,
(100) 13-SiC / (100) Si sample, grown at 7500C, vs. (100) Si.

Single-crystalline, cubic (100) oriented films are obtained at temperatures as low
as 7500C under the present experimental conditions, as evidenced by plan-view TEM
studies; see Fig.3. Samples were thinned for TEM by polishing and dimpling the Si
side down to about 30 gim, chemical etching in a 5:3:3 solution of
HNO 3 :HF:CH3 COOH, and Ar ion milling (to perforation) from both sides at 3 keV and
120. The spots seen in the selected area electron diffraction pattern are indexed to 1-
SiC. The contrast seen in the TEM micrograph is associated with (a) mass contrast
due to surface roughness (either induced by ion milling during sample preparation for
microscopy or already present) and (b) diffraction contrast due to misoriented regions
(e.g. possible twinning) surrounding the epitaxial growth. Stacking faults and anti-
phase domains could be seen in certain diffraction conditions. There was no clear
indication of a well defined dislocation structure, but no attempts were made to
characterize the SiC/Si interface, where such a structure could be prevalent.

Standard (0-20) X-ray diffractometer scans, an example of which is given in Fig.4,
show only the (200) peaks of cubic SiC and of the Si substrate. There are no peaks
at the angles corresponding to the (111) and (220) diffraction lines. These X-ray data
signify the films are epitaxial, i.e. have the same orientation as the Si substrate,
although such X-ray scans in isolation do not unambiguously prove single-crystallinity.
In the present case, however, these X-ray results are consistent with and corroborate
the TEM data, which by themselves prove the single-crystalline nature of our films.

X-ray rocking curves were measured with a two circle diffractometer and double-
crystal X-ray spectrometer. The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM), Aw, of a rocking
curve of a monocrystalline film is a semi-quantitative, depth-averaged measure of the
concentration of defects and strain in the film. The FWHM usually decreases with
increasing film thickness in heteroepitaxial systems, because the defect concentration
is highest at the film/substrate interface and decreases with distance away from the
interface (101. The FWHM of the SiC (400) peak of a 0.25 lim thick film grown in this
laboratory at 7500C is 0.650. Similar values in the range 0.65-0.700 were measured
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Figure 3. Plan-view TEM image and selected-area diffraction pattern of a 0.25 gm
thick, (100) 13-SiC film grown on (100) Si at 7500C.

100

Cto

C, 1(200) Si

S50

zS(200) cubic Ii- St
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20(o)

Figure 4. 0-20 X-ray diffraction scan of a 0.25 p±m thick, epitaxial, single crystalline
(100) 3-SiC film grown on (100) Si at 7500C. The three vertical marker
lines indicate, from left to right, the expected positions of the (1111), (200)
and (220) X-ray lines of 8-SiC.
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for somewhat thicker, 0.3 mim commercial (100) SiC films grown on (100) Si. An
additional benchmark is obtained by comparison with the silicon-on-sapphire (SOS)
system, where commercial 0.17.jim and 0.37 gim thick, (100) epitaxial silicon films
on(01 12) sapphire had Aw = 0.7' and 0.5", respectively [10]. SOS films have been
and are being used extensively and routinely in integrated circuit technology.
Preliminary results indicate that the crystalline quality of our SiC films, as measured
by the FWHM of the X-ray rocking curve, is improved by decreasing the flow rate of
SiCH3 H3 or increasing the deposition temperature.

SUMMARY

Single-crystalline, epitaxial cubic (100) SiC films have been grown on (100) Si
substrates at 750°C by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition, using a single film-
forming precursor - methylsilane, and hydrogen. This epitaxial growth temperature is
the lowest reported to date. Our study is also the first to report single-crystalline SiC
films formed from methylsilane. No surface carbonization step [7] and no halogenated
compounds [3] were used in our process, which is therefore much simpler, safer and
has a smaller thermal budget than other existing processes for deposition of SiC films.
Based on double-crystal X-ray diffractometry measurements, the crystalline quality of
our films is equivalent to that of commercial films of similar thickness.
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ABSTRACT

A low temperature process of silicon carbide deposition using the pyrolysis of di- tert- butylsilane

has been explored for formation of emitter structures in silicon heterojunction bipolar transistors.

Near stoichiometric amorphous silicon carbide films were achieved at 775°C. Doping and annealing

of these films resulted in resistivity as low as 0.02 ohm-cm.

INTRODUCTION

"Silicon heterojunction bipolar transistors (Si-HBTs) have been investigated for potential

application in BiCMOS processes in order to optimize the performance of bipolar transistors and

reduce chip power density. This increases flexibility in utilization of bipolar transistors beyond 1/O

circuitry and high-load drivers. Although single-crystalline $-SiC has been useful for wide band-

gap emitter formation in Si-HBTs, its epitaxial growth involves reaction of silanes and hydrocarbons

at temperatures higher than 1000°C. Such high temperatures are undesirable for BiCMOS processes

and in particular for high speed bipolar transistors which have a very thin (about 50 nm) highly

doped base. To suppress dopant redistribution in the base during emitter formation, low

temperature processes of amorphous and polycrystalline SiC, deposition have been pursued and

reported[ 1,2]. One such method involves the pyrolysis ofdi-tert-butylsilane(DTBS)3J. In this paper

we report preliminary results of our DTBS process intended for device quality n*-SiC HBT emitter

formation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Liquid DTBS has a boiling point of 128°C and a fairly high vapour pressure of 25 Torr at 20'C

allowing gas transfer from a 1.2 litre stainless steel ampule into the reaction chamber at room

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1912 Materials Research Society
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temperature. Vapour flow control was accomplished by use of an MKS Model 1150A controller. A

hot-wall LPCVD furnace was used for pyrolysis of DTBS in the pressure range of 0.35 to I Torr

and temperature from 600 to 800SC. Elimination of residual oxygen in the reaction chamber is
critical in the formation of stoichiometric silicon carbide films. This was done by flowing argon,

purified by a point-of-use Nanochem system, prior to and during the deposition. To dope the SiC,

emitter with phosphorus we also incorporated tert-butylphosphine(TBP) in the SiC, deposition
process by injecting TBP vapour from a liquid source. TBP has a boiling point of 54°C and a vapour
pressure of 141 Torr at 10C. Both undoped and doped films were deposited on 150mm diameter
p-type 8-IS ohm-cm Si(100) wafers as well as on some wafers coated with 300 nm thick silicon

dioxide. Some of the films were annealed (RTA) in nitrogen ambient in a rapid thermal reactor in

order to examine the film crystallinity as well as resistivity. The experiments carried out are

outlined in the following sections:

I. Undoned SiC. films

Experimental runs were carried out to examine the effect of varying the following process
parameters on the deposition rate, stoichiometry, and film quality:

i) Temperature: 550°C -- g00°C
ii) Pressure: 0.25 -- I Torr

iii) Argon flow rate: 250 -- 1000 sccm

iv) DTBS flow rate: 250 -- 350 sccm

2. Doped SiC. films

In these experiments the process conditions were optimized for the best stoichiometric SiC,

films. The deposition temperature was 775"C, and the pressure was 0.35 Torr. The DTBS and argon
flow rates were 250 and 500 sccm respectively. Deposition time was adjusted to obtain films with

thicknesses around 350 nm. The TBP flow rate varied from 130 to 340 sccm. For film resistivity
measurements, some doped films were deposited on a 300 nm thick layer of Si0 2 grown on silicon

substrate. These doped films were annealed for 10 sec in N2 ambient at various temperatures

between 900°C and 1200°C.

The SiC, films were characterized by a number of techniques. Auger electron spectroscopy
(AES) and elastic recoil detection (ERD) were used to examine the stoichiometry. The film

thickness and refractive index were determined by ellipsometry at wavelengths of 632.8 nm and

800.0 nm, with SEM verification of thickness in most cases. FTIR and Raman spectroscopy were

N0
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employed to detect the existence of silicon-silicon, carbon-carbon and silicon-carbon bonds. Thc

crystallinity of the films was examined with TEM and electron diffraction methods. A four-point

probe was used to determine the film resistivity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Without the use of Nanochem-purified argon in the process there was always five to ten atomic

percent of oxygen in the SiC, films. Oxygen is known to form generation-recombination centres

that can increase junction leakage; therefore every attempt was made to reduce the oxygen content

of the films. AES, ERD, and FTIR results indicated the absence of any detectable level of oxygen

in the bulk of films that were deposited with the process which incorporates Nanochem-purified

argon. Little effect on stoichiometry was seen with argon flow rate varied from 250 to 1000 sccm.

The following discussions refer to films without detectable oxygen content achieved in this way.

The SiC film grown at 775'C is nearly stoichiometric as determined by AES. Typical film

growth rate at 775°C is 18 nm/min. Figure I indicates that the stoichiometry of these films is

heavily dependent on deposition temperature. At temperatures above 775°C, the film is carbon-rich

with Si/C ratio being 0.7 at 800C, while below 775°C the film is silicon-rich with Si/C ratio being

1.9 at 700'C. The stoichiometry does not appear to be significantly dependent on any other variable.

30-
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Figure 1. Stoichiometry of undoped"SiC. films versus deposition temperature.
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ERD data show that hydrogen content in these films is 2 to 4 percent. Si-C bonding (765 cm')

was revealed in FTIR spectra for all SiC, films, whereas Raman spectra indicated that films

deposited at temperatures below 7500C were predominantly amorphous silicon.

At wavelengths of 632.8 and 830.0 nm where SiC film may be considered transparent with >40%

optical transmission[4], the ellipsometry measurement yielded a refractive index of 2.7 for all SiC,

films deposited at 775°C. This is close to the reported value of 2.64 for monocrystalline SiC [5,61.

The DTBS flow rate is seen to affect the deposition rate only. In general, at constant

temperatures, lower DTBS flow rates causes a lowering in the deposihon rate (Figure 2). The

physical quality of the films appears to be dependent on the gas pressure during deposition. While

films deposited at pressure from 0.35 to 0.5 Torr adhered well to the substrates, those deposited at

I Torr were flaky.

400

700 C
350

. 300-

M 250 -

0
200-

- 150 -

100
270 290 310 330 350

DTBS Flow Rate (sccm)

Figure 2. Deposition rale of undoped SiC, films at 700'C versus DTBS flos rate.

Doped films, 300 -- 370 nm thick, deposited on oxidized silicon substrates, were annealed and

exhibited resistivities in the range of 0.02 to 0.34 ohm-cm. The lowest ýalue of 0.02 ohm-cm was

achieved for films annealed by RTA at I 100*C. The ratio of resistivities after and before RTA is
plotted against the anneal temperature in Figure 3. Again, this plot suggests that the most effectise

anneal temperature is I I00*C for lowering the resistivity of the n -SiC, films. At 1200'C, the
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resistivity ratio increases rapidly from that for I IO0°C. This seems to suggest that the dopant could

be evaporating from the surface of the silicon carbide films during the higher temperature anneal.

However, since the diffusion coefficient of phosphorus in silicon carbide is very low, it is unlikely

that much dopant would reach the film surface and evaporate. It is more probable that the higher

temperature anneal caused changes in the structure of the film. TEM of a doped film deposited at

775*C and annealed at 1200°C indicates a polycrystalline grain structure which was identified by
electron diffraction as mainly silicon. Diffusion of phosphorus in polysilicon is known to be faster

than it is in silicon carbide.

017.[

0.16.
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Figure 3. Ratio of resistivities after and before RTA of doped SiC, vs. anneal temperature.

CONCLUSIONS

Amorphous near-stoichiometric silicon carbide films have been obtained from an LPCVD process

using the pyrolysis of di-tert-butylsilane at 775°C. Films in situ doped with phosphorus exhibit

resistivities in the 10. ohm-cm range. This DTBS process may be suitable to produce low thermal

budget silicon carbide films intended for device quality n'-SiC HBT emitter formation.
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STRESS-INDUCED POLYTYPIC TRANSFORMATION IN SiC

J. W. YANG, T. SUZUKI, P. PIROUZ, J. A. POWELL*, AND T. ISEKI**
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland,
OH 44106
*NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH 44135
"-Department of Inorganic Materials, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo 152, Japan.

ABSTRACT
Deformation experiments were carried out on 6H-SiC single crystals and the deformed

samples were examined by electron-optical techniques to verify any evidence for stress-induced
polytypic transformation.

INTRODUCTION
Despite its discovery about 80 years ago [ 11, polytypism in SiC has still not been satisfactorily

explained. A number of attempts have been made to explain the occurrence of polytypism and the
mechanism of transformation from one polytype to another [21. However, none of the
mechanisms proposed so far can explain all the experimental observations, and they are often in
contradiction with them. Polytypism can be considered in two different ways. Firstly, from a
thermodynamic point of view, the stability of each polyiype over a certain range of temperature
and pressure can be considered. In this respect, great progress has been recently made by means
of ah initio calculations of the total energy of different polytypes (see Heine in these proceedings
[31). The actual mechanism of polytypic transformation is a kinetic problem and has been
considered both as a diffusive process and also as a dislocation process. Recently a dislocation
model for polytypic transformation was proposed [41 which is briefly discussed in the following !

section. It involves the glide of 30' partial dislocations which are assumed to have different
activation energies for motion. Thus it implies that the phase transformation depends both on

temperature as well as on stress. The assumption of different mobilities of the two 300 partial
dislocations is based their different core structures: the core of one of the 300 partials is all carbon
atoms (the C(g) partial) while the core of the other partial is all silicon atoms (the Si(g) partial)
15). The formation of kink pairs and their migration are assumed to be much easier along the
Si(g) partial as compared to the C(g) partial [51. The present paper discusses some experiments
designed to check the validity of this model. Before discussing the experimental results, a brief
review of the 611-)3C polytypic transformation is given. For more details of the model, see
references 141 and 151.

THE 6H--43C TRANSFORMATION
The mechanism of ref. 141 depends on a pinned segment of a screw dislocation which is

dissociated on the (0001) plane into a Si(g) and a C(g) 30' partial dislocations. Under an
appropriate resolved shear stress, where the Si(g) partial with the higher mobility is the leading
partial. it will expand and form a loop on the (0001) plane in a manner similar to the Frank-Read
tmechanism. On the other hand, the C(g) partial, which has a very low mobility at low

temperatures (say below 1500'C), lags behind and cannot form a loop. Hence the loop formed
by the Si(g) partial is faulted After the formation of a faulted loop, the leading Si(g) partial
approaches the trailing C(g) partial from behind and the screw dislocation cross-slips onto the

(0100) prism plane according to the Friedel-Escaig mechanism (see ref. 161). Subsequent to this,
there is a tendency for the screw dislocation to cross-slip back to the basal plane. This can only
happen if the screw dislocation can dissociate on the basal plane without violating the stacking
sequence, i.e. without forming a high energy AA stacking. The sequence of faulted loop

formation on the ((XX)I) plane followed by cross-slip on the (10iO) plane is shown schematically
in Fig. I. On the right hand side of this figure, the stacking sequence of 6H-SiC, i.e.
...ABCACB... is shown. Within each faulted loop, the crystal has sheared and the sites change
according to A ---B or B-4C or C--A. Thus, as shown in Fig. 1, the final stacking sequence
within the loops will be ...ACB... and a 6H-.3C transformation has taken place.

Mat r'is. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The material used in the deformation experiments was grown by the Acheson method and

supplied by the Taiheiyo Rumdum Co. The crystals are monocrystalline and transparent with a
greenish tint which implied the presence of nitrogen impurities. The as-received material was
checked by TEM and was found to be quite a perfect single crystal (Fig. 2). No defects are seen
in Fig. 2 and the 6H periodicity can be clearly observed. At much lower magnifications in the
TEM, and after a thorough search, a low density of stacking faults on the basal planes and
inclusions could be found in the specimen.

Y C __,__B

A A

B B

CC

A

B

Ai

A A

7 B B

0 
i 4I

FIG. 1. Schematic of the change in the stacking sequence from 6H to 3C during the 6H-"3C
polytypic transformation. The scheme follows the model of ref. t4d.

The SiC crystals were cut by a diamond saw into parallelepiped-shaped specimens (ixhx3
mm 3 ) in the orientation shown in Fig.3. The primary glide plane is (0001) and the cross-slip
plane is (yO). The resolved shear stress on two of the -r1210> dislocations is equal on the

basal plane as well as on the corresponding (100) cross-slip plane. This parnicular orientation
was chosen in order to have a large resolved shear stress both on the basal (0001)

TABLE 1. Deformation conditions
Specimen cDeformation hResolved Shear

#1 Temperature ('Q2 Stress, T (MPa) Time (00-r) Strain, E(

S>

SI 1 5.1

#4 9503 ______

#5 0 22 -2 1.
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I

FIG. 2. A HREM Micrograph of the as-received 6H-SiC along a <1120> direction.

plane and also on the (10i0) cross-slip plane. Five samples were deformed under the conditions
shown in Table 1. Each specimen was pre-loaded by 20 MPa and then ramped up to the
deformation temperature. Subsequently the applied stress was increased to the desired value and
the specimen kept under load for the desired time (see Table 1). After deformation, TEM

specimens were prepared with foil normals parallel to [00011 and [I 1201 directions and examined
in JEOL 200CX and JEOL 4000EX microscopes. The latter microscope, with a point-to-point
resolution of 0.18 nm, was used for HREM.

110101

FIG. 3. The orientation of the deformation FIG. 4. An optical micrograph of the

specimen. The dimensions of the specimen (12 10) surface of sample I after deformation at
are lxlx3 mm 3. 14000C (c=20.3%).

RESULTS
The plastic strains, E, undergone by the specimens are shown in Table 1. Samples I and 2

underwent a very large plastic strain of -15-20% while the plastic strain in samples 3 to 5 was
lower; in sample 3 C-5% and for samples 4 and 5 E:-I%. Fig. 4 shows an optical micrograph of

.. . . .. . .-.
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the sample before and after deformation at 14000C. There is a high density of slip traces which
are parallel to the traces of the basal planes. A TEM micrograph of a heavily deformed section of
sample 1 compressed at 14000C is shown in Fig. 5. Note the striped contrast from the different
phases. The wide bands in this figure are all 3C. In fact, the predominant phase in this region of
the specimen is cubic SiC as shown by the diffraction pattern from this area (see Fig. 5).

FIG. 5. A TEM micrograph of a heavily deformed section of sample I (deformation
temperature=14000 C, E=20.3%). The diffraction pattern from this region is also shown.

Fig. 6 shows an HREM micrograph of a region of Fig. 4 where there is a large density of
the 3C phase.

FIG. 6. A HREM micrograph of a region of Fig. 4 where there is a large density of the 3C
phase (deformation temperature=14000C, 6=20.3%).
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Fig. 7 shows a HREM micrograph of sample 3 which was deformed at I IO0XC for 5 hours.
As may be seen, the region has also been partially transformed to the cubic phase.

I

FIG. 7. A HREM micrograph from sample 3 deformed at I lOOC for 5 hours (E..17.9%)
where there is partial transformation to the 3C phase.

No 6H--3C transformation was observed in samples 4 and 5. However, very wide
stacking faults were observed in the specimens deformed below 1000°C where E-1%. An
example is shown in the bright-field TEM micrograph of sample 5 in Fig. 8.

F

FIG. 8. TEM micrograph of wide stacking faults in sampleS$ deformed at SG00C (8=1. 1%).
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

According to the model described in ref. 141, there are three requirements for polytypic

transformation in SiC: (i) A large difference in the mobility of the 300 partial dislocations, (ii) A
sufficiently large resolved shear stress on the basal plane to form a faulted loop from a pinned
segment of the highly mobile 30o Si(g) partial dislocation, and (iii) A sufficiently large resolved
shear stress on the cross-slip plane to make the screw dislocation cross-slip after it has re-formed.
The experiments in this paper were designed to satisfy the above conditions for the 6H--+3C
polytypic transformation. By choosing relatively low temperatures and low resolved shear
stresses, it was intended that the trailing partial dislocation lags far behind the leading partial. In
addition, the orientation of the specimen was chosen in such a way that there were roughly equal
resolved shear stresses on the primary glide (basal) plane and the cross-slip (prism) plane. From
the results of the tests, we can draw the following conclusions:

(a) The large plastic strains in the single crystals of 6H-SiC at these relatively low
temperatures (<1500*C) and low stresses (<100 MPa) occur by the glide of partial dislocations
(see also the work of Maeda er al. 17]). This is an indirect evidence for the asymmetry of the
partials dislocation mobilities and the fact that one of the partial dislocations (presumably the Si(g)
partial) can be easily moved even at low temperatures.

b) In samples I and 2, there is partial transformation of the 6H polytype to the cubic 3C

polytype. These samples correspond to the temperature range 1100-1400*C where there is a
large plastic strain (-20%). The mobility of the partials is expected to be very different in this
temperature range and the results are consistent with the dislocation model proposed in [4].

c) In sample 5, deformed at 800°C, there is no 6H-13C transformation despite the very
long deformation time (-24 hours). However, the dislocations are very widely dissociated
indicating an even larger asymmetry in the mobility of the two partial dislocations as compared to
samples 1-4 deformed at higher temperatures. This implies that the asymmetry in the mobility of
partials is due to a larger activation energy for the motion of the trailing partial dislocation
(presumably the C(g) partial) as compared to the leading partial dislocation (presumably the Si(g) !
partial) 181. The absence of polytypic transformation in this sample, and also in samples 3 and 4,

may be because of the difficulty of cross-slip under their deformation conditions.
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EFFECT OF CARBONIZATION GAS PRECURSOR ON THE
HETEROEPITAXIAL GROWTH OF SiC-ON-Si BY RTCVD

A. J. STECKL AND J. P. LI
Nanoelectronics Laboratory, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of
Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221-0030

ABSTRACT

A comparison of several simple hydrocarbon gases, with H:C ratios ranging from
I to 4, as precursors for the carbonization of Si is presented. The growth experiments were
performed by RTCVD at reactor pressures of 760 and 5 Tort. For AP-RTCVD, we have
found that C3H8, C2 H4 and C2 H2 have very similar dependence of growth rate on hydrocarbon
partial pressure in the chamber. At 1300*C, this involved a maximum in film thickness being
obtained at a hydrocarbon flow rate of 8-10 sccm, representing a transition hydrocarbon fraction
(in H2) of- 5xlO-4 . CH4 carbonization produces a peak growth rate at a significantly higher
fraction, - 4x10-3. For LP-CVD at 5 Torr, the transition carbonization fraction increases by
approximately an order of magnitude. The AP-RTCVD carbonization activation energy for
C3H 8 , C2 H4 and C2H2 at higher temperatures (-1200-1300oC) has a common value of

0.8 eV, while for lower temperatures it depends on the hydrocarbon.

INTRODUCTION

Silicon carbide is an interesting semiconducting material with many desirable properties:
large Eg (2.2 eV for the 3C polytype), high Tm (>28000 C), high Ebr (2.5xl0 6 V/cm), high
thermal conductivity (4 W/cm-°K), high saturated electron drift velocity (2x 107cm/sec), as well
as a large degree of physical and chemical stability. These properties are very attractive for
many SiC device applications requiring operation under extreme conditions (such as high
--'"age and/or current, high temperature, etc.) and for heterostructure applications, such as the

SiC ii heterojunction bipolar transistor which requires a large band-gap semiconductor. For
het rostructure device fabrication, the epitaxial growth of BI-SiC-on-Si has been accomplished
uy conventional chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [1-31, by low pressure CVD with
simultaneous [4] and alternate supply of Si- and C-bearing gases [5] and by gas-source
molecular beam epitaxy [6,71. We have previously reported the epitaxial growth of B-SiC films
on (100) Si by rapid thermal chemical vapor deposition (RTCVD) at atmospheric [8] and
reduced pressures [9]. RTCVD growth is well-suited for the fabrication of thin SiC-on-Si
device structures, due to its minimal exposure to high temperature, which is produced by
rapidly cycling the substrate temperature. This rapid temperature control is usually provided by
Si absorption of the near-IR photoemission of W-halogen lamps. RTCVD growth of SiC-on-Si
(100) using C3 H8 carbonization and/or growth by reaction of C3Hg and SiH4 has been shown
[8] to result in monocrystalline (100) SiC thin films.

In this paper we report on a study which compares several simple hydrocarbon gases as
precursors for the carbonization growth of SiC-on-Si by RTCVD.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The growth system is a modified RTCVD system from AET/ADDAX. A detailed
description of the system and its operation can be found in 18]. The gas precursors used in this
study are CH4 , C3H8, C2H4 and C2H 2. all diluted to 5% in H2 . The flow rates of each of the
hydrocarbon gases referred to later in this paper indicate the rate of flow of the 5% mixture.
Hydrogen is also used as the carrier gas. The system pressure was measured by a capacitance
manometer and controlled by a throttle valve with a pressure controller. The growth substrates
consisted of standard (100) n-type Si wafers with 4-6 ohm-cm resistivity. Prior to being loaded
into the chamber, the substrates were dipped in diluted HF and rinsed in DI H20. The typical
AP-RTCVD process sequence [8] consists of the following steps: (a) pump-down to base
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pressure, followed by H2 flush; (b) in-situ cleaning by exposure to Ha for 2 min at 12000 C; (c)
pump-down; (d) establish gas flow and pressure and then ramp-up to carbonization temperature;
(e) carbonization and ramp-down to room temperature. The LP-RTCVD process is the same,
except for a time delay prior to the initial temperature ramp-up to allow for stabilization of the
pressure at the selected level. For preliminary comparisons, we have used the same growth
parameters for LP-RTCVD as those obtained for optimized AP-RTCVD growth: growth
temperature of 13000C, temperature ramp rate of 25-500 C/sec, growth time of 60-120 sec.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fraction of the C-bearing gas in the gas stream (i.e. the ratio of ClH-y to the total
gas flow) was found, for all hydrocarbons investigated, to be extremely important in
determining the nucleation process and the structural properties of the resulting SiC film. The
SiC average film thickness obtained at atmospheric pressure after 90 sec growth at 1300°C is
shown in Fig. I as a function of hydrocarbon fraction. For all hydrocarbons, a transition
fraction for maximum thickness is observed. For propane, ethylene and acetylene the transition
occurs at a fraction of around 5x10-4. Carbonization with methane yields a substantially higher
value of the transition fraction, 4x10-

3
, as well as significantly thicker films. The overall

characteristic pattern is reproducible, with some variation in the actual value of the transition
fraction.

The morphology of films grown by ethylene and acetylene for hydrocarbon fractions
less than, equal to, or greater than the transition value is very similar to that observed with
propane growth [8] under similar conditions. Since methane appears to behave somewhat
differently from the other hydrocarbons, we will concentrate on the morphology of SiC films
grown by CH4 carbonization. The morphology of films grown with selected methane fractions
is shown in Fig. 2. At low CH4 fraction (10-3), dendritic growth occurs, as shown in Fig.2a,
because the few nucleation sites present are widely separated and do not interact. At the
transition methane fraction (- 4x10-3

) a uniform and continuous film is observed in Fig. 2d,
along with the presence of voids in the underlying Si substrate. At the higher methane fraction
of 10-2, the average void size appears to decrease, while the film surface is considerably
thinner and markedly smoother. As in the case of propane carbonization [81 at high flow rates,
this can be ascribed to the high density of nucleation sites which result in the early formation of
a continuous SiC film, thus sealing the surface diffusion path for Si atoms from the substrate
and greatly reducing the subsequent growth rate.

10,

150*C/~cI
0.9Ipm H2

- 101 760 To
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Hydrocarbon Fraction In Total Gas Flow

Fig. I AP-RTCVD SiC fdm thickness as a function of hydrocarbon fraction.
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(a) 20sccm CH4
0.9 pm H2

(b) 40 sccm CI14
0.9 Ipm H2

6J

(c) 60 sccm CH4
0.9 Ipm H2

(d) 100 sccm C-H
0.9 1pM H 2

(e) 100 sccm -
0.4 Ipm H 2

Fig. 2 SiC surface morphology for methane carbonization at several flow rates.
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Fig. 3 LP-RTCVD SiC film thickness as a function of hydrocarbon fraction.

In the case of AP-RTCVD growth, the fdlm thickness uniformity is strongly affected by
the gas flow pattern inside the reactor. In LP-RTCVD growth, the SiC film thickness is
primarily a function of the temperature across the wafer and, therefore, exhibits superior
uniformity [9]. The film thickness vs. hydrocarbon fraction was obtained at 5 Torr. As seen in
Fig. 3, the overall characteristic is similar to that obtained with Films grown at 760 TorT.
However, a substantial shift in the values of the transition fraction is observed for all
hydrocarbons. This was previously explained [9] for SiC LP-RTCVD with C3H8 on the basis
that the propane fraction which will provide a density of C atoms on the growth surface at low
pressure comparable to that at atmospheric pressure has to be significantly higher to compensate
for the lower gas density in the chamber. It is interesting to point out that, while C3 Hg, C2H4
and C2 H2 have roughly the same transition fraction, (-5x10"4), for AP-RTCVD, the shift at low
pressure is to different transition values: 10-3 for acetylene, (3-4)x10-3 for ethylene, and
(0.5-1 )x 10-2 for propane. The transition fraction for CH4 at 5 Torr was not reached as it
required a methane flow rate higher than that available in the system.

The effect of temperature on the thickness of SiC films grown by AP-RTCVD with the
various hydrocarbon precursors is shown in Fig. 4. The flow rate of each precursor is chosen
such that it yields the transition value of the hydrocarbon fraction in the total gas flow. For
C3H8 , C2H 4 and C2H2 carbonization, shown in Fig. 4a, two growth regimes are observed. Att
higher temperatures, the same weak temperature dependence is seen for all three gases, yielding
an activation energy of 0.76 eV. The rate-limiting mechanism in this regime is the transport of
hydrocarbon reactant to the wafer surface. At lower temperatures the surface reaction rate
becomes the rate-limiting mechanism and a different activation energy is associated with each
gas: 1.2 eV for C2 H4 , 3.1 eV for C3H8, and 3.9 eV for C2 H2. The transition temperature
between the two regimes is around 1175 0 C. Methane carbonization displays a single growth
regime (see Fig. 4b) over the temperature studied, with an activation energy of 2.5 eV.

Preliminary results obtained for the temperature dependence of the thickness at low
pressure using carbonization with propane and acetylene are shown in Fig. 5. The respective
hydrocarbon transition fraction at 5 Torr is used in each case.

SUMMARY AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

SiC carbonization using RTCVD has been investigated with several hydrocarbon gases:
CH4, C3H8 , C21-14 , and C2H 2 . The transition hydrocarbon fraction (for maximum film
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Fig. 4 AP-RTCVD SiC film thickness as a function of temperature: (a) C3H8, C2H1, C2 H2;
(b) CH4.
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Fig. 5 LP-RTCVD SiC film thickness as a function of temperature.

thickness) for AP-RTCVD is roughly equal for C3H8 , C2 H4 , and C2H2 with a value of
(5-6)x10-4 , whereas it is significantly higher for CH4, namely 4x10- 3. For LP-RTCVD at
5 Torr, the transition fractions for all hydrocarbons shift to higher values. Carbonization
activation energies were obtained for at 760 and 5 Ton'.

The authors acknowledge the support of this work by the Edison Materials Technology
Center. Assistance in ellipsometry and other thickness measurements by G. Debrabander,
P. H. Yih and J. T. Boyd is greatly appreciated.
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PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 3C-SiC
HETEROEPITAXIAL LAYERS ON Si(111)

MITSUGU YAMANAKA and KEIKO IKOMA

Scientific Research Laboratory, Nissan Motor Co., Ltd., 1, Natsushima-cho,
Yokosuka 237, Japan

ABSTRACT

3C-SiC layers were grown on Si(111) substrates by chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) using SiH4 -CH 3 CI-H 2 gas mixture. 3C-SiC(1 11) heteroepitaxial layers were
obtained with smooth surfaces and ýecluced warpage. All the epilayers were n-
type, and the carrier density and Hall mobility were 2.1x10 16 -2.8x10 17 cm-3 and
120-180 cm2 Ns at room temperature, respectively. Temperature dependences of
the electrical properties of the self-supported 3C-SiC(111) epilayers were
measured between 15 and 300 K for the first time. 3C-SiC(1 11) epilayers showed
a similar temperature dependence of carrier density to 3C-SiC(001) heteroepitaxial
layer. Hall mobility was maximum (-360 cm2 Ns) around 100 K.

INTRODUCTION

3C-SiC is a promising semiconductor for elsct•onic devices operating at high
temperature, high power, and high frequency because of extreme thermal and
chemical stability, wide energy band gap (2.2 eV), high saturated electron velocity
(2.5x10 7 cm/s) and high electron mobility (800 cm2Ns).

3C-SiC(001) heteroepitaxial layers have been prepared on Si(001) by CVD in
recent years [1]. The electrical and optical properties of the epilayers were studied
extensively [2,3], and electronic devices were fabricated such as diodes and field
effect transistors [4,5]. On the other hand, microcracks were observed in epitaxial
3C-SiC films grown on Si(1 11), and thermal stress in the 3C-SiC(1 11) epilayers
was calculated to be approximately twice as large as in the 3C-SiC(001) epilayers
[6]. Suzuki et al. obtained single crystalline 3C-SiC epilayers grown on Si(l 11) by
the formation of 3C-SiC(1 11) oriented polycrystalline buffer layer using SiH2CI2-
C3 Hs-H 2 gas mixture at low temperatures (1273-1373 K), but the epilayers were
reported to warp due to the lattice mismatch [7]. Furumura et al. reported the growth
of 3C-SiC on Si(1 11) by low pressure CVD using SiHCI3 -C3 H8 -H2 gas mixture
without the formation of the buffer layer. and showed single crystalline 3C-SiC
layers to be grown on off-axial Si(1 11) substrates [8]. Tachibana et al. reported
electrical properties of 3C-SiC(1 11) epilayers grown by CVD on 6H-SiC(0001)
crystals prepared by the Lely process [9]. However, the electrical properties of 3C-
SiC(1 11) heteroepitaxial layers have not been investigated well in comparison to
the 3C-SiC(001) epilayers, because of cracks and/or warp of the 3C-SiC(1 11)
epilayers due to the internal stress.

In the present paper, we report the heteroepitaxial growth of 3C-SiC on Si(111)
by two-step CVD method to form a carbonized (buffer) layer using methylchloride
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(CH 3 CI)-H 2 gas mixture and to grow a 3C-SiC layer using SiH4 -CH 3 CI-H 2 gas

mixture. The temperature dependences of the electrical properties of the self-
supported 3C-SiC(1 11) epilayers are presented for the first time.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

3C-SiC layers were grown on Si substrates by CVD system with cold-wall type
reactor, which was previously evacuated to the pressure of 3x10-5 Pa. SiH4 and
CH 3CI, diluted with H2 , were used as source gases for Si and C, and H2 purified by
Pd-Ag alloy cell and HCI were used as carrier and etching gases, respectively. The
flow rates were regulated by mass flow controllers. Substrates were 30 mm x 70
mm x 415 gIm Si wafers with just orientation of (111). Si substrates were put on
SiC-coated graphite susceptor, 70x80x15 mm3 , which was heated inductively by
200 kHz RF generator. The temperature was measured by a pyrometer viewing
through a quartz window.

Prior to the growth, the surface layers of Si substrates were etched by HCI-H 2
gas mixture at 1473 K for 3 min, and carbonized by CH3 CI-H 2 gas mixture. The
substrate temperature was ramped to 1573 K at about 500 K/min, and held at 1573
K for 2 min in the carbonization process. Thereafter, a SiC layer was grown on the
carbonized layer using a SiH 4 -CH 3 CI-H 2 gas mixture at 1623 K. Typical growth
conditions are summarized in Table I. 3C-SiC layers for the evaluation of
crystallinity and morphology were grown for 30 min, and those for the measurement
of electrical properties and wafer warpage were grown for 180 min.

The surface morphology and thickness of the epilayers were evaluated by
means of scanning electron microscope (SEM). The surface roughness and wafer
warpage were measured by surface profile measuring system. Reflection high
energy electron diffraction (RHEED) was used for the crystallographic analysis.

The electrical properties of the self-supported 3C-SiC(1 11) epilayers, which
were obtained by remoing the Si substrates with a HF-HNO3 -H20 (7:9:13) solution,
were measured using the van der Pauw method at temperatures between 15 and
300 K. Ti electrodes were used for the ohmic contacts without thermal annealing.
The temperature of the sample was monitored by Pt resistive thermometer.

Table I. Typical conditions for heteroepitaxial growth of 3C-SiC layer. I
Process Reaction Gas Flow Rate (sccm) Temperature (K)

HCI 95
Etching H2 10000 1473

4

1%CH3Cl/H2 500 1573
Carbonization H2 8000

1%SiH4/H2 210
Growth 1%CHSCI/H2 500 1623

H2 8000

i4 ... -

rt ~ --
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the SEM image of 3C-SiC layer grown on Si(111) substrate
under typical growth condition shown in Table 1. The surface of the layer was very
smooth (about 5 nm in arithmetic average roughness) and the thickness was about
1 pm according to the SEM image. Figure 2 shows the RHEED patterns of the 3C-
SiC layer in the [110] and [112] incident azimuth. Streak patterns with Kikuchi lines
were observed, which indicated that the obtained layer was single crystalline 3C-
SiC epitaxially grown on the Si(1 11) substrate. Reconstructed structure pattern (3x)
was clearly recognized in the [112] incident azimuth.

Si substrate warped as a concave surface after heteroepitaxial growth of 3C-
SiC(1 11) layer. Figure 3 shows the wafer warpage, which was measured as a
height from the center of the wafer, after the 3C-SiC(1 11) epilayer 5 Pm in thickness
was grown under typical growth condition. Furukawa et al. reported reduction of
wafer warpage of 3C-SiC grown on selectively-etched Si(1 11) substrate using
SiH 4 -C3 H8 -H2 gas mixture [10]. The wafer warpage of our sample was reduced
more in comparison to their results. Figure 4 shows SEM and optical micrograph
(OM) images of the carbonized layer formed on Si(1 11) using CH 3 CI-H 2 gas
mixture at 1573 K for 2 min. In the carbonization process, voids were formed under
the carbonized layer and were observed as the white triangular region in the OM

ýý 1CSC "Layer

Fig. 1. SEM image of the 3C-SiC layer grown under typical grcwth condition. Voids
are observed under the 3C-SiC layer.

111110 1[1121

Fig. 2. RHEED patterns of the 3C-SiC layer grown under typical growth condition.

'I
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image. The formation of voids reduces the contact area between the epilayer and
substrate, which may decrease the internal stress in the epilayer. Therefore, the
reduction of wafer warpage is considered to be due to the formation of voids under
the epilayer.

(C) =

l~ ~4 (c 8-

(b)

(a) ~ *~ 
2J7 --

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
Distance (mm)

Fig. 3. (a) Wafer warpage after the 3C-SiC epilayer 5 gim in thickness was grown
under typical growth condition. (b) and (c) are data obtained for the samples
grown on selectively-etched and non-etched Si(111) substrates using SiH 4 -
C3H8-1-12 gas mixture [10].

(a)Carbonized (b)e

Fig. 4. (a) SEM and (b) optical micrograph images of carbonized layer formed using
CH3CI-H2 gas mixture at 1573 K for 2 min. Voids, observed as the white
triangular region in (b), were formed under the carbonized layer.

Table I1. Electrical properties of the 3C-SiC epilayers grown under several growth
conditions.

Flow Rate of 1%CH3CI (sccm) Thickness Carrier Density Hall Mobility
Sample Carbonization Growth (4rm) (cm"1) (cm2IVs)

A 500 500 6.5 2.2 x 1016  150

8 500 500 4.3 2.8 x 1017  120

C 1000 500 4.5 1.5 x 1017  180
D 700 600 6.5 2.6 x 101" 145

E 700 700 5.7 2.1 x 10"' 26

,L r -
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All the 3C-SiC(1 11) epilayers showed n-type electrical conduction. Table II
summarizes carrier density and Hall mobility at room temperature obtained for the
epilayers grown under several conditions (flow rate of 1%CH 3CI/H 2 was varied).
The epilayers with high Hall mobility (120-180 cm2Ns) were transparent with a
light yellow color, but sample E with low mobility (26 cm 2Ns) was opaque, although
the carrier density of sample E (2.1x10 1 7 cm- 3 ) was comparable with the others. It
seems that a smaller Si/C ratio in the reaction gas than 0.3 is not suitable for the
heteroepitaxial growth of 3C-SiC(1 11) using the present gas mixture.

Figure 5 compares the temperature dependence of carrier density and Hall
mobility of the 3C-SiC(t 11) epilayers with those of the 3C-SiC(001) heteroepitaxial
layer grown using SiH 4 -C3 H8 -H2 gas mixture [11]. Since 3C-SiC(111) epilayers
showed a similar temperature dependence of carrier density to 3C-SiC(001)
epilayer, the activation energy of residual donors may be almost the same as the 20
meV estimated for 3C-SiC(001) epilayer [2]. Therefore, the residual donors in the
undoped 3C-SiC(1 11) epilayer are considered to have the same origin as the 3C-
SiC epilayer, and to be highly compensated by residual acceptors.

On the other hand, Hall mobility of 3C-SiC(1 11) epilayer was lower than that of
3C-SiC(001) epilayer and had a maximum (-360 cm2Ns) around 100 K within the
present experiment, even though the growth conditions of 3C-SiC(l 11) epilayers
were not optimized yet. Hall mobility seems to be limited by phonon scattering
above 200 K and ionized impurity scattering below 80 K, according to the
comparison with the temperature dependence of the Hall mobility of 3C-SiC(001)
epilayer [2].

108 I 10

*A *A* B * B

A C A c
0 D D D

1017 o (001) o (001)
E w,> lo10 o•...

A "

0 o, A12

11000 o

o 

1*

10 , 101

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 101 102 103

1/ Temperature (10I/K) Temperature (K)

Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of (a) carrier density and (b) Hall mobility of 3C-
SiC(t 11) epilayers. A, B, C, and 0 denote the samples listed in Table II. Data of
3C-SiC(001l) epilayers grown on Si(001) substrate using SiH4-C3H8 -H2 gas
mixture [11] are also plotted for comparison.
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CONCLUSION

3C-SiC(1 11) layers were grown on Si(1 11) substrates by CVD using a SiH4-
CH3CI-H 2 gas mixture. 3C-SiC(1 11) heteroepitaxial films were obtained with
smooth surfaces and reduced warpage. All the epilayers; were n-type, and the
carrier density and Hall mobility were 2.1X10 16-2.8x10 17 cm- 3 and 120-180
cm2Ns at room temperature, respectively. 3C-SiC(1 11) epilayers showed a similar
temperature dependence of carrier density to 3C-SiC(001) epilayer. The Hall
mobility of 3C-SiC(I 1t) epilayers had a maximum (-360 cm2Ns) around 100 K.

In order to investigate the electrical properties of 3C-SiC(1 11) epilayers further,
both optimization of growth condition and high-temperature measurement of
electrical properties are required. Estimation of internal stress in the 3C-SiC(1 11)
epilayer is also awaited to discuss the reduction mechanism of wafer warpage in
detail.
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ABSTRACT

Stoichiometric films of 3C SiC, 50 to 1000 nm thick were deposited on Si waters by laser
ablation of ceramic stoichiometric SiC targets. Films grown at substrate temperatures above
10000 C on [0011 and above 900' C on 1111] show orientation epitaxial to the Si substrate
along the film normal. Depending on the deposition conditions, the oriented crystallite
dimension along this direction ranges from 20 nm to over 100 nm. The crystallite dimensions
in the film plane range from 20 to 70 nm. Raman spectra show the expected TO and LO lines
from SiC but indicate that the films sometimes contain other material, for example (30 to 50
A) graphitic inclusions or small amounts of polycrystalline silicon.

Introduction

Wide gap semiconductors such as SiC are of interest as materials for electronic devices
in high temperature and harsh environment applications. The most successful technique so
far for the growth of SiC films is that of chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Reaction of SiH 4
with C3H8 in a hydrogen flow over a Si substrate held at 14000 C can result in epitaxial growth
of a 3C (cubic) SiC film. [1 -6] The CVD techniques require very high substrate temperatures
for single crystal growth, which can lead to film contamination and hydrogen incorporation.
Although oriented crystallite growth of SiC on Si by CVD has been reported at 11500 C [3,4]
the development of other lower temperature methods is desirable. Sputtering has produced
polycrystalline or amorphous films at lower substrate temperatures, in the absence of
hydrogen.[7] Since 1988, laser ablation has been used for the deposition of high-quality, high
Tc superconducting oxide films. In this method a high density plume of energetic particles is
generated from the target in a very short time interval, reproducing the target's stoichiometry
on the film and favoring oriented film growth at relatively low substrate temperatures. Balooch
et at.[8,9] have reported the preparation of polycrystalline 3C SiC films on a [001 ] Si substrate
at 800" C by laser ablation of a SiC target. In a recent communication we have reported the
deposition by laser ablation, at 193 nm, of thin oriented films of SiC on Si wafers at somewhat
higher temperatures (1000 to 1070( C).[10] Here we describe the deposition by laser ablation
of epitaxial cubic (3C) SiC films on Si wafers at temperatures in the 900 to 1150°C range.
These films were characterized by X-ray diffraction, selected area transmission electron
diffraction and microscopy and by Raman spectroscopy.

Sample Preparation

The films were deposited inside a stainless steel vacuum system pumped by a turbo-
molecular pump to a base pressure of 5×10.6 torr. Radiation from an excimer laser of
wavelength 193 nm (ArF) or 351 nm (XeF) was focused near the surface of the target where
it illuminated a 1 x5 mm rectangle with approximately 450 incidence. The pulse energy at the
target could be adjusted between 100 and 400 mJ corresponding to fluences from 2 to 8

Mat. Res. Soc, Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. ,1992 Materials Research Society
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J/cm2. Ceramic SiC targets were used. The
substrate to target distance was varied
between 5 and 7 cm. 400 200 b IM a

The substrates were pre-etched to a

remove hydrocarbons and native 1111

oxide. [10] During deposition the substrate
was heated radiatively across a small (-1
mm) gap by a resistive boron nitride
coated graphite heater (Union Carbide
Boralectric) inside a tantalum radiation 9 . . . . . . .
shielded furnace. The deposition window 28. der e

was a 2.5 cm square. The substrate
temperature was measured with an IR
pyrometer, through a sapphire window.
Only the initial temperature could be 4 42 38 34 44 40 3
accurately obtained from the pyrometer 28 degrees
readings, as optical interference effects in
the growing film produce an output from
the pyrometer (responding to wavelengths Figure 1 X-ray reflections for (a) [111], (b) and
near 1 ;m) that oscillates with deposition (c) [001] substrates deposited at 1145' C; (d)
time. This effect provides a means of [001] at 1000D C; (e) [111] at 900' C.
gauging the film growth.

The deposited films had elliptical
constant thickness contours, as shown by
their light interference patterns, with the 1400 -[00ooIo075'C, 193nm
long axis perpendicular to the large o [001]1145 C 351nm
dimension of the illuminated area on the 200 - I [1111075 C
target. Film thicknesses were measured 0" 111111145 C
with a stylus profilometer near the edge • o000
defined by the (shadow) masking from the / .
front radiation shield. To determine the film 7 / -
thickness near the center of the plume 0
deposition runs were performed with a 7 //,•x

contact mask made out of tantalum foil 600 /

yielding a sharp edge in the desired area. • /
Film thicknesses could also be estimated 400 Y

by counting interference fringes from the
measured edge. The deposition rates 200 20 30 40 50 60 70

derived from such data will be discussed
below. DEPOSITION TWME (M~n)

Figure 2. Dependence of crystallite dimension

on deposition time and temperature, 200 mJ
Film Characterization pulses, 5 Hz.

Auger spectroscopy showed that
target and film had the same stoichiometry. This was verified by testing some non-epitaxial
films deposited from non-stoichiometric targets.

Figure 1 shows examples of X-ray diffraction data from "0-20' angular scans such that
the wavevector transfer is normal to the plane of the film. The diffraction peaks observed in
this scanning geometry are characteristic of spacing between atomic planes parallel to the
film. For films deposited on [001] Si, (traces b and c) the lines corresponding to the 200 (20

41.6', spacing d=2.18 A) and the 400 (2= 90.5', d= 1.09 A) reflections are visible, whereas

.. ... .. .
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the 111 reflection (20=35.7, d 2.52 A) is
absent. The reverse is true for films grown
on [111i Si (trace a). This is as expected
for epitaxial films of cubic (3C) SiC and is 0 [till
consistent with the fact that the 3C is the

stable polytype at these relatively low 100 Vl [0oo

substrate temperatures. The films that 9
exhibit the sharpest diffraction lines are

those deposited at the highest substrate
temperatures (above 10500 C for films on
[001] Si and 900( C for [111] Si). The dif- Y 0
fraction line broadening at the lower tern-
peratures is illustrated by traces d and e in .
Fig. 1.

From the width of the diffraction lines 1o-'
one can deduce the dimension of the ,0 '
crystallites in the direction normal to the 6 7 8 9

substrate plane. This dimension depends 10000/(TEMPERATURE, K)

on factors such as deposition time, Figure 3. Temperature dependence of filrr
substrate orientation and temperature as thickness for 60 min. deposition.
illustrated by the data plotted in Fig. 2. The
data in this figure were obtained with a
pulse repetition rate of 5 Hz and an T20
approximate pulse energy of 200 mJ at the (00 to]
target. The [001] results at 1075* C were '7 [111]
from ablation with 193 nm (ArF) radiation o

at a target-substrate separation of 5 cm, all •
others with 351 nm (XeF) radiation and 7
cm target-substrate separation. Under
these conditions the deposition rates for Z 4•
comparable substrate temperatures were z
approximately the same for the two -
wavelengths. Due to the much larger ' •
propagation loss, window and lens ,7
transmission loss and beam divergence for V00 v

the 193 nm radiation, most of the 0 ,. .
experiments were performed with 351 nm TEMPERATUE i
radiation, and no major differences in the
results with wavelength change were Figure 4. Crystallite size as function of
detected. The larger error bars for the temperature for 60 min. deposition.
larger crystallite dimensions are a reflection
of the larger uncertainty in making the instrumental linewidth correction for the narrower lines.

Figure 3 shows average film thickness as a function of the inverse of the absolute
temperature of the substrate for the same deposition time. It was verified that the film
thickness is indeed proportional to deposition time, at least for 200 mJ laser pulses at 5 Hz
Thus the data of Fig 3 yield deposition rates of 0.05 to 1.0 Atpulse. Fig. 4 shows the
dependence on depositiol temperature of the crystallite dimension along the film normal, for
a deposition time of 60 min. This same crystallite size is always less than the film thickness,
although for the [1111 films deposited near 10500 C they are within a factor of 2 of each other
At the highest deposition temperatures the crystallite size for the [ 111] films reaches 1200A
whereas it only reaches 600A for the [001] films. The increase in crystallite dimension with
deposition time and temperature might be due partly to annealing.

Figure 3 shows that above 10000 C the deposition rate increases rapidly with substrate
temperature indicating perhaps the onset of a thermally activated process For the [111] films
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there is a minimum in the deposition rate near 9000 C; the decrease in rate with increasing
temperature, below 9000 C, might be related to reactive reevaporation in the presence of the
residual gases in the system (6xf0"6 to 5xf0"5 torr). Rate data for [001] films below 1000r C
is not shown, as these films did not show any SiC signature in the X-ray scans.

Increased laser fluence above that corresponding to 200 mJ pulses appears to increase
crystallite size slightly for the [001] films only, and then only at 193 nm. At 351 nm increased
laser energy resulted in roughening of the film surface and eventual local peeling of the film.
Lowering the energy below 200 mJ decreased the crystallite dimensions as well as the
deposition rate.

Information about crystallinity within the film plane was obtained from transmission
electron diffraction on back-thinned specimens prepared by standard procedures. Selected

£111)1001)

Figure 5 Selected area transmission electron diffraction of SiC on [1111 and [001] Si in
areas with both film and substrate present.

area diffraction patterns presented in Fig. 5 show that the 3C SiC films grow epitaxially on the
Si substrate, the [0011 film on the [001] substrate, the [111] film on the [1111 ] substrate, with
the {220} planes of the film and substrate parallel to each other. Double diffraction causes
satellite spots around 220 reflections in both types of films. Weak reflections due to other
orientation variants are present in Fig. 5 and increase in the thinner areas of the [1111 films
(near the surface). Twins have been identified also in the thin areas of the [001 ] films. The in-
plane grain dimensions are 30 to 70 nm for both films as derived from TEM micrographs.[1 0]

Further information about these films can be obtained from their Raman spectra.[1 1.12)
For the very thin films grown at low temperatures, the spectra are dominated by the Si sub-
strate. To enhance the SiC contribution from these films, we subtracted from each spectrum
a suitably scaled spectrum from the bare substrate.[10] For the films grown at higher temper-
atures this was not necessary, as shown in Fig. 6 for a film deposited at 1145 'C for 60 min.
The top trace (a) in this figure is from the thickest part of the film (d - 1 Am) near the edge
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of the mask. The SiC TO (796 cm1) and
LO (973 cm-) modes [11] are clearly seen
and there is no significant interference from siC on Si[0011
the Si spectrum. Note the strong, sharp
TO line in contrast to the much weaker
and broader (- 50 cm") LO line. This
broadening may be the result of damping d= jum

by free carriers, which can substantially *
affect the LO mode without affecting the -
TO.[13] The observed LO bands are too
weak for detailed shape analysis, but from !
comparisons with the spectra observed TO

and analyzed for much thicker CVD films -
we obtain an estimate of 5 01 0 18 cm3 for r .O

the carrier concentration in the p-type film S (b)
of Fig. 6.[13]

Spectrum 6(b) is from a spot - 1 mm

from the edge, where the film is - 1500 A
thinner than it is for 6(a). The Si spectrum (c) substrate
is clearly enhanced in the thinner region
and that from the SiC is depressed. The 200 400 600 800 o000
thin-film interference effects, mentioned Raman Shift (cm-
above, that produce colored bands in
these films when viewed under white light
will also lead to a variation in Raman Fig. 6. Raman spectra recorded with 50 mW

intensity with position. The changes power of 514.5 nm laser light using a SPEX

between the (a) and (b) spectra of Fig. 6, Triplemate and array detector system. (a) is

however, are not caused solely by this shifted up by 4 tic marks for clarity. The full

interference effect. The Si F2g peak at 520 scale range is - 120 counts/s.

cm"1 in both (a) and (b) is significantly
broader than that from the substrate,
shown in Fig. 6 (c). In addition, these lines do not show the same dependence on
polarization and sample orientation as does the same line for the substrate. With s-polarized
laser light on a [001] surface the F2 g mode extinguishes when both the incident and scattered
light are polarized along [1001, whereas the F2g mode in (a) and (b) does not. We conclude
that the SiC film contains some unoriented Si inclusions and that the composition of the film
varies with position. From the increased linewidth, the size of the Si inclusions is estimated
to be - 20-30 A.[f 4] In some of the samples (not the one for Fig. 6) we also observed bands
near 1360 and 1600 cm', indicating the presence of small graphitic inclusions whose size we
estimate to be 30-50 A.[12,15] Similar results were obtained from films grown on [111]
substrates.

Concluding Comments

Epitaxial films of SiC, with thicknesses in the range of 100 to 1000 nm have been
deposited by laser ablation on both [001 ] and [111 ] Si substrates. The films grow epitaxially
on [111] substrates held at temperatures above 900( C, whereas on [0011 substrates they
grow epitaxially only above 10000 C. The crystallite size as measured by X-ray diffraction
increases with both deposition time and temperature, and tends to be larger for the [111]
films. This effect might be a consequence of annealing processes occurring in the already
deposited layers and which have lower onset temperature in the [1111] crystallographic planes.
As in the case of CVD films, the epitaxial deposition rates have a marked temperature
dependence, increasing with deposition temperature. In the CVD case this is ascribed to a
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thermally activated chemical reaction whereby the volatile Si and C carrier gas molecules
decompose at the deposition surface. Such a scheme would not be applicable to deposition
by laser ablation, if for no other reason, that the larger molecular fragments that may be part
of the ablation plume arrive at the target with very high kinetic energies corresponding to
temperatures much higher than that of the substrate. In the present case the explanation has
to be sought elsewhere. At the lower temperatures, where the [111] films are polycrystalline,
the deposition rate shows a decrease between 800 and 9000 C, which might be due to
reevaporation of some oxides formed on the growth surface in between laser pulses by
reaction with the relatively high pressure of residual gases in the system.

We thank our colleagues, W. Ping for the Auger data, C. Peters for discussions on
interpretation of X-ray diffraction data, H. Holloway for discussions on film growth processes
and R. Soltis for help with many experimental problems.
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HETERO-EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF SiC FILMS BY CVD FROM SILANE, METHANE,
PROPANE, AND HYDROGEN MIXTURES

B.Bahavar, M.I.Chaudhry, and R.J.McCluskey, Center for Advanced Materials Processing, Clark-
son University, Potsdanm, NY

ABSTRACT

Epitaxial silicon carbide films have been produced on Si (100) substrates by CVD with
90% of the carbon supplied by methane and 10% by propane as compared to 100% by propane
(or 100% by any carbon source more reactive than methane). This hiplies a methane to propane
miole ratio of thirty. Among possible carbon gases, methane is the purest cononercially available
hydrocarbon source, But methane has not been conunsonly used for growth of silicon carbide due

to its low chemical reactivity. Our process demonstrates the feasibility of achieving high SiC
growth rates while using a carbon source that is predominantly methane. We have established
that silicon carbide fibins grown at 1350 'C in a CVD reactor using the above carbon source ratio
results in quality single crystalline films at similar growth rates and lower carrier concentrations
than filmns grown from propane and silane.

The main tools used to characterize the grown filns are X-ray and electron diffraction,
optical microscopy, surface profiloinetry. Hall mobility mneasuremtents, and thickness measure-

ments.

INTRODUCTION

Silicon carbide (SiC) is a wide band-gap semiconductor material with many attractive
features. High thermsal conductivity and excellent physical stability favor silicon carbide for
applications in hlgh-tesiperature devices. In particular, /.-SiC (cubic or 3C-SiC) seems to be
the most suitable for this purpose, owing to its high electron mobility with values up to 800
cns

2
/Vs. Preparation of single crystals by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has been an active

research area since the announcement of a "buffer layer" teclnique [1, 21 which permits the
epitaxial growth of 3-SiC atop silicon substrates. Briefly, in this two-step 13-SiC CVD process,
the buffer or initial layer is first deposited by reacting the Si substrate with a hydrocarbon gas.

This is accomplished by flowing a dlilute suixture of the hydrocarbon in H2 over the substrate
as its temperature is ramped (-40 'C /s) from rootti temperature to the growth temperature
(1330-1380 "C ). The first step is also called the carbonization step where the Si surface layer
of the substrate is converted to a O3-SiC layer. The second step involves the hoimo-epitaxy of
43-SiC on the initial layer using a dilute mixture of the hydrocarbon and SiH 4 in H2 . The
choices of hydrocarbon include C3H8 [1, 3, 4], CI30 141, and C'2H,1 [5 while ('H4 [6, 7, 81 is

observed to produce little if any deposit.
The sucessful use of (-H4 as an alternate source of carbon presents a challenge in under-

standing the surface chemistry involved in the growth process of ,-Si(* on Si substrates [8, 9].
In the present paper we report the hetero-epitaxial growth of J-St' ott Si( I00) by the two-step
CVD method to form the /3-SiC buffer layer using the H1 ( '31Hs SiH4 gas system and the

growth of O-SiC bulk layer using the H 2 - CH4 - C3118 - SiH4 , H2 - CH 4 - SiH4 , and

H2 - C3Hs - SiH 4 gas systenms.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. c1"2 Matertals Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL

[3-SiC films were grown on Si substrates using a cold-wall horizontal CVD reactor,
operated at atmospheric pressure. The reactor was a quartz tube with an inside diameter of
50mm and an inside length of 500mm. The Si substrate was placed on an RF-heated SiC-
coated graphite susceptor which was held by a quartz support. The temperature was measured
by an automatic pyrometer through a quartz window. The difference between the measured
and the actual substrate temperature was determined by melting a Si substrate under actual
growth conditions. Substrate temlperatures in this document were corrected for the difference.

Typically, the measured T was 20-30 'C below the Si melting temperature of 1410±5 *C .
Substrates were 33 mm x 48 mm x 0.38 nun electronic grade (p-type) single crystal Si

with (100) orientation. To prepare the substrates for crystal growth the following sequence was

used: (i) blowing off the Si particles (produced during cutting) with dry argon, (ii) rinsing both
sides of the subtrate with methanol (semiconductor grade) awid wiping them with a kimwipe to
remove extra fine Si particles not seen by the unaided eye, (iii) etching the substrate in a %5
HF solution (made from %49 HF stock and D.I. water) for 5 min to remove the native oxide.
If liquid drops were detected on the Si substrate upon removing it from the HF solution, then
steps (ii) and (iii) were repeated. There was no degreasing step in the above sequence since the
Si wafers and substrates were handled only with a clean kimwipe or tweezers.

CH4 (99.9995%, MG Industries) and C3H1 (99.95%, MG Industries) were used as source
gases for carbon. SiH 4 (99.995%, MG Industries) and palladium purified H2 (99.999%, Air
Products) were used as source gas for silicon and carrier gas, respectively. The flow rates were
regulated by electronic mass flow controllers (Tylan and Hastings).

After the substrate and susceptor were positioned in the reactor, the native oxide on

the Si substrate was removed by heating the substrate at 1200 0
C for 10 min. An epilayer of

Si was then grown for 5 sin at 1050 'C . This silicon epilayer of about 0.2 ;sn thickness was
found suitable for subsequent epitaxial growth of 0-.SiC. Next, the Rf power was turned off asid

the susceptor and substrate allowed to cool. After cooling for 3 slon, the proper gas flows were
established for the growth of the O-SiC buffer layer. An additional 1 nin was allowed for the
new gas mixture to stabilize. The temperat ure of the susceptor was then ramped to about 1350

IC (in about 33s) and held at that temperature. After I mnn (time measured from the beginning
of the temperature ramp), all gas flows except for H 2 were diverted from tlse reactor for I nin
in order to prepare the flow conditions for the bulk growth. Temperature was maintained at

t350 °C during this I min purge and proper flow conditions were set for bulk growth. Following
the purge period, the stabilized reactant gas flows were directed to the reactor. For sansples in
which buffer layer growth and bulk growth had identical gas flow conditions, the I isn purge was

osuited. After the desired growth time had elapsed, all gas flows except for H2 were diverted to
the exhaust and a 2 min purge period was started. Finally, the RF power was slowly decreased
(-100 ( /[min) to zero and the susceptor and the substrate were allowed to cool to near room

temperature.

Table I ssnmmarizes the experimental conditions for the preparation of ji-SiC films. In
this table, samples designated BB used C3 Hs as the sole carbon source, while sanmples designated
with an M used a mixture of CH4 and C3Hs or CH4 only. The bulk layer growth time was in

the range of 5-120 min. Samples having the same growth conditions in Table 1, differ only in
their growth time. Growth rates listed in this table are for the center of the samples. Samples

C
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for x-ray evaluation and measurement of electrical properties were grown for 120 min to provide

thicknesses greater than 4 urn. The samples grown for 30 ndn or shorter time periods showed

color fringe patters which were indicative of layer thickness and thickness uniformity. The surface

morphology of the as-grown O-SiC epi-layers were investigated with a Nontraski mficroscope. A

stylus type profilonseter (Dektak IIA, Veeco Instruments) was used to measure surface roughness.
Thickness of sasples grown for 30 uin or shorter were measured by visible light interferoinetry.

Thickness of samples grown for 120 and 240 min were measured by viewing the imibedded
layer cross-section under an optical microscope. Structural quality of the crystalline layers was

evaluated by x-ray diffraction (Siemens, Model D500) and selected area diffraction (SAD) using
a trasnsmission electron microscope (JEOL, Model JEM-1200EX). The electrical characteristics

(Hall mobility and carrier concentration) of the j3-SiC layers were determined by making Hall

imeasuretelents using the van der Pauw technique at rooum temperature. Ohmic contacts were
sade by indisms soldering of thin gold wires on the layer surface.

Table I. Experimental conditions for epitaxial growth of i3-SiC .

Flow Rates for Buffer Layer Flow Rates for Bulk Growth Growth

Sasnple (cc/oi,) (cc/min) Rate
H 2  C 3 Hs CH 4 SilH4 J 2 Cs1Hs CH 4 Sil 4  (pin /hr)

MI 3000 0.00 1.08 0.f,6 3000 0.00 1.08 0.56 0.0

M2 3000 0.00 1.92 1.00 3000 0.00 1.92 1.00 0.0
M3, M6, MT, M9 3000 0.64 0.00 1.00 3000 .064 1.92 1.00 2.9

M4, M8, M10 3000 0.64 0.00 1.00 3000 0.00 1.92 1.00 3.2

M5 3000 .064 1.92 1.00 3000 .064 t.92 1.00 2.9

111110, BH13 3000 0.64 0.00 1.00 3000 0.64 0.00 1.00 2.7

RESULTS

Among the five growth conditions for samnples MI-M10, only Mt and M2 failed to

produce any growth of /3- SIC . The surface of the Si substrate in sample M1 was dotted with
isolated hazy squares with a side l.ngth of about 0.25 sum. Saumple M2 also showed hazy squares
but with a side length of about 7 imm. Under our experimental conditions, use of CH 4 as the

only carbon source during the buffer layer step does not allow SiC formation. Furthermore,

sample M5 shows, indirectly, that a small addition of C3Hs during the initial thertulal ramp
results in growth of a O-SiC buffer layer. Visual comparison of samples M3-MI0 indicated the
superiority of samples (M3, M6, M7, and M9) grown without imethane during the buffer layer

and with some propane during bulk growth. We will %elect samples M6 and M7 for comparing
bJSi(' single crystals grown with 90% of the carbon source as CH 4 with samples BB10 and

BBI 3 grown using C3 Hs as the only source of carbon.
Figure 1 shows Noniraski photonticrographs for surface morphologies of samples M7

and BBI0, both grown for 120 tsin. The average rouglmess measured by a stylus profilomieter

was 130 A for sammple BBI0 while that of M7 was 1235 A. Our profilonteter gave an average
roughness of f1 A for the surface of the untreated Si substrate. 'he crystal quality of samples

M7 and BBl0 were exansined by measuring the full width at halls maxinsusmi (FWIIM) of x-ray
rocking curves. Rocking curve measurements for the epitaxial layers were carried out using
CuKa lines at 20=41.40* for (200) peak and 20=89.90' for (400) peak of O-SiC . Table H
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shows the FWHM values for the two peaks of 3-SiC samples M7 and BBIO. These FWHMs
were considerably broader than 0.034* from the (400) diffraction peak of the Si substrate with
the same instrumental conditions. Thus, the resolution of the x-ray experimental setup was

adequate for the analysis of the crystallinity of the grown layer even without a double-crystal
diffractometer (DCD). It is clear from Table H that the two samples are almost identical in their

overall crystal quality.
The electrical properties of the two samples are sununarized in Table mI. The Hall mea-

surements resulted in values for Hall mobility, PH, layer resistivity, p, and carrier concentration,

n.

Table II. FWHM of x-ray rocking curves IM7

of 13-SiC (200) and (400) peaks.

Sample Thickness FWHM of FWHM of

(;r-, ) 1 (200) peak (400) peak

M7 5.0 0.114. 0.101.'

BBI3 5.4 0. 113 0. 103o

Table Ill. Electrical propertiet f un-type
C 5 5J-Si( layers at room temperature.

M7 303 0.43 [4.38X 10"' Figure 1. Nomarski microphotographs of the

BB1310 344 0.22 7.61 × 1 0 '6 as-grown surfaces of samples M7 and BBMO.

For deteruination of the crystalline state of the two samples we had to use sam•ples
BB13 and M6 wnich had the same growth conditions as BBI0 wnd M7, respectively, but were
thinner. msaking them suitable for transntission electron diffraction analysis of the SAD method.
Figure 2 shows the spot patterns for these two samples. It is clear that both samsiples are single

crystalline.

M6 BB13

Figure 2. Transndssion electron diffraction patterns of samples M6 and BBl3. The spot pattern
shows the single crystalline nature of the 3-SIC films.

ti
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DISCUSSION

An important finding of this study is the utilization of CH 4 in the bulk growth of)3-SiC

layers on a 1O-SiC surface. An equally important and interesting result is the insight this study

provides for the growth mnechanism of the buffer layer or the carbonization of the Si surface.

These findings caln be better understood by considering the bond energies (Table IV) needed

for radical species production for the various carbon sources used in the growth of p3-SiC on Si

substrates [II).

Table IV. Bond energies of several carbon sources

used in the growth of J3-SiC on Si substrates.

Molecule I Radicals I Bond ener.gy (Kcal/uol)

(. H'4 C3I• +lt. 104

('113"'I 1 '113-Cl. 83.5

H 8  C2Its •CH 3 . 85

Stinespring et al., in their experimental and theoretical study of the H2 - C 3 118 - Sill4

growth system of ti-SiC , determined that the formation of a SiC deposit at low temperatures

is critical since it prevents substantial evaporative losses of Si from the substrate [8]. They

determined that ('3Hs produces reactive radical species at about 900 
0
C . Ikoma et al. reported

the growth of 3-SiC using the H2 - CH 3 CI - Sill 4 system with similar results to that of the

HI - (' 3 H8 - Sill4 system [4]. It is evident from Table IV that both ('11H and C'H 3 CI are

suitable carbon sources to carbonize the Si substrate at a relatively low temperature. Samples

Nil and M12 show that CH 4 fails to carbonize the Si substrate. Ilowever, when the buffer layer

is formned and tile Si out diffusion is capped, the H12 -'H4 - Sill 4 system by itself is capable of

producing /3-SiC bulk layers with growth rates comparable to those of tile H2 - C 3 H 8 - SiH4
and H12 - C'H3CI - Sill 4 systems. This agrees with the fact that CH4 becomes reactive at about

1200 '(' 111. Our prelintinary findings, however, suggest that a small addition of C(3Hs to CH 4

improves the crystal quality of the bulk /O-SiC layer. Further studies are needed to investigate
other growth parameters, such as gas ratios 15], in the H, - (GH4 - Sill4 system in order to imake

a more accurate conclusions about the crystal quality. Thus, sample M7 reperesents the buffer

layer growth by the H2 - 318- SilH 4 system and bulk layer growth by H 2 - CH4 - C 3 Hs - Sill4

system where methane to propane mole ratio is thirty.

The 3- D growth pattern on the surface of sample M7 can be qualitatively explained it

termis of surface mobilities. With (lH4 providing 90% of the carbon species for bulk growth, one

would expect that potentially different surface moieties (i.e., precursors to the final SiC reaction

product) can lead to different sticking coefficients, nucleation, and growth mechanisms [8, 10].

('ON('LI SION

13.SitC epitaxial fints were grown on Si (100) sobstrates bv the two step (\'D growth

where butflfer layer is tormed by t lie H2 ('l 1Hm' 4 s H t.i'oi, and I lie bulk layer is formned by tile

H2 - ('114 - ('3H8 SiH 4 wher tile niethanie to propane mole rat io is thirty. It is deternmined that

the snmall amnount of ( CHs improves tile crystal qualit y. It may ble possible to further decrease

the content of ('•lIs without compromoising the crystal quality. The grown layers are single

crystalline and have the same overall crystal quality to layers grown by the H, CHs - SiH4

system in this study. The electrical properties of the layers grown by the two gas systems are
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similar. It is deterumined that methane as the only carbon source is not capable of carbonizung

the Si surface. However, methane as the only source of carbon is sufficient for growth of bulk

--SiC layers on a SiC surface. This sensitivity of methane to the surface is explained in terms

of the substantial evaporative losses of Si from the Si substrate at temperatures around 1200 *C

where methane may still be a stable molecule and hence not able to cap the Si surface.
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ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THERMALLY GROWN SiO,-SiC INTERFACES

NITYA N. SINGH, A. RYS, AND A.U. ARMED
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506

ABSTRACT

Fabrication processes of metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) capacitors on n-type, Si-face.
6H-SiC were studied. The effects of thermal oxidation conditions at temperatures between 1100
and 1250'C on the electrical properties of MOS capacitors were determined. The wafers were
annealed under argon to improve the C-V characteristics. C-V characteristics of AI-SiO2-SiC
metal-oxide-semiconductor were measured at high frequency in the dark and under illumination.
In the dark inversion does not occur, probably owing to the absence of minority carriers due to
the large band gap of 6H-SiC. The accumulation, depletion, and inversion regions were clearly
observed when the C-V measurements were made under illumination for both wet and dry
thermally grown oxides. The interface trap densities and emission time constants of fast states
were determined by ac conductance measurements. From the analysis of data we obtained a total
of fixed charges and the slow interface traps, Nf + N 5 ,,, of 1.5 to 3.3 x 10"2 cm-, fast interface
trap densities, N,F,., of 0.5 to 1.7 x 10" cm-2 eV' and emission times constant of 0.3 to 1.4 ,sec
for wet oxidation. For dry oxidation, Nf + N,,,,, of 3.5 to 11.2 x 10" cm2 , N,,,:,, of 0.7 to
1.25 x 10"' cm2 eV' and emission time constants of 0.6 to 2 usec were obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Silicon carbide has been known for many years to have excellent physical and electronic
properties which should allow production of electronic devices that can operate at significantly
higher temperatures compared to devices produced by Si or GaAs. The most important
properties are its wide band gap energy (2.9 eV for 6H-SiC at room temperature), chemical
stability even at several hundreds of degrees Celsius (1], high thermal conductivity (4.9 W/cm-K)
[2], high breakdown electric field (2 x 106 V/cm) [3], and high saturated electron drift velocity
(2.0 x 10' cm/sec) [4]. Due to these electronic and physical properties, silicon carbide will be
a useful material for high temperature, high frequency and high power electronic devices [51.
SiC can be used for optoelectronic devices in the visible (blue) and ultra-violet wavelength
regions. SiC based electronics have potential aerospace and space applications [6]. The
development of SiC electronics has been limited due to the difficulty in growing high-quality,
large-area crystals. In the past decade, significant progress has been achieved in the crystal
growth techniques such as liquid-phase epitaxy (71, chemical vapor deposition [8-9] and seeded
sublimation techniques [10].

The metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structure is the heart of present day electronics.
A better understanding of the electrical properties of the SiC MOS structure is of great
importance to device operation. Capacitors on both 611 (hexagonal) and 3C (cubic) SiC with
thermal oxides have been reported from Kyoto University [11-13]. There is also a report of
capacitors on CVD 3C-SiC with wet thermal oxides utilizing mercury-probe contacts [14]. But
all these reports dealt with wet oxidation only. This study of MOS capacitors examines both wet
and dry oxidation processes and their effect on electrical characteristics. The ac conductance
measurement was also used to get accurate information about the interface trap densities and
emission time constants.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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Thermal oxide layers were grown on n-type, Si-face, 6H-SiC substrates with (0001)
orientation and the electron carrier concentration of - 10"7 cm-3 . A typical sample size was 0.5
mm in thickness and 1 cm2 in surface area. Before oxidation, the wafers were cleaned with
organic solvents, dipped in HF acid for several minutes to remove the oxide layers initially
present, and rinsed in deionized water. The sample was oxidized by both wet and dry oxidation.
The dry oxidation was carried out by exposing the SiC to I t/min of dry 02 at 1200-1250°C for
2-5 hours in a horizontal tube. The wet oxidation was conducted at 1100-1250°C for 0.5-3h in
an oxygen flow of I f/min, which was passed through deionized water at 90°C. After the
growth of oxide, all the samples were annealed at the temperature at which oxide was grown for
30 min in an argon flow of I I/min. Oxide was etched from a portion of SiC (Si-face) to make
ohmic contacts. Selective deposition of Al metal dots with 0.75-1.5 mm diameter were
evaporated on both the oxide and the SiC to define field-plates and contacts.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

C-V characteristics of the MOS structures were measured at frequencies from 100 Hz to
1 MHz both in the dark and under illumination (275 W Sears sun lamp). However, the
capacitance data presented in this paper were taken at 1 MHz because the C-V characteristics
showed very small frequency dispersion under light and dark conditions. As can be seen in Fig.
I(a), MOS structures prepared without argon annealing showed an accumulation only during the
first C-V measurement under illumination. No accumulation region was observed in these
samples during subsequent C-V measurements at 1 MHz, both in the dark and under illumination
as shown in Fig. 1(b). Figure 2 and Fig. 3 show the room temperature experimental results
measured with 50 mV ac probe signal at 1 MHz for samples prepared by wet and dry oxidation.
The measured C-V behavior was corrected for the series resistance [15] of the devices. There
was no significant difference between the measured capacitance, C,, and the corrected
capacitance, CQ.

(a) Cc, Cm

W 10~

ISO.
ILi

z/

100

-20 -25 -10 -5 0 5

BIAS VOLTAGE (V)

Fig. I C-V characteristics of the sample prepared by wet oxidation at 1200'C for 60
minutes without argon annealing (a) First measurement (b) Second measurement.
Sweep rate was 10 mV/sec. in Light and 2 mV/sec. in dark.
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The C-V curves under illumination clearly showed accumulation, depletion and inversion.
In the dark the C-V characteristic in the accumulation and the depletion regions were almost the
same as those under illumination. On the other hand, as negative bias increased, the capacitance
in the dark continued to decrease even at the bias corresponding to the inversion region under
illumination. The theoretical curve under nonequilibrium conditions is generally calculated for
the case where minority carriers can't accumulate near the surface even in the bias range
corresponding to inversion, so that the depletion layer spreads deeply into the semiconductor bulk
[161. The experimental curve in the dark can

250

Cm, Cc

19o LIGHT '
z

10~

'30 DARK

100
-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5

BIAS VOLTAGE (V)

Fig. 2 C-V characteristics of sample prepared by wet oxidation at 1200°C for I hour with
argon annealing. Measurements were done both in dark and under illumination.
Sweep rate was 10 mV/sec. in light and 2 mV/sec. in dark.
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Fig. 3 C-V and G/•w vs. voltage characteristics of sample prepared by dry oxidation at
1250°C for 2 hours with argon annealing. Sweep rate was 10 mV/sec. in light and
2 mV/sec, in dark.
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be regarded as the nonequilibrium case, because minority carriers cannot accumulate under
dark conditions, since both the minority carrier concentration in the SiC bulk and the thermal
generation rate of minority carriers may be extremely small owing to the large band gap (2.9 eV)
of 6H-SiC.

The flat-band voltage shift from the center of ideal C-V curves was used to determine the
fixed oxide charge density (Nf) and slow interface trap density (Nv). Fast interface trap
density (N.,) was determined [15] from the G-V plot, as shown in Fig. 3. Thickness of the
oxide was calculated from the capacitance at strong accumulation. The uncertainty in this
measurement technique is dominated by the error (approx. 10%) in determining the contact
diameter. Thickness measured by this technique was in good agreement with the ellipsometer
measurements. The emission time constant r for the fast states was determined from the peak
of G,/cw versus log (w) plot which occurs at ,n- = 1.98.

The results of high frequency (IMHz) C-V measurements on MOS capacitors prepared at
different temperatures and with different duration by wet and dry oxidations are shown in Tables
I and 2. An analysis of C-V curves and their corresponding AC conductance peaks indicates
that the density of fixed oxide and fast interface states in SiO 2 are strongly dependant on the
oxidation temperature and duration of oxidation. It can be seen from Table I and Table 2 that
the flat-band voltage increases with increase in thickness of SiOQ and this result is consistent with
the theory since oxide thickness is directly proportional to flat-band voltage. Again, the flat-band
voltage was negative in wet oxidation whereas it was positive in dry oxidation. This shows that
polarity of oxide charges were opposite in wet and dry oxidation. The results from Tables I and
2 show that it was not possible to do AC conductance measurements when the oxide layer was
thick. For thick oxides, a peak in AC conductance measurement was not observed. This shows
the conductance measurement is applicable only in the case of thin insulator layer ( < 650 A).

Table 1
Wet Oxidation

OXIDATION T (A)t T (A)T
SAMPLE TFIMP (t0 EI,ItPS- CAPACI- . Vr.,S N _+N• N_ Co60.

I & TIME (MIN) METER TANCE -)O'n3 t (IOmctV I ")

I 1150. 30 295 239 -2.75 15.39 5.16 0.87

2 1150.60 427 351 .2.60 15.57 9.13 0.49

3 1 I0. 120 591 521 .3.2 15.96 16.42 0.32

4 2 2.50, I200 611 565 -4.6 20.79 - -

5 1200,30 461 440 .6.7 33.41 14.6 1.40

6 200.r60 725 645 .7.1 23.12 - -

7 1200, 120 995 997 -7.35 24.11 -- -

A 1200, 290 1216 109 -7.95 15.30 - -

9 1250.30 791 729 -7.2 21.39 - -

0 12S0, 60 129" 1157 -7.9 14.37 - -

I 1 1250 120 1956 2922 9.45 9.74 - -

12 1250.1 NO 2264 2111 -9.16 9.12 - -
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Wet and dry oxidation growth rates are shown in Fig. 4. Plots on logarithmic scale
indicate approximately parabolic oxidation behavior, which indicate a diffusion-limited reaction.
These results are in agreement with previously published data on wet oxidation of SiC [12].

Table 2
Dry Oxidation

OXIDATION 'r- (A) 'rume
SAMPLE TIMP (*C) & EU.IPSO T. (A) A Vb(,) N,+N NV C06t.

I TIME (MIN) -METER CAPACI- (t0"rm
4
) (10'au.eY') (p Pe)

TANCE

I 1200, 120 621 602 1.0 -3.49 0.a1 1.57

2 1200, 180 903 537 1.3 -4.S2 0.70 1.98

3 1200,240 1203 1056 2.9 -5.77 - -

4 1200,300 1227 1169 3.7 -6.65 - -

5 1250. 120 1129 1050 5.6 -11.21 0.7 I.S7

6 1250, 180 1512 1390 6.45 -9.75 1.25 0.63

7 1250,240 1956 1000 7.10 4.10 - -

0 1250,300 2342 2222 7.96 -7.50 - -

500
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-. 2000

4,,j 
. ., .
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200 1150
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Fig. 4 Wet and dry oxidation growth rate.
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CONCLUSIONS $

In conclusion we find that samples prepared by both dry and wet oxidation show
accumulation, depletion and inversion region under illumination. Under dark conditions,
inversion did not occur, probably owing to the absence of minority carriers due to the large band
gap (2.9 eV) of 6H-SiC. A significant improvement in the C-V characteristics was observed
after the oxidized samples were annealed in argon for 30 minutes. The characteristics at the
frequencies of 100 Hz - IMHz were almost the same without any frequency dispersion both in
the dark and under illumination. The relation between the oxide thickness and the oxidation time
can be expressed by parabolic law which is also used for thermal oxidation of Si. SiOz layers
grown by wet oxidation process possessed a total positive-fixed charge and slow traps at
interface, whereas SiO 2 layers grown by dry oxidation possessed negative combined charge. The
slow interface traps have not been directly addressed in this work.
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ELECTRICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF
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ABSTRACT

Chemical and electrical studies were performed to determine the charac-
teristics of contacts to 6H-SiC. Both elemental metals (Ni, Mo) and silicides
(NoSi1, TaSi., TiSi 2) were studied. Chemical analysis by Auger Electron
Spectroscopy (AES) was performed to examine interface reactions caused by heat
treatment. Electrical measurements (current-voltage and capacitance-voltage)
were made during annealing sequences to deterrire the rectifying or ohmic
characteristics of the contacts. Where possible, barrier height and contact
resistance values were calculated.

INTRODUCTION

Stable electrical contacts are vital to the realization of the potential
high temperature and high power applications of silicon carbide (SiC).Contacts should maintain stable electrical characteristics (specific contact
resistance or barrier height) at elevated temperatures for extended periods of
time. For power devices, the contact resistance must be small compared to the
resistance of the active regions of the device. A specific contact resistance
of the order of 10-6 0.cm 2 or less may be required for many devices[l]. This
paper will report on electrical measurements (current-voltage, capacitance-
voltage,transmission line method) of contacts on the polar faces of single
crystal 6H-SiC. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) combined with depth profil-
ing was used to examine interfacial reactions as a function of heat treatment
and correlate chemical reactions with changes in electrical performance. The
contact materials chosen included eleme,,tal metals (Ni, Mo) and refractory
metal silicides (MoSi 2 , TiSi., and TaSid).

EXPERIMENTAL

All samples were fabricated on sublimation-grown 6H-SiC purchased from
Cree Research, Inc. Both C-faced and Si-faced samples were used. The Al
contacts were deposited on p-SiC epitaxial films grown in a CVD system with Al
doping. All other metals were dfposited on as received n-type substrates with
carrier concentration in the 0 -101 cm range. All depositions were per-

formed by RF sputtering. Prior to deposition, the native oxide was stripped
with buffered HF, the samples were cleaned with I HF: 1 Methanol: 10 H20,
rinsed in deionized H 0, and immersed in methanol until they were blown dry
with nitrogen immediately before being placed in the vacuum chamber. The base
pressure in the chamber was <IxIO"6 torr, the Ar pressure was 10 mTorr, and
the RF power was 20OW except for the TaSi and MoSit depositions, for which it
was 500W. The Ni and Mo depositions were from elemental targets. The MoSi2 and
TaSi 2 were from stoichiometric compound targets. The TiSi contacts consisted
of 6 layer Ti/Si structures with the thickness ratio t,1/1,, - 2.25. From
atomic density calculations this should yield stolchiometric TtSi 2 after
annealing. All anneals were performed by a quartz-halogen lamp heated rapid
thermal annealer (RTA) in an ambient of 3% H in N2. The RTA was not equipped
to evacuate the chamber prior to annealing. Tie samples used for AES and those
used for electrical studies went through separate annealing runs.

The chemical data for all specimens were obtained by AES with a Perkin-

Mat. Ras. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 19"2 Materials Research Society
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Elmer 590A Scanning Auger Microprobe equipped with a DEC PDP 11-04 computer
system. The base pressure of the spectrometer was 2x10 0" torr. The AES data
were collected by using a 5 kV primary electron beam voltage and lj&A of beam
current. The depth profiles were performed by sputter etching with an Argon
ion beam at 4 kV and in the continuous sputter mode. The sputtering rate was
30A/min. as calibrated against Ta2O0Ta standard. All semi-quantitative
atomic concentrations were calculated with the Perkin-Elmer MACS VI software
sensitivity factors.

The electrical measurements were taken from the circular transmission
line test structure shown in figure 1. Photolithography and wet chemical
etching were used to define the test structure. FeCl 3 was used to etch Ni and
Mo. The silicides were etched with HF:HNO:2-5 H20, but this was not effective
for TiSi 2 . Accurate dimensions of this structure were measured by optical
microscopy for each sample tested. The electrical data were acquired with
Keithely I-V and C-V equipment and software. C-V measurements of rectifying
contacts were made with the probes on the central dot and outer field contacts
(in this case, the outer field contact functioned as a "large area ohmic
contact"). If a contact was found to be ohmic, an attempt was made to calcu-
late the specific contact resistance using the transmission line model
(TLM)[2-5]. If one allows for a possible change in the sheet resistance of the
SiC under the contact, an "end resistance" measurement is needed to calculate
an accurate specific contact resistance value. The end resistance was measured
by a method similar to that described in ref[5].

Figure 1: Circular TLM pattern

Figure 2: Ni/Mo on Si-face (annealed)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After examination of all specimens by optical microscopy, the chemical
composition of the films before and after annealing was obtained using AES.
The optical micrographs revealed morphological changes which often assisted in
interpreting the AES chemical data.

TaSi2:

The optical mlcrographs taken before and after RTA treatment showed a
smooth surface morphology which suggested that the Ta silicide wetted to the
SiC but did not undergo any major chemical reactions with the substrate.

A depth profile recorded after RTA treatment revealed that the contact
film remained stoichiometric with a Ta/Si ratio of 1:2. A sharp silicide/SiC
interface indicated no major chemical reaction with the substrate. At the
interface, the C (KLL) peak shape represented only a trace of metal carbide,
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even after annealing. The chemistry of Ta silicide was identical for metal-
lizations on either the Si- or C-face of SiC.

Electrical measurements of as deposited films revealed them to be
rectifying with Schottky barrier heights of 1.8 and 1.2 eV on the C- and Si-
faces respective1. Reverse leajage currents were about 10s- A at -IOV. After
one anneal at 925 C for 2 min the contacts were too leaky for barrier height
measurements, but even after an additional 4 min anneal at 9250C, they were
not linear enough for TLM measurements.

MoSi2:

Results similar to Ta silicide were observed by optical microscopy on the
Mo silicide metallization of 6H-SiC. Deposition of this silicide on both the
Si- and C- faces yielded smooth and visually shiny surfaces, even after
annealing.

The depth profiles for the Mo silicide as deposited and after annealing
and on both the Si- and C-face of SiC showed no chemical reaction in the bulk
silicide film nor at the silicide/SiC interface. All the profiles for No
silicide on SiC were similar and exhibited sharp interfaces suggesting no
diffusion or reaction with the SiC. From the atomic concentration profile, the
Mo silicide film contained several atomic % of oxygen which remained in the
film after annealing.

After annealing this siuicide, a small amount of Mo carbide was detected
at the interface when the individual C (KLL) peak shapes, which were recorded
during the profile, were examined. The peak shape exhibited a metallic carbide
with some spectral overlapping most likely from the carbon in the SiC. The
formation of the metal carbide species at the interface could contribute to
the adhesion of the Mo silicide to the SiC.

The as deposited contacts were Schottky with a barrier height of 1.0 eV
for both polarities. The samples went through an identical annealing sequence
as TaSi 2 with similar results.

TiSi2:

The surface structure of this silicide after deposition was smooth.
After RTA treatment, the surface morphology of the metallization on both the
Si- and C-face became rougher.

The depth profile recorded after RTA treatment showed a broader Metal/SiC
interface, as compared to the Ta and Mo silicide profiles obtained after
annealing. Ti silicide was slightly more reactive. A gradual and steady
depletion of Ti started about halfway into the metallization layer and
continued through the interface into the substrate. This contact film was Si
deficient due to inaccurate control of the thicknesses of the Ti/Si multi-
layers.

An oxide surface layer, several hundred angstroms thick, was also
detected from the depth profile data. From an AES survey scan recorded before
sputtering the annealed Ti silicide surface, the major elements identified
were Ti and 0 with only a trace of Si and carbon. Less than 100 angstroms of
surface oxide were observed for Ta and Mo silicide. This is explained by the
presence of excess elemental Ti in the multilayer structures reacting with
residual 0, in the annealing ambient. In the case of Ta and Mo silicides, the
peak position and peak shape of the Si (LVV) AES transitions for the surface
Si indicated the presence of a reduced Si species, either elemental Si or
silicide, and an oxidized Si species. The single sharp transition for the
reduced Si occurred near 90eV and a doublet appeared between 60-80eV for the
oxidized Si.

Due to etching difficulties no electrical data was obtained for TiSi 2 .
Future work will rely on reactive ion etching with SF6.

V

-MO
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Ni -M .:

The optical microscopy revealed that the reactivity of the contact
material was dependent upon the substrate's crystal orientation. The surface
condition of this metallization on the Si-face changed dramatically after
annealing from a somewhat grainy structure, to a very blotchy surface with
large circular, rough defect sites as shown in Figure 2. The Ni/Mo bilayer
film deposited onto the C-face SiC specimen was uniformly rough after
annealing, with a texture similar to the circular blotches on the Si-face. No
circular features were observed.

The AES data provided considerable chemical information about the contactfilm both before and after annealing. The as-deposited films showed a similar
chemistry which was independent of the crystal face of the SiC substrate. A
representative depth profile for the as-deposited Ni-Mo film on 6H-SiC is
shown in Figure 3. The Mo/SiC interface was fairly sharp before annealing. A
well-defined MoC species was present at the interface. The C peak shape at the
interface, shown in Figure 4, das identical to a reference spectrum of MoC[61.

The non-uniformity of the contact film on the Si-face specimen, after

SiNiI-1 on EH-StC

MO ac-deposited ~ ~ .~~\

•.,S i C""'C LL

Sat IIi-bo/SiC

interface

Sputter Time I•irn.)

r, r ( Figure 3: Ni/Mo AES profile(as dep.)
Si-face I(top, left)

annealed Figure 4: C peak at Ni/Mo-SiC inter-

Fgr5:face (top, right)
I-10Si igur 5:AES profile of rough Ni/Mo

area (bottom, left)

0 ,.1- ,ly

Spotter Time (min.)

annealing, required the scanning capability of the AES spectrometer. In Figure
5, the depth profile for the grainy areas outside the raised, blotchy circular
defect sites, indicated that Mo remained primarily at the interface with some

|'a
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interface.
The depth profile recorded on a blotchy area of the Si face revealed almost

complete degradation of the diffusion barrier layer. A similar reaction, only
less severe, was also detected after annealing the contact film deposited onto
the C face SiC. In Figure 6, recorded after RTA treatment of the C face
specimen, the top 100 angstroms consisted of a Ni.Si. species followed by a Mo
rich layer several hundred angstroms thick. The bulk of the contact film was
composed of Ni, Si, and a neutral C species. The interface between the
metallization film and the SiC substrate was very broad.

The as deposited films were rectifying with barrier heights of 1.8 eV on
the C-face and 0.9 eV on the Si-face. One pair of samples was annealed
initially at 825%C for 2 min and another pair was annealed at 7000C for 2 min.
This decreased the barrier height from 1.8 eV on the C-face, to 1.2 and 1.0 eV
after the high and low temperature anneals respectively. The high temperature
anneal did not effect the barrier height on the Si-face, but after a low
temperature anneal the contacts were too leaky to be measured. All of the

"I tli- 1 or H-SiC iHi on 6H-SiC lsi-facejj annealed 1

(C facel

annealed I Si
S I

0 AC
S. , .Mor• '- .0.• -, • • Si__ ( ,

'°a, . .a 4

Sputter Time (min.1 Sputter Time mir,.)

Figure 6: AES profile of Ni/Mo on C-face Figure 7: AES profile of Ni film

contacts went through an additional 825*C, 2 min anneal, followed by a 925'C,
2 min anneal. At this point the Si-face samples displayed a linear, ohmic I-V
characteristic. Analysis of TLM data by the technique described in.ref(4•
yielded specific contact resistance values between 2x10- and 7xIO 0-cm)
measured with multiple test structures on both samples. No dependence on
initial anneal temperature could be detected. It appears that the sheet
resistance of the SiC under the contacts has increased, but the spread in the
values for end resistance made it difficult to determine the exact amount.
Uncertainty in the measurements of end resistance also account for the spread
in the specific contact resistance values.

Ni:.

The optical microscopy for the as deposited Ni on SiC revealed fairly
smooth surfaces, independent of the crystal face. Even after annealing, the
resulting surface structure was independent of the crystal face. The texture
of both surfaces became grainy after thermal treatment, indicating a chemical
reaction with the substrate.

The AES data were similar for Ni on the different SiC faces. The depth
profiles for the as-deposited films showed sharp NI/SiC interfaces. The
profiles recorded after annealing revealed extreme reactivity with the
substrate. In Figure 7, a NiSi species was detected in the top 100 angstroms
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of the annealed metallization film. The bulk film was no longer Ni but a
complex mixture of Ni, Si, and a neutral C species. Also at the interface
before bulk substrate material was exposed, a large amount of neutral C was
present.

The peak shape of this C species was identified as an amorphous, neutral
C or a graphitic C species and was similar to that observed in previous
studies (7]. The C peak shape for-the C species in the bulk, ion-damaged SiC
substrate exhibited a weak minimum immediately before the major KLL transition
occurring at 274eV as compared to the weak maximum displayed in the amorphous
or graphite type C in the upper spectrum.

The contacts were Schottky as deposited, with barrier heights of 2.2 eV
on the C face and 1.5 eV on the Si-face. Annealing was expected to form ohmic
contacts, but the contacts were still rectifying after two 2 min anneals at
825°C. Visually the films were dull, grainy, and nonuniform. We believe
contamination of the RTA is responsible for this poor result.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The silicide films appeared to be the most stable, with little reaction on
either face. The Ni/Mo films were more stable on the Si-face and formed ohmic
contacts more easily on this face. Elemental Ni was unstable on both faces,
and reacted to yield a lot of free carbon at the interface. MoSi 2 and TaSi 2
formed metallic carbides after annealing, as did Ni/Mo on the Si-face.

The Schottky barrier heights were higher (1.8-2.2 eV) on the C-face than
on the Si-face for all contacts except MoSi Ni/Mo films formVd ohmic
contacts after annealing with contact resisCances around 1x1O . More work is
needed to develop stable Schottky and ohmic contacts with good electrical
characteristics.
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Abstract
In order to fabricate high temperature sensors and other devices, it is necessary to

develop ohmic contact metallizations that can withstand elevated temperatures. A variety of
ohmic contact metallizations were investigated with contact resistivity measured as a function
of anneal time in air. The metallizations were based on Ti and W ohmic contacts, which have
contact resistivities as low as 10' 0-cml. Several of the contact metallizations were stable after
10 hrs. at 650'C, while one system, based on a Ti ohmic contact, was able to withstand > 20
hrs. at 650'C with only a 30-40% increase in contact resistivity.

Introduction
Recently, there has been much interest in semiconducting SiC due to advances in growth

techniques and device development 11-3]. SiC exhibits unique properties such as a wide band-
gap, high melting point and large thermal conductivity [41, which allow it to operate at high
temperatures. In addition, SiC has good mechanical properties at high temperatures 141 and
large piezoresistive coefficients [5], making it attractive for high temperature pressure sensors.
The research program at Kulite has addressed many of the issues in sensor fabrication including
sensor characterization [6], etching [7] and wafer thinning 181. This paper is the first reporting
of our efforts to develop a contact metallization which is useful at elevated temperatures.

Discrete pressure sensors typically have contacts which are much larger than those used
in VLSI applications. For example, the silicon devices manufactured at Kulite use contact
windows which are 40-150 um squares [91. Thus, contact resistivities as high as 10-10- are
acceptable for these metallizations. Nevertheless, for high temperature applications, the contacts
must be able to withstand elevated temperatures in oxygen rich environments for extended time
periods without any major change in the contact resistivity. In addition, the metallization must
not lose adhesion to the semiconductor or to oxide layers with which it is in contact. It must
also be easily bonded to interconnects, such as Au or Pt wires. Our first goal was to produce
metallizations which could fulfill these requirements at 650'C for > 10 hrs. These contacts
would be useful for high temperature test measurements, which use sensors whose operating
lifetimes are between 10-50 hrs.

There has been a limited amount of research done on metal/SiC contacts. In an early
study, Edmond et. al. reported several ohmic contacts on n- and p-type 3C-SiC with contact
resistivities as low as 10' 0-cm' [101. Bellina, et. al. reported on the reaction of Ti with B-SiC
and found that TiC formed at temperatures as low as 350"C [11]. Furthermore, the formation
of TiC was not self limiting unless the SiC layer was carbon rich. On a carbon rich surface,
monolayers of TiC could be formed at the Ti/SiC interface, but the Ti would not react further
even after 500 hrs. at 800'C. Geib et. al. found that Ta reacted readily at 400"C to form TaC
and was not self-limiting, while Mo and W formed very stable Carbides which would not react

Mat Res. Soc. Symp Proc. Vol. 242 1992 Materials Research Society
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significantly at 8501C [12]. Recently, McMullin et. al. examined the durability of metallizations
based on Ta, Ti, and W at 6000C in non-oxidizing environments [131.

In this study, several metallizations based on Ti and W were examined. Ti was chosen
for its excellent adhesive properties while W has a very close thermal match to SiC and forms
a more stable carbide. The room temperature contact resistivity was measured as a function of
anneal time in air. In all of the metallizations tested, a thin (300 A) layer of Au was deposited
on top of the conductive layer to make the subsequent ultrasonic bonding process easier.

Exuerimental
Contact resistivity was measured using the four point probe method developed by Terry

and Wilson [141 and modified by Kuphal [15], as shown in Fig. 1. In general, the resistance
between two ohmic contacts has three components; (1) the contact resistance, (2) the sheet
resistance of the material underneath the layers, and (3) the spreading resistance. When a
constant current, 1, is applied between the two end contacts, a and d, of a four point
measurement (Fig. 1) the voltage drop between the two middle contacts, V•, is due only to the
sheet resistance of the semiconductor. Therefore, the contact resistivity can be measured from
the following equation;

= A/I,,[Vb-R,-Vb {In((3s/d)- ½2)/(21n2))}

where R,=contact resistivity, R,=spreading resistance, d = contact diameter while s is the
spacing between the contacts. The logarithmic term that multiplies V, takes into account the
potential drop between two circular contacts. If the contacts are small enough for a given
sample thickness, the spreading resistance can be neglected [15]. In these experiments, the
spreading resistance term accounted for less than 25% of the measured contact resistivity.

The B-SiC wafers used in this study were grown at the NASA Lewis research center by
previously described means [1]. These unintentionally doped films were 10 Am thick and had
resistivities ranging between 0.2-0.8 0-cm. The samples were cleaned using the RCA method
and were sputtered with a 4000 A layer of quartz. Contact windows were opened up in the
quartz using photolithography and the samples were then degreased and cleaned again by the
RCA method. Before the metals were sputtered, the samples were sputter etched to a depth of
200 A. The Lackground pressure in the sputter system was in the low Ila Torr range while the
Ar pressure used during sputtering was 15 Ains. TiN was reactively sputtered from a Ti target
in a 20% N2/Ar atmosphere. The Pt and Au layers were patterned using 10:9:1
HO:HCI:HNO3 , while Ti, TiW, and TiN were etched using an EDTA/H 20 2 solution. The size
of the metal pads were several times larger than the contact windows to prevent any etch
undercutting from affecting the results. Before the experiments began, several test films were
analyzed using AES and XPS to check for film purity. The Ti, TiW, and TiN films were
relatively oxygen free, containing < 3% oxygen. Pt and Au films were free of any traceable
impurities. The TiN films were bronze colored and had a Ti/N ratio of - I based on their XPS
lineshapes.

Contact resistivity measurements were taken from a 0.5 cm x 0.5 cm chip with 32 four
point probe layouts on it. Contact sizes ranged from 5 am-30 Am diameters, and the spacing
between the contacts was 225 Am. The chips were annealed in air at 650'C and 750'C after
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Fig. 1: Four point probe measurement of contact resistivity as suggested by Kuphal [15].

which the room temperature contact resistivity was measured.

Ti/Pt and W/Pt Contacts
The first metallization that was attempted was a thin layer of titanium (400 A) covered

with a thick layer of Pt (6000A). These contacts were used earlier in a study of B-SiC strain
gauges [6] and operated for several hours at 550"C. However, since Ti and Pt interdiffuse
readily at temperatures above 500'C, the contacts eventually peeled off the SiC. Contact
resistivities of the 'as deposited' films ranged from 9xl0 3 -2.5x10 4 fl-cm'. A one hour anneal
at 6501C caused the contact resistivity to decrease by roughly a factor of two. Linear i-V
characteristic of the contacts were observed at 650*C, indicating that they remain ohmic at these
high temperatures. After two hours at 650"C, most of the Ti/Pt contacts failed, indicating that
this metallization will not fulfill the requirements for high temperature sensors.

W/Pt should provide a more stable contact than Ti/Pt for two reasons: 1) It forms a more
stable carbide and 2) W diffuses much less that titanium and in fact has been used as barrier for
Ti based metallizations [13]. Fig. 2 shows the contact resistivity of W(1400A)/Pt(6000A)/
Au(300A) films as function of anneal time at 650'C. Unlike the Ti based contacts, there was
no sharp initial decrease in the contact resistivity, but rather the contact resistivity decreased by
only 7% over the 8 hour time span. This decrease in contact resistivity may be due to a slow
carbide formation. The contacts were electrically and mechanically stable after 8 hrs. at 650°C,
although some peeling was observed at the edges on the oxide. This peeling may have been an
artifact of the metal etch which caused an undercut of the W layer. All of the contacts failed
due to loss of adhesion after 15 hours at 650"C or after one hour at 750'C. This failure may
due to a) diffusion of the Pt into the W, b) the oxidation of W, or c) a combination of oxidation
and diffusion. However, the success of this metallization for 8 hours indicates that it may have
some limited usefulness at temperatures between 500-650"C.
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B-SiC/W(1400A)/Pt(6000A)/Au(300A)

Contact Resistivity (1 W4 -crr)
2

1.8
650 C
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1 .4 .. .. .... .... ... ....... ...................

0.I I
0 2 4 6 8 10

Time (hrs at 650 C)

Fig. 2: Room temperature contact resistivity of W(140OA)/Pt(6000A)/Au(300A)on n-type B-SiC
as a function of anneal time at 650TC in air.
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Diffusion Barriers Between Ti and Pt
In order to improve the contacts, TiW and TiN diffusion barriers were used to prevent

the mixing of Ti and Pt layers. TiW is a good diffusion barrier since W is very immobile and
the Ti content promotes adhesion. TiN is an amorphous compound, thus eliminating effects such
as grain boundary diffusion.

Ti(400A)/TiW(1400A)/Pt(6000A)/Au(300A) contacts were used in the strain gauge
measurements mentioned earlier [6]. These strain gauges were simply thin film rectangular
resistors with two contacts and leads at each end. Although this configuration did not allow an
exact measurement of the contact resistivity, the failure of the gauges after heat treatment could
be attributed to the metallization and thus could act as a measure of the usefulness of the
contacts. The strain gauges had resistances ranging between 100-2000 f0 at room temperature.
After 3-5 hours at 650*C, the gauge resistance increased rapidly, presumably due to an increase
in conact resistivity, which indicates the limitations of this metallization.

Fig. 3 shows the contact resistivity of a Ti(400A)/TiN(ioooA)/Pt(6000A)/Au(300A)
metallization as a function of anneal time at 6500C. The contact resistivity showed a similar
initial decrease as the Ti/Pt films, after which it increased at a rate of - 2%/hr. These contacts
were electrically stable after 20 hrs. at 650'C. Most of the contacts became rectifying after 31
hrs. at 650'C, an effect which also occurred after 4 hrs. at 7500C.

SEM photographs of the Ti/TiN/Pt/Au contacts before and after a 20 hr anneal at 650°C
are shown in Fig. 4a and 4b. No significant peeling or buckling of the films occurred after the
heat treatment, with the exception of a small bubble that is present on the heat treated contact
of Fig. 4b. Bubbles of thOis sort formed sometimes after one hr at 6500C, but did not change
with time at this temperature. The bubbles are probably caused by a stress relief effect and not
by contamination, since the bubble formation, when it occurred, was very regular within each
chip, with exactly one bubble forming on almost all of the larger contacts (15-30 Am) and no
bubbles forming on the smaller ones (5-10 ,m). The adhesion of the metallization to the ox.ide
layer remained very stable after the anneal. Fig. 4b also shows that some surface roughening
occurs, but this does not seem to significantly affect the electrical or mechanical properties of
the films. The roughness on the edge of the 'as deposited' contact of Fig. 4a is due to etch
undercutting of the thin Au layer.

These results indicate that the Ti/TiN/Pt/Au metallization is both electrically and
mechanically stable after > 20 hrs at 6500C and has a low enough contact resistivity to meet
the sensor requirements delineated above. Thus, it may be useful for test sensors that operate
between 600-700'C or for more reliable instrumentation sensors to operate between 500-5500C.
It may be possible to decrease the contact resistivity of this metallization by using a more highly
doped SiC laye,-, enabling it to meet some of the needs of high temperature IC components.

Ti/TiW/PtIAu films were analyzed using Auger electron spectroscopy to observe carbide
formation at the Ti/SiC interface. This interface is shown in Fig. 5, which traces the relative
atomic concentration of Ti, Carbon and Si in the 400 A Ti layer after a 3 hr anneal at 650WC in
nitrogen. Pt and W signals were both below the noise level within this layer and thus are not
shown. The Ti line closely follows the carbon line which suggests that TiC formed throughout
the layer. Previous anneals of Ti/SiC at this temperature had a shifted carbon lineshape which
indicates the formation of TiC. Excess Si, caused by the breaking of the Si-C bond may have
diffused outward and thus does not appear at the interface. This result gives some insight into
the behavior of the Ti based contacts. After one hr. at 6500C, all of these contacts exhibited a
sharp drop in contact resistivity, which is probably due to TiC formation. Once the entire Ti
layer was consumed, the contact resistivity did not decrease further with temperature.

tS
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Contact Resistivity vs. Time at 650 C
Ti(4OOA)/TiN(1OOOA)/Pt(6OOOA)/Au(3OOA) on n-SIC

Contact Resistivity (Q-cm 2 x 104)
2.8

2 .6 ...........................................................................................................

Spreading resistance < 25%

2.4...............................

2.2 ...............................

2 ............................................ ..........

1.26
0 5 10 15 20 25

Time (hrs. at 650 C)
Fig. 3: Room temperature contact resistivity of Ti(400A)/TiN(IoooA)/Pt(6000A)/Au(300A) on
n-type R-SiC as a function of anneal time in air.
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Fig. 4: SEM micrographs of Ti/TiN/Pt/Au contacts on SiC a) as deposited, and b) after 20 hrs.

at 650TC in air.
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Conclusion
We have investigated several ohmic contact metallizations on n-type 3C-SiC. Of the

metallizations tested, W/Pt/Au was reliable for 8 hrs. at 650'C while Ti/TiN/PtIAu was able to
withstand > 20 hrs. at that temperature without significant deterioration of the electrical or
mechanical properties. This work demonstrates that by using the diffusion barrier approach, the
lifetime of contact metallizations on SiC may be increased significantly. Extending these
concepts to other polytypes and crystal orientations including polar faces of SiC should also be
possible.
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ABSTRACT

New x-ray diffraction measurements performed on bor,,i nitride films deposited by
pulsed excimer laser deposition are presented. The x-ray data, taken with both a molybde-

num rotating anode source and synchrotron radiation, indicate that the epitaxial cBN films
are < 200 A thick. We also report the successful growth of oriented crystalline diamond on
the (001) surface of cBN/Si substrates using the method of pulsed laser deposition. X-ray
diffraction measurements indicate that the diamond layer is 200 A thick with a lattice con-
stant of 3.56 A. The structures of metastable films (cBN and diamond) are very sensitive
to growth conditions: we present evidence that an epitaxial-crystalline to incoherent phase
transition occurs when the thickness of the films exceeds a critical value (- 200 A for our

present growth conditions).

INTRODUCTION

The development of both cubic boron nitride (cBN) and diamond in thin film form
has been pursued vigorously over the last several years. This rapid increase in wide-bandgap

semiconductor research -an be attributed to the technological impact that these materials #

would have on electronic and optical devices [1]. Several deposition processes have proven
to be successful in the growth of diamond coatings, but the most widely utilized is plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). It has been shown that under appropriate
growth conditions diamond can be grown on a variety of substrates 12]. However, regardless
of the deposition technique chosen, the resulting diamond coating is usually polycrystalline
and multifaceted with a rough surface. Such films are rarely epitaxial with the substrate
except when grown on bulk diamond [3] or cubic boron nitride [4i. Recent work on ion-
implanted surfaces reports that epitaxial diamond films may also be grown on copper [5].

In many ways th, growth of high quality cBN films has been more elusive than the
growth of diamond. While many deposition techniques have been pursued, there exists no
single widely used process for tile growth of cBN thin films. Deposition techniques such as
reactive magnetron sputtering, PECVD, ion beam bombardment, and reactive evaporation
result in multiphase, polycrystalline, randomly oriented boron nitride films except when
grown on bulk cBN 161 or diamond 171. As with diamond films, the layers are either of
much too poor quality to be useful for electronic device applications or, as is the case with
films grown on bulk diamond, they are economically unfeasable to be considered for large

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc, Vol. 242. c 1932 Matertas Research Society
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scale production. The only method that has been shown to produce epitaxial cBN films

on a substrate other than diamond or bulk cBN, is the method of pulsed excimer laser

deposition (PLD) [8]. With this technique, thin epitaxial cBN films can be grown on (001)

silicon substrates.

In this paper we present new results on the growth and structural characterization

of cubic boron nitride films grown epitaxially on (001) silicon substrates. We also report

evidence for the first successful growth of oriented diamond films, deposited by pulsed laser

deposition, on the epitaxial cBN.

EXPERIMENTAL

Boron nitride films have been grown on polished, p-type (001) silicon wafers. All

substrate preparation procedures and growth conditions for the boron nitride deposition

have been described in previous publications [8,9]. The most recent samples prepared by

this method typically have a total film thickness of approximately 200 A of BN, and are

grown on one inch diameter silicon wafers.

X-ray diffraction studies were carried out at The University of Michigan using a

four-circle diffractometer with a rotating Mo-anode source and graphite crystal monochro-

mater. In addition, high resolution scans have been performed on several cBN/Si films with

synchrotron radiation at the National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National

Laboratory.

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

The crystallinity, composition, and chemical bonding of BN films (total thickness

1000 - 1200 A ) grown by pulsed excirner laser deposition have been investigated previously

using TEM [8], x-ray diffraction [8], Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) [9], electron probe

microanalysis (EPMA) [10], Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) [10], electron

energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [9], spectroscopic ellipsometry (111, and infrared absorp-

tion [91. Taken collectively, these data indicate that a thin (< 200 A) epitaxial cBN layer

is present at the Si interface with the remainder of the film appearing to be incoherent

sp
2

-bonded BN.

The high resolution (00e) x-ray diffraction measurements, with the diffraction vector

perpendicular to the silicon substrate surface, give no evidence for either elemental boron or

hexagonal BN in any of the BN films we have prepared [8]. We have also noted previously

that the cBN (004) x-ray peaks (which lie close to the position of the nt,rmnIly i,.,bidtieci

Si(006) reflection) remain instrumentally narrow even for very thin (<_ 100 A) films. This

gives evidence that the Si substrate symmetry may, in some way, be contributing to these

diffraction peaks. This effect is currently under investigation.

Fig. 1 shows a very weak x-ray diffraction peak taken from a BN film. The position

of the peak indexes to the (002) reflection of cBN with a lattice constant ao = 3.62 A. A

i I
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Figure 1: Conventional 0 - 20 x-ray diffraction scan of cBN/Si using a Mo rotating anode

generator (A = 0.71 A). The position of the peak is consistent with an (002) reflection from

a cBN film having a lattice constant of 3.62 A.

structure factor analysis of the zinc-blende structure indicates that the strongest reflection

is the (111), which is 10 - 20 times more intense than the (002). The cBN (111) reflection

has not been observed in (00t) scans on any of the BN films we have grown on (001) Si.

"I his indicates that the cBN is net randomly oriented with the silicon substrate. Using

the Debye-Scherrer equation [12j, the width of the cBN (002) peak indicates that the cBN

film thickness is approximately 100 A, even though the total film thickness is known to be

approximately 700 A. The inability to resolve the Kal and Kc 2 splitting of the cBN (002)

peak inhibits an accurate determination of the film thickness. Since the intensity of this

peak is nearing the instrumental limit of detection for our rotating anode generator, we have

performed synchrotron studies on thin (total th:ckness < 200 A) films to more accurately

determine the thickness of the epita -ial cBN layer. Fig. 2 shows a scan of the synchrotron

x-ray intensity with the diffraction vector, k, normal to the substrate surface. The data

is consistent with a cBN (002) diffraction peak from a film approximately 175 A thick.

These x-ray results confirm the conclusions of our previous investigations 18-10j. That is,

an epitaxial cBN film - 200 A thick grows initially on the silicon surface, but beyond this

thickness the BN film becomes incoherent.

The apparent 200 A epitaxial film thickness is not well understood at this time;
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Figure 2: X-ray diffraction (00f) scan of cBN/Si using synchrotron radiation (A = 1.744 A).
The position and width of the peak is consistent with an (002) reflection from a cBN film

having a lattice constant of 3.62 A, and a thickness of - 175 A.

howe.er, crystalline to incoherent phase transitions have been observed in other epitaxial

systems i13.141. In the growth of hr.moepitaxial Si, Eaglesham et al. [13) have shown that

there is an epitaxial thickness, h,., at which a growing epitaxial layer becomes incoherent

(10 to 30 A for growth on ambient temperature substrates). They attributed the breakdown

in epitaxy to a roughening of the growth surface, which causes a nucleation of an incoherent

phase. A similar breakdown in epitaxy has been observed [14] in the homoepitaxial growth

of GaAs, which among other things dependC strongly on composition. This point may be

particularly salient to the epitaxial growth of laser deposited cBN. It has been shown [151

that the hBN target experiences melting and undergoes a partial elemental decomposition

during the laser deposition process. That is, as a result of the beam-solid interaction,

nitrogen is liberated to the gas phase from the melt and the irradiated region of the target

condenses to a nitrogen deficient material, BN5 .s. Subsequent laser pulses on the nitrogen

deficient target lead to a nitrogen deficient film. Experimental *"chniques exist, and are

currently being investigated, to increase the thickness of the epi~axial cSN layer [13,14].

Because of the good lattice match (1.4 %), diamond can be grown heteroepitaxial:.'

on cBN [41. We attempted to grow diamond on cBN/Si (with the total BN film thickness

less than 100 A) using the hot-filament CVD technique. These attempts were unsuccessful

i-,
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because the carbon species generated by the plasma completely etched away the cBN leaving

bare silicon. This is not surprising in view of the fact that CH 4/H 2 plasmas are routinely

used to etch the surfaces of II1-V compounds prior to epitaxial film growth (161.

Recently, we grew laser deposited carbon on some of our cBN,/Si samples in hope

that the cBN would nucleate the diamond phase. In this experiment, cBN films were first

grown oil (001) Si substrates following the procedures outlined in the previous section. Tile

substrates were allowed to cool to room temperature in flowing N 2 and the hBN target (used

to grow the cBN film) was replaced with pyrolytic graphite. With the substrate at room

temperature and the chamber under vacuum (no gases flowing), 100 laser pulses were used

to deposit approximately 20 A of carbon onto the cBN/Si. During the growth of the carbon

layer, the KrF laser was pulsed at 5 ltz, and had a fluence of 3.9 J cm-. The substrate

temperature was then elevated to 600 °C and another 1000 pulses of carbon were deposited

in approximately 3× 10-2 torr of flowing 112. In PECVD diamond growth, li-atoms are

believed to selectively etch the sp
2

-bonded carbon constituent of the film. Since the plasma

generated by the laser-target interaction is believed to have a temperature in excess of 104

K I17, sufficient thermal energy exists near the target to dissociate molecular hydrogen.

Hlowever, it is not known what effect (if any) that the hydrogen has on the carbon species

grown in this deposition. Subsequent to deposition, the substrates were allowed to cool to

room temperature in flowing 112, and then removed from the chamber. The films appeared

optically smooth, clear in the center and light blue on the edges.

The Raman spectrum of one of the C/cBN/Si samples is shown in Fig. 3. The

spectrum has peaks near 960, 1330 and 1604 cm-n. Whereas the peak near 960 cm-1 is a

second order feature of the Raman-active silicon phonon, the peaks at 1330 and 1604 cm-1

are characteristic of sp'-bonded carbon 1181. Because the Raman scattering efficiency of

diamond is much less than that of sp'-bonded carbon, the Raman spectrum (Fig. 3) is not a

sensitive test for diamond in films containing other forms of carbon [18]. Low energy EELS

measurements are sensitive to the chemical bonding of the film surface, but provide no

information about the remainder of the film. Results of EELS measurements (not shown)

performed on a C/cdN/Si sample are also consistent with the spectrum of an spi-bonded

carbon film.

X-ray diffraction experiments, which are sensitive to the crystallinity of the entire

film thickness, were performed on the C/cBN/Si film. The data indicate that the carbon

film is not entirely sp 2
-bonded carbon. A plot of x-ray intensity is. diffraction angle (20)

is shown in Fig. 4. Near 20 47', a set of diffraction peaks are present that index to the

Kal and Kn23 (004) reflections of diamond (a0 = 3.56 A). The measured d-spacing from

the diffraction peaks is 0.890 ± 0.003 A, which is in excellent agreement with the (004)

d-spacing of diamond (0.892 A).

W1e foundi no evidence in the (00t) x-ray diffraction data for graphite, or other

-- -- -. -
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Figure 3: Raman spectrum of a C/cBN/Si film prepared by pulsed laser deposition. The

peak at - 960 cm-' is a second order excitation of a Si phonon, while the peaks at 1330

and 1604 cm-` are characteristic of disordered graphite.

diamond orientations. The (004) diamond reflection is not coincident with any diffraction

peak from graphite, boron nitride, or silicon, and the Kor,-Ka 2 splitting evident in the figure

eliminates the possibility of a A/2 harmonic from an x-ray peak of the silicon substrate. To

our knowledge, this is the first evidence for the growth of crystalline diamond by pulsed laser

deposition. Recently, Martin et al. [19] have reported that a few layers of hexagonal carbon

with some sp
3 

bonding can be grown epitaxially on (001) Si by pulsed laser deposition of

graphite, but cited no evidence for diamond. Based on the Raman scattering, EELS, and

diffraction data, we speculate that the diamond x-ray peaks arise from a thin diamond layer

adjacent to the cBN layer, and the remainder of the carbon film is characteristic of sp'-

bonded carbon. Since more intense diamond diffraction peaks (e.g., 111 and 220) were not

observed in subsequent (001) scans, we conclude that the crystalline diamond is oriented

with the cBN, and hence the silicon substrate. That is, the 1001] direction of the diamond

is parallel to the [0011 directions of the cBN and Si. The widths of the [004] diamond peaks

indicate that the thickness of the diamond layer is approximately 200 A. The diamond

peak intensity is much too weak to enable us to examine the in-plane orientation with our

rotating anode source. Diffraction experiments using synchrotron radiation are planned to

investigate the possible diamond epitaxy. Given the similarities between cBN and diamond,
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Figure 4: Conventional 6 - 20 scan of a C/cBN/Si film using a No source (A = 0.71 A).
The position of the peaks (Kai and Ko2 wavelength doublet) is consistent with the (004)
reflection from a diamond film having a lattice constant of 3.56 A and a thickness of - 200 A.

it is possible that the diamond may also undergo a crystalline to incoherent phase transition

when the thickness of the diamond exceeds - 200 A.

In conclusion, we have shown for the first time, that pulsed laser deposition of
carbon can result in a carbon film that contains crystalline diamond, and that the diamond

is oriented with the cBN/Si. We have also presented evidence for the existence of an

epitaxial-crystalline to incoherent phase transition in the growth of cBN on (001) Si. With

our current growth conditions, we believe that an epitaxial thickness of approximately

200 A can be grown before the onset of this transition.
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Pulsed Excimer Laser Ablation Deposition of Boron Nitride on
Si (100) Substrates

T. A. Friedmann, K. F. McCarty, E. J. Klaus, D. Boehme, W. M. Clift,
H. A. Johnsen, M. J. Mills, D, K. Ottesen, and R. H. Stulen
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore CA, 94551

ABSTRACr

We are studying the boron nitride system by using a pulsed excimer laser to ablate from
hexagonal BN (hBN) targets to form cubic BN (cBN) films. We are depositing BN films on
heated (600°C) silicon (100) surfaces in a flowing (0- 10 sccm) ambient background gas of either
NH 3 or N2 of varying partial pressure (0-100 mTorr). Infrared (IR) reflection spectroscopy
indicates the films have short-range hexagonal order. Some films grown at low laser energy
densities have shown the cubic phase in IR transmission. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
indicates the films are nitrogen deficient, which is linked to changes in the target stoichiometry
with increasing laser fluence. Raman spectroscopy on the films shows only a strong background
luminescence suggesting a high concentration of defects associated with the nitrogen vacancies.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) of the films shows a surface morphology that roughens as the
growth rate increases. In order to improve the film stoichiometry it was necessary to actively
enhance the nitrogen content of the films. It was found that bombarding films during growth
with ions from an ion gun filled with NH 3 gas increased the N/B ratio but did not enhance the
cubic phase. RF biasing the substrate gave films which showed both cubic and hexagonal
features in IR reflection. High resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) confirms the
presence of cBN grains of -200A size in films grown with an RF bias.

INTRODUCTION

Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is an emerging technique for synthesis of thin film
materials of many different types[ I1. In particular. thin films of high temperature
superconductors with very high quality have been synthesized by PLD and studied extensively.
One of the advantages of PLD is its ability to deposit multicomponent, layered structures by
ablating from several different targets during the deposition process. In addition, PLD offers the
possibility of depositing metastable phases, such as cubic boron nitride (cBN), which differ in
structure from the original target due to the energetics involved in the ablation process. In the
intense plume generated during ablation, high energy ions, radicals, and neutrals can be excited
allowing for chemical reactions both in the plume and on the substrate surface. In this paper we
investigate the possibility of forming cubic boron nitride by ablating from hexagonal boron
nitride (hBN) targets.

cBN films are of interest technologically due to their high hardness and high thermal
conductivity, much like diamond films. cBN is superior to diamond in several aspects.
Electronically, cBN can be doped both p- and n-type, whereas diamond can at present only be
doped p-type. In addition, cBN has a larger band gap than diarnond[2j. Mechanically, cBN can
be used to machine ferrous alloys that graphitize diamond surfaces, and cBN has a higher
decomposition temperature than diamond. The major disadvantage of cBN films is that they are
harder to synthesize than diamond films, although several groups have reported success growing
polycrystalline cBN films!3,4,5). One group has reported the growth of epitaxial but
polycrystalline cBN on silicon (100) surfaces by PLD(6l. The purpose of this paper is to report
on a parametric study done to assess the feasibility of synthesizing cBN films through laser
ablation of hBN targets.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Vcuum Chamber

A schematic diagram of the
deposition chamber is shown in Fig. I.
The vacuum chamber is capable of Target

attaining a base pressure of I x 10-7
Tort. The targets were ablated with a Subs• •
KrF (248 nm) laser (Lambda Physik
LPX300) capable of generating 30-ns-
duration 1.24 pulses at a 50 Hz
repetition rate. The laser light was
focused through a spherical lens with a
30-cm focal length through an AR
coated window into the vacuum - ILI.h
chamber. The beam hit the rotatable
target at a 45' angle forming a
rectangular spot with an aspect ratio of
-5:1, varying in area dependent upon the
position of the focusing lens. The t 30 nl
target-to-substrate distance could be E.:imer 1:= o.t.t PuiI -
varied but was generally held at -4 cm. Ras. rate 0-50 It,

The target was as received pyrolytic
boron nitride (Union Carbide). The
targets were sanded clean after each Fig 1. A diagram of the ablation system.
exposure to laser light due to the boron
enrichment problem described below.
The silicon (100) substrates (p-doped with B to 0.01-0.03 (icm) were cleaned to remove the
surface oxide layer by a wet dip procedure involving HIF and NH4F that is described
elsewhere[71. In most cases no in situ cleaning of the Si substrates was attempted although some
samples were annealed in vacuum at 800'C for five minutes immediately prior to deposition. The
Si substrates were resistively heated, and their temperature was measured by a thermocouple
pressed directly to their backside. A thickness monitor at room temperature could be moved into
position in front of the sample substrate to measure the deposition rate. Depositions were made
in in a flowing background of either N 2 or NH 3 gasses (0 - 10 sccm) varying in pressure up to
100 mTorr.

Initially, the laser energy density, film thickness, background gas, and background gas
pressure were varied, while the substrate temperature was held at 600'C. The resultant films and
exposed targets were examined, as described below, and found to be nitrogen deficient. IR
spectroscopy revealed the films to be sp

2 
bonded. Consequently, ion bombardment and RF

biasing with varying substrate temperature were separately used in an attempt to enhance the
nitrogen content of the films and promote growth of the cubic phase. Ions from an ion gun were
used to bombard the substrate during growth. The gun was run from 1-5 keV acceleration
voltage, using either N 2 or NH 3 gas as a source of ions. For the samples grown in an RF
discharge, the effect of the substrate RF bias voltage on sample growth was studied by varying
the input power to a N 2/Ar plasma.

Characterization of the samples was accomplished mainly through infrared spectroscopy
which serves as a quick screening process to determine bulk film characteristics. For hBN the
bonding is sp

2 
in nature with two characteristic peaks at 1370 cm-t and 800 cm+t associated with

the in-plane B-N bond stretch and out of plane B-N-B bond bend, respectively[81. The bonding
in the cubic material is sp3 

in nature with an IR active TO mode at 1070 cm-t19]. IR
spectroscopy reveals the nature of the bonding in the film but not the long range crystallinity or
microstructure. Long range order in the films was assessed using x-ray diffraction (XRD)employing a thin film geometry at an incident angle of 0.50 and a rotating anode source of Cu Kta

radiation, AES provided information about the film stoichiometry. TEM was used to probe the
microstructure of the films. TEM samples were prepared by scribing the backside of the Si and
cleaving small rectangular shaped samples from the larger wafer. These samples were silver
pasted to a flap cut in a copper grid such that the film surface could be mounted vertically in the
microscope to examine one comer of the film.
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Fig. 2 Deposition rate vs. laser fluence for varying energy density.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to study laser-target interactions, the thickness monitor was used to measure the
ablation rate as a function of incident laser energy density and fluence for rotating and
nonrotating targets. Fig. 2 shows the deposition rate as a function of laser shots for various laser
energy densities. It is apparent that for the lower laser energy densities the deposition rate falls
off as the number of incident shots increases. For higher energy densities (>6 J/cm

2
) the

ablation rate is nearly constant. Examination of the exposed targets reveals that at low energy
densities the once pristine hexagonal boron nitride has become slightly pitted with dark cones that
point toward the incident laser beam. AES of the exposed target shows that these regions are
boron rich, as has been reported by others1 101. The decrease in the ablation rate with time may
be explained by the preferential liberation of nitrogen from the target leaving boron rich material
that has a higher ablation threshold than hBN. The targets exposed to laser energy densities
above 6 J/cm

2 
show very clean ablation pits with no dark boron rich regions. AFM pictures of

films grown at these high energy densities show rough surfaces with large particulates (-I pm).
In contrast, the films grown at lower energy densities do not show these large particulates and
are smoother. In order to alleviate the problem of changing target stoichi-netrv for low laser
energy densities, the target is rotated to expose a larger surface area to the incident beam. As can
be seen from Fig. 2, this rotation steadies the ablation rate.

1.1 It., J

.40 A
lx

S~~ I12.o)),,,

I1 1 I/ 0 I ,'

+ / '1 '.',
lc• • \- --- ,7 , .

I00

50(0 I5)4) I o) 2()

Fig 3. IR reflectance vs. wavenumber for films of varying thickness grown at 4.3 J/cm
2 

in 30
o m of N2 gas with a rotating target. No peaks appear above 20MX) wavenumbers.

+,+
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IR reflection spectroscopy was done on all of our samples to examine the phase

composition of the films. Fig. 3 shows a typical. set of IR spectra obtained from a series of

samples grown at an energy density of 4.3 J/cm
2 

in 30 mTorr of flowing nitrogen gas with a
rotating target. The samples range in thickness from 400 to 12,OOOA. The spectra were ratioed
to the spectrum of silicon that was cleaned by the same HF/NHIF dipping process referenced
above[7l. The two peaks at 800 and 1370 cm

t 
indicative of the hexagonal phase are very

prominent in the thicker samples and gradually become less intense as the samples get thinner.
The peak at 1065 cm-

t 
indicative of the cubic phase does not appear in these samples.

The background gas pressure was varied up to 100 mTorr in order to determine its effect
on sample quality. Films grown in vacuum were thicker and had more particulates than those
grown in high pressures of N2, but the IR spectra of the deposited films did not noticeably
change from the spectra shown in Fig. 3. Performing the same study with NH3 as the
background gas revealed no changes in the films, as determined by IR spectroscopy.

Varying the laser energy density from I to 8 J/cm
2 

in almost all cases gave samples that
were hexagonal in phase as determined by IR reflection spectroncopy. Three samples made in 15
mTort nitrogen gas pressure with a nonrotating target at energy densities of 1, 1.5, and 2 J/cm

2

show the peak at 1065 cm-t in IR transmission indicative of the cubic phase, as can be seen in
Fig. 4. (Repeating the measurement in the IR reflection geometry gave the same result.) One
sample made at I J/cm

2 
showed almost entirely cubic phase with the other two samples showing

increasing hexagonal phase as the energy density increases. Efforts to reproduce the results of
this series of samples have not proven successful, although work is still in progress to do so.

lEnergy densily

161.5 J/crn

1 /' 2.; J,;c " _

Sl •~17() in ''/

Fig. 4 IR transmission vs. wave number for three samples made at low laser energy density.
The IR transmission above 2000 wavenumbers shows no additional peaks.

In general, films produced by PLD without ion enhancement are not stoichiometric BN.
Auger analysis of the as-deposited films show that N/B - 0.70. This nitrogen deficiency
problem may be linked to the target depletion problem described above. XRD analysis has not
shown peaks indicative of either the cubic or hexagonal phases suggesting that the films have
either very small crystalline grains or are amorphous. Raman analysis has not shown any peaks
but a strong background luminescence possibly associated with the large nitrogen deficiency in
these films.

The results above indicate to us that some form of active nitrogen enhancement is
necessary in order to produce stoichiometmc films and encourage growth of the cubic phase. In
order to investigate these possibilities two methods were examined. The first method involved
the use of an ion gun to bombard the samples during growth, while the second involved RF
biasing the substrate and varying its temperature.

Two series of samples were deposited using the ion gun, one with N2 and the other with
NH 3 gas as the source of ions. The ion energy was varied from 1-5 keV. IR analysis of these
samples revealed that the films were hexagonal and that the cubic phase was not enhanced.
Auger analysis showed that films deposited with NH 3 as an ion source were closer to
stoichiometric with N/B = 0.90. The Auger line shape of the boron peak for these samples was
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consistent with the presence of cBN material in the films; however, the presence of surface
oxygen impurities incorporated during sample handling made it difficult to state this
unambiguously since the B lineshape in B20 3 is similar to that of B in cBN.[ I l] XRD analysis
of these films did not show any peaks, indicating the films are either small grained or
amorphous. Although ion bombardment shows promise as a means for increasing the nitrogen
content of the films, our preliminary results show that we were not able to significantly enhance
the cubic phase through this method.

1515

110 /1/

\

I (A)

500 1( OW IX, 20(m

Fig. 5 IR reflection vs. wavenumber for four samples gro%,n in an RF plasma
discharge at different DC bias voltages.

Films were grown in an RF plasma discharge, and the RF power to the substrate was
varied producing a DC bias between 0 and -450V. The samples were grown at a gas pressure of
15 mTorr in a flowing gas mixture (3.0 sccm) of Ar and N2 at a ratio of 10:1, respectively.
Samples grown with RF biasing show an enhancement in the amount of cubic material. Fig. 5
shows the IR spectra for four samples grown at different bias voltages. Three samples show a

------- 15A Fig. 7 Electron diffraction pattern of the
Fig. 6 TEM micrograph of a BN sample grown region shown in Fig. 6. The

at -2(X)V DC bias. The measured row diameters of the rings are consistent
spacing of 1.76A is consistent with with those of cBN. Silicon Bragg
the (2(X))planes of cBN. reflections for a 10131 zone axis ame

also seen.

• 'I
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mixture of both cubic and hexagonal Measured Standard cBN
phase. The sample grown at -450V bias d(hkMl Ink~ ty (a =3,2A) hkb...
show s only hexagonal m aterial. It is 3 .150 v w ...... ....
apparent that at a bias voltage above a 2.110 s 2.084 111
certain threshold value between -300V 1.820 m 1.807 200
and -450V only hexagonal material 1.280 s 1.292 202
appears. Fig. 6 is a TEM micrograph 1.100 s 1.102 113
of a sample grown at a bias voltage of 1.040 m 1.055 222
-200V. The 1.76A spacing between the 0.920 w 0.914 400
rows of Fig. 6 is consistent with that of 0.830 m 0.829 313
the (200) planes of cBN. The positions 0.810 m 0.808 204
of the rings for the corresponding 0.740 m 0.738 224
electron diffraction pattem in Fig. 7 have
been analyzed, verifying the presence of Table I. The measured d spacings of Fig. 7
cubic material as can be seen in Table 1. compared to those of standard cBN.
The TEM images show grain sizes of
-200A.

CONCLUSIONS

The hexagonal phase is predominant for the samples we have grown with PLD. Varying
the laser energy density has produced some films that show indications of the cubic phase in IR
spectroscopy, although we have not been able to reproduce the IR data in other films grown
under the same conditions. It has also been shown that it is very difficult to grow samples with
the proper stoichiometry; most samples are nitrogen deficient. This is linked to nitrogen
depletion in the target with increasing laser fluence making it necessary to supplement the growth
procedure by using some activated secondary source of nitrogen. Preliminary efforts to do so
with an ion gun run with NH 3 gas show improvements in the N/B ratio, but no indication of the
cubic phase in IR spectroscopy. PLD of samples in the presence of an RF discharge has led to
films that show mixed phase cubic and hexagonal material in IR spectroscopy. TEM images of
these samples show small grained cubic material of-200A grain size. Further efforts are under
way to increase the fraction of cubic material in the films deposited in an RF discharge.
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Molecular Beam Epitaxy Laboratory, Department of Electrical, Computer, and Systems

Engineering, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 02215, USA.
' Kennametal Inc., USA.

ABSTRACT

Tetrahedrally coordinated phases of boron nitridc (c-BN and w-BN) were produced by
react;ive sputtering. The structure of the films was irisestigated by XRD and TEM diffrac-
tion, and found to be polycrystalline. Films with microhardness up to 3500kg/mm

2 
were

deposited but some degradation over time has been observed. A model for the stabilization
of the tetrahedral phases over the graphitic one is proposed.

INTRODUCTION
Bulk boron nitride exists in three allotropic forms; the hexagonal graphite-like form (the

thermodynamically stable phase), the zinc-blende and the hexagonal wurtzite-type forms
which can be formed under high pressure conditions. Boron nitride thin films have been
produced by a variety of deposition methods, such as CVD (1), plasma assisted CVI) (2).
ion plating (3), electron beam deposition (4), and reactive sputtering (5,6). In general, films
produced by ion assisted processes were determined to have a significant cubic component
but results from different laboratories are conflicting and there is no consensus as to the un-
derlying cause for the stabilization of c-BN over g-BN under metastable growth conditions.

In this paper, we present data on the growth, structure, chemistry and mechanical prop-
erties of BN films produced by reactive sputtering. Evidence is presented that the formation

of the tetrahedral phases (c-BN and w-BN) requires the incorporation of defects such as N-
or B-vacancies.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The boron nitride films were grown by rf diode sputtering. The boron nitride target.

a 12.7 cm diameter and 0.6 cm thick disk, was Carborundum grade AX20 which contains
2% B203. The substrates (quartz, sapphire, silicon, tungsten carbide, and TiN-coated WC)
were held 6 cm below the target and the substrate platform was electrically floated and

heated from ambient temperature to 700°C. The deposition system was pumped to a base
pressure of 3 x 10-" Torr and the sputtering was performed in a mixture of Ar and N2 at a
total pressure from 2 to 10 mTorr. The partial pressure of nitrogen was varied from 0% to
100%. The power in the discharge was varied up to 1000 Watts.

The structure of the films was investigated by XRD using a Rigaku diffractometer with
parallel beam optics, and TEM diffract;on trom flakes scraped from various substrates onto
a Cu-grid. The platelets of g-BN tend to rest on the grids with their basal planes parallel
to the grid planes, and the e-beaia is parallel to the c-axis. Under such circumstances, re-
flections (hkl) with I / 0 are extinguished and the diffraction patterns from g-BN and c-BN

are qualitatively similar. The distinction between the two structures can be made only by
careful! determination of the ratio of radii of the diffraction rings. Oriented g-BN has a (10.0)

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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reflection at 2.1693Aand a (11.0) reflection at 1.2521A. The ratio of the two d-spacings is

1,73 and this should coinside with the ratio of the radii of the two diffraction rings. c-B.N

has a (II1) reflection at 2.088A and a (220) reflection at 1.2785A, and the ratio of the radii
of the two diffraction rings is expected to be 1.63. w-BN has a (10.0) reflecticn at 2.211A.
and a (It.0) reflection at 1.277A, and the ratio between the radii of the two diffraction rings
is 1.73. Therefore, based on TEM diffraction alone, one can not distinguish between g-BIN
and w-BN.

lhn corn psition was determined in a few films by XPS and film i crostructure by SF:M

studies.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Film Deposition Process
The B.N-target at the end of a run was found to have a gray color when sputtering t(, k

place in pure argon, suggesting that under these conditions the target was reduced and lie

came boron rich. On the contrary, the color of the target remained unchanged when the
sputtering discharge contained more than 10% nitrogen. Thi-. suggests that nitrogen in the

plasma reacts both with the target as well as with the growing BN film.
The film growth rate was found to increase with the power in the discharge, a result

which is expected. However, we also found that at a fixed power in the sputtering discharge.
the film growth rate increases with the partial pressure of nitrogen in the plasma. Ihis result
is illustrated in Fig. I for a series of films deposited at 200 Watts forward power and total
pressure of Ar - , 2  5m'l'orr. hlie film deposition rate was determined fromn the thickness
of the film divided by the deposition time. Based on the experience of reactive sputtering

from elemental targets, one would have expected the opposite result. Reactive gases, in
general, carry a significant fraction of the discharge current, but contribute very little ti, the
sputtering rate(7).

,. / -- Fig. 1. Deposition rate is
"fraction of nitrogen in the
"discharge

C!• Su5strnie

P( N,,)/P(total)
One possible explanation of this result is that the increase in deposition rate is not due

I,!

iLL " u- I
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to an increase in the sputtering yield, but, it is due to an increase of the thickness of the
film because of its structural transformation from the cubic to the graphitic phase. In other
words, a material produced in low concentration of nitrogen has the tetrahedrally coor-
dinated structure (denser) while that produced in high concentration of nitrogen acquires

the graphitic structure. The mass densities of the two structures (p, B_ -N 3.5Y7.jcm 3 
and

P, Rx-N 2.2gr/cm') have a ratio of 1.6, in approximcate agreement with the observed in-
crease in deposition rate.

11. Film Compsosition, structure, and microstructure.
Trhe composition of only three films was determined by XPS analysis, and the results

are shown in Table 1. The oxygen in the films is probably due to the B203 impurities of the
target, anid oxygen impurities from the sputtering gases and atmospheric leaks. The carbon

couldl be ifue to sputtering from the graphite substrate holder.

Tabtr I. Composition of BN f'ilmns

Sample 1B 1N C 10

BN-207 1-0 .4% 140.8% .1 11.517
13N-208 1 39.2%, 37.8c/% 10.7% 12.10/
B.N-21 I i10.6", 36.37, 13.9% 9. 0%7

The XR[) pattern of a BN filmi produced wvith 10%c N2 in the sputtering discharge on a
tungsten carbide suiibst rate is shiowen in Fig. 2a.- Shown for comnparison in Fig.2b is thle XIII

pat tern of thle substrate alone. It is olbvioius list thle broad peak at 206 43' is due ti the
filin. However, its iidenitific-atiion is oit iisanmbiguoius.

Th fe miost initen se reflect ion from cuii hibforon nitIride occuirs at 26 43.3' and coirre-
spondls t') ( IllI) refle-t i ýn, whose d- spacn tg is 2.0872 A(8). However, t here are two reports Onl
,hock -wave comnp resseid fioron niit rile, wisich is reported to have the seurtzite structure wvithl

intense reflections in the same 26- regioti. TFie first type (9) As is produced by compression of
g raphiit e like boron nitIridie u p ti 551) kblar andi its three more intiIense peaks, in an o~rder of
increasing inteiisa tv ocrcur at 26 40.76"0.42.72',46.29". 'These peaks correspond to (100).

(00i2). andl ( 101) reflections, whose d spiacinigs are 2.211 A, 2.11-IA, anid 1.959A. The second
ty-pe (1(j) isas produced liy shock-wave compression derived from explosion of a cylindrical
charge o~f 60150IStg of fiexuigene. Ilie XIMI data from this mater:,al were not indexed. The
most intense peals occur at 26 l-.0", 23.07',27.6~, 33.3',-10.9', .13.5' and 46.1', with cor-

respondinig d-spacirigs 6.28A, 385A, 3h.22A, 2.6siA, 2.201A, 2.07A, atid 1.955A. These two,

results suggest thfat boron nit ridie withI thle wuortzi te st ructunre canl exist itt many piilv tvpe

foirmis. if ie proibahly to thle formtation of stacking faults piarallel to thre (0002) planes (11).
IFie graphiftiic 13N has its tmoist intense peak at 260 26.750, which corresponds to the ((1002)

reflecniion (dI 3.3281A) arid two much weaker peaks at 26 411.58' and 43.85', which cor-
respond to the (l10l) and (101) reflectiotns (12). Finally, it should also be mentioned that
elemental boron has one peak in the same 26-region. The most intetnse XRI) peaks of boron
occur at 26 20.87',21.81', and .12.7,1' arid corresponii to (003), (101), and (021) reflections

of this rlionihihedral structure- ( 1:1).
Vrom the eviiderice presented in Fig. 2, it appears that the observed peak is due either to

IIN ((-uliic or wurtzific) or to elemental boron. However, the data of 'table I suggests that,
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to within a few percent, the concentration of boron and nitrogen is the same and thus, it is
very unlikely that the observed XRD peak originated from phase separated elemental boron.
To differentiate between all of these alternative interpretations regarding the structure of the
film we are currently studying the XRD in the 20-region smaller than 250.

6 8 0 .. .. . . . .... . ... . . . .

510

Fig 2a. XRD pattern

o for a BN-film on a
S|.WIC substrate

0

25 3 5 55 65 75

two theta

l'YU

75(0

C-) Fig 2b. .XRD pattt rn

C-0J3 for the tI"C substrate

0

25 3 5 55 65 75

two theta
The broadness of the peak at 20 -. 430 could be either (tue to the small size of the crys-

tallites or to strain. The later should also cause a shift in the position of the peak. From
rleb3 'e-Scherrer anial'Ysis we find that a crystallite size of about 30A is required to account
for the width of the line.

Figs. 3a and 3b are TEM diffraction patterns for two BN films. These data clearly
indicate that the films are polycrstal~ine with no indication of an amorphous component. A

S'• I' I'
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careful examination of the two patterns indicate that besides the two main rings, pattern
3b has another diffraction ring in the perimeter of the direct beam. This ring is indexed
as the (0002) reflection of g-BN whose d-spacing is 3.3281A. Furthermore, the ratio of the
radii of the two outer rings is 1.73. As discussed previously this indicates that this film has
eithe-r the g-BN or the w-BN structure. The existence of the (0002) reflection suggests that
a significant fraction of this film has the g-BN structure. On the contrary, the diffraction
pattern of Fig. 3a is consistent with c-BN. The (0002) reflection is not present, and the ratio

of the radii of the two diffraction rings is 1.63.

(a) (b)

Fiq. 3. TEM diffraction patterns from two BN-films (a) c-BN (b) g-BN

A typical surface murphology and a fractured cross-section for a BN-film with a cubic
BN structure is shown in Fig. 4, The surface is smooth and featureless and the cross-s,'.ion
shows no discernible columnar morphology.

Fig JE iAf morphology of a c-BN film
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C. Film hardness and stability
The microhardness was measured in a large number of samples. A number of them were

found to have microhardness of between 2500kg/mm 2 
to 3500kg/mm 2

. However, significant
degradation in the hardness has been observed over a period of several months from the time
of growth. These studies are in progress and are going to be the subject of a future report.

D. Model of growth of the tetrahedrally coordinated phases of BN films.
The theory regarding the growth of c-BN thin films is reported in detail separately (14).

In this theory, the incorporation of vacancies (B- or N-vacancies) at the growth face changes
the relative binding energy of cubic- versus graphitic-BN so that c-BN can nucleate and
grow. ESR measurements reported separately (15) indicate that the films have a concentra-
tion of N-vancancies of about 1%. The theory also predicts that off-stoichiometric material is
generally unstable to phase separation. Whether the observed degradation in microhardness
is the result of such phase separation is currently under study.

CONCLUSIONS
BN films with structures and mechanical properties consistent with the tetrahedrally

coordinated phases (c-BN and w-BN) were produced by reactive rf diode sputtering. TEM
studies indicate that the films are polycrystalline and XRD studies indicate that the films
are either highly strained or have a crystallite size of the order of 30A. SEM microscopy
indicates that the films are dense and featureless. A degradation in microhardness over a
period of several months has been observed but thle origin of this phenomenon has not been
understood yet.
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ABSTRACT

Defects in BN thin films, produced by reactive sputtering, were investigated by Elec
tron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) measurements. The EPR signals of films produced

with up to 10% N. in the argon discharge are consistent with films having a cubic structure.

and becoming more ordered with nitrogen incorporation in the films. The concentration

of spins is in the order of 10"9 spins/g and they are attributed to nitrogen vacancies with
an electron trapped in. Carbon incorporation changes the EPR signal and increases the

concentration of spins significantly. This result is consistent with the notion that carbon

doping stabilizes the electron in a nitrogen vacancy.

IvNRiO)IUCTION

Boron nitride can exists in three allotropic forms: the cubic-BN (zincblende structure).

the ItCP-BN (wurtzite structure) and the graphitic-BN (graphite structure with different

stacking sequence). The first two phases are termodynamically metastable and can be
formed by the high temperature and pressure methods 1. The syntesis of this metastable

phases by vapor phase methods has been the subject of an intense interest over the past
several year [2i. Such materials are anticipated to find applications as bard coatings.

insulators and semiconductors.
In any class of materials defects play a role in determining the mechanical. thermal.

optical and electronic properties. It has been proposed recently that defects may also play
a role in the stabilization of diamond and cubic BN during the growth of these materials

at low pressures and temperatures [3,4' as well as in the stabilization of the cubic phases
of these materials during high pressures and temperatures sintering [5,61.

Defects in bulk graphitic BN have been investigateid by EPR spectroscopy ý5-13. 15-

19. Two types of paramagnetic center were identified ý7,81. One is due to an unpaired

electron interacting with a single "5B atom (one boron center) giving rise to a four - line

EPR spectrum. The other is due to an unpaired electron interacting with three '13 atoms

(three boron center) giving rise to a ten line E1PR spectrum. The intensities of the lines for

lie three boron center are ill the ratio 1:3:6:10:12:12:10:6:3:1. The natural abbundanIce of

'IH is 80.2 % anti of "B is 19.8 %. The heavier isotope, which has nuclear spin 1-3/2 and

nuclear g value yN - 1.792424, determines the EPR spectrum in BN of natural isotopic

composition. Khusidman and Neshpor [9J10 suggested that the three boron centers were

nitrogen vacancies with an electron trapped in, like F-centers in alkali halides. Romelt
I1II suggested also that the unpaired electron stems from oxygen substituting nitrogen

atonms.

The role of carbon in the stabilization of the electron in the nitrogen vacancy ins

graphitic boron nitride was pointed out by several authors [9,10,12-16]. Moore and Singer

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materiats Research Society
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[12' concluded that interstitial carbon is responsible for the coloring and paramagnetism

in h-BN and that impurity atoms are at least sufficient if not necessary in creating and
stabilizing particular defects in the lattice. The decrease in the hyperfine splitting due
to the presence of carbon, up to a complete collapse with high carbon concentration. for
the three boron centers (F-center) in h-BN was observed by Moore and Singer [12, and

by Andrei. Katzir and Suss 't5'. This can be explained by a decrease of the degree of
delocalization on the boron nuclei of the atoms in the first coordination sphere due to
the presence of carbon near the nitrogen vacancy. Theoretical studies on point defects
in graphitic RN and the particular problems of substitutional and interstitial carbon
were presented by Zunger and Katzir 11-Il. Carbon is believed to play a similar role in
the zincblende and wurtzite boron nitride as suggested by Tikhonenko, Shul'man an,!

Gerasimenko i18t
The EPR spectrum of a polycrystal c-BN consists [6,17 and 19. of a single line with g

- 2.0023 and peak to peak linewidth of20 G, more recently Zhang and Chen '20 obtained
a single line with g = 2.00248 and peak to peak linewidth of 27 G.

The wurtzitic boron nitride shows a single resonance line at g - 2.0043 and peak to
peak linewidth of 22-25 G [5-.

In this paper we report the first EPR studies of defects in BN and carbon doped BN

thin films grown by reactive sputtering on silicon substrates.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

"The BN films used in this study were produced by reactive sputtering fromn a hexagonal
BN target in an atmosphere of argon and nitrogen. The kinetics of growth of BN, as all
other III-V compounds, requires that stoichiometric films can only be formed when the
flux of group V element (N) is higher than the flux of group III element (B). A set of
films was produced by varying th e n•itroge pwttial ptessure. In order to investigate the
role of carbon impurities in the EPR signals a number of films were also produced in an
atriphere of argon, nitrogen and methane. Films for this study were grown on silicon

(100) substrates and self supporting films were obtained by disolving the substrate in a
solution containing HF and HNO 3 . Details on the growth conditions have been reported
in the previous paper [211.

EPR measurements were carried out on an X-band Varian E9 spectrometer at room
temperature and using a 100 KHz field modulation. Different modulation amplitudes were
used in the atempt to resolve the hyperfine structure. The g-values were evaluated by
comparison with a Mn: SrO reference. The absolute number of spins in the samples was

obtained by comparison, under the same experimental conditions, with a a. o'-diphenyl-

3 picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) reference.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The EPR signal of the target material, pyrolitic graphitic boron nitride, is shown
in figure 1. The g value of the spectrum is 2.0029 = 0.0004, the hyperfine interaction

constant is A = 8.0 - 0.5 Gauss and the resolution parameter is AHp,, A = 0.5, where

A-N , is the peak to peak linewidth of a single component. From the isotropic hyperfine
interaction constant A we can evaluate ,W(0): at the boron nuclei of atoms in the first

coordination sphere '23!:
87r 

0 ((

where y, gv are the electronic and nuclear g values respectively, i3, Jjv are the electronic
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335,1 3370 3390 3410 3430 3450

IfLGauss]
F igr 1. FiPR spectrum for the pyrolitic graphitic BN.
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FLgure 2: FPR sig!:abl from samples grown at different partial .N2 pressure.

ard nuc.tear Bohr niagnetons and w(0) is the normialized wave function of the F - center
electront. We have:

= 1.05 - 1023cm-,3 2'

These results are in agreement with those reported earlier ý7-10:.
EPR studies were conducted on BN films grown at different partial N2 pressure. Such

filnis are expected to have a variable concentration of nitrogen vacancies which have a sig-
nificant effect on the structure and properties of the films !21,221. More specifically, it was
found 21" that films produced in less than 10% of N2 in the sputtering discharge have the
cubic stricture, while those produced at higher N2 partial pressure are soft and unstable
upon exposure to the atmosphere. The investigated samples and the.corresponding EPR
results are presented in Table I. The EPR signals for the films produced in pure argon
and in 50% argon ý- 50% nitrogen are presented in figure 2.

SampleI %N2  g-value A N, .
rGaussi [spins/g]

BN21l 0 2.0024=0.0004 1 3L.• 4.40- 10"
SBN222 5 2.0025:-0.0004 1 23_1 2.04 - 10"S

BN249 10 2.0025-0.000 i 21=1 1.51 - lw'
1BN257 12 2.0029=0.0j04 I 18=1 1.31 - 10'

BN26 30 2.0029=0.0004 17 : , 4.04 • 10'

Table 1. Growth condition and experimental results for different %N2 .

The samples grown in less than 10% N2 show a g value consistent with the results
reprted on the cubic phase of BN. At higher partial nitrogen pressure the g value is
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Pe'-s 'qa c P a

l ý. 2 .

c::. ,'- ::t:. e:': •.?te on t:•e grapli:tic BN. TIhe dens:'.; Of Pa-a:_::.:n 1. :e 3 ::I s was found to depend on the pa.- 7 o 0'

as { i c e i n £ :z e 3. T1-e '--'-.:a dec~ease of the spin dea sity w :*.'- t'e pa.-:ial pztsý,.::
c 5 C,,: s c n:s~ en *. w ;-. tH e now : oo n th a t th e d efect is a rnitro ge n vaaca nz c y • A s disc-usse d

In i previ'ous paper {21' the increase in the spin density" at higher paz-ýaj Pressure c"

ni:-..ý en may be re'ateed to th.e structiuln trardo,mation from pze o-docxnantly cubic to.. more defoeie graphotic structu:e. The decrease of the peak to peak
c-e,.,,dtH with t-'-e increae of the deprogen partial pressure, as shorn in figate -', is
fndicattve that the Em becomes more ordered with nitrogen incorpozation. The A value,

""the peak to peak Lneewidth as well as the lack of a resolved hypernize structure are In

general agreement with the results reported for the cubic phase of BN :6,17-20".

As previous>y poi057 ed o,:t carbon seems to play an important role in the stabilizaion,

and, or formation of the paramagnetic center. We invesigated the effect of carbon in BN

.sL-ms by varying the partial pressure of CH 4 in the discharge. The rovestdgatet sa.p-es

and the corresponding EPR results are presented in Table II. The EPR sigzals for the

films nroduced in 0% methane 5% carbon are presented in irare 5.

Sampie ,%N5  %CSI g-value Ar H .,

?Gauss: : s aias '.,

BN2"9 11) 0 2.0025=0 0004 
2
1=i 1.51 - l0-

B.N24,5 10 1 2.0032=0.0004 20=1 3.2

BN258 10 2 1 2-0031-0.0004 16=-- ! 1.32 -

BN252 !, 5 2.0035z=,.0004 7= . -

Tcule E. Grow'th :niiticns and exneri-mentai :esu:ts -^or -5:n rj¶,.

a - .-.-
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We ob-erved an icrease ivn the g value, as shown in fig. 6, which can be explained
"" the higher spin-or-bit interaction due to the presence of carbon. No hvperfine splitting

was oserved. TIhis can be due to disorder and/or to the mentioned reduction of the
e~ec:roiJc delocaLization o:. B neighbors. The collapse of the hyperfine splitting is then
the result of rapid electron exchange between the nitrogen vacancies and nearby carbon
atom or clusters of carbon atoms.

The density of paramrnagnetic centers increases as the partial pressure of CH4 increases
as s!own in fig. 7. This is in agreement with the interpretation of the role of carbon in

týe defec+f; TH- 
4
1c.ease of the peak to peak linewidth as the partial pressure

SH. nc-eases shown in fig. 8, can be explained by the exchange narrowing due to the
inc.ease of the defects concentration [241.
"P e satiration data for all the samples studied show partial inhomogeneous broadening

1.6 -S' -: "

i4-20 - .

1 2e-2'n - --- "

Spin de&nsityv IU i
1s-pin,-
0,

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 7: Density of spins as function of partial CH., pressure.
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2 2CH,

k igureS: Peak to peak linewidth as function of partial Cl-I4 prrssur,

related t, dis1. :der or unresolved hyperfine splitting. This also explained the s.a:
c .i:rac,•i of the roanre sign al. A spin-lattice relaxation tijme Tot-ris in tI:e

of 10 5was evaluated ý25 'fromt the saturation data of both sets of samnples. 'Ihe sarop"e

grosen at .5c C'114 has a * one order of magnitude smaller, which is expected due to the
larger concentration of defects.

CONCLUSIONS

D~efects itt fN filmns, produced by reactive sputtering in an atmoýsphere c,,ntai:x:.ý
A-, - N, as well as Ar N- -CH were investigated by EPR measurements.
We founid that films prduced with up to 107% N, in the argon discharge hae as

line I-PR signals with g value and linewidth consistent with what has been observed in
high pressure cubic B%. We also observed that the concentration of spin, which arc in the
order of 1O" spins,!g. is reduced with increasing thc nitrogen pressure in the discharge
suaggesting that the paramagnetic center is a nitrogen vacancy with an electron trapped.
in. Additionally, a narrowing of the linewidth with increasing the nitrogen pressure is an
indication that the structural order of the films improves with nitrogen incorporation.

Films produced at a nitrogen partial pressure higher than 10% in the argon discharge
show an increase in the spin density which is inconsistent with the notion that nitrogen
incorporation reduces the number of nitrogen vacancies. Additionally, the g values in
this films is 2.0029 which is characteristic of g-BN. Thus, stoiochiometric films. i.e. those
produced at high nitrogen partial pressure, have the graphitic structure, in agreement

with the conclusions -f the previous paper 121> The higher spin density can be accounted
f,,r by the instability of the graphitic films upon exposure tn the atmosphere :21;.

Doping by carbon increases both the spin density as well as the g value in agreemment
with the notion that carbon stabilizes the electron in the nitrogen vacancy. It is important
to notice that even in our films which were not intentionally doped with carbon there
should be some impurities li-e. C, 0) which stabilize the electron in the nitrogen vacancy.

These findings are consistent with the model that nitrogen vacancies are required to

stabilize the cubic phase of this material a3,41,
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FSR CHARACTERISTICS OF CUBIC BORON NITRIDE CRYSTALS

FANGQING ZHANG AND GUANGHUA CHEN
Department of Physics, Lanzhou University, Lanzhou 730001,
P.R.China

ABSTRACT

Electron spin resonance (FSR) spectrum have been used to
study undoped cubic boron nitride crystals.The results show that
the peak-to-pe'ak width of the ESR signal is 27x10A-4 and the g-
value is 2.00248, the spin density Ns is 2.8x1015 crrF

3
,it is con-

sidered that the ESP signal is originated from the nitrogen
dangling bond. Raman spectrum measurements have been also carri.-
od out, the peak positions are at 1054 cm-land 1306 cm-I.

Introduction

Since the realizat ion of the synthesis of cubic huron ni-
tridi(, tBN) crystals by Wentorf [11 in 1957, the development of
cBN crystals has pursued vigorously in the past few years.Simi-

lar to diamond, bonding in cBN have the covalent aspects which
provtdt, a tetrahedral-bonding structure--t he cubic structure of
zinc bLetide, so this compound was found to be chemically inert,
thermally conducting, electrically resistive, and with a hard-
ness second only to that of diamond, it is an attractive mate-
rial t, mechanical, electronic and optical applications.

The use of cBN in electronic devices designed to operate at
h gh temperaturir is especially noticeable, the hngh-temperature
diode [2] and the ultraviolet-light emiting diode [3] have been
alrady reportted. But the high defect density in synthetic cBN
h,ave st rong inf luence on the performance of those devices,
whijh obist ructs the widespread uses of this kind of material.
li t ibis work, ýhl'ctront spin resonanc, (FSR) and Ramanr spect ra
moasur,'morlts have bhei, iarr ied out to study theI defect and
re Irest rctUr, io n tc' N, and the or ig nat ion of the defects has

i i ,-l p I olited.

txper mTerit a l

uBN crystals used in this work were prepared by high-pres-
sure, high-teaperature method, the grain si Ze was about 2 mm x
1 Tmm x 0.5 mm. Equi libr ium ESR spect rum measurements of these
grains hav, brii carried out, by using a BRUKER ER 200D-SRC
sp.ctrometir in X-band at 300 K. Modulation field was I00 Kllz,
the microwave power was kept below 2 mW to avoid the saturatiKn
of the detect signals, the center magnetic f ield was 3492xl0- T.

Ramarn spect rum of eBN was obtainetd by a SPEX 1403 model
lRh;i-;i spoltromet or. A 5145 A line of an Ar laser was used for
the exceit at ion, thi' inc ident power was 200 mW.

Results atrd discussinns

A typical ESR spectrum of cBN is shown in Fig.l. As we can
see from this figure, the lineshape of the ESR signal is of
Lorentz type, the g-valuea calculated from the ESR spectrum is

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 192 Materials Research Society
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cBN ESR

F±0g.I. ESR sp..trum of
g' =2.00248 cBN crystals at 300 K.

0.3476 0. 352C

Magnet fir ld(T)

'BN

1000 1200 1400

RAMAN SHIFT (cm

1i-g.2. Raman spectrum of cBN crystals.
-4

2.00248, the peak-peak width Hfpp is 27xi0 Tthe spin density
is z.8x10

1 5
cm-

3
. 'he calibrating specimen for the quantitative

measurements is Li:F:Li with g= 2.00229, and alipp = 0.6xl0- 4
T.

From the g-value we deduced that the ESR signal of the cBN
originated from the nitrogen dangling bond.

| | | | j | I |
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Shown in Fig.2 is the Raman spectrum of the cBN. Here we can
see that,the Raman scattering peak of the TO-mode is at 1045.5cm-!
and the LO-mode is at 1306.5 cm-

1
, the peak intensity ratio of

the TO-mode and LO-mode is about 2, this result is consistent
with that of Ref.4. Fig.2 also demonstrates that there is a fair-
ly wide scattering band, this indicates that there exists a cer-
tain component of disordered phase in the cBN, which is respon-
sible for the high defect density obtained from the ESR measure-
ments.
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THE EFFECTS OF SUBSTRiATE BIAS AND Si DOPING

ON THE PROPERTIES OF RF SPUTTERED BN FILMS

PK. BANERJEE, J.S. KIM, B. CHATTERJEE, M. PLATEK AND S.S. MITRA

Thin Film Research Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI 02881, USA

ABSTRACT

The effect of substrate bias on the properties of rf sputtered boron nitride films on Si and GaAs
substrate were investigated. IR transmission and reflectivity of films with different substrate bias
were measured with Perkin Elmer 983 IR spectroscopy. From the IR reflectivity data, transverse
optical mode(TO) and longitudinal optical mode(LO) frequencies were derived by fitting Kramer-
Kronig model. Absorption coefficient was determined from IR transmission data. The resultant TO
and LO modes showed that substrate bias caused broadening of reststrahlen band of rf sputtered
boron nitride. We also tried to dope boron nitride films with silicon by alternate sputtering of BN
and Si targets cont rolling sputtering time of each target followed by annealing. Electrical resistivity
was rneasired over the temperature range between 175 K to 370 K for both intrinsic and Si-doped
boron nitride films. Intrinsic rf sputtered boron nitride showed little change in resisti,,ity (10' -
cm - 10l Q cm ) over the temperature range studied. While Si doped BN showed linear change in
resistivity with increasing temperature and its activation energy was about 0.22 eV. The effect of e
substrate bias was also investigated by monitoring th_ XPS core level spectra of both P . N
Is peaks, respectively. Substrate bias caused the shift of both B Is and N Is peak to h;sier bIsId:,g
energy The effect of substrate bias on refractive iznex was also studied.

1. INTRODUCTION

Boron nitride has many useful properties BN can be prepared several ways, such as sputtering[! -

2], chemical vapor deposition[3J, ion plating[4], etc. Espe, ally in the spio'tered BN films, substrate
bias has been known to affect the phase of sputtered BN. Some authorsk4; hiv- re,.d that
substrate bias is solely responsible for the formation of cubic phase BN while Seidel et al[2J' data
showed slight broadening of IR band on increasing bias. However not much study has been done on
the effect of substrate bias on the optical properties of sputtered BN films. Therefore we studied the
effect of substrate bias on the optical properties of rf sputtered BN films by monitoring reststrahlen
band characteristics of films prepared with various substrate bias voltage. TO and LO modes of
resultant films were calculated by Kramer-Kronig model[5] from IR reflectivity data. In addition,
XPS spectra of B ls and N Is was also taken to see how the substrate bias effect the chemical
bonding of sputtered BN. Another important aspect in the study of BN film lies in the electrical
doping. Here we attempted to dope BN with Si by alternate sputtering of BN and Si. Electrical
resistivity was measured over the temperature range for both intrinsic and Si-doped BN films.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Boron nitride films were sputtered from BN target(99.99%) by MRS 8667 three target sequential
rf sputtering unit. Most of films were were deposited in Ar/N 2 mixture. Films were deposited with
a rf power of 250 W both at room temperature and at 200CC. Substrates were sputter etched for
30 minutes at 200W just prior to deposition. The partial pressure of nitrogen was kept at 4.OmT
- 5.0 mT to make near- stoichiometric BN films as indicated by our earlier experiments. The total
pressure of Ar/N 2 mixture was kept fixed at 8 mTorr for all depositions. Substrate bias between

100 V to 0 V was applied during sputtering. Deposition rate of boron nitride films varied from
19 - to 28A/min with substrate bias voltage. For doping with Si, Si was deposited at a power of

Mat, Res. Soc. Symp. Proc, Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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Bias voltage(V) Refractive index
0.0 2.0

-20.0 1.9
-50.0 1.6

-100.0 1.67

Table 1: Refractive index vs. bias voltage.

7,,=

Figure 1: The effect of substrate bias on IR transmission of BN films

100 W in the same environment used to deposit boron nitride. After Si-doped BN was annealed
at 500'C for 30 minutes in N2 atmosphere. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was carried out by
Physical Electronics PHI 5500 multitechnique surface analyzer. The test chamber was pumped by
a sputter ion pump with auxiliary titanium sublimation pump and the base vacuum was about 7
x 10"o Torr. All the measurements were done in the vacuum better than 2 x 10-9 Torr. Mg Ko
radiation of 1253.6 eV was used as the excitation source. Analyzer energy was 71.55 eV. To avoid
the shift of peak by static charging, all peaks were referenced to Is peak of adventitious carbon at
284.6 eV, measured at an accuracy of0.1 eV. Infrared transmission and reflectance was studied over
the wavenumber of 4000cm-' - 600cm-' by a Perkin Elmer 983 double beam IR spectrophotometer.
Refractive index was measured by ellipsometer at a wavelength of 6328A. Electrical resistivity was
measured by four point probe method using two Kiethley 616 electrometer at room temperature.
The change in resistivity with temperature increase was monitored by conventional two point probe.
Two aluminum contacts separated by the distance of 1.0 nun were deposited on BN films on A1203
substrates by rf sputtering.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effect of substrate bias on refractive index of BN film is shown in Table 1. Substrate bias
seems to reduce refractive index.

Figure I shows IR transmission curves of BN films deposited with different bias. For all the
films, two absorption peaks characteristic to hexagonal boron nitride are found at 1378 cm-' and 780

Si
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Figure 2: The effect of substrate bias on absorption coefficient of BN films deposited a)
Si b) GaAS substrates

cm-i which is due to B-N stretching and B-N-B bending. Films sputtered with -20V bias, showed
two additional peaks at 3400 cr'- and around 2500 ,sm-' which lacks in the films deposited with
higher bias. These peaks are thought to be due to N-H stretching and B-H stretching[6J. Seidel et
a][2] reported similar results. Therefore it is possible to say that substrate bias reduces the amount
of hydrogen in the films. However, we could not see any shift in both 1378 and 780 cm-1 with the
change of the substrate bias.

The effect of bias on the absorption coefficient is shown in figure 2. For BN films deposited both
on Si and GaAs substrates, the absorption coefficient decreases with the increase of substrate bias.
In order to find out TO and LO modes of the films, IR redectivity data was fitted using Kramer-
Kronig relation. Figure 3 exhibits good agreement between measured reflectivity and fitted data
by Kamer-Kronig relation for films deposited without bias. Figure 4 shows the effect of bias on the
refractive index calculated by Kramer-Kronig relation.

Table 2 lists TO and LO modes of biased and unbiased films. LO and TO modes were obtained
from the minima and maxima of modulus of the dielectric constant. As shown in table 2, there is
no shift in the position of TO mode with substrate bias. This corroborates the fact that there is no
shift in 1380 cm-' in IR transmission. Contrary to TO mode, LO mode showed a shift to higher
energy with substrate bias, thereby causing broadening of the reststrahlen band. Based on the IR
data we assume that our BN film is amorphous or nanocrystalline hexagonal. However, we have
not seen appreciable change in the structure of films except broadening of IR band with substrate
bias. Gissler et [1181 reported similar results for BN films by magnetron sputtering.

The effect of substrate heating was also studied. Although substrate heating seems to increase
the deposition rate, it has little effect on optical properties. Figure 5 shows the effect of heating on
the absorption coefficient.

Figure 6 shows XPS survey spectra of BN films deposited with -50 V substrate bias. Figure 7
shows the effect of substrate bias on XPS core level spectra of B Is and N Is. Substrate bias caused
the shift of both B Is and N Is peak to higher binding energy.

BN is a wide bardgap semiconductor and it is very important to be able to control its electrical
properties. We tried to dope BN films with silicon by alternate sputtering of BN and Si targets.
Resistivity of intrinsic BN films is in the range of (109 f) cm - 10" 0 cm at room temperature.

N
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Figure 3: Measured and fitted IR reflectance of BN films prepared with no bias.
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Figure 4. The effect of substrate bias Figure 5. The effect of substrate beating
on refractive index of BN films on Si. on absorption coefficients of BN films.

Films LO mode TO mode

Undoped, unbiased 1728 cm-' 1378 cm-1
Undoped, biased 174: cm-1 1378 acm-

Table 2: LO and TO modes of BN films.
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Figure 7: The shift of XPS peaks of a) B Is b) N Is for different substrate bias.
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The conductivity of intrinsic BN films as a function of temperature deposited with -50V substrate

bias is shown figure 8 a). There is little change in the conductivity over the temperature range
studied. The conductivity of Si-doped BN film sputtered under the same condition is shown as a
function of temperature in figure 8 b). It shows linear increase in the conductivity with the increase
in temperature, which proves that the film is doped. Activation of Si-doped BN films was about
022 eV. Nlishima[71 reported similar results for Si-doped n type BN films. Detailed discussion of
Si-doped BN films will be published elsewhere.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The effects of substrate bias on the propertiers of rf sputtered BN film has been investigated
for both undoped and Si-doped BN. Reststrahlen band was calculated using Kramer-Kronig model
from IR reflectivity data. Substrate bias is seen to cause broadening of reststrahlen band of rf
sputtered BN. It is also shown that doping of BN Si can be achieved by alternate sputtering of WN
and Si. Linear increase in the conductivity of Si doped film with temperature increase showed that
film is doped. Its activation energy was about 0.22 eV.
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SUBMILLIMETER OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF HEXAGONAL
BORON NITRIDE

A. J. Gatesman, R. H. Giles and J. Waldman
Department of Physics and Applied Physics
University of Massachusetts • Lowell
Lowell, MA 01854

ABSTRACT

The submillimeter optical properties of hot-pressed boron nitride with a hexagonal crystal
structure were studied at room temperature from approximately 20 cm-1 to 120 cm-t (500pm -
84 pm) with a Fourier Transform Spectrometer. Several grades were studied and probed both
parallel and perpendicular to the material's optic axis. The material was found to behave as a
negatively uniaxial birefringent crystal. In one case, the birefringence (An = ne - no) was quite a
large with a value of -0.152. The material's absorption properties were also studied. For
certain grades, a modest dichroism was observed. The low absorption (a < I cm-') for grade A
at frequencies below 38 cm 1 suggests the possibility for millimeter/submillimeter wave
applications. Results are compared with data by other researchers on related materials.

INTRODUCTION

Boron nitride (BN) has received considerable attention within the last few years due to its
favorable mechanical, electrical, optical and chemical properties over a wide range of
temperatures. BN crystallizes in two forms; cubic (zinc blende) and hexagonal structures. BN
films grown by processes such as CVD and sputtering have the cubic crystal structure (similar
to that of GaAs). This material is used in applications such as transmitting substrates for X-ray
lithography masks, high quality insulating films for metal-insulator-superconductor (MIS)

structures, and coatings to increase the hardness of materials.t The material used in this study
was hot-pressed BN where the raw material is subjected to a high uniaxial compressive force at
an elevated temperature. This results in an orderly arrangement of the boron and nitrogen atoms
(a structure similar to that of graphite, see Figure 1). Boron nitride has previously been studied
in the ultraviolet, optical, infrared, and microwave frequencies. 2 .34 Its low absorption
coefficient in the microwave has made BN a candidate for window material for gyrotrons, free
electron lasers and reentry vehicle communication systems.4 '5 This paper reports the optical
properties of hexagonal BN (h-BN) in the submillimeter region of the spectrum.

A material with a hexagonal crystal structure is known to be optically anisotropic with a
single optic axis coinciding with the axis of crystal symmetry.* In this case, the dielectric
constant E is a 3 x 3 tensor. The dielectric tensor can be shown to be symmetric7 and the nine
components reduce to six where eij =;£i for j # i. Furthermore, ther exists an orientation of the
cartesian coordinate system where its axes are alined with the material's preferred axes (i.e. in 4
the hexagonal case, one of the cartesian axes alined with the optic axis). This coordinate system
is referred to as the principal set of axes and the six components of e will reduce to three (cx, Ey.

c,) where the off axis elements are zero.

"Materials with a tetragonal, trigonat or hexagonal crystal strwcture have a single optic axis and are said to be aniauial.
Orthorhombic. monoclinic and triclinic systems have two optic axes and are said to be biaxial. The remaining

crystallographic system, cubic, is optically isotoopic.
6

Mat. Rfea. Soc. Bymp. Proc. Vol. 242 o 1992 Materials Refaaarch Society
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With the cartesian coordinate system alined along the materials's preferred axes as in
Figure 1, ey will equal c, due to the degree of symmetry inherent in the hexagonal crystal
structure. In this case, the x axis is the axis of symmetry (the optic axis) and the planes of
atorms are in the y-z plane. This leaves the dielectric constant (or equivalently the complex
refractive index, n - ik) to be determined for just two cases; (1) the electric field parallel to the x
axis and (2) the electric field in the y-z plane.

Hot pressed hexagonal boron nitride was obtained in four grades (A, HP, M, M26) from
The Carborundum Co. in Niagara Fall, NY. Two samples per grade were provided; one whose
flat surface was parallel to the crystal planes and one whose flat surface was perpendicular to the
crystal planes. With a controlled incident linear state of polarization, the response of both
parallel and perpendicular directions to the optic axis could be probed.

x

planesftaorns

Figurell Orientation of the cartesian cooridinate system to coincide with the material's
preferred axis and the arrangement of planes of atoms

EXPERIMENTAl,

The optic axis of the parallel cut samples is obviously normal to the sample surface. For
nornally incident radiation, these disks were expected to behave as optically isotropic materials.
The optic axis of the perpendicular cut samples lay somewhere along a diameter and had to be
located. This direction was determined in the following manner. 513pm radiation from a CO,
optically pumped submillimeter laser was propagated through a pair of wiregrid polarizers, the
wires oriented orthogonally with respect to one another. The BN sample, mounted in a
consputer controlled rotation stage, was situated between the two wiregrids as shown in Figure
2.

Wt I WG2 t

Figure 2 Experiment to determine the location of the optic axis on
the perpendicular cut samples

"Ihe laser radiation, linearly polarized by WGI. was incident on the BN which was rotated while
the detector collected intensity data. In general, the birefringent properties of the perpendicular
cut BN depolarized the incident linear state of polarization and WG2 passed a portion of this to
the detector. I loweer, when the optic axis of the BN crystal was parallel or perpendicular to
the wires of WG 1, the linear state incident on the BN remained polarized since this state probed
only ix or c., not a combination of both. For these orientations (obviously four orientations per
sample) W62 reflected all radiation incident upon it and the intensity at the detector was zero.
This procedure allowed for the determination of the two orthogonal axes in the plane of each
perpendicular cut sample to within two degrees.

I
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In order to distinguish the optic axis, a Fourier Transform Spectrometer was employed
from 18 cm-

1 
to 118 cm-t. Our instrument has been optimized for long wavelength data

collection by using a liquid helium cooled silicon bolometer with a cooled low-pass filter as the

detector. Data was collected with a resolution of 0.1 cm-t. A pair of wiregrid polarizers
configured with their wires parallel were positioned in front of the BN to insure a well defined
linear state incident on the material. Twelve spectra were collected in total. The first four were
grades A, HP. %I and M26 in the parallel orientation. The remaining eight were the four grades
with the optic axis parallel and perpendicular to the incident linearly polarized radiation. The
transmission spectra for grades A and N126 in the perpendicular orientation are shown in Figure
3.
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Spectra for grades; UP and M in the perpendicular orientation are similar to (but not identical) to,
the N126 spectra and are not shown. The spectra of the parallel cut samples are not shown as
they were nearly identical to one of the two perpendicular cut samples (as expected) and were
useful only in determining which axis was the extraordinary (optic) axis and which one was the
ordinary axis. Grade A is interesting because of i's lower loss and M26 is interesting because of
its dichroic behavior. Both of these points will be returned to later in the Results and Discussion
section.

[D~rivation of the Optical Properties

The material's refractive index n, and absorption coefficient af, were both determined
from the transmissivity data. Characteristic of all of the spectra is the rapid oscillation which is
catused by the interference between the front and back surfaces of the sample (channel spectra).
A transmission maxima occurs when an integral number of wavelengths within the material
equals twice the thickness:
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i •n= 2t,

where X. equals X/n and m = 0, 1, 2, 3.... or written another way: n = in where v is the2tv

frequency in cm'. The thickness of the samples were measured with an uncertainty of
+0.0001" (±31.tin). With the order number and location in frequency of each of the maxima
detemlined, a value of n could then be associated with each peak of the spectra. Values of n for
the extraordinary (optic) axis and perpendicular to it (ordinary axis) are given in Figure 4 and are
labelled ne and no respectively. The uncertainty in n is ± 0.006 and is due primarily to the
uncertainty in the material's thickness (8t/t = 0.003).
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Calculation of the material's absorption coefficient, a, as a function of frequency was
performed in the following way. First realize that the transmissivity T through a homogeneous
etalon of uniform thickness is a function of the complex refractive index, thickness and the
wavelength:

" "lpt = f(ri, k, t, X).

For each peak in the spectra, in t, I? and T,,t. are known. This leaves the a single unknown.

k. to be detenrined (a = 47tkA). A value of k at a given peak is found by increasing k from 0
until a modelled value of the transmissivity (Tmodj) using the appropriate n, I and X, matches
the experimental value. Values of the absorption coefficient a are given for the four grades in
Figure 5.
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The uncertainty in o( is difficult to calculate because it cannot be solved analytically in terms of
T6 7pt, n, X, and t. I-However, since the major source of error in ot is the uncertainty in Txpt, 8a
ca n be estimated in the following manner. The accuracy of the transmissivity data is < 0.02.
Aftier a value of k is found at a particular peak that reproduces the data, it is then varied again
(either higher or lower) until rTl'md, - Tl,t,1, > 0.02. This value of k is called kro, and an

estimate in the uncertainty in k is given by k - k, ,-I. The corresponding uncertainty in a is
indicated by the error bars on two data points in each of the plots. Two bars are given to
indicate any slow changes in the uncertainty with frequency.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The birefringence was found to be roughly constant in this frequency range for all of the
grades. Values of An were -0.108, -0.098, -0.065, and -0.152 for grades A, HP, M and M26
respectively. Optical properties of related ceramics also show a strong birefringence.

Aluminum Oxide has a rhombohedral crystal structure and is therefore a uniaxial material. An
has been measured by Ref. 8 to be 0.36 at I(XM cm-t. Beryllium Oxide with a hexagonal crystal
structure was found to have a birefringence 9 

of 0.144 at 100 cm"1. One difference between
these materials and h-BN is that h-BN exhibits a negative birefringence.
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All grades of BN studied were found to exhibit dichroic behavior to some degree as can

be seen in Figure 5. In grades A, M, and M26, the dichroism (Aa = a, - oto) is seen to be
frequency dependent with increasing values towards shorter wavelengths. Grade HP is the only

exception with Act barely larger than the uncertainty at the longest wavelengths studied. In all
cases the absorption measured for the electric field parallel to the optic axis was found to be
greater than the absorption for the electric field perpendicular to the optic axis and so the
dichroism is said to be positive.

For low loss applications in the submillimeter, grade A possesses the most desirable
properties. Its refractive index remains roughly constant over the frequency range studied and it

exhibits the least absorption of the four grades studied (a - 1 cm-I at frequencies < 38 cm-
t
).

CONCLUSION

Hexagonal Boron Nitride, a wide bandgap semiconductor, has received recent attention
in the millimeter/submillimeter spectral region due to its many desirable properties. Several
grades of h-BN were obtained from The Carborundum Company and their room temperature

optical properties were studied from 18 cm-
1 

- 118 cm-1. The refractive index n and absorption

coefficient (x were determined in the submillimeter The material was found to possess a

measurable birefringence, and in some cases, exhibited a slight dichroic behavior. For low loss
applications in tbe submillimeter, grade A appears to be the most desirable with the lowest
absorption coefficient of the grades studied.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the thermoelectric properties of amorphous or
polycrystalline boron and boron phosphide films prepared using chemical
vapor deposition and molecular beam deposition. The temperature dependencies
of electrical conductivity of a-B and distorted B13 P2 films obey the Mott's
rule of logo vs T`14, while those of polycrystalline BP films have linear
relationship between logo vs T'. The a-B and B13 P2 films have high
electric resistivity and show p-type conductors while BP film shows n-type
conductor. The estimated thermoelectric figure of merit of boron phosphide
film is compatible to that of sintered specimen, but there remains some

problems for a-B to alter.

I-INTRODUCTfON

Boron-based semiconductors are refractory semiconductors and are divided
into two categories, i.e., boron rich semiconductors derived from four
crystalline boron modifications and rn-v compound semiconductors of BP and
BAs. One of their common characteristics is high thermoelectric power, which
is promising for high temperature thermoelectric devices. The formation of
p-n junction is required for thermoelectric device, but there exist
some problems.

The undoped boron shows p-type conductor and it is very difficult to
prepare n-type boron rich semiconductors by doping [1,2,3). As for boron
phosphide, its single crystalline wafer has high thermoelectric powerE4],but
the thermal conductivity is also high[5,6] which reduces thermoelectric
figure of merit of lx1O-S/K[7]. Then BP single crystalline wafer is not
applicable to thermoelectric device. The thermal conductivity of BP sintered
polycrysta)[8] is smaller than that of single crystslline wafer, which would
expect to increase the figure of merit. However thermoelectric power of BP
sinterd specimen depends on the purity of starting powder[7]. We have
obtained high thermoelectric power and high figure of merit using high
purity BP powder prepared by hydroisostatic pressnig[7]. In this case it is
very difficult to obtain n-type BP sintered specimen.

Then we have chosen boron film for p-type material and BP polycrystalline
film for n-type material as a first step to integrate the thermoelectric
device.

The present paper describes such thermoelectric properties as electric
conductivity and thermoelectric power of boron and boron phosphide
amorphous or polycrystalline films by molecular beam method and by
chemical vapor deposition.

iMat. Rem Soc. Symp. Prot. Vol. 242. 1992 MaterialsnF RFeercth SoclY
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2.Experimental Procedure

2.1 The preparation of thin films
The BP this films were prepared on sapphire substrate by thermal decom-

position of a B2 H6 -PHI mixture in hydrogen atmosphere[4]. BP film was
made at gas flow rates of 20, 500 and 2500 cc/min, for B2 H4(l% in H2),
PH3 (5% in H2) and H2 , respectively, in the temperature of 800"C, 900'C and
1000C at a deposition time of 1.5hr. X-ray diffraction pattern of the
film grown at 800"C contains ct-B phase, while others show BP single phase
with the lattice constant of a.=4.54 A. The boron thin films were
prepared by molecular beam evaporation method. The schematic diagram of
apparatus(Eiko Engineering, EV-l0) is shown in Fig.l.

Fluorescent Subs- • te To puomp

" ' • B PaGun.

Electron/ :

beam gun Gas ce" M PH 3 gas

Fig.1 Schematic illustration of molecular beam deposition of boron and
boron pnictide films.

The vacuum chamber was evacuated by titanium sublimation pump and an oil
diffusion pump systems, and the ultimate pressure was lxlO-' Torr. The
sapphire substrate was fixed on sheet heater and was heated up to 800"(.
After the substrate was cleaned at 800r for lhr in vacuum of lxlO-'Torr,
boron was evaporated by an electron gun in the vacuum of lxlO-'-lxlO-0
Torr with an incident frequency of I.50xlO0"cm- s-1.

Boron rod used in the experiment was prepared by zone melting process
using halogen-lump image furnace. The analysis of impurities of boron rod
is shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Impurity analysis of boron rod used in the experiment(ppm).
Nai N l Si Ca Cr KI Fe Ni Cu Cd Sn

I1 (0.1 40 18 0.6 (0.1 (U.1 70 3 0.1 0.2(0.5

These impurities except for Fe were lost during vacuum evaporation
process, which is confirmed by ICP-NS method. Then the obtained film is
high purity. RHEED pattern of boron film indicates distorted crystalline
pattern but that of X-ray diffraction shows amorphous.

Boron evaporated by an electron beam gun and P2 molecular flux by
cracking of PH3 (20% in hydrogen) were supplied simultaneously on the
substrate as shown in Fig.l, and boron phosphide film was deposited on the

p
p 1
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sapphire substrate at 800'C. The deposition was performed with the PH3 flow
rate of -1.0cc/min under the vacuum of -SxlO- 5

Torr, which is upper limit
of the operation of electron beam gun. The composition of films determined
using an electron probe microanalyser shows near the composition,B 1 3 P2
phase[9) being consistent with X-ray diffraction pattern. However,the RHEED
and X-ray diffraction patterns of boron pnictide film indicate distorted
crystalline structure.

2.2 Measurement of thermoelectric properties
Ohmic contacts of the films were made by evaporated of Al, followed by

annealing in argon at 400tC for lhr. Block diagram of the apparatus for
thermoelectric measurement is the same as the literature[lO]. Electrical
conductivity of the films were measured by two terminal method at tempera-
ture between room temperature and 6009: under argon atmosphere.
Thermoelectric voltage between hot and cold junctions was measured under
constant temperature gradient of 2-3tC.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Electrical conductivity of boron film varies from xlO-' Scm-' at room
temperature to 0.8 S-cm' at 870K. By applying logo vs I/T plot, we
obtained Eg=O.BeV, which is much smaller than other amorphous boron film.

On the other hand the present boron film is amorphous, so that the
electric condition is expected to be due to hopping condition.

Mottll) has derived the equation for hopping conduction
o = a. exp[ "(T./T)'/

4 
] (I)

where a. and T. are constants. The plots of logo of a-B film as a
function of T-"" is shown in Fig.2.

The observed values show a good linear relation between logo and T-",
and values of o.=l.OxlO' Scm-' and T.=l.3xlO K are obtained. T. is
given as a function of the density of localized states at Fermi level
N(EP)

T. 1B / k N(E,) (2)

o NoI

& No 2

10-1 - .No 3

o, o~o o22,o 1o-t' o T

bb

on T"'/, No.4Ca-B, No.5:BP 2 . conductivity of BP film by CYD

proess NNo:T:804

No.2fTs= 900)t No.3:Ts=IOO0"t.
10,4[

0-8-10-3
020 22 10 2 90 '.

T-/ (K 1 41 1 i'
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where i is the exponential decay factor of localized states (f-'-hA).From t
he value of T. and Eq.(2), N(E,)=l.lxlOm 

cm-'eV-' are obtained, which
is in good agreement with the value for amorphous boron films
3.8x100 cm-

3
.eV-'[12] and for amorphous boron bulk #l10

0
cm-

3
.eVO' [13]. Also

T.=6.1XIO K and N(EP)=2.4xlO'cm-
3
'eV-' are obtained for distorted B13P2 thin

films. The evaporation of phosphorus from the film during growth process would
be probable in the present boron pnictide film, which produces the deviation
from the composition of B13P2 . The Hall measurement of the present boron
pnictide film indicates as low mobility of 1.8 cm

2 /s.V as a-B film. Then the
conduction of the present boron and boron pnictide films could be explained by
hopping conduction between icosahedron of boron. Temperature dependencies of
conductivity of boron phosphide films are shown in Fig.3. The conductivity of
the present BP films are smaller than those of single crystalline BP wafers
[4], but the activation energy of conduction are almost same values of
0.18-0.20eV as single crystalline wafers.

Temperature dependences of thermoelectric power for boron and boron
phosphide films are shown in Fig.4. The thermoelectric power of boron and
boron pnictide films show p-type conduction. They could not be measured below
600K because they were too small in comparison with the electrical noise in
these temperature range. The maximum value of 600uV/K for a-B film at 650K
decreases rapidly down to the minimum values of 270A V/K at 80OK, which
indicates the formation of donors. The thermoelectric powers reported for bulk
boron[14-16] show a large peak at lower temperature, compared with those for
boron film, which would be explained by higher concentrations of impurities or
defects in amorphous boron films.

0 NO I
600 1•100o

* No 3
O NO.
*• NO 5

400

200

-200

-400

300 500 700 900

T(K)

Fig.4 Temperature dependences of thermoelectric power of boron and boron
phosphide films, symbols correspond to those in Fig.2 and 3.

Nakamura[12] prepared amorphous boron films containing carbon impurities by
pyrolysis of decaborane in molecular flow region and also reported
rapid increase of thermoelectric power from 107pV/K at 2301 to a maximum
value of 400AV/K at a 427C and gradual decrease to 310,uV/K at 730r.
The present boron film is high purity with high resistivity so that such
pronounce peak in thermoelectric power would not be observed.

Boron phosphide thin films show n-type conductor, which mould be caused
by excess phosphorus In BP. The absolute thermoelectric power increases in
increasing temperature which behavior is similar to that of single

- .
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Fig.5 Electric power factor as a function of temperature, symbols
correspond to those in Fig.4.
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crystalline wafer[4,7). This is due to the fact that electron concentration
ranges impurity region and the Fermi energy lovers by the electron supply
from donor level in increasing temperature. This is consistent with the

behavior of temperature dependence of electrical conductivity. The
thermoelectric power of BP films grown at 800'C and lOOt tend to saturate
in increasing temperature. The absolute thermoelectric power of BP film
grown at 8001C is lower than that of grown at 9001C, which would be caused
by the compensation of the hole by boron phase. Contrarily, the BP film
grown at 10001C show single phase, then hole would begin to be thermally
excited by inter band transition, which transition temperature to decrease
thermoelectric power would be high because of wide bandgap(2.OeV) of BP.

The temperature dependencies of electric power factor, uIa of these
films are shown in Fig.5. The efficiency of energy conversion of thermo-
electric device becomes high at larger figure of merit and at high
temperature. Figure of merit for material is defined of as

Z = a 2 a / X (3)
where x is the thermal conductivity.

Our previous results on the thermal conductivity of sinterl BP[7]
indicates almost constant values of -0.05 W/cm.K at entire temperature up to
800K, which is due to phonon scattering at grain boundary. When we use the
thermal conductivity of the present BP films for O.05W/cm-K, the figure of
merit of BP film grown at 8009C and 9001C is to be -l.OxlO-1/K at high
temperature, which is compatible to that of sintered BP specimen [7M.

Contrarily, the conductivity of a-B[13) at room temperature spreads from
8xlO- to 3xlO-'W/cm.K because of uncertainty of amorphous on the atomic scale
and the microstructure such as crack or void, but it increases in raising
temperature. The thermal conductivity of amorphous boron is assumed to be
1xlO- 3 W/cm-K, thermoelectric figure of merit in the present a-B film shows
the order of l0-'/K being one order smaller than that of BP film.
Nakamura [12) found that a-B films containing 0.5-1 carbon at.% vary from
8xlO-1S-cm-' at 300K to 30 S-ca' at lO00K. Then the present a-B film would
increase the electrical conductivity by about two order of masnitude without
the thermoelectric figure of merit about up to 10-'/K.

4.CONCLUSION

We have prepared p-type amorphous boron and distorted polycrystalline boron
pnictide thin films by molecular beam deposition, and n-type polycrystalline
BP films by chemical vapor deposition and have measured the thermoelectric
properties of these films. The calculated thermoelectric figure of merit
for BP film is to be lxlO-'/K, which is compatible to that of BP sintered
specimen. The estimated thermoelectric figure of merit for a-B film is smaller
than that for BP by one order magnitude,but it would expect to be compatible
to BP film by doping carbon.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF BORON CARBIDE FILMS
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ABSTRACT

Boron carbide films have been fabricated from pentaborane (BH 9 ) and
methane using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD).
Availability of high quality specimens has facilitated analysis of electronic and
optical properties. We have undertaken measurements of photoluminescence
spectra and infra-red band-edge absorption. Results show that the bandgap is
strongly influenced by the ratio of boron to carbon. There is evidence for the
existence of shallow trapping levels.

INTRODUCTION

There are many potential applications for boron carbide due to its
hardness and temperature stability. Many possible phases have been
identified [1.21. Initial efforts to fabricate boron carbide employed intense
heat and pressure. resulting in films stable for 9-20% carbon. More recent
experiments using CVD have increased the range of attainable compositions to
over 40% carbon 131. In combining pentaborane(9) with methane at low
pressures and temperatures, we have produced some highly uniform films
which are suitable for electronic and optical measurements. Using PECVD,
we and others have shown that composition of boron carbide films can be
controlled over a wide range by adjusting reactant partial pressures [4,51.

EXPERIMENTAL

Deposition of the films was performed in PECVD apparatus described
previously 151. Plate separation was approximately one inch. Temperature.
deposition time, total pressure. and microwave power were held constant as
the partial pressure ratio of the two reactants was varied over the range of
approximately 0. 1 to 10. Growth temperatures and pressures were
approximately 400"C and 50 mTorr respectively. Two types of substrates
were used; silicon and high temperature glass.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Miterles Research Society
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Measurements of composition were performed on all of the stable films
by Auger electron spectroscopy. The system was calibrated using the boron
179 eV line and the carbon 272 eV line of a BC standard. Ar sputtering was
used to profile the films. A set of films with measured composition was used
for all further experiments.

Most of the films were about one tenth micron thick. Measurements of
film thickness were greatly influenced by substrate warp and thickness
variations. To reduce this error. Auger profiling was limited by a mask to a 2
mm square. The depth of this sputtered square was measured using a Sloan
Dektak profiler. Auger profile data was then calibrated to this measured
depth.

Optical absorption spectra for several of the film samples were made
using a Cary Model 14 Spectraphotometer. over the wavelength range of 0.4-
1.6 um. The absorption hand edge and its shape were used to determine
bandgap (6.71.

Photoluminescence measurements were performed using a one meter
dual grating spectrometer. Room temperature spectra were done using a 200
mW 514.5 nm laser. Measurements at 12 K were done using a 15 mW 632.8
nm laser. Film compositions for spectra shown were approximately 2%
carbon.

RrUSULTS

Optical absorption data, in the form (,E)1/ 2 , was plotted as a function
of energy. Here E is energy in units of eV. and a is absorption coefficient in
units of I/urm . Extrapolation of this curve to zero gives the optical gap 16.71.
Figure 1 shows a typical absorption curve for a film with a boron:carbon ratio
of approximately 48: 1; extrapolation to zero shows that the optical bandgap is
1.77 eV. Using this method for films over our entire composition range
indicates that handgap varies monotonically over a range of 0.8 eV to 1.77
eV, as shown in Figure 2. Films with the least carbon have the highest
bandgap.
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Figure 3. Photoluminescence spectrum taken at 300 K.
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Photoluminescence measurements of high bandgap films are shown in

Figures 3 and 4. From 300 K to 12 K, FWHM of the photoluminescence
peaks changes from 0.39 eV to 0.14 eV. The peak position changes from
1.73 eV to 1.76 eV over the same temperature range. We interpret the
photoluminescence data at 12K to indicate that the bandgap is 1.76 eV.
Additional sharp features occur at 1.71 eV, 1.70 eV, 1.65 eV. and 1.64 eV.

DISCUSSION

Theories about the structure of boron carbides in the stable 9-20%
carbon range are based on twelve atom boron-rich icosahedra with connecting
chains of boron and carbon atoms [8]. Most measured conductivities in this
composition range are above I (2-cm)-' at 300K, which is very high 191.
Electronic transport involves the connecting chains of atoms or substitutional
carbon in the icosahedra 191. It has been suggested that carbon precipitates in
substantial quantity dominate DC electronic transport 1101. Conductivity vs
composition measurements performed in this work indicate that there may be
a heterogeneous population of carriers, but that in all cases conductivities
were below 10-6 (2-cm)-'I I ]. This may be attributable to the presence of a
tetragonal phase, about which little is known 1121.

Low temperature photohiminescence data for boron rich boron carbide
provides a bandgap of 1.76 eV. This is in good agreement with the optical
absorption edge measurement data shown in Figure 2. The low temperature
photoluminescence spectrum in Figure 4 suggests the presence of additional
shallow trapping levels, visible as sharp peaks. The deep acceptor level first
suggested in 1131 was absent, weak. or non-radiative.

CONCLUSION

We have used PECVD, a novel thin film technology, to fabricate boron
carbide films of sufficient quality to undertake electronic and optical
measurements of material properties. This method uses PECVD of a
carborane cluster combined with methane to yield films whose bandgap
depends on composition. Two types of measurements used to provide
quantitative bandgap data provide very similar results for one of the films.
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ABSTRACT

The formation of submicron crystals of boron carbide (B4C) by rapid carbothermal
reduction of intimately mixed carbon-boron oxide precursor powders in an aerosol flow reactor
at temperatures above the boiling point of boron oxide is investigated. The employed high
heating rates (105 K/s) of the process force release of gaseous boron oxide and suboxides and
rupture of the precursor particles resulting in formation of boron carbide molecular clusters that
grow to macroscopic particles by coagulation. Consequently, the formation and growth of
B4C particles is described by simultaneous interparticle collision and coalescence using a two-
dimensional distribution model that traces the evolution of both size and shape characteristics of
the particles through their volume and surface area. Here, in addition to the coagulation term,
the governing population balance equation includes a coalescence contribution based on B4C
sintering law. The predicted evolution of the two-dimensional particle size distribution leads to
a direct characterization of morphology as well as the average size and polydispersity of the
powders. Furthermore, model predictions of the volume and surface area of boron carbide
particles can be directly compared with experimental data of B4C specific surface area and grain
size.

INTRODUCTION

There is substantial interest in the manufacture of boron carbide (B4C) due to its high
hardness and various desirable chemical and electrical properties [1]. Conventional methods
for manufacturing boron carbide involve the reduction of boron oxide with carbon in a batch
electric arc furnace [2]. These processes are characterized by slow, nonuniform heating,
chemical impurities, and subsequent processing complications. Recently, Weimer et al. [1]
described a rapid carbothermal reduction process in a flow reactor configuration for
continuously manufacturing submicron crystals of boron carbide. A uniform solid mixture of
calcined corn starch (carbon "soot") and boron oxide is milled to particles of less than 45 pm.
These particles are suspended in argon gas and fed into a 0.14 m I.D. x 1.68 rm long graphite
flow reactor which is maintained at approximately 2200 K [C1. Additional argon gas is fed
around the particle inlet to mitigate deposits to reactor walls. The precursor particles contain
carbon and boron oxide in stoichiometric amounts that convert to boron carbide according to:

7C(s) + 2B 20 3(0, g) = B4C(s) + 6CO(g) (1)

As the particles enter the reactor they are heated to a temperature which is below the boiling
point of carbon but above the boiling point of boron oxide, 2133 K [3]. The reactor
temperature is also above the temperature, 1733 K, at which liquid boron oxide is reduced to
gaseous boron oxide in the presence of carbon [4]. As a result, rapid heating (W0 K/s [51)
promotes rapid volatilization of B20 3 and release of CO from the precursor particles, forcing
particle rupture in a similar fashion to the breakup of coal particles in pulverized coal
combustion (6].f
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Assuming instantaneous breakup of precursor particles and formation of boron carbide
clusters, particle formation and growth can be modeled by simultaneous coagulation and
coalescence. This paper studies formation and growth of boron carbide particles by the rapid
carbothermal reduction process using a two-dimensional size distribution model. The predicted
B4C grain (crystallite) sizes are compared with experimental data.

THEORY

A two-dimensional particle size distribution function is defined as n1(va) where n1(v,a)dadv
is the number density of particles having volume between v and v + dv and surface area in the
range a to a + da at time t. For an aerosol that is rapidly formed by gas phase reaction at high
temperatures, the rate of change in nt(v,a) is given by the rate of simultaneous coagulation and
coalescence among aerosol particles. The two-dimensional population balance equation can be
written in a continuous form as [7, 8]:

ant(v,a) = e(a> ( 213 ao+ (V - )2Iaao •--f0(a> VL)a, (.V-"a IPv.•,a-v-Na-d)nt(•,a-nt(v-V,a-a-)dadV
at 2). le) 0  J

- nt(v.a) vj_(ada_)nt(Val)dadV t(v4±a) + 1 ([a - (v) 213a0]nt(va)) (2)
S * at "tf d a 0o

where vo and ao are the volume and surface area respectively, of a primary spherical particle.
An agglomerate of volume v is thus composed of v/No primary particles. Its surface area lies
between that of a perfect sphere when complete coalescence has taken place, (vNo)2/3a,, and
that of an aggregate of primary particles just touching one another, (v/vo)ao.

The first right-hand-side (RHS) term of Eqn. 2 accounts for the gain of particles of volume
v and surface area a by coagulation of smaller particles. The step function 0 is introduced
because a particle of volume v produced by collision between particles of volume 9 and v -V
cannot have upon contact surface area less than the sum of the surface area of the two particles.
Only coalescence can reduce the resulting particle surface area to the theoretical minimum, i.e.
that of a sphere of volume v. The second RHS term in Eqn. 2 accounts for the loss of particles
of volume v and surface area a by coagulation with all particulate entities. 0, the coagulation
coefficient, is a function of the particle volume and surface area of the colliding particles. In
this study, Fuchs expression for the Brownian coagulation coefficient covering the whole size
regime [9, 10] is used with corrections taking into account the variable cross sectional area [8].

The third RHS term in Eqn. 2 is the sintering contribution related through the continuity
equation to a linear approximation of the sintering law as expressed by the surface area
reduction rate [7]. The characteristic sintering time, tf, depends on the B4C sintering
mechanism. Boron carbide and other covalently-bonded solids such as SiC and Si3N4 sinter
by solid-state diffusional processes [11]. For solid-state diffusion, the characteristic sintering
time of two equal-sized grains of diameter dg is given by [12]:

'It a kT (3)
D*Qy

where D* is the self-diffusion coefficient for the mobile species, Q is the atomic volume of the
diffusing material, and y is the surface energy. There is little data on pressureless sintering of
boron carbide in the absence of additives and to the best of the authors' knowledge, the D* and
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y of B4C have not been reported in the literature. Excess carbon enhances self-diffusion in
both SiC and B4 C. van Rijswijk and Shanefield [13] showed that in a carbon-rich atmosphere,
the bulk-diffusion rate of silicon substantially increases such that carbon self-diffusion
becomes slower and, as a result, rate controlling. This results in an 100-fold increase in the
overall self-diffusion rate of SiC. If excess carbon has the same effect on boron carbide self-
diffusion, the silicon carbide self-diffusion coefficient in a carbon-rich atmosphere can be used
as a first approximation in describing the B4C sintering. From Fig. 1 of [13], an expression
for the B4C self-diffusion coefficient is deduced as:

D*= O.3ex f5 3 ,6481 (4)

The carbon vacancy volume Q is calculated as 3.64 x 10-2 cm 3
.

The surface energy of B4C also needs to be estimated from related compounds, preferably
covalent carbides such as SiC and TiC. Livey and Murray 114] found that the surface energies
of the carbides of Zr, U, Ti and Ta show a linear relationship with the heat of formation of
these carbides. They reported the surface energy of TiC at 1373 K as 1190 + 350 dyne/cm.
Assuming that B4C and SiC also follow approximately the same relationship, then their surface
energies can be estimated from their heat of formation and the surface energy and heat of
formation of the refractory monocarbides. Dean [15] gives the heat of formation values for
B4C, SiC and TiC as -17, -17.5, -44.0 kcal/mole, respectively. According to the above
reasoning. B4C and SiC should have about the same surface energy: - 1000 dyne/cm. Using
these estimated values of D* and y, a quantitative expression of the characteristic sintering time
for B4 C is obtained:

T, = 97Td g3 exP[ T (5)

where a constant 5/80 is used to equate Eqn. 3 [12]. The average grain size within an
agglomerate of volume v and surface area a can be obtained from:

dg6  - (6)

Equation 2 is a two-dimensional partial integro-differential equation that needs to be solved
numerically. A one-dimensional sectional method [16, 17] is extended to include the surface
area dimension [8]. This results in a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that are
solved using an efficient ODES solver, subroutine IVPAG [18].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tables I and 11 of Weimer et al. [I] list the experimental runs made at reactor temperatures
above the boiling point of boron oxide (-2133 K). From the measured specific surface area an
experimentally determined average grain size of the product B4C powders can be obtained:

dg 6 (7)
ppA

where the particle density pp is 2.52 g/cm
3 

for B4 C and A is the measured specific surface
area. f
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Since the powder feeding rate was kept constant, the average size and morphology of
product B4C powders are affected by the argon feeding rate and reactor temperature. A higher
argon flow rate means a shorter reactor residence time period, resulting in smaller average
product particle sizes. While increasing temperature enhances the coagulation rate (p a T/2), it
decreases the residence time more profoundly (t ct T-t). Consequently, for a given argon flow
rate, the agglomerate particle size decreases with increasing temperature. With respect to
particle morphology, increasing both the reactor residence time and temperature promotes
coalescence and subsequently increases the grain/crystallite size of the final product.

Figure 1 shows two snapshots of the number density of B4C agglomerates in the two-
dimensional space of particle volume and surface area at 2173 K and residence times 0.2 s and
1.12 s (product), respectively. The number of agglomerate B4C particles is reduced by
coagulation and consequently the average agglomerate size increases as the residence time
increases from 0.2 to 1.12 s. It is worth noting that coagulation greatly depletes the small
particles but does very little in increasing the size of the large ones over this time period. The
two-dimensional distribution is bound by the two heavy solid lines. The diagonal line
corresponds to aggregates consisting of B4C primary particles just touching one another upon
collision without sintering (the collision line). The line on the left corresponds to fully
coalesced B4C particles (the coalescence line). Therefore, the grain size of B4C agglomerates
increases from the collision to the coalescence line as the initially aggregated clusters are
progressively densified by sintering of the primary particles in the cluster.

21 73K, 0.2s 21 73K , 1. 1s

Figure 1. Number density of B4C agglomerates at 2173 K and residence times 0.2 s and
I.12s, respectively, in the two-dimensional space of particle volume and surface area.

Temperature has a much stronger effect on the particle coalescence rate than on the particle
collision rate as indicated by the exponential temperature dependence of the characteristic
sintering time Of B4C (Eqn. 5). The two-dimensional particle size distribution shifts towards
the c~oalescence line as temperature increases indicating more progressed particle sintering at
hight temperatures. For agglomerates of the same volume, there are relatively more particles
having low surface area (large grains, Eqn. 6) at high temperatures. If favorable sintering
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dg= 0.09 uRm. In contrast, the corresponding mean solid sphere diameter of the agglomerate
particles is 0.44 pm at 2173 K and 0.37 Ipm at 2373 K at the above residence times. This
model prediction is in qualitative agreement with micrographs of B4C powders made at the
above temperatures [1].

Figure 2 compares model predictions of the B4C average grain size as a function of
temperature with experimental data [1]. Clearly, the equivalent solid sphere diameter of the
agglomerate particles is much larger than the grain size. The two-dimensional model (triangles)
predicts correctly the grain growth trend. Quantitative agreement with experimental data is
excellent, in view of the estimated B4C sintering rates (diffusivity and surface energy). When
the sintering rate is increased by a factor of 10, model predictions (squares) match the
experimental data (stars). Thus, the present two-dimensional particle size distribution model
can be used to infer effective sintering rates from experimental measurements. This is
particularly valuable for ceramic materials whose sintering rate expressions are often
unavailable.

• t Experimental Data

0.5

-0.04 - 4d
E Agglomerate Size

0.3 -
N

o0.2 * * Grain Size

o . (10 x sintering rate)

d .
.0.1 *A' - Grain Size

0.0 '
2150 2200 2250 2300 2350 2400

Reactor Temperature. T(K)

Figure 2. Comparison of model predicted average grain size of the B4C powders with
experimental data.

CONCLUSIONS

The formation of submicron crystals of boron carbide by the rapid carbothermal reduction
of solid precursors in an aerosol flow reactor is investigated. At temperatures above the boiling
point of boron oxide (2133 K) and high heating rates (105 K/s), B4C molecular clusters are
formed instantaneously and they grow to macroscopic particles by coagulation and
%:l•alescenie. This formation and growth process is modeled by a two-dimensional aerosol
distribution model that traces the evolution of both size and shape characteristics of particles
through their volume and surface area. Model predictions for the average volume and
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grain/crystallite size of the product B4C powders are in excellent agreement with experimental
micrographs and specific surface area data. The effect of temperature and residence time on
particle size and morphology is also adequately represented by the model. In fact, it is the first
time that a model of both sound theoretical background and numerical feasibility has been
developed and used to predict the grain/crystallite size growth during gas phase particulate
manufacture.
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ABSTRACT

A review is given on recent progress in amorphous and microcrystalline silicon-
carbide (a-SiC, I.c-SiC) semiconductors and their technological applications to optoe-
lectronic functional devices. Firstly, some significant properties in this alloy as a new
synthetic material are pointed out with recent advances of thin film technologies, such as
plasma CVD, ECR-CVD and ion-beam CVD etc. There exists an energy gap controlla-
bility from 1.7eV to 3.6 eV with retaining the valency electron control from n-type through
i- to p-type semiconductors. While its conductivity can also be controlled more than ten
order of magnitudes, e.g., from 109 to 10'Scm I by controlling the impurity doping and
preparation conditions.

Secondly, a series of technical data on the electronic and optoelectronic properties
of a-Si, C, and pc-SiC are demonstrated from recent achievements. In the final part of
the paper, current state of the art in the field of optoelectronic applications from live
technologies on amorphous silicon solar cells, a-SiC visible light LED and EL devices
are reviewed. A technological evolution from Imlcroelectronics" to "nacroelectron-
Ics" will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Since the recent success of valency electron control in the glow discharge-pro-
duced amorphous silicon carbon alloy (a-SiC:H) in 1981 [1], a new age in amorphous
silicon alloys has opened up, and a group of new materials such as amorphous silicon-
germanium (a-SiGe:H), amorphous silicon-nitride (a-SiN:H) and amorphous silicon-tin
(a-SiSn:H) have been successively developed in the past few years. The significance of

this material innovation is that one can control electrical, optical and also opto-electronic
properties by controlling atomic compositions in the mixed alloys. Therefore, a wide
variety of application fields has also been developed with these new electronic materi-

als. In fact, a-SiC:H/a-Si:H heterojunction solar cells [2], a-Si:H/a-SiGe:H stacked solar I
cells [3], superlattice devices [41. a-Si:H/a-SiN:H thin film transistors (5]. photo-receptors
[61, X-ray sensor [7), color sensors [8]. etc. have been developed, and some of them are
already being marketed.

In the recent few yearsan intensive effort has been made to realize a-SiC:H TFLED

(Thin Film Light Emitting Diode) and TFEL (Thin Film Electroluminescence) devices,
which would have a number of attractive advantages such as low power dissipation,
capability of large-area multi-color emission, and completelysolid state flat panel modu-
lar display. As a result, a visible light injection type EL device has been developed with
the cell structure of a-SiC:H p-i-n junction, and the emission colors of red, orange, yellow
and green are obtained by controlling the carbon content in a-SiC:H [9], [10]. Recently,
Toyama et al have succeeded in obtaining blue color emission with a thin-film intrinsic
EL structure of TCO/Y2O/a-C:H (amorphous carbon)/a-SiN1 , :H/Y 203/AI with luminance
intensity of more than 30 cd/m2 at 180V,, 10kHz [11]. In this paper, recent advances in
the a-SiC and pc-SiC film technologies are reviewed from material preparation technolo-
gies to their applications to optoelectronic functional devices.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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TOPICS OF THE MATEHIAL PREPARATION TECHNOLOGY

As the preparation technology for a-SiC alloy, the plasma CVD is now widely util-
ized everywhere. While ECR CVD and Ion-beam CVD (IB-CVD) are intensively investi-
gated in a recent few years.

Figure 1 (a) shows a schematic illustration of the ECR CVD apparatus. Microwave
power at 2.45 GHz is introduced into the ECR plasma excitation chamber through a
rectangular wave guide through a window made of fused quarts plate. The ECR excita-
tion chamber forms a cylindrical resonator of TEl1 3 mode of the introduced microwave.
In the system, the magnetic flux required for satisfying the electron cyclotron resonance
condition is about 875 Gauss at the center of the magnetic coil. The generated ECR
plasma is extracted from the ECR excitation chamber into the deposition chamber along
with the gradient of dispersed magnetic field as shown in Fig. 1(b). The extracted ECR
plasma interacts with the reaction gas introduced into the deposition chamber and de-
composes them that is, produces active species for film growth.

The unique advantage of the ECR CVD is that the growing surface receives almost
no bombardment damages by electrons and/or other heavy species soft landing having
an energy of several tens of eV [12] . This effect might result not only in prevention of
weak bonds from being introduced into the network but also suppression of the diffusion
of long-lifetime radical species due to the raised surface temperature. It is expected that
films with dense network and low defect density are formed.

For the deposition of a-SiC and lic-SiC, hydrogen is used as an ECR plasma exci-
tation gas, and a mixture of SiHl, CH, and BH. or PH, are usually employed as a reac-
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tion gas for the growth of p- and n-type SiC:H. Details of the preparation conditions are
summarized in Table 1. Since the operation pressure is in the range of 1 0 ,3 and 10'
Torr, the lifetime of chemically active hydrogen radicals is quite long, so that a large
amount of hydrogen radicals will reach the growing surface and play an important role in
determining the properties of growing films. Therefore. the dependence of the material
properties on the hydrogen dilution ratio in the reaction gas has been investigated.
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the optical energy gap and dark conductivity of the
samples on the H,dilution ratio. As the ratio increases, the optical gap (E.) and also the
dark-conductivity (ao) of both p- and n-type films increase.

Table I. Preparation conditions of p-type amorphous and
micrcrystal SiC in ECR plasma CVD.

Sobetrate Temperature R.T. - 400OC
Microwave Power 150 - 400 W

Total Cas Pressure lo0-3 _ 10-4 Torr

Plas.a excitntion Gas (flow rate) 112 (I0 - 100 sccm)

Reaction cas (Flow rate) Silt. (10 - 50 sccm)

CH4 4 (10- 50 sccm)

B 2 H6 (40 - 100 sccm)

Microwave Frequency 2.45 GIIz

Magnetic Flux Density 875 gauss

p pL.SIC:H n ,c-SIC:H 0
Ba'le PH143L 1 Z"

B" Al e- 10-211% E
SIH4 3 H4 S0H4 r- - 1

a c.

0 0O0 20 ( / * ic

30- \.10-

0 0 0o100z
6260 70/ 0

0 0

00

22 H,

- IHCl C) 0iH0' H

S0015 250 o ti
lB *0'10 2i0
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Fig. 2 Dependence of the optical energy gap and dark
conductivities of p- and n-type l.tc-SiC:Il on the hydrogen
dilution ratio in the reaction gas in ECR CVD.
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As can be seen from Fig.2, there are two main factors which determine the optical
energy gap; one is the composition ratio of Si:C:H corresponding to the source gas ratio
CH/SiH,, and the other is the grade of H, dilution which might be related to the details of
the network structure. The film properties are strongly dependent not only on the sub-
strate temperature and microwave power but also on the ratio of hydrogen to reaction
gases (HV(CH,+SiH.) during deposition. Although the optical energy gap increases with
the flow rate of CH°, the effect is not as remarkable as the dependence of hydrogen
dilution. Hydrogen dilution has the effect of reducing the hydrogen content in the film,
and also of enhancing the degree of microcrystallinity.

The formation of Si and SiC microcrystallites is confirmed by Raman spectra as
mentioned in the original work [ 12]. The Raman spectrum of the films prepared at micro-
wave powers higher than 250 Watts exhibits distinct structures at around 520 and 740
cm', which correspond to TO phonon modes of crystalline Si and SiC dusters.

The conductivity of prc-SiC:H can also be controlled by adjusting the flow ratio of
dopant gas to host reaction gas. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the optical energy
gap and dark conductivity of pc-SiC:H prepared by ECR CVD on the flow ratio of B,H, p-
type doping gas. Here, the hydrogen dilution ratio is kept constant at 74. The data for p
a-SiC:H prepared by RF plasma CVD are also shown for comparison. The carbon
content x in both the cases is about 0.3. It is clear that the total doping efficiency in p pc-
SiC:H is higher than that in p a-SiC:H by several orders of magnitude.

Figure 4 summarizes the relation between the dark conductivity and the optical
energy gap of p- and n-type a-SiC:H prepared by conventional RF plasma CVD and p-
and n-type iLc-SiC:H prepared by ECR plasma CVD. As the optical energy gap in-
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creases, the dark conductivity of the films prepared by the RF plasma CVD rapidly de-
creases, while that of the films prepared by the ECR plasma CVD remains higher than
10- Scm' even when the optical energy gap exceeds 2.5 eV. In the figure, the star
marked highly H, diluted p-type pc-SiC:H film has more than 3x10' cm' hole concentra-
tions with 24 cm'Ns mobility which are identified by Hall measurements [12].

Another topics in the material preparation technology field is the IBD (Ion Beam
Deposition) method [13]. A high stability film against the light induced degradation with
high deposition rate is still important key issue in the field. To conquer these problems,
tremendous R&D efforts have been in progress by the wide varieties of approaches,
e.g.; the Chemical Annealing Treatment (CAT) [14], Intense Xenon Light Pulse Assisted
Plasma CVD (15], IBD and so on. Among these, IBD method is a unique challenge in
views of a wide range controllability on both hydrogen content and decomposed species
ion energy.

Figure 5 shows a schematic illustration of the IBD system. A typical a-Si film
growth condition in this system is: the ion acceleration voltage V..=100-300V, ionic
current I., with voltage V. are 0.8A at 400V, and substrate temperature T.=100-300°C,
while chamber base pressure is 10' Torr or less.

As the preliminary experiment, a systematic investigations on the undoped a-Si
film deposition has been made by a series of deposition parameters. The result shows
a considerably good film quality having 10'-106 photo- to dark-conductivity ratio oa,/o
with optical energy gaps of 1.7-1.8 eV. A noticeable feature of IBD produced film is a
better stability against light exposure. Figure 6 shows a comparison of changes in the
photoconductivity a, p with AM1 light illumination for IBD produced film and conventional
plasma CVD produced film [13). As a summary of this section, Fig.7 shows plots of
recent results of dark a. and photoconductivity a., of a-Si alloys with their optical energy
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APPLICATION TO a-Si SOLAR CELL TECHNOLOGY

An improvement in cell efficiency is of prime importance, which is directly con-
nected to cost-reduction in photovoltaic systems. A wide variety of R & D efforts have 0

been in progress from the field of material preparation technology to device structure,
and also to PV system engineering. Among these, a remarkable advances has been
seen in the technology of the wide gap windows heterojunction, graded band profiling, d
doping, superlattice, BSF treatment and also the stacked junctions with new materials
such as a-SiC, ltc-SiC alloys 11,2,3]. As the results, amorphous silicon solar cell effi-
ciency is being improved day by day. Present day, a utilization of a-SiC as the wide gap
window has become the routine technology for high efficiency solar cells. According to
a recent histogram of several thousands modules mass-production data [16], the In-line
efficiency has reached to 9%, and several institutes reported more than 10% efficiency
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for the 100cm2 or more area as the top data in recent few years. While, the laboratory

phase efficiencies are more than 12% with a-SiC/a-Si heterojunction.
As it has been reported elsewhere [17] that the amount of percentage light induced

degradation increase with increasing i-layer thickness. The reason is that the volume
recombination of the photo-generated carriers become relatively large with decreasing
the lowest electric field in the i-layer. For the purpose of suppressing this effect, the
tandem type solar cell has been recommended as a more reliable a-Si solar cell. Figure
8 shows light induced change in the conversion efficiencies of a-Si single, a-Si/a-Si
tandem and a-SiC/a-Si/a-SiGe triple tandem solar cells [18].

, " _ a-SiC/a-St/a-StGe

. 1.0 TRIPLE J.

a-Si/a-Si

0.9 " TANDM

0 a-Si SINGLE J.-

a 0.8
. LIZ' i l ,I * ~ ,

101 l01 103 IO,

Exposure time (min-.)
Fig. 8 toight-induced change in conventional efficiencies of
single, tandem, and triple a-Si solar cells which is
normalized to initial values. (inverted triangles: a-Si single
cell, triangles: a-Si/a-Si tandem cell, squares: a-Si/a-Si/a-
Sce triple cell).

Recently, a concept of the band profiling design has been initiated as an optimum
design of the ambipolar carrier transport in i-layer of the multi-band gap junction. As an
example of result, band profile of the a-SiC/a-Si/a-SiGe triple band gap tandem solar cell
is illustrated in Fig.9 with its photovoltaic performance [18]. At the present stage of
investigation on a-Si/poly Si tandem junctions, a conversion efficiency of 15.04% with
V.=1.478V, J.=16.17mA/cm, and FF=63% has been obtained on a two-teminal cell of

mAitre2

1v 1. 75V V
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Fig. 9 (a) Randgap profile of a-SiC/a- Fig. 9 (b) Voltage-current and solar cell
Sila-SiGe multi-handgap stacked solar characteristics of a-SiC/a-Si/a-SiGe
cell. multi-bandgap stacked solar cell.
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sensitive area 5x6mm2 under AM1 illumination. Quite recently, by the same combina-

tion on four-terminal cell 19.1% efficiency has been obtained by Ma Wen et al. as shown
in Fig.10 [19].

a-SIt poly-SI Honeymoon Cell
-" 30 '(Four-terminal Tandem)

E A _lI(it) V_(,,,V), B67 s570
E Lc-Si(:livIly-Si Bosll.,t Cel l .1.0(niAIcnis) 13.4 27.0)

-20 (Fillered willh (A)) • ,I.F.(%) 61.0 78.21
U)EFlli(%) 7.1 12.0[

WZ (A) + (1)= 19.1%

Wo (A)
cc n-Si p-I-n i'op Cell
M

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

VOLTAGE (V)

Fig. 10 Output characteristics of a-Si//poly-Si four-
terminal tandem solar cell: top a-Si transparent solar cell
and bottom pc-SiC/poly-Si heterojunction solar cell
(filtered by top cell).

PROGRESS IN TFLED's PERFORMANCE

Full use of the significances of the wide area produceability with a wide band gap
controllability and also the valency electron controllability in a-SiC alloys, thin film visible
color light emitting diode (TFLED) has been developed in the recent few years [10].
Figure 11 shows a typical junction structure of the TFLED.

An injection type electroluminescence occurs under the forward biased condition,
as it does in crystalline LED's. The thicknesses of p-type and n-type a-SiC:H carrder
injector layers are usually set at I50A and 300A, respectively. Due to the limitation of
the valency electron controllability of high band gap a-SiC:H, the optical band gap of the
p and n injection layers has to be kept as low as 2 eV, while for a visibie emission the
optical band gap of the i-layer should be larger than about 2.5eV. This implies the
existence of notch barriers at the p/i (AE) and i/n (AE) interfaces. These band disconti-

at~ sic (:lo' A)

i a-SiC 1250-100) A)

a-SiC (150 A)
ITtJISnO-

•F-(;[ýGlass substrate

Fig. I I Schematic illustration of p a-SiC:H/i a-SiC:H/n a-
SiC:tl thin film LED formed on glass/rTO/SnO2 substrate.
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nuities have been estimated from the results of internal photoemission measurement
1201. For instance, for E. of i layer = 2.58eV and E. of p-, n- layer = 2.00eV, the conduc-
tion band discontinuity of AE, at the i/n interface and the valence band discontinuity AE.
at the p/i interface are 0.19 eV and 0.48 eV, respectively.

Figure 12 shows logarithmic plots of the J-V characteristics measured at room
temperature for various optical gaps of i-layers (2.58, 2.68, 2.97 and 3.25 eV.). In these
samples, the thickness of the i-layer was set at 500A. As can be seen in the data, even
though a-SiC:H is employed as the i-layer, the rectification ratio of more than 10' is
obtained at 8 V for the sample with E. = 2.58 eV. However, it should be noted that when
the optical gap - in other words, the carbon content - of the i-layer increases, the thresh-
old voltage which is here defined as the voltage required to give a current of 10' A/cm2
increases markedly. This may be partly due to the increase of series resistance in the i-
layer itself and to the increase of the barrier height at both p/i and i/n interfaces.

An attempt has been made to improve the carrier injection efficiency by two ap-
proaches. One is to utilize wide-gap with highly-conductive p type pc (microcrystalline)-
SiC:H as an injector; this was produced by Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR)
plasma CVD. The result shows that as the optical energy gap of p-layer increases, the
EL spectrum shifts towards a shorter wavelength and the emitting color changes drasti-
cally from red to orange and then to yellow. The highest luminance of a yellow-emission
LED achieved so far on this device structure was about 10 cd/m 2, with an injection cur-
rent density of I00mA/cm' and bias voltage of 10V.

Another approach to the improvement of LED performance is a use of hot carrier
tunneling injection (HIT) through an insulating (wide band gap) layer at either the p/i or i/
n interface, or at both the interfaces [20, 211. For the a-SiC material, a wide band gap a-
SiC:H (E. = 3.5eV) and a near-stoichiometric a-SiN:H (E. = 5eV) can be utilized profita-

a-C:lI a-SiC:H

E0 =2.81 eV 2.58 eV

100 Z/ 2.68 eV 2.97 eV

10 - Yellow Re(l Yellow- 3.25 eV

F O1",nge Green
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U 1(1 a-SiC:At
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Fig. 12 Current-volhage (J-V) characteristics of LEDs
consisting of a-SiC:H and a-C:H luminescent i-layers.
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bly as the insulating layer. The silicon nitride layer was formed by the conventional
plasma CVD with the use of a 1:9 SiH4-NH, gas mixture. When an electric field isapplied to LED provided with such insulation layers, the electric field will be mainly ap-
plied across the thin insulating layers. This high electric field accelerates carriers, then,
increases the concentration of carriers injected into the conduction or valence band of
the ilayer; we thereby call the insulating layers hot-carrier tunneling injector (HTI) lay-
ers. Moreover, a decrease in the electric field in the i-layer due to the presence of HTI
layers would result in the reduction of field-quenching effects of radiative recombination,
and eventually a significant improvement of the LED performance could be expected
with the utilization of HTI layers.

Figure 13 demonstrates the luminance in LEDs with the HTI structure. The pa-
rameter in the figure - for example, 100/300/100 - shows that the thickness of the a-
SiC:H HTI layer at the p/i interface is 100 A, that of the luminescent i-layer, 300A, and
that of the HTI layer at the i/n interface, 100A. As can be seen in the figure, the lumi-
nance of the LEDs based on the HTI structure is higher than that of a conventional type
by more than one order of magnitude. With this novel structure, the luminance was
improved to about 20cd/cm, with injection current density of about 600 mA/cm, for a
yellow-emission LED. An essentially similar result has been oLtained with the use ofHTI layers based upon near-stoichiometric a-SiN:H, although the optimum thickness is
about halt of that in the case of a-SiC HTI layer, presumably due to the wider band gap.
By combing a new preparation technology such as ECR microcrystalline SiC, with new
device structures - e.g., superlattice i-layer and stacked p-i-n/p-i-n etc.[21, 22] we hope
that the final goal of the luminance for practical use of more than 50 cd/m2 can be
achieved in the near future.
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a-C:H TFEL DEVICE

Another interesting device developed by a-SiC alloys is an ac driven Thin Film
Electroluminescent (TFEL) cell. The device is constructed with multilayers of glass/ITO/
SnOY/YO, (3000A)/a-SiC:H or a-C:H (2.8-3.0eV, 1000A)/a-SiN:H (500A)/YO3 (3000A)/
Al. Semi-insulating YO, layers were deposited by electron beam evaporation. Dielec-
tric constants for Y7O, and a-SiN:H are roughly estimated to be 16 and 8, respectively.
In this multilayer cell configuration, a blue light emission in a-C:H active layer has been
observed [11]. Figure 14 shows the luminance-voltage characteristics of a-C:H TFEL
devices under operation with a 10kHz sinusoidal ac voltage with a photograph demon-
stration. The blue-emission cell shows the maximum luminance of 30cd/m2 with an
efficiency in excess of 101m/W. A series of material selection trials on insulator layers
shows that Y,O, layer may play an important role in injecting excess electrons (more
than 10 C/cm, at 10kHz operation) into the active luminescent a-C:H layer. An insertion
of a-SiN:H is also essential for the blue shift of the emission spectrum [23].

Comparing the EL performances of a-C:H cells with that of a-SiC:H cells, the a-C:H
devices has about one order of magnitude higher emission with higher EL peak energy
by 0.36 eV. That is, the emission color of whitish orange in a-SiC:H cells shifts to blue in
a-C:H cells. Moreover, the a-C:H EL device has a threshold voltage lower by 40 V,
than that of the a-SiC:H EL device. This may be due to a lower dielectric constant of a-
C:I- (about 2.2); a greater electric field is distributed across the luminescent layer before
the onset of emission.

The emission spectrum of the a-C:H TFEL device is compared with the PL spec-
trum in Fig 15. The EL spectrum has several structures, in sharp contrast to featureless
Pt_ spectrum The peak positions have no unique dependence on the total device thick-
ness or on details of the multi-layered structure, excluding optical interference from
possible interpretations. The dominant EL peak energy lies at 2.4 eV, which is very
close to the PL peak energy. This peak corresponds to greenish blue, while total emis-
sion color identified by the naked eye is a purer blue, presumably due to the contribution
from higher energy subpeaks in the EL spectrum.
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As it has been discussed in the former sections, the significance of amorphous
semiconductors is that they are free from difficulty in epitaxial growth, which is indis-
pensble for growth of crystalline materals. Therefne, these new materials can be de-
posited easily with uniform on a wide surface of any foreign material, facilitating process-
ing and mass production. Amorphous silicon alloys have enabled us to produce large
area integrated solar cells even 40cmx120cm "NEDO" size module and also manufac-
ture of large area TFT matrixes for driving liquid crystal TV units. The TFLED and TFEL
devices might be a promising candidate for solid state display panel for HDTV.

Overviewing these advancement of material Innovation, a new kind of evolution
has been going on in the field of semiconductor electronics. Stated simply, these devel-
opments point to the emergence of a new technology which could be called "racro-
electronics", as opposed to "microelectronIcs". In response to this new trend, a tech-
nological innovation has taken place in semiconductor material science from the "bulk
crystalline age" to that of high-quality "multilayered thin film age". In the near future,
this innovation will be spread not only to fields in semiconductors, but also in those
related to all functional materials of dielectrics, thin-film superconductors, etc. As pre-
cursors of technological innovations in the 21st century, new "waves" in these and other
fields are well worth watching. How big and what kinds of new flowers and fruits will
bloom on new trees? It will be great fun to watch.
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HIGH-QUALITY AMORPHOUS SILICON CARBIDE PREPARED BY A NEW

FABRICATION METHOD FOR A WINDOW P-LAYER OF SOLAR CELLS

K.Ninomiya, H.Haku, H.Tarui, N.Nakamura, M.Tanaka, [CWakisaka
S.Tsuda, H.Nishiwaki, S.Nakano and Y.Kuwano

Sanyo Electric Co.,Ltd., Functional Materials Research Center
1-18-13, Hashiridani, Hirakata, Osaka, 573, Japan

ABSTRACT

A total area conversion efficiency of 11.1% has been achieved
for a 10cmxlOcm integrated-type single-junction a-Si solar cell
submodule using a high-quality wide-bandgap p-layer doped with
B(CH3 )3  and other advanced techniques. This is the highest
conversion efficiency ever reported for an a-Si solar cell with an
area of 100cm2 . As for a multi-junction solar cell, 12.1% was
obtained for a 1cm2 cell with a high-quality wide-bandgap a-Si
i-layer. The layer was fabricated by a hydrogen dilution method at a
low substrate temperature for a front active layer of an a-Si/a-Si/
a-SiGe stacked solar cell.

For further improvement in conversion efficiency, a wider-
bandgap a-SiC was developed using a novel plasma CVD method, called
the CPM (Controlled Plasma Magnetron) method. From XPS and IR
measurements, the resultant films were found to have high Si-C bond
density and low Si-H bond density. p-type a-SiC was fabricated using
the post-doping technique, and dark conductivity more than
10-( Q -cm)-' was obtained (Eopt 3 => 2eV ; Eopt 2 > 2.2eV), whereas that
of conventional p-type a-SiC is less than 10-(Q -cm)-. These
properties are very promising for application to the p-layers of
advanced a-Si solar cells.

INTRODUCTION

It is necessary for us to establish a clean energy system that
will not destroy the global environment. Solar cells- therefore,
are receiving much attention as a clean energy source. Amorphous
silicon (a-Si) solar cells have many attractive features, such as
low fabrication cost and large area availability. Thus, intensive
research efforts have been concentrated on developing a-Si solar
cells, especially on improvements in conversion efficiency. For this
purpose, the development of a high-quality wide-bandgap material is
very important, because it is used as the window layer of an a-Si
solar cell or the front active layer of a multi-junction solar cell.
Consequently, many investigations have been performed in this area.

In 1981, a p-type a-SiC/i/n a-Si solar cell was first proposed
by the Hamakawa group, resulting in a considerable increase in
conversion efficiency[ 1]. Since then, much research has been
performed to obtain high-quality p-type a-SiC for high-performance
a-Si solar cells and other devices as shown in Table 1. p-type a-SiC
doped with B(CH.). has excellent properties for the window layer of
a-Si solar cell[ 2]. Recently, we achieved the highest conversion
efficiency of 11.1% for a lOcmxlOcm integrated-type single-junction
a-Si solar cell submodule using p-type a-SiC doped with B(CH 3 )3 and
other advanced techniques including:(I) the "Super Chamber" method;
(2) a highly-textured TCO, (3) an ultra-thin
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Table I History of a-SiC and related devices

1977 79 81 83 85 87 89 91

undoped (Dundee) photo-CVD (TIT) ECR (Osaka)
Preparation f tI
methods valency control (Osaka) H-dlufionl (ETL) Pulse-discharge (Fuji

F Separated chamber (lrrtyo) HR-CV8 (TIT) 8 .so~ (TIT)
LI
M +F s~~BCH) Sno

E Others EL~.P.P~ (Osak) HT(I)E r ih.sk
197 7Dop8ing8 8 9

Super atic undovem . CD (i1T) doped. phoeoiCVD (Sanyo)

e as a ront nction ( multi- unctuonyo)
E Others EL (TIT) HOT (Tt) EL (pisible deghteOsata

1977 79 81 83 85 87 89 91
Year

interface layer; and (4) a low-damage laser patterning process.
For further improvement in conversion efficiency, multi-

junction solar cells have been investigated. Usually, a-Si or a-SiC
are used as a front active layer in multi-junction solar cells.
However, there is the problem that film properties deteriorate with
increasing optical bandgap. Recently, high-quality a-SiC alloys
were reported[ 31, but their opto-electric properties were still
inferior to those of a-Si. Therefore, wide-bandgap high-quality
a-Si films without carbon were studied using the hydrogen dilution
method at a low substrate temperature [4]. Through this method and
other advanced technologies, a conversion efficiency of 12.1% was
obtained for a 1cm2  a-Si/a-Si/a-SiGe stacked solar cell.

For further improvement in conversion efficiency, wider-bandgap
materials were also developed. A more transparent and conductive
p-layer was fabricated using a novel plasma CVD method, called the
CPM (Controlled Plasma Magnetron) method[5] and a post-doping
technique. IR (infrared) measurements and XPS (X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy) studies showed that these films have a high Si-C bond
density and a low Si-H bond density. The absorption coefficients of
these films were about one order of magnitude lower than those of
conventional a-SiC, and a dark conductivity of 1.4xi0-4 (Q . cm)-' was 4
obtained.

In this paper, we propose some useful techniques for obtaining
high-quality wide-bandgap a-SiC or a-Si. First, several excellent
properties of p-type a-SiC doped with B(CH9) 3 are described. Second,
high-quality wide-bandgap a-Si fabricated by the hydrogen dilution
method at a low substrate temperature is discussed. Finally, we
propose a carbon-rich a-SiC prepared by the CPM method for higher-
efficiency a-Si solar cells.
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HIGH-EFFICIENCY A-SI SOLAR CELLS

Approaches to obtain high-quality window layers for high-efficiency
soTar cells

p-type a-SiC is conventionally used for the p-layer of a-Si
solar cells. Usually, B2H6 is used as a p-type doping gas, but B-B
and B-H bonds included in B2 H6 are thought to remain easily in a-SiC
films, resulting in high defect densities. Therefore, B(CH.) 3, which
has no B-B and B-H bonds, was studied instead of BH 6 .

Conventional a-SiC films doped with B2 H6 have the problem of
bandgap narrowing in the highly doped region. The change in optical
bandgap (Eopta) of p-type a-SiC is shown in Fig.1 as a function of
boron concentration. The optical bandgap was determined from the hi,
vs (a hv ), plot using the T/(I-R) method [6]. This method has
good linearity in the low energy region compared with the
conventional Tauc's plot ( hi, vs (a h )"2 plot), especially in
the case of a-Si related alloys, as described later. The optical
bandgap of a-SiC doped with BH. decreased as the boron
concentration increased. In contrast, that of a-SiC doped with
B(CH.) 3 was almost constant (Eopts-l.8eV). Since carbon content of
a-SiC doped with B(CH 3 )a was found to be almost constant in this
region, it was determined that bandgap narrowing could be avoided by
using B(CH 3 )3 .

Fig.2 shows the relationship between photoconductivity and
optical bandgap. As shown in this figure, the photoconductivity of
a-SiC films was improved about one order of magnitude by using
B(CH1)1 . From the SIMS (Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy)
measurement, the ratio of B-B bonds/B atoms in a-SiC doped with
B(CH.1) 3 was about ten times smaller than that of a-SiC doped with
B2H6 . Thus, it is considered that the higher doping efficiency and
the higher photoconductivity of a-SiC doped with B(CH3 )a is depend
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Fig.3 Structure and illuminated I-V characteristic of an integrated-
type a-Si solar cell submodule

on low defect density due to low densities of B-B and B-H bonds.
Various advanced techniques, including the use of B(CHa) 3 ,

have led us to the world's highest conversion efficiency of 11.1%
(total area efficiency) for a 10cm x IOcm integrated-type
single-junction a-Si solar cell submodule, as shown in Fig. 3.
Successful techniques developed to improve a-Si solar cell
efficiency include:

(1) A high-quality i-layer and p/i buffer layer using a separated
ultra-high vacuum reaction chamber apparatus called the "Super
Chamber"[ 7]. Using this chamber, the defect density in the
i-layer and p/i buffer layer can be reduced, leading to improved
output characteristics for a-Si solar cells.

(2) A high-quality and low absorption coefficient p-layer of a-SiC
doped with B(CH3 )3 , improves photosensitivity in the shot
wavelength region.

(3) A highly-textured TCO with a high haze ratio and gentle slope in
the grains yields a more uniform p-layer, which can improve
photo-sensitivity in the long wavelength region.

(4) A new type of ultra-thin interface layer between the i- and
n-layers has been developed. This new interface layer can reduce
the defect density of n-layer.

(5) A new laser patterning technique, called the "Ablation Oriented
Laser Patterning" method, which can make integrated-type a-Si
solar cell submodules with very low damage. It has led to
improvement of the effective area and short circuit current.

All of these improvements were introduced for the fabrication
of integrated-type single-junction a-Si solar cell submodules. The
resultant cell had an open circuit voltage of 12.63V, short circuit
current of 123.2mA, fill factor of 0.715 and a conversion efficiency
of 11.1%.
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Hi h-.quality a-Si i-layer for high-efficiency multi-junction solar

For further improvement in conversion efficiency, high-quality
widc-bandgap a-Si was investigated from the viewpoint of the front
active layers of multi-junction solar cells, as shown in Fig.4.
Althuugh it is well known that deposition at low substrate $
temperatures results in wide-bandgap a-Si, the quality was very poor
whelk conventional deposition parameters were used. Therefore,
hydrogen dilution of the source gas and optimization of the
depo.ition parameters was investigated. Typical experimental results
for A-Si fabricated at a low substrate temperature are shown in
Fig.5 Although, the photoconductivity of the a-Si film was less
than 10-8(Q .cm)- 1 when pure Sill4 was used, it increased rapidly as
the Sill4 was diluted with hydrogen. When [H 2 ]/[SiH4 J=5, the photo-
cond'ictivity was improved to more than 10-5(Q .cm)-, and the photo-
sen. tivity rose as high as 106, at a low substrate temperature of
80"( These values are comparable to those obtained in conventional
device-quality films deposited at 2001C. Concerning the optical
banaý:ap (Eopt) of these films, Eopt 2 was around 2.0eV when the hy vs
(Oh•)i'" plot ( Tauc's plot) was used, and around 1.7eV when the hy
vs (oho)` 3 plot (Eopt 3 ) was used. The Eopt were higher than those
for conventional a-Si films fabricated at 200"C by 100- 150meV.
In widition, the thermal stability of this wide-bandgap a-Si was
examined using annealing experinwnts.

Fig.6 shows the characteristics of a-Si solar cells whose i-
layer was prepared by the hydrogen dilution method at a low
substrate temperature. As shown in this figure, the open circuit
voltage (Voc) is as high as 0.95V. The increase in Voc is attributed
to the increased built-in potential of the solar cell, which is due
to the wide-bandgap of i-layer. The conversion efficiency of 9% was
even obtained for a -1500A thick i-layer. By using this high-quality
wide-bandgap a-Si as the front active layer for a lcm2 a-Si/a-Si/
a-SiGe stacked solar cell, conversion efficiency of 12.1% was

T
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Fig.6 Characteristics of a-Si Fig. 7 Illuminated I-V
solar cells as a function characteristics of a 3-
of the i-layer thickness. stacked solar cell whose
i-layers were wide-bandgap front cell was fabricated
a-Si prepared by the by the hydrogen dilution
hydrogen dilution method at method at a low substrate
a low substrate temperature temperature I

obtained, as shown in Fig.7.

WIDER-BANDGAP A-SICPREPARED BY THE CPM (CONTROLLED PLASMA
MAGNETRON) METHOD

Although high-quality wide-bandgap a-Si can be fabricated by
the hydrogen dilution method at low substrate temperatures, as
mentioned in the last section, it is difficult to raise Eopt. above !
2.0eV. Therefore, carbon-rich a-SiC was investigated. It is well
known that film quality deteriorates as the carbon content
increases. This is thought to be caused by the existence of C-Ha
bonds in films in large quantities[ 8]. Therefore, we investigated
the possibility of increasing the number of Si-C bonds, instead of
C-H 3  bonds, with a novel plasma CVD method, called the CPM
(Controlled Plasma Magnetron) method[5].

The CPM (Controlled Plasma Magnetron) method

A schematic diagram of the CPM method is shown in Fig.8. This
method is basically a capacitively coupled RF glow discharge plasma
CVD method. Electromagnets are positioned under the RF electrode to
generate a magnetic field in the plasma, and thus the plasma can be
confined near the RF electrode. Therefore, a high electron density

4
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CPM method near the RF electrode as
a function of Img

plasma can be easily obtained and plasma damage to the substrate
decrease.

The strength of the magnetic field is controlled by the
magnetron current (Img) through the electromagnet. 100 auss of
magnetic field can be obtained at Img=2A near the center of the RF
electrode. Fig.9 shows the emission intensity of CH(431n) near thesiRF electrode in a CH. plasma measured by the OES (Optical Emission

Spectroscopy) method as a function of 1mg. CH' emission intensity
increased with lmg, and became about I order of magnitude larger
than that with conventional method (Img=OA) in the case of limg=2A
Then the CH4 was found to be effectively decomposed by the CPM I
method. This indicates carbon-rich a-SiC films can be easily
obtained by the CPM method. When a m gnetic field was applied to the
plasma, optical emission could not be observed near the substrate.
In contrast, plasma emission is almost constant between the
substrate and the RF electrode in the conventional RF plasma CVD
method. Therefore, plasma damage to the substrate in the CPM method
is thought to be small compared with that in the conventional
method.

The specifications of this reaction chamber are almost
equivalent to those for the super chamber. The background pressure I
is below 4xlO-'Pa, even at a substrate temperature of 400t, so
undesirable impurities, such as oxygen or nitrogen, can be reduced
below 5Xl018cm-3.

Undoped a-SiC films prepared by the CPM method

Undoped a-SiC was prepared using the CPM method. The depositon
conditions are shown in Table 2. The gases were SiH4 (l00%) and
CH4(diluted to 10% in H2). The total pressure was 13.3Pa. The
magnetic field, which was controlled by the magnetron current (Img),
was 0 to 100 Gauss (Img=0-2A).

The substrates were glass (Corning 7059) and single crystalline
silicon (c-Si: 1 000D . cm). Both the transmittance(T) and
reflectance(R) of a-SiC on glass was measured, and then the
absorption coefficient was calculated by the T/(1-R) method[5J From

t 9
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the IR spectra, hydrogen contents were estimated using the

absorbance of the Si-H stretching mode (-2050cm-1). The XPS spectra

were characterized by fitting Gaussian curves to the peaks.
Conductivity was determined using a coplanar Al electrode.

Fig.10 shows the absorption coefficient (a) of a-SiC films
prepared by the conventional plasma CVD method and the CPM method.
The a decreases as the magnetic field increases, and the a with 2A
of ling is about one order of magnitude lower than that of
conventional a-SiC. Although the a of conventional a-SiC at a
photon energy of 3eV is 2xl0 5cm-', that of a-SiC prepared by the CPM
method is 2xl0 4 cm-'. Figs.l1 and 12 show the plot of hv vs
(a hv ) "' (Tauc's plot) and hv vs (a hY )I-3. Tauc's plot is often
used to determine the optical bandgap(Eopt2) of a-Si and related
alloys such as a-SiC and a-SiGe, but it significantly deviates from
a linear relationship in the low energy region, especially in the
case of a-Si related alloys. Therefore other ways of determining
optical bandgap (hv vs (a h v)3) have been attempted and good

Table 2 Deposition conditions -- 106 ....... ............
E conventional Af-

Tsub (IC) 400 2 a-SiC
Gas SiH 4 :1 c -E10

flow rate CH4 ": 100 2D
(SCOM) B2Ulg: 0- 100 CPM

RF power 0 0.15/// -tdensity 0.15 0

Pressure 13.3 10 3
(Pa) 1 SiH4/CH4-1/10 4000CMagnetic or

f0 0.15W/cm 2 0.1Torr
*tfield 0-100 <10?(Gauss) < 0 ....... , .... ,

Magnet 1.5 2 25 3 3.5 4

current 0-2 Photon energy (eV)
(A) Fig. 10 The a of a-SiC by the CPM

"CH4  1 0%CH- /H2  method and conventional
"6-B2H6 0.1%8 2H6/H2  method

120

s conventionalE cnei

400 /,g-80/I

///
/00 40

400 / r mg-2A

- lmng-2A
001.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

Photon energy (eV) Photon energy (eV) (

Fig. Il hI vs (a hl )112 plots of Fig.12 h v vs (a h• )tIS plots of
a-SiC (Tauc's plot) a-SiC

I,,
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Fig. 13 The XPS spectra of a-SiC Fig. 14 The IR absorption spectra
prepraed by the CPM method of a-SiC prepared by the

CPM method

linearity was found[6]. Indeed, the linearity of Fig.12 is better
than that of Fig.l1. This indicates that the h1 vs (a hY ) "S plot
is useful to determine the optical bandgap (Eopt.). The Eopt 3 of
a-SiC by the CPM method was about 2.2eV (Eopt 2=2.5eV ), which was
about 0.4eV higher than that of conventional a-SiC. Since a higher
optical bandgap is desirable for the window layer of a-Si solar
cells, this a-SiC was expected to be effective for improvingconversion efficiec.i

XPS and ABS (Auger Electron Spectroscopy) measurements were

used to analyse the carbon content of films quantitatively. The XPS
spectra are shown in Fig.13. Carbon bonded as Si-C at a binding
energy of -282eV was found to drastically increase as Img increased.
The ratio of Si-C bonds to Si was estimated by fitting these spectra
to Gaussian curves, using the reference XPS spectra of crystalline
(stoichiometric) SiC. Although the ratio of Si-C to Si in
conventional a-SiC was about 0.15, that of a-SiC by the CPM method
was 0.6. These results indicate that a-SiC films with a high Si-C
bond density can be easily produced using the CPM method. The AES
was used to estimate the film composition, and the x value in
a-Si1 -xCx was found to increase 0.3 (conventional a-SiC) to 0.55
(Img2A). This indicates that the a-SiC with lmg=2A is nearly
stoichiometric. Fig.14 shows the IR spectra of these films. As the
magnetic field increased, the absorption coefficient of Si-C bonds
increased as same as the XPS results. However, Si-H bond density was
found to decrease about 1/4. The hydrogen content bonded to Si was
estimated to be 30% (Img-OA) and 8% (Imr=2A), when the A factor was
equal to that of a-Si (A-l.4Xl0 2 0mC). From the XPS and IR
measurements, a-SiC films prepared by the CPM method were found to
have many Si-C bonds and low Si-H bond density.

p-type a-SiC films £

As mentioned above, wide-bmndgap (Eopts3 2.0eV) a-SiC could be

I
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fabricated by the CPM method. Thus, boron doping of such films was
investigated.

Usually, p-type a-SiC is deposited by the decomposition of a
mixture gases, including SiH4 , CH4 and BzH 6 . Using this method,
however, highly transparent and highly conductive p-type a-SiC could
not be obtained in this experiment. Thus, we adopted another doping
method, called the post doping method. Undoped a-SiC was first
deposited on the substrate, and then it was exposed to the B2 H.
plasma, as shown in the left part of Fig. 15.

The right part of Fig.15 shows the boron profile of a post
doped film measured by SIMS to estimate the effective depth for the
p-layer. Post doping was performed for 10mim. on 2000k thick a-SiC.
The conditions included an RF power of 0.05 W/cm2 , lmg of 0A, a gas
flow late of 100sccm and a pressure of 13.3Pa. As shown in Fig.15,
the effective depth as a p-layer was estimated about 200k, in
which the boron concentration was about l/e compared with that at
the surface. This thickness is sufficient for the p-layer of a-Si
solar cells. Fig.16 shows the dark conductivity (a d) of p-type
a-SiC prepared by these two methods. The dark conductivity was
measured for a-SiC with a thickness of 200A in the case of
post doping. As for the conventional method, a d of 10% of B2 H6 to
SiH4 is 3x10-( Q -cm)-I and lower than that of p-type a-SiC. By
using the post-doping method, a d increased to l.4xl0- 4 (f .cm)-',

Swhich is higher than that of conventional p-type a-SiC. Therefore,the post-doping method was found to be effective for obtaininghighly-conductive p-type a-SiC in the case of doping such

carbon-rich films.
Fig. 17 shows a of p-type a-SiC films prepared by the CPM

method and conventional method. Since a can not be determined
accurately for a thin film, the post-doped films was fabricated by

* the 5 cycle repetition of deposition and post doping ((120k+post
doping 5min.)x5times). The dark conductivity of these films was
almost same (3x10-(Q -cm)-'). Although the a of p-type a-SiC was
higher than that of undoped a-SiC, that prepared by the CPM method
was lower than that prepared by the conventional method. The
post-doped film was found to have the lowest a, especially in the
short wavelength region. Although a of conventional film was
2xl0scm- 1 at 400nm, that of film prepared by the CPM method was
5xl0'cm-l. This means that the absorbance in a 100A thick p-layer

.- Sic CH6

c4

'4 post doping
7 /7 200A m)

P - ty I e &- S IC [-- [0] 
( 02

•0 0 . . . . . .
-1 0 500 1000 1500

plasma treatment Depth (A)

Fig.15 Post-doping method and boron depth profile of p-type a-SiC
doped by this method
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Table 3 Film properties o0 p-type a-SiC prepared by the CPM method
using the post-doping technique

CPM Conventional

Carbon content
(from AES) -0.5 <0.2

XPS peak ratio -
Un- CI(Si-C)/Siz -'0.6 -0.15
doped Hydrogen content <10 at.% -30 at.%

(Si-Hx) <__0_at.% _ 30_at. _
Absorp. coeff. 6X10'-2X10s >2X 1 0Scm.

at 400nm cm" >_2_X_1_____

SEopt3 (Eopt2) >2.0 (2.2) eV < 1.7 (1.9) eV

type Dark conductivity 3X10-i1X10 -1104(0cm)"'
(0cm)"

can be decreased from 20 to 5% using the CPM method. By using this
wider bandgap (Eopt 3,• 2.0eV) and highly conductive (a d> 10'
(Q-cm)-') p-type a-SiC as a window layer, the conversion efficiency
of a-Si solar cells is expected to be improved furthermore. Table 3
shows a summary of film properties prepared by the CPM method.

CONCLUSIONS

High-quality wide-bandgap materials were developed to improve
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the conversion efficiency of a-Si solar cells. A total area
conversion efficiency of 11.1% was achieved for a lOcmxlOcm
integrated-type a-Si solar cell submodule, using p-type a-SiC doped
with B(CHs)s and other advanced techniques.

High-quality wide-bandgap a-Si was obtained by the hydrogen
dilution method at a low substrate temperature. By using this
wide-bandgap a-Si as the front active layer in a-Si/a-Si/a-SiGe
stacked solar cells, a conversion efficiency of 12.1% was obtained
for a lcm2 cell.

For further improvement in conversion efficiency, wider-bandgap
(Eopt 3 > 2.0eV) a-SiC was prepared by the CPM method, which can
decompose material gases effectively. The obtained film has a high
Si-C bond density and low Si-H bond density. The absorption
coefficient of these films was about 1 order of magnitude lower than
that of conventional a-SiC. Post doping technique was adopted to
this carbon-rich a-SiC to prepare p-type a-SiC, and highly

.conductive (a d._ l0-r(9 • cm)-') and wide-bandgap (Eopt 3a 2.0eV)
films were obtained. These film properties promise higher efficiency
a-Si solar cells.
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DOPED AMORPHOUS AND MICROCRYSTALLINE SILICON CARBIDE AS WIDE
BAND-GAP MATERIAL

F. Demichelis', C.F. Pi-ri*, E. Tresso* and P. Rava'

SDipartimento di Fisica, Politecnico - C. so Duca degli Abruzzi
24, 10129 Torino (Italy)
-Elettrorava S.p.A., 10040 Savonera Torino (Italy)

Amorphou'ý and microcrystalline silicon carbide, undoped and
doped, are promising materials as wide band gap semiconductors
(Eg > 2 eV). In the present work results on hydrogenated and
fluorinated a-SiC and ic-SiC films intrinsic , B or P doped are
reported. Energy gap higher than 2 eV are obtained together with
electrical dark conductivities in the range 10-2 - 10-2 O'cmL.

INTRODUCTION
Anderson and Spear (1) first reported results on hydrogenated

amorphous silicon carbide (a-SiC:H) films, deposited by the
glow-discharge method, and showed that the optical band-gap of
the films increases continuously with increasing carbon content.
In recent years there has been a great interest to control the
electrical conductivity of wide band-gap a-SiC:H thin films for
application in devices such as heterojunction bipolar transistors
(2) and ph,tovoltaic cells (3). So a number of investigations
have been made on a-SiC:H and related materials. Fundamental
changes in the electro-optical characteristics of a-SiC':H occur
with doping.

Boron doped a-SiC:H (p-type) is widely used as a window layer
foi heterojunction amorphous silicon solar cells resulting in
significant improvement in efficiency (4). However B doping
degrades some properties of a-SiC:H in fact, as the boron
concentration increases defects are introduced in the pseudo-gap,
decreasing the energy gap.

Phosphorus doped a-SiC:)) (n-type) films show good optical
properties and high band gap even at high dopant concentration,
but they do not reach high electrical conductivity (5).

In fluorinated amorphous silicon carbide, a-Sit':H,F, the
opt ical gap increases with fluorine content up to values as high
as 3.1 eX (6) . Using suitable deposition conditiohs excellent
films having large optical gap and high photoconductivity have
been obtained (7).

Recently Hattori et al. (8) have deduced from Raman experiments
that samples composed of Si microcrystals embedded in an amorphous
SiC matrix show opt ical transparency and good electrical
conductivity. A further improvement in the conductivity without
changes in the high optical gap can be obtained by doping the
microcrystalline samples (9,10).

In order to establish how silicon carbide alloys could provide
wide band gap material as well as a good control of electrical
properties we investigated the optical and electrical properties
o, undoped arid doped amorphous and microcrystalline silicon
carbide alloyrs. Optical gap higher than 2 eV together with
Sconduct ivity in the range 10-12 - 10-2 1 'cnr have been obtained.

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Materials Research Society
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TABLE I
Deposition conditions

SiH4 CH4 H2 PH3 -B2 H6 Td p P
(scem) (sccm) (sccm) (vppm) (°C) (Pa) (W)

PECVD
a-SiC:H 50-100 0-150 0-70 0-3 103 200 40 50

PECVD
,c-SiC:H 3-13 0-10 180-200 0-1 10q 200 30-40 150

SiH4  CF. Hz Ta p P
(sccm) (scom) (scem) ('C) (Pa) (W)

PECVD
wc-SiC:H,F 4 0.5-? 200 200 30 150

Ar CF. Hz TA p P
(sccm) (sccm) (sccm) (IC) (Pa) (W)

SPUTT.
a-SiC:HF 100 1.5-11 7-17 250 0.4-0.7 300

EXPERIMENTAL

Films of a-SiC:H and pc SiC:H were deposited by P]asma
Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD) of SiHl ÷CH4 (H2)
mixtures with controlled addition of B2 H6 or PH 3 .

The a-SiC:H,F films were prepared by R.F. spul tering of a
silicon target in Ar-Hz-CF4 mixture.

The iui-SlC:H,F films were deposited by PFCVD in SiH4 CF4 -H2
mixtures.

The deposition conditions of the films are listed in Table
1. The cristallinity of the films was verified by IR and Ramain
spectroscopies and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM).

Optical transmittance and reflectance were measured by a
Perkin Elmer UV-visible-NIR Lambda 9 spectrophotometer in the
wavelength region 200-2500 nm. D.C. electrical conductivity was
measured in coplanar configuration under vacuum with a Hewlett
Packard 4329 A High Resistance Meter.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSio.:
The absorption coefficient as deduced from direct optical

and PDS ,,e•autements is shown in Fig. I for undoped, p-doped and
n doped d-SiC:H typical samples and in Fig. 2 for undoped and
doped vc -SiC:H samples. It can b- observed that in a-SiC:H the
ii-doppd films show an absorption coefficient vs. photon energy
typi, al ot semiconductors with energy gaps higher than 2 eV. As
dpant atoms are incorporated the optical properties degrade and
tnle energy gap decre-ises, more strongly for boron doped than for
phoo'phorus doped amorphous films. For i'c-SiC:H films the optical
pi operties are only slightly affected by doping and all the

L
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samples show energy gaps higher than 2 ek.
In order to compare our results with those published by other

authors, the optical gap Eg was deduced using Tauc's definition,
even if its applicability to microcrystalline films, to doped
amorphous semiconductors and carbon-rich materials is
questionable (11,12). Moreover also the E04 gap defined as the
energy corresponding to a = 104 cm-I was deduced. Both Ev and
E04 for the different sets of samples are summarized in Table
IT. In undoped a-SiC:H, E2 is included in the range 1.9 - 2.5
eV, depending on carbon contents. In amorphous samples a narrowing
in Eq can be observed as the doping concentration increases,
higher in boron than in phosphorus doped films. This fact can be
eNplained for boron doped samples by the decrease of H content
and an increase of defects as B2HS partial pressure increases.
In phosphorus doped films H decrease was not observed and the
narrowing of the band-gap is probably only due to dopant induced
defects (5).
Microcrystalline undoped SiC:H films, investigated by TEN, have
shown crystalline fraction lower than 50% and crystalline size
of about 20u A. Values of EQ are around 1.9 - 2.2 eV independently
from microcrystal fraction and size and with carbon and hydrogen
percentage ranging from 5 to 15% and from 5 to 20% respectively.
In phosphorus doped microcrystalline films an enhancement in
microcrystallinity has been observed (13) and the optical
properties are practically independent from P content (10). It
is known that boron inhibits microorystal formation (14) , so only
slightly doped films are microcrystalline and have energy gap
higher than 2 eV. As the boron content increases the microcrvstal
fraction and size decreases and the optical properties of the
films follow the trend of p-doped a-SiC:H.

A particular interest must be devoted to fluorinated silicon
carbide samples. Both amorphous and microcrystalline SiC:H,F show
high values of E. (as it can be observed in Fig.3-4). In a-SiC:H,F
samples prepared by sputtering energy gap from 2.0 up to 3.1 ek'
have been obtained. In samples prepared by PECVD the values of
Ev are included in the range 2.25 2.45 eV. Probably the fluorine
incorporation gives rise to the removal of localized states near
the band edges increasing the energy gap (6,15).

The dark conductivity a, for the different samples is reported
in Table II. It can be seen that the conductivity of a-SiC:H is
very low and it increases about 7 orders of magnitude in boron
doped samples and about 5 orders of magnitude in phosphorus doped
ones.

A remarkable improvement in conductivity is obtained in "c
-SiC:H. From values included in the range l0-1 - lO f-cm-' for

undoped samples, values as high as l0-3 Q Icrm and 10-2 n 1cm
for boron and phosphorus doped respectively can be achieved.

The hi-h optic-,l gap together with the high conductivity is
attribute,: to the change in the network structure, i.e. the
microcrystallization. As far as the a-SiC:H,F films are concerned
it can be observed that the fluorine incorporation widens
drastically the gap whereas the conductivity is only one order
of magnitude higher than that of a-SiC:H (6).
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TABLE II
Band-gap and electrical conductivity

Eg EO4 Od

(eV) (ev) CM

PECVD
a-SiC:H 1.9-2.5 2.0-2.7 10-*1-10-13
undoped

PECVD
a-SiC:H 1.6-1.9 1.8-2.1 10-3-lO-'
B-doped

PECVD
a-SiC:H 1.9-2.1 2.0-2.2 10-l7-lO-
P-doped

PECVD
jc-SiC:H 1.9-2.2 2.1-2.2 10-5-10-'
undoped

PECVD
pc-SiC:H 1.9-2.2 1.9-2.2 10-3-10-7
B-doped

PECVD j
Lc-SiC:H 1.9-2.2 2.1-2.2 10-2-10-5
P-doped

PECVDP
jc-SiC:H,F 2.0-2.4 2.1-2.6 10-7-10-'

undoped

SPUTT.
a-SiC:H 2.0-2.6 2.0-2.7 10-9-10-IO
undoped

S PUTT.
a-SiC:H,F 2.0-3.1 2.0-3.1 10--10-1'

undoped

CONCLUSIONS
As a conclusion it can be deduced that in silicon-carbon

alloys high optical band-gap can be achieved both in amorphous
and in microcrystalline films. In amorphous films the high band-gap
is coupled to a difficulty to control electrical properties. In
doped films the electrical conductivity ranges from 10-t2 to 10-5
0(ern' with a decrease of optical gap from 2.1 to 1.6 eV.
In microcrystalline SiC:H films energy gaps in the range 2 - 2.25
eV have been obtained with dark electrical conductivity from 10-'
to 10-1 a ncm t.
In fluorinated undoped SiC:H,F films energy gaps up to 3.1 eV
for amorphous and 2.4 for microcrystalline films have been
optained. In such films the conductivity is of the order of 10-'
o 'CM

4
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WIDE-GAP POLYSILANE PRODUCED BY PLASMA-ENHANCED CVD
AT CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURES

S. Miyazaki, H. Shin, K. Okamoto and M. Hirose
Department of Electrical Engineering. Hiroshima University
Higashi-Hiroshima 724, Japan

ABSTRACT

Polysilane thin films have been grown by the rf glow discharge decomposition of
SilH4 at substrate temperatures ranging from -84 to -11 0°C. The infrared absorption
spectra have shown that polysilane chains (SiH2 )n are predominantly incorporated
in the matrix together with SiH3 which terminates the chain. Also, the infrared
absorption band at 2120-2140 cm-1 and a distinct Raman peak at -430 cm-1
indicates that fairly long chains (SiH2 )n with n>11 are produced. Polysilane
prepared at -110'C has an optical bandgap of about 3.1 eV and exhibits a visible
luminescence around 2.75 eV at 100 K.

INTRODUCTION

The physical properties of binary Si:H materials are tightly connected with the
hydrogen contents and the Si-H bonding configurations. As is well known device-
quality hydrogenated amorphous silicon with an optical bandgap of 1.7-1.8 eV
contains about 10-15 at.% hydrogen in the form of monohydride when it is prepared
at temperatures from 200 to 300'C by the plasma enhanced CVD using SiH 4 . Wide-
optical-gap (2.4-2.55 eV) binary Si:H alloys consisting of a significant amount of
polysilane (SiH2 )n groups have been grown at -53 'C by the disilane glow discharge
decomposition [1] or at room temperature by the homogeneous chemical vapor
deposition (HOMOCVD) of silane[2]. Despite a number of work on hydrogen-rich
Si:H alloys, very little is known on the specific feature of vibrational spectra and on an
optical bandgap value for ideal polysilane.

In this paper, we describe the procedure of fabricating long chain polysilane
from an SiH 4 discharge at cryogenic temperatures. The optical characterization of
the deposited films has been carried out to confirm the existence of long polysilane
chains and a wide optical bandgap formation.

EXPERIMENTAL

Binary Si:H films were deposited on quartz, Al and c-Si substrates by the rf glow
discharge decomposition of 3% SiH4 diluted with H2 in a capacitively coupled
reactor[3). The substrate temperature was changed in the range -57 to -110c-C by
controlling liquid nitrogen flow rate. The total gas pressure and the rf power density
were mainta~ned at 0.2 Torr and 0.44 W/cm2 , respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Film Growth and Structural Analysis

The film growth rate is kept constant at about 0.3 A/sec in the temperature range
from -57 to -81 °C, while it is abruptly increased up to about 2 Atsec below -84°C asshown in Fig. 1. The growth rate enhancement could be attributed to an increase in
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Fig. 1 Si:H film growth rate as a function of substrate temperature.
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Fig. 2 Infrared absorption spectia of the SiHx stretching modes for binary Si:H films
grown at different substrate temperatures.

the effective sticking probability of gas phase products or the increased surface

residence-time of r; 'ajor film precursors. Also, the etching reaction promoted by
hydrogen radicals might be effectively quencheo at such low temperatures[4].
Further discussion on the film growth rate should be done in connection with
incorporated hydrogen bonds.
The infrared absorption spectra for films grown at temperatures below -84°C exhibit
the predominant incorporation of polysilane chains (Sill2)n whose vibrational bands
appear at 2120 and 2140 cm t [5] as represented in Fig. 2. An appreciable amount
of Sill3 units, which give rise to the absorption at 2140 cm-1 and terminate the
(Sill2)n chains, are also incorporated in the matrix. At temperatures above -81 0C,
the isolated Sill2 bond absorption at 2090 cm-1 or the Sill bond absorption at 2000.
cm- 1 

is predominant as in the case of hydrogenated amorphous silicon grown at
200~-300•'C. The hydrogen content estimated by the integrated absorption intensity
of the stretching mode using a proportional constant of 1 .4x10•20 cm2 [6] rapidly

; decreases with increasing the substrate temperature, being about 28 at.% for a
t ~sample prepared at -570C. The proportional constant can not be used for the case of
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Fig. 3 Optical bandgap Eopt and refractive index as a function of substrate
temperature. Open circles denote Eopt determined from the photon energy at which
the absorption coefficient becomes equal to 104 cm-1.

polysilane. The polysilane chain length is evaluated from the absorption peak shift of
the stretching mode or the infrared absorption intensity ratio of 845 cm- 1 (bend-
scissors) band to 890 cm' (wagging) [8], indicating that the value of n for (SiH2 )n is
larger than 11 for films grown at substrate temperatures below -84°C. From these I
results it is likely that the growth rate enhancement at temperatures below -84°C and
corresponding long-chain polysilane formation are caused by a higher condensation
rate of gas phase products and their polymerization reactions on the surface without
any hydrogen radial etching. Note that the gas phase polymerization reaction is
negligible in the present experimental conditions because a silane partial pressure is
as low as 6 mTorr.

Optical Properties

The optical bandgap was determined by the Tauc plot and also by the photon
energy at which the absorption coefficient reaches 104 cm- 1 as shown in Fig. 3. The
measured optical bandgap is 3.1-3.2 eV for films deposited at a substrate
temperature of -110°C, being in consistence with a theoretical value (3.1 eV)
predicted for an ideal linear-chained polysilane[7]. Gradual decrease of the
refractive index with lowering the substrate temperature is basically explained by the
increase of the optical bandgap. This implies that the growth rate enhancement at
low substrate temperatures is not due to a decrease in the film density.
The Raman spectrum taken for polysilane grown on an Al plate at -84°C provides
additional information on the material structure. A distinct peak with a full width at
half maximum of -25 cm1 appears at -430 cm- 1 , being very different from a broad
peak at 480 cm-1 that originates from the Si-Si TO mode in conventional a-Si:H with
a hydrogen content of 12 at.% as compared in Fig. 4. The fairly sharp -430 cm 1

peak has been assigned as the LO mode of Si skeleton for long-chain
polysilane[5,9]. This is consistent with the chain length n>11 estimated by the
infrared absorption.

43
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Fig. 4 Raman spectr;a for polysilane grown at -84°C and conventional a-Si:H
prepared at 300°C. An Ar+ ion laser was used as an excitation source.
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Fig. 5 Photoluminescence spectrum obtained at 100 K for polysilane grown at
-110pCa A 337.1 nm line from an N2 laser is utilized as an excitation source.

The polysilane film prepared at -110 °C, whose optical bandgap is 3.1 eV, exhibits a
visible photoluminescence at 2.75 eV with a full width at halft maximum of 0.8 eV at
100 K for the excitation with a 337.1 nm light from an N2 laser as shown in Fig. 5.

Although an infinitely chained polysilane (Sill2 )n has a direct allowed gap at the r
point as predicted by the calculation using the Slater-Koster LCAO method [10]. the
origin of this luminescence band is still unknown and might be due to the band-tail
transition with strong phonon coupling or defect related bound-exciton rather than
the interband transition.

Structural Stability

The resuft of the gas-evolution measurement for polysilane grown at -84°C is
shown in Fig. 6. The evolution spectrum for conventional a-Si:H prepared at 300°C

S~is also shown for comparison. In a-Si:H the hydrogen evolution peak appears
S~around 400°C, while in the polysilane the evolution maximum for molecular
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hydrogen is shifted down to 3200C because of the absence of three dimensional Si
network. It is interesting to note that the evolution of SiHx molecular units arising
from the thermal dissociation of the (SiH 2 )n chain is observable at about 280°C. This
is a possible cause of polysilane surface oxidation at room temperature. The IR

absorption at -1050 cm-1 due to the Si-O-Si stretching mode is measured as a
function of air exposure time for films grown at different temperatures (Fig. 7).
Polysilane deposited at temperatures below -93°C contains a significant amount of
SiH 3 units and the film is easily oxidized. The oxidation starts from the backbond of
SiH 3 in the film as shown in Fig. 8, where polysilane uptakes oxygen to produce
OSiH2 (-2160 cm 1 ), OSiH3 (-2180 cm-1) and O2 SiH2 (-2230 cmn1) units[Il]. The
Si-Si bond connected with SiHl3 which is located at the edge of polysilane chain is
more reactive than that of the Si skeleton in the (SiH 2 )n chain because of a little high
electronegativity of H compared to that of Si. Oxygen molecule preferentially attacks
the backbond of SiH3 and the incorporation of highly electronegative oxygen causes
the further oxidation of the Si skeleton. On the other hand, no oxidation proceeds for
polysilane grown at temperatures above -84°C because of less amount of SiH 3 .

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that wide-bandgap (-3.1 eV) binary Si:H films
consisting of long-chained (Sil 2 )n (n>11) units can be deposited at temperatures
below -840C by plasma enhanced CVD and that polysilane grown at -11OOC exhibits
visible photoluminescence band around 2.75 eV at 100K. It is also shown that
polysilane which contains an appreciable amount of SiH 3 units tends to be oxidized.
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OPTICALLY INDUCED PARAMAGNETISM IN AMORPHOUS HYDROGENATED
SILICON NITRIDE THIN FILMS

W. L. WARREN', J. KANICKI 2 , F. C. W. R BUCHWALD3,
M. HARMATZ .1 Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 87185

2 1BM T.J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
3Electronics Technology and Devices Lab, Ft. Monmouth, NJ 07703

ABSTRACT

The creation mechanisms of Si and N dangling bond defect
centers in amorphous hydrogenated silicon nitride thin films by
ultra-violet (UV) illumination are investigated. The creation
efficiency and density of Si centers in the N-rich films are
independent of illumination temperature, strongly suggesting
that the creation mechanism of the spins is electronic in
nature, i.e., a charge transfer mechanism. However, our results
suggest that the creation of the Si dangling bond in the Si-rich
films are different. Last, we find that the creation of the N
dangling-bond in N-rich films can be fit to a stretched
exponential time dependence, which is characteristic of
dispersive charge transport.

INTRODUCTION

Amorphous hydrogenated silicon nitride (a-SiNx:H) is a
rather unique material due to its use in a wide variety of
applications. For instance, a-SiN :H is extensively used in
non-volatile memories because of its excellent charge trapping
properties, or as the primary dielectric for thin film
transistors. In order to fabricate higher quality films, much
effort has been employed in understanding the origin and nature
of paramagnetic and diamagnetic defects in this material [1-6); #
interesting enough, these defects appear to be an intrinsic part
of the material [6].

It has been known for quite some time that optical
illumination creates paramagnetic defects in a-SiNx:H thin films
[2,3,5,6] as is the case for several amorphous materials, i.e.,
a-Si [1,7], a-Se, a-As 2 Se 3 , a-As [8], etc. Typically the only
paramagnetic defect observed in UV-illuminated as-deposited a-
SiNx:H is the Si dangling bond (db) [1-3,5,6]. However, after
annealing N-rich films at temperatures exceeding the substrate
temperature (T ), the N db becomes the dominant defect center
generated by U0 illumination (6,9]. In order to further
understand the mechanism(s) by which the intrinsic diamagnetic
defect sites are brought to their neutral paramagnetic state, we
have employed electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), optical
illumination at different .emperatures, and differing processing
conditions in this study.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The a-SiNx:H thin films were deposited by plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) on fused silica substrates to
a thickness of approximately 1 micron at T. of 250 or 400*C.
The stoichiometry, determined by an electron microprobe
technique, was changed by varying the NH3 to SiH4 ratio (9-11].
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The EPR measurements were made using non-saturating microwave
power conditions. The density of Si and N dbs were determined
by using a TE1 o microwave cavity and a weak pitch spin
standard. UV-i lumination (hv < 5.5 eV) was performed using an
Oriel 100W Hg lamp at either room temperature or 100 K.Monochromatic illumination was obtained by filtering the
broadband light with appropriate narrow-band (10 nm)
interference filters.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 illustrates the variation of the Si db densities
with film stoichiometry (x) for as-deposited and broad-band UV-
illuminated a-SiNX:H thin films. The variation of the Si db
with x have been reported for as-deposited films by a number of
investigators [10,11]. Some general features of the EPR spectra
are the zero-crossing g-value and the peak-to-peak derivative
linewidth of the Si db varies from g = 2.005 and ANp = 7 G in
a-Si to g = 2.0028 and ANl = 13.6 G, respectively, For both
the as-deposited and UV-ilTminated a-SiN :H films. The
broadening has been attributed to spin defocalization on the N
neighbors as the N content increases [6,12]. As shown in Fig.
1, the Si db concentrations for both the as-deposited and UV-
illuminated films are dependent on film stoichiometry; they are
the lowest for N-rich and a-Si:H films [3,10,11]. (3) The as-
deposited Si db density is dependent on substrate temperature
(3,10]; however, the UV-induced spin density is not [3].

SIlluminated

U

a

0 10"

a

As-deposited

S101* II

0.00 0.32 0.64 0.96 1.28 1.60

x - N/Si Atomic Ratio

Fig. 1 Si db concentration for as-deposited and UV-illuminated
a-SiNx:H films. The triangles are for films deposited at Ts =
250 0 C and the circles are for films deposited at Ts = 4000 C.
The Si spin densities for a-Si:H were obtained from ref. 7.

It is very important to note that the time needed to
saturate the Si db density is dependent on film stoichiometry as
illustrated in Fig. 2. The samples in Fig. 2 were all deposited
at Ts - 250*C and the UV-illumination was performed at room
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temperature using broad-band illumination. The spin saturation
time in the N-rich films is extremely short compared to the spin
saturation time in the Si-rich films. We believe that this my
be a clue to the spin creation mechanism in these films. For
example, the short times needed to create the spins in the N-
rich films may suggest that the creation mechanism is electronic
in nature. Meanwhile, for the Si-rich films the time dependence
approaches that observed for creating Si dbs in a-Si:H, where
breaking of weak Si-si bonds is believed to be the spin creation
mechanism (7]. From a chemical standpoint, this appears
reasonable since to first order one would anticipate
significantly more weak Si-Si bonds in the Si-rich films (13].

10.104• ,, ,! I I

a 103 UA

a* 102

10 ' I I

0.00 0.32 0.64 0.96 1.28 1.60

x N/Si Atomic Ratio
Fig. 2 Saturation time to create the Si dangling bonds in
nitride films with different stoichiometries. The films were
illuminated at room temperature using a broad-band UV lamp.

Of course, it is possible that the various saturation
times, and saturation densities, result from different
absorption coefficients of the films to the broad-band UV light
[3]. To see if this is the case, the films were illuminated
with monochromati2 lt~t corresponding to an absorption
coefficient of 10 cm for the different films, this ensured
that the light is absorbed uniformly throughout the films; the
power density was kept constant for all of the films using
appropriate neutral density filters. We find that the
extrapolated saturation times are still significantly longer in
the Si-rich films than for the N-rich films. For example, the
time to saturate the spin density for the x - 1.48 films was 240
min.; it was over 4000 min. for the x - 1.08 films, and over
7000 min. for the x - 0.86 films. This result indicates that a
different mechanism must be responsible for Si db creation in
the N-rich and the Si-rich films.

There appears to be a fair amount of evidence that the
creation of Si dangling bonds in the N-rich nitride films is
electronic in nature; it simply involves a change of Tpin and
charge state of pre-existing diamagnetic positively ( Si) and
negatively ('Si) charged Si sites (2,3,5,6]. To further
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elucidate the creation mechanism, we have measured the Si db
concentration as a function of illumination time at different
temperatures as illustrated in Fig. 3. The N-rich films (x =
1.48) were illuminated In astu in the EPR cavity at 300 and 100
K using a 5.17 eV narrow-band interference filter. The creation
kinetics are tAumperature independent.

We believe that this temperature independence is consistent
with the notion that neutral Si db centers are created by the
photo-excitation of electrons from "Sj sites [3]; the emitted
electrcns are subsequent captured by Si sites to also create
neutral Si dbs. on the other hand, if the annihilation of
*xcitons [14], diffusion of atomic hydrogen (7], or bond
breaking events [1,13] were involved in the creation of Si dbs
for the N-rich films, a temperature dependence would have been
expected.

2.0 I

a1.6. N4-rich films C

0.3

.3 0.4

1O° 100 0 1K-'

lunismatlion Time (Wle)

Fig. 3 Creation kinetics of Si dbs in N-rich a-SiN1 A8:H films
at 300 K and 100 K using monochromatic (5.17 eV) lighft. The
lines were plotted using eqn. (1).

As first observed by Kanicki at al. [5], we also find that
the illumination time dependence for creating Si dbs can be fit
by a stretched exponential function both at 100 and 300 K as
illustrated in Fig. 3. The function can be expressed as:

N(t) = Ns{l - exp[-(tI'r)]} (1)

where N(t) is either the Si or N db density at time t. N , is the
saturated Si or N db spin density,is the time constant and B
is a characteristic stretching parameter related to dispersive
carrier transport. Earlier works have shown that carrier
transport is dispersive in a-SiN1 4 8 :H (15]. Dispersive charge
transport leads to a stretched eijonential function, common to
many amorphous materials (163. The values for the stretched
exponential at 300 K are 0.48 and 3900 sec for 6 and',
respectively, and are 0.48 and 5000 sec for B andlr ,
respectively at 100 K. Generally, B can be related to the

II
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transport of electrons (or holes) by drift or diffusion. A
larger S value indicates that the mechanism is less dispersive.
This stretched exponential formalism further agrees with the
assertation that the creation of spins in a-SiN1 .48:8 is
electronic in nature.

As mentioned earlier, the N db has also been observed in N-
rich a-SiNx:H films. The N db is not observed in Si-rich
nitrides because it falls into the valence band [9]. To create
the N dbs a two step process is generally needed (17]: (1) the
N-rich films are annealed above T., and (2) subsequently
illuminated with UV-light. The density of N dbs is dependent on
the films, initial hydrogen concentration suggesting that the
creation involves the evolution of hydrogen from an N-H site.

Recently, it was suggested that once the hydrogen evolves
from an N-H group, N-charged sites are left behind that become
paramagnetic upon exposure to UV-light (17]. If the UV-light
does change the spin state and charge state of diamagnetic N-
charged sites: an analog to the creation of neutral paramagnetic
Si dbs in the N-rich films, except that now the precursors are
charged diamagnetic N sites, one might anticipate that the
creation kinetics of the paramagnetic neutral N dbs should be
similar to that observed for the Si dba. Fig. 4 shows that this
is roughly the case. (The samples used in Fig. 4 were annealed
at 6500C for 15 min, followed by in situ UV-illumination in the
EPR cavity using broad-band UV light.) Not only are the shapes
of Figs. 3 and 4 similar, but the creation of both paramagnetic
centers is relatively temperature independent.

3."

.~2.40-

1.0300 K

100

IV 1I' 12

Ilumaination Time (mis)

Fig. 4 Creation kinetics of N dbs in N-rich a-SiN1 :1:H films
at 300 K and 100 K using broad-band UV-light. The ltnes were
plotted using eqn. (1). Before UV-illumination, the films were
annealed at 6500C for 15 min.

Last, we find that the illumination time dependence for the
creation of N dbe can also be fit by a stretched exponential
function as shown in Fig. 4. The values for the stretghed
exponential at 300 K are 0.61 and 2500 sec for S and 'r,
respectively, and are 0.49 and 6500 sec for A and I ,

______
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respectively at 100 K. Hence, these results (stretched
exponential and temperature independence for creating the spins)
lend support for the aforementioned N dangling bond creation
mechanism.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have explored the creation mechanisms of Si
and N dangling bonds in a-SiN,:H thin films by UV-light. We
find evidence that the creation of Si and N dangling bonds in N-
rich films is a charge transfer mechanism, and that charged
diamagnetic sites are most likely the precursors to the neutral
EPR active sites. For the Si-rich compositions, the results are
consistent with the Si dangling bond being created by a
different mechanism; breaking weak Si-Si bonds appears most
reasonable.
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ABSTRACT

The microstructure, electrical, and optical properties of in situ phosphorus doped
hydrogenated microcrystalline silicon (0c-Si:H:P) films are strongly affected by deposition
parameters and subsequent thermal processes. pc-Si:H:P films with thickness ranging from

200 to 1000A have been deposited on Si and SiOa substrates. The pc-Si:H:P film is best
deposited at 200C in terms of structure, and H and P content. In this film,
microcrystallites are embedded in an amorphous matrix and have a volume fraction of
ne85%. The band-gap of the film is 1.8 eV. In this paper, the materials and processing
issues of pc-Si:H:P deposited in a parallel plate RF plasma and in a downstream RF plasma
chemical deposition reactor have been studied using HRTEM, SIMS, electrical, and optical
measurements.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of using a wide band-gap emitter or a narrow band-gap base in a
heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBT) to improve the transistor performance was intro-
duced by Shockley and Kroemer in 1950s [1]. This idea has been realized later using the
more advanced epitaxial growth and thin film deposition technologies. Recently,
hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) [2], hydrogenated microcrystalline silicon
(pc-Si:H) [3], and hydrogenated amorphous siliocn carbide (a-SiC:H) [4] have been used as
emitter contacts in HBTs to suppress minority carrier injection and improve the current
gain. Nevertheless, the resistivity, thermal stability, stress, and the reproducibility of these
materials still need to be optimized and controlled. In this paper, the correlations between
structural, chemical, electrical, and optical characteristics of #c-Si:H:P grown by plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) have been studied. The effects of thermal
processing on the structure and properties of gsc-Si:H:P are reported. The use of a silicon
nitride cap prior to anneal is shown to limit crystallization during RTA. It has also been
demonstrated that polysilicon can be deposited by low pressure chemical vapor deposition
(LPCVD) at 630"C on top of a thick gc-Si:H film without changing the structure of the
Ise-Si:H rdm.

EXPERIMENTAL.

pzc-Si:H:P films were deposited on Si and SiOt substrates in a parallel plate RF
powered reactor with the gas mixture of 1% PHs in SiHl and 100% Ha. Before deposi-
tion, Si substrate were cleaned by the RCA procedure [5], then 10:1 HF dip, and inime-
diately loaded into the process chamber and pumped down to a base pressure of 2 x 104
Tort. Films with a thickness of 200A to 0.1ntm were deposited at different substrate tem-
peratures and gas dilutions ( % of (1% PHs/SiH*) in Ha). RF power density, total pre$-
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sure, and the flow rate of 1% PHs in Sill, was 0.1 W-cnr
2

, 1.0 Torr, and 10 scem,
respectively. Table I summarizes the deposition parameters, the structure, resistivity, and
II and P content of the films.

pc-Si:H:P films with and without a silicon nitride cap were then rapid thermal annealed
at a temperature between 600 and 1000C in Na for 10-30 sew Polysilicon was deposited
on thick pc-Si:H films at 630"C in a conventional LPCVD batch reactor from silane.

Tern- Gas Struc- Dep Avg. Re ity H P
peratuf Dilution tr. Rate Geah (0-cm) Ceatett Cootem

(0c) (%) (AI-.I) (A) 0 P (cm-) (cm 3)
tQck) i 0

1oo I M 36 25 1.3xl02 1.5x1029
100 10 A 120 - 1.3x10n 4.7x1030
200 I M 48 30 0.28 1.3xlOn 2.OxlOU
200 2 M 74 30 - 9.9xI02' 4.Ox 1019
200 5 M 91 30 - 9.9x102' S.Oxt0"9
200 10 M 103 30 - 1.2xl]0 4.7xlO3D
200 00 A 245 -. 1 x 1022 5.Ox 1019
300 1 M 48 35 0.21 S. I x 102 f 3.3xl0z
300 10 M 97 35 - 5.6x10 21 4.3xl0O
400 I M 91 40 0.13 l.4xl021  2.4xl0"
400 10 M 143 40 - 9.9xlO0 3.IxlOo
500 1 M 52 50 0.05 8.OxO!19 I.Ox 1020
500 10 M 119 50 -

Table I. The deposition conditions and the corresponding structure (either amorphous (A)
or microcrystalline (M)), deposition rate, average grain size, resistivity, and the H, P con-
tents in the films.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From Table 1, the rdm deposition rate decreases with increasing Ila flow because the
atomic H1 produced in the plasma enhances a competing etching process. This reverse
etching process can be promoted by the addition of H will also preferentially eliminate the
energetically unfavorable amorphous structure. Hence, microcrystaflinity can be promoted
by gas dilution [6). The microcrystalline film shown in Figure I was obtained at a
substrate temperature of 100°C by using a 1% dilution of (1% PHi/Silla) in 112, while
those films deposited with 10% dilution are entirely amorphous at this temperature. In
Fig. I, microcrystallites with average size of 25A are embedded in the amorphous matrix
and have the volume fraction or -85%. The Ac-Si:H:P/c-Si interface is clean without
visible residual oxide.

At a constant growth temperature, the film resistivity decreases as the film thickness is
increased because the crystallite grain size is larger in the thicker film [71, and also because
more P atoms activated with a larger crystallite size. At a constant film thickness, the
crystallites size increases with increasing growth temperature, while the film resistivity
decreases as shown in Table I. At a higher temperature, the adsorbed surface species (SiHl
and P It,) are more mobile and can migrate to lower energy sites. Therefore, Si atoms can
be incor-porated into an ordered crystalline structure thereby increasing the crystallite size
and activating more P atoms. From the electrical and compositional measurements,
approximately 10% of the P is activated in the /c-Si:H:P film, and the rest of the P is likely
segregated at grain boundaries or in the amorphous phase.



Figure 1. A high resolution lattice image of a 350A -thick pc-Si:H:P ridm deposited at
100°C and with N% or(l% PHI/SiH4) in Ha. The arrows indicate the clean gc-Si:lI:P/c-Si
interface.

Figure 2. Cross-sectional lattice imap ofa 260A lc-Si:H:P film after a 90"C. 30 s• RTA
without an a-SiN,.:H capping layer. The pc-Si:H:P film is totally recrystallized, and the on-
ginal .c-Si:ll:P/crystalline St interface is indicated by the arrows.



Figure 3. Cross-sectional lattice image of a 260A pc-Si:H:P film after a 900"C, 30 sec RTA
with a 5000A a-SiN,:H capping layer. The original pc-Si:H:P/crystaIline Si interface is indi-
cated by the arrows.

Figur 4. Crosn-sectional images of the test structure (a) pol silicon/ ~.Si:H:P/c-Si and (b)
polysiacon/#c-Si:H:P/SisN,. The structure of the uc-Si:H:; remains unchanged after a
6300C, 5 min polysilicon deposition.

A
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The stucture, electrical, and optical characteristics of uc-SkH:P are strongly affected
by thermal process. To limit recrystallization during RTA, a u.wmn-thkk nitrogen-rich
hydrogenated silicon nitride (a-SiN,:H) capping layer was deposited onto uc-SiH:P before
ITA. The lattice ias of a 260A lc-Si:H:P film after a RTA at 900C for 30 sec without
and with a 0.5#m a-SiN,:H capping layer, respectively, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Without the capping layer (Fig. 2). the microcrystalline film is found to totally recrys-
tallize and align with the the substrate. Voids are also observed in the film which are
believed to be trapped Ha bubbles, which lead to surface roughness. SIMS measurements
show that the H concentration decreases after a RTA. The optical band-pp decreases with
increasing RTA temperatures, and it was measured to be approximately 1.3 eV, 1.33 eV,
and 1.15 eV, respectively, after a 600"C, 700"C, and 900°C, 10 sec RTA.

With an a-SiN.:H capping layer (Fig. 3) the structure consists of a 40A recrystallized
layer at the Pc-Si:H:P/cystalline silicon interface and a 220A layer of polycrystalline silicon
with an average grain size of - 40A. Thus, an a-SiN,:H layer has been shown to inhibit
recrystallization of jsc-Si:H:P film, limit formation of Ht bubbles, and hence prevent surface
roughening.

Polysilicon films were deposited onto the #c-Si:H:P films to test the thermal stability
of the uc-Si:H:P films. First, a ac-Si:H:P film was deposited on a Si substrate or on top of
a Si3Nt layer by PECVD at 200°C. Subsequently, a polysilicon film was deposited on
these structures by LPCVD at 630°C. The pc-Si:H:P film structure on both Si substrate
and Si3N, is unchanged after the 630°C, 5 min polysilicon deposition.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, Ac-Si:H:P is best deposited at 200-300°C by PECVD in terms of micro-
structure, H and P content, and dopant activation.

1. The microstructure and optical band-gap of jsc-Si:H:P films was found to be stable if
subsequent thermal cycle is kept below 650*C.

2. An a-SiN,:H capping layer is deposited prior to the anneal has been found to suppress
H evolution and inhibit the recrystallization ofuc-Si:H:P film during higher temperature
RTA. This a-SiN4:H cap can be easily removed by wet etching in 10.1 HF or H3PO4.

3. It has been shown that polysilicon can be deposited by LPCVD at 630°C on top of
microcrystalline silicon without altering the structure of the microcrystalline film
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ABSTRACT

Hydrogenated microcrystalline silicon with oxygen(mc-Si:O:H) Is grown
using radio frequency glow discharge ethod.Oxygen Is introduced during
growth by varying it's partial pressure In the growth chamber.The
crystalline volume fraction 'f' and the crystallite size '6' are found to
vary with the oxygen content.Results indicate that oxygen can etch the
silicon surface when present in low amount while it forms a-Si02x with

Increasing contents.Optical absorption studies in the range of 2 to 3 eV
suggest that the absorption coefficient 'a' lies in between the values of
c-Si and a-SI:H ,being closer to a-Si:H.The Hall mobility measurements for
these sampls indicate that for optimum oxygen contents the mobility as high
as 35 cm sec can be obtained.Results on I-V characteristics for p-I-n
structure are presented.

Role of oxygen in silicon as an n-type dopant impurity was recognized
by Kaiser[1l,and the exact mechanism for such a behaviour is still not well
understood. It is well established however that oxygen alters the electrical
behaviour in c-Si depending on it's concentration and shows reproducible
results for annealing behaviour[2]. The hydrogenated microcrystalline
silicon is studied over last decade ,both as a potential application
material in devices [3.4,5,61 and to understand growth of silicon from a
silane plasma [7]. So far effect of oxygen incorporation in mc-SI:H ,on it's
electrical and optical behaviour has not been reported. In this paper we
report *effect of intentional oxygen incorporation on f,5,optIcal absorption
a,Hall mobility euH, and the conductivity r of mc-Si:H.Oxygen containing
mc-SI:H will be referred as mc-SI:O:H.

EXPERIMENTAL

The films were deposited under the 13.56 M~z r.f.glow discharge in an

Anelva (Japan) made systeme.The deposition conditions were: SIH 4 and H2flow

rates-O. 5 and lOOsccm 2 respectively,substrate temperature- 300 C, the
r.f. power density-O.47W/cm and the pressure during de~potion- 0.2Torr.The
background pressure in the system was less than 10 T. The films were
deposited on 7059 corning and (100) oriented SI wafers after following
standard cleaning procedures.The X-ray diffraction measurements were carried
out on a Seaman-Bohlin arrangement,model Rotaflex .200B, by RIgaku. Japan. The
X-ray diffraction was measured with incident angles in the range of 0.2 to
7 0 .Volume fraction was determined from the area under (111) plane
diffraction peak,as the relative intensity for all other planes in different
samples was within experimental errors. 8 was determined from FWHN
measurements of (111) difraction peaks using Debye Sherrer formula[SI. Infra
red (I.R.) absorption measurements were carried out on a Perkin-Elmer
I.R. spectrometer (model 783).The 02 partial pressure was adjusted using a

precision leak valve before introducing SIR 4 and H2 .The partial pressure was

varied from 2 x 10-7 to 5 x 10-3 Torr.However beyond 5 x 10-6 Torr ,the

Mat. Re. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 242. 1992 Mater$s Research Soc•ey
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microcrystallanity wa lost.-Hencý results ars presented in the oxygen
partial pressure range of 2 x 10 to S x 10 Torr.The estimated pumping
speed at the chamber is 70 ltr/sec.Optical transmission and reflectance
measurements are carried out in the UV-visible-NIR wavelength region using a
Hitachi-330 spectrometer The optical gap was 'jounj from the extrapol2ed
line intrcepts from the high absorption (a -10 cm ) region In (e•u) ' s
(hi) plots for each sample.The Hall measurements were carried out on the
films deposited on 7059 corning glass substrates having film dimensions ,3
mm width ,15 an length and ears for electrode placement.The measurements
were carried out in dark with constant ambient temperature. The Hall voltage
was measured on a Keithley electrometer (model 814).Typically time required
for a stable reading varied from 1 to 4 hours.The conductivity measurements
were performed usng Van der Paw as well as 2 point probe method.

SAND DISCUSSIONS

Effct on the flm1_a m

Fig. I shows variation of f and 6
as a function of the oxygen partial
pressure po2.A maximum for 6 (550 + 50

09 A
0

) is obtained around 1.6 x 10-6 T of
P0 2 .Slmllar value Is obtained in mc

Si: H prepared by photo-ýCVD method
0-7-,while by r. f. glow discharge to be

1. around 400A° [9,10].Since the only
0 50 parameter varied is P the variation

0 - I in a can be related to the presence of
nescent oxygen in the plasma. The sample
without intentional oxygen
incorporation (here after referred as03 sample U ) has the highest f value

0200 (0.64).With increasing P., f decreases

0. down to 0.43.The relative 02 contents
of these films is obtained from the

'a S' '.'d 5' I. R. absorption measurements. As can be
-- P 2 (Tord seen from the Fig. 2,the Si-O-SI

stretchlig mode lies In between 1000 to

Figure 1- Variation of volume
1 12

? cm ,with a tendancy towards 1100

fraction f and crystallite size 6 ascS as Po2 increases. In fact we could

a function of oxygen partial PressUre clearly identify SIO2 at high enoughpo2.The continuous litne Is only asgud ao (h eye -o ( o2 -2T)'Hence the

guide to the eye. P02 02

oxygen related stoichiometry in the films is like St02 . The growth rate Is

observed to be 1.1 A°/sec for sample U,while it is less than 0.8 A
0
/sec for

films in the presence of intentional oxygen.6 increases with P. 2 untill 1.6

x 10-6 T (Fig.1).Larger value of 8 indicates smaller value of surface nuclei
during growth. Hence increasing 8 while simultaneously decreasing growth
rate with p02 indicates that oxygen from plasma is etching the surface

during the growth. This behaviour of oxygen is different compared to that of
hydrogen.which is shown to influence the growth of microcrystallanity via
mechanisms other than etching(7].

A1
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U absorption spe
ctra for microc

Pa-_rystalline fil2 s deposited

2.6 "with different

Soxygen partialz bX pressures.

0 2000 1100 1000 006

-WAVENUMBER (cm"1)-

I ~Fig. 3 shous that the oxygen

A-Si-HH

-i-H contents in the f llS increases with

. -Si-O-Si p02 . For pressures exceeding 2.x

106 T,both ,' and f decrease
.9 (Fig.1).From the shift and the area

under the I.R. spectra in Fig.2,it is
seen that S102_x content is increasing

= " with a concomitant shift of x towards

O.This indicates that under high enoughS0. pressure ,oxygen atoms cluster around
the adsorbed Si atoms forming stable
Si02 nucleithat help build amorphous

z 0-4-network around It.
W Fig.3 also shows that relative
Shydrogen content in the film increases

with p02.The hydrogen content Is 6 X in

02 O- the sample U.wherees it increases to
_ 20 % at po--5 x 10 T.Thus oxygen In

the film, damps the hydrogen removal

t __'_____....___,_,____ from the film during growth. We expect
1x57 5X17  

Ixi6
6  

5x10
4  

most of the hydrogen and oxygen to be
P02 (Tored ) incorporated in the amorphous regions

of the films that form the
Figure 3- Shows relative intergranular regions between different
concentration of Si-H and Si-O bonds microrystalltes.Indeed, the films get

as calculated from the area of the passivated as can be seen from the
absorption coefficient Vs wave number electacal measurements discussed In the
curves. The absolute content of the next part of the paper.

hydrogen can be obtained by
multiplying the 2 2 re-1tive Electrical and optical propeties
concentration by 1.24 x 10 cm .mThe
area for hydrogen is considered _nly We show absorption coefficient a
unt.er the wagging mode at 640 cm In Fig. 4 in the range of 2 to 3 eV. For

comparison ,a for c-Si and that for a-Si:H (bandgap-l.6 eV) is also
shown.All these films show absorption higher by an order of magnitude than
c-Si above 2.2 eV. However a rapidly decreases near 2 eV.The bendgap from the
Tauc plots for these films is estimated to be around 1.8 eV while it Is

I
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close to 2.0 eV for the sample U.
Fig. 5 shows r (a),pH and n (b),as a function of po0. Thermal gradient

test shows jltat 3all these films areon-•type.•for the sample U ,n Is of the
order of 10 cm while jH is - 1 cm V sec 13]. Increasing the oxygen (and

hydfrogen) content increases the vgbility ,simultaneously decreases the
carrier density untill poz=1.6 x 10 .We speculate that the carriers in the

sample U are contributed from the defect complexes in the intergranular
region of the microcrystallites.On addition of oxygen and hydrogen ,these
donor states alongwith trap states associated with these complexeI arE
remoyed, rendering high mobility. The maximum mobility is about 40 cm V
sec ,which Is comparable to the one obtained for polycrystalline samples

0-"R '

7a

ii.i

_ _ _•' 0-__;
iur 4- Shw thevaiatonof he-T-

2 ( i

opt1... .cl bsrpio cofiin . in Iiue 5 a aito f ro

I~ ~ ~ 0 G-n.• ,.-"
":24

fr .c0r

00

SE W*V) •1"

Figure 4- Shows the variation of the PmivTo ef t
optical absorption coefficient a in Figure 5- (a) Variation of room
the photon energy range of 2 to 3 eV temperature conductivity do and e
for various p.C Correspondilng plots that of Hall mobl2 ty A ,, and carrier

for c-S e and a-SI:H are also given density n cwith P w2bfor comparison.

having grain stze E 300 Ao[ygo.Thus clearly a passcvatnon effect is
observed,when we compare the Pss vlues oob mc-Se:H folms grown by

coniderat smethods where for 400 y n grain size th e value does not exceedgi2 em-V "sec "[12].On Increasing po02 to 5 x O1T0~ deraes t

size s 600 A0 (13].

1/2 -l

cm & (V se t/ .orsod) gly texpq T (2 alu dereKe to 120 A°S fndl tha1)

qnestv to f. bfec ofoyeqnte mblt eudrto

qualtatvel usng a exresionfor erfbasd o pheomeololca

consdertios fr poycrstalln semconuctng ateralshavng r•I
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whereop is mobility in the graln,nt is the filled trap densityt Is the

thickness of the grain boundary,N is the dopant concentratlon,d is the

average size of the grainq is
-0-o- k electonic charge, s is a correction

ILtwmwtioe parameter, and V is grain boundary
b

potential.
The increase in Pn observed in the

t0o ac-Si:O:H samples is attributable to
increase in d, decrease in V and

n .Thus removal of trap states on

oxygen and associated hydrogen

10O -incorporation and increase in 8 seem to
he the main effects responsible for the
increased mobility,within the model

-: used in expression (1).
:5 Since mobility for mc-Si:O:H is

higher than mc-Si:H by an order of
S7o2/,msj:H/=diO:/n6 Si:H magnitude,the product pT,where T is the

lifetime of the photo-generated
carriers, is also large.It's absorption

V -(•'l properties in the 2 to 3 eV range are
Scomparable with a-Si:H.Hence it is

If Xi . /V 2 expected to favourably response as an
-sT / IF. *., active I layer in a p-i-n type solar

. '- cell.We have deposited on SnO

deposited glass substrates (resistance
~ 10 Q/a ) following sequence of

layers.a-Si:H (p - type)40 A° :mc- Si:H
' (Vols)- - type) 300 .A:.mc - si:0:o 3000A :tmc - Si:H (n - type) 180 A 

0 .:

Figure 6- I-V characteristics for themetallisation with Ag.Fig.6 shows the
sructure SnO2\ p- a- SI:H (40 A°)\p-I-V plots for this configuration with

mc-Si:H (300 A 0)\mc -Si:- (3 0 0 0 and without illumination under reverse
AO)\n -mc- Si:H (180 AO)\A 'with andbias.Clearly a 4 current gain on(1.0.A. -ill..i..tion...10 indicates tht the

without illumination under reverseIlluminaton -10 indicates tha

bias conditions.The inset shows thephoto conducting properties of this

forward characteristics for solarmaterial are reasonable compared to

cell operation, rs. a-SI:H.The inset shows the forward bias

2 o tharacteristics for the solar cell
appllcation. Over I mm area a fill factor around ý.53 and an efficiency of
7.5 % could be obtained.IS( values up to 22 mA/cm are observed.The VOC is

however relatively low (- 0.5 V).We have measured the capacitace for this
structure as a function of reverse and forward voltage.The I/C- Vs V plots
are linear and indicate a value 1.05 V for the barrier potential Vbi from

the intercept on the V axis.lt is possible that relatively highier series
resistance,and the recombinations at the Junctions are reducing the VOC.With

appropriet deposition conditions it can be Improved. Further work is in
progress in that direction.These results suggest that mc-Si:O:H can be a
potential material in the photo-voltaic devices.
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CONCLUSION

Intentional inclusion of the oxygen in the r.f.plasma during the growth
of mc-Si:Haffects the morphology of the film as well as it's elctrical and

optical properties. Effects on the morphology are manifested mainly in terms

of changes in a and f.The variation of 6 and f with p02 suggest that the

oxygen on the surface introduces two competing reactions; one is etching of
the adsorbed Si atoms when oxygen concentration is less while other is
formation of SiO2_x at higher concentration that presumably leads to

amorphous network around it.
2n_?ptimym oxygen incorporation, elctron mobility can be improved above

30 cm-V sec In mc-Si:O:H.It shows comparable absorption in the 2.2 to 3.0
eV photon energy range to t~t of 3 a-Si:H. The unintentional n-type dopant
density in this case is - 10 cm .Results on p-I-n structure demonstrate
that the material has potential for photo-voltaic devices.

9'
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ABSTRACT

A variety of applications are identified for heteroepitaxial structures of wide gap
1-111-V12 and II-IV-V 2 semiconductors, and are assessed in comparison with ternary III-V

alloys and other wide gap materials. Non-linear optical applications of the 1-I1-V12 and

II-IV-V 2 compound heterostructures are discussed, which require the growth of thick
epitaxial layers imposing stringent requirements on the conditions of heteroepitaxy. In

particular, recent results concerning the MOCVD growth of ZnSixGel-XP2 alloys lattice-
matching Si or GaP substrates are reviewed. Also, heterostructures of CuzAgl-zGaS2
alloys that lattice-match Si, Ge, GaP or GaAs substrates are considered in the context
of optoelectronic devices operating in the blue wavelength regime. Since under the

conditions of MOCVD, metastable alloys of the II-IV-V 2 compounds and group IV

elements are realized, II-IV-V 2 alloys may also serve as intedayers in the integration of
silicon and germanium with exactly lattice-matched tetrahedrally coordinated com-
pound semiconductors, e.g. ZnSixGel-xP2.

1. PRINCIPLES OF WIDE BANDGAP MATERIALS SELECTION

Wide bandgap semiconductors, i.e. semiconductors with bandgaps 22 eV, are as-
sociated with high chemical stability as well as low intrinsic carrier concentrations, and

consequently large built-in voltage/small leakage current across electrical junctions.

Therefore, they may be operated at elevated temperature and represent valuable sup-
plements to conventional semiconductors that have smaller bandgaps, i.e. Si and
GaAs, in specialized applications that expose the electronic circuits to hostile corro-
sive, radiative or thermal environments. Another possibly advantageous use of wide

bandgap materials is in the construction of microwave transistors having high Johnson

figure of merit

[PnZ]I1/2 FI, " . (1)
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However, the large gains in the Johnson figure of merit, that have been reported in the
literature as an incentive for research and development [1], refer to break-down fields
Lb in the limit of very small ionized dopant concentrations. This implies larger impe-
dance Z than for the less depleted junctions in conventional semiconductors and thus
translates into less dramatic improvements in the maximum power Pm and cut-off fre-
quency Ft than in the figure of merit. Controlled complementary doping and low resis-
tivity ohmic contacts are important topics of the experimental evaluation of the perfor-
mance and reliability of microwave devices built from wide gap materials which, in
time, will reveal their true potential. The engineering of appropriate doping profiles at
electrical junctions is a particular problem of wide gap materials because of the
difficulties in identifying shallow dopants and in controlling their stoichiometry within
narrow tolerances. The latter is important because of the role of native point defects in
the formation of DX and recombination centers degrading the control of the conduc-

8 eV

7 -V -..----------- .-------------------------- .--- .....--- -----_ - - - - --- - ---

0 AIN*
6 eV ---------------------------- o0 P .--------- - -------- A ------------- ---

Sdiamond *:

5eOV - -------------- f ---------------------- 4---------,--------
* S

4 eV ------------ ------------- f---- ------------- 4----------
* I

OGaN CuAIS 2  OZnS

3OV ------------- :-~ - ---- OZO ----------- ZnI-sp- ----- ----

blue-- - - - -o s - 6-- r . 2j*. - - - S. .

2 0 _oA nP
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Figure 1. A Selection of semiconductors ordered by their bandgaps and a-axis lattice
parameters. Open diamonds: group IV elements; open circles: III-V com-
pounds; filled circles: IMlV-V 2 compounds; open squares: II-VI compounds;
filled squares: I-IIl-V12 compounds. The asterisk denotes the wurzite structu-

re. In this case, /2xa(wurzlte) Is used for the plot.
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tivity and carrier lifetime [2,31. Also, within a given class of materials, larger bandgaps

correspond generally to larger effective masses. Therefore, it is prudent to select for a

specific optoelectronic applications a suitable material with minimum required band-

gap.
Figure 1 shows a selection of semiconductors ordered by their bandgaps and a-

axis lattice parameters. Diamond holds a unique position among these materials
because of its high thermal conductivity a = 20 W/cmK and saturation velocity vs =

2.7x0 07 cm/s that may provide for potential gains with regard to the power dissipation

and possibly also reduced delay in future microelectronic circuits made from diamond
as suggested by its relatively high Keyes figure of merit a(vS/El) 1/2 [1]. The III-V

compounds with bandgaps ?6 eV, e.g. BN, BP and AIN, have thermal conductivities a

< 1 W/cmK. Consequently they are not a match to the potential of diamond with regard
to replacing conventional semiconductors in future microelectronic circuits. However,
they may become useful as nearly lattice-matched dielectrics for the realization of

diamond and silicon carbide MIS transistors. Another field of applications, where

ternary alloys and compounds can make an impact, is optical electronics. In principle,
nearly lattice matched BN/diamond, and exactly lattice-matched BNyPI.y/GaN and
slightly mismatched AlxGal.xN/SiC and AlxGal.xN/GaN heterostructures could be-

come useful materials combinations for the fabrication of uv emission and detection
devices if the problem of controlling their electrical properties can be solved. In spite of

the long time of R&D on SiC and GaN light emitting devices, laser emission has not

been achieved in these materials thus far. Considerable progress has been made with
respect to AlxGal- xN/GaN heterostructures in the past decade, but the doping of Al-rich

alloys still remains to be a serious problem, as is the lattice-mismatch of AIN and GaN.
Therefore, a closer look at alternative materials is in order. There exist several

semiconductors that have direct bandgaps in the range 2.5 < Eg< 3.5 eV and a-axis
lattice parameters 25A. Semiconductors with even lower energy gaps are appropriate

for use as low gap components in the engineering of quantum wells, wires and boxes,
where above band gap optical transitions in the blue wavelength regime are made

possible by confinement effects. At least some of these materials systems exactly
lattice-match readily available substrate wafers of excellent mechanical and thermal

properties, e.g. Si, which adds further credence to their exploration.
All compounds of interest in this context represent normal tetrahedral structures

obeying the Grimm-Sommerfeld rule [4] and are related by cation substitutions as

illustrated in fig.2. The lowering of the symmetry from Fd3m for diamond to F43m for

the zb structures II-VI and III-V compounds to 142d for the cp structure II-IV-V 2 and I-Ill-
V12 compounds, in conjunction with spin orbit splitting, completely lifts the valence
band degeneracy at the zone center for the cp structure materials with potential advan-
tages to their use in the construction of spin polarized electron photoemitters. Also, the

iL
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FigurD2. schematic representation of the diamond, zincbisnde and chalcopyrite

structures.

smaller first Brillouin zones, associated with the larger unit cells of the cp structure

materials as compared to their zb structure parent compounds, cause certain
vectors,that are fractions of a reciprocal lattice vector in the zb structure, to become full

reciprocal lattice vectors in the cp structure which results in a renmappeng of several
high symmetry points from the zone boundary into the zone center, e.g. Xzb maps into
rcp. Thus indirect bandgaps in the zb structure may become direct in the cp structure,

as for example in the case ZnGeP2 which is the 1I-V-V 2 analog to GaP. However, the

bond length differences, established in the bonding of the anions to the two different
cations in the cp structure, result in a displacement of the anions from the Ideal zb
structure sublattice positions and cause ratios of the c- and a-axis lattice parameters

c/a * 2, which is not recognized by zone folding schemes.

First principles band structure calculations for the I-III-VI and II-Ny-V semiconductors

have been carried out [5] that Incorporate the contributions of the outer d-electrons of
the group I and group II elements to the bonding and account for the tetragonal distor-
tions. They show that in the I-III-VI2 compounds, the group I d-electrons contribute

substantially to the charge density in the upper valence band which is corroborated by

the sulfur K-edge features observed in x-ray absorption near edge fine structure
measurements [6]. The hybridization of the group I d-.lectrons with the chalcogen p- $
electrons in the upper valence band has a pronounced effect onto the band gap
accounting for about half of the band gap narrowing In the I-III-VI 2 semicon-ductors as
compared to their I4-V1 parent compounds. For this reason, CuGaS2 has a substantially

I I
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smaller bandgap ZnS (see fig.1). On the one hand, this places CuGaS 2 outside the
range of compounds that can be used for the fabrication of blue light emitting diodes,
but on the other hand, it implies significantly lower tendency to self-compensation than
for ZnS. The bandgap depression is less for the silver containing H-IIl-VI2 compounds,
as illustrated by the higher bandgap of AgGaS 2 as compared to providing the
opportunity for blue emission from alloys on the pseudobinary CuGaS2 -AgGaS 2 .
Another suitable cp structure materials system is the ZnGeP 2-ZnSIP 2 system. Both
systems provide readily for p-type conductivity and exactly lattice-match GaP or Si
substrates. Also, ZnGeP 2 and AgGaS 2 exhibit substantial birefringence and are thus
suitable choices for phase-matched non-linear optical applications. Therefore, we
focus in part 3 of this paper onto heteroepitaxial structures of cp structure materials.
since the ordering of ternary IIl-V alloys of composition ABC2 observed under the
conditions of MOCVD and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [6-17], established an addi-
tional tie of the IIl-V alloys to the cp structure materials, and considerable knowledge
has been gained in the heteroepitaxy of III-V systems that pertains to the
heteroepitaxial growth of the cp structure materials, a few remarks are added in the
following part 2 of this paper on ternary IIl-V heterostructures.

2. HETROSTRUCTURES EMPLOYING TERNARY III-V ALLOYS

There exists a substantial body of knowledge regarding the heteroepitaxial growth
of nearly lattice-matched IIl-V alloys on silicon and germanium that gives valuable in-
sights into critical steps during the nucleation stage and into interdifusion/autodoping

during growth:
1. Lattice-matching is not necessarily a guaranty for high quality epiltaxial growth,

i.e. appropriate in-situ surface cleaning is essential. For example, the relatively dose
lattice matching of GaP to Si resulted only recently in superior defect structure in GaP/
Si heterostructures as compared to substantially mismatched GaAs/Si heterostruc-
tures which was clearly related to improvements in the surface cleaning [IS1.

2. Even at the relatively low substrate temperatures of MOCVD growth, interdiffu-
sion/autodoping can be substantial and requres the dovelopment of growth methods
that proceed at low temperature. Figure 3 shows the SIMS profiles of the Ge doping
profile at the interfaces of nearly lattice-matched AjxGai.xA&/Ge heterostructures
grown by MOCVD grown at selected temperatures without any intentilonal introduction
of Ge into the vapor phase. The enhanced Interfaclal recombination associated with
enhanced Ge doping In the interfacial region at the higher growth temperature forces,
in this case, a compromise between low Interfacial recombination velocity at low
growth temperature and high bulk lifetime of minority carriers In AlxGat.xAs epilayers
grown at high substrate temperature 119].
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Figure 3. SIMS profile of Ge at the interface of AIo.O8Gao.92As epilayers grown by

MOCVD on Ge at selected growth temperatures.

3. In the same study [19], microscopic APBs were observed at the AlxGaAsjix/Ge
interface that terminated upon a short period of growth. The mechanism for the

termination process is not known at present, and remains to be an important research

topic since microscopic APBs at interfaces could have significant effects on the perfor-
mance and reliability of heterostructure devices. The cause for the formation of

localized APBs could very well be related to the break-up of double steps on vicinal

"surfaces of Si and Ge into single steps at kinks as revealed by STM [20]. Since the

production of discontinuities in surface steps by impurities is also well known, this

enhances the above stated importance of an effective in-situ surface cleaning step as

part of the epitaxial growth sequence.

The growth temperature of MOCVD can be lowered, and the interdiffusion/autodop-
ing problem can thus be reduced, by either an atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) approach,

which makes use of sequential chemisorption / reaction cycles [21], or enhancement of

the growth rate at a low temperature by plasma/light excitation of the precursor

molecules [22). The former two approaches work well for small layer thickness

because they are Inherently very slow. This Is tolerable In the construction of thin
confined hete-rostructures, but is prohilitive In cases where thick epilayers must be

h
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produced. For reasons discussed below, this is necessary for non-linear optical
applications of heterostructures of the cp structure materials. Plasma enhanced
MOCVD has been used by us for surface cleaning of silicon substrates prior to GaP
growth and for the in-situ generation of phoshine and highly reactive fragments thereof
from solid red phosphorus in a remote helium-hydrogen plasma (23). Extreme caution

is required in such a process since the semiconductor surface may be easily damaged

by energetic particles extracted from the plasma. Thus light enhanced MOCVD
appears to be the most favorable approach in the context of the desired heterostruc-
tures in particular since such a process can be carried out in an ALE mode with
alternating chemisorption / illumination-reaction cycles, if so desired in the context of

Confined heterostructures.
The ordering of ternary III-V alloys of composition ABC 2 in the CuPt, CuAu-I or cp

structures has been reported for a variety of systems 16-17]. Although initially theore-
tical predictions characterized the ordering as an equilibrium phenomenon, more
recently, these predictions have been revised to support the conclusion that the
excess free energy is positive for all mismatched systems and nearly zero for the
lattice matched systems considered [24]. Possible exception are AIInP 2 and AlInAs 2

for which first principles calculations result in a negative bulk formation enthalpy [25]
which is at variance with the results of the empirical tight binding calculations ,'

reference [24]. In view of difficulties with accounting for entropy effects in the tempera-
ture dependence of the free energy and the very small values for the excess enthalpy,

theoretical approaches presently cannot explain the experimentally observed order-
ing, which may be related to surface energetics that could stabilize ordering [26] in
conjunction with kinetic hindrances that prevent the rearrangement of atoms, once
ordered, into the thermodynamic equilibrium configuration. Under certain conditions of
epitaxy, the ordering may be entirely controlled by kinetics, i.e. the modification of the
energy barrier to the addition of a new layer of cations, A or B, on polar surfaces may
be affected by the backbonding of the anions C to the next subsurface layer of cations,
B or A, which generally possess different electronegativities and sizes. This principle,
in conjunction with the choice of ligands on the precursor molecules for growth, may
favor the alternative addition of A and B atomic layers even though a disordered bulk
lattice is energetically favored. However, regardless of the mechanism of ordering, the

prospect of subsequent disordering and concomitant bandgap changes in the

presence of fast diffusing impurities [27] or of radiation enhanced diffusion in the volu-
me filled by laser light of relatively high energy, the lack of thermodynamic equilibrium
is of concern In the context of device reliability. Therefore, in opinion of the author, the
thermodynamically stable II-IV-V 2 and I-III-VI2 semiconductors are superior to
metastable ordered epitaxial structures, such as ordered III-V layers, in all applications
that require a non-cubic component in a heterostructure, e.g. non-linear optical ap-
plicatlons that require birefringence for phase-matching.
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3. HETEROSTRUCTURES OF CHALCOPYRITE STRUCTURE SEMICONDUCTORS

Both positive and negative values of the birefringence are realized in cp structure
semiconductors [28] so that type I as well as type II phase matching may be realized in
frequency mixing, harmonic generation and other non-linear optical applications of
single crystals of these materials. Second harmonic generation (SHG) with 3%
conversion efficiency for 0-switched CO laser light has been reported in ZnGeP2 bulk
single crystals of -1 cm size (29]. Also, a remarkable 49% external conversion
efficiency (80% internal conversion efficiency) was achieved for SHG with pulsed CO 2

laser radiation of up to 1GW/cm 2 power density and 2ns pulse width [29]. Since the
CO2 laser is one of the most powerful sources of coherent radiation known to date, the

extension of its use to shorter wavelengths with high conversion efficiency is an
impotant accomplishment that should stimulate more research in this field of applica-
tion. A critical impediment to the optimization of frequency mixing and harmonic gene-
ration in cp materials is the residual absorption within their transparency ranges which
reduces the conversion efficiency and contributes to the laser damage threshold
affecting thus critically the reliability of the non-linear optical components. it is due to
both impurities and native point defects requiring extraordinary care under the

conditions of bulk crystal growth to achieve the needed level of control of the purity
and stoichiometry of the compound. High pressure methods of crystal growth are help-
ful in this regard, but thus far is not capable of producing large crystals [30].

An additional problem of the growth of large bulk single crystals of congruently mel-
ting cp structure materials from the melt is cracking during cooling to room temperature
because of the disordering of the cations at elevated temperature, due to the larger
entropy of the disordered zb phase. Fortunately the transition temperatures for the II-
IV-V2 and I-III-VI2 compounds represent large fractions of their melting temperatures

so that this problem is eliminated at the relatively low substrate temperatures employ-
ed in heteroepltaxial growth. Also, the lower processing temperature of heteroepitaxial
structures provides for better purity [31] and allows the growth of cp structure epilayers
for materials that melt incongruently. For example CdSnP2 forms in a peritectic reac-
tion from tin and CdP 2 at 5850C and has been produced in the form of epitaxial films

on InP by liquid phase epitaxy from Sn solutions below the peritectic temperature [32].
However, the habit of the nuclei of the epilayer in the form of platelets with slowest
growth on the (112) plane and substrate dissolution control make the growth of
homogeneous epilayers for optical applications by LPE very difficult, thus favoring

vapor phase deposition.
High quality epitaxial films of ZnGeAs 2 [331 and ZnGeP 2 [34,35] have been grown

by atmospheric pressure MOCVD on GaAs and GaP substrate wafers, respectively,
utilizing dimethylzinc, germane, phosphine and arsine as source materials. Figures 4
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Figure 4. XTEM image of a GaP/ZnGeP 2/GaP double heterostructure. Courtesy of Dr.
G.-C. Xing, North Carolina State University (341.

shows a cross sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) image of a (001)-
GaP/ZnGeP 2/GaP double heterostructure (34]. Also, multiple heterostructures
GaP/ZnGeP 2/GaPIZnGeP 2/... have been grown. The perfectly smooth interface mor-
phology of double and multiple heterostructure makes MOCVD suitable for the growth
of confined heterostructures combining zb and cp structure materials and to utilize
double heterostructures of cp and zb materials for the guiding of light and carrier
confinement in conventional optoelectronic device structures. APBs have been ob-
served for ZnGeAs 2 epilayer on (001) GaAs substrates, but are not observed under the
conditions of OMVCD growth of ZnGeP2 on GaP [36). The reasons for this difference in
behavior is presently not understood. In-plane phase matched SHG with CO-laser
light should be possible for (111 )-GaPI(l 12)-ZnGeP2/(1 11)-GaP double heterostructu-
res [35). In view of the availability of large IIl-V and group IV substrate crystals of excel-
lent mechanical strength and perfection, heteroepitaxy could provide for substantially
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longer beam path than achievable with bulk crystal growth technology for cp structure
materials, i.e. -7.5 cm with currently, available technology for the heteroepitaxial
growth on III-V substrates. However a substantial development effort will be required to
generate films of uniform properties over a thickness of tens of micrometer which is
needed for SHG using infrared radiation in the 2 to 10 gm wavelength range.

Extended ranges of metastable solid solutions have been discovered recently in
the investigation of the OMCVD of ZnGeP2 on GaP where an excess of at least 15%
Ge can be incorporated into the lattice of the ZnGeP 2 at a substrate temperature of
5850C without any sign of precipitation [34,35]. This is in contrast to the behavior

ZnGeP 2 crystals grown from the melt where even a small excess of Ge is precipitated.
The excess Ge is incorporated into both the cation and anion sublattices, so that with
increasing Ge concentration the alloys gradually approach the diamond structure of
pure Ge. In contrast to melt-grown single crystals of ZnGeP2 that have high resistivity,
the ZnGeP 2:Ge alloys are low resistivity p-type. Recently epitaxial films of diluted pseu-
doternary alloys in the system Ge-ZnGeP 2-ZnSiP 2 have been produced by OMCVD
[34,35] with net acceptor concentrations at much lower levels than encountered in the
ZnGeP 2:Ge alloys. Therefore, these alloys are better suited for the fabrication of pn-
junction or Schottky barrier devices than the highly resistive ZnGeP 2 bulk crystals and

ZnSiP 2
(ZnSiP 2).88 (38.12

~2.7eV/

ZnSi.53aB 47 P2
2.7eV

S i

ZnGeP22

Figure 5. Composition tetrahedron ZnSiP2-ZnGeP2-SI-Ge showing the plane of

exactly lattice-matched compositions to silicon at 300K.
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the highly conductive ZnGeP 2 : Ge alloys. Since there may be a continuous range of

pseudoquatemary alloys in the system ZnSiP 2-ZnGeP 2-Si-Ge as illustrated in figure 5,
and II-IV-V 2-rich alloys have been produced by us already in this system, it may beco-
me useful for the continuous grading from the diamond structure of pure silicon into the
cp structure maintaining exact lattice matching through the entire graded layer.

The heteroepitaxial growth of CuGaS 2 on GaP substrates by MOCVD has been
demonstrated utilizing triethylphosphine-cyclopentadienyl copper(l). triethylgallium
and diethylsulfide or hydrogensulfide as source materials [371. Since both CuGaS 2
and AgGaS can be produced with p-type conductivity, up to 20 Qcm for CuGaS 2 and

much lower values for AgGaS 2, there exists an excellent chance to produce lightly
doped p-type CuGaS 2-AgGaS 2 alloy epilayers on p+-GaP (or p+-Si) or p+-GaAs (or
p+-Ge) substrates. Preferred device structures employing these alloys would be I-
Schottky barriers for broad band uv detection and hetero-structures employing n+-

ZnxCdl-xS or n+-ZnSySey front layers for near uv detection and blue light emission.
The lattice matching alloy compositions are ZnxCdl-xS/CuzAgl-zGaS 2/Si, ZnxCdl-xS/

CuzAgl-zGaS 2/GaP, ZnxCdl-xS/CuzAgl-zGa/Ge and ZnxCdl-xS/CuzAgl-zGa/Ge, re-
spectively. Unknown factors in the realization of such heterostructure devices are the
possible formation of APBs and the chemical stability of the I-III-VI/IV interface. For IIl-V
substrates, the formation of volatile group III subsulfides upon exposure to H2S could
be utilized as an efficient in-situ cleaning method [38]. Because of the chemical
matching at the interface also the direct growth of p-CuxAgl-xGaS on n-ZnS substrates
represents an interesting option.

In summary, a variety of interesting applications for heteroepitaxial structures of
wide gap 1-111-V12 and II-IV-V 2 semiconductors have been identified, e.g partially solar
blind uv detectors, blue light emitting diodes and possibly lasers as well as non-linear
optical applications of 1-111-V12 and ll-IV-V2, which require the growth of thick epitaxial
layers imposing stringent requirements on the conditions of heteroepitaxy. MOCVD

growth of ZnGeP2 and CuGaS 2 as well as ZnSixGel-xP 2 alloys has been achieved
with encouraging surface and bulk properties. CuzAgl-zGaS2 alloys lattice-matching
Si, Ge, GaP or GaAs substrates may have utility in the context of optoelectronic

devices operating in the blue wavelength regime. Since under the conditions of
MOCVD, metastable alloys of the II-IV-V 2 compounds and group IV elements are
realized, II-IV-V 2 alloys may also serve as interlayers in the integration of silicon and
germanium with exactly lattice-matched tetrahedrally coordinated compound semi-

conductors.
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ABS TRACT

A new method for the direct observation of two-dimensional gas flow
patterns in a CVD reactor has been developed by combining a laser scanning
technique with generating micron-sized TiO2 particles. With this specially
developed technology, the size of generated Ti particles are quite uniform,
and of high density by the use of hydrolysis of Ti-alkoxide in the ceramic
honeycomb at the top inlet of the model chamber. In this system, vertical
cross sections of the gas flow patterns can be visualized by illuminated TiO2
particles in a He-Ne laser light sheet. Using this technique, detailed gas flow
patterns can be clearly identified in the reaction chamber. Changes in the gas
flow patterns with the various growth conditions, such as gas flow rate and
pressure, have been measured. In this presentation, GaAs thin film growth by
the MOCVD method will be reported as an example.

This gas flow visualization method could be a useful tool to identify the
mechanism of CVD reactions to give better understanding about carrier gas
transport and thin film growth for wide. band gap semiconductors such as
GaN, a-SiC, SiNx, etc.

INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, remarkable progress has been seen in thin film
deposition technologies over the wide varieties of materials in metals,
semiconductors and dielectrics. These growth technologies have made it
possible to synthesize electrical, optical and optoclectronic properties of
compound semiconductors by controlling atomic composition in the mixed
alloys [1,2] and also by controlling the epitaxial growth process even at the
monolayer level [3,4,51. With these growth technologies, e.g. metal organic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), plasma
assisted chemical vapor deposition (plasma CVD), etc., there exists a
possibility to develop a new type of multilayered functional device such as
three-dimensional integrated circuits (3DIC's), optoelectronics integrated
circuits (OEIC' s) and super lattice devices.

Among these, the growth mechanisms in the CVD processes are very
complex because they contain the mass transport phenomena with various
chemical reactions in the gas phase. Especially in the MOCVD process, the
epitaxially grown film quality, which directly affects thickness, composition
and impurity doping profile, is strongly dependent on gas flow dynamics in
the reactor because this process is operated at atmospheric or slightly reduced
pressure (-0. 1 atm) conditions. Thus, a basic understanding of gas flow
patterns inside the reactor is a key issue to produce highly uniform epitaxial
thin films in a reproducible method on a large scale.

Recently, much attention has been given to the area of gas flow motions in
the vertical and horizontal MOCVD reactors through flow visualization studies

MM. Re. Soc. Sywn. Proc. VOL2 42. ®1W M•aMs 90010 1Y



using laser light and through numerical simulation studies via a
supercomputer. In past studies of flow visualization, interference holography
of gas density variations [6,7] and scattering of a laser light sheet using
micron-sized TiO2 particles as a gas tracer [8,9, 10] have been attempted in the
reactor. Flow visualization by means of a laser light sheet is an excellent
method because of the ability to see cross sections of gas flow structures.
However, there still remains problems caused by the non-uniformity of the
TiO2 particles. This includes their size and smoke density based upon a very
active reaction of particle generation. We have paid particular attention to this
point, and started a series of systematic investigations on the production of
fine and uniform micron-sized TiO2 particles without disturbing the gas flow
in the reactor. In this paper, we will present a new flow visualization
technique and discuss the influence of recirculating vortexes over the GaAs
substrate in the MOCVD reactor chamber.

0'
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
1.Epitaxial Growth of GaAs and AlAs

A vertical MOCVD reactor which we employed in our experiment is shown
in Fig. I. It consists of a vertical tapered quartz tube and a rf-heated susceptor
with diameters of 100mm and 80mm respectively. The graphite susceptor does
not rotate. The carrier and source gases are introduced into the reactor at the
top inlet through a stainless steel pipe with a diameter of 6.45mm.

Triethylgallium (TEG), trimethylaluminum (TMA) and 10% AsH3 as the
source materials and H2 as a carrier gas are used for GaAs/AlAs heteroepitaxy.
A 2-inch GaAs substrate was used to measure the distribution of the film
thickness as observed in SEM cross-sections. The epitaxial growth was
performed at a susceptor temperature of 670'C, with two different reactor
pressures and total flow rate conditions. One is maintained at 1OTorr and Islm
(standard liter per minute), the other, at 10OTorr and 3slm respectively.

Total mass flow rate
1s~1

Fig. I A schematic diagram of
the vertical MOCVD reactor. The
source materials and carrier gas

Gas iet are introduced into the reactor at
the top inlet through a stainless
steel pipe.

Quarts100mm

Graphite
suscepter



Fig.2 shows the distribution profiles of GaAs epitaxial film thickness
under the two growth conditions. In the latter condition, that is OOTorr and
3slm, we obtained a thickness uniformity of ±5% distribution even without
rotating the susceptor and produced a good surface morphology. However, the
former condition showed a peculiar distribution profile whose shape was like
the letter "W" over the 2-inch substrate. In addition, the morphology was very
poor especially at the thick distributed film area. But this "W" shape indicates
that the gas flows axisymmetrically over the substrate in the reactor chamber.

1.0

Gmwth temp. 670t

Growth preoue : 20Totr

J 
Q-OrA 

ev2X 

lO1"-

•Le

-H -H Fig.2 Distribution profiles ofI o GaAs epitaxial film thickness over
- -- - -a 2-inch GaAs substrate under

two growth conditions.
puumaure :lOOTOr

Ge 5X0Total flow nde * 3*in

0 -20 -10 0 10 20

Distance (mm)

2. Flow Visualization

In the MOCVD process, the gas flow behavior is governed by H2 carrier
gas because the concentration of the source materials is very small. The
typical dimensionless numbers whose magnitude determine the fluid
characteristics are shown in Table I. In this MOCVD process, when we take a
characteristic length at the gas inlet of the reactor, the Reynolds (Re) number
is very small (-50). The flows are laminar. Moreover, the Mach (Ma) number
and the Knudsen (Kn) number are also very small. Thus we treat the flows as
an incompressible and viscous fluid. The ratio of the buoyancy force, which
is generated by a temperature difference between the susceptor and the
introduced gas, to the inertial force of jet gas (Grashof number (Gr) / Re2 ) is
very small in this case. The fluid is considered as a forced convection flow.

Fig.3 shows an experimental apparatus for flow visualization studies.
This apparatus consists of a model chamber, a system for generating TiOz
smoke particles and a He-Ne laser. To examine the detailed gas flow patterns
over the susceptor, we constructed a rectangular model chamber twice as large
as the genuine MOCVD reactor. It is made of acrylic plates. The flow
visualization studies applied the similarity law and were rformed underatmospheric pressure by adjusting to the value of the Reynolds number. The

operating conditions in the flow visualization are shown in Table II. The gas
velocity at the inlet part of the reactor was 20m/sec in the growing conditions
(pressure: 20Torr, gas flow rate of H2 : lslm ). However corresponding to the
Reynolds number under atmospheric pressure by the use of Na carrier gas inplace of H2, the gas velocity will become extremely slow (about 50rmm/see) in

the flow visualization model chamber.

i
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TAB LE I. Typical dimensionless
numbers and fluid characteris tics in the
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In addition. we can estimate the susceptor tempeRature in the model
chamber which is related to the temperature difference betweer. the susceptor
and the inlet gas (AX)by fixienE thervaeluez ofI/e As a result, it
became very small (less thanl0.0 HecteBusceptor must be kept at
room temperature.j
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A special feature of this flow visualization apparatus exists in the process
of generating micron-sized TiOe particles which are highly uniform in size and
smoke density. That is. N2 carrier gas containing ethyl alcohol vapor comes
into contact with TiCI4 just on the surface of the TiCI4 liquid. TiCI4 will
change into Ti-alkoxide (Ti(OCH2CHs)4), which is a colorless and clear gas,
through a reaction with ethyl alcohol. Then the carrier gas with the Ti-
alkoxide is passed through an AlOs-made ceramic honeycomb which is
mounted at the top Inlet of the model chamber. The interior walls of the
ceramic honeycomb -ra extremely porous, so a large amount of water is
adsorbed. Ti-alkoxide gas will turn into micron-sized Ties piarticles through a
hydrolytic reaction with the adsorbed water. The TiOs particles are generated
via a 2-stelp reaction of TiCl4. Furthermore, the concentration of smoke can
be adjusted by a needle valve which is sat up in the pathway between ethyl
alcohol and TiCl., Moreover, the ceramic honeycomb plays another important
role, that is rectifying the inlet gas flow direction by the use of rectifier grids.
In the flow visualization, a He-Ne laser light beam is spread out to the shape
of a sheet through a cylindrical lens and illuminate Ties particles in the gas
flow field. The gas flow patterns are recorded on films by a camera in front of
the model chamber.

TABLE II. Operating conditions
for flow visualization.

X2 MOmdim"
* H•0"0T Na.790Tef

Re 50
a SWd 1 ) 0.4

U mi 20 Oi 0.05 , msoibw

P Tarr 20 76
GsdR.' 2X10- AT=

AT t 650 00

It is very difficult to visualize the gas flow at an extremely low velocity
because it can be easily influenced by the disturbance of external conditions.
For instance, when ethyl alcohol or TiCI4 are bubbled by the carrier gas, we
will obtain pulsative flows by small changes in pressure. Utilizing the high
vapor pressure of ethyl alcohol, this problem has been avoided. If we do not
use rectifier grids we will not be able to make the gas flow straight toward the
susceptor from the gas inlet which is 300mm away. In addition, if we
illuminated the particles with a tunsaten lamp as a source of light instead of a
laser light, non-axisymmetric flows will occur instantly by increasing the
temperature at the model chamber's side wall. Our system has solved all of
these problems.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Adopting these new flow visualization techniques, TiOa particles can be
generated in a smooth and thick fashion. As a result, we were able to observe
the vertical cross sections of detailed gas flow patterns on the suaceptor



precisely, clearly and continuously since these reactions were very stable.

(a) Impinging jet (b) Stable flow

(c)Diffusion (d) Lack of hydrolytic reaction

Fig.4 The photographs of the flow visualization.

The photographs of the flow visualisation are shown in Fig.4. From these
photograpbs, we could see that the introduced gas from the top inlet of the
reactor was a jet. The width of the jet was not well developed between the top
inlet and the susceptor. The moment the initial introduced jet gas impinged on
the substrate and created vortexes was captured in (ig.4-a). This was
because the gas around the jet was quiescent at the first stage in the model
chamber. These vortexes reached the reactor's side wall and disappeared.
Then the flow induced by the jet is axisymmetric near the substrate and
becomes stable (Fig.4-b). After approximately 30 minutes, the diffusion of
gas in the reactor was also observed (Fig.4-c). Fig.4-c shows that the
environmental gas is also moving and generating vortexes. The shortage of
adsorbed water In the ceramic honeycomb could not show a hydrolytic reaction
inside the flux of the jet gas. Consequently TiOs particles could not be
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generated with high density (Fig.4-d). This happened when the TiO2 particles
had become attached to the interior walls of the ceramic honeycomb.

The gas flow states in Fig.4-b have been investigated in more detail. It
has been shown that the injected gas, which impinges the substrate
perpendicularly, flows radially outward along the substrate surface, separates
and then forms recirculating cells under the susceptor edge. The cells then
move onto the substrate and stop. It seems that the cells are balanced with the
momentum of the flux. Fig. 4-b does not show vortexes but the vortexes are
always located between the jet and where the flow separated (see Fig4-c).

Fig.5 shows the recirculating cells which rotate clockwise and
counterclockwise on the right and the left respectively. The main stream can
be separated from the substrate by the existence of the recirculating cells.
When we increase the gas flow rate, the gas flow velocity will increase as
well. This causes the cells to move outward to another position where the
momentum is balanced on the substrate. These phenomena are very
interesting. The reasons why these phenomena exist are thought to be caused
by the interaction between the following effects. (1) The shape of the
susceptor edge. (2) The distance between the susceptor and the reactor's side
wall. (3) The total gas flow rate (i.e.the velocity of thejet gas).

jet

Recirculation

SuSceptor

Fig.5 The recirculating cells and the flow separations on the substrate.

The result of the film thickness distribution profile at the conditions of
20 Tort and lism and that of flow visualization under atmospheric pressure
being adjusted to the Reynolds number are compared. The result is shown in
Fig.6. The position wher the film is thick correpupds to the fle*w separation
point. The presence of the vortexes on the substrate strongly affects the film
quality. When the material species are entered into the recirculating cells once,
they will not be able to get out except by diffusion. Thus fresh gas supply
cannot be sufficient to the substrate surface under the recirculating cells. It
decreases the partial pressure of AsHs and as a result, the epitaxial growth is
not well done.

The Reynolds number Is Independent of reactor pressure when the gas
flow rate is fixed, because the gas velocity changes at an inverse proportional
rate to those of the reactor pressure. On the other hand the gas density is
directly proportional to the pressure (Re-c p • u ). Further, increasing the
total gas flow rate implies increasing the Reynolds number. Fig.7 shows the
photographs taken when total gas flow rates are increased. As total gas flow
rates are increased, the cells are moved outward.
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Fig.6 The distribution
of the epitaxial film
(1OTorr.lslm) and the
gas flow pattern. The
position where the.film
is thick corresponds to
that of the flow

0. 08- separation point.

.10.04 :• ~ 2 - - n c h w le ,e

-30-20-10 0 10 20 30
Distm (a)

(a) Total gas flow rate- 0.6 I/min.

(c) Total gas flow rate- 1.9 I/rin. (d) Total gas flow rate- 2.5 /mrin.

Fig.7 Flow visualization photographs when total gas flow
rates are increased. As total gas flow rates are increased, the
cells are moved outward.



The gas flow pattern of the epitaxial growth conditions which are 100
Torr and 3 slm is visualized in Fig. 8. The position of the recirculating cells
are moved to the substrate edge and good epitaxial growth is achieved with a
good uniform film thickness. According to these results, three times the total

as flow rate will be necessary to move the recirculating cells outside of the
-inch trate.

0.4-

3-0 -20 -I1 0 10 20 30

Sisttcse (in)

Fig.8 The distribution profile of the epitaxial film (10OTorr,
3slm) and the gas flow pattern. The position of the recirculating
cells is moved to the substrate edge. As a result, the film thickness
uniformity was ±5% distribution.

Fig.9 summarizes the relationship between the total flow rates (= the
Reynolds number) and the distance of the two recirculating cells (= the gas
separations) in the flow visualization model chamber. The position of the cells
is in proportion to the total gas flow rates. Thus the gas flow behavior is
strongly influenced by the total gas flow rates.

150 jsobtdie

E Opmum area Fig.9 Relationship between the total
E flow rates (=Re number) and the

distance of the two recirculating cells.
The position of the cells is in

0 proportion to the total gas flow rates.

8 ,

II

0 sR 100 150 2N
Re Number
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CON CLUS ION

A new flow visualization method has been developed and applied to study
gas flow patterns in a MOCVD vertical reactor. Employing this method, the
vertical cross sections of detailed gas flow patterns on the susceptor can be
observed precisely, clearly and furthermore continuously without disturbing
the genuine gas stream. In this study, we found a good agreement between the
film thickness distributions and the gas flow patterns. The gas flow
separations which are caused by the recirculating cells are moved by changing
the total gas flow rates. The existence of these separations and cells prevent
fresh gas being supplied to the substrate and consequently epitaxial growth is
not well done. Thus, the total gas flow rates severely affect the gas flow
patterns.

This flow visualization technique is of wide application to the CVD
process in the region of being governed by viscous fluid. It might be a useful
tool to identify the mechanism of CVD reactions to give better understanding
about carrier gas transport and thin film growth for wide band gap
semiconductors.
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ABSTRACT

Vanadium pentoxide (vanadia) is a wide band gap semiconductor. Its layered
orthoihmbic structure consists of altenati sublayers of V+0 atoms and 0 atoms (vanadyl
0) alone aligned perpendicular to the b-axis. This unique stucture makes vanadia a useful
host for alkali atom intercalation for electrochromic applications, and therefore, an
undesanding of its optical properties is important. Here, we study the optical absorptim
characerisfics of vanadia in the incident photon energy range E=2.5-6.0 eV (A=490-200
nm). Ie material is in the form of 0apm thick films sputter deposited in l0 aes.
Two types of films were studied. single-oriented films with the b-axis pc to the
substrate, and amorphous films with an oxygen deficiency. The optical absot
coefficient, a(E), was determined and interpreted in terms of the strcture of the V 3d
conduction band. Amorphous, 0-decient vanadia were examined for room temperature
aging and were found to oxidize and increase in transmittance in the photon energy range
studied.

INTRODUCTION

Vanadia, V2 0 5 , is a wide band gap semiconductor at rom temperaor It crysaiflins
in the orthorhombic crystal structure with bulk paramet-rs afill.519 A, b=4.373 K and
c=3564A A[1-6]. The crystal structure is shown in Fig.la[7. Perendicular to the b
crystal axis, Le., in the (010) plane, vanadia has a layered smtrcture consisting of alternatin
rows of V+O atoms and 0 atoms alone. In vanadia, a central V atom is bonded to six v
atoms in a distorted octahedral symmetry. Four 0 atoms are coplanar, a fifth 0 lies 1.59A
above the central V aom and is rfred to as the vanadyl 0, and a sixth O atom lies 278A
below the central V. Figure lb shows the local atomcI arrangement. Bonding pepedcula
to the layer is weak because of dte large seperation between a central V atom and the vanadyl
0 of an adjacemt layer.

A)

b
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Fig. 1: a) Perspective drawing of the vanadia lattice, with
small circles indicating V and larger circles indicating 0
[from Ref.71j. b) The local arrangement around a central V
atom in distorted octahedral coordination with six 0
[Ov--vanadyl 0, Oc =chain 0, Ob=bridge 01

U
Interest in the optical properties of vanadia originated as a result of a better

understanding of the catalytic process of hydrocarbon oxidation [7-11]. The oxygen
molecule dissociates at the surface of nonstoichiountric vanadia by trapping an oxygen atom
at a vacant vanadyl oxygen site. Optical-related studites showed presence of a broad infrared
band centered at about lpsm, the intensity of which increased or decreased upon reduction or
oxidation of vanadia respectively [91ll]. The band was attributed to electronic transitions
within occupied V+4 3d band (i.e 3d'-->3dl).

The wide interlayer spacing allows intercalation of alkali atoms within the vandia
lattice, and that, in turn resulted in the interest in thin films of vanadia in solid state bateries
[121 and electrochromic devices for smart windows [13-16]. Intercalation and
de-intercalation are associated with reduction and oxidation of the material, and henca e IR
band in thin film vanadia has repeatedly been investigated [13,16,181. However, them have
been few studies of optical behavior at energy greater than the band gap, i.e. in the ultraviolet
spectral region, which is the subject of the present paper. Aita et al. [17-211 have been
studying the effect of various sputter deposition parameters on the vanadia films strctural
and optical properties grown in At/0 2 diSchags

We report here the optical properties of single (010) orientation vanadia and amorphous
vanadia films for incident photon energy, EB.2.5-.&O eV (wavelength "-490-200 nm). Films
are grown by radio frequency reactive sputter deposition in NeJO 2 discharges. The effect of
using Ne/O 2 discharges on the films' structural properties is discussed in Ref. 27. Optical
absorption characteristics in the ultraviolet region are related-to the structure of the vanadia
conduction band. The effect of room temperature aging of the amorphous films is discussed
in terms of film oxidation.

EXPERIMENT

Film!Growth

A liquid N2-cold trapped, hot-oil diffusion pumped, rf-excited planar diode sputter
deposition system was used to grow the films. The target was a 12.7 cm-diam, 99.7% V
disc bonded to a water-cooled cathode. The substrates were pyrex glass slides and fused
silica placed on a water-cooled Cu anode. The anode-cathode spacing was 5 cm.

The chamber was evacuated to 6.65 x 10-6 pa (5x10-7 torr) before backfilling with
sputtering gas. The total gas pressure was measured with a capacitance manometer and kept
constant at 1.33 Pa (lx 10-2 torr). 99.999% pure Ne and 99.997% pure 02 were used.
Each component was introduced separately into the sputtering chamber. Ne-O2 ratios were
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established using an MKS Baratron Series 260 control system, Model 258 flow transducers,
and Model 248A solenoid control valves. With a shutter covering the substrates, a two-step

re-sputter procedure was carried out in which the target was sputtered in Ne for 45 minutes,
then for an additional 45 minutes in the NeO02 gas mixture used for the actual deposition,

after which the shutter was opened. Peak-to-zpak cathode voltage, Vc, was -1.6 kV.
Specific deposition conditions ar recorded in Tab 1.

Ne gas was used as the sputtering rare gas instead of the comm used Ar for several
reasons. A wel-knownm characestic of'reactive sputter deposition from an elemental target
is that compound formation at the target surface above a critical reactive gas content, for
example oxygen content [21-221. In that mode' of the target, the flux of species sputterd
off the target and arriving at the substrate is almost totally in molecular form. It is also
known that metastable Ne (Nem= 16.62 and 16.71 eV) can Penning ionize ground state C
molecules (ionization potential F, =12.1 eV) whereas Ar metastables (Arm =1 1.55 and 11.72
eV) cannot [23-25]. The product of Penning ionization (Ne' + 02---> 02. + Neo + le) is
a positively-charged oxygen species which is readily attracted to he negatively biased target, 00
enhancing target oxidation The target surface no longer getters all oxygen from the plasma,
making it available for reaction with metal or suboxide species at the substrate. While that
property of Ne is unattractive for forming metal suboxide by reactive sputtering, it is very
convenient for forming high valence metal oxides. In addition, the low mass of Net results
in a lower sputtering yield and hence lower deposition rate. The mobility of species at the
substarte is not only temperature dependent but also time dependent. For both of these
reasons, crystalline growth is in general enhanced (disordered or amorphous growth is
minimized) when Ne rather than Ar is used as the ram gas component of the discharge,
aiding at the formation of highly orientated uniepitaxial films (Le. polycrystallie with sharp
fiber texture) (26-27].

Film thickness was determined sin a Tencor Alpha Step Model 200 profilometer to
measure the height of a step producJeby mu a region of the substrate during
deposition. Growth rate was determine by dividing thickness by deposition time.

Crystallography was determined by double-angle x-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cu Ka
radiation (X. = 1.5418 A) for films grown on glass slides. Peak position (20), intensity, and
full width at one-half of the maximum intensity (FWHM) were measured. The diffractometer
was calibrated using the (01.11 diffraction peak of a quartz standard at 2e=26.66±O.02o
whose width is 0.250. The interplanar spacing. d(hkl) was calculated using the Bragg
equation for nIt order diffraction: d (hkl)=} sinO.

A Perkin-Elmer Model 330 UV-Visible-Near IR double beam spectrophotomee with a
specular reflection attachment was used to measure the transmittance and reflection of near
were performed immediately after deposition and then again after a period of nine months. In

the transmittance regime, a bare fused silica substrate was placed in the path of the reference
beam so that the recorded transmittance is due to the transmission through the film alone.
Reflectance measurements were made relative to an Al mirror. No sample was placed in the
reference beam path. In the energy region studied haem, which is near and above the band
gap, the film is highly absorbing so that reflection of the incident beam at the film-substrate
interface is minimized, thus allowing the use of Eq. (1) for absorption coefficient calculations
[281:

T=(I(-R) 2 exp(-ax)1/[I-R 2exp(-2ax)j. (I)

T is transmittance, R is reflectance, x is film thickness, and a is the absorption coefficient
calculated as a function of wavelength.
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RESULTS

Film thickness, growth rate. and X-ray diffiuction resouls wre given in Table L Films
that showed no x-ray diffraction peaks were green in color and are referrd to here 8s
amaqphousvanadia. Cystauin films showed two x-ray diffron peaks atiiMed foflen
and second order diffracton ot (pl() pianos of orthiorbofdbit vanadia.

Table k Film designaimuln sputteeing as (h content (IoW). Eilm thdcdes ()growth rale
(G). crystal s~ucsue (CS). and intinlayer spacing (B).

Film T02AT (3(A lrnin) CS B(A)

A 2 1300 11 Ameophous - -
B 4 840 14 Aniosplou -

C 10 890 7 (010) lord- 4.405
shomic

D 25 1300 11 (010) ostho- 4.398

Figure 2 shows the absorption coeffiiet calculated usin Eq. 1 as a foluncm Of
incidet photon energy for Films A. C. and D. Mhe transmtittance through as-deposited
amoaphous Filmns A and B is compared'go that after a period of nine months of agningo test

for film stability. Thie results am shown in ftg 3.

106

IOS

104

2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50

hv, eV

Fig, 2: Absorption coefficient as a function of incident photon energy for crystalline
vamadia Film C ()and FRho D Wx and amofphous vanadia Film A(.
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Fig.3: Transmittance through Film A (+), and Film B (t) in as deposited state. In the
aged state, Films A and B are designated by ( x ) and () respectively.

DISCUSSION

Vanadia films grown in discharges of 02 content greater than 4% and at cathode
voltage of 1.6kV had a solely <010> orientation, i.e the films are uniepitaxial, with the b
axis lying perpendicular to the substrate. The interayer spacing was always greater than die
bulk value (4.373A). No long range order was detected in films grown in 02 content less
than 4%. It was previously reported that the ciic 02 content needed to produce cystalline
vanadia in Ne/02 discharges decreased with increasing cathode voltage (271, and is less than
the critical 02 content found in At/O2 discharges at 1.6 kVM consistent with the previousdiscussion of Penning ionization of 02.

A comparisbsorption on tharon behavior of crystalline vat 3.a Films C and D and
amorphous vanadia Film A in Fig. 2 reveals two main differences:1) an absrto band with an onset at 2.5 eV and centered at 3.2 eV present only in

crystalline vanadia, followed by another broader band, the onset of which is at 3.8 eV.
2) a shift in the absorption edge for hv > 2.8 eV toward higher energy in amorphous

vanadia.

The structure of the optical absorption cuave of crystalline vanadia can be explained as
follows. The valance band in vanadia has an O 2p nature. The conduction band consists of
two split-off V 3d bands, a feature characteristic of the symmetry of cystalline vanadia. The
lower V 3d band was first calculated by Bullet to be 0.4 eV wide, and separated by 0.3 eV
from the upper and broader V 3d band 1291. The onset of absorption at 2.5 eV is therefore
attributed to electronic transitions from the 0 2p to the lower V 3d band. The broader, higher
energy band whose onset is 3.8 eV, is attributed to transitions from the 0 2p to the upper V
3d band. The first spectroscopic measurements on single crystal V2 0 5 to reveal such a baid
structur was performed by Mokemv et al. [301. In die real pIt, n, and imaginary pa, k, of
the complex refractive index, a band with a maximum at 2.5 eV and 0.4 eV wide, followed
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by astronger band centered at 2.92 cV for polarizedlfight with E11a. and at3.15eV forEI11
c was reported.

The split-off V 3d bands lose resolution in as-deposited amorphous vanadia films,
accompanied by a shift in the absorption edge to higher energy. T-he latter effect has
previously been obseerved to occur in natiocrystailine vanadia thin fims after Lt+ intercalation
to produce V+4 sites [16]. consistent with the substoichiometric nature of the amorphous
films. Crystalline films do not age at room temperature, wherea amoorphous films do. We
attribute this aging to oxidation which annhilates V+4 defects. A similar result was
previously reported for aubstoichiomnetric vanadia on sapphire [17].
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ABSTRACT

Reactive sputter deposition is a widely-used Process for growing films of high melting
point materials near room temperature and desirable metatable structures not ataiable in
mageal grown under conditions of thermodynamic equihbium. Both categres inchude wide
bend-gap metal oxides. A first step towards reproducible growth is to develop a "pmase mp"
for the metal-oxygen system of interest The map graphically relates independent sputter
deposition process parameters, the growth envuoiment, and the metallurgical phase(s) formed
in the film. This paper shows how phase maps are constructed and used to observe general
trends in oxide phase formation sequence, with examples from the Nb-O, Y-O, and Zr-O
systems.

INTRODUCTION

In this study, metal oxide films were grown on unheated substrates by sputteing a metal
target in radio frequency (rf)-excited rare gas-O2 discharges. Optical emission spectrometry
was usd for Li• sputtring dischar tdiagnocs. Chrcteintio for mutallurgical phase
identification included x-ray diffraction, infrared absorption, Rutherford becksacring, optical
spectroPhoMtomty,. and electrical resistivity Measurements. From these data, a "phase map"
was constructed, interrelating independent process parameters, the growth environment, and
metallurgical phases present in the films.

Sputter deposition is governed by kinetics. The process parameters onto which phase
regions and growth environment characteristics are mapped are not analogous to the thermo-
dynamic variables used to describe overayers [1]. The scientific motivation for constructing a
phase map is to understand the phase formation sequence in terms of a changing growth
environment - a first step towards modeling metal oxide growth by reactive sputter deposition.
An important technological outcome is that another investigator, using the information about
the equivalence of process parameters shown on the phase map, can make educated decisions
when designing an experinmn to obtain specific film properties, even when no means of i si•t
discharge diagnostics is available.

Sputter deposition is a low pressure, glow discharge process carried out in a set-up
shown in Fig. 1 [2]. The high negative cathode pomttial drops to ground across the Crookes
dark space. The potential rises in the plasma to a small positive vale. The anode surface
floats at a small negative potential. Positive ions from the plasma accelerate across the
Crookes dark space and strike the target surface. Material is ejected (sputterad) by momentum
transfer. Most of the ejected target species an uncharged, move randomly between the
electrodes, become thermalized, and condense on any surface in their path, i.e. the substrate.
A metal oxide film is grown " by sputtering a metal target in a re gas-O2 dichwge For a
fixed machine gewmry, Independent Poem parameters include total gas presswe, nominal
sputtering gas 0; content, rare gas type, and cathode voltage. Combinations of these
parameters determine deposition rate, rf power, and substrate surface temperature.

A continuous oxide layer forms at the target surface once the nominal gas 02 content
exceeds a critical value, 02. For 02 > O2", the target material effebtively being bombrded is
an oxide. 02* strongly depends on cathode voltage and rue gas type. For a given rre gas

N.t.e a... sac ymp. PWe. Vol. Mss elm Uerab itdaRmwh secist
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typ ad atod vltage there is anolher important value of gas 02 cote- 02w.awhcoxygen species frtap in the pWaMa and we available for reactio at die msumtate. At
0)2~** the target surface is no lonwe mbe 10 geer l a in fOR = the pb=Lan wetal oxide
molecules can be sputtered intact ftomu the target 0mae l&, wvr the Ip--hig y re can
also dissociate the target sorface oxide. Tkfoe.eba for any serat proccor parwmow, due
spwOOMeWflIrcan consist qbothonueti - and me, awide mekcalies. Thuaequtls

wW lbe addressed below 1) whatphasess m--gpesnt ate flba 2) whati. e a=c f th
sutrdflux as a function of pcesparamefter 3) bow is de phase foai sqec

affid by the nature of the sputtered flux adthe availability of 0aaye?

pressure 0f0.01 Towr. atdevoltage, spuimag IN 02 211. ad -I Vs type were
varied

Optical emission spcrmtywas used fr in Simt discharge diagnstics2 (11J.
cal windm d wn in Fig. 1. The optical n inssi eatesity, W) f rdiaive

e~toctransitions of excited neutral metw Stam I = 1 23w.aere re 'at the
foliowin' wavelengths: for Mb X- 4059,4101, 50 andT fork Y, 103621, 4123,
4143, 4236. 6191.ad 6793A. for Zr,),.3520,3548, and 3601 A.Appfyhng due ceingfo
of an opticaly thin pkzwns in local hemoal eqaalibriam, 100~ is proportional so the maieOfground state M asun= in the discharge (13). aInaditin isa im xie etaatoms was monitored, at X=5331, 6157, 7772S 5A" t 4,15]- For a given sae gas typ e ad
cathode voltage, these daoa were used todiecl desmuthae 1) the gas 02COM at wchacontinuous oxide layer Iome at the taft M e 02* [1() from atoumIN Ieaor
the plasma. Le-. 02** t(10.) fiom 0 atoms alpIanI

Furthermore, assuming unity sticking coefficient, the fractional flux of M atoms, 0(M)
adM-oxide- molecules, f(PA-oxide), incident an the substrate daring deposition were

cacltdfrom the following equations 13]:

whrfRWM-xd)-(CI. .)VIgrowth aw de)asmM to(1)auedscag

operated at the same cathode voltage, and p(M-oxide)VWp()s is Wthebu'mmni ty of the

condensed M-oxide phase relative the density of the pure meta phase The exact form of the
gas phase M-oxide(s) species is unknown, but msspcoety dana [21 show that for many
oxide system, the prevalent form is the metal oo ide O

Fig. : An rf diode sputter
deposition set-up.
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differences occur in dt shem of d ae mental o absor e 8-0. Alarge
Y-oxide flux results in c-yesa whose optica aeuPon edge conis oftwo dP a inmerbnd
tranmsi os (at 5.07 and 5.73 eV) iamm w bk dege y _dat [21] snd a .mo
tmheortical calculatiom [221. A lage W'inc Y Ln Itsu' in c-ysa wlida a "Amdmdi" optc
absorption edge. ie. the two dir-e.t o mO,,be ae we ipsm po. [110) d 'i
optical disorder arises ,or a disorder in dte planeumm of Y at ha two Donem"ua potOns
within di yuria unit cel [in.

3) A Y tare. sputeld in N&-.2% 02 discharges has a completey oxidized sufce..

However, dissociaion of the spuoered Y-oxde molecule in the plama volum results in a
large Y flux to dte submrae [8). However, local the equilibriumn does not hold, and so
Eqs. (1-2) cannot be used 0 calculat f. M Film• gown im Neo-02 dismchaqs a c-yot with
a unsonle dmnl otil ad Absomptio edge or a-yO-

There are two stable ST phame oldie bulk Zr-O systm: hop Zrandmoodbgtc (i-)
ZrO2 [23]. IrIg. 4 shows that ito g the ling phase sequence oams in Spit
deposited fims: hcp Zr-7 W I*..7zO•. .zU . (za k
forms: 1) monoocinlc (m- iena w ltsige11)orntinpaaeltthsutae
plane. 2) a mium of i-inia andta a (a-) ziromia. a high m atmep. o"
and 3) a-Arconia with no long rang orde dectmb by XRD. m- aoex-isa co!in
bulk material when the crysallft diamemer is small, a consequence of the donmince of the
surface energ contribution so tho Gibbs fle enmug offormatin The criicaldamer below
which 1-ziconia is stamilzed in the films is -Do A (6.71, in good X wit bul

Growth envimment data was taken only for -1.9 kV discharges. Thtdatadshowdtat
f(Zr-oxide) is large for gas 2 content k 2% for all rmar gs types and catdode voltage. Unlike

W a -n l

I. L Li cYtd
.Do o0 0

0 3 Oi 0 0
9 - I
0

0 2 4 19 2s u a 2 4 * 1 Q

GAS %02

Fig. 3: A phase map for the Y-0 systm.L Rare gas: a) Ar, b) Ns.-O-2%m02*
Phases prsent O-hcp Y and Y(0) 0 c-ytma 0 -a-Y; 0 -ytria.

a)a-o b 01a C) VA -0

Fig. 4:4"

A phase map for the 7Z-O systemn.

v> - a-zinomia 0 -mim-awonia;
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yttria formation in the Y-0 system, a high Zr-oxide flux to the substrat is nat only associated
with aeconia foamdon, but with 7ZO and Zr doped wfth 0 as well. Furthemore, similar to
tie Nb-0 system. 020 and 02*0 wre not always coincideni. We proposed [5) that die first
oxicdeto bed6 athe tup% w~d spodmtathum sZ0O(a 0241Notmd17allO2 is fened
at the targt surface and the target no longer getters all oxygen fthmde plasma (at 02*) is
ZP02 formed in die film.

SUMdMARY AND CONCL.USIONS

Phase maps for Vouwe deposited M-oxides (MwNK, Y. Zr) in the growth regime of nam
ramtemperature low surface diffnsma, and unity stickcing coeffiien ame presented above.

We conclude:
1) A high M-oxide fiactional flux and koyei the plasmae available far reaction at the

substrate results in high valenc~yoxide grow&h='bs yttos, uzconia
2) A high M factional flux and ixvgnn the pimon available for reaction at the

substat also 1iroduoes a high valency =xdbut with possible subtle srunctural dlisorder,
evidenced by disorder in the joint density of elecronic staue nar the valence and conduction
hand edges buie4

3) A high M-oxide fractional flux but so oxygen in the plasm available far reacton at
desubstrate results in oxygen-doped metal 1740O)1 and suboxide [x-niobia. W*0 Vowth

4) A low M-oxide fractonal flux and no oxygen In'the plasma available for reaction at
the substrate results in oxygen-doped metal anid suboxide [NbO, NbO2, Nb-suboxide] giuwth

This work was supported under US ARO Grant No. DAAL-0349-K-002 mod by a gift
forom Johnson Controls, Inc. to the Wisconsin Distinguished Professorship of CRA.
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m swCHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSrHON OF HIGHLY' TRANSPARENT AND COINDUMTVE BORON DOE ZINC OXIDE THIN FAIMS

DeANHUA HU AND ROY G. GORDON
Departm t of Chemistry, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138

ABSTRACT

Boron doped zinc oxide films have been successfully deposited from a gas mixture of 0.05%
diethyl zinc, 2.g% ethanol and various diborane concentrations in the apCeravnam range 3000C to
430°C in an atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition ractr. riedopent diborane was
found to decrease the film growth raw The crystallite sizes of doped films were smaller than those
of undoped films. Hall coefficient and resistance measurements at room temperatures gave
conductivities between 250 and 1700 0-1, electron densities between 14xlx02 and 6.7x10 20 cm-3,
and mobilities between 7 and 23 cm2IV-s. Optical measurements showed that a film with a sheet
resistance of 8.8 0/square has an average visible absorption of about 8% and maximum infrared
reflectance close to 85%. The ratio of conductivity to absorption coefficient is between 0.05 Q-1
and 0.55 (1-1. The band gap of doped film was widened and followed the Burstin-Mos relation.

INTRODUCTION

Highly conductive and transparent zinc oxide films have recently been studied extensively
because of their potenial applications in liquid crylaal displays, eneq-efficn w a r
cell technology (1-31. The most common transparen and conductive oxde films in use we indium
tin oxide and fluori doptintin oxide films. The f process of opmelectronic devices
such as amorphous s solar cells uses plasm chemical vapo deposition to deposit
ý an a-Si:H film. In this depoion process, the oxide films must be expoed to a hydrogen plasma,
which will reduce the oxide to metals, resulting in alos o transparnc in the visible region [4].
This degradation process occurs even atlow temperue and low plasma power density [5). Zinc
oxide films, however, are more stable than indium tn oxide and flo doiped tin oxide films in
the presence of a hydrogen plasma (5]. Zinc is also cheaper tha indiun or Un. Therefore, it may
be advantageous to use highly conductive and transparent zinc oxide films rath an indium tin
oxide or fluooine doped tin oxide films in the mass production of low cost optelectronic devices
such as photovoltaic cells.

Zinc oxide is an n-type semiconductor and has a band gap about 3.2 eV. Pure zinc oxide
film has high visible transmittance and also high resistivity. Although non-stoichiomnetric zinc
oxide films can be made to be both highly transparent and highly conductive, they are not very
stable at high temperatures. Doped zinc oxide films, on the other hand, can be made to have very
stable electrical and optical properties. Zinc oxide films doped with fluorine [6, 71, boron [8],
aluminum [1.5], gallium (9] and indium [101 have high dc conductivity, high visible transmittanceand hih infratd reflectnce.

Tht deposition of zinc oxide films has been achieved by metalorganic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD), rf magnetron sputtering, spte rin e sputtering. and ry

ysis. M c chemicl vapr deposin is especily usul for lage scale coatings at
rowth rates. The most comonluyed r ono precurso w are diethyl zinc

(DEZ) [6, 11] and dimethyl zinc (DMZ) 7, 12]. Th ost can be pure oxygen, waWer, alcohol
or even some oxygen-containing cyclic compound such as tetrahydrofiran. Since the reaction
between oxyn and diethyl zis fast and the p reai in a flow reactor nmkes filmcove only very mall area it is i so us pere oxyg s ract with diethyl zinc to depositzinc oxide film over large am . The reaction between diethyl zinc and alcohol depends on the
alcohol used and on the deposition temperatm ; e d film coverage on the substrate can be
obtained by choosing different alkehols at differe, t deoition emperatures.
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In this paper we report the deposition of boron doped zinc oxide films from diethyl zinc,
ethanol and diborane in an atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition reactor. Also
discussed is the influence of the dopant concentration and deposition temperature on the film
growth rate, structure, electrical and optical properties.

EXPERIMENTAL

Zinc oxide deposition was carried out in an atmospheric pressure laminar flow rectangular
nickel reactor which has been described previously [6]. High purity helium was used as the carrier
gas for both diethyl zinc and ethanoL The dopant was 2.2% diborane in high purity helium. Small
amounts of water in the ethanol were removed by distillation from magnesium turninp. The DEZ
bubbler temperature was maintained at 250C and the DEZ vapor pressure at this temperature is
about 16.1torr. Diborane was mixed with DEZ and this mixture was diluted by helium before
flowing into the reactor. The ethanol bubbler was kept in an oven at 500C to obtain a high vapor
pressure of 214 torr. The total gas flow rate was 12.0 /rmin through a 0 s of 0.6x12.0
cm 2. The reactor was heated from the bottom by a hot plate and its temperature was determined by
thermocouples inserted in holes in the side of the reactor. The reactor nozzle was insulated from
the heated block by a cold zone of width 3.5 cm and its temperature was maintained at about 150*C
lower than that of the central part of the reactor. This cold zone ensures the establishment of
laminar flow before the gas reaches the substrate. The soda lime glass subsrates were cleaned
with a low sodium detergent and then rinsed with deioized water.

The film thickness was determined mainly with an Alpha-Step 200 profilometer and a
Metricon PC-2000 prism coupler. The sheet resistance R was measured with a Veeco FPP-100
Four Point Probe. Assuming that the film was homogeneous in the direction perpendicular to the
substrate plane, the film bulk resistivity p follows the simple relation p=Rt, where t is the film
thickness. To measom Hall coefficints, the film was covered by a Scotch rape 0.5 inch wide and
the remainder of the film was etched away by immersing the sample into 4 M hydrochloric acid.
The transverse voltage in the presence of a dc current was measured in a constant perpendicular
magnetic field by using a Varian V-2300-A electric magnet, which was calibrated by a Gaussmeter
to have an intensity of 10.0 kG. The measurement was repeated after reversing the direction of
magnetic field. These two measurements usually gave voltages with very similar magnitudes and
opposite Sir, indicating that the hysteresis effeact was negligible. r=n oxide crystalite sims were
obtained wit a JEOL JSM-6400 scMang esa glectron s .

The near normal infrared reflectance was measu=d with a Nicolet Model 7199 Fourier
Transform spectrometer with a relative reflection attachment A gold mirror with a known
reflectance was used as the reflectance standard in the wavelength ranpe from 2.0 1o 20 Pom [131.
The near ultraviolet, visible and near infrared spectra were obtained with a Varian 2390
spectrophotometer using an integrating shere detector which could measure both the total and
diffuse components of the reflectance and transmittance. The mflectance standard was a barium
sulphate plate and its reflectance was taken as 100.0% between 0.2 pnm and 2.2 lim.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Deposition of doped zinc oxide films was carried out at several temperatures with 0.05%
diethyl zinc, 2.3% ethanol and different diborane concentrations. The ethanol concentration of
2.3% was found to give a maximum film growth rate for a diethyl zinc concentration of 0.05%.
The filn thickness was not uniform along he gps flow direction and there was a peak growth rat
on the substrate. The position of the peak growth rate varies with the dopant gas flow and the
deposition memeratur for constant diethyl zinc and ethanol conentrations. Fig. I shows that the
peak growth r decreases with the d catconcenuation.

The film growth rate strongly depends on the deposition e mtme . Fig. 2 shows that the
film peak growth rate first increas with deposition temperature and then becomes constant at

mperatures above 400CW The constant peak growth re at high vemperaure indicates that the gas
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Fig. 1. Peak growth rate dependence on the Fig. 2. Peak growth rate dependence on the
dopant concentration (DEZ, 0.05%; ethanol, deposition temperature (DEZ, 0.05%; ethanol,
2.3%; T=3750 C). 2.3%; diborane, 0.014%).

phase reactions are fast and the growth rate is controlled by the diffusion of the film precursors to
the substrate.

The film morphology and crystallite sizes were determined by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). Fig. 3 A shows the electron micrograph of an undoped zinc oxide sample deposited at
3550C. It has a thickness of 0.64 lIm and is composed of disklike structures with disk diameters
between 200 ann and 800 nm. Fig. 3 B shows the corresponding electron micrograph of a doped
sample deposited by introducing 0.014% diborane into the gas phase. The doped film with a
thickness of 0.77 mun has crystallite sizes about 1O0 run. The dopant reduces the crystallite sizes.

The crystallite sizes also depend on the temperature and the film thickness. The film
deposited at 375*C from 0.05% diethyl zinc, 2.3% ethanol and 0.014% diborane with a thickness
of 225 anm has crystallite sizes below 100 nn. The film deposited with the same conditions but
with a thickness of 995 rm has crystallite sizes of about 150 nm. Increasing the deposition
temperature usually increases the crystallite sizes and changes the film morphology.

Boron is an n-type dopant for zinc oxide. A boron atom replaces a zinc atom in the crystallite
or occupies an interstitial position. The electron density calculated from the measured Hall
coefficient increases with dopant concentration. Fig. 4. shows the electron density dependence on
the dopant concentration. The electron density first increases rapidly with diborane concentration
and then levels off at high dibornne concentrations. The dependence of film conductivity a and
mobility gt on the dopant concentration is given in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3A. Electron micrograph of an undoped Fig. 3B. Electron micrograph of a doped ZnO

zinc oxide film (DEZ, 0.05%; ethanol, 2.3%; film (DEZ, 0.05%; ethanol, 2.3%; diborane,
T=355 0C). 0.014%; T=355C).
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Fig. 4. Electron density dependence on the Fig. 5. Conductivity and mobility dependence
dopant concentration (DEZ, 0.05%; ethanol, on the dopant concentration (DEZ, 0.05%; '9'
2.3%; T=375*C). ethanol, 2.3%; T=375*C).

The films are the same as those used in Fig. 4. According to Drude theory [14], the conductivity Y
is proportional to the free electron density Ne following the relation o=(N.e 2)/(m*y), where e is the
electron charge, m* is the effective mass of the conduction electrons, and y is the scattering
frequency. The Hall mobility gil is related to the scattering frequency y by N=e,/(m*-y). Grain
boundary scattering is determined by the size of the crystallites. Impurity scattering, on the other
hand, increases with dopant concentration. In the low dopant concentration range, the important
contribution to scattering comes from grain boundary scattering, which is the same for films with
the same crystallite sizes. The film mobility is therefore independent of dopant concentration.
Since the electron density increases with dopant concentration, the film conductivity increases with
dopant concentration. In the high dopant concentration range, the role of impurity scattering
exceeds that of grain boundary scattering. The increase in the electron density can not compensate
for the increase in the impurity scattering ftequency. Therefore, the conductivity and mobility both
decrease at high dopant concentrations.

The dependence of film conductivity and mobility on film thickness is shown in Fig. 6. Both
conductivity and mobility first increase rapidly with film thickness and then become constant.
When the films are very thin, the crystallite sizes are small and grain boundary scattering is
dominant, limiting film conductivity and mobility. As the films become thicker, the influence from
grain boundary scattering decreases and impurity scattering is the main factor limiting film mobility

2000 25 100T

C! 1500 20> A80
15 60

1I1000 .

r A ;L10~ 
40,2]~500 0Q 5 5 20

0 " .1, 0 0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.2 1 10 20

Thickness(gin) Wavelength(jtm)

Fig. 6. Conductivity and mobility dependence Fig. 7. Reflectance, transmittance and Absorb-
on the film thickness (DEZ, 0.05%; ethanol, ance of a ZnO:B sample (DEZ, 0.05%; ethanol,
2.3%; diborane, 0.014%; T=375*C). 2.3%; diborane, 0.014%; T=3750C).
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Table I. Film deposition temperature Td, thickness t, electron density Ne, conductivity i, electron

mobility p., band gap Eg and Figure of Merit FM. The dichyl zinc, ethanol and diborane
concentrations in the gas phase are 0.05%, 2.3% and 0.014%, respectively.

Sample Td t No 0 t FM
1C 12Ocm-3 I -m - cm2nV-s eV f-I

2254 325 0.5 3.9 75112 .46 0.5325 5 0. 1 3.W 0.5
2260 375 .243 W 6 2 T3.55 o.53

267 1430 1 .64 6.7 1366 13 3.7U I .41

and conductivity. Therefore, for film with thickness above 0.8 gtm, its conductivity and mobility
will not vary with its thickness.

The electron density, conductivity and mobility dependence on the deposition temperature are
given in Table I. The electron density increases with deposition temperature, indicating more 00
electronically active boron atoms were incorporated into the film. Therefore, the ionized impurity
scattering is more important for films deposited at higher temperatures than for those deposited at
lower temperatures. However, higher deposition temperature also leads to larger crystallite sizes
and therefore less grain boundary scattering. In the low temperature range, grain boundary
scattering is dominant over ionized impurity scattering, and the film mobility and conductivity
increase with deposition temperature. At high temperatures, ionized impurity scattering is more
important than grain boundary scattering. The increase of the electron density with temperature can
not compensate for the increase of the scattering, and so the conductivity and mobility both
decrease at temperatures above 4000C.

The film's optical properties were modified by doping. The doped films behave like metals
in the infrared and have high reflectance. In the visible region, the doped films behave like
dielectrics and have high transmittance. The transition between these behaviors is at the plasma
wavelength, which moves to a shorter wavelength as the electron density in the film increases.
The undoped films usually have their plasma wavelengths in the infrared; while the boron doped
films have their plasma wavelengths in the near infrared. Fig. 7 shows the reflectance,
transmittance and absorbance of a boron doped zinc oxide sample. The film has a thickness of
0.72 grm, electron density of 4.3x10 2 0 cm-3 , mobility of 23 cm2/V-s, plasma wavelength of about
1.55 lint, maximum infrared reflectance of 85%, and average visible absorption of 8%.

The performance of doped zinc oxide films as transparent conductors may be ranked by a
quantity called the Figure of Merit which is the ratio of film conductivity Y to average visible

absorption coefficient ct, a/r-- l/(RInT), where R is the sheet resistance in 0/square, T is the

0.6 3.8

S• 3.7
C!.3037

0.3 3.A

p3.3
0.2 • 3.2

0.1 • 3.1
0.0 3.0 1 - p

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Dopant(%) (Electron Density(1020cm-3))2/

Fig. 8. Figure of Merit dependence on the Fig. 9. Band gap as a function of Ne 2 /3 for films
dopant concentration (DEZ, 0.05%; ethanol, deposited with different diborane concentrations
2.3%; T=375*C). (DEZ, 0.05%; ethanol, 2.3%; T=375 0C).

I



average fractional visible transmittance. Fig. 8. shows that the Figure of Merit first increases with
dopant concentration and then decreases at high dopant concentrations. Table I shows that the
Figure of Merit dependence on the deposition temperature.

The optical absorption coefficient a of a direct band gap semiconductor near the absorption

edge, for photon energy hv greater than the band gap energy Eg of the semiconductor, is given by
a = A(hv - Eg)if2 [141, where A is a constant. In heavily doped zinc oxide films, the lowest states
in the conduction band are occupied by free electrons and so the valence electrons require more
energy to be excited to higher energy states in tho conduction band. Therefore, the band gaps of
doped zinc oxide films are wider than those of undoped zinc oxide films. The Burstein-Moss
theory predicates that the band gap widening is proportional to Ne2/3 , where Ne is the electron
density. Fig. 9. gives the band gap as a function of Ne2/3 for films deposited at 375*C.

CONCLUSIONS

Boron doped zinc oxide films have been successfully deposited from diethyl zinc, ethanol
and diborane in the temperature range 300*C to 430 *C in an atmospheric pressure chemical vapor
deposition reactor. The films were crystalline, and the crystallite sizes depended on the deposition
temperature, dopant concentration and film thickness. The resistance and Hall coefficient
measurements showed that the films have high conductivity, high electron density and high
mobility. The optical measurements showed that the films are highly transparent in the visible and
highly reflectant in the infrared. The band gap of the film increases with electron density and
approximately follows the Burstein-Moss relation.
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ZnO ON SI3N1 BIMORPHS WITH LARGE DEFLECTIONS

WAI-SHING CHOI AND JAN G. ShITS
Sensors, Actuators and Micromechanics Laboratories, Boston University, 44 Cummington
Street, Boston MA 02215

ABSTRACT

Piezoelectric bimorphs and piezoelectric strain sensors based on sputtered ZnO filmwere fabricated on Si3N 4 cantilever beams to form tactile sensors. The sensors were used
to determine object positions. Deflections of the bimorpha showed a quadratic dependence
on the applied voltages. Deflection as large as 1166 jm were registered for a bimorph of2980 pm long. The apparent d 33 of ZnO under a bias of -4 volts was - 103 X 10-12 m/V,which was approximately 20 times larger than the previously reported values of -5.12 x
10-12 m/V. The large deflections of the bimorphs were due to the quadratic effect under
strong electric field.

INTRODUCTION

The design of a tactile sensor combines the functions of piezoelectric bimorphs and
piezoelectric strain sensors. Piezoelectric bimorphs were first reported by C. Baldwin
Sawyer 11]. They were made by joining two pieces of piesoelectric elements together
to form a composite cantilever beam. However, the actuation function of the homoge-
neous piezoelectric bimorph can be realized by a heterogeneous piezoelectric bimorph,which is constructed by depositing a single layer of piezoelectric material on a layer of
non-piezoelectric material. The response of such heterogeneous bimorphs has been inves-
tigated by Steel et aL. 121 and Smits et al. i3j. Numerous applications of heterogeneous
bimorphs using piezoelectric materials such as PLZT, PZT, PVF and ZnO had been re-
ported. The applications include telephone receivers 14], thickness extensional mode rv-s-onators [5], PLPET accelerometers (6], resonant diaphragm pressure sensors 17], resonant
force sensors [8], monolithic band-pass filters made of cantilevers 191, dampers in vibration
control of beams 1i0 - 13] and regulators of vibration modes of rectangular plates to control
sound radiation [14]. Circular bimorphs are used in integrated micropumps built on silicon
wafers [151.

FABRICATION

A (100) Si wafer is oxidized in dry oxygen at 1150*C to obtain 0.5 pm of masking
oxide. By means of photolithography, an array of 3.11 mm x 0.96 mm rectangular windows
are patterned onto the wafer. SiO2 inside the windows is then etched away in Buffered
Oxide Etch (BOE). A sacrificial layer of Zinc Oxide (ZnO) of 1.0 pm thick is deposited
onto the wafer by magnetron sputtering. The ZnO film outside the rectangular windows
is etched away in a mixture of Phosphoric acid, Acetic acid and water (1:50:50). A layerof Si3N 4 of 1 pm thick is then sputtered onto the wafer. A layer of Chromium-Gold is
evaporated on top of the Si3N4 to define the bottom electrodes. Piesoelectric ZnO of I
pm thick is then sputtered and patterned on top of the bottom electrodes. A second layer
of Chromium-Gold is evaporated onto the wafer to dene the top electrodes. This step
completes the construction of the critical components of the tactile sensor. The device
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Figu 1 Crss-sectw of Udn bimmo with the most oxnd to enpose the
ZnO for the final eching.

is now ready to be etched free. Photoresist is spin-coated onto the wafer and patterned
with a mask that exposes the necessary areas of the Si3N4 needed to be etched in order

to reveal the cantilever beam structure of the device. The SisN 4 is etched in DOE until
the sacrificial ZnO is reached, as shown in Figure 1. With the same photoresist still in

position, the sacrificial ZnO underneath the Si3N4 is etched in a mixture of Acetic acid,

Phosphoric acid and water till the cantilever beams are free from the Si substrate.

RESULTS

Sensors were successfully fabricated on three Si wafers, and around a hundred of them

were produced. Half of the fabricated devices were 2980 im long, while the other half were
1688#pm long. The cantilever beams all curved upwards. The curvature was due to the
mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients between the materials, and the existence of

residual stresses in the sputtered films. A SEM picture of the cross-section of the bimorph
is shown in Figure 2.

DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION

Around thirty of the tactile sensors were tested under a probe station, which is

equipped with a 30x optical microscope and a reticle with a resolution of 33.3 pm per
unit on the eye-piece. A DC voltage was applied across bender electrode areas via the
bonding pads. In order to observe any hysteresis effects, the bending voltage was applied
in a particular sequence. The bending voltage was lowered first from 0 V to -4.5 V uni-
directionally with small increments. From -6.5 V, the voltage was raised uni-directionally
back to 0 V. From 0 V, the voltage was increased to 6.5 V and then decreased back to 0V.

All the devices tested behaved in a similar fashion.

The position of the free tip of the sensor was read off from the reticle at the input
voltages. The deflection of the free end due to an input voltage was obtained as the
difference between the position of the free end at the input voltage and the initial position
at zero input voltage.

DISCUSSION

The result of the deflection versus DC voltage of a typical bimorph is presented in
Figure 3.
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Figure 2. A SEM Picture showing the cross-section of the bimoqb h ae

with a gwranular under-surface is the sputtered SiN 4 film, which is about 1 pm
thick. On top of the Si3N4 film are k s of Cr/Au of 0.5 pm, sputtred ZnO of
I m thick and Cr/Au of 0.2 pm thick.
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The parabolic shape of the plot indicated that the heterogeneous hinsorph responded
aftrongl to the amnplitude, but not the polarity, of the aapphed voltages. We could divide
the dellection dependence on voltage amiplitudes into two zesm : from 0 V to 1.7 V. a
weak-field region and from 1.7 V to 6.6 V. a strongael~d ropes Saturation in dectmion
was observed at valtag, ampltude ahove 6 V.

Sinits and Chai 13:. had derived the constituent equation jinr a heterogeneous bimoeph,
in which the deflection of the bimoeph due to an external voltage was given as

6 3dnjABL 2 .()

where

A=.fl.1 (.~ 1 h+eST, s= i + 4! a h')

+A "4(h.(h.)3

s," and sil are the elastic compliances of the Si3K4 and ZnO respectively, and h.- and
ar e the thickness Of Si3N4 and ZnO respectivel. d31 is the pimeloectric constant of

ZnO and L is the length of the heander.

For the tactile sensor under testing, h.,4 ssj L and ds, assume respectively the
following vaue: 1.Op, 1U.OpM2,17.8 X O12'm2/N 1161,6.1 X O-I2 m'/ 11],83pm
and -5.12 x 10-12 rn/V 118]. Using these values, the dellection according (1) becomes

I(V) =12 x10-4V (2)

Equation (2) is plotted in Figure 3 as the dlotted line through the origin. The piesoelec-
tric effect represented by this line is not sufficient to ezplain the measured data. The best
straight line through the data points in the left hranich gives a slope value of 243 PunfV at
a bias of -4V. The value of the slope implies that an 'elfective' piezoelectric coefficient d¶ff
can be found as -103.7 X 10-13 r/V. which is around 20 tie larger than the preiously

r epo -sua fit ' isp rn/Vmdt the data, in Figure 3 with a second order polynomial

in V, and the following coe~cients frorn the fitting are obtained

6()=-21M35 x 10-6 + 6.377 x 10-6V _ 30.933 X 10-11
2  (3)

Frosuequation (3), it is obaerved that the second order term has a more dominant effect
on the defiections of the himorph than the linear piezoelectric term. Such strong quadratic
dependence on voltage suggests that the electrustrictive elfect, which is a quadratic func-
tion of the electric field, is responsible for the deflectioms in the high Aded regions. Elec-
trostuictive elfects which occur under high electric field, had been reported in pictoeletuic
ceramics by Maso [19".

CONCLUSION

.. .. ....
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ZnO on SisN 4 bimorphs were fabricated as the actuation eompomnets of the tactile
sensors. Defection, of the bimoeph in the range of 1000 pm can be achieved with a voltage
of 6V. Deflections of the bimorphs were observed to have a strong square dependence on
the applied voltage. An effective dl of 103 x 10-12 was found for the ZnO films. The
large defiections were due to the contribution from electroetriction. This was the first time
that a large effective piesoelectric coefficient as a result of biasing into the electrostrictive
regime was reported in piezoelectric ZnO films.
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Abstraet

Transparent conducting tin oxide films were prepared by
an electron beam evaporation technique. As-deposited films
were amorphous or polycrystalline depending on the substrate
temperature and the time of deposition. In order to get
transparent and conducting thin films of Sne 2 , as-deposited
films were subjected to further heat-treatment in air
at 6500 C for 2 hours. Physical properties of as-deposited
and annealed films are discussed with reference to substrate
temperature and deposition time.

1. Introdution

SnO2 thin films have received high technological
importance because of their electrical, optical and
structural properties. These films are extensively used as
solar cell windows [1], heat-mirrors (2], sensors [3] etc.
Different deposition techniques, namely sputtering [4],
spray pyrolysis (5], chemical vapour deposition [6],
evaporation [7] etc. are used for deposition of these films.
SnO2 thin films in this work, have been prepared by
evaporation of high purity sn02 pellets on Corning 7059
glass substrate. Sne 2 molecules decompose in the gaseous
state when heated in a vacuum and deposit as amorphous
structure or suboxides depending on substrate temperature
and time of deposition. The suboxides are oxygen deficient
Sn-O films formed by partial loss of oxygen during
evaporation. In order to get transparent and conducting
films of Sn02 , post-deposition heat-treatment in air at
650 0 C for 2 hours has been performed. It is observed that 1
the physical properties of these film depend strongly on
substrate temperature, time of deposition and annealing
treatment. The properties of Sne2 thin films can be varied
by changing process parameters of the deposition technique
(8].

2,. Exqperimetal

The experimental set-up for the deposition of the film
consists of a stainless steel vacuum chamber connected to an
oil diffusion pump with I32 trap. The vacuum system is able
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to evacuate the chamber to a pressure of 10-6 Torr. The
electron beas gun is basically a diode having a cathode in
the form of a filament and a grounded anode. Sne 2 powder
(supplied by Aldrich) was pressed into pellets and
evaporated using an electron beam with a power of 3 KV. The
pellets were initialy degassed with the shutter closed for
about 10 minutes by applying a low power electron beam. The
distance between the gun and the substrate holder was kept
around 18 cm. As-deposited and annealed films were studied
by using grazing angle X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku,
Ru 2 0 0B), Hitachi optical spectrophotometer and Hall
coefficient measuring equipment. Hall measurement has been
carried out at room temperature using van der Pauw geometry.

3. Results and Discussion

A) Effect of Substrate Temperature on Hall Nobility

Fig.(l) shows the variation in n, p and resistivity
with substrate temperature. There is a decrease in mobility
(p) as the substrate temperature is increased from 500C to
200 0 C. Above 2000C there is a higher increase in the
mobility. The orientation of the films deposited at
different substrate temperatures is shown in Fig.2. The low
value of mobility appears to be due to the presence of [110)
orientation. This (110] orientation has trap density of
9.4x10 1 4 Sn at./c 2 19], while [101] orientation has trap
density of 2.54x10I' Sn at./cm2 [10]. The lesser trap
density along [101] orientation appears to be responsible
for the higher value of mobility for [101] oriented films
(see Fig.2).
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I5 100,:

) ! 60,9

2,1, '0,S

"S"0,0 200 30 -so 3I n 10
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Fiq.1. Variation of resistivity Fig.2. The variation of
carrier concentration & mobility and (I/Io)
mobility with substrate for planes (101) &
temperature. (110) with substrate

temp.
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B) The Effect of Time of Deposition on Sn02 Films :

Fig. 3(a-c) shows the XRD patterns of as-deposited SnO2
films deposited at different duration of time at a
deposition rate of 2 A°/S. All depositions were performed at
substrate temperature of 3500 C. Fig. 3(a) shown an
amorphous structure for as-deposited Sh02 films deposited
for 10 minutes, while XRD patterns 3(b)- and 3(c) are for
polycrystalline suboxides of Sne 2 films deposited for 20 and
30 minutes respectively. The extension of the deposition
time helps the transition of amorphous to polycrystalline
structure. Fig.(4) shows XRD patterns of the same films (as
in Fig.3) after post-deposition heat-treatment, viz. 6500 C
for 2 hours in air. This heat-treatment was carried out to
improve the transparency of the films. The high conductivity
of undoped SnO2 films has been attributed to oxygen
vacancies (10]. Fig. 4(b) and 4(c) show the complete
transformation of as-deposited films to Sn02 structure.

After

As.depositedTs • 310C

To I DID)(

37001

-((bb)

2 .00A C )211)

20 0 0 s 090 s 9)

S2 • (Degree) -oS0a.o
-- 2 a (Dolrte) "-*,.-

Fig.3. As deposited films of SnO2  Fig.4. Post deposition
a) 10 minutes heat treatment of
b) 20 minutes Se02
c) 30 minutes a) 10 minutes

b) 20 minutes
c) 30 minutes

C) Optical Properties

Fig. (5) shows the room temperature transmission curve
of as-deposited and annealed samples of tin oxide thin
films deposited at 3500C for 20 minutes at a rate of 2AO/S.
As shown in Fig.(6), the square of absorption coefficient
was found to be linearly proportional to photon energy,
which suggests that direct allowed transition occurs in this
film [11]. From the dependence of the absorption coefficient
on photon energy and extrapolating the linear region to
zero, the band gap was found to be 2.57 eV before annealing
and 3.42 eV after annealing.
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annealed films of Sn. 2  for as-deposited
deposited at 350 0 C and heat-treated

films.

4.* CONCLUSION

In this work, it is observed that in order to get
better physical properties of Sn0 2 , such as better structure
one should extend the deposition time. Lover deposition time
results in amorphous films. The films become polycrystalline
when deposition time is increased. However, these films have
only Sno phase. After annealing at 6500C for 2 hours, the
SnO phase changes to SnO2. It is also observed that films
which are oriented along (101] show better electrical
properties. Subsequentlx films of random orientation having
trap density of 9.4x101' Sn at/cm2, show lower mobility and
higher resistivity. It is also observed that the band gap of
as-deposited films increases by subsequent heat treatment
from a value of 2.57 eV to 3.42 eV resulting in high visible
transparency.
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NANOMETER SIZE LEAD IODIDE PARTICLES
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Ithaca, NY 14853.

ABSTRACT

Nanometer size lead Iodide particles have been synthesized in the porous
network of a cross-linked polymer matrix The optical band gap of the narocrystds
is shifted towards higher energy as compared to the bulk value. This shf Is
attributed to the quantum size effect on excitons. Intercalation with anilne leads to
a further shift In the band gap which depends on the dipole moment of the
intercalated guest species. Differential scanning calorimetry and high temperature
x-ray diffraction have been used to analyze the ferroelectric transition in PbL2.

INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor nanocrystallites (or quantum dots) are a subject of extensive
research [1-5]. These efforts are directed towards an understanding of the effect
of size and dimension on the electronic and optical properties of materials. Size
quantization e9ects occur when the Bohr radius of the exciton (or electron) is
comparable to the crystallif- dimensions and leads to new phenomena and
applications. For example, &, unift in interband absorption or luminescence peak,
and a non-finear optical effect are a manifestation of the quantum size effect in
semicondting nanocrystals. The non-linear optical effects have potential
applications in ultrafast optical devices. Effective-mass models and empirical
pseudopotentlal methods have been employed to explain these effects [5].

Lead iodide (Pbl2) is a direct band gap semiconductor and has a layered
lattice structure. its use has been demonstrated In holography, photocapacitive
devices, and radiation detection [6,7]. Recentty, it has been shown that Pbl
exhibits ferroelectricity with a Cure temperature of about 573 K [8]. The
combination of semiconducting and ferroelectric properties raise the possibility of
photoferroelectrc phenomena in Pbl2. Furthermore, Pb12 nanocrystaltes offer an
opportunity to st0dy the effect of particle size on the ferroelecic phase transition.
Small ferroelectric particles are expected to show different dielectric properties as
compared to bulk crystals [9.10].

The structural repeat unit In PbI2 consists of three planes of strongly bonded
stoms: a plane of lead atoms sandwiched between two layers of iodine atoms.
These swuctural units are separated by weak van der Wals forces. As a result.
foreign guest species can be Introduced (Intercalated) within the van der Wals
gap. This leads to an expansion of the unit ca, depending on the size of the guest
molecules. In addition, the properties of the intercalated material are drmately
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altered. For example, it was recently shown that the optical band gap of PblF thin
film shifts by about 0.5 eV upon intercalation with aniline (C6HsNH2) and the shift
depends on the dipole moment of the intercalated guest species [I I].

In this paper, we report a new approach for the synthesis of nanometer size
lead iodide particles in the pores of a polymer matrix. This technique was recently
used for the preparation of nanometer size magnetic particles [12]. The optical
band gap of Pb12 is blue shifted due to small particle size. Intercalation with aniline
leads to a further shift in the band gap. Thus, the optical band gap of Pbl2 can be
fine-tuned by varying the size of the nanocrystals and by a proper choice of the

guest molecule. Preliminary results on the effect of particle size on the ferroelectric
transition are also discussed.

The polymer matrix used is a strongly acidic, cation-exchange resin
containing sulfonate functional groups. It consists of cross-linked suffonated
polystyrene divinyl benzene matrix leading to a porous network. The degree of
cross-linking determines the exchange capacity and the porosity of the resin. We
used 50X8-200 resin (Dowex) which is composed of an 8% cross-linked matrix
yielding a medium porosity. The resin exists in the form of uniform spherical beads,
approximately 150 pm in diameter.

EXPERIMENTAL

The synthesis steps are similar to those described in reference 12. The
washed beads were exposed to an aqueous solution of lead nitrate for about three
hours followed by thorough washings to remove any excess physisorbed lead ions.

During this treatment, two protons were exchanged for one Pb2 +. The Pb2+-
exchanged beads were then exposed to an aqueous solution of sodium iodide.
The product was finally washed with deionized water and dried at 600C.
Intercalation of nanoscale Pbl2 particles with aniline was achieved by exposing the
nanocomposite beads to aniline vapors in an evacuated chamber (-10-2 Torr).

X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained using a Scintag diffractometer (CuKa
radiation). A high temperature attachment, operating in a dynamic vacuum of 10-2
Torr, was used to perform x-ray diffraction as a function of temperature.
Transmission electron micrographs were obtained on JEOL 1200EX (at 120kV). A
microtome was used to prepare thin specimens. A heating/cooling rate of 20.C/rain
was used in the DSC scans.

Optical transmission measurements were performed on a single Pbi2-Polymer
composite bead using a xenon arc lamp. Two different gratings were used for the
ultraviolet and visible region. A sapphire single crystal was used for mounting the
beads. The light from the lamp was monochromated and focussed to a 20prm spot
on the center of the spherical bead. The transmitted light was collected and
refocussed onto the detector by a sapphire lens. A thrmoelectrically cooled GaAs
photomultiplier tube was used as the detector. A normalization spectrum was taken
using a dried, pristine polymer bead.

I
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The x-ray diffraction pattern of the nanocomposite is shown in Figure 1(a).
Upon intercalation with aniline, the (001) diffraction peak shifts from about 6.98 A
to 10.74 A. Figure 1(b). Intercalation leads to an Increased separation between the
intedrayer iodine atomic planes. The pristine beads were x-ray anorphous.

d (A)
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Figure 1. XRD pattern of (a) pristine and (b) aniline intercalated Pbl2
nano-composites.

100 nm

Figure 2. Transmission electron micrograph showing nanometer

size Pbl6 particles in the polymer matrix.

Transmission electron microscopy shows that the Pbl2 particles are spherical
with a mean diameter of 190 A (Figure 2). The particle size distribution Is Gaussian
with a standard deviation of about 40 A. A small fraction of the particles have a

mean diameter of about 110 A. Because of the melting of the polymer from

4!
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slocron-bearn damage, the patce tend to aggregat upon prlre exposure
to the beam.

The optical absorption pectrum of te nanocompoeft contang Ptb
particles Is shown in Figure 3. The absorption edge appears at about 325 eV.
This Is a blue-shift of 0.75 eV from the optical band gap of bulk Pbl2 (-25eV. 11 ]).
This shift towards higher energy due to small particle size is attributed to quantum
confinement of excitons and is a well known phenomenon [1-5]. The optical
absorption spectrum of the same composite after intercalation with aniline Is shown
in Figure 4. The absorption edge appears at about 4.1 eV indcating an additional
shift of 0.85 eV. This shift is due not only to the weakened interaction between the
interlayer iodine planes, but also to the guest-host interaction. The former originates
from an increased separation between the interlayer iodine planes upon
intercalation, and causes a flattening of the bands, thereby increasing the band-gap.

The latter is due to the polar -NH2 group of anillne electrostatically interacting with
the iodine 5pz electron, thereby increasing its binding energy [11]. This
electrostatic attraction depends on the dipole moment of the itercalated guest
species. The larger the dipole moment the stronger is this effect and hence a
larger shift in the band gap is expected.

Energy (er) Energy (eV)
4.03.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 4.0 3.8 3.6 3.4 3.2 3.0 2.8

(190 A- P Pblt Particles Intercalated With Aniline

.6 Particles 4

O ~ 4.1 eV

o 0
(Bulk Pbls)l .-, .......2.5 eV

40 00 00 700 am00 360 400 460
Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (nm)

Figure 3.Optical absorption spectrum Figur AIL Optical absorption
of a shile PbI2-polymer bead. The spectrum of eanliniteralated
oscillations at certain wavelengths are Pblt-polymer bead.
due to the xenon lamp.

It was recently shown by capacitance measurermets that Pbt2 undergoes a
ferroelectric transition at about 573 K [8]. Since Pbi2 belongs to one of the

.-'oelectric space groups, P3ml, ferroelectricity is expected In this compound [13].
Polytypic phase transitions are well known in this material [14]. In order to exarnine
the effect of particle size on the nerroelectric transMit, the transition in the bulk
material must be understood. We have investigated the phase trantions in bulk
PbI by means of dierential scanning caklrlmetry and x-ray difraction.
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Temperature (*C) The DSC spectnum
50 100 150 200 250 300 Of bulkPbI6.precipitated by

of sodium iodide to the lead
nitrate solution, is shown In
Figure 5(a). The particle
size of the precipitated PbU2

(a) ~crystals was approximaily
00 1 pm. Three succsessive

heatin and cooling DSC
scans were taken. Two

()main transitions are evident
at 548 Kand 580K The

300 350 400 450 500 550 600 transition at 580KIs broad
Temperature (K) during the first heating

Figure 5. DSC spectra of bulk Pb!2 with (a) no cycle, but becomeus sharper
prior annealing and (b) annealing at 595 K for Ilh. and more prominent during

successive cooling and

d ()heatin cycles. A minor
8 6 4 2 transition at 448 K.

I observed during the
second and third heating

PbI 2 (57 K)cycles, is attributed to a
polytypic phase transiton
114]. On annealfngPbl2 at

.~ Pb 2 (50 K)5W5 K for one hour prior to
the DSC experiment, the

0 transition at 580 K becomes
dominant Figure W(). The

Pb. (300 ]K) transitionsin toerange 575-

i~b 581 K( depending on the
10 20 30 40 50 thermal history, represent

~ .~ 20 (deg) the ferroelectric transition in
Flg~e & -raydiffraction patterns of bulk PtA2 at Pbl2.

300 K~ 550 K and 575 K Figure 6 summarizes
the results of high

temperature x-ray diffraction. The first traces of a new phase appear at about 550
K. A mixed phase exists In this temperature region. At temperatures greater than
575 K~ the phase transition Is complete. This transition Is attributed to the
ferroelectric: transition in Pb!2. The structure of the new phase as well as the efc
of particle size on the ferroelectric: tranisition Is under Investigation. A preiminary
DSC analysis of the Pb!2 containing nanocomposites show the absence of any
phase transition attribtable to Pb!2 particles. However, this does niot urequlvcally
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demonstrate a lack od ferroelectric transition due to samll perticle effects. A furthe
investigation using Reman spectroscopy and high temperature x-ra difrdacto is
in progress.

CONCLUSIONS

Lead Woide partices vfth nanomester dimensions have been synfthsized in
the pores of a polymer m atrbc The band gap of bIA2 can be talored by varying the
size of the nanocrystals and by Intercalating a guest species of appropriate dliole
momnwit For particles approximately 190 A In diameter an absorption edge at
about 3.25e9V is observed. The absorption edge Shifts to 4.1 eV upon intercalation
with aniline. Bulk PbI2 undergoes a flerroelectric transition at about 573 K. Current
work is directed towards correlating the particle size wit the fefroelectrc transition.
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ABSTRACT

Mercuric iodide (HgI2 ) single crystals deposited with transparent indium-tin-oxide
(ITO), and semitransparent gold and nickel contacts were investigated by thermally stim-
ulated current spectroscopy (TSC). The differences in the TSC spectra from these samples
indicate that the defect structure in HgI2 may be modified by the contact material. These
defects act as carrier traps and have strong implications in the application of HgIs nuclear de-
tectors. A method of numerical analysis was developed to extract information such as carrier
trap activation energy, capture cross-section, and trap concentration-lifetime product from
the TSC measurements.

INTRODUCTION

Mercuric iodide is one of the two leading candidates (the other being cadmium tel-
luride) for use as room temperature semiconductor X-ray and gamma-ray detectors [1].
Compared with conventional semiconductor nuclear detectors such as lithium-drifted sili-
con, lithium-drifted germanium or high-purity germanium detectors, HgI2 nuclear detectors
have the advantages of a large bandgap (2.1 eV at room temperature), high resistivity (p r
1013 fkcm in the dark at room temperature), and large atomic numbers (80 and 53 for Hg
and I, respectively). The large bandgap and high resistivity ensure that Hgl1 detectors have
very small dark current at room temperature. Therefore, unlike Si and Ge based detectors,
no cryogenic cooling is needed for H&I2 detectors. The large atomic numbers make HgI2
many times more efficient than Si or Ge based detectors in stopping the incident X-ray or
gamma-ray photons to be detected, since the photoelectric effect is roughly proportional to
the fifth power of the atomic number.

At present, Hg12 spectrometers have resolutions comparable to that of Si detectors for
X-rays of moderate energy (e.g. 5.9 keV Mn K. line) [2]. One of the issues of concern Li the
further development of Hg12 detectors has been the low manufacturing yield of about 20%
[3]. This is believed to be caused by defects introduced during crystal growth and device
fabrication. These defects act as recombination centers and carrier traps, thus decreasing
the carrier lifetime, causing polarization effect, and resulting in incomplete charge collection,
all of which are detrimental to detector performance. In addition, carrier trapping is also
the main culprit in degrading the performance of HglS detectors in the higher photon energy
range (above 100 keV) where the resolution of Hg!2 detectors is considerably inferior to that
of Ge detectors.

Hg12 is a soft and reactive material. It undergoes a phase transition at 127 oC from red
tetragonal (o-phase) to yellow orthorhombic (#-phase) crystal structure and melts at 259
°C. Previous studies have shown that defects can easily be introduced during processing (4].
The deposition of electrical contacts on Hgl2 is a major and crucial step in the fabrication
of HgI2 detectors. Studies of various contact materials on HgS2 by low temperature photo-
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luminescence spectroscopy (PL) have shown that recombination centers may be introduced
in the interfacial region between contact layer and HSg2 substrate [5, 6]. In this study, we
have employed TSC methodti to study the effects of the indium-tin-oxide, gold, and nickel
electrical contacts on the carrier traps in Hgl2.

EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL

The HgI2 single crystals were grown from vapor phase at EG&G Energy Measure-
ments, Inc. Slices of I cm x 1 an with thickness of about 0.05 cm were cut from these crystals
by sawing with a thread dipped in a KI solution. Each sample was chemically etched in a
10% (by weight) KI aqueous solution prior to contact deposition. The ITO was deposited
by sputtering and was transparent. Au and Ni were deposited by thermal evaporation and
were semitransparent with a transparency of about 50% in the visible light region. Trans-
parent and semitransparent contacts were necessary to make the TSC measurements. These
deposited conducting layers formed the front contacts. Painted colloidal carbon was used as
back contacts in all samples. Each sample was then mounted onto an alumina substrate with
the transparent or semitransparent electrode facing up. TSC measurements were performed
between 78 and 278 K. The sample was first cooled to 78 K in the dark and then illuminated

through the front contact for 5 minutes with a 20 mW argon ion laser beam (operated at

4880 A). Current was measured as a function of temperature as the sample was heated in
the dark by a resistive heater. A DC bias of 12 V was applied to the sample all the time.
The rate of the temperature change was also recorded as a function of temperature.

Many methods exist for analyzing TSC data to obtain trap activation energy, and
sometimes also carrier capture cross-section and trap concentration-lifetime product 171. The
most commonly used method is to measure several TSC spectra with different heating rates.
For each heating rate P, a current maximum T. can be obtained. From a plot of In(Q-L)

vs. &- (a is a constant), the activation energy can be obtained. Under certain assumptions,
either the carrier capture cross-section or the trap concentration-lifetime product may also be
obtained. Several disadvantages are associated with this method: (1) several TSC spectra
have to be taken from each sample, (2) for each TSC spectrum, only the TSC current
maximum temperature T. is used for information extraction, (3) quite a large range of
heating rates have to be used, this is difficult to achieve since at high heating rate, there
may be a large temperature gradient between the sample and the temperature sensor and
also the sample itself may not be uniformly heated. In this study, we have developed a
numerical method to analyze TSC data using only one TSC spectrum to obtain activation
energy, carrier cross-section, and trap concentration-lifetime product.

Under the assumption that traps only interact with their respective bands but not
with each other, and that I t 1<1 A I (electron trap. are considered here), the TSC process
is described by the following equations,

n + '&

and
dnd N~uvive*p-b)nj

where n, is the concentration of electrons trapped in the iA trap, n is the concentration of
free electrons, N, is the effective density of states in the conduction band, r. is the steady
state lifetime of electrons in the conduction band, o', is the electron capture cross-section
of the igh trap, vi, is the thermal velocity of the conduction band electrons, Ni is the total



concentration of the ith trap, 7i - is the retrapping time, and Ed is the activation
energy of the ith trap.

It can be shown that the shape of the TSC spectrum resulting from the above equations
is determined by four parameters: heating rate P(T) = S, trap activation energy E&,
carrier capture cross-section ar, and trap concentration-lifetime product Nr.. For each
experimentally obtained TSC spectrum, P(T) is also recorded, so that it can be treated as
known and used for the numerical analysis. A numerical integration subroutine using the
Runge-Kutta method[8] was written to solve the TSC rate equations and obtain a calculated
TSC spectrum for any given set of a,, A, and Nir.- From each calculated spectrum, the
temperatures at which the TSC current reaches maximum (labeled 7-.) and half-maximum
on the low and high temperature side of Tr (labeled Tr and 7+, respectively) were noted.
Thus these temperatures as a function of a%, Z_, and No&r can be numerically obtained,

T7_ = 7'_(vi,Ej,NA4.), 7 = 7- (vi,,&A,Nr.), 7+ = 7+ (0,,4 Ni .).s

From the measured TSC spectrum, temperatures at which the TSC current is maxi-
mum and half maximum can also obtained and are labeled as T7_, T., and 74+. With these
values, a three dimensional root finding problem is set up, with three unknowns: ai, EA, and
Ni.,.. The three equations are,

{ T7_(a.,E,N,ir.) - 7'_ = 0
7.(v,, E,, N,,-.) - .- = 0
71+(ai,,E,,N, r.) - 7 + =-0 .

A subroutine was written to solve the above problem using Newton-Raphson method
[8]. Therefore, for each measured TSC curve, using the above numerical method, the car-
rier capture cross-section, activation energy, and trap concentration-lifetime product can be
extracted.

/

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Many researchers have performed TSC measurements on HgI2 . Some of them have
tentatively related TSC peaks they have observed to stoichiometry [9], energy resolution [101,
polarization effect [11], and structural imperfection such as dislocations [12]. These results
have been summarized in Ref. 13, where TSC peaks of various workers were categorized into
eleven peaks, labeled as T, to Tn.

Fig. I shows the measured TSC spectrum (dotted line) from a sample contacted
with an ITO electrode. Five peaks were observed and were labeled according to Ref. 13.
The dominant peak is To and is analyzed with the numerical method we have developed.
The continuous line is a calculated fit to this peak. Fig. 2 shows a measured (dotted
line) and a calculated (continuous line) TSC spectrum for a Au-contacted sample. Only
one broad peak (To) was observed. In Fig. 3 are measured (dotted line) and calculated
(continuous line) TSC spectra for a Ni-contacted sample. Three peaks were observed. T"
and Ts were analyzed with the numerical method. T6 was not clearly resolved and was
fitted with parameters obtained from the ITO-contacted sample. For all three samples, the
measured Tm, and extracted values of carrier capture cross-section, activation energy, trap
concentration-lifetime product were summarised in Table I.

ITO has been used as an electrode material on HgI to fabricate photodetectors.
These detectors, in conjunction with a scintillator material such as CaI(TI), Nal(TI) or
BGO, were used as nuclear spectrometers in a diferent approach [14]. Instead of detecting
the incident radiation directly, Hgla photodetectors detect the visible light generated by
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Figure 1: TSC spectra from a sample contacted with a transparent indium-tin-oxide electrical
contact. The dots represent the measured spectrum, the continuous curve represents the
calculated spectrum.

the radiation in the scintillators. This approach takes advantage of the high gamma-ray
stopping power of the scintillators and also avoids the carrier trapping problem associated J
with Hg12 nuclear detectors when detecting gamma-rays. ITO contacts have been shown I
to work better in terms of photoresponse and long-term stability than several alternative
transparent and semitransparent contacts, even though recombination centers related to the
deposition of the film were found to degrade the uniformity of the photoresponse [15]. The
TSC spectra from ITO-contacted samples resembles those from Pd-contacted samples in
that the dominant peak is To 16]. Since Pd is the most commonly used contact materials, it
seems that this trap is not detrimental to the device performance.

78 128 170 22 276

Temprature (K)

Figure 2: TSC spectra from a sample contacted with a semitransparent Cold electrical con-
tact. The dots represent the measured spectrum, the continuous curve represents the calcu-
lated spectrum.

Au has also been used as a contact material for Hg!, detectors [161, but not as widely t1
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as Pd. The TSC spectrum shown in Fig. 2 is quite different from that of Fig. 1. Due to
the large width of the peak Ts, a relatively small activation energy of 0.20 eV was obtained.
Previous study has shown that the deposition of Au on Hg!, has very little effect on the PL
spectra and does not introduce any new recombination certers [131. It seems that Au should
still be a candidate in the search for the "best" contact material for Hgl, nuclear detectors.
Optimization of deposition conditions and different deposition methods should be further

i investigated.

Nkngds TS

T11

78 128 176 228 278

Temperature (1)

Figure 3: TSC spectra from a sample contacted with a semitransparent nickel electrical
contact. The dots represent the measured spectrum, the continuous curve represents the

Ni has never been tried as a contact material for HgI detectors. The dominant TSC
peak in Ni-contacted samples was a narrow Ts. This peak has been related to mechanical
damages due to cleaving [12]. Cleaving has been abandoned in the HgI2 device fabrication
because it was believed to be harmful. Another peak at 89 K (TI) has been related to
iodine deficiency [9]. This trap is also undesirable since iodine deficienc.- in the sample
has been reported to be related to poor crystal quality and poor detector performance[16].
These results seem to agree with PL studies of Ni-contacted samples. Extensive study
of the correlation between PL spectra and HgI2 device performance has shown that one
recombination center called band 3 in PL spectra was detrimental to detector performance
[13]. The origin of this defect is still being studied but preliminary results indicate that Ni
is one of the suspects. It seems that nickel is not likely to become a useful contact material

CONCLUSIONS

ITO, Au, and Ni contacts on Hg12 were investigated by TSC in the context of nuclear
detector applications. A numerical method was developed to analyse the experimentally
obtained TSC spectra. This study suggested that the defect structure in Hg!, is strongly
affected by the contact material.
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ABSTRACT

The optical properties of the red modification of mercuric iodide
(H&O2 ) were studied by optical absorption, magnetic circular dichroism,
photoluminescence and optically detected magnetic resonance investigations.
The experiments demonstrate the involvment of acceptors with energy levels
at EV + 0.14 ± 0.01 eV and 0.15 ± 0.01 eV in the absorption and
recombination at 2.2 eV. The g - values are 0.85 and 0.74, respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION

The red modification of mercuric iodide, a wide band gap compound
semiconductor (E -2.37 eV at 4.2 K) with a high atomic number, could be a
promising candifate for room temperature, low noise nuclear radiation
detectors. The detector quality is however severely influenced by the
presence of stoichiometric defects (interstitials, cation and anion
vacancies) and dislocations. The analysis of defect structures is quite
different from cubic III-V or II-VI compound semiconductors, because HO 2 is
an anisotropic layered material with tetragonal crystal structure. In the
tetragonal unit cell alternating layers of Hg and I are present, I-I
interlayers have a Van der Waals bonds,, whereas Hg-Hg and Hg-I are covalent
bonded [1].
For a characterization and a correlation between defects and the detector
properties of HOJ2 one needs to know the atomic and electronic structure and
the energy level position of the relevant point defects. In principle these
informations can be obtained from electron spin resonance (ESR) using
optically detection (ODESR). The technique, originally applied for the study
of colour centres in alkali halides [2] and recently successfully applied
for the study of intrinsic defects in III-V semiconductors [3,4,5], is based
on the magnetic circular dichroism of the absorption (MCD). A first
application to study defects in HgJ 2 will be presented.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1 Optical measurements

The MCD and absorption measurements were performed in a magneto-optical
system in Faraday configuration at Helium temperatures (4.2 K or pumped
Helium 1.6 K). The magnetic fields up to 4 Tesla were provided by a
superconducting split coil magnet. Light from a halogen lamp was dispersed
by a grating monochromator (Spex, 1681). The transmitted light was detected
by a fast Germanium detector (North Coast) using lock-in techniques. The
circularly polarized light was generated by a stress modulator (HINDS)
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Fig.l Fig.2
Optical absorption spectrum Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD)
of HgJ 2 at T-1.5 K for two different magnetic fields

a) B-2 T, T-1.5 K; b) B-O, T-1.5 K

working at 44 kHz in combination with a Clan Thompson linear polarizer. For
the optically detected spin resonance experiments (ODESR) the samples were
mounted in a cylindrical cavity (TE011 ) with wide optical access having a
loaded Q of 5000. Approximately 1 V of microwave power at 24 GHz could be
delivered by a Gunn diode amplified by a travelling wave tube (Hughes).
In the luminescence measurements the sample was excited by the 514 nm Ar*
ion laser line and the emitted light detected by a Si-pin diode or cooled
photomultiplier with Sl response. The emission light was analysed by a high
resolution monochromator (Jarell Ash 25-100) with the sample in superfluid
Helium (< 2K). The excitation power was normally 100 mW In an unfocussed
beam.

2.2 Crystal growth

HgJ 2 crystals have been grown by using the Piper-Polish technique in a
vertical arrangement. Prior to growth the ampoule was submersed into a
silicon oil bath ( T-125 * 0.2 °C ). After temperature homogeneization the
ampoule with its self-seeding conepart was pulled out of the oil bath
through a heater with a transport rate of 1 ma per day. The heater
temperature was kept at 120 ± 0.2 °C, which is below the HgJ2 phase
transition temperature of 127 °C. When the spike of the cone was 10 = above
the oil surface, a seed crystal was formed. The central cone of the ingot
was single crystal capped either with one or several mirror like facets.
A successful crystal growth needs high purity starting materials. 100 g
dried HgJ 2 powder was placed in quartz glas tube and evacuated at 60 0C for
12 h. This procedure was followed by a fourfold sublimation in a seperate
quartzglas tube, which was fixed to the growth ampoule. About 50 g of
purified HgJ 2 was transported into the growth ampoule, which was seperated
from the tube by sealing. A deviation from stoichiometry was measured by wet
chemical analysis. Typical composition range for HgJ was between 1.986 and
1.992, depending on the purification and growth conditions.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Absorption and MCD

In fig.1 the optical absorption spectrum measured at 1.5 K is shown.

The absorption below band gap is smoothly varying. There are no indications
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Fig.3 Fig.4
Optically detected magnetic resonance ODESR excitation spectrum
(ODESR) recorded at the E-2.2 eV MCD by monitoring the 2020 mT
band, 24 GHz, 100 mW, T-1.5 K ODESR line

of absorption bands in the range from 2 eV to 1.4 eV. We note, however, that
the absorption spectrum rapidly increases at 2.2 eV and has a high optical
density of 1.8 already at 2.3 eV, whereas the band gap energy is 2.37 eV.
This could indicate that defects which have their transitions close to the
band gap energy might be present in a considerable amount.
The MCD measures the difference of the left and right circularly polarized
absorption in the magnetic field. For a paramagnetic defect the MCD
intensity is field and temperature dependent (2]. Clearly an absorption band
is seen in the MCD spectrum measured at 2 T and 1.5 K (fig.2.a). The
lineshape is asymmetric and seems to be a superposition of two bands peaking
at the energies of 2.235 eV (A) and 2.250 eV (B) indicated by arrows in fig.
2.
The total MCD starting at 2.16 eV is paramagnetic ( measurement at 0 Tesla,
fig. 2b). The intensity is also reduced by raising the temperature, i.e. it
is at half of its value for 4.2 K and 2 T, thus showing the Boltzmann
population difference in the ground state. This opens the possibilty to
perform optically detected magnetic resonance.

3.2 ODESR and ODESR excitation

The ODESR is measured by setting the monochromator to the maximum of

"the MCD band at 2.26 eV-and sweeping the magnetic field under continous
"irradiation with 24 GHz microwaves. The observed two resonances (see fig.3)
occur as decreases in the magnetic field dependent increase of the MCD.
Their field positions are at 2020 mT (A) and 2320 mT (B). Neither at lower
nor at higher fields (< 4 T) we observe additional resonances. The signals
could only be measured for a crystal orientation parallel to the c-axis due
to the birefringence caused by the tetragonal crystal structure ( field- and
temperature-independent dichroism ).
The spectra of the MCD bands giving rise to the signals, e. g. resonance A
at 2020 mT, are measured by a low frequency on/off modulation of the
microwaves and scanning the optical excitation energy. This ODESR excitation
spectrum is shown in fig.4. In comparison to the total MCD lineshape (fig.
2a) it can be seen that the defect responsible for the A resonance absorbs
only in the low energy part of the total MCD. The low ener 6 - onset of the
ODESR excitation spectrum of resonance A is at 2.22 eV, which will be the
basis of the energy level determination.
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Photoluminescence spectrum for Comparison of the photoluminescence
HgJ2 at T-1.6 K for Ar+ ion and MCD spectra of the 2.2 eV transition
laser excitation (5145 A)

In a similar way it can be shown that the high energy part of the MCD
(maximum at 2.26 eV) is caused by the defect responsible for resonance B.
Its ener 1 1 onset is at 2.30 eV.

3.3 Photolinescencehotoluminescence

ý In the low temperature PL measurements three luminescence bands show up
(fig.5). Te one close to the band gap at 2.33 eV is believed to be due to

an exitonic transition [6]. ) e luinescence at 2.2 eV with a half width of

50 meV dominates in all of our shples cut from different regions of the

boule. At 1.84 eV (HW-120 meV) a third emission band is located. By changing

the excitation power over more than three decades (Plmi-800 mW) the emission

bands at 2.33 eV and 2.2 eV increase linearilyeV is bntensity without any

indications of saturation. Both showed a strong sublinear behaviour. The

2.33 eV band has a slope of 0.7 ± 0.05 and the band at 2.2 eVa slope of
0.55 ± 0.05. For donor-acceptVr and band-acceptor (eeAn) transitions slopes

of the order of I are usually found. The remarkable deviations from t are

indications of strong non-radiative processes. We observe a clear shift of
the maximt . of the 2.2 eV band to higher energies when increasing the

excitation power. T is behaviour indicates a donor-accepteor pair

recombination. With respect to the 2.2 eV band, which is of prime interest

here, we can state, that the PL results give strong evidence for donor-

acceptor pair recombination. From a comparison of the PL and MCD bands we
will show that in both cases the same acceptor is involved.

4. INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION

4.1 MCD

We observe the ESR tagged MCD band just below the band gap energy. The
symmetries of the ground and the excited state are important for the MCD
line shape. Assuming an ionisation transition to the conduction band as the
origin of the MCD we have a state with T2 symmetry as the ground state
(acceptor) whereas the conduction band has A1 symmetry. For a T2 to A1
transition we expect a single MCD band with a Gaussian line shape for
moderate electron phonon coupling. Indeed the MCD shape found is very
similar to the bound to free ionisation transition of the Mn

2
+ (Mn" Mn +

.. Mn°
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ecb) acceptor in GaAs [3], the EK2 double acceptor in GaAs and the intrinsic

GaSb cation antisite defect in GaSb, also acting as double acceptors [4,5].

In all cases the sharp low energy threshold could be used to determine the

binding energy to be E a - Er - Ea. From the onsets of the ODESR

excitation bands which Ve attribtute to the electron ionisation transitions
of the acceptors A- -- > A

0 

+ ecb a binding energy of 140 ± 10 meV and 150±

10 meV can be inferred.
In order to observe a paramagnetic MCD in an ionisation transition to the
conduction band the acceptor must be a double acceptor with two levels in
the gap. Single acceptors giving rise to a transition A- -- > A0 + e have a
non-paramagnetic ground state. This considerably narrows the possiblties of
which chemical origin the acceptor is. Those could be the group V elements
(N, P, As,..) on the Iodine side, With respect to the Hg side, a lib
element, no extrinsic impurity can act as a double acceptor. Although HgJ.2
is a very impure semiconductor (impurity content 10is cm-3 ), electrically

active traps are found only in the range 1014 to 1015 cm"
3
, implying that

most impurities are not electronically active. Nonmetallic impurities such

as C, Cl and Br are present in the 1-100 ppm range, more important in the

10-50 ppm range are the metallic ones such as Na, K, Ca, Al and Fe. Na and K

are single acceptors, Fe could act as a donor and an acceptor, but should
have completely different optical and magnetic properties [7]. The best

candidate is an intrinsic defect acting as an acceptor.

The problem which defects are present in non-stoichiometric HgJ 2 is still
under discussion. Frenkel as well as Schottky disorder on the iodine

defficient, i.e. Hg rich side, would produce Hgi and/or V, interstitials,
both supposed to act as donors. VH are expected to dominate on the iodine

rich side (we neglect for the momeht antistructure disorder for which sofar

no experimental evidence is presented). For the slight deviations from the

stoichiometric composition of 2, as found in our crystals V can still be

present. The observation of two ODESR resonances with sligtftly different

excitation spectra would be in line with the two possible sites of the VHg

in the tetragonal crystal structure of HgJ 2 .
The presence of negatively charged Hg vacancies in HgJ 2 is also inferred
from positron annihilation studies [8].

4.2 Photoluminescence

The PL experiments indicate donor-acceptor recombination for the 2.2 eV

emission band. In fig.6 we compare the spectral positions of the PL band
with the ESR tagged MCD band (bound to free transition). We note that the

maximum of the PL band coincides with the onset of the MCD band. This could

imply for a D-A recombination that the shallow donor binding energy is very

small. For a comparison with the experiments we calculated within the

effective mass theory, (FAT), both the shallow donor and shallow acceptor
binding energies.
For the shallow E1T acceptor we obtained EA-

3 4
.

6 
meV, for the donor binding

energy 10.7 meV [9].
For a D-A recomb~nation the peak position of the PL band (neglecting
coulombic effects e /eR) is given by EPL - E -ED - EA. The PL band of the
effective mass donors and acceptors shoRl¶' be at 2.325 eV. For the
luminescence at 2.22 eV we calculate with E -10.7 meV an acceptor binding
energy of 140 meV. Compared to the E4T value of 34 meV, the intrinsic
acceptor is in between an shallow and deep level defect.

-~ . -- ~ ~
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4.3 ODESR

Reflection measurements and their group theoretical interpretation gave
for HgJ 2 the ordering of the valence subbands r7", r 6  (separated by the
crystal field energy of 0.19 eV)[l0]. We thus have to asign the resonance
taking place within the r7- state. For a pure J-l/2 state (L-l, S-1/2) we
get the Lande g-value of 2/3-0.66. Experimentally we find our g-values at
0.85 and 0.74 not far above that value. The absence of any hyperfine
interactions (hf) with neighbouring nuclei (iodine has 1-5/2) is in line
with the shallow nature of the defect (delocalised wavefunction). For a
deep, highly localised defect state we expect the g-values around 2 and
resolved hf interactions.

CONCLUSION

Optical absorption, magnetic circular dichroism, photoluminescence and
optically detected magnetic resonance investigations have been performed to
study the absorption and recombination of the 2.2. eV band in HgJ 2. They
show the presence of an acceptor levels at E, + 0.14 eV and Ev + 0.15 eV. In
the MCD spectrum the bound to free transition (A -- > Ao + ecb) is
monitored, the photoluminescence is consistent with a shallow donor
acceptor recombination. Based on the magnetic properties of the defect, the
paramagnetism of the ground state as well as the spin resonance data we
conclude that most probably a Hg vacancy is involved.
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EFFECTS OF REACTIVE SPUTTERING PARAMETERS
ON THE GROWTH AND PROPERTIES OF

ACOUSTOOPTIC ZnO FILMS

E. JACOBSOHN AND D. SHECHTMAN
Technion, Department of Materials Engineering, Haifa 32000, Israel

Abstract

1 pm ZnO films were deposited on SiO2 by reactive sputtering using a D.C. magnetron
gun. The microstructure, orientation and chemistry of the deposited layers were exam- 00
ined. It is shown that the oxygen partial pressure plays an important role in the structure
of the layer through a mechanism of surface diffusion.

INTRODUCTION

Zinc Oxide films have aroused increasing interest in recent years due to their potential use
in acousto and electro-optic device technology. The integration of surface acoustic wave
(SAW) devices and silicon technology requires the deposition of a piezoelectric material,
such as ZnO, on oxidized silicon wafers. The advantage of ZnO relative to other piezoelec-
tric materials stems from it's low price and from the possibility of depositing it on many
kinds of substrates. More important, ZnO has the strongest piezoelectric coupling effect
of any ferroelectric material.

Several models were developed to predict the effect of the sputtering parameters (pressure
and temperature) on the film structure. The best known are those of Thornton [1] and
Mazor et. al. [2]. These models do not apply in the case of sputtering in a reactive
atmosphere at relatively low deposition rate (%% 0.3pm/h), conditions which are mostly
used for the sputtering of piezoelectric Zinc oxide films [3].

The purpose of the study reported here is to find the effect of the deposition parameters on
the stoichiometry, morphology, and crystallography of the growing layer. The structure of
ZnO sputtered layers was studied by: Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM), X -Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Anger Electron Spectroscopy
(AES).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Sample preparation and characterization

ZnO films were deposited by reactive sputtering on (100)Si substrates coated with 1000A
of SiO2, using a high purity Zn plate (99.999%) as a target and a gas mixture of Ar/Os
(20-80 vol.%) at 7.5mtorr. Both gases were 99.999% pure and the desired oxygen partial
pressure in each experiment was monitored by a mass flow controller. The growth rate was
measured by an Inficon thickness monitor.
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A d.c. magnetron gun was used for the depositions in a discharge power range between
100W and 250W.

The sputtering chamber was pumped down to 5. -10" tort before the 0 2/Ar gas mixture
was introduced. The target was presputtered for about 20min. prior to the deposition.

The ZnO film thickness was measured by an a-step gage. Subsequently, a thin Al film
(2000 A) was deposited by sputtering on the ZnO layer and interdigital electrodes were
then made by conventional photolithography, on the samples that were found to be well
c-axis oriented with a close structure and smooth surface.

The stoichiometry of the ZnO layers were studied by Auger spectroscopy and compared to Of
a standard ZnO sample.

Cross-section and edge-on samples were examined using TEM in order to resolve the grain
structure and orientation. In addition an X-ray difractometer (CuKa-radiation) and SEM
were used for this purpose.

Electrical Measurements

The resonant system of the interdigital transducer (IDT) had the following parameters:
IDT period (equal to the wavelength of surface Rayleigh waves) A = 601m; electrode width
d = A/4 = 15pm; acoustic aperture: u = 50A = 3mm; IDT length I = mA = 12mm; and
the number of the electrode pairs was m = 200.

Return loss response of our resonator was measured with a spectrum analyzer. The fre-
quency spectrum reveals a clear resonant shape due to the piezoelectric properties of ZnO.
The main resonant frequency was'v, = 78.96MHz and corresponds to the acoustic wave

velocity v = Am, = 4.7. 10s cm/s. The last value is close to the calculated one for Rayleigh
surface waves at given parameter q [4, 51.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

a. Stoichiometryr

Fig. 1 shows the AES compositional depth profile for a sample that was deposited using

sputtering power discharge of 100W in an atmosphere of 20% vol.0 2 . The concentrations
were calibrated using a standard ZnO powder. Since the composition through the thickness
is constant the measurement was stopped before the interface was reached. It can be seen
that the obtained film is relatively free of impurities. The O/Zn ratio was calculated and
was found to be 0.8. Further enlargement of the discharge power to 150W increased the
O/Zn ratio to 1.0.

The stoichiometric composition of the ZnO was maintained even with further increases of
the discharge power up to 250W. In other words, above a certain power all films have
stoichiometric composition which is independent of the gas compositions.
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Figure 2: X-ray diffraction spectra from: a. bulk ZnO powder b. from ZnO films sputtered
at 150W at different oxygen concentrations

b, Orintation

ZnO has the structure of wurtuite - hcp structure in which half of the tetrahedral intersti-
tials sites are occupied. In order to receive high piezoelectric effect (high coupling factor)
the film must grow highly oriented with it's c-axis perpendicular to the substrate.

Fig. 2a shows X-ray diffraction spectra using Cu-K. radiation of bulk ZnO powder (99%).

In our ZnO sputtered film the (0002) peak was the strongest peak and in most cases the
only one (In such cases (0004) was also detected). Fig. 2b shows the effect of oxygen
concentration at constant total pressure and at 150W, on the orientation of the grown
layer.

It can be seen that for oxygen concentrations above 20%vol. both peaks of (1011) and
(1011) do not exist. At 20%vol. 02 a weak peak of (1010) plane was detected.

Such X-ray measurements were done with all the samples.
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Figure 3: The influence of the O0 concentration on the structure: a. 20%vol. 02 b.
50%vol. 02 c. 80%Vol. 02.

The results showed that highly oriented films were obtained above 20% vol.0, at discharge
power range 100-200W. A partial volume of 80%vol. 02 was needed at the power of 250W
to obtain a well oriented film.

c.Structure

The SEM investigation of cross-sectioned samples revealed that the films grew in a colum-
nar structure, with the columns perpendicular to the substrate surface.
Fig. 3 shows the effect of the 02 concentration on the resultant structure at a given

discharge power of 200W. When 20%vol. of oxygen (fig. 3a) was used the resultant structure
consisted of columns with an open structure. As the concentration was raised a denser
structure was resulted (fig. 3b, 3c). This type of behavior was observed at all other
discharge powers. At 250W, however, the resultant film was covered with flakes that were
analysed by AES to be ZnO. The flakes originated from the material deposited on the gun
shield .This phenomena was reported by Maniv [6]. The column width was 0.2-0.5 Orm. A
denser structure leads to a smoother surface which is essential for SAW devices.

TEM investigation of cross-sectioned specimens revealed that the columnar grains do not
grow directly on the substrate (fig. 4). An intermediate layer of equiaxed grains grows on
the substrate and columnar grains develop on it.

Fig. 4 is an example of this behavior, it appears that as the oxygen concentration is
raised the thinner this equiaxed grains layer is. When this area is inspected closely (higher
magnifIcations) one can see that rotational Moire patterns occurred between many pairs
of grains. This implies that there is only a slight angular rotation between the orientations
of the grains. Selected Area Diffraction (SAD) taken from this layer showed the existence

II
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Figure 4: TEM image of cross sectioned sample sputtered at 100W: a. 20%02vol. b.
50%OtvoJ. (the arrows point the directions of growth)

of preferred orientation.

During the deposition ii large concentration of planar defects were formed (the SAD pattern
taken from this area had verified that). The columnar grain width measured from the TEM
images was found to be 40- 200nm. The big differences between this measurement and
that of column width (Fig. 3) suggests that each column consist of several grains.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study show that the microstructure and crystallographic orientation of
reactively sputtered ZnO films depends on the oxygen partial pressure and on the discharge
power.

The AES results have demonstrated that in order to obtain stoichiometric ZnO a dischargeP

power grater than 100W is needed. This effect of the discharge power on the O/Zn ratio
was observed by Brett et al. f7]. They explained the enhanced film oxidation as a re-
sult of increased discharge power, through a mechanisms of preferential resputtering and
evaporating of Zn, and by activation of oxygen species.

The oxygen partial pressure plays an important role in governing the deposition rate. By
increasing the oxygen partial pressure from 20% vol. to 30% vol. at discharge power of 150W
for instance, a decrease in the deposition rate from 25nm 'min to 3nm/min was observed
(these changes in deposition rate were approximately three times larger than the changes
in the film density). At higher oxygen content the rate decreases and remains almost
constant beyond 50% vol. The reduction in the deposition rate as oxygen is added may
be due to the formation of negative oxygen ions which trap electrons, thereby producing



higher plasma impedance, low ion current and hence lower sputtering rate. Furthermore,
the negative ions do not contribute to the sputtering yield [8].

There are two main factors which govern the structure of a sputtered thin film: a) geomet-
rical shadowing of the incident beam by protruding parts of a growing surface; b) surface
diffusion [9]. It was argued qualitatively [1] that the shadowing dictates a morphology
of low-density columnar grains. Introducing surface diffusion allows the development of
wider, smoother uniform columnar grains.

During the entire experiment the substrates were cooled to room temperature. However,
in sputtering, the arriving species acquire enough kinetic energy for surface diffusion to
occur. It is suggested that at high deposition rates there is not enough time for the atoms
to diffuse on the surface. In such a case a structure of low-density tapered columns with
domed tops is obtained (fig. 3).

When the deposition rate is lowered by increasing the 02 content the surface diffusion
becomes more effective and smoother and wider columnar grains are formed.

The lack of surface diffusion explains the phenomena of equiaxed grains layer (fig. 4).
When the diffusion rate is relatively low it takes a longer time for the atoms to arrange in
an energetically favorable way (c-axis perpendicular to the surface) which will lead to the
growth of columnar grains. Thus whenever there is enough time for surface diffusion to
occur, this equiaxed grain layer is relatively thin (fig. 4b). The thinner this layer is, the
better the orientation is and the XRD results have verified that.

In the case of reactive sputtering at relatively low deposition rates the oxygen partial
pressure plays the role of the temperature in the zone model of Movchan and Demchishin
[10] by governing the surface diffusion.
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problems, 311
cadmium zinc telluride (CdZnTe), 209 p-type, 281
carbon, 57

chemistry, 3 Einstein relation, 377
electrical properties, 133 electrical conductivity, 629

sp , 57 electroluminescence, 215
carbonization, 543 electron
carbothermal reduction, 643 channeling pattern, 421
carrier traps, 767 cyclotron resonance (ECR), 31

cathodoluminescence, 97, 179, 273 technique, 31, 145

chemical vapor deposition (CVD), 97, 267, paramagnetic resonance (EPR), 605, 687

445, 543, 555, 743 electronic
combustion assisted (CACVD), 139 device, 145
electron cyclotron resonance (ECR-CVD), states, 127

651 structure, 361
ion-beam (IBCVD), 651 epitaxial
metal organic (MOCVD), 215, 273, 293, films, 115

421,463, 707,721 homoepitaxial diamond film, 13, 145

plasma zinc sulfide (ZnS) thin films, 243
assisted (PACVD), 23 growth, 537
enhanced (PECVD), 121, 637, 68i, 693 excimer laser melting, 255

rapid thermal (RTCVD), 537
coagulation, 643 ferroelectric transition, 761
coascence, 643 first-principle calculations, 349

contacts fluorine, 3
ohmics, 573
Schottky, 151 gallium

covalent ceramics, 475 arsenide (GaAs), 191, 261, 457, 721

crystal growth, 495 nitride (GaN), 367, 383, 395, 457
thin films, 445

dangling bonds, 687 phosphide (GaP), 487
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growth pentaborane, 637
heteroepitaxial, 409, 441, 543 phase map, 737
mechanisms, 51 photo-darkening, 451
sequence, 121 photoenhancement, 487

photo-induced absorption, 451
heat flow equation, 79 photoluminescence, 209, 267, 637, 681, 773
heteroepitaxy, 191, 457, 555 piezoelectric, 749
heterostructures, 707 plasma effect, 299

CdS/CdTe, 267 p-n junction, 179
multi, 383 point defects, 171

hydrogen, 43 polysilane, 681
polytypes, 507

implantation, 87, 171 polytypism, 531
indium nitride (InN), 395, 409, 441 potential energy surfaces, 361
infrared spectra, 303, 681 pulsed nanosecond lasers, 79
intercalation, 761
interface energies, 3 quantizing magnetic field, 377
interfacial layer, 121 quantum
interstitial dots, 373

hydrogen, 355 size effect, 383, 761
oxygen, 361 wires (QWS), 373

iron (Fe), 63
radiation-induced centers, 127

laminar flame conduction, 139 Raman scattering, 31, 469, 681
Landau levels, 377 relative stability, 361
laser remote plasma, 31

ablation, 549, 593 RF biasing, 593
irradiation, 79 rocking curves, x-ray, 221
solid interaction, 79 Rutherford backscattering, 519

lattice mismatch, 221
lead iodide particles, 761 sapphire, 441
linear muffin tin orbital (LMTO), 367 scanning tunneling microscopy, 115
local density approximation (LDA), 367 selective nucleation, 69
lower energy electron diffraction (LEED), 109 self-compensation, 311, 349
luminescence, donor-acceptor pair, 209 semiconductor, 109, 299, 303

compound, 475, 555
magnetic resonance, 773 impurities in, 349
mass analysis, 299 semiconductor grade diamond substrates, 13
mercuric iodide (Hgl), 767, 773 silicon carbide, 495
metal(-) wide-band gap semiconductors, 221, 227,

organic 303, 311, 373, 377, 555, 675, 707, 721
(MOMBE), 487 sensors, 573
(MOVPE), 281 sequential deposition chamber, 43

oxide, 737 sharp edges, 69
semiconductor (MOS), 561 silicides, 567

_.methane, 637 silicon (Si), 361, 593, 663
moleular beam epitaxy (MBE), 191,203, carbide (SiC), 355, 361, 367, 463, 507,

221, 227, 255, 561 525, 531, 537, 543, 549, 555, 561, 567,
morphology, 115, 441 573, 651, 663, 675
mosaic film, 13 hydrogenated microcrystalline, 693, 699

mesa structure, 69
native-defect compensation, 311 sintering law, 643
nucleation, 57 sodalite analogues, 237

density, 69 solidification velocities, 79
detectors, 767 solubilities, 349

solubility limits, 311
optical absorption, 249, 731, 773 spectroscopic ellipsometry, 237, 481
organic-metal vapor phase epitaxy, 231, 261, spectroscopy, 127, 303

487 auger, 121
oxidation, 561 infrared reflection (OR), 593
oxy-acetylene, 37 optical, 127

Rutherford backscattering (RBS), 171
patterning, 165 thermally stimulated current, 767
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sputtered carbon. 51 transistors, heterojunction bipolar, 525
sputtering, 441 transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 215,

deposition, 469, 731, 737 475
magnetron, 151, 409, 457 twinning, 255
reactive, 779

stoichiometry, 179, 287 vandadia, 731
strained layer superlattice, 227, 293 vapor transport, 273
submillimeter optical properties. 623
surface wear, 171

acoustic wave (SAW), 779 wurtzite. 355, 367
chemistry. 109
diffusion, 779 zinc
modification. 79 amide, 281

cadmium selenide (ZnCdSe), 237
tantalum. 151 chalcogenides, 249
TDM-CVP. 179 oxide. 743, 749. 779
terahertz, 127 selendie (ZnSe), 179. 191, 203, 237, 255,
tert-butylphosphine. 525 261, 273, 281, 293. 311. 349
thermoelectric device. 629 sulfide (ZnS), 215, 243, 507
titanium nitride (TiN). 63 zincblende. 355, 367
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